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The publication of the Proceedings Volume of the Bombay 
~ession has been unusually delayed in spite of repeated remindere 
to the Press. The work could not be completed before the Delhi 
Session. There may have been errors of printing. 1he Volume 
of work has increased to such a large extent that it is impossible 
to tackle it without a properly paid whole time office staff. 
Paucity of funds has been responsible for the curtailment of the 
Pize of the Volume. Members will very kindly pardon the omissions. 
We are grateful to the Reception Committee of the Bombay session 
for promising a munificent grant towards the publication of the 
Proceedings Volume. 

May 4, 1949. 0. P. BHATNAGAR, 
Joint Secretary. 
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ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

BY 

THE HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE M. C. CHAGLA 
Chief Justice of Bombay and Chairman of the 

Reception Committee . 

It is a very great honour as Chairman of the Reception 
Committee of the Indian History Congress to welcome the 
distinguished delegates who have foregathered here, I see 
bt>fore me noted academicians, scholars and men of letters. 
When I was invited to be the Chairman, I happened to be 
the Vice·Chancellor of our University and holding that high 
office, I perhaps had some right to occupy the position that 
I am occupying. When I ceased to be the Vice-Chancellor, 
I fdt considerable qualms of conscience as to whether I 
wa" qualified to offer you welcome on behalf of the Recep. 
tion Committee. But I sincerely hope in passing a severe 
historical judgment on me, you will remember that I was 
a stug~~~ of history at Oxford ii! no less a company than 
that of the President of the. Congress~ Mr. Habib, whom 
I am very happy indeed to meet after a. long. interval of 
tim~' and to welcome to our city. 

The object and purpose of this Congress is not merely 
to read learned papers on various historical subjects. It 
has a much more imposing and worthwhile task before it 
and that is to prepare a ~tandard history of India. 

The first problem for a historian is to decide whether 

~
history bas "a plot, a_ rhythm, a _predetermined .P~t&ern". 
Fisher In liis- Historu of_ Europe sadly coniesses that the 
ntellec. tual e:x:ci'(e'me·I]-t··. ~disc~rnt~g · those ·barroontes in 
istoty were demed t() .l;um. He pomts out that the only 

safe rule for the historian was that be should recognise 
in the development of human destinies the ~lar of the 
contingent and the unforeseen. One is remi'noo o llaroy's 
Jines in the DynaBfs: · ·· 

" ...... _.Like a knitter drowsed. 
Whoee fingers play in skilled unmindfulness, 
The _Will has wove;:uyit\l.e.n .ab!'J!aj_beed 
Since life 6rst WIUI_; a11d ever_v.:jljso . .yeave.'' 

But it is impossible to assert that history does not 
record any P!,?.s!ess. The progress may .not be continuous. 
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T!l9:t:~.JllaLb.a UPf 'Pil downs. There may be times when 
mankind has lapsed into barbarism and has shown a capa
city for brutality and cruelty which makes one despair of 
the future of the world. But with all that, slowly and 
imperceptiblf men and ideashave advanced. On the whole 
there is more 1il>er'W: more tolerance, a greater sense of 
social justice to.day than there was in the ages past. 

But what is the pattern that the historian must try 
and discover in the history of India ? Sboulcl the history 
of India be a history of liberty, a history depicting how 
men fought against power and tyranny, against invasions 
and against the might of strong European nations so that 
men should live in a free society? I am afraid our history 
will not lend itself to that treatment. Liberty is a rare 
exotic plant which has been recently nurtured in our 
Indian soil. It is just shooting up and we are watching 
its growth and development with anxious care and un
faltering vigilance. 

Indian history has often been depicted as a history of 
action, rise and fall of dynasties, the clash of arms, inva.. 
sions through the passes of the north-west. This is what 
the historians have thought has been the sum and Rub
stance of Indian history. But the people of the country 
carried on with their tasks, thought their own thoughts 
al)d dreamt their own dreams untouched and unaffected by 
royal splendour or the panoply of power. 

· The true histQ):'.I.iS really a history of ideas which 
have itffiuen1l'elr'Ho"t~<i'i'i1Y" the people of the country but 
whose influence has spread far beyond the frontiers of 
India. But on the whole these ideas have not been 
political. in character. They have not been concerned 
with this world or the affairs of this world. Our seers 
and our philosppbers have been more concerned with the 
other world. Being absorbed in the queRtion of the sal
vation of the soul, they refused mere mundane considera
tions to weigh with them and took no part in the so-called 
history tha.t was being enacted round them. Therefore, 
down the ages we have built up a great spiritual ]Pgacy. 
No historian can afford to ignore it. It has to be appreci
ated and fitted in into the texture of history which records 
the march of events and the political transformations of 
the country. It iSJlft&n apt to be forgotten that thoughts 
and ideas have played a much bi!!'ger part in the shaping 
of a country's destinies than wars and invasions. 
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The idt>a of nationality has considerably influenced 
modern Indian history·. It is a modern concept even in 
the evolution of European thought and on the whole its 
effect has been far from happy or fortunate. T\ul idea 
of nationality has led to nationalism and it bas produced 
exclusiveness and an aggressive outlook. Nationalism 
can be territorial, giving rise to patriotism which idealises 
the country irrespective of the divisions and differences 
between the people who reside in it. American national· 
ism for instance is the most outstanding- instance of terri· 
torial nationalism. Men of different European nations 
ana-even some. of non-European nations enter America. 
They pass as it were through a crucible and they emerge 
as American citizens; They may speak their own langu. 
age, they may have their own customs, they may follow 
different religions, but they glory in the achievements of 
God's own country. N_ptillPWW way be racial and may 
pierce the boundaries of the state. The last war gave us 
the instance of German nationalism which was not con
fined to Germany but became racial in its character seek· 
ing to engulf Germans residing outside the state. It may 
be ideolcgica.l as is now being demonstrated by . Russia 
whiuh proudly proclaims that the ideas for which she 
stands know no national frontiers, and finally we have 
the .br_a!!_d 9.LP.~.lli2Jllll~m. which is purely religious and 
communal in its character. The best or the worst example 
-and that depends upon how you look upon it-is what we 
have been witnessing in India. in recent times. 

Originally nationalism in India was territorial. It 
was intended to be a spurt to freedom and it was a weapon 
of offence against the foreigner with a view to attaining 
political liberty. But the foreigner realised the danger 
and erected barriers against man and man i-n this country. 
The,impending transfer of pow&r made people greedy and 
power-conscious and nationalism took a communal turn. 
Instead of having ~olitical majorities and minorities which 
would be fluid and change from time to time, we ererJted 
permanent majorities and minorities and shut them up 
Jn communal watertight compartments. We forgot that 
(iemocracy could only be based on common citizenship and 
instead of emphasising our oneness we began to exaggerate 
our divisions and differences. This fantastic and unreal 
nationalism reached its culminating point in the two. 
nation theory with all the terrible and bloody consequences 
which we have been witnessing. When the transfer of 
power did come, the heir to British rule was not a united 



!DAis. but a divided and truncated country. I venture to 
IIIJ&~:that all that has been happening in the recent past is 
& foreign trend which does not fit in with the pattern of 
O\U' history. 

Thai brings me to what I think is the ti:J.JA.. . .Pattern of 

.ii~~e~~O~u~rJh~jstoria..t.ruly visualised, has been a .. Nowhere else in fue world has there 
. different religions, cultures and 

~~!~~~H~ ours. In varied and manifold 
:V a golden thrE>ad the oneness 

d_f'Hlnd·i!'~ · Invaders have come and India has absorbed 
New civilisations have come triumphant and after 

M passage of time they have taken on an Indian pattern. 
O'ilr greatest thinkers and our greatest statesmen have 
thought and dreamt about the unity of India and if his
toria-ns must fipd a rgyth!Jl in our history that is the 
rhythm to whichhistortcar events have marched. 

It is difficult to speak to a body of experts as to the 
method that should be adopted for the writing of the 
history of India. There is the old question which has 
to be answered. Is histJ:~rY an art or a science, or is it 
something of p,otl!..a,nd em the answer to these questions 
lWQ.~ld ~arge}j aepend t.be solution of the problem. His
;tocy c!W.not be a .m!lre _ recording and narration of facts. 'I!I:W;t be an interpre,tation of the past in order to serve 

· a · tti<Jl!,.uce for the. future. It may be that the research 
oft e· past has its own importance and carries its own re
~ard from the scientific point of view. But no historian 
·who is worthy of his high calling can help casting a peep 
into the future. A. historian then to my mind must both 
look to the past and to the future. The interpretation of 
the past must not be a biased one. The famous answer 
given by Ranke to the divine w bo also had written on the 
Reformation and congratulated Ranke as a comrade, should 
always be remembered. ''You are in the first place a 
Christian. I am in the first place a historian. There is a 
gulf between u1:1." 

I have been re-reading the inaugural address that 
Lol:d A.ctoq delivered to the University of Cambridge in 
·t~ and I have been profoundly impressed by the reali
sation of how true are his judgments on history. There is 
a great necessity in our country which bas recently won 
her freedom to guard against the corrupting influence of 
pow:~r. and there is nothing which can act as a greater or 
better safeguard than a study of history. Acton quotes 
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the famous sentence of Sir_ John S~eley :. "Politics are 
vulgar when they are not liberalised by history" and he 
himself observes, "for the sciepce of politics is the one 
science that is deposited by the stream of history like 
grains of gold in the sand of a river; and. the.-k..nowledge 

/ Q{ the past, the record of truths revealed hy experience, 

' 

is emirwntly practical, as an instrument of action and a 
power that goes to the making of the. future." T~-are"''f 
certain values and standards which history has rescued 
from the limbo of the past. These are ever!asting and 
afford a touchstone by which we can judge men and 
events. History also is a compilation of the traditions of 
the past and is a pointer to the heritage which we living 
in modern times have inherited. A country without 
standards and without traditions is like a ship without a 
rudder sailing in stormy seas. The duty of the historian 
is to supply the rudder to the statesman so that he should 
know the direction h~ is taking, what are the dangers 
ahead and how far the couroe he has decided upon is in 
keeping with the traditions of his country. Every poli-
tician and every statesman must always bear in mind that 
the final tribunal where his actions will be judged is the 
tribunal of history and I can do no better than to end this 
,E hort address of mine by repeating this ex.hutta.tio.n of 

/\.Lord Acton to historians "to suffer no man and no cause ;t' 
. 't'Oeiicape -fue undying penalty which history has the power 

to inflict on wrong." 

• 

• 



THE INAUGURAL SPEECH 

BY 

HON'BLE MR. B. G. KHER 
(Tenth Ssssion of the Indian History Oongreu) 

I, do not think that at the present time in India there 
can be any more wholesome study than th<it of history, nor 
any more necessary development than the growth of the 
historical stnJse. Th~:~ tendency of modern politic~'! and 
modern journalism is all in the direction of short views and 
sensationalism. The tongue and the pen are often used to 
attract attention, excite feeling, and to gain the victory of 
the moment at the expense of reason, proportion and truth. 
Scientific and impntia.l history must confine itself to facts, 
to causes and effects. The historian must be impartial not 
only, as the Chairman has sa1d, between Europeans and 
Indians, but between Indian and Indian. To achieve 
impartiality he must rid himself• of preconceived notions, 
whether they are based on prejudice, philosophy or religion. 
It is easy to pick out events which confirm a certain theory 
of life, but the historian must start from no such theories. 
He must not take for granted that there was a goldPn age 

in the past from whi.Jh we have fallen, nor that we are 
working up toward~ a golden future. He must not accept 
blindly the divine right or inevitability of any institution 
or custom, nor the sanctity of theories of thP lights of man. 
Nor must he judge actions and events in the terms of morals 
or ethics. The work of the historian is merely to calculate 
the results of event upon event and action upon action. 

I believe this expresses the work of the historian very 
beautifully. As has been said: "Truthful reconstruction 
of past states of society that have been long forgotten and 
misunderstood must be recovered by the patient work of 
historians, and that the task of history ft! to reveal the 
past as it was for its own sake, and to explain the evolution 
of the p~esent state o_f things from the past." You will 
agree w1th me that 1n lnd1a there is a great dearth of 
historical records and material which would enable us to 
reco_nstruct t~e past. The late Vishnushastri Chiplunkar 
attnbut.ed th1~ to two reasons. He said that, in the day of 
the ancient Hmdus, who developed almost other sciences, 

6 
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the department of history was sadlsr negh;cted and he 
contrasted this with the state of affairs in Rome and Greece 
which could provide a good deal of reliable material for 
writing a scientific history of those countriee. The first 
reason for this absence of historical record in India accord
ing to him is that it is only when wars or revolutions etc. 
take place people like to write about them and to preserve 
the record. Having impenetrable boundaries all rounrl 
Indians of those days had a fairly peaceful and quiet !ife ' 

. and left no authentic records from which history could 
be written. His second reason is th~t beinJZ by nature 
more interested in the next world than in thi~, in the well
being of their soul mort> than the body, in spiritual 
realisation than in material, they did not think it worth. 
while to write about these avanescent passing events, but 
wrote more readily about Brahma and Maya. Be this 
as it may, it is absolutely necessary now for us not to 
repeat the mistakes of the past and to write historv in 
order to reconstruct the past as far back as possible an·d as 
accurately as possible. 

We are all painfully conscious of the old tendency 
on the part of certain foreign writers on Indian History 
to exhibit us to the world at large as ignorant, degraded 
and dishonest and to magnify our faults and to gloss O"er 
our virtues. Our Indian historians know that they hlJ.Ve 
an opportunity to re-write the history of their country in 
an atmosphere of complete political freedom, should not 
go into the other extreme and begin to whitewash all our 
blemishes, for that would be, indeed, a picture without 
shadows. It will be as unreal as the former picture was 
untrue. The need for a balanced outlook on the part of our 
historians was never greater than it is today. They should 
not Jose sight of the abiding human values, for, in the eyes 
of the world today and in generations to come, they and 
their work will rise or fall in accordance with the measure 
of success that they achieve in sticking to the principles of 
truth and of the right and rational interpretation of facts. 

I understand that the Indian History Congress has 
undertaken the onerous task of producing a monumental 
work in several volumes on the history of India. I wish 
you the greatest success in this venture, and I have not 
the least doubt in my mind that our scholars will eschew 
all parochial, communal and even national bias in tb11 
writing of his.tory. Historz based on p~co~c~_i1·~oti?ns 
degenerates lDto propaganda. A heavy responsJOihty, 
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therefore, rests on the historians and teachers of history 
in India. They must not stray from the right path. Wars 
are often created in the minds of men by the teaching of 
hiStory on partisan lines. If the future peace of human 
race is to be a~sured, history will have to be written and 
taught in a different manner. 

In the year 1938, the Indian History Congress passed 
a resolution to the effect that 'well-equipped record offices 
should be established by all the Provincial Governments 

·and Indian States at an early date in order to facilitate 
historical research. The Congress considered it essential 
that adequate facilities should be afforded to 'bona fide' 
scholars of history in such offices.' I wish to tell you that 
Government of Bombay has resolved to implement this 
resolution and is doing its best to give effect to it. We 
have in Bombay considerable hist0rical material and a 
number of associations devokd to historical research. 
You are all familiar with the work done by Mr. Sardesai 
and Mr. Po~dar and we can never forget. the debt that 
we owe to men like Sane, Vasudevshastri Khare, Rajwade 
and Parasnis. We have the Peshwas Danhtar and the 
historical mu~eum and our own records in Bombay where 
huge wealth of valuable historical material still remains 
to be made use of. It must be all brought to light. It is 
necessary to have a trained expert archivist. The work on 
manuscript records requires I on~ and laborious training, 

1and there are vny few experts trained in these methods. 
[ Jl,ave e.very hope thaL~ establishment of three new 

· · · · _ely~ M.a.haxa.shtra, Gujara. t and Ka.rna tak 
ill ive a great- impetus to the study of history and to 

1s . :J.m'i'\rch. · We are still so unmindful of the 
te ICS o our past of which we have every reason to be 
proud. You have had distinguished historians to guide 
your labours in the past and your patient labours for ovet 
12 years are now bearing fruit. I have great pleasure in 
welcoming your President and other emin11nt historians 
back to our pr ... vince. I do not happen to be a historian 
myself, but that only enhances my respect for you. l bid 
you welcome and have great pleasure in inaugurating your 
C(•nference." 
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In this solemn and sacred. hour, when our otganisati.CJn 
is meeting for the first time under the fhg of a free and 
independent India, it is our privilege and duty on behalf 
of ourselves and of students of Indian history in generations 
yet to come to pay our humhle tribute to N:JJ:!.a.tm11 Gandhi. 
and the leaders of the Indian National Congress for their 
world-historic achievement. This is not a question on 
which the opinion of well-informed contemporaries can be 
overthrown by the researches of posterity. At a time when, 
in an atmosphere of inexpressible gloom, our country was 
lying helples!i under the heel of the foreigner, without self
respect, without vtsion and without hope, it pleased the 
Lord to send to us the greatest Indian teacher of all times; 
and under his divinely inspired guidance we have, after 
a bloodless struggle of thirty years, Ji.quidaterl peacefully 
and by m•1tual agreement one of the most powerful empires 
th~> wor[d has seen. Neither the foreign ruler nor his 
Indian U• derling has suffered anything in the process; 
the wounds al!d the sufferings have bee•1 entirely ours, 
and ours also the glory of the moral endeavour and accom
Plishment. No l:tPvolution so pacific and so momentous is 
found in the history of any land. 

But this great achievement, unfortunately, has been 
acc:>mpanied by a great failure and tarni:<hed by a greater 
disgrace. Soon after the Mutiny, the British Army Com
mission evolved tlul furmub of ·•counterpoise of natives 
ag_ain~t native,"; <J.lid thb for.nu.a was taken up by the 
civil administr .• tion ctud applied to every sphere, includ: n~ 
the subs.disation of pseudo-rdigious movements, whose 
main purpose wa; the cre;;tiou of friction and bitterness. 
With the institution of communal ei~>ctorates, a hideous 
arrangement which no western democracy would have 
tolerated for ct mom,;ut., a political platform was prepared 
for the perpetuation 0f comwunal coHflicts. Normally the 
repre:;eo;\.tr~ve.-; of a peopl<il are by their very position 
driven tv cic' k the interests of the people a8 a whole, and 
the recont:iltatiou oi confl ictiug interests is one of their 

2 ·9 



primary duties. But the artificial arrangement of com
munal electorates provided that a rE>presentative would be 
primarily judged not by v. hat he did for the country or 
even for his comlllunity, but by what he did against the 
rest. The differenc<s of religion, inevitable in a largll 
country like ours, were thus fusPd into two opposite polilicu.l 
groups, ard their ir:creusing hostility was inevitable as 
with facb succeeding election, nrd nn expanding body of 
voters, all representatives were required to appeal ezclu
s)vely to masses of tl•eir own denomination. It was 

'' 1 usly calculated that in this struggle the minority 
ean mure and more on the foreign power, and try 

prove worthy of its Eupport by ~abotaging the national 
·· )'"i:mer.t. So, finally, l c.tb east ;tJ;cJ west of our consti

t tiona], secular and democratie Republic, they have 
created the Dominion of Paki>tan under the pretence that 
it is a 'Muslim State'. Of tbe horrors with which this 
Partition has been acccmpanied-of the ciz million people 
or more uprooted frcm th•' homes of their ancestors, of 
corpses that no one has been ahle to count, and of crimes 
seen and credibly reported-this i' not the place to speak. 
But no amount of provocation by the guilty can justify 
r11taliation against those who are perfectly innocent. 
:Mussalmans, Sikhs and Hindus have proved themselves 
almost equally guilty; and thiR mark of disgrace on the 
forehead of our generation will be remembE·red for years 
to come. As a result of this hideous criminality, the like 
of which is not to be found in the whole history of 011r 

ancient land, no Hindu minority worth mentioning has 
been left in West Punjab and the Frontier Province; and 
as an inevitable consequence•, which everyone with common 
sense could have foreseen, the Muslim minorities have 
been driven out of Ktst Punjab and the adjoining Indian 
States. At the morne:1t it seems that tht~ blame for the 
destruction of the Hindu minority in West Punjab and 
the Frontier rests t!ntirely oa tile League le<>ders in 
Pakistan, while respomib!lity for the destruction of the 
Muslim minoJity, RS a rec:diatory nwasure, rests 011 tho 
Hindu and Stkh leaders of the area concerned. Bm it is 
evident to the discerning even now, :\ll<t will be accepted 
as an incontrovertible fact in course 11f tinw, that another 
agency has been at work all< I i" rbpuibi ble for the situa. 
tion that has inevitably led \O thio holocaust. A}one 
among the political groups of this country, the Oor.gress 
Ht@ Command has retained its sauity and balance and 
hal> adhered, in spite of increasing diffioultit~s, to ns 
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conception of a dt>mocratic and secular state, which derives 
its otrength from the age.old moral and spiritual traditions 
of our people. Judging from what it has accomplished, the 
Nehru Cabinet gives us a fine vision of the future N<>tional 
Governments. of,Jndia. • 

lt is absolutely u•1necessary to st:lte that, so far as 
the historian of India is concern~Cd, the country has always 
been one and indivisiiJI•, and will always continue to be 
so. The umty of India is one of the fundamentalpostula.tes 
of Indian moral consciousness, and the longing for a 
centralised administration has been one of the most visible 
and persistent demands oi the political spirit of the Indi;;ns 
throughout the ages. All the greatest achievements of 
cur past have somehow gone with the establishment of a 
central administmtion at Patalipc1tra, Kannauj, Ujjain 
or Delhi. The brea ki ~g up of India into two separate 
States, or law mak\ng organisations with exclusive citizen
shiJ.>, which creates a spirit of hostility, and in any case 
of independence and separatene~s, not. only between the 
governments but also between the people, and the establish
ment of cne of these States on a purely religious and 
communal basis-this ~ort of monstrosity has never been 
known to the history of our land. The public opinion of 
the Indian Union persistently demands a re-unification 
of the country. I will humbly put it to our rulers here 
that they are not only responsible to their electorate and 
their party.organiEation but also to history-to the genera
tions that have gone ar;d the generations that are yet to 
come. National freedo'tn without national unity loses 
three-fourths of its value, and the reunion of India should 
be one of our primary ~>ims. But if the univeroal verdict 
of bistory fs of any value, this reunion should be brought 
abm•t by peaceful methods. Force in modern times creates 
more problems than it solves, and the alternative to peace 
is death. 1'<0 intelligent Indian should talk of civil war. 
Our demand for unity is based on tho fact that, in spite of 
the present political arrangements, the conception of a 
common citizenship continues on both sides of the present 
artificial frontier. Given wise, statesman-like and patiellt 
guidance-even on one side-this conception will in due 
course re-assert itself in the political institutions of our 
people. 

ll 
Current political problems do not cotlie within the 

scope of our Congress, but the study of Indian civilioation 
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'in all its aspectR is our primary aim. It iH also (as Carlyle 
putait) the duty of the hiotorian "io tell what o'clock it 
is in the histo;·y of mankind." 

On the fundament,l] unity of onr country-the sacred 
laz.d where the black gazelle; graze and the munja grass 
grows and the pan-leaf is e:1tcn, :\l:d where the m'3.terial 
and the spiritual ar,, orgl'lnic:<!ly interwoven-there has 
been no difference betw"'en the Indt:Jn intelligentsia at any 
time. But the eh:or<JctH of tl1:1t ll':it.v has differed from 
age to age, aod I will conteut tn.s~·lf with exar!'lining 
one aspect of it, which in oom., respc·ct,s is of supreme 
importance. 

Of the foundero of Indian nnitv and Indio;n civilisation 
during the Indus Valley periorl a :1d ·tiP :·cntnri·:s preceding 
it, no memory remains either in], r:;et::! or ,.;.)ng. But it 
is possible to define the character of tLc civilbation of 
the Hindus or the Iudians both these wordR are derived 
from our frontier river, tlw !ndm) as a unified growth 
within the historic memory of ovr people. Its basis is 
D~arma, the universal law of morality which mw;t >1lways 
re&nlate the rel&tion of man and man. Hinduism has no 
known founder, no dogma or exclusive standpoint and, 
interpreted in its largest sense, it has no ocript1Hal texts 
in which all are required to believP. The Khwarazmian 
scholar, Abu Raiha11 ... A!.beruni, in trying to discover a 
universal principle in the religion of tho Indiai\S in th<> 
early eleventh cent.ury, thought he• found it, first, in the 
doctrine of metempsychosi:;, :.ntl, >ccondly, in the belief 
in the one and unseen God; the 'Hindu intelligentsia, he 
tells us, ''would never dre:"1m or worship,~ing :~n image 
manufactured to represent llim. But philooophic<d atheism 
has beeu freely" tolerat1~d in our la.nd and betitJf in metem
psychosis has not been w universal as A lberuni supposed. 
Still, the first foreign :;chobr, w Lo made a critical study 
of Indian 'culture-groups,' could not fail to note that 
supreme principle of Indian civlli<ation-the principle uf 
toleration-without whieb th;; co.exi,t•:nce of the 'culture
groups' would not have been possible. But he underrated 
its importance. "On the whole," he srrys, "thertl is very 
little disputing a bout theological topics amor:g themselves; 
at the most they will fight about words, but they will 
never stuke their souls or thr ir bcdies or their property 
on religious contruYersy." It was not to be EXpected that 
in a country so large all pcop:e would develop the same 
world-philosophy or agree on a uniform mode of living. 
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So almost from the beginning of our recorded history eve!W 
indian. who had the capacity to do so, has been free to 
organise any sort of sect, philosophical school, religious 
order or sanaha. The process, as we all know, still con
tinues. There was, if anything, too much of freedom and 
even criminal practice" were tolerated where outsiders 
were not concerned. These culture-groups were by their 
nature e:s:pansive and lived by proselytisation. One and 
all they tried to get an ,,I!.India ><tatus, for wicbout such 
a status their footing could never b·J seeu 'P. And in the 
course of their organisation<J.l work, they inevitably cirew 
closer the bonds between the ViJ.rious p 1rts of the country. 
All that is great in the history of the Hindu .perioi is due 
to the achievements of the culture-groups. Thtl free 
development of the::;e cult.ure-groups was only possible on 
the basis of tolemnce; religio''" perse~ut.ion is totully 
alien to the :- pirit of our land. But it followed as a 
necessary corollary that every Indian bad to be a member 
•Jf some culture-group. The man witt\ no culture-group to 
protect him and to guarantee his behaviour was a com
plete outlaw. 

The advent of Islam mad.J no e~:>eu till difference in 
the general chara.eter of our country. But in order to 
lift the curtain th'lt, for political purposes, has been laid 
over the history of our middle age>. I feel bound to make 
a few expld.n~tory remuks. There is no term in classical 
Arabic or Persian that CJ.ll express the conceptions of 
'sovereignty' ~tni 'state', which Europe evolved in the six
teenth century. The conceptions thJm>elves are absent. 
The term "Allah and His Prophet" are usdd by the Quran; 
but all educated Muslims have during the last thirteen 
centuries agreed with Imam A.bu Hanifa that there could 
be no question of continuing the government of "Allah and 
His Prophet'' after the death of Hazr.>t Ali. All Muslim 
governments, thereafter, have been secular organisations, 
combinations of politici<tns for their poiitic.d objectives, 
b·mrgeoisie affairs. Neither in In<li 1 nor elsewhere did 
medieval Isla" ever postulate a '·Muslim state" as distinct 
from a government by Muslim officers-ap<Lrt perhaps from 
a sort of spirit-consoling dream that the government of 
"Allah and His Prophet" would be pGssifJle once more when 
Jesus Christ arises or Imam Mahdi returns. Concerning 
existing goveruments, and their possible alternatives, 
Muslim religious consciousness of the higher type has 
always adhered to· the traditions of lmam Hambal and 
Imam Abu Hanifa and regarded them as sinful organisation 



\Vbose service is forbidden to the trur sepkers after Allah. 
In thil celigious literature of the Indian Muslims. there is 
no idolisation of the great ruler., ,;[ l)e!n; and, so far as 
po~stble, even reference to contemporary rulers is avolded. 

The owrwhelming mass of the M11sli ms of this land 
h&ve an undoubtecl Indian p:1tcl• nity. [t, is trun that there 
are innumerable Muslim lhmilie,; in l.ndia wb,) claim a 
foreign origin, but this affiliati•lll is purely fictitious. Owing 
to the Suljuq, Gha.zz and Mongol itc<•a,oi IllS of Central Asia 
and Afghanistan, swh Turki,h fugitivPs as could do so 
migrated to our country in dis1r,•e,o during the twelfth anrl 
the thirteenth cer.turies. It is these fugitives, and not the 
so-called 'invaders', who have given us t.he only bloeok of 
immigrants worth mentioning in the history of the middle 
ages. But their identity h,~ been completely lost, and 
no one meets Centr<.Jl Asic.n Turkish fami!ie8 in India. 
today. As to the lLdian :\ mlim 'foreigners' of the last 
four or five centurie8, the general practice has been that 
a Ra.jput converted to Islam i>; called a 'P,tth:m', while 
a converted wo7king ID3n a lid peasar.t is pushed still 
higher and becon1es an Arab of the Kornish tribe. Most 
converts to the new faith belonged either to the lower 
peasantry of the countryside or to the working classes 
of the cities, and mostly to the !:liter. Th2re io :, complete 
historical justification for the claim of the 'Koraish' and 
'Ansar' political orga.ni3ations that between themselves 
they repres<nt 80% of the Mu~alnuns of India. Their 
proportion is in all probahility higher still. The Muslim 
culture-group or millat bas :,)wayb been what it is today
a body belongiti!.!: primarily to the indigenous working 
class and the petit bourgeoisie. This is aJ:.·o the primary 
reason for its survival, in ~vite of the complt:ote disappear
ance of the Turkish g<.Nerning clas,;. 

In days when we were Euffurillg from till infeiiority 
complex owing to the b1 uta! fact ot a foreign government, 
which seemed umhakable, we made the be,t we could of 
our medieval Rnjput Rajas and Turkish Sultan~. '!'hat 
attitrde is no longer necessary ; and the plain truth has 
to be told that all our medieval governments were intensely 
exclusive aristocratic organi:oatious. borne of them worked 
for the public good ; others most certainly did not. But 
one and all they were continecl to the cream of the aristo
cracy-Rajputs among tlw HinduH, Turkish and Afghan 
bureaucrats and nolJleB among the Muslims. War and 

_, .• ~'P'ohtics were games which only the well-bon' were allowed 

'P.,_ ... 
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to play, The governments were in no sense governments 
of the people. An analysis of the officers of the Moghul 
and the pre·Moghul governments of Delhi will reveal the 
plain and sDd fact that Muslims of Indian birth were 
rigidly excluded from the higher military and civil offices 
of the state. An Indian MuRlim had as little chances of 
becoming war-lord of the Empire of Delhi as a Hindu 
Sudra had of ascending a Rajaotban throne. The Re-called 
Muslim period of Indian hi;.tory is really the Turkish 
period with two Afghan interludes in between. It seems 
ironical giving the name of Muslim period to a time when 
the Mussalmans of India, hy the unfortunate fact of their 
birth, were excluded from all high offices. 'I he position 
of the Indian MusFalmans in the middle ages waE', if a 
very rough ~imile be allowed, not unlike that of the Indian 
Christi>1ns during the Briti~h period. The democratic spirit 
of Islam and its principle of equality has been a powt.rful 
social influence among the indigenous Muslims, but it 
would be vain to regnd our medieval period as an expres
sion oJ Islamic democracy or Islamic equality. Nilither 
of the two great Empires of the middle ages gave to the 
Indian Muslims the representation they havo got in the 
present Congress regime. 

To sum up: Government during the Hindu period had 
been a function of the aristocracy, never of the culture
groups or their leaders. The same principle of political 
organisation continued during the Turkish period with a 
change. in the personnel of the governors. 

Two reforms in this time-honoured system, which was 
becoming unworkable, were attempted by Akbar the Great, 
Firdt, he combined the Turkish and Rajput nobility into 
the bureaucracy of the Moghtil Empire with remarkable 
success. Secondly, in cotJsonance with his policy of sulh
i-kul (universal peace), he made a vigorous attempt to 
harmonise all Indian culture-group>. In the .semi-religious 
and non-religious spheres, like architecture, painting and 
music, his succe•s was significant. But in the purely 
religious 8phere he failed completely. We need not be 
surprised at the fact that the greatest of our medieval 
ruler> failed in achieving what [ndian public opinion alone 
can acco :n plis.1, 

The English government succeeded against its 
European rivals beoause, among other things, it was out 
to establish. not the do,min~•nce of a. Chri~tian ~ultw~f l6~r. 
group but merely of an Engltsh govermng class wtt~~be -¥-:,. 

23962 ! f.IQRAWY_ ~ 
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)lelp of existing Indian vested interests, and of interests 
.peoially oreC~ted to support the foreign power. So on the 
~ne h~ng, it sl!bsidi.sed_ a co.nflicc of. culture-groups ~nd 
tstabhs.bed f'lr tt\!elf tlle nrAstu::a of b3mg the sole <possible 
~fer batwean them. 0•1 the other htnd, it felt that 
as a governing authority ic W0ltll D)G in a'll~ to fllnction 
successfully unles• ic da pri vad LitJ culture-groupo of a 
large sphere of their powar. Ir, i-; t·> chis fact that we 
owe the establishmant or the m<dern judiciary and the 
promulgation of the Anglo.Inui tn cod~,;_ But even here 
it had "' historical prtlc.ldent t:l folL1w. Criminal hw 
even in ancient timea h<d been'' function of government. 
The Moghul Empire h1d dev •!up~! it.-; o.v 1 sy,;tem of 
criminal LJ.w, indep.Jiluent of tltq -~huirtt c<n•l the shastras, 
along with principle-; of :1rlju li,J ttion where litig:tnt.B of 
two different c:tltlHe-gt\)I!PS were concerne.l. 

The pro blum mtbt not Bow be viewed in it< medieval 
setting. The situv-ion Ius completely ch:>ngeJ. While 
on the one hand, Akbar ail,\ all pr· ·vious rulers could only 
give us an ali-I11dia or irn;JJrial ;.;overnment, the national 
movement has given us a sovcreigr1 or law-<naking State. 
On the other hrmd, the cnltLtre-grOLtps hava rdso completely 
altered their basic chare~eter along with their aime and 
objects during two centuries of British rule. The old culture• 
group provided for tts members the road to salvcttion. In
cidentally it also promise,] a 'culture.gt·-Jup [Hradise' and 
denied that pamdisu to a ! ~>ther culwre.groups. BtH since 
their points of differences could only be settlecl in the other 
world, there was no difficulty in working on the principle 
of religious toleration here below. The modern culture
groups. have completely shtfted thoir ground; they have 
become "communities'' seeking their material interests 
at the expense of other cornmunititis ~1nd the general body. 
There is little or no tl,eolo:-;i~:d cunilict- in tho land worth 
mentioning; only them tturial int. :rests uf the old historic 
groups are involv-.:<1. A11d since m:ttPri:ll intPn-st~. unlike 
spiritual valucJs, '"''' beli :vecl to bll hostile, so that one 
group can h:•ve nothi1.g PXCept. at the uxpeuse of another, 
the conflict has bi·cuaw in~re:toingly bitcer. The only 
relation bt·t weer; the rnod:· rn ce>m nntni ty "-J1<l the old 
cuiture-gronp is th" Ltct of phy,:itJai deseenc :md :;uch 
historic con:iuuit:c as ph_y,ical dc•scen;. inv,Jlv<·s. The 
spiritual values so dc•:n t.o -the ~ulture-gfl>tlf" of the past 
have almoot tJompletely vani:;lwd; ,;imdtutteously wh::.t 
was best in the moral :nJ<l spiriLu:tl acquisition>" uf the 
old culture-groups haH becomo the i nherit:utce of all Indians. 
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The tragedy of it from the view-point of the Indian 
nationalist lies in the fact that while the historic culture
groups are more and more inclined materialism and, I 
feel sorry to add, even to gangsterism, the hold of the 
'community' over the individual is as complete today 
as it was in the middle ages. It is . impossible even now 
to be an Indian without being member ·of an Indian 
community. There is, I believe, at present no graveyard 
in the land to which an Indian could lay claim merely 
on the basis of his Indian citizenship, and admission to 
every one of them lies through some community-rite. 
Apart from the meagre and insufficient provisi•ms of the 
Act of 1873, the Indian citizen has neither a law of marri
age nor a law of inheritance. S•Jcial conventions and 
social prejudices, stronger than they have ever been in 
the pas~. strengthen the slavery of the individual. He is 
completely at the mercy of the community and its leaders 
in every sphere, including even the sacred sphere oJ his 
personal and domestic life. 

This, I believe, is the real ch 1.llenge of the hour. The 
old culture-groups have (as already remarked) no longer 
any specific spiritual concepts nor any particular modes 
of life, except such as h we survi>'ed through dead habit. 
It has been gener Illy accepted in India since Akbar's time 
that there is little or no difference between the funda
mental principles of religions, and our communal le~ders 
do not raise the religious issue .• The struggle is entirely 
between the self-seeking communities, descended from the 
old culture-groups, and the natiol1'll welfare as represented 
by the State. The present-day 'communalist' is a creature 
of tradition, a tr~oJitiou so vitiated dS to be next door to 

~tr~rbarism. The future 'citizen' will b• a creation of laws 
/consciously planned f<•r the public good. 'l'he fundamental 

task of the Indian State, therefore, is to create ·a National 
Culture-group' or 'a National Community', which may 
inherit all that iR best in the culture-groups of old, and 
sot us free from the vi~ious iuterests, which are seeking 
to dominate over lives. fhe proce•s requires a thorough 
uprooting of old and proved evils and a careful co-ordina. 
tion of elE~ments of proved value. Differences of religion 
there are and will be; in this there is no harm. But unless 
the Revolution succeeds in ·creati ug one State, one L">w 
and one Ndion.il Community Jor the whole land. we 
will be hce I with a period of Anarchy such as India 
has never witnessed in the course of her long and much
troubled past. 

3 
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III 
·~, · The history of the British period can now be written, 

J.and it is to be hoped that it will be written without enmity 
!Otmitlentment-that all defects of Indian character and 
•lndian institutions, which motc!e the foreign rule possible, 
'Will be frankly confessed and every element of value that 
we have received frJm the Bri ti'lher will be gratefully 

:reeognised. The material for it in this country, though 
cnot oomplete. is both extensive and unexplored. 

We have, further, to squuely face the fact tint our 
·historical vi~ir.n will and must undergo a complete change 
·with referenco to all our past. History, of course, begins 
with fact-fincling, Bllt there are always gaps between 
facts, and thPSA have to re filled up by some sort of 
nypothesis. History at its very foundation cannot, the~e-

. fore, get rid of a cerL in pragrmttic element. There rs, 
on the other hand, the penorHl equation of the writer
the tendency, for ex:f\mplc, of m'•ny historians like Froude, 
Emile Ludwig and Harold L~ml)e :1nd, I add with consider .. 
able hesitation, a fairly hrge s1ction of our own writers 
on ancient and medieval Inch·>, to live in a dream world 
of their own constmction .. The temptation of pandering 
to the fanaticism of our culture->(roup or community, I 
feel confident, most of us can n~sist. But we have to take 
care that the traditions of our cultllre-group do not sub
conl!ciously colour our vision. History, as a Persian 
writer has rightly remarked, is quickly exported from the 
academy to the hazar and "shopkeepers, who cannot dis
tinguish white from bL1ck und black from white, con
fidently venture to p>J.ss j·1dgments on historical matters." 
In the peculiar conditions of our country, when history 
as a subject of lnsic education will .be taught to an 
increasing number of Nw youths on a nation-wide scale, 
we cannot be too particular :>b1111t the moral isstles involved. 
The historian must R[Wctk tht· truth. On that question 
there c<>n be no two opiniorB- But history is a normative 
science; the historian i~ not only concerned with facts 
but, also with judgments; and this involves a conception 
of morality and jtlstice. Tl1e Grc.1ek hiqorians wrote to 
show the suprem:tcy of t!te free-born Greeks over the 
barbarians, and the Rom,>n> to harp on the right of the 
aristocracy of their Ui ty to domiua te the world. A very 
large number of English historLe" ')f t.he nineteenth century 
were written to Rerve thu ccw-;o of British imperialism. 
The Indians also have to find wme st mdard, subjdctive, as 
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well as objective. If we are true to tho teachings of our 
greatest thinkers from the composers of the Vedic hymns 
to Mahatma Gandhi, our moral standards will be univers~Jl 
and absolute. Every man and every movemeDt must be 
judged by the highest standards of morality of which that 
agb was capable. Humbly, but confidently, I feel that if 
we here could adopt for hi,;tory the standards accepted 
by our ancestors for the highest interpretation of rdigion 
and ethics, it will be a refreshing and much-needed con·· 
tribution to the historical vision of mankind. If on the 
other hand, we merely write to justify the exploitation 
of one group of Indians by another in our own country
or of man by man anywhere-our freedom has beAn won 
in vain. 

It is to be hoped that the National Govern mer. ts will 
be able to do something about a matter that bas been dis
tressing most of us-provision of the basic material of 
history. The National Archives is an exceilent. institu
tion, but its scope is limited. The Archreological Depart
ment deserves the gratitude of all students of history, but 
its sphere of work has to be expanded. The basic material 
for the history of a country like ours would include every. 
thing from the stone-implements of the earliest man to 
the latest government records, and my humble suggestion 
is that we should have at Delhi a National Institute similar 
to the Brit\sh Museum and Provincial Insti•utes at the 
provincial capitals. The material collected sh(,uld not 
be confined to history only; everything that concerns Indian 
culture should be there. The unfortunate fact is that in
dividual effort and enterprise can do very little in this 
sphere, and the development of sound Indian scholarship 
is conditioned by ~he state undertaking this necessary task. 
Without it we are helpless. All available material should 
be provided at one place or at a few easily accessible spots. 
My hum6le suggestion is that we should put our beads 
together and submit a complete and detailed plan for the 
consideration of our Governments. 

The proper and necessary sphere of state-action is the 
provision of material, including all other steps that are 
necessary for its proper utilisation, such as the pubhcation 
of photographic copies and of translation which private 
enterprise will not take up. But the state should not 
interfere in the question of interpretation. Organisations 
like ours are entitled to partiul help from the state, but 
these grants should be unconditional. The writing of 
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histories should not, as a rule, be directly sub;idised by the 
state and the creation of monopolies in text-books is 
objectionable on many grounds. In those rare cases where 
a work of great historical merit, or of merely local value, 
cannot find a market-, is publication should be left to state
aided and semi-cfficial bodies. Under the old regime we 
wrote in a spirit of constraint; even when we wrote cour
ageously, the fact of foreign domina1ioll deflected our minds 
in some direction or other. Our n:.tional leafltrs should 
now be willing to pass on to us a fraction of the freedo!T' 
they have obtained. A state-dominated interpret.ntion of 
history is one of the most eff,,ctive means of sabotaging 
democracy. A free Indit implies .c fr~e hi~tory of India 
in which every point of v1ew has a right to be heard. Free 
and untrammelled discus~ion will lead us to the truth; and 
there is no other way of teaching it. 

The last consideration I wish to sul>mit is necessary 
in view of the changing conditions of our country, and fear 
that it may raise controver8i<"s does not justify oilence. 
Most writers of Indian history in the pnst, it has to be 
frankly confessed, have b,oJonged to the "bomgeoisie 
culture group" and this fact has inevitably coloured their 
vision. Modern works on Indian hi>'tory do not show any 
anttpatby to the peasants and the working classe8, but 
their attitude to the higher classes has been one of un
critical adulation. So apart from some specific phases
the constitution of the Hindu village organisation, for 
instance, or our medieval lam! tenures-the life of the 
Indian working classes has receive<! scant attention at our 
hands. The general tendency ha~ been to turn away from 
the problem; the little good that has been done to them 
by our revenue administrations and roya~ and aristocratic 
charities has been boastfully reconlt ll. The great mis
fortunes under which they ha vc laboured throughout the 
centuries go completely unnoticed. I do not wish to postu. 
late the theory of class-contlictf', nor am I unaware of how 
difficult the application of this theory becomes when, re. 
gardless of the fact that is based on the experience of 
.Europe during the modern machine·nge, it i~ applied to 
all countries and all timos. That tbr· lower classes have 
alwayR been taxed heavily to maintain their superiors is 
undeniable; but considering that man over the larger part 
of the earth's surface-Austra.ha, Africa south of the 
Sahara, Siberia a11d the two Americas-has been unable 
to make any progress in the course of history, it is difficult 
to decide whether, in the interest of humanity as a whole, 
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aristocratic and bourgeoisie leadership bas, or has r:ut, 
deserved the price it bas exacted. Still the fact remains 
that we are content, like our predecessors, to survey the 
Indian social landscape from the foot of the royal throne. 
'The lot Qf. the Indian worker and everything connected 
with it-his wages, the prices of comrr.odities necessary 
fcrrtb-e maintenance of his family, the struggles of his life, 
his joys, his sufferings and his hopes-all t.hese are a 
virgin fi.drl_.fo.r _t!Le..JliJ>totical investigator.· The UJaterial 
is not ~o plentiful as or,e could wish, but industrious in· 
vestigation will enable us to get a fairly complete picture. 
The same applies to the culture of ·the working class 
groups; a few elements of it have worked their way into 
recognition, but most of t.hem have only been noticed in 
order to be condemned. The free India of today demands 
an urgent rectific'•tion of this "over~ight". We are at the 
threshold of the machine·Age. Most of our future problems 
will be labour problems and problems of social reconstJUC
tion. It is not our duty to knock down old temples; every 
element of value in them must be preserved. But. we have 
to build a new ~hrine. The tendency towards socialism 
will gain in weight and volume as with every succeeding 
year the working classes strive to come to their own. The 
historian must not fail to do his duty by India as, in .the 
generations to come, she marches forward courageously 
and hopefully to prostrate herself with reverence and 
devotion at the mist-shrouded steps that lead to the shri p.e 
of her new-found, classless God. 
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The Antecedents and the Early Beginnings of the Vedic Period 

Colleagues and Friends : 

My first w:.>rd on. this occasion is one of gratitude to 
the autnorities of the Indian l:{istory Uon>;ress for havmg 
elected me th~ President of the ,\ncient Period Section of 
this their tenth Session. I am sure that, while doing 
me this ho:wur, they must have been prompteo by a desire 
to express their approbation of the great work hei ilg done 
by the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, with which 
I have the honour and privilEge of having been closely 
associ a ted for the last f,~w years, rather than by any 
claims which my own work may bc;ve in itself. It is 
needless to add, therefore, that, in the proper execution 
of my duties as President, I entirely depend upon your 
gopd will for the Institute, a portion of which, I expect, 

~ ~U wtll kindly Spare for m?, 

During the last year, death !J,-,.s snatched away from 
amongst us severRl disti nguishec\ colleague~. A couple of 
months before th101 last session of the Congress, Dr. L'lkshman 
SARUP died at Lahore most uneJ<pected!y. TIJ.ose of us, 
who had met him at Nagpur, just a few days prior to his 
death, could not 'have even dreamt of the impenoing tragic 
event. Dr, SARUP'S work in tht· fi~U of Vedic studies and 
other branches of Indology i~ too well.known to need 
mention. In the ~~me mo11t.h, J<:Hnely, October !946, also 
passed away two cii,ninguishcrl European scholars. Pro· 
fessur DODWELL wcts :l Joint H>iitor of the famous Cam
bridge History of India nne! Prof•·ssor P11ul PELLIOT, who 
was, for some time, the PrP,ident of the Asiatic Society 
of France, has distingnisbed himsBif in the field of language, 
history, and arehooolngy of Cent.r:d Asia. Sri Dharma. 
nanda KOSAMB,, who died iu Juue 19·17. besidPs being a11 
internationally recogni,t>d authority on Pali and Buddhistic 
studies, has nwde sume very original and thought-provoKing 
contributions to the ~tndy of >lllcient history. By the 
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death, in July 1947, of Profe3sor Richard BURN, we have 
lost another scholar closely associated with the Cambridge 
History of India. For, BURN was mainly responsible for 
the second edition of that great work. Dr.. Ananda 
K. COOMARAS\'i'AMY, who passed away in September of 
this year, was one of the most versatile scholars of ·the 
recent times. One reaily marvelled at his prolific writings 
on a wide variety of subjects, prominent among them 
being, of course, Indian 11 rt, in its several aspects, and 
comparative religion and philosophy. Mm. Gourishankar 
OJ HA was the grand old man of Indian History, and no 
serious student of Indian history can d,, without a careful 
study of his magisterial work on Indian palaeography. In 
him w~:> have lost a univetsally recognised and respected 
authority on the history of Rajpu'tana. Dr. N. K. BHATTA
SALI was an ardent student of Ancient Indian Hi~tory, 
and his recent unexpected death has removed, from among~>t 
us, a very capable Curator of historical museums, at a time 
when his services, in that capacity, would have proved of 
the utmost value. In grateful remembrance of their services 
to the cause of Indian Hiotory, I take this opportunity of 
paying my respectful homage to the memory of these 
Savants. 

This is the tenth session of the Indian History 
Congress, and, tts sueh, it will be regarded as a significant 
landmark in the history of historical studies in India. I, 
therefore, thought that this would be the most appropriate 
occasion to present before you, by way of a Presidential 
address, a comprehensive and systematic survey of all the 
important work done in the field of ancient period of Indian 
Hist<,ry, during the last decade. That would have helped 
us to realise where we now actually star:d, and what still 
remains to be done. Accordingly I bad aotually started 
collecting material for such a survey--in fact, I have 
already prepared more than 500 index-cards-but I had 
to give up that idea very soon. The work done by scholars, 
during the last ten years, in connection with the History 
of lndia from the earliest times to 711 A. D., is indeed 
much too vast and much too valuable to be sun-eyed within 
the necessarily limited compass of a Presidential address. 
Strange as it may sound, my failure to accomplish what 
I had originally intended to accomplish was a matter of 
joy to me, and, I believe, it will be so also to you. Fur, 
does this vast and varied material of historical value, 
produced in recent years, not redound to the credit of 
Indian historians? 
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I am at present working on the problem of the proper 
ftution of the Vedic period on the background of the 
history of India, as a whole, which htter is now prolonged 
backwards even beyond the stone-age. On this occasion, 
therefore, I propose to pl'lce before you, for your con,idera
tion and criticism, some of my idPas relating to the 
history of the Vedic p,·rio,J, A considerable amount. of 
work, of really sterling mbrit, h&.s been dune, in this field, 
by generations of scholars-Indirw as well as foreign. 
I am, however, inclined to think that, genendly speaking. 
the Vedic period has been studied, up till now, more or 
less as an isolated period. EffoTls must 11ow be made to 
fix up that period into the whole sehemo of the history of 
India, which, lil its turn, JUUSt. be wopuly linked up with 
the history of the world. In other word>", the many ·problems 
connected with the Vtdic period must nut be studied, each 
by itself, but, all together, correla1ing, at every stage, the 
results of our investigatior:s in e,tch ca8e. To my mind, 
any attempt in the direction of reconstructing the history 
of the Vedic period, to the fullest possible extent and with 
the highest possible plausibility, must necessarily be 
governed by the consider3tion of the following five points:
(1) The relati0n of the Vedic Aryans with the other Aryan
speaking peoples of the world. As I shall presently endea
vour to show, the Vedic period of lmlian history bfgan, 
in more senses than one, outside the geographical limits 
of India-that is to say, outside the geographical lin,its 
of the pre-15th of August India, mo:;t certainly of the 
post-15th of August India. (2) The relation of the Vedic 
Indians with the Harappa civilisation-more popularly 
known as the Indus Valh'Y civili"at.ion. This is indeed 
very important. For, our knowledge cf the Vedic history 
and civilisation is based mainly on literary :;ources. That 
knowledge would gain greater historic~d valiciity, if it were 
possible to correlate it with the smrr facts t,rought to light 
by archreological evidence, aehieverl during the last nearly 
thirty yearf'. Thanks to the untiring labours of archmo
logists, the Hara ppa culture now Lo longc·r remains the 
'abstraction' thea it was. It io l ccoming poosible to fill 
in some of the human detail:; and mat.~rially vitalize what 
bad hitherto been an 'abstraction'. (3) The eourse of the 
development of Vedic history and c:ivi]i><atiun as seen from 
the Vedic literature itself. It willl>t• easi:y re.dis,,cJ that 
Vedic literature, from th0 Bgveda-Sarnhita <\own to the 
various VeJic sutras, refers t.u diffen-m "~n<'h:i in the Vedic 
B.\te and to diff~rent strata of social life in a uv particuhr 



epoch. We see, in the Veda, development from the hunting 
stage of life to the origin of the conceptions of various 
advanced forms of government; from the life of nomadic 
warrior tribes to growth of capitalism and landed aristo
cracy ; from pastoral communities to rise of class-con
scicueness and cla,s-struggle; from magic to monism; and 
from sorcery and witchcraft to organised priest-craft. All 
this development needs to be systematically and rationally 
exphlined on the basis of Vedic literature. Moreover, it 
has to be remembered that Vedas are not exclusively the 
documents of Vedic Aryan life and .thought, but that a 
considerable portion of them is the result of culture
contacts and racial fusions. .Ln this context, we have to 
consider the problem of the impact, on the Aryans, of the 
Dasas, the Vratyas, the Sudras,. and various other non
Aryan communities mentioned in the Veda, and the con
sequent inter-racial and intra-racial conflicts and reactions. 
On such a background, several characteristic features of 
Vedic civilisation, such as, cultural rapprochement, race
co-operation, class-solidarity, professional interdependence, 
societal planning, etc., will be conspicuously brought out. 
(4} The co-ordination of the history of the kings and piinces, 
mentioned in the Veda, with the dynastic lists of the 
Pur:IIJ'l.S. This would also include the historical fixation 
of thB families of Vedic Hymn-makers, priests and 
purohitas. Attention may here be drawn to the antiquity 
of ilihasa-pu1·ana, which go back 10 the early Vedic times. 
It. is observed that, ever since then, distinction has been 
made between itihasa and purana. As is shown by one 
of my predecessors in this position, a careful analysis of 
ancient Indian historical traditions made with reasonable 
caution, may produce results, wh\ch would prove helpful 
for our purpose. While reconstructing the history of 
India prior to the Mahabharata-war, which is presumed 
to have been fought in' 1428 B. C., Dr. ALTEKAR has tried 
to 'fix the date~ of the dasarajna-yuddha U900 B. C.), of 
Grtsamada (2700 B. C.), of Srmjaya ::<ahadeva (2.000-1800 
B. C.), etc, 1 (5) The Vedic period must finally be correlated 
with the main trend of events in the post--Vedic periods of 
Indian history, such as the antecedents and consequences 
of the Mahabhiirata-war, the rise and fall of city.states 
indicated in the R.amiiyaiJa., a.nd the expansion of the 
Aryans to the various parts of India. 

1. Proceedings of the Second Indian History Congress, C&lcutto 
1939 : Presidential Address-Archaic Section. 
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All the five points mentioned above should be made 
t,e.~rve as effective checks on one a.nother. The history 
oi the Vedic periods, in other words, will have to be judged 
by ihese five criteria. 

Let us take up for a hrief d iscnssion only one of the•e 
pOints. The relation of tho Ve<lie Aryans with the other 
.&"'an-speaking people~, or, put in general terms, the 
p;foblem of the Aryans, has oceupi•. <l the attention of uearly 
four generations of scholars. Tho hct that it still con
tiaues to engross scholars will [, .. ,.,llll·• cl<Jur from the 
work, relating to that problem, which h:1s been produced 
ill more recent times.• In 1780, S1r William .JoNES put 
forth the epoch-making 8\lggest.ion r0g-ardir:g- the possibil
ity of there being a common <'<mrc<' for Snnskrit, Greek, 
Lati-n, and Germanic. :En 181G, b'ranz BOPP made the 
l!tst attempt to raise the structure of Indo-European ~lb.), 
nd, in 1900, the primitive n~ may lv.' >mid to have been 
firmly established. It must he Pmpl1atic<tlly stated here 
that the science of linguistics io now no more in an experi
mental stage, hazarding it~ condnsion" on the strength 
of unsatisfactory relics of spee:.:h sc tttere<l uver a number 
of tongues. The labours of linguisticians, throughout the 

· la&t more than a century, have enabled us to 1orm a clear 
idea of the primitive IE speech as a >iingle and almost 
._ogeneous language. Thousands of words of the original 
~eb have been reconstructed, and, in mc.st cases, t~e 
efldings, stress, and precis~ meaning determined- Th1s 

·must indeed be regarded as one of the greatest ,,ohievements 
of human intellect. If, then, a single IE speech existeC, 
there must have been a people to spe11k it. And it is 
further warrantable to presume tlutc this people lived in a 
fairly contiguous locality, which hc>8 been differently called 
the 'cradle', the 'home', or the 'Urheinmt' of the IK 'l'he 
problem vf the original l•ome of the 18 is thus a:l old as 
the comparative· study of bnpwg;es. 8u much has been 
written on this subject, and so many mutually divergent 
theories and hypotheses have been put forth in this c<m
nection, that one is liKely to feel inclined to give up the 

2. For a 8LHVeS of important work done in this field, see 
A. B. KEn· a: The Home of the Indo- 8urupeans. Puvry Comm. Vol., 
London 1933, pp. ll!9-J99. R.N. DA,DEKAk: Some Recent Theories 
about the Indo-European,. Pracyava m 1(2). A prJ! 194!. pp, 93-9~. 
Among recent a,rticies on thtl' subject ma.y be mentioned: H. T. SOBLE'i, 
The Pu~ale of the Aryan•. d. Anthr"o Soc., Bombay, NS Vol. U (1), 
pp. 1-14. 8. Srikantha SASTRl: The Aryan,. 8.1< Vlll (5.7), pp. 140-161. 
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problem as insoluble. I am, however, convinced that it is 
possible to evolve, out of this labyrinth of apparently 
divergent theories and hyp::>theses, a consistent and 
systematic ocheme, and that a time has now definitely 
come to attempt to do so. I admit that confession of 
ignorance, however tantalizing, is better than assumption 
of knowledge. But, at the same time. I do believe that, 
ill tne interest of historical progress, a theory worked 
out on the basis of all \i11guistic, archffiological, anthro
pological, and culture-historical material. wherever avail
a hi<•, with the use of what HUXLEY calls 'scientific 
i mDgination', w hereve:r nece:;sary, would be far more 
desirable than either excessive caution or counsel of de~pair. 

The problem of the IE involves, so far as it concerns 
the his: orica I fixation of the Vedic period, the critical 
consideration, primarily, of four points: namely, (l) the 
Urheimat of the IE, (2) the Hittite problem, (3) the ques
tion of the Aryan vestiges in the Near East, and (4) the 
relations between ancient Indians and Iranians. Before 
I proceed with the discussior;, I must make one point quite 
clear and that is about the exact implication of the term 
'Aryan', which is frequently employed by scholars in this 
context. It will be found that, in many cases, the word 
'Aryan' is med more or less as a synonym of thfl word 'IE'. 
This is, to my mind, not quite justifiable-and for two 
reasons: Firstly, the word 'Aryan', as such, is not clearly 
attested by the European members of the IE linguistic 
family, except, perhap8, through the very doubtful names, 
Ariovistus and Ariobriga in Celtish and Ari9bindus in old 
U:ermanic. At any rate, the special counotation, which 
that word gained in the proto-Aryan pel iod, such a~ is 
imlicated by Vedic arya, by Avestan airya, and also perhaps 
by Harri, occurring in the Mitanni records, had not d£lve
loped in the photo-European period of the history of the IE. 
And secondly, the identification of the Aryans with the IE 
is associated with the unscientific suggestion that the IE
speakers originally formed a racially homo~eneous group 
and the vicious and dangerous repercussions of that &ug
gestion, as seen in the pan-Germanism and anti.Semi
ticism. There is overwhelming evidence to show that the 
lE·speakers did not form a uniform biotype. It !is suggested 
that the original IE-speakers were dolichocephalic, leptorr
hinian, t:J.ll, bright-coloured an<! blue-eyed blondes, who 
evolved out of the milieu of Northern Europe. The spon~ors 
of this theory eventually· introduced, in 1this context,~ an
other synouym for the words .'Aryan' and 'IE', namely, 
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•:i!tordic'. But DIXON ha~ convincingly shown that the 
.Nordics were not a pure race, but that they colltaiued both 
dolichocephalic and brachycephalic elements. s r~. may be 
further pointed out thut a closer ethnulogical 'crutiny leads 
one to the irrf'sistible eonciusion th'lt -blond biutyp~ did 
not evolve only in North ~:uropc. Blond groupe; of men 
were found among the Tartttr ract•s of Europ1.• and Asia. 
Similarly, light-coloured peoplt• were t<nwd anwng ditf .. rullt 
races even in Asia. There is a!,;,, nvidenee of llw Pxistt·nct·, 
in ancient times, of brachyceplu!ie Jl"uplc in Ea,tt•rtt and 
Central Euwpe. The theory of ~ordicisw, ·•r 'Aryanism' 
(as understood in (jermany), pn·supposes that met~ was 
i'ntellectually far more advcwced thall other races. l11 tl:lis 
conn~ction, one ne~d only remember the wise word~ ol 
RIPLEY tba't the corrp]ation between cwnial contours and 
intellectual charac1.ers is yet to lw <liscncc·recl.• Simibrly 
it is not possible to connect any specific funer;d cu~tom 
with any particular race ''' Ius been "t.tempted to be dom' 
by some scholars. SEHGl'i:i sUg[!;e,t io:t that the irr;tchyce
phals from Asia were theca rri~rs of the custom of cn:lll<>
tion into Europe has accordingly nut. received any con
vincing support.• UHILDE has clearly shown tbl'c the 
custom of cremation was not restricted to any single racial 
group that can be definitely identified.'' To approach this 
question from another anglP, it may be pointed out that 
all ~ordics did not speak n; la.ngna[!;es. The Finns, for 
instance, were Nordic, but c"nn•rt lw said to have· been IE. 
Conversely all the IE-speakers we·ie nut Norclic:s or doli .. 

- .choeephalic blondes. As a matter of fact, even all Nordics 
were not blondes. The oldest proof of the ,, ppea ranee of 
the IE is to be found in Egyptian sculpture l!elonging to 
the latter half of the second mille-nium B. C. There they 
are shown to be brachycephalic. Among the Heers of the 
Veda. who must necessarily be' reg;trded as lE, Heveral are 
described as ha'l'ing been dark in colonr. The Indian caste
system also, by no means, represents division of ,;ociety 
according to biotypes, There is a nether l>Ioof of th<: 
appearance of a11 IE people. It is to Je found on tho lower 
column of victo~y of Tiglat-Fileser IV of A.ssyri" in 800 
B.C. There they are represented as d;~rk-coloured 1YP'' 

3. D.XON; Ra.·wi HH,>ry of Ma>.k!>icl, p:r. :Jo-:'4. Also V. G. 
CHlLDE: The Ar''''"'· PP- l"o h. 

4. W. F. R PL>': The R Cc< of Ewor,·. Jl('· ;.o\.;;1)2 . 
. 1. G. SEI~G: The Meaitertcme(HJ RaCr!. p;'. '.!62 H. 
6. V. G. CHlLDt: or. cit. p. 149. 
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of men. The ancient Persians, who were clearly IE
speakers, are shown with black beards in the mosaic 
pictures of Pompey. The speaker;; of the Hittite language, 
which was a proto.IE dialect, consisted mainly of men 
belonging to the Armenoid r<lce. As depicted in sculpture, 
they appear broad-skulled, Jon:.; or hook-nosed, middle-sized 
stocky-built men. Wa hav<e, therefore, to conclu1le that 
there did not exist any IE race as ~uch. Several distinct 

• races.-Nordic, Alpine, Sout.hern European anl Asiatic 
Mediterranean-sp.Jke IE languages. All ethnological 
speculations have to be scmpulously e;chewed, while 
dealing with tbR problem of thn IE. We have to depend, 
in this connectiou, princi p:tlly on the evidence supplied by 
lin~nistic,;, archaeology, amhropology, and comparative 
folklore. Linguistic palaeontology, by itself, is fraught 
with se\Teral pitfalls. The results of investigations Jn all 
the four sciences mentioned above must be pooled together 
and checked and countercheeked. Thus alone may we hope 
to derive a full and sufficiently authenticated picture of the 
habitat and the life of the primitive IE. 

It is not possible here to undertake a detailed exa. 
mination of the sever»! theories relating to the IE Urhei. 
mat, that have been put forth by scholars, up till now. Nor 
is it necessary. What I should like to do is merely to 
attempt a restatement, in a consisteDt and constructive 
form, of the results of the many investigations made with 
reference to this }Jroblem. To begin with, it may be 
pointed that the Arctic home theory is now entirely 
discountenanced by scholars-and quite rightly too. But 
ihe theory thllt the original home of the Aryans was India 
itself is being still put forth-more vigorously now, perhaps 
owing to nationalistic considerations. The main argument 
of the sponEors of this theory is that, in t]le Vedic, or, for 
the matter of that, in the entire llncient Indian literature 
there is not the remotest hint of the original home of the 
makers of that literature having been outside India. This 
argument can be met, I think, Siltisfactorily, by showing 
th~•t when tbe Vedic Aryans entered into the Sapta-aindhu 
country, they could not have had any consciousness that 
they were entering a new land. In their C3.se, as will be 
pointed out in the sequel, it was a matter of gradual expan
sion from their secondary Urheimat., and not of entry into 
a foreign land. Apart from t-his, may it not be asked why, 
if the Aryans migrated out of Lndia, as they must be 
assumed to have done, according to this theory, therl:l 
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E. W be ~o clear reference to such migrations in ancient 
n literature? To assume further that the Vedic 

_ IJilaiJe is the most archaic form-almost the original 
primitive form-of IE is to negative the entiro body of 
reaulwof the science of linguistics. Such an assumption 
q.n ill explain the devalopment of individual IE languages. 
The astrono'llical e·;idence, produced to prove the hoary 
~ntiqoity of the Vedct, has alway:; appeared to me as of 
doubtful validity. We observe that there are as many , 
dates fixed on the basis of tha~ evidence as there are 
astronomical scholars ! Moreover such a high antiquity 
for the Veda is not likely to fit in well with the scheme of 
the later coune Indian history. The Indus civiibation 
,_.y have, in that case, to be regarded as just an aspect of 
tbe Vedic civilisation, against overwhelming archaeological 
evidence to the contrary. Would such an assumption not 
lead onf' irresistibly to the con<.:lusion that the language 
of the Indus seals must be Vedic Sanskrit or some form of 
it? It is also difficult to under,;tand why, if writing was 
so common in the Indus civilis:1tion, it is not even referred 
to in Vedic literature. We can be hard.ly jus-tified in say. 
ing that there was no occasion, in the Verla, to refer to 
writing. Similarly the obvious iconism of the Indus valley 
ill accords with the emphatic•tlly aniconic religion of the 
Ve_da. From the anthropological point of view also, it 
'IVOwd be a tall claim to say that, in lnrlia, man had attained 
to a high level of civiltsa\ion, loni!: b•Jfvre 60CJO B. C., 
•hen the offshoots from the same stock, at least from the 
.limruistic point of view, still showe<l a lower type of civili
Si$~on mQch later. The early Veda, as a matter of fact, 
preients a picture of the !He of a nomadic warrior people. 
ADd, as will be shown subsequently, this fact can· be 
Ullderstood, in its proper perspective, only on tho assump-

. UO'n that the Vedic Aryans were not autochthonous in 
India. 

Another theory, which had cC~ught the imagination 
of schobrs in tlw initial stages of tho study of thi~ 
problem, and which was a"ain vigorously canvassed, in 
recent times, under tlw mgis of thf' Nazis, i' the Nordic 
home theory. Accordinv, to KOSSl'!A, who is its grecltest 
exponent, the IE or tho Aryans, who were the 'Herren
volk'-phvsically anr! intPllectu,dly 8Uperior to other 
people-Nordic by raee and Aryan in ,;pe 'ch, arnw<l with 
stone battle-a:x:es and ridin" in horse-drawn chariots, 
carrying with them cups rleeomte•l with imprPssions of 
whipcord, set out from Germany, and made themselves 

• 
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lords over all the peoples of Europe and some in Middle 
East. 7 The original IE were dolichocephalic, leptor
rhynian blondes, who evolved out of the milieu of Northern 
Europe. In the course of the history of the IE-problem, 
several variants of this theory have been put forth-their 
main essentials being, however, more or less similar to 
those of KOSSINA's hypothesis. At the very outset, it 
must be pointed out that this theory euffers from two 
main obsessions-namely (1) that the IE were a pure 
homogeneous race, and (2) that the proto-Germans- and 
consequently their present descendants-must be considered 
to be ever the 'Herrenvolk' in the history of the world. 
It is needless to add tli.at both these claims are unscientific, 
and, therefore, unacceptable. The N ordicists try to ex_plain 
the Vedic varna-vyavastha also as the resu It of a conflict 
between the dolichocephalic Nordics and the original 
brachycephalic inhabitants of India. If we were to 
examine this theory from the linguistic point of view, 
we would further realise its obvious invalidity. The 
accent in old Germanic is a stress accent, while the accent 
in the reconstructed IE is a pitch accent. The sound-shifts · 
of the old Germanic language also go against Germany 
being the original hot11e of the IE. If the Teutons were 
really the direct historical representatives of the early 
IE-spe.\kers, there wa,; no re-ason why there should have 
occurred such a rapid decline of the IE system of inflexion 
in Germanic. These and similar other linguistic changes 
in Germanic, coupled with the facts that tbe Germans 
could not preserve their speech outside Germany and that 
the Germanic vocabulary, in certain spheres, is distinctly 
non·IE in character, make the conclusion inevitable that 
the IE-spe»kers entered in Germany as a minority and 
imposed their speech on a pre-existing population. Cui-• 
turally, too, the ancient Germanic-speakers could not have 
been the direct repre!fentatives of the original IE-speakers. 
The battle.axe of the IE is certainly not derived from 
Germany. Moreover, ancient Teutons were not parti
cularly fond of hor~es-a characteristic which betrays that 
they were not the original IE. In their social origanisation 
also they have made a significant departure from the rigidly 
patrilinear organisation of the IE. It is further to be remem
bered that archreological investigations ha-ve proved that 
Nordic neolithic culture·began late as compared with British 

7. G. KOBBINA: Die lndogermcmen, 1921. 
5 
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~ alld Danubian, and only when the neolithic economy had 
bfin left behind in the East.• 

Tne Urheimat of the IE mu~t, therefore, be sought 
elsewhere. The suggestion of Dr. GILES that Hungary 
may ha.'te a claim to that honour is mainly based on two 
lissuniptions: Firstly, that the original IE followed the 
custom of cremation, <Lnd that that custom has radiated out 
from· Hungary. And secondly, Hungary, which is <Ln 
lt.gricultural country, must bo reguded as suitable for the 
bteading of horse and sheep. It may, however, be asked : 
W"tiy 'should a settled agricultural community have 
-At aU migrated out of Hungary ? Why il' there no 
il"estation, in the early IE speech, of fish and fish-eating, 
Which must have always bec>n 'L common feature of that 
tegio"n? The archreological finds in that locality do not 
abo;, any traces of arrow. heads or other weapons, which 

~ 'frere ~clearly known to the IE-speakers. On the other 
fiarid> we find in the early Danubian culture, traces of 
the wolflhip of the Mother-Goddess, which .was unknown 
so the IE. As a matter of fact, the very mentality of the 

· Hungarian peasants must be regarded as somewhat 
itrelevant vis-a-vis the activities of the warlike IE 
nomads. 
~· 'ro approach the problem a little differently let us 
first try to reconstruct a picture of tbe habitat and the 
lif~ of the early IE on the basis of the latest linguistic 
t.eliearches. We may then get our results tested and 
checked, and, if possible, confirmed by archreological, 
anthropological, and culture·historical evidence. The early 
IE must have been most certainly nomadic. Otherwise 
the question of their migrations would not have arisen 
so conspicuously. Their original home must therefore 

"be well adapted for nomadic people. It must allow suffi
cient scopA for extension of tribes .in various directions. 
Further the latest linguistic researches have shown that 
the IE speech, before it was divided into different linguistic 
groups, must have received threefold influence. There 
is, first cf all, the influence from Mesopotamia. For in
stance, IE words like ast~r and para.u show clear affinity 
with Akkadian ishtar and Assyrian pilakku respectively. 
The early IE vocabulary is also seen to have been in
fluenced by inner Asiatic speech. This must have become 

8. V. G. ClliLDE : The Antiquity of Nordio Culture (in Die 
lndogermanen.und Germanmfrag•, Wien 1936, pp. 517-530). 
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possible only through the 11gency of the Altaic culture. 
To give an example, the IE word •guos· (= cow) is not 
derived from the Sumerian gu (d), as was hitherto believed, 
but from Altaic "kuos. Similarly significant is the in
fluence of Ugro-Finnic on the early IE. It rnay, therefore, 
be reasonably assumed that the home of the early IE 

. speech must have been boated in such a rPgion as would 
be directly contiguous with the Sumerian-Akkadian
Mesopotamia:l\ linguistic zone, the Inner-Asiatic-Altaic 
linguistic zone, and the Urgo.Finnic linguistic zone. It 
will be seen that the region between the Ural mountains 
and Altai, to the North-West of the Caspian Sea, that is to 
say, the North Kirghis steppes, fulfils the foregoing con
ditions better than any other region. The threbfold 
linguistic influence on the early IE was, also accompanied 
by corresponding cultural influence. The taking over, by 
the IE, of the domesticated desert horse points unmistak
ably to the cultural contacts. with the Altaic :region. 
KOPPERS has made a penetrating study of the horse· 
sacrifice of the IE, and has been able to prove concUisively 
that, though horse-sacrifice is essentially IE in character, 
it shows some significant proto-Turko-Mongolian traces.• 
A similar close cultural connection can be proved to have 
existed between the IE and the proto.Finns on the one 
hand, and the IE and the Sumero-Akkadians and end the 
Caucasians on the other. 

A study of the IE flora and fauna also substantiates 
the fixation of the proto·IE home in North Kirghis 
steppes. That the IE word for 'cow' is borrowed from 
Altaic is already indicated. The 'horse' also came to the 
IE through the same source. The paucity of any traces 
of horse at other sites, named as the Urheimat, would 
seem to confirm this assumption. AMSCHLER'S study of 
the IE, from the zoological point of view also leads him to 
the same conclusionlo. Hilly tracts ~;~re particularly 
favourable for the breAding of goat and sheep. The wide 
use of the latter by the primitive IE-speakers would show 
that the original IE tribes stretched from the steppes in 
the east to the hilly tracts in the west. The trans-Caspian 
wild sheep still has a range from the Ust-Urt plateau to 
Turkistan, and, it is possible that, in earlier times, it had 
extended further north to the spurs of the Urals. As a 

9. W. KoPPERS : Pferdeopfer und Pferdekult der Indoger~anen 
(in Die Ina~germanen-und-Germanenfrage, Wien 1936, pp. 279.4.12). 

10. W. AMSORLER : Die altesten Funde des Hauspferdes (in J)N 
lndogermanen-und-Germanenfrage, Wien 1936, pp, 479-516). -
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m·atter of fact, it is impossible to localise some of the 
a'Dimals· which \vere so common to the IE, in any other 
region. The anima!P, which were presumably unknown 
to· the· Ill! such aP, tiger, leopard, and camel, also point to 
the Urheimat having been located in the Ural-Altaic 
region. In this conneetion, a reference may be made to an 
objection, which may be raised against the foregoing 
hypothesis, It may be suggested that, since honey was so 
oomi'Tion among the IE, their original home m'ust be located 
near· .. "tba Black Sea, where there must have been an abur.· 
dance of lime-trees to attract bees11 • But it is quite 
plausible that the IE• medu was not honey, but just a 

. juice of some kind ·of rerries. 'fhe word derived the specific 
191186 of 'honey' only in its later semantic development. 
Tuiming to the flora known to the primitive IE, one 
1f!b1rld,, at once, be struck by the fact that the IE 
wiate.";;not familiar with great forest. Further, there is, in 
t.he. B speech, complete absence < f words for fruit-trees. 
~;.oan be. shown 'that .there are no common words in the IE 
cijalellt&for flor'll. belonging specifically to Europe. All this 
11Pi'n· fits in well with the hypothesis that the Urheimat 
8{r·.the. ·IE: was the: northern Ural-Altaic region. Hirt~• 
~-argument does not go against that hypothesis, for, it 
qaa. be: shown. that beech was unknown to the early IE'". 
'l'l:letellllhould also be no difficulty regardirg the birch, for 
it grows fredy in northern steppes. The fact that the 
ea!)Y :I~ did no1 possfss any knowledge of agriculture 
wtlu1d '~>Upport' the a"sumption about the1r Kirghis Urhei
aia'l- lt was only ·later, when some IE tribes migrated to we. West,.~ that they became acquainted with plough and 
O~E!r·: agrictihural implements. The main business of the 
l'rot~IE. was cattle-breeding and they mmt have herded 
9_l.t1e 6D the grassy steppes. The origiJJa l habitat of the 
l,W•. as indicated by linguistic palaeontology, must have 
lieeir . rocky. in !'ormation, with rushing torrents. There 
we:r.e rio fiJt:ed pat.h-ways, and the region generally required 
free but quick movements, and travel by wagons. The 
~liJ1l!lte wa:; coutinental with not much rai11 and damp. 
"rJ?." . .diseases were few, th.e most comm,,n being 'limping' 
!!>Ud,'bent'. • T!:ws the geolog\cal character, the chmate, a.ud 
the :genera.J way .of life accord well with the Kirghis steppes. 
The condi!.ion of vegetation, in that lvcality, must have 
necessita'ted large-scele migrations and movement of 
herds. 

ll. A. CARNOY: Le3 Indo-Europeans, p. 87. 
12. Hun : lndogermanische Gramatik, I, pp. 92-94. 
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What archreological and anthropological evidence do 
we find in support of the results derived from linguistic 
evidence? In ancient Near East and Europe, valuable 
archreological evidronce has been obtained in many ways, 
but principally through the examir.ation of graves and 
their contents. As CHILDE points out : The mode of 
rlisposal of the dead is often regarded as one of the most 
fundamental customs of a people and one that they would 
tenaciously preserveu. The earliest method of disposal 
of the dead, practised by the IE, iR t0 bury the dead in sii'gle 
graves. Over such graves, holding the body of the depart
ed, they used to throw a mound of earth dug frcm a sur. 
rounding ditch. They seem to have been also in the habit 
of surrounding the mounds with one, or p~rhaps two 
timber fences. In Rgveda also (X. 18. 4 and 18. 13), we get 
attestation of a similar procedure, which fact may be 

• rE>gnrrled as a proof of it~ widespread even among the 
distant members of the IE family. The Kirghis steppes are 
thickly dotted with such 'Kurgans' or mounds, several of 
which go back, according to the Russian archreologist 
BooDANOV, to neolithic times. It must have, therefore, bee~ 
from this region that the custom of 'Kurgans', enclosing 
contracted skeletons of the dead, and covered over with red 
ochre, was taken to the West and the South-East by the IE 
immigrants. Another archreological source is pottery. 
Earthenware decorated with incised designs-particularly 
bearing the impression of whip-cord-is believed to have 
been the speciality of the early IE. Its origin too is traced 
to the Northarn Kirghis steppes. ErcKSTEDT"s anthropolo
gical researches, and particularly the study of the sites, 
where stone battle.axes are discovered, lend further support 
to the Kirghis region being the Urheimat. 

Linguistic, archreologioal, anthropological and cul
ture-historical evidence produced by some scholars would, 
however, seem to point to two other regions which would 
fulfil the necessary conditions of the Urheimat. But a 
closer and more critical examination of that evidence 
convincingly shows that those regions could have only been 
what may be called 'secondary' Urheimat. A comparative· 
study of the European members of the IE linguistic family 
shows that the speakers of those dialects must have sepa· 
rated from the main stock and marched into low and 
manhy regions, at a sufficiently early date. Words for 
damp and rain have increased in those Western IE dialects. 

13. V. G. CBILDe: 01), cit., p. 144. 
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Their new ha.bit~tt was perhapl mor~ ex:tend2d, and pr-e· 
sented a different type of flora and fauna. Stuart E. ~J ANN 
has made a cneful study of the IE cogna.te hnguag~s. 
mainly dealing with some of the names of wild auimRb, 
trees, plants, domestic animals, tools and devices with a 
view to arriving at an approximate location of the prirni. 
tive home of the speakers of these dialects, by a proce,os of 
elimination". According to him, those people lnd no 

·common words for tropical and sub. tropical Vcget:1tion and 
fauna They lived. a highly org;nise<l life, reared cattle, 

. sheep, pig, goat, and kept dogs. They maie carts of wood, 

. complete with wheels, rims, a:x:le, and yok•J. They ploughed 
land, sowed seed, and reaped harvest. Their tools h3d 
reached a degree of excellence. All this would, according 

'to MANN, unmistakably point te> the Baltic plain being the 
U'rheimat. The Baltic plain, however, could not have been 

. primary Urheimat. Firstly, the primitive IE could not have • 

. had any contact with sea. The primitive IE speech has 
·no words for 'sea', 'fish', or 'salt'. Secondly, highly orga. 
nised life and agriculture dl) not accord well wtth the life 

'·of the primitive IE as reconstructed elsewhere. The climate, 
, land, flora, and fauna also are of different character. On 
· th~ other hand, the linguistic evidence, produced by MANN, 
:is not insignificant. It certainly favours the Pripet region. 
)f, however, VIe were to go deeper into the evidence, pro. 
,duced by MANN, we would find that he has taken into 
account prim •rily the European members of the lE-lin-
.guistic family". The conclusion is, therefore, irresistible 
~that the ancestors of the speakers of those dialects 
separated from the main Btock, migrated into the 

'Pripet region, and settled down in that region, in unity, 
for a considerable length of time. In other words. the 1 
Pripet region was the Urheimat of the forerunn,lfs of the 

'European members of the IE family, who may, for the 
·sake of convenience, be called proto-Europeans. It was 
thus only a secondary Urheimat. Thoee tribes must have 
migrated to the Pripet region along the northern coast of 
the Caspian Sea, and through South Russia. The Volga· 

. Dnieper valley in South Russia, again, could not have been 
their original habitat, because the same objections, as are 
put forward above against the Baltic region home, would 

14. Stuart E. MANN: The Cradle of the 'Indo-E\lropeans'; 
Linguistio Evidenoe : Man, 1943 (64). 

15. Harold J. E. PEAKE : The Origiu of I nd > E lrvpe•n 
Speakers. Man, 194S 150). 
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hold good even in that case. South Russic1n region was 
used essentially as a passage. The Tripolje eulture of the 
Volga-Dnieper valley, which presents close resemblance to 
the primitive IE culture, indicates the westward march of 
one great migration of tt e IE-speakers. 

Even prior to this major migration into the Pripet 
region, however, there must have taken place a major 
migration from the Urheimat in the south-eastern direc
tion. It) the latter case, the immigrants did not experience 
much radical chan~~:e in the matter .of habitat, eli m <tte, 
flora and fauna. For, the region around Balkh, where 
these tribes migrated and settled down,. was just the south
eastern end of the series of stepjJes, originally inhabited 
by the primitive IE. From the Balkh region, a rolling 
grass-covered steppe stretches westw,.rd tn the eastern 
shore of the Caspian S3a. From this steppe, passing north
"wartl5 along the coe~st of the Caspian, it is usu dly possible 
to pass by means of dry steppe or salt desert round the 
northern end· of that sea to the Volga, whence another 
steppe stretches westwards until it passes by means of 
a belt of park land into the dense deciduous forest 
that occupied· the most of Centul Rus~ia. 16 That 
the speakers of some membors of the IE linguistic famjly 
settled in the region around Balkh, for a considerably 
long time, c.1n b~ proved on the strength of linguistic, 
archreolo~~:ical, and anthro!Jological evidence. A.s a matter 
of fact, some scholars are inclined to believe that it wa.s the 
Urheimat of the primitive I~. In that region, one comes 
across a large number of graves with mounds, around which 
are placer! one or more, mostly two, circular timber fences. 
Linguistically also it is shown that the ancestors of the 
speakers of the Ko~.stern group of IE dialects-whom later 
history entitles us to name proto-Aryans-separated from 
the inain body of the primitive IE, le1ving b3hind the 
remaining sto~k of the IE-~peakers, in the original home. 
A study of the meaningo of certain words and roots in 
the original IE speech, on the one hand, and, iu the imme. 
diate ancestor of the Aryan dialects, on the other, clearly 
prov<Js that .the original meanings of the former were · 
retained- in the latter, while those roots and words had 
developed newer meanings in the European members of the 
IE linguistic family. We may therefore draw two con-

16. Harold J. E. PEAKE : The Feooing of Early Tombs. Man, 
1944 (54). 



·elusions in this regard. Fitstly the proto-Aryans must 
have separated from the main stock earlier than the proto
European:; ; and, secondly, the proto- Aryans must hilve 
migrated to a region not radically different from the IE 
Urheimat. As will be shown in the sequel, the further 
course of events in the history of the Aryans clearly points 
to that region being the region round Balkh. Archreologl
oally also, the Balkh region can be the proper connecting 
link between the Urheimat, on the one hand, and the 
different localities too which the Aryans migrated later 
on, on the other. The investigations marie by Dr. HEINE
GELDERN in this connec•ion are highly suggestive and 
helpful for the reconstruction of the history of the Aryans". 
It appears that these tribes merely moved southwards from 
the Urheimat via the JaJurtes and Oxus. The region 
around Balkh was therefore not the primary Urheimat 
of the IE, but only a secondary Urheima t-in a sense, the 
Urheimat of the proto-Aryans. 

To recapitulate, we may say that linguistic, a:rchreolo
gical, anthropological and culture-historical evidence enti
tles us to aswme that the North Kirghis steppes, between 
the Urals and Altai, was the home of the IE, whom, as will 
~ shown later, we shall have to call, more precisely, the 
proto-IE. This was the primary Urheimat. From this 
·region, thE' first major migration started in south-eastern 
direction-the immigrants ultimately settling in the Balkh 
region, before their further migration~. It was, thus a 
secondary Urheimat, or the Urheimat of the proto-A ryans. 
The other major migration passed through the Volga. 
Dnieper valley, and the immigrants settled in the Pripet 
region, prior to their further migrations, It was, there
fore, another secondary Urheimat-the Urheimat of the 
proto-Europeans. It should, however, be borne in mind 
that, even before these two major migrations took place, 
there had occurred an isolated migration-that of the 
Hittites, which we shall consider presently. Before doing 
so, it may be, incidentally, pointed out that, on the strength 
of the evidence provided by the facts that the proto
Hellenes can be shown to have entered Greece in about ~200 
B. C., that the Hittites, as will be soon pointed out, started 
on their isolated migration in about ~800 B. C., and that 
the proto- Aryans must be assumed to have separated from 

17. R. von HEINE-GELDERN: Arohreologioal Traces uf the Vedic 
Ary &ns : J isoa 4, 1936, 
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the main stock in about 2600 B. C., the proto·IE unity can 
be, with reasonable certainty, dated from 3500 B. C. 

The Tocharian dialect, which ·was brought to light in 
comparatively recent years, should present no difficulty 
for the foregoing hyp:>thesis. The facts of morphology show 
that Tocharian bears closer affinity to Slavonic and 
Armenian. It was believed that Tocharian belonged to the 
centum group of IE cognate languages. Recent researches 
in linguistics, however, tend to show that the division of 
the IE languages into centum a,nd satem groups is not very 
valid 18• Even as it is, there is evidence to show that 
Tocbarian was a satem language. On the whole, it may 
be assumed that the proto-Tochari,>ns first turned west. 
ward8, went up to Dnieper, but thence retraced their steps 
and started towards Central Asia, That would explain 
why their language present~ characteristics pecu!Lir both 
to proto-Aryan and proto.Europeau. Such sporadic and 
irregular migrations must have, however, been rare. 

Turning now to the Hittite problem, we find that four 
main stages can be distinctly marked in the history of that 
problem : (1) Already, in the eighties of the last century 
two cuneiform tablets discovered in the Egyptian sta>t~ 
'l.rchive-popularly called the Arzawa letters-were known 
to the world of scholars. Even as early as 1902, KNUDTZ-EN 
had tried to interpret tbose letters, and had declared their 
languagj:) to be IE in character. But greater impetus was 
given to the study of this problem by the discovery by 
Hugo WiNCKLER, in 1906.07, of the great state archive of 
the Chatti empire, containing more ·than 10,000 cuneiform 
tablets. The script of the tablets was Accadian cune.ifonn, 
and the language more or less similar to that of the Arzawa 
letters. Unfortunately WINCKLER died before he could 
apply himself to a deeper and closer study of the tablets. 
(2) The second stage in the history of the problem is 
marked by the publication, in 19l6, of the monumental 
work of BRONZY, wherein that schobr calls the language 
the Hittite language, definitely fixes its IE character, and 
presents, in a systematic manner, its main features from 
the linguistic point of view 19• (3) In tlte third stage, a 
scientific approach was made. towards the problem by 

18. Stuart E. MANN. The Cradle of the ''Indo-Europe&Jl 
Speakers.'' M~N. 1945 (16). 

19. BRONZY. Dte Sprache der Hethiter, ihr Bau und ih• e 
Zugehorigkeit zum indogermanischen Sprachstamm, 1916-17, 
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Ferdinand SOMMER of Munchen, who combined in himself 
• profound knowledge both of IE linguistics and Assyriology. 

(4) Tho fourth, and perhaps the final, stage is characterised 
by the outstanding contributions made in thhl field by 
American linguisticians-more particularly by STURTE
VANT. 

The sources for the study of the Hittite problem are 
mainly three, namely, the 10,000 or more cuneiform 
~blets from the state archives of the Chattri empire ; the 
Arzawa letters discovered at El·Amarna ; and the frag· 
~Jent of lexicons, in which Sumero-Akkadian words are 
explained by corresponding Hittite words. For the sake of 
convenience of the discussion, the results of the invt>stiga. 
iions in this field may be, with advantage, classified under 
three heads: racial affinities of the Hittites; the Hittite 
language; and the history and general culture of the 
Hittites. As indicated elsewhere, while dealing with the 
IE problem, it is always desirable to avoid, aR far as 
possible, all ethnological speculation-. lt may, however, 
be pointed out incidentally that the Hittites, that is, the 
speakers of the Hittite language, seem to show three racial 
layers-the original MeJiterranean racial type was super· 
imposed by brachycephalic Armenoid type, which, in its 
turn, was superimposed by the nomadic Turks. As a 
matter of fact, there is reason to believe that this mixed 
racial set. up, in Asia Minor, has throughout persisted even 
in spite of linguistic vicissituries, towhich have occurred in 
that region, and persists even to this day. The study of 
the Hittite language is obviously more important from our 
point of view. It should be remembered, at t'he very outset, 
that the cuneiform tablets, di~covered by WINCKLER, 
present not one but at least eight different linguistic types, 
out of which we are concerned, at this stage, only with 
Hittite and perhaps Luvian. A superficial study of 
Hittite led scholars to sug;{est that it was a hybrid langu. 
age, •o which 8hows considerable affinity with the pri nitive 
IE, but whieh cannot be clearly a~signed to any specific 
IE sub-group, or that it. was a Caucasian language with 
Aryan influence on it 01 • There were also observed, in that 
language, certain MongolLm trahs, and, consequently its 
close connexion with Tocharian was assumed. A deeper 
and more saientifia study of Hittite has, however, brought 

20. S. FElST. lndogennanon und Germanen, pp, 131-32. 
H. E. F. WEIDNEH. Stud~en Zllr hethlhschen Sprach"rs'eruchaft, 

I, 1917, p. 32. 
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ou~ ihe following main features of that language. It bears. 
closer affinities with the centum group of the IE dialects. 
Further, in the fiell of vocaliem, it i~ more akin to the 
Western IE group. fhere is no feminine gender in it. 
The character of the plural nu:nbar is incomplete, 
and only faint traces of the dual c:1n be observed. It pos
sesses a peculiar 'H' S;)Und. Its verbal system and case. 
system appear to have been of a much simplifiBd character. 
There is only a small Humber of tenses and almost complete 
absence of moods. Though, from the point of view of 
phonology and vocabulary, the IE ch'\racter of Hittite may 
not be quite evident, its grammatical structure definitely 
proves that it belongs to the IE family. It is IE language 
in it> flexional structure10• There can be hardly any doubt 
that Hittite i's the oldes~ off-shoot of the IE family, that 
can be attested. Its special peculiarities, some of which 
are mentioned above, are not to be regarded as indicating 
deterioration or aberration of any [E spclech, but they can 
be scientifically explained to have been the result of a 
natural process of development of an earlier stage of the 
IE speech, such as has now been reconstructed. When 
compared with the other members of the IE linguistic 
family, Hittite appears distinctly primitive in character. 
We have, therefore, to conclude that its origin and early 
development coincide with the origin ~md development of 
IE speech itself. In other words, it is a sister, rather than 
a daughter, of the early IE, existing side by side with it, 
prior to the emergence of the proto-Aryan and Proto
European language-groups. The Mongolian or Altaic 
influence on Hittite can now be understood in its proper 
perspective, for, a similar influence has already been 
shown to have worked on the primitive IE. We may, 
therefore, now put the whole history of the Hittite language 
like this : From a hypothetical language, which must 
now be called proto.IE language, there developed, in course 
of time, two languages, namely, the IE and the Hittite
one hypothetically reconstructed and the other now actu. 
ally attested by records. The Hittite-speakers must have 
separated from the IE-speakers almost in the initial 
stage of the development of the two languages, presum. 
ably some time between 2t!OO and 2600 B. C., migrated in 
the south-western direction, and eventually settled in 
Asia Minor, They must have entered that region along 

22. F, S014ME8, Hethiti1che Boghaz-koi·Studisn, lV, 1920. 
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• the no:rth coast of the Caspian Sot "nd across the Caucasus. 
It is impossible to accept the sugge:;tion, made by SCHA
CHERMEYR, that the Hittites enteretl Asia Minor via West••. 
There is to be fuund no tr 1ce of tlwirs in the West. And, 
further, why should they lutvu proceeded to Asia Minor 
abandoning the rich plains of the West, which they are 
assumed to have crm•sed '! It, A'i" Minor, the Hittites 
seem to ha,·e becu !'OOil a lJsurlwd '' rnong the indigenous 
people of that rtgion, a.nd, ll1ough ih<ir language preserved 
much of its original charactc·r owing, perhaps, to its 
superiority, it was not a little il'flueLcerl by the languages of 
Asia Minor and the· :ourroUIHlilg localities. The affinity, 
which Hittite bears to the We,tern grou1• of IE languages, 
thus becomes ea,ily understaudable. 

These• conclusions arrived nt, on the basis of the study 
of the Hittite language, are fully ,,mfirmed by the history 
of the Hittite people, a 8 cttn I"' reconstructed from the 
sour,>es mentioned ,dJove. Tile fact that the Hittites, 
under Mursitis I, conquered Babyiun in 1760 by overpower
jug the dynasty of Hannnura!Ji, wouLi iudicate that they 
must have set up a powerful dllpire in A>ia Minor, at 
least a few centuries bdore thio event. The subjugation 
of a powerful dynasty hke Hammurabi's could not have been 
achieved otherwise. It may further be pointed out in this 
connection, that their own recordb, which begin from !900, 
do not show any consciousm'""• on the part of the Hittites, 
that th.·y were imn,igratJlt> 111 that JGcality. They must 
have, therefore, settled therl' wme centuries prior to 1900. 
It will thus be not too much to vresume that the Hittites 
entered Asia MirJOr between 2~CO awl 2600 B. C. We are 
not particularly corLcenJed sith the events in the history 
of the Hittites. We lll<•Y ordy add that, in the earliest 
period of th~ir history, 1he Jilltitt·s were influenced by the 
Absyrians !rom Uavpa,:ucin ; tb.t, iu tlw glorious regime 
of their illustrious king, 8ubbiluiiumao, they concluded a 
peace treaty with th" Mitallllts, who we1e, frolll the 
lingubtic point of vi<w, dicitalltly rd<>led to them; and 
that, by abcut U3(; B. C., tbdr power began to dwindle 
until at last it disapp<aJto ctmpletl'iy after a quarter of a 
century. 

This brief >-tudy of the Hittitu problem will now enable 
us to understand proverJy how a1:d why some IE names 

2~. SCHACBEIIMEHl : lndogermanen u>Jd Germauen. 
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can be discovered in the Hittite mythology; how and why 
the Hittite religion presents Eome apparent resemblances • 
to that of the Minoan Greeks, who were not IE-speakers; 
and how and why their culture was so significantly akin 
to the Baby ionian culture. 

Mention has already been made of the sensational 
discovery of records made during the two decades before 
and after the beginnil'g of this century, in Asia Minor 
and the surrounding locality. The linguistic, historical 
and other related facts, which have been brought to light 
by tl.ese rtcord~, bave materially changed the conventional· 
ideas about the IE problem. One very striking result of 
the new investigations, based upon these records, namely, 
the Hittite problem, and its signifiance, have been already 
referred to. Some of these records have further brought to 
light names of kings, places, and gods, and certain other 
words, in the dialects f•mployed in them, which indidate 
surprising resemblance between these dialects and the IE 
languages, which have already become quite well known 
to us from the ancient literatures of India and Iran, in 
other words, the languages belonging to the proto-Aryan 1 
group. We have to confess that the material at our disposal 
in this connection is not much, and that, therefore, no very 
definite results may be expected from. the study of that 
material. At the same time, it must be pointed out that 
whatever conclusions can be reasonably drawn, on the 
strength of that material, are quite revealing so far as the 
history of the IE-or, more particularly, the history of the 
Aryans-is concerned. 

Let us first collect together all the relevant informa. 
tion about the tribe, which is known to history as the 
Kassites. The Kassites lived in Zagros mountains, between 
Media and Babylonia. As for their language, which is, for 
our purpose, of greater value, only forty words in it can 
be attested with some amount of certainty: DELITZSOH and 
SOHEFTELOWI'rZ, who have made a special study of 
those words, feel no doubt about their IE character.24 It 
is observed that, in some vocal and guttural sounds, the 
Kassite lang,uage comes nearer to the Vedic language tha.tl 
to any other language, and that there are, in it, no traces 
of specific Iranian and Armenian peculiarities. That, in 
its essential form, the Kassite language has no connection 
with Sumerian and Elamite would become obvious even 

24, F. DELl'rZSOH: Die Sprache der Ko55aer, 188!. T. SOHEFrELO· 
wllZ: Die Sprache der Kossaer. Z. Vgl S. pp, 38, pp, 263·6~. 
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from a casual study of H. In its vocabulary Kassite seems 
• to have preserved many archaic Aryan words, though some 

of them are seen to have been lost in the later developments 
of the Aryan speech. But far more significant than all 
this are the &assite names. Attention may be drawn only 
to a few of them. Surias, Marattas, Sumalia, Suquamuna, 
and Abirattas remind us, fc;.r inshnce, respectively of 
Sanskrit Surya, Marut, Suma!l, Su (.,o) camcina, and Abhiratha. 
The word Bug1.s in compounds c:>rresponds with Sanskrit 
Bhaga. This ltngllistic evidence slwuld, therefor~', leave no 
doubt about the fact that the Kassite language had been a 
member of the same group of IE languages, to which the 
Vedic Sanskrit belongs. In other word~. the_Kassite langu. 
age must have been an off-shoot of the proto-Aryan language. 
When could have the speakers of Kassite s.eparated from 
the main stock of the proto- Aryans? The history of the 
Kassites tells us of their conquest ·of B:1.bylon in the 
eighteenth century B. C. It would, therefore, be necessary 
to assume th~t they had come and settled in those parts of 
South-western Asia sufficiently long before th'\t event. 
Another fact also must b9 taken into account in this con. 

• nection, namely, th>\t the records of the Kassites show that 
they were almobt submergec. into the indigenous population 
of that region. Only some basic features of the Aryan 
tlpeech and culture seem to have been retained in their 
speech and culture. 'l'hi~ fact would indicate, not that 
~hey werfl no\ essentially Aryan in chaucter,but that 
they must ha.ve lived among the peoples of that region for 
a considerably long period prior to their emergence in 
history through their records. As a matter of fact, this 
assumption should hold good with reference to all the 
other peoples in South-western Asia, which show linguistic 
and cultural affinity with the ancient Indians and Iranians. 
'fhe essentially Aryan char,,cter of the Kassites would be 
further confirmed by the fact that they are credited with 
having introduced the use of horse for drawing chariots 
into the aneient NeJ.r EJ.st. Thu recorded· history of the 
Ka.ssites extends only from 1700 B.C. to 1170 B.C. 

Hugo WINCKLER di~>covcred, in 1907, at Boghaz Koi, 
a tablet, which records a peace-treaty concluded, about 1400 
B.C., between the Hittite rnounch, Subbiluliumas and the 
king of the Mitannis, Mattiuaz,1. A~ witnesses to this 
treaty have been invoked, in that record, four gods, whose 
names are almost id1:1ntical with the Vedic gods, Indra, 
VatnQa, Mitra, and Nasatya. Another tablet was discovered, 
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at the same place, by FORRER, some time later. It deals 
with horsebreeding, and contains certain numerals, which 
are morphologically similar to later Aryan numerals. 
Moreover, the names of the Mitanni kings are obviously 
"Aryan names, We read, for instance, names like Subandu, 
Dusra+.ta, Mattiuza, Artasumara, etc., which unmistakably 
remind us of Subandhu, Duratha, Mativaja, ~ttasmara etc. 
On the very face of it, all this would clearly point to the 
essentially Aryan character of the Mitanni speech and 
religion. Furt,her, the affinity of the Mitannis with the 
Kassites can be· affirmed with a fair amount of plausibility. 
Who were these Mitannis ? Assuming that the gods, 
mentioned on the Boghaz koi tablet, are specifically Vedic 
in character, and also assuming that the Vedic religion 
originally developed on the Indian soil, before 2000 B. C. 
JACOBI, followed by WINTERNITZ and HILLEBRANDT, 
suggeste that the Mitannis repreRent Indian tribes who had 
migrated from India to the West25 , An attempt i.s made to 
support this hypothesis with two more facts 1 Firstly, 
P .ARGITER finds evidence, in ancient Indian traditions, of the 
Vedic tribe of the Druhyus having migrated to the West""· 
And secondly, evidence is produced to prove that, even 
later, in the sixth centur:~< B. C., Eastern tribes have 
migrated to Asia Minors 7 • But, apart from anything 
elsE>, the very starting point of this hypothesis, namely, 
that the gods of the Boghaz koi tablet are specifically Vedic 
in character, cannot be maintained. OLDENBERG Eees in 
them proto-Iranian gods, and, therefore, connects the 
Mitannis with early Iran 28 • To say thut the Mitannis" 
were Aryans on their way to Iran and India is hard to 
believe, in V.iew cf the date of the ~gvedic mantras, which 
must have d:!Jfinitely belonged to a period prior to 1400 
B.C. A proper st,udy of all the available material relating 
to the Mitannis would help us to understand the entire 
situation in its proper perspective. The Mitanni langu· 
age is a salem language, and is seen to be specifically 
identical neither with Vedic, because, in Mitanni, rta is 
changed to arta, nor with ancient Iranian, because Mitanni 
retains 's' between vowels. That language must, therefore, 
be akin to the ancestor of both Vedic and ancient Iranian. 

25. H. JACOBI: On the Antiquity of Vedic Culture. JRAS, 1909. 
pp.721·26 Wl!iTERNITZ: A HistorY of Indian Literature, I, p, 306. 

26. PARGITII:R : Ancient Indian H islorical Tradition, p. 302. 
27. J. KENNEDY: JRAS, 1901. 
28. H. 0LDENBS:RG: JRAS, 1~'09. 
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· The religion of the Mitannis, as indicated hy the four gods 
mentioned on the Boghaz koi t'• blet, presents only the basic 
conceptions of the Vedic anrl Iranian rPligions, and not 
their special developments. The Mitanni tribe,; call them
selves Harris, that is Aryas, and their warrior-class is· 
called Marianna, which seems to be equivalent ti:J. the 
Vedic marya. Their pig-tail, their religious symbols of 
llft:~Btika and inverted triangles, and their funeral customs 
clearly betray their IE-or, to be more precise, Aryan.
origin. They borrowed wordH and ideas from the peoples 
of So nth-western Asia, to wholll t.hey gwe, in return, horse 
and war-chariot, wfJich are objects posse>sing distinctly 
Aryan character. They could have come to their new 
home on upper Euphrates, not by sea, nor through .A:sia 
Minor, nor via Caucasus, but from the north-eastern ditec-· 
tion. They settled in Northern MBfopotamia, and, iiJ col.trse 
of time, beoclme a strong powN in that locality, But, like 
the Kassites, they were soon submerged into the local 
population. All th<JS<> facts would show that, like the 
Ko.ssites, who were the vanguards of proto-Aryan migra
tions, the Mitannis also were immigrant~ from the proto
Aryan Urheimat in the Balkh ref:);iou, who must have sepa
rated from the main stock of the proto.Aryans, in the 
initial stages of the forzw;tion of .Ary11n speech and religion. 
There must have indeed blwn sever,d such minor migrations 
of the proto Aryans, as is indim\ted by tfre Aryan t>lements 
in the records of the Hyksc~ kings and those di,;covered at 
El Amarna. These more or les; >iUCcessive but stray im

·migrant tribes of the proto·Aryane, who seem to have mig
rated, only in a small number, each time, C<>me to A.sia 
Minor, Syria, Palestine, Non.h MeHopotamia and the sur
rounding region, between 2.;00 and 2000 B. C. and settled 
there. There they established thir powerful principalities, 
but were gradu:,l!y absorbed Ly the indigeuous populations. 
And according to the extent to which thPy were absorbed, 
they have retained the Ary,ut chura.cter of their language, 
religion and culture, in greater or Hm:tller degree. 

Not much need be o-aid about the rehtions bGt\Veen the 
ancient Indians a11<l the ancient Iranians. Their mutual 
affinities in the matter of hnguage, religion and social 
organisation are too p.•tent to m,ed any speci11c mention. 
When the proto-Aryan~ \Pft the u: Urheimat in the North 
Kirghis steppe", awl set ont on their journey towards the 
region around H»lkh, llH; proto-Aryan Hill'eeh and religion 
!llso began to takJJ slu pe. 'rhe ,\stpy and minor migrations 
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of the proto-Aryans, from this secondary Urheimat near 
Balkh, carried with them, in South-western Asiatic regions 
the basic form of that speech and religion. But the remain
ing s1 ock of the proto· Aryans, which must have ·been of 
considerable proportions, evolved, out of that basic Aryan
ism, a new and noble form, which may be appropriately 
regarded as the common ancestor of the Veda and the 
.Avesta, both from the linguistic and religious points of view. 
The main body of the Vedic mantras and the Av~stan 
gathas, at least in their primary form, was produced by these 
proto-Aryans, who were left behind in the Balkh region, after 
the migrations of the Kassit<~s, the Mitannis, and others. 
I say primary forms, because I believe that it is 
pecessary to recognise two distinct layers in the evolution 
or the (lgveda. The Vedic mantras must have been 
originally composed in a living dialect, which we may 
O!J.ll proto.J;!,gvedic. These mantras were, Lotter on, worked 
upon by the hymn-nwkers, who purposely used ai:J. archaic
looking, priest!)', artificial dialect, not their own vernacular . 
.As EDGERTON has pointed out, these hymn.make'rs were 
members of a priestly guild, the intellectual leaders of their 
community and very proud of their status. They were 
carefully trained and, on the whole, handled their archaiz. 
ing language quite wei'!.•• But naturally they slipped now 
and then. .As in. the matter of language, so too in the 
matter of literary form, we have to recognise two stages : 
one of stray, scattered mantras, and the other of organised, 
systematic hymn-making and ~ctmhitikara!1a. The Veda, 
then, was originally born in the Balkh region, between 
2400 and 2000 B. C., though its priestly revision, obscura
tion, and division and ur.tngement into farnily-collections 
were accomplished later in the land of the seven rivers. 
The origin and development of the A>esta must have 
proceeded more or less on the same lines, but in a diffc1rent 
locality and under different i nfluencas. The ancestors of the 
Indian Aryans ·and the Iranian .A.ryans formed the main 
stock of the proto-Aryans, after the stray migrations of their 
cousins, the Kassites, the Harris, and th l Mit.mnis. The for. 
mer lived together and developed their language and religion, 
which may be called proto-'Vedic-Avestan.· In the course 
of this development, particularly of ·religion, there were 
evolved two distinct types of religion, which may be 
broadly called the Varul)-a-religion and the Indra-religion, 

29. F. EDGERTON: The lndJ,Europeafl Semivowels. Lg, 19(2), 
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·that is1 the religion of ethical organizers, and the religion 
of warlike conquerors.•o This rift in religious outlook 
naturally resulted in the corresponding rift among the 
followers of those religions. The tribes, who exclusively 
followed the Varu!fa·religion, eventually found it necessary 
to separate from the proto.Aryan, or, more precisely, 
proto-Indo-Iranian stock, and move sollthwards. They 
.gradually migrated to north of Iran and later settled h 
that country. As may be e}; pected, they had brought 
with them that form of language and religion, which they 
had developed when they liver! tog('ther with their Indian 
brethren, that is to say, the proto-Indo-Iranian or proto· 
Vedic language and religion. But owing to their new 
set of environments, which was different from the one 
under which the Vedic Indians lived, the further develop· 
ment of the ancient Ionian langu<:~ge and religion was a. 
little different from that of the Vedic L•ngu1ge and religion. 
The ancient Iranians specially promoted the V a.rul)-a. 
religion, which under the influence of the great religious 
reforme·r, Zanathushtra, assumed, abOlJt the beginning of 
of the first millennium B. C., the form of the religion of 

·Ahura Mazdah. The Aryans of the proto-Vedic religion, 
who mainly sponsored the Indra.relig10n, were on the 
other hand, moving eastwards. In their case, it was not 
a migration but merely an ezpansion. The new land, into 
which they were expanding, wa.~ not radically different 
from the region around B •lkh, where they had been living 
for centuries. The process of th,"ir expansion ,;!5o was 
gradual. Moreover, in their on ward march, they were 
encountering the tribes of Da""" or Dasyus, simil,lr to 
those whom they had alrlmdy encountered. They did 
not, therefore, have the• feeling or consciousness that they 
were entering a new la.nd. Thts would explain the absence 
of any reference, in the Veda, to their entry in India. 

On thb basis of the foregoing discussion, therefore, 
I feel justified in visualising the main trends in the early 
history of the IE, somewhat as follows: In the earliest 
period, into which we can push back their history, on the 
strength of linguistic, archaeological, anthropological, and 
culture-historical evidence, we find the IE, who were 
racially a mixed, but linguisticnlly and culturally a homo
geneous community, living in the region between the Urals 
and Altai, to the north-east of the Caspian Sea, and 
to the north of Turkistan-tha t is to say, broadly 

SO. R. N'. DA,.NDEKA.R : A.sura Vamne.. Abon 21, pp. 157-191. 
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speaking, in the Northern Kirghis steppes. It is this 
region, which must be regarded as the most suitable 
locality for the development of the IE speech in its terminus 
ad quem form, which we are now able to reconstruct. It is 
again this region, which can satisfactorily explain the 
obvious .Altaic, Ugro-Finnic, and Semitic influences on the 
primitive IE speech and culture. This region may, there
fore, be called with the fullest justification, the primary 
Urheimat of the IE. Tl1e conditions of vegetation in this 
locality, where the IE tribe~ originally herded cattle on 
grassy steppes, most have, in course of time, necessitated 
their migrations, out of it, and movements of herds on a 
large scale. .A study of tile subsequ~nt course of events 
would enable us to presume that thi~ Illi unity dated from 
about 3,500 B. C., which is, as a matter of f.J.ct, a fairly 
late date in the history of man on this earth. This is, 
therefore, the first landmark in the history of the IE. 

The second landmark in their history is the isolate,1 
migration of some tribes from among the proto-IE, in the 
initial stage of the development of their language and 
civilisation. These tribos sepo~rated from the main stock 
of the IE, in the North Kirghis steppes, came a little 
southwards, and, along the northern coast of the Caspian 
Sea and across the Caucasus, entered Asia Minor. They 
were the Luvians and the Hittites. Tue records of these 
isolated IE immigrants, which date from about 1900 B. C., 
show.. no consciousness, on their part, of having been 
immigrants. This fact would indicate that they had settled 
down to the South and in the interior of Asia Minor long 
before that date. This is further confirmed by the fact that 
these outsiders emerge into the history of South-western 
.Asia as powerful empire-builders. This would be properly 
understandable only un tt1e assumption of their very early 
settlement in that region. The isolated migration of the 
Hittites may, therefore, be preaumed to have started 
between 2800 and 250() B. C. Their separation from the 
proto-IE, at a very early date, and their long sojourn in 
isolation from the main stock must be considered to have 
been responsible for the f~ct that their language-though 
essentially IE in character-has developed some special 
peculiariti'ls, which are not to be seeu in other IE lan!{uages. 
Even after this solitary migration, tnu main body of the 
IE continued to live together, for some time, which fact 
can be definitely proved on the strength of linguistic 
evidence. 
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The third landmark in the early history of t.he IE is 
earae~erised by two major migrations. The earlier major 
~tion was in the south-eastern direction. These 
tribes, whom we are entitled to call the proto-Ary a us, 
separated from the main body of the IE (minus, of course, 
the Hittites) and moved to a diff8rent loc:~iity, not very 
different from their Urheimat, uamdy, the region around 
Balkh. This plain of Balkh is the end of a long area of 
ligM rain-fall, that stretcht~s from the slope' of the Hindu 
.Kueh mountains eastward toward,; the Caspian s~m. Here, 
be*ween 2500 and 2300 B. 0., the proto-Aryan langm1ge and 

·religion must have attained 'cbaracterisa tioo'. For our 
present purpose, namely the reconstruction of the ante
oedente and the early begi;nungs of the Vedic period of 
Indian history, it may be added that it mubi have been in 
*hie region that the Vedic language and religion began to 
take shape. A major portion of the" Vedic mantras, in their 
primczrv form, was produced in the region around Balkh; 
only their revision, priestly obscnratiou, artifieial archaiza.
tlon and samhitikara'l}a were accomplished in the land of 
the seven rivers. A critical lltudy of the egveda, from the 
fingui.lltic and literary points of view, makes it necessary 
\o recognise these two stages in the production and evolu
tion of that Veda. The proto-Aryans must have ma<le their 
home in the Balkh region for a considerable length of time, 
1!0 much so that they almost forgot their connections with 
their primary Urheim;ct in the ~ortll Kirghis steppes. 
The region around Balkh may, therefore, be appropriately 
called a secondary Urheimat-that is, the Urheimat of the 
proto-Aryans. The second major migration from the 
primary Urheimat, was effected along the northern coast of 
the Caspian Sea, through the dry :oteppes or salt desert to 
the Volga, wht>nc~:~ another steppe stretches westwards as far 
as the Dnieper. These rnigr;,titJg trioes, however, seem to 
have used the Volga-Duie~er valiey, in f:iouth Russia, not as a 
permanent habitat, but only atl a passage. TheY seem 
to have migrated stii l farther westwards into the Baltic 
plain, especially into the Pripet regwn. Linguistic 
evidence points to the l>ripet regwn having been another 
secondary Urheimat, Just as the Ba1kh region may be 
called, in a sense, the lJ rheimat ol Lbe proto-Aryans, the 
Pripet region may be val1ed the U rheimat of the proto
Europeans, or, to be more precise, ot the common ancestors 
of the speakers of thtl b:urupeau mem oers of the IE langu
age-family. 
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From these secondary Urheimats, in the Balkh region 
and the Pripet region, there were started further migrations, 
which, in contrast with the major migrations from the 
primg.ry Urheimat, rna.) be termed 8econdary migrations. 
These secondary migrations represent the fourth landmark 
in the history of the IE. For our purpose, we are con
cerned more with the migrations of the proto-Aryans. 
Tile earlier of these tnigrc1tions of the p.oto-Aryans seem · 
to have been on a small scale ,end of a more or less desultory 
ch.ua<Jter. One of these migr<~ting proto-Aryan tribes, 
attested by history, is that of the Kassites, who came over 
to_ the South-western Asiatic regwn. 'l'])ey must have · 
separated from the main proto-Aryan stock early enough 
to develop, through their contact with the non-IE-speaking 
peoples of that region, distinctive peculiarities ll1 their 
original proto-Aryan speech. The proto-Aryan origin of 
the Kassites is, however, clearly betrayed by the few lin
guistic and cultural facts, that we know about them. '!'hey 
must have separated from their proto-Aryan brethren, and 
settled away from the proto-Aryan Urheimat, for a consi
derably long time. Without such an assumption, we cannot 
explain adequately. how. in course of time, they could 
have become powerful enough to be able to overthrow the 
original Babylonian dynasty, in 1760 B. C., and control 
that kingdom for some time thereafter. The general con
fusion and upheaval caused by the overthrow of the Baby
lonian power, by the Kassites, facilitated the progre:s:s, in 
that region, of other stray tribes from among the proto. 
Aryans. These. tribes, the most prominent among whom 
were the .Harris and the Mitannis, must have separated 
from the main stock not very long after the Kassites. 
They took advantage of the political upheaval, caused by 
the Kassites, to push forward, and subsequently consolidate 
their power in North Mesopotamia, Syna, and Palestine. 
There is evidence to show that the Mitannis overthrew the 
Hyksos dynasty. In the earlier stage of their migration, 
the Mitannis came in contact with their not-distant cou
sins, the Kassites, while, at a later stage, they had an occa
slOn to encounter and eventually conclude a peace-treaty 
with the Hittites, who, too, were distantly related to them, 
from the linguistic point of view. There must have heen 
some more similar stray and minor migrations of the proto
Aryans into South-western Asiatic region. We must 
assume that these migrations started in the very initial 
stages of the development of proto,Aryan speech and 
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religion. That is to say, they started after the Aryan speech 
and religion bad assumed their basic forms, but certainly 
much before they developed the special features, such as 
are to be seen in the Veda or the Avesta. These secondary 
migrations of the proto-Aryans may, therefore, b.~ roughly 
said to have occurrtcd between 2400 ;;nd 2200 B. C. Another 
point to be noted about these immigrants is that, being 
small in number, when they are actually attested in 
later history, they appear to have been absorbed by the 
indigenous peopl~s of North Mesopotamia, Syria, and Asia 
Minor. At the same time, they seem to h;;ve completely 
predominated over the local population perhaps on account 
of their superiority in the matter of language and religion, 
and also as the result of their warlike spirit and adventurous 
enterprise. But this supremacy of the proto·Aryans in 
South-western Asia did not ];;st long. As a matter of fact, 
their whole hiswry seems to extend over a period only of 
1200 years-from 2400 B C. to 1200 B. C. Unlike their 
cousins in Ir;;n and India, they ~oon dbappeared from the 
scene, together with their language, religion, and culture, · 
never to be revived again. 

This brings us to the fifth and the last landmark in 
the history of ohe lE, so far as i1 concerns the Vedic period 
of Indian history. We know that Aryan speech and 
religion had already been assuming noble forms, ever 
si nee the proto· Aryans migrated to and settled in the region 
around B;;lkh. Alter the stray secondary migrations of 
the proto-Aryan tribes lik., the Kassites, the Harris, and the 
Mitannis, the remaining stock of the proto-Aryans conti
nued to live in that region, for some centuries, and develop
ed their unique culture and civilization. '!'his was the 
proto-Indo-Iranian period. The Vedic mantra&, itt their 
primary form, came to be produced, and the distinctive 
Soma-ntull was evolved. This latter was originated and 
its development facilitJted perhaps owing to the abundant 
growth of the Soma plant ou the Mujavanta mountain in 
the neighbourhood of their Urheimat in the Balkh region. 
The speci;;l nation;;! clunacteristic of the ancient Indians 
and the ancient Iranians, such a; the caote.system, also 
emerged at th1s stage. But, as indicated elsewhere, there 
was a divergence in the essendal religious outlook of the 
two main groups among the proto-Indo-Iranians, and, 
correspondingly, also in the future course of evdntti in their 
cultural hislory. The Iranians, who broadly speaking, 
sponsored the VarU¥a-religion, migr,\ted to Iran, while the 
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Indians, who sponsored the Indra-religion, gradually moved 
eastward into the land of the seven rivers, conquering, 
under the aegis of their national war-god, Indra, the tribes 
of the Dasas, whom they encountered on their way. Ulti
mately, by about 1900 B. C., these Vedic Aryans advanced 
as far as Punjab, where they came across what was perhaps 
the last phase of the Harappa civilization. It may be 
presumed that Indra, the warlike leader of the Vedic 
Aryans, administeren the final crushing blow to the Barap· 
pa civilisation, which was a ()ivi!ization of fortified towns, 
and thus qualified himself for the proud epithet of purandara, 
the breaker of forts 81 • 

This, then, is a brief statement relating to the ante
cedents and the early beginnings of the Vedic period of 
Indian history. I realise that it is, by no means, a complete 
picture. Many details still need to be added to it. Nor has it 
been possible for me to undertake an elaborate and conclu
sive discussion of the several problems involved in this 
connection. As a matter of fact., that was not my intention. 
My intention has bew only to indicate cert»in lines, on 
which the reeonstruction of the history of the Vedic period 
can be fruitfully proceeded with. What I have attempted 
to do is to present, before you, a consistent and constructive 
hypothe$is evolved as the result of all the available mate. 
rial being worked upon with 'scientific imagin>~tion' only 
where necessary. 1n the same strain as W. D WHITNEY'S, 
who wa~ speaking about Indiu's literary history, it might 
be said that such hypotheses put forth in the field of 
ancient Indian history are bnt 'pins set up to be bowled 
down again'. It is, however, my belief that, in the interest 
of historic>~! progress, it is necessary and desirable that 
such 'pins' are set up if only to be bowled down and replaced 
by stronger and firmer pins. 

; 

Sl. R.N. DANDEK~R: Op. cil. R. E. M. WffEELl!!R• Harappa 
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A BIRD'S-EYE- vr EW OF THE HINDU POLITY; 
WHAl' IT TEACHES 
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India is at present e:1gaged in framing a new constitution. 
It will therefore be not uninter<•sting to sui·vey ancient Indian 
polity and its achievem!'nts. Ir wu take an impartial survey 
of it, we may learn some important lessons for the present and 
the future. 

Several types of states like republics, oligarchies, diarchies 
and monarchies wer? prevailing in India in ancient times, but 
eventually monarchy became the order of the day. This pheno
menon was not peculiar to ancient. India ; it repeated itself in 
Greece and Italy, where republics were being gradually supplanted 
by monarchies and empires. Reprr·,entative government was 
not known both to the 'muir•nt East and West, and so republics 
could prosper only wh~n the state was small and a meeting 
of its Assembly, consisting practieally of all the "enior mem
bers of its privileged order, wa" possible. As in the ancient 
republics of Greece and Horne, polit.i~al power was vested not 
in the whole population, but in the members of a small privileged 
order, mostly consistinl-( of Ksha t1·iyas and perhap~ of tho Brah
manas also, in a few cases. The Hindu polity workr,d in a society 
that had accepted the principlr·,; ol th" caste sy.,tem, which laid 
do_wn that government wae primarily the function and duly of 
the Kshatriyas, assi~ted to eome extent by the Brahmanas. Fran
chise in the ancient Indian republic, could, therefore, not be 
extended to the whole population. In the modern age, which 
does not believe in the predetermination of one's functions by 
birth, it will naturally have to be extended to all. 

Democracy is the order of the day at present and we all 
hope to have a full-fledged reyublic in India in the near future. 
It w'ill be, therefore, necessary to understand the causes that 
led to the disappearanco of the republics in ancient India. 
Generally speaking republics could function successfully in 
ancient lndia in smaller st,ltr~s. They also presupposed a kind 
of tribal unity in the govct•ning class; republics failed to develop 
into a purely terri tori a! state of large dimensions. Distances are 
annihilated now ; the principl<> of representative government has 
been discovered and is in universal pracrice. Tribal stage has 
been passed away long ago and we hav,; now developed a national 
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consciousness. There is therefore no reason why India should 
not function and flourish as a large republic. 

Growing veneration for a her~ditary nller fostered by the 
principle of the divinity of king was also partly responsible for 
the dieappearance of the ancient republics. When presidents, 
generals and membere of the council became. hereditary in re
public•. theil· polity could not be much differentiated from 
monarchy. Divinity of king is now a dead doctrine and we 
need not apprehend that it will prejudice the development of the 
republican spirit or institutions in the modern times. except 
perhaps in the Indian states, where the monarchical traditions 
are still nourished. Ancient Indian polity, however, conceded 
divinity only to virtuous, conscientious and able rulers, who acted 
as real trustees for their subjects, and who were prepared to 
sacrifice their own interests, comforts and funds to promote the 
well-being of their subjects. Monarchy can continue in !!)dian 
states only if their subjects are convinced that their monarchs 
belong to the above category. Our political thinkers, it should 
not be forgotten, condemn incapable, vicious and tyrannical 
kings as demons incarnate and permit their subjects to dethrone 
them, and even to kill them. 

A study of ancient Indian history and polity shows that 
our republics flourished as long as there was harmony and con
cord among the members of their Assemblies. There was, 
however, a tendency among them to quarrel. In some republics 
every member of the Assembly was given the title of raja; often 
he was not inclinect to accept the leadership of fellowmember, 
because it presupposed his own inferiority. Neighbouring kings 
used to send spies to foment quarrels and dissensions among the 
members of the republican bodies. Group~ and parties were often 
formed in the republican assemblies and they spent their time 
and energy in bringing each other's downfall and incidentally 
paving the way of an outside conqueror. Many of the ancient 
Indian republics were destroyed by the neighbouring kings and 
emperors by encouraging feud8 and dissensions among the 
members of their Assemblies. 'file party defeated in the 
Assembly would often seek outside help and thus seal 
the ruin of the state. Modern 1ndia, which seeks to develop 
republican traditions and institutions, may well carve on the 
gate of its future Parliamentary House the prophecy of the 
Buddha about the Lichcllhavi republic. The republic of the 
Lichchavis, said the Buddha, will prosper as long as the members 
of their Assembly meet frequently, show reverence to age, 
experience and ability, transact the state business in concord and 
harmony and do not develop selfish parties engaged in eternal 
wrangling for their narrow and selfish ends. 

In the course of time, monarchy became the order of the 
day owing to the causes already explained. lt cannot be deniel\ 

~ 
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t~t.eur pqlitical writers have placed the highest possible ideals 
before the kingly order ; they can be hardly improved in modern 
tjmee, The king was to be dhritavrata, pledged to maintain and 
defend law, order, justice and morality ; be was not above the 
law, but subject to its jurisdiction. He was to be something even 
more than a trusted for his subjects ; a trustee has merely to 
abstain from taking any undue advantage of his position, whilo 
promoting the intere>t of the tru"t ; the king, according to the 
ancient Indian ideals, bas to sacrifice his own personal comforts 
and inter~sts in order to secure the prosperity of the kingdom. 
_Divinity was conceded not to the pRr.~o11 but to the office of the 
·king. Tbe theory that a king can do no wrong and is account
able to none but God was almost unknown to ancient India. 
Attention of the king was pointedly drawn to the great necessity 
of a proper training, the absmce of which was sure to land him 
into numerous pitfalls, that do not come across the path of an 
ordinary individual. The doctrine of the divinity of the king's 
office was intended merely to inspire respect for authority; and 

- not to encourage autocracy or irresponsibility in the kingly 
order. 

It must be however admitted that in actual practice many 
ldugs failed to live up to the ideaL The percentage of vicious or 
tyrannical kings in ancient India was however by no means 
higher than in medieval Europ~. It would be however useful to 
understaud the causes that were re3ponsible for the non-realisation 
of the ideal of kingship in a large number of cases. 

]failure to develop proper secular and constituLional checks 
on th~ power of the lung wa11 the mam reason for the kingly 
ideal not being frequently realised in practice. Like some medieval 
political thinkers of Europe, most of our ancient Indian thinkers 
did no doubt not say that a bad king was accountable to God 
alone. l'<evertheless, in actual practice the fear of hell was the 
only effective deterr~ont in the case of a tyrant. Our writers no 
doubt ptrmit subjects to mtgrate e11 masse from the country, if 
the king became oppressive; ancient inscriptions supply some 
instances of kings being brought to their senses by this method. 
This remedy, however, 1s a Vtry impracticable one and could 
not be easily resorted to. They also sanction regicide in Pxtreme 
cases. Regicide, however, presupposes an open and successful 
rebdlion, as a remedy against day to day petty cases of ty eanny; 
it is altogether impractiCable '-l.nd inapplicable. Ancient lnd1an 
polity failed to develop secular and praeticab\e r•.· l!ledies 
which could eontrol the actions ot a king who was inclined tu 
disregard the ideal and become tyrannieal. 

This failure was largel.y due to the disappearance· ut the 
sa mitis or Pvpular Assembly in tlw post- Vedic period. As long 
as these Assemblies functioned, they euuld dfectiv.,ly control 
tile actiona of the king in the d~y to day administratiOn. The 
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Vedic literature makes it quite clear that a king could succeed 
in rob intaining himself on t.he throne only so long as his sarniti 
or Popular Assembly was in agreement with him. If there was 
a disagreement, the views of the Assembly generally prevailed, 
and kings had to submit or abdicate and go into exile. 

Central Assemblies, however, gradually disappeared in the 
post- Vedic period, not becau~c dc:nncracy became more and 
more unsuitable to the Indian temperament, but because the 
Htate became bigger and bigger iu size, rendering the meetings 
of a Central Assembly more and more impracticable. Had 
Asoka, Uhandragupta or Harsha revived the Central AssEmbly, 
its members would have hail to spend several weeks in reaching 
the capital in order to attend the' Assembly meetings, and an 
equally long time in returning to their homes. The principle of 
representation was also unknown in thos~ days both in the ~~ast 
and the West. 

It is possible to try tb~ experiment of a limited and constitu
tional monarchy in the modern Indian states, if the Popular and 
Representative Assemblies are allowed to function as in the Vedic 
period. Members of the princely order will have to remember that 
they will have to submit or abdicate and go into exile if they 
cannot carry their As~embly with them. 

Effective popular central Assemblies being found impractic
able in the ease of larger kingdoms, ancient Indian political 
thinkers tried to protect the interests of the people by recommend
ing and bringing about a great decentralisation of the functions 
of the government. Large powers were vested in the district, 
town and village administrations. which could be effectively 
supervised and controlletl by local non-official councils. In the 
Gupta period, the sale of even the waste lands owned by the state 
required the sanction of the popular district council. The powers 
of town and village councils in ancient India were protJa.bly 
more extenslve than those of similar bodies in any other polity, 
eastern or western, ancient or modern. They collected the. 
revenues on behalf of the Central Government, refused to collect 
oppressive taxes, ~ettled village disputes, organised works of public 
utility, and often maintained and financed hoapitals, poor houses 
and educational institutions. It would be worthwhile in the new 
Indian constitution to entrust larger aud larger power to thd dis· 
trict boards and local and village councils. A word of warning, 
however, must be given. The village councils worked successfully in 
the past because tne people bad a high regard for truth and charac
ter and were instinct.ivety inclined to respect age, experience and 
ability. Members of the village councils were not elected ; they 
were raised. to that position by the consensus of pnhlic opmion. 
Democracy of the modern type involving voting and party 
alignments did not exist, and is new to 1 ndia. lt presupposes 
widespread of education, which must be immediately brought 
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a\JQut. Fear of God and hell which has now disappeared must 
be. replaced by the sense of civic rluty. which alone can now 
indue" our elected representativ•·e to place the ~ood of the people 
they represent above everything ebe. 

Village Panchayats of ancient India exercised wide judicial 
power~. They decided practicA.!Iy all cases excepting those of 
serious crime•. Life in ancient times was si:nple and thE> law to be 
administered was known to and understood by all. Modern Jaw 
is corriptex and complicated, and pre,upposes technical knowledge 
and assistance; ,parties to a dispule may often belong to distant 
places. Village "Panchayats in modern times cannot, therefore, 
successfully exercise that wide civil juried ict ion which they did 
in the past. N.evertheless a beginning must be m"'de by investing 
them with a limited civil iuri~diction. It will be difficult for 
witnesses to tell brand lies in the presence of their fellow residents 
in the Panrhayat courts, with reference to events and transactions 
well known to the locality. The revival of the village Pancbayat 
courts will no doubt secure speedier justice. There will be, 
however, •orne uphill task. The faith in God and the dread of 
hell that helped the cause of justice in ancient times are rapidly 
dying out. Party factions are cropping up in villages due to 
illiteracy and selfishness. So until a proper •ense of civic duty 
and responsibility is developed to replace the faith in God and 
iear of hell, there will be some difficulty in the successful 
working of the village Panchayats. 

Ancient India sought to scolve the problem of the finance of 
the local bodies by localising a part of the land revenue, Most 
of the villages could get back about 15 to 20% of the proceeds of 
the land-tax, which they collected for the Cent1·a\ Government, 
as its contribution to the funds of the village councils. This 
experiment is well worth trying in modern times. 

There can be no doubt that ancient Indian political thinkers 
had evolved excellent principles for taxation. The grounds on 
which remissions were sanctioned and exemptions granted were 
also as a rule sound. All will agree that the state should 
gather the taxc's like the bee whi<:h sucks the honey without 
damaging the flower, that trade and induetry should be taxed 
not on gross earnings, but on net profit•, that an article 
should not be taxed twice ; that the rise in taxation when inevi
table, should be gradual and so on. The principles of exemption 
were also sound, The original idea wa• I'J grant exemption only 
to learned but poor Brahmanas, who used to impart free educa
tion, In some cases this privilege was abu•ed, but the States 
usually dtd not fail \o kvy tax<'" on Brahmanas, traders and 
government servants. The cases where the whole Brahmrma 
class was exempted were far and few between ; we cannot and 
s.hould not rev1ve in modern times web a concession to any 
wholesale class determined solely by birUL 



The taJtaLion wag usually determined by th<> local customs 
and tradition". In the later times, however, when the Samiti 
disappeared from the scene, I'(OVernments would often impose 
high anrl arbitrary taxes. We often find tugs of war between 
the central governments, which wanterl to levv new and oppre•
•ivE> taxes and the village committees, which would refuse to 
collect them. Very often, however, power pravailed and ju~tice 
went to the wall ; we find villagers migrating en masse to escape 
unbearable taxation. There can be no doubt that in later tim.eR, 
tho interests of the average man in the sphere of taxation were 
not ad<'quately protected wheu a greedy tyrant was on the 
throne. This. however, happened primarily because there was 
samiti or popular assembly in later times. The importance of 
a strong and vigilant popular Assembly as a champion of popular 
rights and interests cannot be overemphasised. 

The ancient Indian state was not merely a tax·g·athering 
corporation, interested only in preserving law and order. It is 
pleasing and surprising to find that the state in ancient Ind1a 
should have interested itself in a number of ministrant activities 
of the nation-building type, which are being undertaken by the 
modern governments onlY' in relatively recent t-imes. Individual 
enterprise and initiative were, however, not usually affected by 
the activities of the state, becaase it would usually utilise the 
services of commercial and industrial guilds to carry out its policy. 
Freedom wa• also given to experts to chalk out their own plans 
within certain reasonable limits, and the sh\e would give them 
substantial subsidies to carry them out, if they contributed to 
further its nation-building activities. This undoubtedly is a 
plea•ing characteristic of the ancient Indian polity. State for 
in~tance helped education merely by giving liberal grants 
to non-official colleges and universities; it did not care to 
dictate their policy or courses through a Director of Pnblic 
Instruction. The growing sphere of state socialism threatens to 
create a conflict between the individual and the state in modern 
times. If the state seeks to materialise its plan and policy 
through the local bodies and trade guilds and organbations, as it 
did in ancient India, the interests of both are likely to be har
monised. 

The ideals of the ancient Indian state were undoubtedly very 
high and all-comprehensive. It sought to promote the moral, 
material, aesthetic and spiritual progress of the whole community. 
Human ideas about the progress in those different spberes go on 
changing from age to age, and it is no wonder that we may not 
be »hle to agree with all that the state in ancient India did or 

• Cvc. , need in order to achieve progress in this fourfold field. 
For m •• ance, it gave a general support to the varnasramadharma, 
which was undoubtedly iniquitous, especially to tile Sudras and 
untouchables. We must not, however, forget that a state is but 
the spokesman of the society it represents; if certain iniquitous 
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. praoiiaes were tolerated by the stato in an"ient India, the society 
·. 18 as much to blame a• the state. W 8 eh:1uld not jurlge ancient 

customs and institutions by modern standards and ideals. 
People in those days had a burning and living faith in th<' 

doctrine of Karma. Even the Sudras and Untouchable; believed 
that they were born in their particular caste as a natural result 
'Of certain sins committed by them in past lives. As a further 
conaequt>nce of the same, claFses havo C>'rtain religtous and social 
disabilities imposed upon them in thi• life as well, und6r the 
sanction of the divine sastras. It was impossible for the ancienL 
Indian state even to think of di~allowin10: tbeso disabilities, much 
leu of rt>moving tht m. Equahty of all citizens udore the. law 
did, therefore, not exist in ancient Inclie1 to a gr··at extent. l~ i• 
no douht a sad spectacle. We would all have fdt prouder of our 
civilisation if the Smriti writer• had imposed a higher punishment 
on the Brabrnana culprit than on the Sudra one, since they 
rlll'Ognised the sin of the fornwr to I.e great.et· than that of the 
latter. We should, however, not forget that. ouch iniquities and 
iaequalities existed in all civilisation~. ea~turn and western, and 
have not completely disappeared even in modern time.". If the 
fine for murdel"ing a Sudra is lighter til an that lor murdct"ing" 
Brahmana, we should not forget th<•t the werg.\,J for the head 
of a slave l•r serf was much snwllH in Europe than that for the 
bead of a knight or landlord. Limited PXemption from taxation 
sometimes sanctioned by the andent Indian state to the 
Brahmanas had its counter-part in t11e European polity, where 
the church and nobility enjoined many mor'' unjust <·Xemptions 
down to the 18th century. At>cient indian i'tate dtd no doubt not 
believe in affording opportunities to the son of a cobbler tJ hJ~omtl 

.a premier; but such a phenomenon rarely occurred in ancient 
times, both in the W"t and the East. It will bave to be admitted, 
however, by the impartial crit1c thai the ancient Indian state 
was not solicitous only for the interests uf the Brahmanas; it tried 
to promote the material and moral interests of all the castes; 
only it did not encourage one profession to tresp~ss on the field of 
another; for society l!onest.ly beli~"crl that these fields ,.-ere 
predetermined by birth. 

The ideal uJ an ~dl-lndia Rlri.:t' nt;dt'r an t>lllpt:ror ruling uver 
the territories from the 1-iimalay a~ : o the :--t·a was n.·cogni~od as 
early as c. 1000 B. C. if not earltn. Then· were, however, only 
few occasiC'ns in ""ci<nJt lnoian l.i,,:ury when tt was actually 
realised. 1he recog11 1i<'ll of this i( «I wa>' probably a natural 
consequence of the r<" i,a tion of t lw ll ,Jamental unity of In(lia-" 
geographical, teligiou· and cultural. Jhe anci<·nt Jndian polity, 
however, laid down .hat tlte em pit\ ,.,hould not be at the cost oi 
local autoncmy, cultt re ar;rl in"titut •ns; it, therefore, laid down 
that the chakravm·tin )r the emperor ilould t·emain content if his 
imperial status is recognised by the olf, ;- of a suitable tribute. He 

, was not to annex the local, provincial or distrkt kingdoms; even 



if the heads of the latter had heen deieated or had died fighting, 
Eome relations of theirs were to be put on the throne on condition 
that they were willing to recognise the conqueror·s suzerainty. 
Local laws, customs and traditions were never to be interfered 
with by the conqueror. 

An all-India state powerful enough to bring about the unity 
of the country and to d~fend it from foroiga aggression through 
a co·operative effort under the aegis of the central Government but 
~<enerous and considerate enough to pennit the existence of local 
governments following their own customs, traditions and fostering 
their own culture and ideals was thus the ideal of the ancient 
Indian polity. Curiously enough it is VAry. much allied to our 
present ideal of a strong and united India with full autonomy t > 
provincts. Let us therefore analyse a little more closely this idea 
and find out its strong and weak points as disclosed by our 
ancient history. 

The insistence of the political thinkers that a conqueror 
should allcw the conquered king or_ state to retain his or its 
individuality in the feurlal capacity undoubtedly produced many 
good results. It permitted local culture, traditions and political 
institutions to develop more or less unl:wlmpereJ. It toned down 
provincial dynastic jealousies and animosities ; for a province or 
a kingdom could at most aim at imposing its more or less nominal 
suzerainty over its neighbour; it could never aim at crushing 
its culture or wiping out its independent existence. Warfare 
also tended to remain humane; neither side had the danger of 
being completely wiped out, if it was defeated ; it, therefore, did 
not stoop to unchivalrous and unapproved methods to avert a 
defeat or win a victory. 

While recognising that this ideal of an empire with a 
number of composite units governed by feudatory kings or repub
lics had many good points about it, we cannot remain oblivious 
to certain injurious results that sprang from it. The recommen
dation to recognise local autonomy by permitting the conquered 
king or state to continue in the feudatory capacity eventually 
stood in the way of effective unific<>tion of India. Most of the 
ancient Indian empires were merely loose federations of a number 
of feudal kingdoms held together by masterful personalities for a 
few decades. Most of his feudatories were usually entertaining 
imperial ambitions; for the political thinker~ recognised that it 
w"s but a natural thing that each feudatory should aspire to the 
imperial status for himself. As a consequence big kingdoms and 
empires in ancient India were never in a state of equilibrium for 
a 'long time. There wa~ a constant tussle going on for thu 
coveted position of a chakravartin. It was the duty of each king 
to secure tl1e expansion ot l"' kingdom by attacking his neighbours 
when they were weak. Feudatories were therefore usually on the 
lookout for an opportunity to rebel against the imperial power. 
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Ninety. per cent of the wars in ancient Indian history would have 
not' been recommended to every feudatory, and if its successful 
realieer had nat been prevented from annexing the conquered 
atate and compelled to permit it to continue to rule in the 
feudatory capacity. 

Ancient Indian political thinkers probably t.l10ught that there 
was nothing wrong in this ideal. Probably they felt that each 
king, state or province should have a sporting chance to be the 
leading state in the country at some one time or another. Frequent 
wars no doubt thus became inevitable ; they were, perhaps, felt 
to be necessary to keep up th" martial spirit and traditions of 
the Kshatriyas. It did not matter whether it was to be Patali· 
putra, Kanauj or Avanti which was to be the imperial capital 
of India. Whatever province may be at the head of the empire, 
the culture, religion and I cnguage of the subordinate provinces 
did not suffer ; for the conqueror was expressly requiNd to respect 
and encourage local traditions, cultures and institutions. 

Ancient Indians began to become growingly indifferent in 
the course of time to the necessity and desirability of a strong and 
stable central state. As monarchies became the order of the. day 
from c. 400 A. D. the int~state etrugg;les became dynastic wars 
fOr hegemony; people were not much interested in them because 
they knew that their local culture. laws and institutions would 
not be much affected, whatever may be the outcome of the 
atrunle. Contending armies also fought not so much for their 
provinces as for their kings. There was hardly any patriotism 
in ~he real sense of the word. This ideal of a federal-feudal 
empire, with full liberty to each constituent state to strike for tl1e 
imperial status but without permission to forge a unitary empire 
after the conquest thus produced a state of c-ontinuous instability 
in ancient India. There were frequent wars, but they did not 
lead to the emergence of l strong and unitary stat<-. The energy 
of the nation was unnecessarily wastecl in interminable feuds, 
which only weakened the combatants. The country as a whole 
became weak and fell an easy prey to the Muslim invaders. 

A glance at our history shows that India has prospered 
only when it had succeeded in evolving a strong central go'lern
ment. In the age of Asoka, Chapdragupta II, and Akbar India 
wail able to make good progress bec~tuse it had a strong Central 
Government. Thaeame fact is at the ro~t of the progress mad" 
during the last 100 years. We eannot afford to forget the lessons 
of history when wo frame our new constitution. The principle 
which required a conqueror to •;ontinue the .:onqLwred state in 
the feudal statui! with its old laws and customs unaffected is the 
modern principle of provincial autonomy in the ancient language 
and garb. It vouchsafes to every local unit full freedom to 
develop along its own lines and culture. But we cannot afford 
to give a standing permission to each pr·ovinoe or state to have 
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its own independent army and to make a bid for the hegemony 
over the rest, when it feels strong enough to do so. Our ancient 
political thinkers probably felt that &uch a permission should 
be regarded as fair in order that each state should have a sporting 
chance to be the ),.a ding power of Bbaratavarsha at some time 
or other. Tbi~ was a natural consequence of there being no 
representative government at the centre, where each constituent 
state or province could feel that it had a fair and just share of 
power, influence and representation. With a popular government 
at the centre of a representative character, modern polity can 
ill afford to permit the provinces or states to make a bid for all
India domination. Each province or state will have full autonomy 
and liberty to develop along its own lines, hut all must subordinate 
their separatist tendency in order to gorge a strong union govern
ment at the Centre, strong enough to defend the country, and 
capable enough to make India once more a powerful and flourish
ing country. 

---
A BHARHUT RAILING SCULPTURE 

BY 

J. N. BANERJ&A, M.A., PR.D. 
Lecturer, Calcutta University. 

On entering the Bharhut Gallery of the Indian Museum, 
Calcutta, one of the many interesting objects that arrest one's 
eyes is a nearly lifesize figure carved in alto-relievo on an upright 
(thabho, ·•tambha) of what was once the vedika (railing) surround· 
ing the Stupa at Bharhut. Cunningham was the first to discover 
it and send it along with other things he could retrieve from the 
much spoliated Stupa to Calcutta, The following is a summary 
of his elaborate description of this peculiar sculpture. 'The bare
headed nearly lifesize figure has short curly hair bound with a 
broad band or ribbon fastened at the back of the head in a bow, 
with its long ends streaming in the end ; it is clad in a long tunic 
with ample sleeves reaching nearly to the mid thigh, tied in two 
places by c•Jrds at the throat and across the belly; the loins 
and thighs are covered with a dhoti reaching below the knees, 
with the ends hanging down to the ground in front in a series of 
extremely stiff and formal folds; tbe legs are inside long boots 
with encircling tas•els at the top; it holds in the right hand 
placed on the breast a bunch of grapes with a leaf attached to it 
and its left hand clasps· in the middle a huge broad sword shea
thed in a sea bbard suspended from the left shoulder by a long 
flat belt ; the face of the scabbard is ornamented with the Buddhist 
symbol of Triratna ('Stupa of Bharhut', pp. 32.3). It is unfortu
nate that the only inscription on the pillar is of a donative 
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.ebtt!!a')ter, and the figure laeks that i<lentificatory label engraved 
badde. so many of the railing reliefs at Bharhut, which have 
llet,ed us immensely in understanding their significance. The 
aheenee of any such label in its case has naturally led scholars to 
speculate about it• identity. Cunningham took it to be the 
representation of a foreign soldier in the •ervice of the Mauryan 
kings. He dated the monument in the Maurya period, and this 
ill perhaps the reason why he described it as a soldier in the 
lllauryan emplo~·. But there is no doubt now that the Stupa was 
el't!Cted in the Sunga period, sometime near about the middle of 
the second century B. C. R. P. Chanda on account of the boots 
and the •word of the figure wa" indineo to identify it as the 
Asura Viprachitti who is described in thA Smnyutta Nikaya as 
wearing boots (upahanq, ganaiJ.f}una-upahana) and moving about 
armed with a dugger (khagga). B. M. Barua "uggests that these 
by themselves are not ~ufficient to iu•tify Chanda's identification. 
He himself=would identify it a>< th~ fi~ure of Mihira, the Iranian 
Sun god. Referring to the inecription engraved on the top of the 
pillar, bhadarp.ta mahilasa thabho dana1!1 ('the gift of the monk 
Mabila'\, he takes Mahila to be a variant of Mihila or Mihira, one 
of the names of Surya, and FUggests that •the figure itself has 
the moPt intimate connection with I the name or epithet of the 
donor of the pillar gift' ; he thinks that the bunch of grapes and 
the northern dress udwhyavesal of th" figure definitely supports 
his identifies tion (Barhut, Bk:. II, pp. 68-70; Bk. III, p. 86). Barua 
says that the figure has a girdle about its waist, which is nothing 
but the Av~anga (Iranian Aiwiyaonghana: which according to 
later iconographic texts is an invariable adjunct of the north· 
Indian Surya images; but the tassel round the waist tied in 
double loop can hardly be described as tho Iranian waist-girdle. 
It is again extremely uncertain whethPr the. Mithra-Mihira type 
and its nortb~Indian adaptation had attained such forms at so 
early a date. It was shown by me long ago that the prototype of 
the north-Indian Surya of the early centuries of the Christian era 
and the Gupta period was not really the Iranian Mithra who 
used to be represented by means of solar discs or wheels in the 
earliest art of Iran, as the sun was "Yrnbclised in the old pultch
marked and tribal coins of India. The Sun god came to be 
depicted anthropomorphically in western Asia v.hen Iranian 
Mithraism w:~s Hellenised in the courts of the Greek dynasts of 
Asia Minor. The Indian Surya with the urlichyavesa was evolved 
from the figures of MUPO (.Vlihira) un the coins of Kanishka and 
Huvishka, which again were th" Kushan adaptations of such 
types of the Greek eolar ueities as Helius and Apollo on tho coins 
of some of the Indo GrePk kings like '1\·lephue and Apollodotus II 
\'The RepresentatiJU of Surya In l:lrahmanical Art', Indian Anti
quary. 192!>). 

The Bbarhut relief in question undoubtedly stands for a 
f\)reign personality, as its peculiar features tmd dress testify; 
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the vine leaf and fruit in its hand further appoar to connect it 
with the extreme north-western border of India. ln the above 
different attempts at its identification, no importance was given 
by any schohr to 'the broad band or ribbon fastened at the back 
of the heacl in a bow, with its long ends streaming in the end'; 
it seems to be nothing but tho Indian way of representing the 
'diadem' whicll is the unmistakable sign of Greek royalty. 
Seyffert writes about the 'diadem' in his Dictionary vf Classical 
Antiquities (p. 183), 'Ttle white fillet round the brow which was 
the emblem oi sovereignty from the time of Alexander the Great. 
Caesar refnsed it when offered him by Antonius, and it was not, 
in consequence, worn by the Roman emperors, except in a few 
cases. But when the seat of government was removed to 
Byzantium, Constantine adopted the Greek emblem of royalty'. 
It was the Seleucid emperors of tlyria and the adjoining countries, 
and their neighbours the Bactriar. Greek kings who were at 
first their satraps, who were the constant users of this royal 
emblem. The fine portrait heads of these rulers on their coins 
seldom fail to show this diadem. It i• a matter of common 
knowledge how the Groek kings of Ba,ctt·ia sometime after throw
ing off the Syrian yoke carried their arms into [ndia and conquered 
part of her nortn-westorn and northern region. Some of these 
kings like DetUetrius and Meuander appear to have marched into 
the very heart of the Mad!lyad~sa, and besieged for a time snch 
well-known cities of the Indian interior as Mathura, Sakata,. 
Kusumadhvaja (Patalipntra} and Madhyamika. It is true that 
their hold over this region was extremely impermanent, but the 
incursions of these Yavanas which took place during the first 
half of the second century B. C. mus.t have left a deep impres~ion 
on the Indian mind. 'fhe literary outcome of this impression is 
well known to all of us (cf. the Yuga Parana, Malavikagnimitra, 
etc.); in this reliuf we may recognise a 'nearly contemporary 
expression in art of the Indian idea ab.JUt such a foreign ruler. 'l'he 
alien king appears here in the role of an admirer of Buddha in the 
company of the other mytt1ical admirers of the Master, such as 
the Yakshas, the Nagas, the Dev~tas etc., and human admirers 
like Prasenajit and others. The Bharhut arti~t seems to have 
mtended to reproduce in his own way some Indo-Greek king of 
the extreme north and north-west, one of whom at least (Menan
derl was a Buddhist convert. \'he form was undoubtedly an 
idealised one reminding us vf one of the two figures riding on 
horned lions carved on the third architrave of the east gateway 
of the Great Stup.\ of Sanchi. The Sanchi figut·e, shown only 
up to the waist, is similarly dressed, holds the reins in the right 
hand and a bunch of grapes with a vine leaf in the left, and its 
head is encircled by a similar diadem. ll run we del remarks 
about it, 'although the framework of the figure is in the Perso
lndian style, at any rate tbis and tbe corresponding equestrian 
~ures represent toreign nations, regarded ae living fe,f away-
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in the North-west' (Buddhist Art, p. 3t, fig. 10). We may go one 
etep further and suggest that it is another idealised representa· 
tion of an Indo-Greek monarch this time riding a winged lion, 
po811ibly indicative of the Indian idea of si1nhasana. Reference 
may be made in this connection to two other foreign type 
figures in one of the Udayagiri caves near Bhuvanesvar, Orissa. 

• On the left wing of the upper floor of the Rajara~i or Ral)i·Nur 
cave are two figure•, the left one of which is stout and pot
bellied with a sword hanging down from the belt ; its right 
band is placed on the breast and tbe left hangs down by the 
side; its bead also seems to be diadcmed, the ends of which swing 
behind. The figure on ihe right is heavily draped and hooted, 
ita right hand rests on hip tkatihasla) and it< left with some 
indistinct object in it is placed on hi• beeast ; a sword hangs down 
from the waiot and a heavy cloak covers its body up to the 
knees; the locks of hair are well-arranged and its ears seem 
to'be adorned with ornaments. Of all these alien type figures, 
the Bharhut one under review is undoubtedly the earliest in 
point of date, and it appears to have been based on some con· 
crete original, the others being its probable derivatives. 

USE OF WAX·MOULDS FOR CASTING METAL IMAGES 
MENTIONED IN THE CARAKASAMHIT.A AND THE 

TEXTS ON ARCHITECTURE 

BY 

P. K. GODE, M.A. 
Curator, Bhandarkar Oriental Research lnslitute, Poona 4 

For the reconstruction of the hiRtory of ancient Indian 
economic and industrial life we must study in detail every aspect 
of such life on the strength of documentary evidence, which is 
bound to clarify our knowledge of such history as it prevails at 
present. Without a series of monographic studies devoted to 
this subject no scholar can hope to write any history of the ancient 
Indian arts and crafts. At present our knowledge of the history 
of these arts and craft.s i~ qulte nebulous, if not misleading. I 
have been, therefore, devoting some attention to this subject 
during the last few years. Re<.>c'ntly I had occasion to write a 
paper• on the history of candles in India between A. D. 1500 and 
1900. In this paper I have referJ'!'d to many references to the use 
of bees-wax for medical purposes as found uniformly in early and 
late medical texts. though I could not record any evidence about 

*Thla paper is awaiting publioatiou. 
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the use of bees-wax for feeding lamps or for the preparation of 
candles prior to A. D. 1500. 

In my search for tlw uses of bee;;-wax I came across tl:e 
f ol!owing evi~ence in the Car aka Samhtta about the use of th1s 
material for the casting of metal images as prevalent 2000 years 
ago:-

The Caraka Samhita (N. S. Pre9s, Bombay, 1941) contains a 
chapter (chap. 3 of Sariras!hana, pp. 308-316) on 'f!~lifllqhlifirfio 
dealing with the embryology of human beings. In this connection 
Carak.:t observes :-

Page 314-"•Hl'II'J ll!i~T'ill'l'l': 11'1; « nli': ~'~:I'~·f'I'~Qf iiiT'!it, 'l:t•'ll 
l'l:i•~ll'l'l' {<!Fzf<t, all:~qr;r:-'l,<n;rt "''llff'11r 'ltf'r~'l'fo -iiil:f!·'!l'!S' ~~~-:af:;;;:': 1 

<I'T!li <11~ "i'd'il'UT'lfq' >i\<rl"£11{ t~:<t'I>T lilf'l': wqofl:l:i~llq~-;r >=l'l'fo, 'l,CTI'If WT'lifo 
f'l'iir~rqoft<ili'll'!t<fl<{ 1 a'l 'ill:'!i"l:rf W~l'si!T'l'i ;; !!TfQf'l',i ll;it nl1'fiu l11<rT qi 'ii lilf;f 
wr<ro>it, aHi ;:r~ql lil•ft or.twn~qr 'l'l'foo; lf'I'T-

'li"f'li-l:iii<I'·<ITQ'·>=i~- flf!J'IiTR •Jnfe"'~'lr:rrPr a9: a!'! 1'1'{~~!! f<f~!'l' orf;r 
'IG:I <~:t<!ff'l'•;i !llH<r~ crG;r <~:t•~f<rll~<lf ;nr.q•if, a<•mr fllj~r'i'!li'l: fl'l; rrlif <~5•'1 
f'l'll't'!! otr'!it; l'l:!''t-ll' ":!"lll'l'l' ;j'01it, atlilf'wna: 11 ~ li.ll " 

In the above passage Caraka compares the birth of different 
clas<es of living beingo from ddferen~ kinds of yoni-• (species) to the 
production of images of gold (kanaka). silver (rajata), copper 
(tamra), tim (trapu1 and lead (sisaka) from different kinds of wax
woulds (<!'{ fi\'<:·f'!ll{) A human yor~i (species) produces a human 
being and so on. Cakrapanidatta (c. A. D. 1060) in his commentary 
.Ayurvedadipika explains· the above passage as follows :-

">ilfor: otrfu:, 11~rsfc! !Vfor'!.f•~: 'fiH'!! '1''1'1': a~rsfc! \ilil~ill~.,q q)f;'r;nr<rr 

m ;;t~~ q:'l' a;;'!;:it, 'i'llf 'fil~llllq;mta: I ~~'l'J:~: !J'<qr<i, a~~r: fii~~r: 
'l'l:~q~ f<ie~r'litrll' 1<:'1' 'l~-'fiR·!i\iTT~: I ~"f'i lj\f;r-~~ ~fll'<iiT '!r.tr •<');:q3'i>HT 
11'1'fu a<U~-<~""'r~ 1 nli''liu l1r<rr: !g'fil'~: 1 +~'I_f"'ili'~ f<llt~ .:fir ffl'f'lil>:r 'I~
i!il'il forfl'ro !!l!l''lil';q' f'I'!I~!J I l'l:i•~f<f+iffllfff 'l3''1T'l>l( ~flf'fi'l><i 6!11'li1J.~ 1 qjif'liT~ 
---~----~--~~~. ----~·----~ 

1. In Jack's New Encyc/opatdia (p. 3171 we get the following note 
on Ca•ts :-

"CASTS, replicas of an object; ob~ained hy forming a mould of 
plaster or WAX and filling it with the material desired (plaster or metal, ; 
when this harden• the mould ie chipped orf ; foundtng is casting of 
large metal objects." (p. 622) Founding or Moulding is a method of casting 
metals by preparing a. mould in green ot dry sand or in loam. A pattern 
usuallY of wood. but sometimes of met~>! is used ; the saud is firmly beaten 
about it and damped : the pattern is withdrawn, and molten me,al poured 
in. ln order to withdraw the pattern, it is necessary that the mould 
should be made in two parts, which fit upon one another" 

2, The word ;el!l'lilJ. mentioned by Cakrapa.nide.tte. (c. A. D.l060) 

means "mould" of earth prepared with the use of wax { fll'l'l'li'! 'lf.i'fir'il 
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•aa aw, .. '~~ qqr 'li'f'lir~1"t ;f[-trllr~ ~~~'1"l!lfif~Ff'Hi~"r"i 113•'ir~":r~!i <rotr 

*""""''""' <i[.:rf ~·'l">ilf;r.'lfcr:rm~!.._ 113;•'l"f'f!!( ~<!<'!'!.{fa- erl'l~~~~~~~~lf.'' 
The above commentary on Caraka's pasaage informs us that 

the 1!111418 (Marathi 6iil) was prepared with the use of 'af'l'lil (earth) 
'*- and~ beeR-wax). Caraka does not mention 'af'lfil (~arth). He 

lilflnr l!lll'li ). Apte's Dictionary does not reo ord the word ~§lifO 
The MaTaibi word ~i'fl appears to be related to 611'1>. The Marathi 
Sili!IMosa (by Date and Karve, Puona, V.;l. VII, 1938, p. 30771 records 
the word I!II'IT as follows :-

''sf'fl-l• t olrf; 1{.6"; Usage recorded is from ii!fiiHd (A. D. 1290) :
'';rra<1 'iigU'f:flfiflt 'fT~ I 
q;rq wr(T(il iif~'li'lT ~1 i~ <~t~ 1" 

( 'i!r-n-~o.:;) 
Dr. M.G. Dikshit, Curator, Deccan College Research Institute, 

a.a:kbldl:r sent to me the following reference to the use of wax-moulds 
tor casting metal images from the 'ill;j{'l\l (Chap. VI, Ovi 249) 
• ''ar<rfl!fll ~Q- it111 r:r,lf'r >i!Fl 11~ 1 

~ 'li!i{iifl u't ~6 1 •la-~f" u. 
I am thankful to Dr. Dibhit for this reference. 

3. The word '1<lliH'' is not mentioned in the Amarakosa, whioh, 
howwer, mentions the tollowing term; oonneoted, with the art of mehl 
alld wood workers eto. (K&nda II. Chap. 10-'U~il:'l"Of verses 32-36) 

ifRI;f\, ll:'ll~'liT=g'l~ffi" (according to Bhanuji Dik~ita=B) 
~r•, fif'li'l, 'fi'l=lJ'Ilfiq~)~lfl '<l'll1!! (B) 
'l~,"~~U='l<r~UiR."'~"i{"'< (B) 
q:firfif,ii.~T = i11~11!1~ :U1ifl'l>T (B) 
a<reri!a';r1, Jt'if = 1{.'!1 (Crucible) (B) 
~lilT, ~ilq~f<r'lir = "'!ffll"'fiif'froi~'l" (Bl 
tm'fu;f), illif'f'lil =!!ffiTi<:: 'itfl'l:rr (B) 
~qrliJ\ 'li<l\1 = "'li<f'1l:" (B) 
!Nii{'f, Vijil;;.1 = 'lil•o <r't~~1!! 61"<'1 ( B 
<1, '11'111!!~HII! =' q['li'![ '-:l~'l!T>i~'l 'Hq~fq" (B) 
i!i'fi"f, q;~q;r = 'fill:!rf;:: fii;::R'![Toi~" '~'fi<:)a~' '{fir ~~16f'1 (B) 

!JIHI, 'l>f~~'lil = "'l">i'11'!S"'if'-!<'l u~q~H" (B) 
~Iff, ~~'liT, 'lf'i:!if<I'IT = "<'ll(!iffi'll'!l:" ( R) 

f:ul"~ = 'liiifl!O't:U~I~ 'li,; (B) 
l!Rrlll'f, l!Rrfil+~, t~fu'IT, l1Rr'1T<RT, !IM'~I'il, qfa":_f<r 1 'Jf'l"i, llf«f;r~: 

8 words for llf<rllr (B) 
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only mentions ~'lflo"'<: (or fnq;r;) in the preparation of the mould 
( flu:nr ). There can be no mould of wax as such for casting meta 
images of the type indicated by Oaraka. Hence ~trr (earth) is 
necessary for the process of moulding referred to by Oaraka. 
Evidently a wax model was first prepared and a mould of it was 
taken on earth and molten metal was poured into this mould of 
earth; 

The Amarakosa (between A. D. 500 and 800) records eight 
words for Rfcn:n (image) and also mentions "oflif qfa•n" in the sense 
of "anvil" (<.'!_lQ'r), but I have 1_10t found in Amara's terminology 
about arts ancl crt<fts any direct reference to the process by 
which the pratima~ or image• wore made. It mentions such 
terms l:'l'iin• 

1 
iilffliff 5

, ~!b, !ba"'fif'li 6 , 'lffll'-.r~!b 7 , w)H>Tl:'6 8 , R'l'liTl:," 

~"li['I>H 10, urf('li", anr i~~'~>'", IIT<r~Gf 18 , <il;o;aii!'"'. orrf<la15 , l:Ol'i'", 

Q'\f<!i!b17 , 'lf'!Pilii18 , ~iliff (~il'i:.ii)~;;;r'lfi!;r ), 'iT'l'l'liT~, 01'1: 10 , iiUllll''i1 'i!~~!b 1 
qrf~U•n~, ~flQ''Ii, 'ITlJ!l:'~>, 'l'l;r> ( ~C!;f\cri!'lf'l:r,_) llll:'iiQ:, or'l'i, <:rR'iT!i:'~>, crl;•rr<r, 
'lfi1fij', '!~, etc. All these terms give us at a glance a fair idea of 
the masses of ancient India, ranging from the indolent to the 

-~---

4. Vide my paper on "Carria~e-Manufacture in the Vedtc Period 
and in Ancient China in 1121 B. C." (Ann•ls-B. 0 R. Institute, Poona., 
Vol. XXVli, pp. 2~8-302 1947). The Manasara [ed. by P. K. Acharya 
in 5 Vols. Oxford Univer•ity Press, London, Vol. IV (E:Jg, Trans -1933] 
contains a Chapter (No. XLUI) on the building of Gars and GharioiS
Tbis work on arcb!teolur• is of uncertain date. Various dates are 
assigned to it as follows :-

(1) 7th~en'll•:V A. D. (2) A. D. 450·500; {3) A few centuries earlier 
or later than Vetrunius (C. 25 B. C.) with whose treati•e Manasara 
possesses striking similarities. 

5. According to Man~ sara (ch, IX) the houses of Potters Ehould be 
on the eastern street of the village. 

6. Manasara (=M) refers to houses of tailors (pp, 71, 76), 
7. M (p 76)-Houses of weapon.makers. 
8. Houses of black·smiths (M, pp. 71.76). 
9. Mansions for artists (M, 374); Painting (M, 160, 249). 

10. Goldsmith's office, goldsmiths et~. (Arthasastra, Trans. 1929-pp, 
• 89, 94, 229). 

11. Conch-blower (U·:;t'l!<::;r>-Bhanuji) ; 
12. <l'f!Hifl: or coppersmith. 
13. Village carpenter (M, 194, 206) !J:ol' (Bhanuji) ; 
14. Carpenter liviniZ in a ~ or hut. 
15. Bouse for barber in royal palace \M. 429); 
16. Houses of washermen (M, 76) Washingtoums (M, 29B) 
17. Wine-seller (see chap. XXV or Book II or Arthasastra

Superintendent of liquor) 
18. Shepherds ; 
19. M refers to Theatre( Of!i!<o, 2,11,350) and 'rheatre·nall ~f'll!n1 

p. 431 
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~ly, from the workers in fine arts to the bard worked workera 
_ Qa;,wood and metal and it would be worthwhile recording detailed 
· '-formation about the arts and craft, pur~ued by them thnugh 

c,aturies of Indian history. Th~ Arthasastra2 " of Kautilya will 
be Gf great help in studying the history of these arts and <'rafts 
in view of its great antiquity ,,nd attt'n\ion to details. 

As regards the word !Hil'i used I•_\' Cakrapanidatla (<:. A. D . 
.tdlt1tin the sense of "mould" I have already pointed ouc. that in 
.,Marathi work of Jiiane3vara viz., the Jnanesvari (A. D. 1290) 
tta term ''131~" (plural of <1i~f) in the sc•nse of "moulds" has been 
iieed. It appears that the word "'·i~r" is connected with the· 
word "!I!U~•' used by Cakrapaniclatta ,nore than 900 years ago21 • 

We must now try to trace the word '61fo'' and its pl1onetic 
variations, if any, in sources earlier than say A.. D. 1000. 

The reference to the process of casting metal images with 
the uae of.. wax-moulds as mentioned ca8u»lly in the Carakasamhita 
abo~Jt 2000 years ago gets added confirmation from the special 
chapter on this process found in a worl< on architecture ~ailed the 

· Jlanasara edited with English Translation by Dr. P. K. Acharya. 
Tbis Chapter (No. LXVIII. pp. 633-636 of Vol. IV (Eng. Trans.) 
1933) deals with 'l'i_f.;!il!' fi!i'l'! or cast1 ng of idols in wa:t. The 
following extract refers to the me of wax and earth in prep»ring 
ibe mould for the casting of nwtal images :-

1'42-43. (After correct measurement) it (the idol) should he 
belame&red with wax upto •ome two or three angulas ; upon tha.t 
(eo&ung) it should be again hesmearc;d with earth and then it 
should be dried up by expertF. 

44. That idol (lit. Lall) should be dried up and besmeared 
with a new coating of wax again. 

20. See Dr. Otto Stein's paper. on "A.<tha .astra a•d Silr>asastra in 
the Archiv Orientalini. Praque, Vol. VII (pD. 413-4K7) 1935 ; Vol. V Ill 
(pp. 69-90), and (pp. 33,.:l56) 193!>; and Vol. X (pp. 163-209) 1938. 

21. Prof. K. P. Kulkarni in hi• Vyutpattikosa (1947) p. 727 makes 
the following entry about the word ~i'ifl :--

"l3f<qf ( ~· )-<t;;r, 'if1;o<>:, nr, \fl, o.n"!lfa, 
A model, a mould, a pattern 
'Ol;r, !i;"'j := e'N;;, ~ili~"i >('f. lli'ifliT 'l'T -IIUit U{!Utl:i;f'<l !!l'~l'IT. 

<Jit' wit;;r <H 'liHifff ~~ "~' ~~ qr~~." 
Hypothetical explanation' ab,ut etymology are in no way helpflll to 
the problems of etymologv, Without a 'aries of U<ages of words reoorded 
in a,ohronological order-it i< difficult to unrler<tand the lingllistio develop. 
~~of a word. Prof. Kulkarni does not record the usage of the word 
'"''"''in the Jnanesvari which was alre1dy at his disposal in the 
Sabdakosa volume VII pub\i,hed in 1938. 
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45. If the master so wishes, it may be covered with metals 
(iron); that is preferred. 

46. The half, besmeared with earth, should be left out, and 
the rest should be washed with water by sprinkling" •• 

Dr. Acbarya records additional evidence of texts to make 
the above extract clear:-

According to the Suprabhedagama (XXXIV, 2) "If the image 
he required to be made of earth, rods (of metal or wood) ,mu•t. 
be (inserted in them), if of metal, they must first be prepared well 
in wax". 

According to Karnagama (II, V, 41) "If images have to be 
cast in metal, the wax must first be melted and poured (out of 
the mould) and all defects removed with cloth". 

According to Visnusamhita (XlV) "If an image is to be made 
of metal, it must first be made of waz and then coated with earth ; 
gold anrl other metals are purified and cast into (the moulri), and 
a complete image is thu• obtained by capable workmen". 

(For further cetails, see the writer's Indian Architecture, 
p. 87). It wilt be noticed that the rules enunciated in the present 
text have heen generally followed throughout the later works". 

A.s regards the chapter of the Manasara (N'o. 68) dealing 
wi t.h the casting of images in wax ( 1'1\i{f.~•! f'tm;r) Dr. Acharya 
makes the following remarks in his Preface (p. xiv) :-

"The . chapter opens with an enumeration of phalli and 
ascetics, as well as of architects. So far as the casting is con· 
cerned all kinds of image~. temporary or permanent, stationary 
or movable, are moulded in wax. The process slightly varies 
according to the rna terials of which an idol is made. Generally a 
half of the image is covered with a thin copper leaf or melted iron 
and the wax is laid two or three ungula• deep and the other half is 
covered with earth. The metullic portion is washed in water. 
Thus in casting images in metal.• wax is mP!te<l and poured out 
of the mould and defects are removed with cloth. Metal imagee 

,2, Vide p. 409 of the Text of the M~nas~ra (Vol. IV, 1933) ohap. 
68 Verses 21·23 Jines 42 46). These ver>es read as follows:-

lQ 

''lll;i\0111'1' !l~tr>if;r ull'J<t~~w· (l"l) Pl'\'1'1: , 
fi;;1~ .&1 ( c;r11) f"l'!i 91ti ll'!~'>~•zor <)\q~q: llx ~ 11 
<!'I_~~ qf'<l'ii ~.<!J ~'l~'\'1<!; R'i~ey: 1 

<1<1: fqo.rt' ~'<lrq<t(l ""l~i!ill!loV<;.:nll: 'l'f: ll''-11 

'liii'R•~r •Pn iii!~ 'J'<~: ( "'L) fl:o <>~fir'qf<r ( ~~~~a ) 1 
'{lJill:o;r~ 1i fil!f!J <liHI cr~oi'if'<l'o: ( 'li'1, ) II'< ~II" 



. are llrat made of wax and coated with earth; gold and other 
me~als are purified and cast into the mould. For image11 made 
ctf earth rods of wood or metal are inserted in them"'. 

In the Preface (p. lviii-lix) Dr. Acharya records the following 
views regarding the date of the Manaeara :-

11) Some assign Manawra to the 7th century A. D. 
, (2) There is evidence to connect the Manasara with the 
Mq.l811f1purana (c. A. D. 450) and the Brhatsamhita (c, A. D. 550). 

(3) There are similarities between the Manasara and the 
treatise of Vitruvius•• (c. 2S B. C). If these similarities are based 
on a din•ct relation the A-fanasnra may i>o taken to belong to a 
date which may be a few centuries earli,•r or later than Vitruvius 
(c. 25 B. C.) 

As the date of the }fanasnra has been variously fixed 
bAtween c. 100 B. C. and A. D. 700, it is difficult to say positively 
whether Caraka"s rf'ferenco to the wax-mnnlds used for castin~ 
metal images is earlier than the chaptt•r on this topic in the 
Mana<ara. I am, lwwever, inclined to believe thaL the text 
of ~be Manasara is later than that of tlw Carakasamhtta by a 
few centuries. If this view is accepted, Oaraka's reference to 
wax-moul<!s may be regarded as pPrhaps the earliest one so far 
known to Sanskrit literature. At any rate the process of casting 
metal images by the use of wax-moulds24 may be safely regarded 
to possess an antiquity of at least ~000 years, if not more. 

23. Vide S:nith's Smaller Cla•stc,,l Oicti:mary (London, 1913, 
p. 573) :-"Vttruvius Polli>, M .• the author of the celebrated treatise 
on Architecturfl, appears to have ~erveri a~ a military engineer under 
Julius Cae8ar, in the African war, B C. 46 and he was broken down 
with age, when he compo:"ed his Wf;rk, which i . ., dedicated to E:mperor 
Augustu~. Comparatively un~ueees . ..;ful as an architect, for we have 
no building of his mentioned except the basilica at Fanum. be attempted 
to establish hi> reputation as a writtr uvon the theory of his art. His 
style is so obscure as to be often unintelligible." 

24. I am not sure if the Indus. valley people used wax-moulds for 
casting metallic objects found in plenty in the Mohenjo.Daro 
excavations. Many casts and I"CJ.!tin~s of figures have been found at 
Mohenjo-Daro (Vide Index to Purther Excavations at Mohonjo-Daro by 
E. J. H. Mackay, New Delhi, 193:!-References under "'Cast• and 
Castings''). M•ckay says (p. 284) :-"'The meth<>rl employed in casting 
of theEe animal figur~s wa.s probahl.v tlw eire per.tu~ process.'• He 
t:t.lso refer.-.: to thi!'; prooe:~s on pp. Z9R an,! :WJ. 



TfiE DRAVID£AN 'l'.RIBES OF' NORTHERN iNDIA 

l3Y 

THE HEV. H. HERAS, S. J. 

Reading the above caption for the fiest' time, one naturally 
feel• pnzzl~d. for we generally associate the Dravidians_ with 
SJuth India, as though Northern India had always been Arya. 
v-arta. Yet when we surv-ey the J;l,gvedic evidence concerning 
the state of Northern India at the tzme of tho Aryan invasion, 
the J;tgveda itself being the only contempcwary source of infor
mation for the history of this momentous event, we find that 
the whole of Northern India was peopled by a nation whom the 
tsis invariably call by the generic name of Dasas or Dasyus, 
which names only indicate tbe low degree of appreciation-we 
should rather say the contempt-with which they treated their 
opponents. But who were these Dasas or Dasyus considered from 
the racial paint of view ? 

The facts-that they had such well-constructed purah, 
surrounded by walls' . some of them with iron gates" ; that 
one of their chiefs had ·• a hundred castles" crowning the spurs 
of the Vindhyas 3 ; and that the two wives of another. c,hief 
were accustomed to bathe in mil k'-poin t to a very high degree 
of civilization, which we can in no way associate with the 
Kolerian or Austria tribes. Those descriptions seem to refer 
to the descendants of the Mohenjo-Oaro, Harappa and ChaiihU· 
Daro people, who had walled cities and a very wonderfully orga. 
nized civilization. This seems to suggest that the Dasus or Da~yua 
w~re Dravidians, as it is now recogni~ed that the inhabitants 
of tho Indus Valley cities also belonged to the same Dravidian 
nation. The Dravidians then occupied tue whole of Northern 
India from Afghanistan to Burma, as the lmguistic relics clearly 
suggest. Tho Baluchis speak Brahu~o which is now recognized 
as a D1·avidian language. So also are Uraon, spoken in Uhota 
Nagpur and Malto, near the western frontier of Bengal. Ktii, 
spoken west of Cuttack and GoJ;>c;li, which is tht> language of the 
Gonds of Central India, has also been supposed to be a Dmvi
dian language. These languages still 8pokon today testify to 
the extension of the Dravidian population in Northern Iud1a in 
ancient times. 

1. Rg., IV, 2'1, 3; 30. 13 ; V !, 18. R, 8, etc. 
2. lbzd., lV, ~7, 1. ·rlley aru called u iron fortresses.'' evidoutly 

because their gate!:i weru made of iron 
3, ibid., I, ~6. 3; IV, 30, <0; VI, 26, 5, ;n, 4. 
4. Ib1d., l, 101, 3. 

/5 
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But if we car<'fully study the B.~>; vedic hymns, besides their 
general denomination as Dasas or Da.9yus we shall find a few 
names of tribes which must als,) be acknowltldged as of purely 
Dravidian stock. The ancient D•·avidians used to have the 
figure of an animal or a plant as a symbol of their respective 
tribes. Consequently the members of each tribe were named 
after that symbol, which was called in Proto-Dravidian!akr, 
"a sign", a word which is still to be founrt in Tulu, und which 
ie the origin of the later word lancana, even introduced into 
Sanskrit . Thus the members of the tribe which had a 
monkey as their lake were called" Monkeys"; tho~e who had a 
bull were called •·Bulls," those who had " palm tree were " Palm
trees," etc •. Let us now ~tudy sumc of those ancient tribes 
of Northern India. 

Paravas.-The word Parava means "bird." They consti. 
luted the tribe of '·birds." Aecording to the inscriptions of tbe 
lndus Valley, they were a section of the Mina., (FisheA). but their 
country was at times also called Paravanad on account of their 
riohes. Their main city seem• to have been Paravirpaili, "the 
city of the Para vas" 7 • Their king always received the title 
of Minavan," the Fisherman," and his banner had two fishes 
painted upon it. There were two sub-divisions of tl1e Para vas: 
I agal Paravas and Nila Para vas, '' the Para vas of the Sun" 
and "the Para vas of the Moon." The latter seem to have been 
the more important of the two"· The Para vas of the Coast of 
Ooromandel and of Ceylon-sometimes wrongly called Bharatar-

5. Sinoe the Dravidian root lak means " to rise,'' an island was 
otiginal!y call•d laka, a name whiob is still found in the hybrid deno
mln•tion of the stream of islands "" the western coast of India called 
Laka-dwi,as, ''i•land-islands.'' At a later period a nasal sound was, 
as in many other cases, introd"ced, and /aka became lanka. Henoe 
the transformation of lake into lanca"a· 

6 The use of these ~igns as a ~yrnhrll of the tribe has led some 
to oonsi1er that the Proto.Dravidian" were •· totemic." It is well 
known how there is a 8trong disposition am,Jng some anthropologists 
to see totemism everywhere. Even the present writer was partiallY 
inclined to that view and called the Proto-Dravidians ·• totemic" in 
some of his early writings. Uf. Herns, "rrhe Minavan in Moheujo 
Da.ro ·-, 'The Jour!Ull of Od,fttal R'!earch, X (19!6), p, 281; Here.s, 
" Mobenjo Daro, tbo People and the L•nd," Indian Culture, Ill (1937), 
p. 707. He has now been obliged to change his views. Tho religion 
of tho Proto-lndi&ns is not as primitive as that of totemic tribell. 
The existence of those trihal symb'l' i• a mere coincidence. It 
ohould not be called tolemum but lancanism. 

7. Heras, '· Mohenjo-Daro, the Pec,ple and tho Land," op-cit., 
pp. 715-716. 

8. Heras, "The 'Minava.n' in Mohenjo Uaro,'' op, cit., pp. 
282-287. 
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•ty!etl theltlselves PMa•:as of tho Moon, and claim mythical 
dt·scent from tbat celestial body. Where arc the Paravas of 
the Sun ? 

Perhaps we may trace them in the Rgveda. fhey are 
not called Para vas, but Para:va.tas, a change wh1ch may easily be 
explained considering that this word passed from the Dravidian 
t" the !:ianskrit langua~e. The J.{gvedic rsis in the beginning 
did not know what was tbu meaning of that word. The Para
vata, lived in the terri tory of the modern Punjab, along tbe 
Paruo ni river, and aro described as clothed in woollen rubes 9

• 

'rhey ·seem to have been very prosperous, for, the rsis mention, 
their rich gifts 10• Yet they were deicated by the incoming ti.ryas, 
as they are said to have been slain by SaraEvati, because tlley 
scorned her n. In one of the Vedic sacrifices, the rites of which 
are described in the Satapalha Brahmana, the tribe of the Birds 
is mentioned by the adhvaryu, as being the subjects of King 
Ta:rk~ya Vaipasyata 12 , 

According to the Mark::uzdeya Pu,-ana, the Birds took part 
in the battle of Kuruksetra 13 • In fact thts Parana seems to have 
Leen the heirloom of iue tribe, for its whole narrative practically 
is put in the mouth of four rsi Birds, named Pingaksa, Vibodba, 
::iupatra and Sumnkha, "the sons of Dro!)a, the nobiest of Birds, 
versed in the principles of philosophy and meditators on the 
Sastras". Their mind is said to be "unclouded in tho meaning 
uf the Veda and Bastras". They are described as dwelling "in a 
cave of the Vindhya monntains"14• 

Panis.-This tribe ie not mentioned in the inscriptions of 
the Indus Valley. Pana or panei in Dravidian means a "palm· 
tree". Such was their lancana. Much information about them 
is to be gtlthered from the J;?,gvedic hymns, They are explicitly 
called aboriginal, i.e., pre·Aryan, by Ludwig '•. In point of fact, 
the Pa!)iB are always spoken of with the contempt and hatred 
with which only the Dasyus are referred to ' 6 • The gods do not 
help them 1 7, and are asked to attack them • "· Agni takes away 
the booty of the Pal!is 19, and Indra plunders their camif"0 • Divo-

9. Rg., V, 52, 9 and 11. 
10. Ibid., VIII. 34, 18. 
ll. Ibid. VI, 61. ~and 3. 
U. Satuvatha Brahmana, XIII, 4, 3, 13. 
L. Mar/cande}a Purana, II, 32-46. 
14. Ibid., I, 2L-23. 
15. Ludwig, Translation of the Rgveda, III, 213-216, 
16. Rg., I, 124, 10 ; 180, 7; IV, 51, 3 ; VI. 51, 14. 
l7. Ibid, I, 151, 9. 
18. Ibid., I, ~3. 4; 184, 2; III, 58, 2; V, 34, 7; 61,8: Vl, 12, 3; 20, 

4; 32. 2 ; VIII, 64, 1.. 
19. lb!d., VI, 13, 3. 
20. lb•d., v' 34, 7. 



_ tiilill~ the great Aryan chief, fought again~t them and defeated 
--~ with great slaughter 21 • On this occasion t.he Panis were 

united with tho tribe of the Paravatas. ln other tc>xts tlie PaniH 
, are, alao associated with the Dasas 22 , and even unequivocaily 

celled Dasas •• and Dasyus .. , and styled mrdhravacah, people of 
'-'hoe~le speech", an appellation which was always affixed by th<• 
At?aa to their Dravidian opponents. 

The Rgveda often speaks of the PaQiS as people who never 
give anything ••, not even to the priests for the sacrifices ••. y,t 

.they were a very prosperous people", owners of hoarded wealth"'. 
1li;llb are accordingly called usurers "'. For all these reasons 
Lildwig- thinks that they were traders ''". The varu)as of the 
llbberu Jataka, who did not want to give up the crow for nothing, 
and finally sold it for a hundred pieces of silver 31 , seem to have 
been members of this tribe . 

.Aiinas -This tribe is mentioned in one of the inscriptions 
, of *he Indus Valley 32 • It is the tribe of th<' "Squirrels". It is one 

of' the five tribes who un•uccessfu\ly npposell king Sudas in the 
famous dasarajna 33 • They very likely, dwelt along the river 
Alinghar, which means "river of the Alinas", which joins the river 
~bul in the neighbourhood of Jalalabad. 

Bivas.-They were allied to the Alinas in their campaign 
againsi Sudas 3

\ and were called Sibai "-' or Siboi •• by 
- Greek authors, who gathered their information from the soldiers 

of Alexander the Great. In ancient Dravidian Sivai meant 
''Partridge" "· They were the tribe of the !'art ridge". They dwelt 
between the Indu" and the Hydaspe,, west of the modern Dera 
Ismail Khan, at the time of Alexander the Great 3 ", next to 

21. 
22. 
23, 
24. 
2:i. 
26. 
27. 
2~. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 

p. 719. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
:18. 

lbid., VI, 61, ltJ. 
Ath .. V, 22, 6; Xll, 3, 13; 4. 9. 
Rg., V, 34, 3-7; Ath" V, 11, 6. 
Rg., VII, 6, :l. 
Ibid,, VI, 53,:!. 
Ib1d., V, ;l4, >·7. 
Ibi:i., 5. 
Ibid., I. s:J, 4, 
lb1d-, Vll, b6, lO
Op. el loc. Cll, 
Ja1uk1. IV, S;H. 
Heras! ·•Mohenju l!a.ro, the People anti the Lanrl'', D.V. cit., 

Rg., VII. 18, 7. 
ibid. 
Arrian, Indica, V, 12-
Diorodus Sioulus, XVII, 96_ 
Of. Beschi, Dictionarium T amultco .. [ati-,iUtn, word 11.1tv:zi•'. 
Quintus Curtius, IX, 4. 



the Taxilans s•. Their capital was called Sivapura ~o. 'They 
were attacked by Al~xander the Great, but they soon submitted 
to him and fraternized with the Greek soldiery ; the fact that 
they were clad in animal skins and bore maces or clubs, as Arrian 
describes them 41 , convinced the Greeks that they were descen. 
rlants of Heracles' companions who had come down to conquer 
India H. 

There may be other tribes also named by the Rgvedic rsis, 
(some perhaps the allies of the Alinas and Sivaa in their war 
against Sudas), but their identification is not so easy. Thait 
hecomes still more difficult at a later period, when the old Drav. 
dian names were translated into Sanskrit : as was also done 
with the names of cities: Munur 43 became Tripura, Munmalat• 
was called Triparvata, etc. The translation of the names 
of tribes was still more frequent. The most important of them 
was the tribe of the M ~Uas, or "the Fbhes". 

Minas.-They are the most important tribe in tbe Proto. 
Indian period, very often mentioned in the inscriptions of the 
Indus Valley 45• The Matsyas of the Brahmanic period are 
evidently their direct descendant• 46 • The fact t'hat their relics 
are still called M1nas in the Rajput states south of Delhi (the 
territory· occupied by the Matsyas) is a ~uarantee of the identity 
of the original name of the tribe 47 • In one of the ceremonies 
of a sacrifice, as "the Birds", so also the "Fishes" and their king 
Mn:tsya Sammada are mentioned 4s • In another passage of 
the same work Dhvasan Dvaitavana, king of the Matsyas, is 
mentioned as one of the offerers of the horse sacrifice. The 
Minas were the original owners of many sites in Rajputana. 
Those of the Aravalli were especially famous. They were in frank 
opposition to the Brahma~as who applied against them to Siahji, 
the founder of the Rathor dynasty, in 1156 ~•. The famous 
Prithirai first served under a Mma chief, whom he finally 

39. Dionysios, Orbis Descriptio, 1080.1165. 
40. Scholiast on Panini, IV, 2, lOJ. 
41. Arrian, Indika, V. 
42. Strabo, XV, 8. 
4;J. Cf. Heras, "Two Proto-Indian Insoriptions from Chanhu 

Daro", Journ<>l of the Bihar and Oriss• .Re<tarch Society, XXIII, p. 315. 
44. Of. Hera•, ·'Mohenjo Doro, the People and the Land'', op, cil,, 

p. 720. 
45. Cf. Ibid .. pp. 708-715. 
46. Cf. Kausitaki Upanisad, IV, 1 : Govatha Brahmana, I, 2, 9. 
47. Io. epic times they occupied the territories of the modern states 

of Alwar, Jaipur. and Bharatpur. Of. Weher, lndische Studien I, p. 211 ; 
La>v, Ancient Mid·lndian Ks~triya Tnb~s. I, pp, 67-74. 

48. Satapath~ Brahmana, XIII, 4, 3, 13. 
4~. 'fod, A.nnols of Rai whan, II, p. 8l2 (Olt. U. P. ed.) 
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def ... ted and slew •o. The ancient city of Nain, now Nainwah 
\,II the Bundi State, was in the possee•ion of aM;na chief whose 
{ort was captured and diemantled by Raja Baharmall Kachh· 
..,Aa. the contemporary of Emperor Babar. Even down to the 
time of Tod, they •ang a popular •ong in Rajputana concerning 
this Mma chief : 

Bawan kot, chbappan darvaja, 
Mina mard, Nain ka raja, 
Vado ra:j Nain ko bhago, 
Jab bhus-hi men vamto mago. 

"("'There were fifty.two bastions and fifty-six gates of the manly 
Mtna, the Raja of N;;:in, whose sovereignty of Nain was extinct, 
when he took a share even of chaff) " . 
• But the most important Minas seem to have been those of 

Amber (the old capital of Jaipur). The original home of these 
Mmaa was a range of mountains extending from the neighbour
hood of Ajmer up to the Jumna. These mountains are called 
"lkoh (in Dravidian "Mountain of Kali''), There they built the 
oi~ of Amber, dedicated to A mba, the Universal mother, who is 
aaUed by the Minas Gltata Rani "th•' Queen of the Pass" ,. Ev;,n 
ill later time•, when they had long lost their .avereignty, the 
Rijas of Amber were not de~med to have been rightly installed 
on the ghadi unless a Mina chieftain of Kahkoh marked the 
Cih of sovereignty on the forehead of the ruler with his own 
bkJod extracted by an incision from the [(teat toe of his right foot, 
a ceremony which suggests a 'ort of adoption of the Rajput 
rolera of Amber by the old Mma chiefs 58 . It is natural 
~afore that the Minas should have held very influential posts 
ln.tha Jaipur State. "The Minas still enjoy", writes Col. To~. 
"the most confidential post~ about the persons uf the princes of 
Amber, having rharge of the archivP' and treasure in Jaigarh; 
they guard his person at night, and have that most delicate of 
all ~rusts, the charge of the rawala, or seraglio [zenana]. In 
the earlier stages of Kacbhwaha power, theRe their primitive 
subjects had the whole insignia "f state, as well as the person 
of the prince, committed to their trust" ''· 

The faithfulness of the MinaH in the discharge of the;;e 
posts of confidence 1s traditional in Rajputana. It i• related that 
once, in the time of Abhai Sin~h of Marwar, the Mwas of A ravalli 
carried away all the cattle of the Raja's train to their mountain 
faetnesses. This crime was reported to the Raja, who is said to 
have replied caln,ly: "Let them go, th<·y knew we WPre short 

50. /l•id., I. p. 34:1. 
51. Ibid., III, p. t3:l~. 
52. Ibid., p. 1:1~2. 
53. Ibid., p. 1429. 
54. lbirl., pp 14~9·1410 
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of forage, and have only taken them to their own pasturPs in the 
mountains". Some time afterwards they did return them and in 
excellent condition. When Abhai Singh heard of this, he is said 
to have remarked : "Did I not tell you these Mmas were faithful 
subjects ?"••. Year, ago when I vi~ited Jaipur I heard that the 
Minas were also entrusted with the watch over the private fruit 
garden of the Raja. Once one. of the watchmen caught his son 
actually eating a fruit from the garden. His fidelity to the 
ruler surpassed his paterna! love and with one stroke of his sword 
he beh!Jaded his_ own son••. 

Kudagas.-This is another very important ancient Dravidian 
tribe, whose name also underwent a great tranAformation. They 
are the "Monkeys'', famous in the Ramayana as Vanaras. Sugnva 
and Hanuma:n are only chiefs of the ancient Dra1•idian tribe of the 
"Monkeys". The mythological associations that grew round the 
latter in the epic and puranic period have di3placed him from the 
historical plane, surrounding him with an atmosphere as unreal as 
it is colourful and poetic. From the Ramayana we may deduce 
that the Vanaras inhabited the wooded country of South India; 
and the inscriptions of the Indus Valley seem to suggest the same. 
First of all, their name, Ku~agas, seems to he a good clue to 
identify them with the Kudagas or inhabitants of Coorg, in 
modern times called Coorgies, who speak a Dravidian language 
called Kudagu. Moreover tht>y seem to have been associated with 
the KananirR, also m~ntioned in the Tamil poems Tol"apiyam 
probably the Kannadigas or Kanarese people, in a war waged 
against the King of V €1ur. The Kudagas are said to have been 
very strong, and they advaneed to the neighbourhood of Velur 
itself, but ihe war does not seem to have been successful for their 
interests; for another inscription introdu0es the king of Velur, 
helped by the Ka;lars, his subjects, capturi og a stronghold of the 
Ku4agas themselves,57 

Bhils.-This is a famous lribe much 8pread in the neighbour
hood of the Vindhyas. In the inscriptions of the Indu• Valley they 
are spoken of under this sign which must be read Bilai, i. e. "the 
man with the bow". Their name in f;;ct, seems to have been 
derived from the name btl, whicl; means bow, and they were so 
called because they used t.o go about canying their bow, as they 
are shown in the above sign. A section of the modern Bhils of 
Central India have embraced Christianity, and the Missionary 
of Jhabua, C. I., Rev. Fr. Henry Wichelnunn, S. V. D., informed 
me that when on Christmas day, they come down from the 

55. I bid., II, p, 1042. 
56. Today a section of the Minas are classed as a criminal trib8, 
57, Heras, "Mohenjo-Daro, the People and the Land", Indian 

Culture III, p. 715 : "Karndtaka and Mohenjo D~ro", The Karnataka 
Historical Review, IV, p. 3. 

u 
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· . .-iah11ouring forests to celebrate the feast in the Church, hundreds 
,Of them infallibly come armed with bow and arrow . 

. · . . Kolis.-We must mention yet another ancient tribe, the 
~QI of which are still found in Northern India and also in the 

· "gllbourhood of Bombay. Such are the Kolis, i.e. "the Fowls". 
'l'bOuah frequently mentioned in the Indus Valley inscriptions, 
~ KoJis are very often described as of Koleriau origin, and we 

. -.ay well suppose that RUCh is the case, though they became 
!llliW in their social life with the Dra"idians at a very early 
~- The Kojis of the Koiikat;~ are now fishermen, but in ancient 
.Jial!IB they seem to _have been warriors; for a Sou.th Indian· tradi
·tllm relates that m the place where now is U ra1yur-a suburb of 
Triohinopoly-a Koji defeated a Gajam, i.e. the tribe of the Kojis 
routed the tribe of "the ElephantR". And this oeems to be the 
beginning of the power of the Colas on the South-eastern Coast. 
Uraiyiir was their first capital, a·nd down to the full historical 
period the Coja Kings received the title of Kolikon, i.e. "the Fowl 
Kiq." The title is also found in the Indus Valley inscriptions 
which describes them as a fowl posed on d throne, thus: 58 

. Eruvua.-Tbe word means "ants" They formed the tribe of 
the Ants, mentioned in the Indus Valley inscriptions. Herodotus••. 
Strabo80 and Pliny•• also speak of them, as though they were 
actual gigantic ants who dug gold from the bosom of th" 
Qrth. They seem to have been a tribe of miners, busy in the 
lf)ld mines. .At a later period they were called Erumbus; there 
il a city named Erumbur.•• The Aryas christened them Piptlikas. 

Garudhaa.-This word means "hawks" in Dravidian. They 
i~bited a province of Patala, in Sind.63 The epic mentions a 
liat of forty-eight Garudha chiefs. Garudba is said to have 
destroyed the elephant and the tortoise"'· which implies a defeat 
of these two latter tribes by the former. The same seems to be 
the significance of that permission obtained by GaruQ.ha to have 
the Nigas for their food, •• Yet for a time the GaruQ.has and 
the Nagas were friendly with each other, as a section of both 
tribes went together to Ramamyaka (probably Egypt) to colonize 
a foreign country.•• 

Nagaa.-We have purposely left the No:gas to the end, both 
because of their importance and inflllence, and of the mystery 

58. Cf. Heras, "The Kolikou in Mohenjo Daro", The New Indian 
Amiquary, I, pp. 275.279. 

59. Herodotus, Ill, 102. 
&U. Strabo, XV, 37. 
61. Pliny, Historia Natura/is, XI, 31. 
62. Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali i\ge, p. 48. 
63. Mahabharata, Udyoga Parva, 354 7. 6,. Ibid., Adi Po.rv., 1420. 
65. Of. Oldham, The Serpent and the Sun, PP. 81-82. 
611. Mt~habharala, A.di Parv<L, 1 ~35-1303. 
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that surrounds them. Though intimately connected with the 
Dravidians and probably united with them by marri<l.ge from . 
very early days, they seem to have originally belonged to a 
totally different race. They pt"Obably were the dominant race of 
India prior to the arrival of the Dravidians. This explains the 
tremendous power the Nagas held in Northern India and the 
pride which Indian princes entertained in their hearts when they 
contracted a family alliance with a Naga family."' 

The extension of the Naga power over the whole of India 
was most extraordinary. We find the Na:gas over the whole of 
India down to the historical period; in Karnataka68, in Bellary••, 
in Central India7°, in and round Allahabad 71, in Bihar12 and in 
Sind.'• '{'he name Naga may have been their own original name 
in their proper language. 74 In Prato-Dravidian times their name 
must have been Pav. In Pali literature there is a· city called 
Pava, the capital of the Mallas (in Dravidian "people of the 
mountains"), situated near the borders of the modern districts of 
Champaran, and Gorakhpur. It was perhaps one of the original 
centres of the Na:gas. Gen. Cunningham identified Pa:va with 
Padraona, an ancient city on the Gandak. 75 At Pava the Buddha 
ate a meal which aggravated his malady, as a result of which 
h~ died at Kusinara, a few days after. 70 After his death the 
Mallas of Pava obtained part of his relics upon which they erected 
a stupa.71 It became a great centre of Buddhism, the Paveyyaka 
monks having, at a later period, acquired great power in the 
Saiigha78 (Pa:veyyaka was the name given to the inhabitants of 
Pava. 79) Pava was also a great centre of the Niga..,thas, Jaina 
monks. 80 Is this perhaps the place, whence the original nucleus 
of the Naga population developed in India? But there are other 
places in India equally well connected with this name. In 
Gujerat, not far from Baroda, there is a mountain crowned with 

67. Cf. Heras, "The Origin of the Pallavas", Journal of the 
Bombay University,IV (1936), pp. 12-13. 

68. Banavasi Inscription of Haritiputa.Satakamni, I.E., XlV, 
p. 334. 

69. A.n inscription of Sri-Pulumavi : E. I., XIV, p. 155. 
70. The city of N agpur. 
71. Allahabad inscription of Samudragupta, vv. 
72. In Nalanda, of. below. 
73. Mahabharata, U dyoga Parva, lac. cit. 
74. The real Sanskrit word for serpent seems to be sarpa. Naga, 

perhaps related to the early Hebrew nakh of. Gen., III, 1. 
75. Cunningham, Ancient Geography of India, pp. 497.498 

(Caloutto., 1924). 
76. Sulla Nipala Commentary, I, 159 ; Digha N ikaya, II, 126ff. 
77, Digha NikaYa, II, 167. 
78. Vina~a Pitaka, ll, 301ff; Maha11amsa, IV, 17ff, 
79, Dlgha Nikaya, II, 165. 
80. Ibid., Ill, 210. 
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a very ancient fort, dating from a period prior to the Mussalman 
domination in Western India, which is called Pa vagadb. The 
local popular derivation of this n,.me is evidently of recent 
invention, devised by som<> Brahmanic devotees. 81 Moreover we 
know of a few historical personages in whose name the ancient 
Dravidian name Pava remained. The Jataka mentions an ancient 

·{ndian king named Pa:va:riya."" A citizen of Kosamb; named 
Pivarika built a monastery in a mango-grove (ambavana) and 
invited . the Buddha to dwell therein. "3 There was at N;;:Jandii 
another mango~grove called Pavarikaml.Javana where the Buddha 

,.often preached.•• This aeems to b" the mango-grove of Na:landa 
spoken of by Hiuen-Tsang as having a tank in the centre, in 
which tank there was, he Eays, a nuga nll<·d Nalanda which gave 
its name to the place. 85 That wus the reason why that grove 
was named- "Mango-grove of the Naga." All this may be a 
memory of the existence of Nagas in the neighbourhood, and 
ev~n of a Naga King named Nalanda who dwelt there. who, at 
much later period, was supposed to have been a pre-incarnation 
of the Buddha, as the same pilgrim rehtes.'" 

VAKA.TAKA CHRONOLOGY 

BY 

PROF. V. V. MIRASHI. 
Amruoti 

Dr. R. C. Majumdar has recently discus•ed the question of 
Va:ka:taka genealogy and chronology in J.R.A.S. B., Vol. XII, 
pp. 1 f. He gives +he following g• nealogy with the duration 
of each reign. 

81. Of. Bombay Uazetle"', lll, p. l~'i an<l n<~te 1. 
82. J at aka, V, 443f. 
83. Sumangala Vila•ini, I, 319; l'aMnca Sudani, I. 541. 
84. Digha Nlkaya, II, 81. 
85. Beal, Buddhist Records of tht :Vcct,•n World, II, p. 167. 
86. Ibid., pp. 167-168. 
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Rudrasena II 
(400 A. D.) 
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Vindhyasakti 
(250 A. D.) 

I 
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(270 A. D.) 
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--I 
Sarvasena 

(330 A. D) 
·I 

Vindhyasena or Vindhya5aktt 
(350 A. D.) 

I 
Pravarasena 
(390 A. D.) 

I 
Son (Name lost) 

(410 A. D.) 
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Divakarasena Damodarasena Pravara~ena II 

I 
I 

Dovasena 
(420 A. D.) (435 A. D.) (450 A. D.) 

I 
N arendraMna 

(480 A. D.) 
I 

Pri tbivishena II 
(505 A. D.) 

(450 A. D.) 
I 

Harishena 
(475 A. D.) 

This chronology is based on the following evidencc-(i) The 
Rithpur plates dated in the 19th regnal year of Pravarasena 
II d~scribe the dowager queen Prabhavatigupta: as sagra-varsha
sata.diva-putra-pautru. This passage means that Prabbavatr
gupta Jived for more tba.n hundred years and bad sons and 
grandsons. She appears to have survived her brother Kumara
gupta whose reign came to an end in A. D. 455. She was probably 
born about 365 A D. She became a widow about A. D. 4W when 
she had three minor sons Di va:karasena, Damodarasena and 
Fravarasena, She acted as a regent for Diva:karasena for thirteen 
years. 1 As the 100th year of Prabha:vatigupta fell in the 19th 
regnal year of Pravarasena ll, working backwards we get the 
following approximate years of accession of her three sons
Divakarasena, A. D. 420, Damodarasena 435 A. D. and Pravara
sena 450 A. D. 

1. On p. 2 Dr. Majumdar says, 'Now it is well known that 
when Prabhavatigupta .beoame a wido IV she was a regent for her son 
Divakarasena for at least 13 years.' This is probably a slip of the pen. 
He evidently means that after she became a widow she; acted as a 
regent for her son for at least 13 years, 



(ii) Narendrasena of the main branch and Harishena 
of the Baeim branch were contemporaries, being sixth in descent 

•from their common ancestor Pravarasena I. Narendrasena's 
eon Prithivishe\la II was therefore junior to Harishe!)a. From 
the liet of conquests attributed to Harishena it seems that he 
overran the territory of the main Vakataka branch. Prithiv;shena 
ll who is said to have rescued the ;,,rtunes of the famfly possibly 
defeated Harishena or his successor. He was the suzerain of 
Vyiighradeva who ruled in the N"<:hna.Ganj territory. 

It is prop~sed to examine this chronological scheme in the 
present article. 

The main plank: in the chronological structure raised by 
Dr. Majumdar is the description of Prabhavatigupta in the Ritbpur 
plates. The expression actually occurs in the following form 
-80(/ra.varsh a-sata.diva-putra-pautra. This has been variously 
interpreted. The editor of the plates suggested the following 
two renderings-(i) who has •ons and grandsons, a life of full 
hundred years and will (in the end) live in heaven, and (ii) who 
has renowned sons and grandsons and who has lived a life of 
full hundred years. Of these, the first rendering is unacceptable, 
as the simple word diva in that expression cannot yield the 
meaning •who will in the end live in heaven'. The second render
ing (with the change of diva into dioya) is also equally open to 
objection as divga means heavenly, not renowned Dr. Majumdar 
hae iugeniously suggested the reading jiva in place of diva. He 
talriell the expression sagra-varsha-sala-jiva-putra-paufra to mean 
that Prabha:vatigupta: lived for more than a h<tndred years and 
had son! and grandsons living at the time. As this expression 
is pivotal for his theory, it requin•s to be examined carefully. 

Dr. Majumdar bas not stated how he dissolves the com· 
pound sagra-varsha. sata-jiva-putra-pautra. He probably takes 
the first member as sagr11-varsha-sata-jiva meaning 'living for a 
full hundred years.' In that case the second member of the 
compound would be p~ttra-pautra which cannot be taken as a 
Bahuvrihi compound, meaning 'who has sons and grandsons 
(living at the time). For this meaning one would expect a 
taddhita affix at the end as in the other expression varsha-satam
abhivarddhamana-kosa-danda- sadhana-santana . putra . pautrinah 
descriptive of Pritbiv;shena I which also occurs in Vakataka 
grants. In the absence o'f such an affil<, the dissolution o( the 
compound is unacceptable. 

Another possible dissolution of the compound is sagra-varsha
salam jivanti iti tadrisah put raft pautras-cha yasyah sa. In this 
dissolution jiva would be connected with putra and pautra, the 
meaning being 'who has Jiving sons »nd grandRons.' Similar 
expressions occur in literature and inscriptions. See, e.g., the 
following-
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(i) lf>f ot11fr 'lf11f!J!!r !JR!lle': 1 Rigveda, X, 36, 9. 
( i i) otr<rrfu if ii!T<~!J:f'r ~r'l' fir«T<~f<~!!l: 1 

;iiluol <r "'lit\~ lf'i<i it l;l'ilti'l: 1\ M ahabharata, V, 144, 2 
(iii) OJT'i~ fi:rlf<iE<r I•( '~~If 'il"ll<{li. I 

!!r><r~l 'r<~~ifqr ~<'ir<r~fi! 'irfo:'lli.ll RamiiyaJ?.a,, IV, 19, 11 
(iv) otl'il!fffll Uillllilli <i'f'tif 1 Nasik Cave Inscription, 

Ep. Ind. Vol. VIII, p. 7 3, 
To have living sons and grandsons is ngarded as a sign of 

good fortune and is therefore often mentioned in the description 
of women. Tho preceding expression indicating long life must 
evidently be connected with jiva '. The expression therefore refers 
to the long life of her •ons and grandsons, not her own. To a 
widow like Prabhavatigupta: a long life of a hundred years is most 
d istastel ul. It iR not " source of joy. No Indian widow is lik~ly 
to boast of it. We must note in this connection that the eJ[presslOn 
occurs in Prabhavat;gupta's own grant. The long life mentioned 
in it must therefore be taken to refer to that of her sons and 
grandsons. The expression cannot be taken literally 3 any 
more than purush.ayusha in the following verse of the 
Raghuvamsa, (I, 63) 

:~~qr~·ulfir•~ foruol!''lir f<H1crll: 1 

ll"'l<{l'lr : 11.nna~" ~il'''"i!!'i'<19li. II 
The foundation on which Dr. Majumdar's theory is based is 

thus extremely shaky. I shall now proceed to examine the 
subsidiary evidence adduced by him, 

(i) To account for Prabhavatigupta's age of more than a 
hundred years in the nineteenth regnal year of Pravarasena II, 
Dr. Majumdar supposes that the Vakataka queen had three sons, 
Divakarasena, Da:modarasena and l!r.avarasena, According to 
him, she was born about A.D. 365 and became a widow in A.D. 
420 i.e., when she was in the advanced age of 55 years. Her 
eldest son Diva:karasena was then,about six years old, We shall 
thus have to suppose that Prabhavatigupta had no male children 
till she was nearly 50 years old or that all ·her sons born before 
had died and that after that age she had these th·ree sons in close 
succession. This appears very unlikely. As he has himself said, 
in all cases where nothing definite is known, we should'proceed 
on the basis of a reasonable and probable state of thing•, 

No grants made by Damodarasena have lbeen discovered. 
Besides, the description in the Rithpur plates seems to point to his 

2. If tho expression sagra.var sha-sa Ia had beenlintendedlto refer 
to Prabhavatigupta, it would have bean sep&rated frorn jiva-vutra·pautra. 

S. Varsa-sata b.ere indic•te• only a long periodj as!in the other 
"expression varsf.a-sata:ll·ab,'livMdh'm"na·kou-d>nd 1-s adha,na etQ. 
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W..~Uy with Prav arasena II. The expression is Vakatakanam 
JfiJlta.raja-sri-Dam odarasen a-Pravarasena.janan i. This {·:tpression 
~the phrase Vakatakanam Maharajah• in connection with the 
name of Damodarasena, but not with that of Pravarasena II. 
When we remember how particular the drafters of Va:ka:taka 
·sranu were about the use of this title in connection with the name 
of every Vakata!ta king who actually reigned, it looks strange 
tllat tbe title should not be prefixed to the name of Pravarasena 
II who was ruling at the time. Again there does not seem any 
reaaon why Diva:karasena's name should have been omitted •. lt 
seemtJ probable therefore that Damodara•ena and Pravarast>na 
II were identical and that the Ia tter name was adopteil oy the 
prince at the time of his accession. F'rom the recently discovered 
Kothuraka grant it seems quite clear that Pravarasena II had 
come of age when he began to reign ". Pra bhava ti-gupta's regency 
does not seem to have continued for more than five or six years 
after tbe issue of the so-called Poona plates 7 which are dated 
in ·the thirteenth year ,,vidently of the boy·prince Divakarasena's 
reign, It does not th~refore seem likely that Prabbavatigu;;ta 
wa& a hundred years old in the nineteen tb regnal year of 
Pravarasena II. 

(ii) Dr. Maiumdar says that Narendrasena of the main 
branch and Harishe(la of the Basim branch were contemporaries 
because both of them were sixth in descent from their common 
ancestor Pravarasena I. We cannot however be certain about 
Ule contemporaneity of princes hy counting generations as the 
reign-periods of kings vary greatly. Besides, though Narendrasbna 
was sixth in descent from Pravarasena I, one of his ancestors viz., 
Gautamiputra did not reign, N arendrasena was therefore probably 
a contemporary of Devasena. Consequently Prithiv;shena II and 
Hariahe~a may have ruled in the same period. As ·the latter 
claims to have conquered Avanti or Malwa, he must have 
overrun the territory of the main branch. He had perhaps 
anne:r:ed it after the death of Prithivishena !I. 

4, The phrase Vakatakanam Maharajah is repeated in oonneo1 ion 
with the name of every king of the dynasty, while it is omitted in the 
oase of Gautamiputra who predeoeased his father, Pravarasena I. 

1'. Damodarasena, according to Dr. Majumdar, was dea<l at the 
time of the issue of the Rithpur plates '!'here was thus no need to 
mention his name. If the intention was to mention the names of all 
sons of Prabhavatigupta, living or dead, th~ name of Divakarasena 
also should have been mentioned in the Rithpur plates. 

6. It is dated in the seoonrl regnal year. Ep. fnd., Vol. XXVI, 
pp. 155 f. 

7. These plates, tnu.ugl~ discovered in di~tant PlHJna.. ori!idna.lly 
belonged to the Wardha Dl'lT'Ct ,., >lwwn !n· lid. lbid., Vol. xxvr 
pp. 158-59. ' 
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(iii) As for the restoration of the fortune of his family 
by PrithivisheQa II, that need not refer to any struggle with 
Harishena. We know that there were wars between the main 
branch o'f the Va:ka:takas and the Nalas of Pushkan. Bhavadatta 
of the NaJa dynas'ty had overrun the Va:kataka territory and 
occupied Nandivardhana, the erstwhile capital 'of the Vakatakas•. 
The Nalas admit that their own capital was devastated by the 
enemy some time before the reign of Skandavarman, the son of 
Bhavadattavarman, who resettled it 9

• It is easy to surmise 
that this enemy, though not named in the inscription, was the 
contemporary Vakataka king. The restoration of the fortunE> of 
the Vakataka family mentioned in the Balaghat plates probably 
refers to the reocc!lpation of Northern Vidarbha by Prithivi-
sheQa Il' 0 • • 

The Vakataka chronology is still more or le•• conjectural, 
but there are some fixed points. One of them is the contem. 
poraneity of Olnndragupta II and Rudrasena II who became 
his son-in-law. This is now admitted by all: Another fixed point 
is afforded by the identifica lion of Vyaghradeva, the feudatory 
of the Vakiitaka Maharaja Prithivi~hel)a, with the Uchchakalpa 
prince Vya:ghra. Dr. Majumdar admtts that this Prithivi•hena 
was the second prince of that name. The Uchchakalpa .rings 
were ruling over the territory round the N a god State, for most 
of the copper. plates of these kings were found in the valley near 
the "il!Rge of Kho, J miles from the capital of the Nagod Stat€. 
Vy;;:ghradeva, the feudatory of PrithlvisheQa II wa.s ruling in 
this very territory. One of hi• stone inscriptions was found at 

· Nachne-ki-talai about 7 miles south. west of Jaso, the chief town 
of the neighbouring State, and the other at Ganj in the Ajaigarh 
State, not far from Nachna. It seems therefore quite plausible 
that Vya:ghradeva of the Nachna-Ganj t<rritory was id~ntical 
wjth Vyaghra of the Ucbcbakalpa dynasty. The latter's son 
Jayana:tha was ruling in G. 174 and 177. His reign may have 
oJrtended from G. 170 to G. 190. Vyaghra, his father, was there
fore probably ruling hom circa G. 150 to G. 170 i.e. from circa 
A. D. 470 to A. D. 490".This is also approximately the period 
when Prithivishena II was ruling. His grandfather Pravara
sena II could not 'therefore have come to the throne as Ia te as 
A. D. 450 as suggebted by Dr. Majumdar on the supposed evidence 
of the Rithpur plates. 

8, The Riddilapm plates of his son Arthapati were issued from 
Nandiva.rdhana. Ibid. Vul. 

9. Ibid., Vol. XXI, 156. 
10. I have shown that in the interim period the Vakatakas 

bad shifted their capital to Padmapura., modern Pada.mpur in the 
Bhandara Di;\riot. Ib1d., Vol. XXII, p 2;0. 

11. For a detaildd diooussion of this question see my arliole 
on the d~te< of Uohchakalpa kings in Ep, Ind Vol. XXl!I, pp, 
171 f. -....., 

18 ~ 
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'The prevailing view that Rudras1•na II died after a short 
._,re~n;leaving behind two mir•or sons Divakaras<'na and Damo
. darasena-Pravarasena II ia thus the correct one. The marriage 
of Rudrasena II and Prabhavatlgupla took place, according to V. 

'J:Jmiih in circa A. D. 395. Rudrasena H may have come to the 
: ihrone in circa A. D. 400 and died in circa A. D. 405. Prabha
. vati•gupta acted as Regent for her 0ldcr son Divakarasena for at 
.least thirteen years (A. D. 405.418). This period of regency fell 
~ng the reign of her father Chandragupta II. It is not there
~~eunlikely that the great Gupta l<:mpPror "-nt ~orne trusted 
,generals and statesmen to V~rlarhha to as"ost her m governmg 
her kingdom. One of them was the Sanskrit poet Kalidasa who 
8\ayed 10t the capital Nandivardhana for eome time and composed 
his lyric Meghaduta on the neigbbouring hill Ramtek. The 
tradition about Kalidasa slaying in tile court of Kun talesa has, 
of oour.e, no bearing on Vakataka history, for the Kuntala 
Coulitry was then under the rule of the Ra,hy,akutas of Mana
»urau, but this doc's not in any way invalidate the other 
tradition about Kalidasa having composc:d (ur at least helped 
Pravarasena in composing) th,, S<tubandha by the order of 
Vikrama:ditya 13• It is easy to Furmise that the latter was the 
famous Gupta king Chandragupta II Vikramaditya, the grand
father of Pravarasena II, the reputed author of the Setubandha. 

The Vakataka chronology may therefore be stated as follow:,
Vindhyasakti (250 A. D.) 

I 
Vain Branch Pravarasena 1(270 A. ll.: Basim Branch 

f ___________ _L___ -- l 

(Gautamiputra) Sarvasena (330 A. D.) 
I I 

Rudrasena I (330 A. D.) Vimlhyasena (355 A. D.) 
. I I 

Pritbivishena I (350 A. D.) l'ra varasena II (400 A. D.) 
I I 

Rudrasena II (400 A. D.) Son (unnamed)(410 A. D.) 
·r------~-------, 1 

Divakarasena Pravarasena II Devasena (450 A. D. 
(405 J.. D.) ( 420 A. 0.) I 

I Harislwna (475 A. D.) 
Devasena (450 A. D.) I 

I Son "' (N arne 
Prithiv1shena II (470 A. D.) unknown) (500 A. D.) 

---~-

12. See my article on the Rashtra.kuta.s of Manapura in A. B. 0. 
R. 1. Vol. XXV. pp 356 f. 

1:>. This tradition, though lata, does not a.ppea.r improbable. 
14. For Vakataka history sub.<eqlleat to the reign of Harishena., 

see my article on therlftgtorio•l d,t, in the n,,.,,u naracharita, Ibid., 
Vol. XXVI, \lP. 20~~ 
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Classical writers represent the Nanda and Maurya kings 
of Magadha primarily as rulers of the peoples known to them 
><s the Gangaridae and. the Prasii. The second of the two nameR 
is rightly taken to be the Greek plural form of the Indian word 
Praichya meaning the inhabitants of the eastern division of India, 
It is well known that the Bharatavarsha (India) was traditionally 
divided into five countr·ies, viz. Pracbya or Eastern India, 
Pascb;;tya or Western India, Uttara:patba or North-western 
India and the adjoining region of Central Asia, Madhyadesa or -
the central part of Northern India, and DakshiQat.ya or the 
peninsula of the Deccan. The Prachya country or the Ia nd of 
the Pra:chya people comprised Bihar and Bengal together with 
the eastern part of the U. P. The western limit of this land 
was the Ka:lakavana (probably near Allahabad) according to the 
authors of the Grihyasutras, Prayaga or Allahabad according 
to the Manusmnfi and Varanasl or Benares according to the 
Kavyamimamsa composed by· Raiasekha.ra about the beginning 
of the tenth century A. D. Pragjyotisha or Assam, often regarded 
by ancient writers as a Himalayan ceuntry, formed no part of 
the dominions of the Nandas and Mauryas of Magadl1a. In the 
seventh century A. D., the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang noticed 
Stupas attributed to the Maurya king Asoka (who is said to 
have built a4000 Stupas throughout his empire) in all parts of 
Bengal but not a single one of them anywh~re in the dominions 
of Bbaskaravarman king of Assam. Orissa was usually regarded 
in early times as a land belonging to the Da:ksbiQiltya or the 
southern divis\on of india. 

The people called Gangaridae is usually located in Bengal. 
They therefore represented one of the various tribal elements 
constituting the so-called Prachya people. The separate mention 
of the Gangaridae and the Prasii (wbo apparently included the 
Gangaridae) seems to indicate the political and constitutional 
importance of the former among different elements of the 
Pra:chya people under the Nandas and the Mauryas in the 
fourth and tuird centuries B. C. The name Gangaridae is 
sometimes belie\Ted to be a Greek corruption of Sanskrit Gangara
shtra, Gangaradha or Gangahridaya. The unsoundness of these 

!11 
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liiggeetions is clearly demonstrated by t.\w faet that the w<Jtd 
Gangaridae in the plural is derived from the base Gangar or 
GangareB as Akhaemenidae (the Akhaenwnians) from Akhaemenes 
and Sassanidae (the Sassanians) from Sa.•snn. The name of the 
people is therefore actually Gangare.; and not Gangaridae which 
simply means the Ganp:ares or Gangarian people. The more 
onrrect form of the name of this people seems to have been 
Ganges which, as will be shown below, i" found in the Periplu8 
ali the name of its habitat. The partieuhtr area of Bengal that 
was inhabited by the G,.ng."ridao (Ga n;::nrian" or Gangians) is 
indicated not only by the p,,,.;ploi' of the Erythraean .:>ea 
(cir.:a 80 A. D.) but very ch,linitdy als<> hy tile Geography of 
Ptolemy (circa 140 A. D.). 

Ptolemy (Geog., VII, 1, 18) refe.-, tu the five estuaries of 
.the river Ganges as (1) the we~ternmost. month c.a\led KarnLyson 
144Q 30" 18Q 15', (2) tho second mouth callc<l Mega 150° 45 18° 30', 
t3i the third mouth called Kamberikon 146o ~o· 18° 40', (4) th<' 
fourth mouth called Pseudostomon 14'io 40 l~" 15', and (5) the 
fifth mouth called Antebole 141>" 30' Hl0 15. Although owing to 
the changes in their courses, the identification of these mouths 
of the Ganges with her present cstuarie& may not be beyond 
doubt, Ptolemy's estimate of the distance b<,tween the easternmost 
and westernmost of them to be four dc·grec~ of latitude seems 
to suga:est that th~ area washed by the estuaries of tho Gauges 
in the second century A. D. was praetically the same as it. is 
today, that is to say, the land between the Bhagiratbi or Hooghly 
river in the west and the Padma-M,·ghna '~tu,.ry in the east. -
Elsewhere in his work (V 11, t, 81) tbu Greek geographer says, 
"All the region about the muutils uf the G'lllgt'S IS occupied by 
the Gangaridae with the followwg city-Gauge the royal city 
(i.e., capital of the country) l4ti 0 lJ" 15 ". it is clear from the 
above account that the people call,·,l GangarcB ot· Ganges re
ceived their name from Gangtl, tile chtvl cit) ol their country, 
jnst as the people of Att<ka were kaown as Athenian from the 
capital city of Athens. ltl India abo tl:>llll'8 of cities like 
Pundravardhana, Kan,asuvarna ur Ta:mralipLa usually inllicated 
the· districts l'<'nnd them and, illoreuver, thl' names of the country 
and its people were almost. alwe~ 0·,; ttw "'me. Thus, according to 
Ptolemy, the Gliugarians ur GCLngtano tnhalll\cd the deltit of 
Sonthern Bengal watered by the lower spurs ot t!Jo liver Gange~. 
In the second century A. D., they appear to have been an autono
mous people witil tlleir capital at llw czty of Gange which, as 
its name indicates, \vas ~iluatni ort l i,l_' rh-l·-r ·d-anges. The 
latitude and longitude ut ~b,_, t;Jty a~ gi-Vl'!l by the geogt·apher, 
although thtty can baroJ.\ Ue ··t:ljt·d uH, \~·uuJJ ~uggest 1ts loca· 
tion not far fron1 the contluenuv ,,·l Li1u liu.ngt::, and the sea.. lt is 
not improbable that the !Vlaruundac ui t'r.olumy (\'11, ii, 14), whose 
country abutted on that of the Uaugandae and lay to tne east 
of the Ganges, were the Pu'!~ras who had their headquarters 
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at the city of Pu~~ravardhana, modern Mahasthan in the 
Bogra District. 

It is very interesting to note that the Periplns (para. 63) 
applie~ the name Ganges not only to a river but also to a country 
and its capital both located about the principal mouth of the 
river. The author, who was a Greek navigator and merchant, 
says that while sailing towards the east in the Bay of Bengal 
"with the ocean to the right and the shore remaining beyond to 
the left" the country call"d Ganges comes into view: "there is 
a river near it called the Gangcs ... On its Lank is a market-to\Vn 
which has the same name as the river, Ganges. Through this place 
arc brought malabathrum and Gangetic spikenard and pearls, and 
muslins of the finest sort which are called Gangetic. It is said that 
there are gold mines near \Iiese places and there is a gold coin which 
is called kaltis." The reference to the Gangetic muslin no doubt 
reminds us of the worldwide c~lebrity of the muRlin manufactured 
at Dacca in the medieval period and also of the dukula, kansilc&, 
patrorna and pracara, mentioned in the Sabhaparvan of the 
Mahabharata as pre~ents made to YudhiEhthira by the Vai1gas, 
Kalingas, Tamraliptas and Pu~~ras of Eas:ern India. It is also 
intertsting that the city of GargH, situated on the river of that 
name (apparently indicating the principal mouth of the Ganges) 
has been called a market-town ; but the fact that the town bore 
the same name as the country round it shows that, although it 
was a market-town in the eyes of a foreign merchant, the city 
of Ganges was tbe capital of the country called Ganges. lt is 
probable that soon aft€!' the dissolution of the Maurya empire 
the Gangian people of lower Bengal formed a powerful state 
with their headquarters at the city of Gange or Gang(s. As 
however the name of the people was apparently derived from 
their chief city, the Gangian city seems\ o have existed as early 
as the days of the Nandas and Mauryas of Magadha. 

But a ·people called Ganga, Ganga or Gangeya inhabiting 
lower l:lengal and having the oapital at a city called G ailga 
(Greek Gange or Ganges) is not known from ancient Indian litera
ture. This powerful people, known to the foreign writers from 
the fourth century B. U. down at least to the second century A. D .. 
was apparently known to the Indians by a different name. 
Curiously enough Ka.lidasa, who lived in the fourth and fifth 
centuries A.D., locates, in connection with the mythological 
Digvijaya of Ragbu, the celebrated Yang a people, known lrom 
anctent lndian literature, exactly in the ~ame region where tbe 
Gangaridae or Gangians are placed by the Classical writers. ln 
Canto IV of Kalidasa's Raghuvamsa, Haghu is said to have reached 
tile shores of the Bay of Bengal (verse J4) and to have accepted 
the snbmission of the Suhmas (Verse 35) and subdued the Vangas 
(verses 36-37). l'he tiuhma country, later called Ra<;~ha, lay on both 
banks of the Ajay river in the modern Burdwan region in South-
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west Bengal. The Rughuvamsa, further, says thut after having 
conquered the Vangas, the Ikshvaku hero eros,ed the Kapisa (the 
modern Kansai river in the Midnapur District, identified by Ray
chaudhuri with Ptolemy's Kamuyson, the westmost mouth of 
the Ganges and, thr:mgh the country of the Utkalas (inhabiting 
parts of the Midnapur, Balasore and Cuttack Districts), reached 
Kalinga in the Puri-Ganjam reg;ion (ver•e :l8), It seems that the 
Kinsai river in the Midnapur District was once regarded as the 
demarcating lin l bl'lween thu V<lnga and Utkala countries and 
that the Vai:tgas occupied the delta or lower Bengal as far as 
the Kans;li in the west. This is possibly supported by Ptolemy's 
Geography (if Raychaudhnri's ident;fication of Kambyson is 
accepted) and certainly by the J ai tt J 'rajaapana which s p~aks of 
T;;:mralipti o;· Tarnralipta (modern Tamluk m tiH Midnapur 
District) as a locality belonging to the: lt•nd of tile Vailg;as. Seo 
Raychaudhuri, Stud. Ind. Ant., p. 186. But far moro important 
in determining the habitat of the Vanga people is verse 36 of tho 
above text describing Raghu'" vi~tory cJver the Vai,gas: vangan
utllllaya tarasa neta nau-sadhan-odyatan, nichakhana jayastambhan 
ganga-srotu-ntareshu sah. The spurs of the Ga ng;es refened to as 
ganga.srotas, were near about the Bay of Bengal montioned 
earlier in verse 3!. The passage fJangu-sroto-ntareshn reminds us 
of stan-antare (i.e. in the spac8 between tho breast') in the passage 
na mrinala-sutram rachztam slan-antare, Millinath" rightly ex
plains ganga-sroto ntares/m as g<mgayah srotasam pravahanam 
t:mtareshu dvzpeshu. The verse t lLTr·hm• m··ans to say tha·, after 
having totally routed the Vai,ga peuplu who were lighting from 
their battleships, RagiH1 c•st.ablished eolu:nns of victory in the land 
intersected by the mouths of the Gange''• which was apparently 
the country inhabited by that people. This shows beyond doubt 
that the Vang·ls inhabited the deltaic regLm of Southern Bengal 
and that they wero no other than t.ll8 Gangaridae or Gangians 
who, according to Classical writers, lived in the region about the 
mouths of the Ganges and had their chief city about the eonfluence 
of the Ganges and the sea. 

The location of t!Je city of lJ "''""' capital of the Gangians 
or Vailgas, in the vicinit.y of the eonflu<•twe of the Ga,iga and the 
Sagar& (sea) suggests that it was 1\) other than the celehratud holy 
city of Gai1gasagara or Gai1g;I~~rgara<:.:al12{arna nll:ntioned in lndian 
literature. As a personal nan!<' 'ike Sct:ya:,hamci is known to have 
been abbreviated int'> inth S:ilyci and Bl>:iilla, a locali t.v like 
Purushottamapuri could he a:ul ''"' ad•1ally be ·n cdr•bmte.J both 
as Purushottama and a.'l P~!ri. Tht) ciLy of 1; ai1~as~t~~<HJ.. seems 
likewise to have been known !1oth as Ganqa (at ''"'·'t I•> forr•igners 
of the early period) and as Sagara (sti<l prcservBrl in ·tw name of 
the Sagar or Gailgasagar Island . 

The ancient city of Gai>gasugara, at the eastern extremity 
of the Chakravartikshetra and of the l:lharatavarsha, Kumandv!pa 
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and A.rya:varta became one of the famous all-India T;rthas at 
lea~t before the rise of the Guptas in the fourth century A.D. if 
not in much earlier times. The popularity of pilgrimage to holy 
plaees is noticed in the records of Asoka (circa l7?-232 B. C.) who 
visited several B11ddhist Tirthas including Sambqdhi (Mahabodhi 
or Bodhigaya, modern Bodhgaya:) and of the Hinduised Saka king 
Rishabhadatta (119-~3 A .D.) who vi8ited Pushkara in Rajputana 
an\\, made arrangements in various Tirtha" in Western India for 
the' benefit of the pilgrims. The Baudhayana Dharma.sutra 
(circa 5th century B. C.} discouraged travels in the lands of the 
A.ratta•, Karaskaras, Pu~<;)ras, Sauv;ras, Va,igas, Kalingas and 
Pranunas, as it prescribed purification of the travellers by the 
performance of the Punastoma or the Sarvap~ishtha (II, 2, 16). 
But later authorities allowed travels in the Aliga, Vanga, 
Kalitign, Surashtra and Magadha countries if they were under
taken for the purpose of pilgrimage (Bagchi, Pre-Aryan and 
Pre-/Jravidian, p. 74). The Tirthayatra section of the Vanapar
van of the Mahabharata, compcsed earlier than the Gupta age
refers to Gaf>gasa:gara as a very great Tn·tha: gangayas-tatra 
rajmdra sagant.,ya cha san game, asvamedham dasagunam pravadanti 
mattishinah; gangayas-tv.aparam param p1·opya yah snati manavah, 
tri. rat ram· u11hito ret} an sarva.papaih pmmuchyate (III, b5, 4-5). 
The SabdakalJ.adruma (s. v. ganga quotes the following verses from 
the Kurma Pumna, one of the older Pura1_1as known to Albiruni) : 
gaugayam jnanato mritva muktim.apnoti manavah, ajnanad-brahma
lokan-cha yati n-asty-atra s· msayah, gangayan cha jale molcsho 
varanasycw1 jnle sthale, rmtarikshe cha gangayam gangasagara
sangame. It is said that a person dying in the waters of any part of 
the Ganges gets salvation; at Benares salvation reaches him even 
if he dies on the banks of the river; but at Ganga:-sa:gara salvation 
is guaranteed whether one dies in the waters or on the land or 
in the air. The Vishnusamhita, a post- Gupta work in its present 
form, recognloes the itLportance of this Tirtha in regard to the per
formance of funerary rites : ganga.dvm·e prayage cha gangasagara
sangame, ~at a tam namisharanye varanasyam viseshatah (Ch. 85, 28). 
'l'hat Ga,igasagara was well known in North-western India in the 
eleventh century A.D. is suggested by the reference in Albirum's 
work (circa 1030 A.D.) on India to this city where the Ganges flows 
into t.lw sea" (tr. Sachau I, pp. 201, 261). 

Due to several factors, the chief amongst them being the 
change of main course of the Gai1ga through the Padma as well 
as the impotence of tile worthless descendant.; of the valiant 
Vai\gas of old as guardians of the sacred place, the all-India 
importance of the Gatigasagara T;rtha gradually waned and ita 
enviable position as th~ greatest Tirtha in Eastern India waR 
ultimately U8Urped by the medieval Pun Tirtha in Orissa. As a 
local Ti\'tha however it preserved its popularity in this part of 
India throughout the medieval period in spite of tho depredations 
of Mfl.gh anrl Portuguese pimtes in lower Bengal. The practice 
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of dedicating children to the goddess Gaiiga in the waters of the 
confluence at Gaiigasagara prevalent in that age in South-west 
Bengal and the neighbourhood is we• I! known to all students of 
Indian history. Medieval Bengali literature refers to the belief 
that a person offering to die in the watere of the Ga.iga•agara 
with a solemn desire ie sure to get it fulfilled in hi" next life. 
Chandidasa's Srikri8hnakirlana (14th of 15th century) has the· 
passages : •agara-sangame giya, gayer masa katiya, apana magar 
bhoja diya ; sagara8angama-jale, tyajiba mo kalet are etc. In the 
~ixteenth century Jaya:nand<>, a pJot of the Burdwan region, 
wrote in his Chaitanyamangala ; ar ramani bate gangasagare 
mariba. ln the same century, Kavika11kan" Mukundarama put 
the following words in the mouth of Snmanta, one of the heroes of 
his Chandimangala : khandiya vidhir yamya, ,agare kariba kamya, 
pujakari sanketa (sankara ?) madhava ; bhunjiya samsrtra-sukha, 
dekhiba baper mukha, punarapt h'ltycJ manava. :-inmanta i• al>O 
represented as "aying: yadi va pitar sange nahe darasa11. kamana 
kariya mor sagm·e maran. Els<ewhere in the same work, one or 
the jealous ladies who were comparing their own husband• 
unfavourably with Gaur;'s bridegroom (Siva), is found saying: ar 
fiUVatibale ami mandar (mandire ?) jaba, kamna kariya yiua sagare 
mariba. Vide C. C. Banerji, Candimangal abodhini, pp. 822,857. 

A number of medieval San,krit works such as the G<mga
f/akflaVal i, attributed to the_ Ma Hhila writer Vid yap a ti (circa 
1375-1450), and the Ttrthachudamam of the Maithila Vachaspati 
Misra 1circa 1425-80), which is ~.ivided into five Prakasas, VIZ. 
Pray;;:ga, Purushottama (Puri,) Ganga, Gaya and Varanasi and 
deals with topics like the purpose of pilerimage, its preli1i1inaries, 
rites to be performed at the Tirthas, subsidiary holv places at the 
principal Tirthas, etc, makes prominent mention of the Gangasaga
ra Tirtha. The most valuable information about the religious 
and monastic establishment at Gai,gasagara, one of tho greatest 
and oldest Indian Tirthas, is howeve1· found in the Tirthaiara 
composPd by the B··ngali writer Bhavadeva Ny;iya:lai1kara in 

· Saka 1651 (1729 A. D.). This Wul'k as ctuoted in the I. H. Q., 
XXII, p. 128, shows that, as latA as the first half of tlw e·ighteenth 
century, considerable parts of the old l'ity existed and that people 
flocked to the Tirtha with a desire• t" l•>uch ti>e fc>et of Pitamaha 
(Brahman), to have a bath in the water of the Mandakim 
(Ganga reaching the P,itala) and to worship tlw images of Ma· 
dhava (Vishnu) named after an ancient local king of that name, 
Amarasankara (Sivel), Kapila (founder of th•· Sa,\khya "Y'tem of 
Indian philosophy, mythologically repres••nted a, a sage indireetly 
responsillle for the digging up of lhe brds of the oceans by the 
sons of Sagara as w.-11 as for the deseont of the Gai,gcf on the 
earth and regarded as an Avatara of Vishnu), Skanda-Karttikeya 
and Hari (Vish~u): mr,rihavrt·llrtma nripa ,,.,it ta.sya desasya ; 
tena sthapita ma ih·wa '"' m•t ,;sivt"' ftl pratimt·frdadhis!itlurt ·Jhi
hne'la tirtha~ya p:Jrich llj zh l,rrt tn: .• 'rt.(r•t kCJpitanlm'L m;,ni-pa.rtim. 
CJSti ,", •• tafru -mart.riakin i {Uf·f

1
ff(/ f rJ I .'l,rir' fi.~htft.'.lf (, .• 1,: ,r/! tk ~yrt .. 
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pratima tatr-asti ... huri-pratima tishthati ... sankarah kapilas-ch
aiva svetadvipa-patis-tutha, d-.;ipe sadharanah skandah panchama-3-
cha mahodadhih ; iti -'kande ; (sunkarali amarasankarah, sveta
dvipa-patir-madhavah); kapilasya mukham drishtva sprishtva 
paitamaham padam, tara-gang.odakctm pitva punwjanmo na vidyate 
(1. H. Q., XXX, p. 128). 

The city of G<uigasagara seems to have been often encroachfld 
upon by the sea and affected by the occasional changes in the 
surface of the land caused by the silting up of one or other of the 
mouths of the Ganges and by tho creation of new mouths. The 
same reason seems to have been at the root of the rise in different 
ages in the neighbourhood of such market-towns as the ancient 
Tamralipta, the medieval Saptagra:ma and Hooghly and the 
modern Calcutta. But some of the old temples and images at 
Gailgasagara survived as late as 1842 A.D. when the remaining part 
of the ancient city was finally and completely washed away by 
the waves of the sea (J. A. S. B., 1850, p. 538; I. H. Q., Joe. cit.). 
Just a. year before the remnants of the last temple were swallow
ed up, a very interesting account of the "Mela. at Ganga Saugor" 
appeared in the Friend of lnd'ia, Vol. VTI, 1841, p. 70: " ... a. mere 
sandbank, about a mile in length and about a quarter mile broad 
-of a crescent form with the wide sea. opening in front and the 
back covered by a. dense jungle. At one corner stands the 
solitary temple of the celebrated Sanya.si Cupil Mani (Kapila
muni) ..• This temple is the last remnant of what has evidently 
been a. large monastic institution for devotees, the ruins of which 
may be walked nver at low water. These ruins show that the 
buildings must have been very extensive ,,. well as massy ... " 
The Kapila. temple is said to have been "built of Concha stone 
brought from Orissa." and was in a. precarious condition ""i!Oon to 
moulder away". It was inhabited by a number of mendicants 
some of whom owed allegiance to a pontiff of distant Ja.ipur in 
Rajputana.. There were two stone images in the temple, one of 
Kapilamuni and the other of •Mahdeb' (either Madhava., t. e. 
Vishnu, or more probably Mahadeva, i.e. Siva). The correspendent 
of tlie Friend of India noticed an old inscnpt!on m tnt> temple 
about the letters of which he remarks, " .. .yet are they like 
neither to things in heaven above or in the earth beneath, nor 
could the Sanya.sis themselves decipher the hieroglypbics". The 
epigraph was supposed to contain a date which was believed to 
correspond to 430 or 437 A. D. (J. A. S. B., Joe., cit. ; I. H. Q., 
op., cit. p. 129). The above shows ulearly that the sea washed 
away the most important sacred place in Eastern India, associ
ated with the names of an ancient Vai1ga king calldd Madhava 
and the sage Ka.pila, just as Dvaraka, a West Indian Tirtha. of 
all-India reputation, had been swallowed up by the waves of the 
Arabian S~a. But whereas an entirely new city, founded in the 
neighbourhood, was endowed by the people of the Pascha:tya 
division of India with the name and sanctity of ancient Dva:raka;, 

13 
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\h~ inhabitants of the Bengal delta did practically nothing to 
pr~rve the sacred memory of Gatiga~agara. The real purpose of 
pilarimages to holy places in all the four extremities of India 
was to travel over the length and breadth of the whole land in 
order to know her properly and to frel the fundamental unity 
of the various elements in the Indian population. With the 
absence of Gatigasa:gara, owing principally to the want of vision 
and prowess on the part of the Bengalis, there iR no ancient 
Tirtha of all.India recognition in thi• part of the country to 
attract pilgrims from other parts of India. This seems to be 
detrimental to the cause of tlw nniry of the Indian people. The 
Bengalis ought to think of rebuilding the great Tirtha at the 
junctio.n of the Ganga and the Sagara in all its ancient glory. 

SO,vtE NEW FINDS OF EARLY GUPTA PERIOD 
FROM MA'I'HUHA 

FlY 

K. D. BA.TPAl, M.A., 
Curator, Curzon Museum, Mathuru. 

Recently a good number of Early Gupta finds consisting of 
sculptures and carved bricks were acquired by clearing the 
Yamuna bed near Gokarnesbwar Mound which is situated at the 
north corner of Mathura· City. This site had already been dis· 
turbed by Kankar.diggers a few years ago yielding, as I was 
informed, some images and bricks, most of whieh were left out at 
the spot. The river bed on this side is never completely dry. But 

1n the month of June last when there was very little water on the 
surface I started excavation, as a result of which the following 
objects were obtained, which all have be~n deposited in the local 
Archaeological Museum. 

1. Square Basement of a Votitle Stupu.-This well-preserved 
square basement (2'·4" x 2'-4'') is carved with, two lions seated 
back to back on each of the four sides. In between the two lions 
there is a head of the Buddha on all the sides. It is interesting to 
notE\ that the facial expressions of all the four Buddhas differ from 
each othe~ probably depicting gloom, meditation, mirth and 
happiness respectively. This is a unique babernent and is decidedly 
the best of its kind 80 far discovered at Mathura. 

2. Parasols of Stupas.-·A number of broken carved umbrellas 
(Chhattras) have been discovered. The largest is 5·-Sf' in diameter 
anrl i~ decorated with full-blown lotuses and other flower designs. 
The m1ddle hole for receiving the yashti is 7f' in diameter. 
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3. Two broken pi~ces probably of Tora~;~a tympanums carved 
with flying gandharvaa among pipal leaves carrying ga~lands. 

4. .ibout a dozen halos (Prabhamandalas) decorated with 
sun-rays, auspicious symbols, lotus designs and scroll-work of mul
tifarious varieties. The most remarkable of these is the remaining 
half portion of a halo (die.. 3'-6"). Besides its fine workmanship, 
resembling that of the Buddha image No. A-5 (dia-3'-1") in the 
Mathura Museum, it is the largest halo ao far obtained in the 
Buddha images at Mathura. 

5. Mutilated parts of Buddha images.-A number of broken 
pieces of Buddha images have been found. One mutilated hand, 
probably of a life-size image of Buddha, is carved. with a beautiful 
chakra on the palm. 

6. Archit~ctural bricks decorated with Swastika palm leaves, 
lotuses elc.-These bricks are round, square or triangular in shape 
and some of them arc unique pieces. 

7. Inscribed pedestal of a broken image. On this pedestal 
(5f' x2i") thew are the remains of two miniature standing 
figures whose feet only are visible. The pedestal is inscribed in 
two lines in the Brahm; script of early 4th cent. A. D. it reads as 
follows:-

(1. 1) '!fl'flla~ llfi!IH llfa•ol ( flat ] 
(1. 2) !lfil" m<Iffl'fl: 'lllll!, ....... 

i.e., Image of Sakyamuni (Buddha) was installed (for the we!. 
fare of) Mut,i (?) and Parents. 

It is to be noted that 'rna' of both varieties-Kushana and 
Gupta-is found on the inscription. The word l{ff'fllaf<i~q 'is to be 
corrected into VJ'fq;j: 

Besides the above-mentioned objects a pacca well (dia. 5'-10"') 
built of Gupta bricks was also unearthed. Clearance of this well 
for salvage of antiquities could not be satisfactorily undertaken 
due to flow of water in the well, which made it practically 
impossible to reach the bottom. 

It appears very probable from the above finds that there was 
a Buddhist establishment over the present site in the Gupta period 
which might have been demolished by the Hunas in the 5th cent 
o:t by Muslim invadere in the 12th cent. A. D. Fabien, who visited 
Mathura in about 400 A. D., mentions that there were 20 
Sangharamas of Buddhists on the right bank of tne Yamuna. 
Yuan Chwang who came here in the 71h cent. corroborates 
Fabien's statement and says that in his (Yuan Chwang's) time 
there were about 2000 Buddhist monks living in them. He also 
mentions the es:istence of three stupas built by Asok:l. ~>nd 
numerou~ other votive stupas standing on the bank of the river. 
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· _ Protl-ably the big stupas referred to by the Chinese travellers 
.eai8ted (>n the present Gokarneshwar Tila and Ganesh Tila sites, 

~while smaller stUpas and monasterie• were situated on the left 
.. of these mounds, towards the river. The existence of a Buddhist 
ll8fahlishment on the pre"ent river bed, as proved by the ahove 
fiQda, shows that the riv~r Yamuna at least in the Gupta period 
did. not flow just below the Gokarneshwar nu>und, as it does at 
present, becau~e otherwise the construction of votJ ve stupas and 
well etc, in the river bed would have been altogether inconsistent. 
At that time the flow of the river must have been to the further 
lllft side, where the main current still flows. 

Another interesting inscribed image recently acquired, 
though from a· different site, is that of a Yaksha. It is made of 
the well-known red sand stone of Mathura: and measures 
2'-S·• X 1'-3~" xs··. The Yaksha, as he is so-called in the 
ineerip\ion, IB seated on a paryanka, with his feet on the pedestal 
of the Imago. He wears a loose dhoti and several ornam<>nts 

· eonaiat.inp; of a cr )Wn (mukuta) <lecora ted with lotuses and pearl~ 
"earrings (kunda(as) embos•ell with lions emitting pearls (ki·rttimuk
W), an elatorate torque lgraiveyaka) and armlets. In his right 

·hand he holds a round fruit, probably a lemon (tijapura, bijaura) 
Of' a pomegranate, while in the left he holds a jug of wine. His 
nicely twisted thin moustaches are remarkable, There is an 
undecorated rouna halo behind him. The Yakoha, as usual, is 
potbellied. The projecting part of stone below the pedestal in
dicates that the Image was fixed on some structure and waR 
worshipped. The image is almost complete and is well. preserved. 
It eomes from village Maholi (ancient Madhupuri) about 3 mileR 
southwest of Mathura, Jrom where an interesting Bacchanalian 
group was discovered a few years aLo. 

On the pedestal there is a Brahmi inscription of about the 
end of 3rd cen. or beginning of 4th cent. A.D. in corrupt Sans. 
krit. It is in two lines and reads aR follows• :-

(II) ~(HI["] q(: ~: ""'" [f] ;q ( l) f-'l 
(12) !!If [q) >tf<T '11( ~ HH<T (~•) 
It is rather difficult t .. make out tlw t'Bal sense of the inscrip

tion. It can however be ren•lcrurl ''" 'Tho Maharaj:}, Graha 
Yaksha called Dharmanitya, mahR it known that in his hand 
there is the prasfllia nf thu g-c>rl_' 

In none nf the so m'HlY yak<ha i111a>;<'R discoverer! so far at 
Mathura do Wf lind the "'"nl ion r;f the name • Yaksha' More. 
over a Yaksh::t wt:ur•d •[)luu.u:•aitya· i; n••t yet known from any 
other souroe. Ttw wcm\ (Jnzhrt oucurring hel<>r" Yuksha i11 the pre. 
sent inscription al•o offers a pr"blem. Or. A. K. Coomaraswamy 

"I am indebted to Dr. A. S. A.lt"k~r. tny eJtee no-l Guru war> aelped 
1oe in reading this inscription. 
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on the basis of Hopkin's Epic Mythology (pp. 145, 229) says that 
some Yakshagrahas (demon possessors, causing disease) are atten
dants of Skanda, who is sometimes called Guha, a name which 
may be relaled to the Guhyas, attendant• of Kubera.' If we read 
the term Graha of our inscription as Guhya it will literally mean 
'a supporter of Kubera"s flying palace.' Kubera is known as 
Guhyapati• (the INd of the Guhya.s) and also Yakshapati (the 
lord of the Yakshas). 

'Thus whether we take the word as Graha or Guhya it may 
denote 'the attendant. of Kubera". It is significant to note that 
this Yaksha is called Maharaja in the inscription. Moreover his 
drapery. ornamenta1ion and the ohjects in hands are the same 
which are associated with Kubera, the lord of the Yakshas. This 
may lead to the presumption that the figure in question is of 
Kubera himself. But the way in which the inscription is worded 
does not definitely warrant us to idehtify the image as that of 
Kubera. If the literal translation given above is accepted, the 
only plausible conclusion that we can draw is that the ·figure is 
that of a Yakshagraha oo· a Guhya-Yaksha called Dharmanitya. 

The inscription means to say that this Dharmanitya declares 
that in his hand he holds pra8ada of the Lord. Now who is this 
Lord and what kind of prasada is referred to? Most probably 
god Kubera is meant who is undoubtedly the Lord of all the 
Yakshas. The present figure holds a jug of wine and a fruit in 
his left and right hands respectively. According to the 
Rupamandana, quoted by Mr. T. A Gopinath Rao9 , one of Kubera's 
haQds should possees a pomegranate fruit. The present figure 
probably holds the same fruit or that nf a B1japura lemon in his 
right hand. Wine is generally associated with Kubera and in 
most of his images found at Mathura and other places we find 
him carrying a jug of wine. Does the pmsada alluded to in the 
present inscription refer to these two things-wine and pomegra
nate or lemon fruit held by the Yaksba-which are indeed very 
delicious to Kubera ? 

The present figure very much resembles in make up, pose and 
drapery with another Yaksha figure (ht. 12~") probably of Kubera, 
in the Mathura Museum (No. C. 31, illustrated oy Coomaraswamy 
in his Yakshas, Part I. Pl. 21, No. a) except that the latter figure 
holds a long bag or mongoo;;e in his right hand instead of a 
fruit. The prevalence of the Yaksha cult in and near about 
Mathura is proved by dozens of Yaksha and Kubera images that 
are exhibited in the local Museum. Maholi, from where the pre
sent image comes, was· one of the centres of Yaksha worship. 

1. Coomaraswamy, Yakshas, Part I, p. 8. 
2. Mhh. II, 10, 3. 
3. T.A. G)pirutb. Rll, ll:le neat; of Hindu loonography, II, 

v•rt ii, pp. 535-37. 



"MAHXMXMSA-VIKRAYA" (THE SALE OF 
HUMAN FLESH) 

BY 

S. K. DIKSHJT, M.A. 

In my "Studies of the Early History of Malwa," I came 
aot-oss an interesting re!igJOus or sociological problem, which, if 
studied properly, is lik~ly to shed a floocl of light on a number of 
&lpeots of ancient Hindu culture. I shall do no more than briefly 
&Rtf' the problem and indicate the way to its solution. This pro
blem concerns the sale of human flesh, technically called "Maha
rnimsa· ..,..ikraya" in ancient SansKrit literature. This term occurs 
in one of the most difficult passages that one meets in the Harsha
charita. According to this passage, a member of the Talajangha 
tribe, dubbed herein as a V etala (? a whampire, a goblin, or an 
ethereal being), killed one Kumarasena, who is described as a 
Jaghanyaja (eon or t1rother ?) of Pradyota, and as a descendant of 
Punik!C or Punaka (i.e., Paunika, v. I. Paunaki). We are told that 
the reason of this murder was that this K uniarasena had become too 
loquacious during the haggling that took place at the sale of 
Mabamamsa, which was being carried out at the time of the 
festival of Mabakala1 • We are uot concerned here Nith numerous 

(1) Harsba-oharitam, (A. A. Fuhrer's ed., Bombay, 1909, p. 270; 
K. P. Parab'a ed., Bombay, 1925, p. 199) :-"<~(l'lil<if'l( 'if ll(lllfef'i~'i'~· 

~· il<rli!f~O!WI <~1!R Ol'l"'<i lf".ii<Wl !tflQ'<i ( v.l. q)lQf~ ) !>Ill( SIIH~:f'I.I 
Parglter·s Dynalits of lhe Kali Age. p. 182. would show "<ilfll!<i1'' to be 
correot reading. 

The commentator Sankara in his Sanketa says;-
''II(: 3~<(; I "iiiJW. oqe;i'l<ll"f!fllf I <i'{oq;;f 'fiiJ'11.ft!t I !lQ'il ffl~ I 

~: <ft~f'li: I" 
It is Interesting to note that in <be following passage in the Maha· 

bharata, (Bbandarkar Oriental Researoh Institute's ed,) I. I. !46, the 
word "jagbanyaja." is used prob~~obly in the sense of "younger'' brother, 
In the above- !liven pa•sage, therefore, this word is probably to be under
stood to mean •'younger brother" and not B. usudra". 

"il'l"fOI<<r~<!f ~<rititf<r If: '!<1': I" 
According to Aroa.ra.kosa, however, this word means both 'younger 

brother' and ''Antyaj!\''. or "Sudra'•. Vide Amara., IL Manushya. 
varga :-"<~''l''IGt '5: 'lif.r"'q<ft'f'is'H <~'l:lill: 1" Also Amara., U. Sudravarga, 
st.1 :-
"n!'"''l'l'~'illlfti{ 'f"<ll'"'' il'l"'•r: 1'' A oommonly accepted interpretation 
makes Kumarasena a. ~son·· and not a 'hrotber' of Pradyoh .• Paunika 
would well mean a 'son of Punikaro." 

102 
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problems that arise out of a critical view of this passagP, e. g., 
those concerning the words "Talajangha", "Vetala", "jaghanyaja" 
etc. I shall refrain, therefore, from justifying at length the inter
pretation that I have tentatively put here on the Sanskrit passage 
in the Harsha.charita. Albeit., no interpretation can eschew throw
ing a flood of light on the early religious practices prevalent in 
Malwa, if not those of India. This passage becomes remarkable, not 
only hecau,e it goes back to the earliest historical period in' the 
history of that province, hut also because it shows that the worship 
of the ~od Mahakala in Ujjain belongs to a very high antiquity, 

Numismatic evirlence, about the wor~hip of this divinity in 
the pre-Saka era has been already · brought to our notice by emi· 
nent numismatists, Gen. A. Cunningham, Dr. Allan, and abDve all 
by Prof. Jitendra Nath Banerjea. 'l'he latter points out that "Siva 
appears for the firet time in an anthropomorphic form on the 
many coins hailing from Ujjain and its environs. Tbe single 
standing figure can be definitely identified with him ...... Any doubt 
whatsoever is set at rest by the testimony of another variety of 
the same series of coins, which shows a bull slightly prancing up 
and looking up at the deity (cf. the Matsyapurana passage which 
enjoins that ViSa;kha, the mount of Siva, s"ould be in the attitude 
of looking up at the god, devh·Vikahana·tatparah)," 2 He goes on 
to point out the existence of a third vari.,ty, which depicts a 
"three.!Jeaded" figure. The learned Professor agrees with Gen. 
Cunningham's identification of it with Mahakala. and points out 
that the heads or this divinity probably threw Dr. Allan into 
confusion, so that he was unable to make up his mind if t.h! god 
was Siva Mahakala or Skanda Kartikeya.• He also calls our 
attention to the existence of a "three-headed" Siva on certain 
Kusba\la cQins,4 While agreeing with this identification, we may 
point out that these figures of Siva re~emble in certain respects 
the famous seal from Mohenjo.daro representing the "Pasupati 
Yogisvara" (Siva).S All these depict actually three out of the 
four heads that this divinity is occasionally credited with. It is 
only three faces that one can see at one time, of any four.fl!.ced 
figure. Siva, oft~n described as a "Panchanana"• i.e. ••one endowed 

2. Indian Historical Quarterly, Vol. XVI. p. 8. 
3. Ibid. 
4. ibid. p. 9. 
5. "Mohenjo-Daro" (Sir J. Marshall). We had an occasion to 

stress this point in our Marathi pamphlet "Sindbunadivaril Sanskriti,'' 
"(Svadhya.ya-mala, No. 98 ; 1946), p. 15. 

6. Subhashita-ratna-bhandagaram, p, 5, st. 51 :-
"ll'(!irf~) ;rFT: li~N ~a: <i'lf<ra;•u 1 '' 

Ibid. p. 6, st. 61:-''Q;~) .spij f~lll!fliilffll'fif (f<f ~?qJ<flll(lf<i: til<!)~~: 
G'i.i!J'l1l '<iH;rfcl&l ~Hlf~fq<ffoa:<r: I'' 

Ibid. p. 7, st. 86 :-"qr~ri:rfir.Iurl!ro;r;rq~'l) I{ <Rii"R: I'' 
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with five faces', is known to appropriate, occasionally though, that 
almost distinctive epithet of Brahman, viz., "Chaturmukha." The 
poet BaQa-bhana describes the image of such a • Chaturmukha 
Bhagavan Tryambaka" in hi> usual beautiful way iu his Kadam
bari. 7 

' The foregoing discussion lends support to the view that 
the tr!ldition, recorded in the Harsha-charita about the festival 
of Mahakala being in vogue in Ujjain as early as the days of 
·Kumarasena, is not unreliable. This tradition occurs in a string 
of historical allusions; and it has been found that wherever we 
are able to check these allusinm, "'" can aver without demur that 
the poet Bal,latJb&t\a doe" not in vent any fiction,- and pass them 
eff for historical traditions, but that he probably capies such 
traditions as he harl before hi111 ' A regular continuity of such 
traditions is also batrayed by fl close study of rna ny of them, from 
whate¥er evidence is left for us today. Under these circumstances, 
to suggest that this particular allueion to tho "Maharnamsa
vikraya" (or 'the sale of human llt>sh') may be an outcomo of the 
poet's imagination, is, to say the \east, to l>e hypercritical and 
unconvincing. 

That this ancient practice contiuueJ to exist throughout thu 
latter half of the first millonium A .. D., is vouchsafed by numerous 
allusions to it in the literature of this period. Beside,; the refer<lnce 
given above from the Harsba.charita, there is another in that 
text, which, however, pertains to the days of BagablH•\\a himself ". 
The latter reference occurs in conneJtion with the description of 
tile skandhavara (the royal camp), where king Pratapa·vardharra, 
father of king Har"ha-vardhana. was lying- on his death-bed. 
We. are told that the sale of human flesh was being openly 

Ibid. p. 9, st. L6 :-''4-<m><l ~ f'!~'l'l 'i'<<~llf'f(fa'lfl!41rrr>i~rll: 1" 

Also-ib1d. p. 8, st. 105 ; etv. Re :~.J <l.bV tho interesting verses on 
p. 12 (ot. 1 > and 16) of the oame text. 

7. Ko.damba.ri (Pa.ralJ'; <~d., ,;,ka 1854), pp. Z42-243 :-

"<'114 (fu•r'l'<~o:f) ... ~fir~'lril:rGfl'll'il:n+'lH'<:ii'l!ll:<:"f~;;r<ronf<rr-,,o;r ... 'll'll;r'l <t>r fu•rr 
~~arf~"'~rrl!, .. ·~~'ii ll'lfi'<i ;'i''l'fi~ t" For a "Cha.turmukb.am Siv!1.lin· 
gam," vide G. H. Khare's "l{l<lf'l'!ll'i" (!939, Poona), pp, 90.91· 

8. Vide lodiau Culture, Vol. VI, p. 3~f. 
9. Harsha-oharitam (Parab's ed.\ V. p. 153 :- ·~f">"ljl!ii!CI{H({"lfl 

?.Ia ;r~llt•!/"r'~ r11~t> ~. ""'~" fui!f•'I"firoiP<IIT'~'!l'!I'lf"""'<r!t n r3'ft'l'l!r'f'l{r
'li!OI~, ~<H'I' f;rfu<r·U!Gif-f'f2ii;ffilllli'l·~lll-!16'~''f'l'll{1 'li'H'I ll'ff<f-'1{ ri<r·f."Kii 

fili'llll"lf·ll{llli6'- f'l>li'l -ll'lillll: ""I'' 
Rea.d in this connection B. D. Uajeudragadkar':'l oummentuy, in 

S.D. & A. B. Gajendngadlra,' ed., p. 66 :-•··:r'!Or'{( qq.· 'f{'{fi ~'If{;%: 
llfll"<'''l: ;fa$,j': f.n'l'll~f '11{111('1'~'1 <HII!e"~~!'l't<<lU(RIIilf~ 'l f'I'I\W'! ~'1\1! Jq'fill) 

~·!...!'' 
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being openly (prakasa) carried out by princes or sons of the 
feudatory chieftains. This passage also refers to the worship 
of the Maha:ka:la, as well as to Vetala, here called li.mardaka. 
There is nothing to support the opinion of certain modern commen
tators that the flesh sold out there was that of the princes them
selves. No doubt, the same passage alludes in a previous sentence 
probably to certain near and dear relatives etc., of the king 
Prata:pa-vardhana sacrificing their own flesh at the sacrificial 
altar. But such sacrifices, which are really relics of a still more 
bygone age, (when a king's attendants, or kith and kin, used to 
sacrifice their lives to save his, or to accompany him to the other 
world), are a different matter. Besides, the very use of the word 
"prakasa" in this context suggests that it was not their own 
flesh that they wore selling, but rather somebody else's. If it had 
been their own flesh, Ba:~a-bhaga would not have left it for the 
commentators to imagine, but would have almost certainly added 
the word "sva" before the phrases "Maha:mamsa-vikraya." It 
would appear that these modern commentators, horrified at the 
idea of such practices being current at such a late time, tried to 
gloss over them. 

That the sale of the "Maha:marilRa" was one of the ways of 
propitiating Mabakala and obtaining from him the fulfilment of 
one's desire, is made clear also by a famous tale in the Pa0cha
tantra. This tale concerns itself with tbe four sons of a Brahm
mana, who wished to do away with their poverty, and one of 
whom, being too avaricious, got an eternally whirling wheel on 
bis head.10 It is narrated that these four brothers first came to 
the city of Avant; (or Ujjayin;, modern Ujjain, Holkar State), and 
that after bathing in the river Sipra and saluting the god 
Mahakala, they came across an ascetic (or Yogi), by name 
Bhairav;\Danda. On being asked the purpose of their journey, 
they explained that it was undertaken .in order to obtain some 
wealth. They added that for that purpose they were 
prepared to undertake any task, including the following : " 
"Entering a hole, propitiating a Sakini (a Rakshasi·form of 
Ambika), residing in a cemetery, sale of the Maha-mamsa, (a.c-

l quisition of?) a Sadhaka-varti (or the ton:h or lamp of a. magician?) 
rand (similar) other practices." 

10. Panoha-tantra (Parab's ed.), Aparikshita-karik&, p. 214f. 
t. 22.) < 

"!IJI'fcr i!fl~rflf'i.<IE't 'q''lj: \lllf<r liE<! it; I" 

11. Ibid., p. 2151. :-"ll.<i ~it• t~"iflls<r-<fl srrm: 1 a'l ftsrr"l~ 
a~i!r<rr "tflj;Ti!f lllllllt"" a~ (-~{'ilif~~ }IIi "ll!f: 1· .. ~uqft<t-'lfli ~!i{l!T. 
r~r: 1 •• ,a,;fi&>tai ~;rlqrqt f<r<Ri<t'tT -mf1iil'lelllif -fl!'tTlif~'l'if -11UIIfe-. 

~ 1 m~~-lT"iaiifrit'liall .:fa- 1 ... •· 
14 
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Ofthese, the first, viz .. ''·entering a hole" or "Vivarapravesa" 
i~-vitably reminds us of tte phrase "Asura-vivaravyasanin". 
wliich occurs no less than twice in the Harsha-charita. One of 
these references occurs immediately before 'he aforequoted allusion 
to the murder of Kuma:rasena, on account of his higgling for the 
:Maha-mamsas'". We are told that a king of the country of 
Magadha, who was inordinately fond of (Pntering) an Asu•a
vivara, was carried away by the ministers of the king of the 
Mekalas (i.e., the country round about Uw l'vl aikal range), through 
a .tunnel of the Godbana giri (correctly, Ooratha-giri). At another 
place, we find a reference to onP Lohitahha, who accompanied 
the poet in the journeys of his boy h '<)(I a ml ad< lescence, and who 
was also very fond of the "Asura-vivaras.""' Besitks these, there 
are a couple of references in the sam~ text to these "holes of the 
Aiuras". in onP of ·which ''Asura-vivara-praveSa.'' is men ... 
tioned as ~ing on a par with "residence in the darkness of the 
riethe.-world." 14 It would appear that the phrase "A sura. vi vara" 
refers to underground holee, that were suppo;;ed to contain a 
deal of wealth, guarded by semi-divine beiugs like the Asuras 
or Nag as, from any pilfering hands. In order to obtain such 
underground wealth, propitiation of these divinities w~s probably 
necessary. Other means of obtaining wealth, mentioned in the 
Paiicha-tantra, may likewise signify propitiation of some 
di"finities, or performance of some mystic or mysterious rites 
connected with them. 

An illuminating description of the mystic rites, relating to 
ooe of these means viz., Maba:mamsa-vikraya, is contained in the 
)ll[].att-Midhava. M;;:dhava, the hHo of this drama, despairing 
of aU other means of securing Mala li, when she is promised to 
eomebody else, expresses his willingne's to take recourse to the 
Maba-mamsa-vikraya; This alone, in his opinion, could secure 
her for him. 15 In another passage of that drama, Madha va is 
described as a seller-to-be of the Maha-marnsa." Further on, we 

12. Harsha-charitam, (Parab), p. l\!9 "!lrg~ f'f<Ro'l"f!J~f.r;:f oq[Cf'il!: ... 

II'J1I1i ~"N;r (lil~lf) f<t~~·~~'lf ~'f-r'l?i iti>l'ITf>w;Jf;l'lf~:'" 
13. Ibid. p. 42 :-"!lr!;l~fq-q-~s'!"';ft irf><rr~: 1" 

14. Ibid. p. 97 :-'"f: (<'fflli"kHT'-'~l O!'l"l<::f'l~'l: ) ... .'!lil<~lilfa qrfut 

lr'Hf!l I" 
Ibid. p. 103 :-"2i'~'O"I'11<TT'H~ f.ri'i'fT!j{ f-H<<I'f:UT~~q;qr '!RTI<!II• .. 1iiU 

1mrfwn,~~~: .... i't<'lr..-r~<::oro , " 
15. Malati-Madbava (eel. by Devdhar e.nd Suru, 1935), IV. after 

st. 7, p. 54 :-"::r '!Iii! ;J~!;JI'Jf~;pq~<'llfll'( ~rf<~ " 

16. Ibid. V. after st. 26, p. 63:-' 1'1 ll;'m~tr: ~{'l_!li: ( v. I. ~ ll;'i) 
~11~") l!{llli!l<~ 'f'll'!f<r<rr ;Jr<r'f: 1" 
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lind this hero actually selling it inside a cemetery, that is also 
visited by Vetalas and the like. 17 Then we are given what looks 
like a definition of the "Maha-mamsa." It is that sort of flesh, 
formed of the body of a man, which is not cut out by means of a 
weapon ('ll"'ffiOI'l:.'fl) Commentator Jagaddhara explains that a man, 
who falls fighting, goes to heaven, so that the flesh of his body 
cannot be used as "Maha-mamsa." 18 Jagaddhara is not himself 
sure about the meaning of the phrase 'II"U~-"not cut by a 
weapGn," so that he offers other alternatives also, He quoteR a 
stanza probably from the Tantric lore, which contains some words 
found in this passage of the Malat;-Madhava. From the drama 
we learn that the Maba-marilsa was sold out in the cemetery 
(-which is a favourite abode of the god Mahakala), after loud 
proclamations. The stanza, quoted by Jagaddhara, supplies the 
additional information that it wa• obtained by means of sahasa. 
What exactly is signified by the latter term i8 not quite clear,
in spite of its constant use in the stories of Sahasamka, and others, 
that are also connected with Vetalas and the Mahaka:la-smasana.•• 

Another interesting allusion to "Maha·mariJ.sa." is to be met 
with in the Prabodha-chan rodaya of KrishQa-misra-yati. This 
drama is written in the same spirit as the Mysteries or Miracle 
Plays of Medireval Europe, or the Moralist Plays of Euripides 
and other Greek writers. A Kapalika, who professes to be a 
devotee of "Maha-bhairava" is represented as communicating his 
dnarma (or religious tenets) to a Kshapanaka in the following 
frightful words :-'·Our breaking off of a fast is achieved by 
(means of) drinking the wine off (a goblet, in the form of) a skull 
of a Brahma!)a, after (finishing the sacrifice, in which) we have 
poured oblations of the Maha-roamsa (human flesh) that is made 

17. Ibid. V. after st. 11, p. 58:-" l'l"f<'iT<il'i'ITfll ifl'iQ; I 3~ : I (v. 1. 
(aT'!~~) 1 ~ ~: ~urorfor.,<r•n: 'fi<:'l.'fOJT: 1 

'II"U~'{e'll•'IT<i !J~..-r;;: Iller~~~ I 
f<rsli1><~ l'llf~ior ~<rr oro:rrfil~ 11 
'filfii!~'IO<f{il' • e<!>r 6i'<~ iiS'fr<i! if<rTiir'I'Iiil:iiii!O'i'ffi 'li'iil'l>ii!T iiff: ... 

III(IF[<ifo: I'' 
18. J age.ddba.re.' s Com. :-"JrU~'l''{<f <i~crRr<rE<! o'llri<I!I+it<i U<'l''(<fll.l 

sr<rt~EITIIIIU!ffll<:;fllfu or <rr~ufll~ll. 1 'I[TiPU~<i ri<l!rf.>"iif'l~ 1 ~U<r.irr:~~· 
'ififtf<'!!<l I ~~~<Tiif!IH'1~iiJ ltiifl'l<f.'IT a'll'll~'l{ltl \<:;'liJT[~fltfu I'!T<r: I !ll<>'IT<i 

~''li'll:'ll I '1[1 l l•<fefii: q'lf'li<'l !!T~6!'1l~'Uf1i<r:~~ I 'II'~ f;ri'lhli'l<r•llfa-' 

i~s'lir: 1 {fu '<fhnfimit'f 1" 

19. Indi•n Culture, VL p. 19!'. ; 206 ; :'-82 ; Ka.the..s .. rit-sage.ra., 
l&pters 119f. 
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greaq by the (human) brain, entrails, and fat"•t~, Here the 
refetence is not to the sale of the Mahamiirhsa, but to the sacrifice 
thereof. The whole incident depicted in the Prabodha chandro
daya reminds us of a verse in the Pancha-tantra, which 
_etigmath!ee the foolishness of the people, that is eo easily swayed 
by rumours or reporte that poison the ears, as to make one turn 
reol111e (~hapat;~aka) or drink wine.,. While this stigmati~ation 
is worth remembering to-day, when the sacrifice of "Maha:
mllhsa" is being witnessed in a different sphere and in a larger 
scale, than the devotees of Mahakala were ever able to perform, 
we must also take note of the fact that there are at lea&t some 
relilrious and secular texts that prohibited "Maha-marhsa-vik:raya," 
or even ordinary 'marhsa-vikraya." The Mahabhashya of Pataii· 
jali contains what appears to be a quotation from some early 
Dharma-Sistra text. This lays down that no flesh should be sold. 
Perhaps, such an injunction was to be followed only by the 
Brahmanas, or it was meant for the members of the three upper 
cad8s1 ( Be that as it may, we find the author of the Kautihya 
Artha6ietra objecting to the sale of putrified flesh,-or, per
hape, of the goat's flesh-for which he recommends a heavy 
ameroemsnt of 900 panas, •• etc. Immediately after this 
the author of the Kau til;ya Artha-sa:stra adds that the 
88le of human flesh be punished with nothing less than capital 
punishment. We are to-day not concerned with meting out of 
such punishments to such criminals, but rather with their religious 
or 1100iological significance. As we have made it clear at the 
very outset, we shall only point the way towards its solution. 

We may draw the attention of the scholars in this field to 
\Ia& following passage from the "Golden Bough" of Sir J. G. 
:J\o&Ur, reminding them at t.he same time that in our work, entitled 
"l'hellother Goddess" we have had an occasion to point out the 
•identification of (or at any rate numerous points of similarity 
between) Dionysius and Siva or Mahaka:la: "Meantime it remains 

!0. Prabodha-ohandrodaya (K. S..mbasiva Sastri's ed. Trivendrum, 193 
III. st. 13 (p. 97) :- "ll~tt;;rri!TtltllfR<Ili(T'Ii~rl<ll~{oi I '1~'1 iliiTWI!r 

•lfit<rg<~ ;r : 'l'l'<~ II'' 
21. Panoha-tantra (Parab), Mltra-bheda, st. 327 :-"'fi~fllitqr 'i q•;r: 

1 

~ Iii; 'I' 'li<lRJ ;rr~) ~: I ~llf'li<!Tllf'l' ~'<I fifijf<r lJ>i 'H'fi1Tilr'l' II" 
22. Mahabbasbya (Kielborn's ed.) Vol. I. (1892) p. 25 :-'1ll~ or I 

~~, 11t« 'I' fl!'!i'<roq'l I" , ... "\ "' ..... 
Vide Dr. ~ .. V. Kane's HislorY of Dharma-sash a. Vol. I. (1930), p, ~· J 
23. Kauhhya A.rtha-sastra, IV. 10 :-"ii!~•q'IUR .. f'l<~l<~-( rsfii'IT<I )~ 

ffl;firqr{q- !fl'll~<rf(qr~<rotl 'l''f~ift 'If ~ r: I IIG'lllii'!ir'fi it '1~: t" This 
~ ~ 

eqowl th&t it was probably known to Kaulllya himself. 
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to mention that in some places, instead of an animal, a human 
being was torn in pieces at the rites of Dionysus. This was the 
practice in Chios and Tenedos ; and at Potnial in Bcaotia the 
tradition ran that it had been formerly the custom to sacrifice 
in the goat-smiting Dionysus a child, for whom a goat was after· 
wards substituted. At Orchomenus, as we have sebn, tl.e human 
victim was taken from the women of an nld royal family. As 
the slain bull or goat represented the slain go~ so, we may sup· 
pose, the human victim also represented him." 24 

LEGACY OF SATAVAHANA RULE 

BY 

K. GOP ALACHARI, 
Professor of History, M. N. College, Visanagar 

(Baroda State) 

Though much has been written on the Sa:tava:bana empire 
enough justice has not been done to its achievements. It is the 
biggest South Indian empire and the longest-lived of Tndian 
empires. It began a reviv a! of the Vedic religion in the Dekhan 
half a century before the SuiJgas began it in the north and 
showed throughout a more liberal attitude to the rival religions 
or sects. 'l'o the Satav;;:hanas must be given the ~ole credit of 
having checked the southern advance of the Western K~atrapas, 
the Wardens of the Marches of the Kusa:nas. Thanks to the 
peace of the S;;:tav;;:hanas art and architecture as rose to great 
heights in the western caves and the eastern stupa complexes. 
'l'rade and industry received a great stimulus first in the western 
Dekhan and I a ter in the eastern Dekhan. The climax was 
reached in the colonial and commercial activities of the people 
which read like romance. We are not in a position to know the 
part played by the prince in the external and expansionist' 
activities of the people. In short the spirit of the Sa;tava:hana 
period is not static but dynamic. We should not "conceive it as 
a motionless picture in a Morris tapestry but as a series of shifting 
scenes-some brilliant, some terrible, some common, but all full of 
life and passion." No wonder faint memories of these great 
achievements were in later times enshrined in tradition and legend 
(Brahmanica\, Buddh!Rt and Jaina) and led to the rechristening 
of the Saka era as the Saliv;;:hana era. 

24. The Golden Bough, Pt. I, Vol. I. p. 24 (1912, London). 
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All in the case of great empires, the achievements of the 
Sltavahanas outlived them. Even with the slender sources for 
tht~.numerous Hindu dynasties which succeeded the Sa:tavahana, 
in tne eastern and southern Dekhan, we can say tl1at they 
inherhpd from their predecessor a rich crop of legacy. These 
dynasO'es are the Ik~va:kus, kings of the Brhatphla:yana gotra, 
the Cu\US, the Palla vas, the Kandaras and even the Vi0~uku~<Jins. 
The most characteristic institution of the Ia ter S ata vahanas is 
their metronymic~ Whilst metronymics in Ma:lwa-probRb)y the 
original home of this peculiar institution which would seem to 
have been devised for the regulation of marriages only-are 
derived from race locality and gotra, the Satavahana metr • .nymics 
are derived from three Vedic gnlras-Vasietha, Mathara and 
Gautama. The Ik~vakus of the Kre!)a·GU!)\ur region who were 
fe11datories of the Sa:tava:hanas and rose to power close on the 
heels of the di•integration the Sa:tavahana empire got the 
metronymics of Vasi~~hl and Ma~han from the Sa:tavahanas 
through the wake of marriage and like the former used them as 
an institution for the regulation of marriagt•s. But the dynasties 
that succeeded them in the eastern Dekhan, kir.gs of the 
Brhatphala;yana and Salankayana gotras, the Kandaras and the 
Visnukundins do not use them. The Cutus occupy a middle posi
tion. They used the un-8atavahana metronymic of H;mtiputra 
and transmitted it to the Kadambae. It is strange to find even 
the foreign A.bh1ras of the western Dekhan using S:;:t.ava:hana 
metronymics. 

Sataka!)i is a surname borne by many Satavahanas with or 
without personal names and metronymics. The meaning of the 
term has given riee to many theories. It is enough to state here 
that the surname is connected with the dynastic name-Sa:ta
va:hana •. Some Maha:rathis of the Chital-doorg region and the 
Cutue bore H. And if-'takani' in a Nasik inscription a is to he 
restored as •Sa:takani' even ordinary officials would seem to have 
borne this peculiar 'Sa:tava:hana mrname. 8adakaoa also occurs 
in a clay tablet from Candrava!!i. Professor Mirashi looks upon 
Sadakana in •Sadakana Kalalaya Maharathisa' of some Chitaldoor~ 
coins as.the name of the suzerain and Ka)alaya as the name 
of the feudatory. He identifies Kala lay a of the coin with 
TraQakayiro of the Na~eghat ins., whose name also ended 
in-laya. But the ab,Pnco of the regal title Rano 
and the honorific prefix siri put alongside of the 
presence of the title of M<>harathi is enough to dispose of 
Prin. Mirasbi's ingenious thevry.4 l£ven 'Skanrl a' and 'anaka' 
entering into the composition of names in thP eastern Dekhan 
would seem to have entered it from the w~stern Dekhan in the 
wake of Satava:hana conquest. 

Siri with or without .siv<l and s!lml is an invari»ble prefix 
to Satava:hana names e.g., Sivr. siri-Apllaka, Satni siri-Pulurnavi 
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and Go~amiputa siri-Satakani. The origin of the prefix is. to be 
sought for in the title applied to the founder of the dynasty m the 
Na(legha~ inscription. The Ik'ivakus and kings of the Brhatpbala
yana gotra me only 'siri' while the kings the Salankayana gotra 
use 'siri' and 'vijaya'. 

Whilst the Sa:tavahanas sce:n b have inherited very few 
in;titutions from their pre:lecessors the Maur} as, the sucessors 
of the Satavahanas, even the Palla.vas, inherited much from 
their predecessor. Tbe Kandaras like the Satava:hanas au! their 
predecessor" the Maurya.s bore the modest title of raja. But the 
lk'iva:kus, the Brhatphalayanas and the Salankayanas bore the 
pompous title of maharaja which in the Gupta times became 
a feudatory title. But just as in one inscription Gotamiputa siri
Sa:takani Satavahana is referred to as maharaja so also in one 
inscription Iksvaku siri-Camtamula is st.yled raia. The Iksvakus 
and the Brhatphalayanas inherited the office of Mahatalavara from 
the Sa:tavahanas for the Alluru inscription which on palaeographi
cal grounds is earlier than the A mara val; inscription of Vasithi
puta sami siri-Pulumavi mentions a maha:talavara and a king. 
lk'ivaku mahasen.a:pati is also directly borrowed from the Satava· 
hanas. In the L'inna Ganjam ins. of Gotamiputa siri-Yaiia 
Sa:takani we have 'Mahatarakasa maha·e---.' The latter is 
most certainly a mutilated form of •mabasenapatisa'. It would 
then seem th~ t the Ik'ivaku and Brihatphalayana practice of 
combining two or more titles in the same person is of '3atavahana 
origin. So far there is no evidence to show that the Ik~va:ku and 
Brihatphala:yana office of mahadarp;lanayaka existed in the 
Satavahana period. Under the Brihatphalayanas who ruled 
over the Gul,l~iir region the kingdom was divided as in Satavahana 
times into aha:ras but the officer in charge of it is not called amaca 
but vapatam and 'viyapita' in the sense of engaged occurs in the 
edicts of Asoka. Even the lksvaku rastra would seem to have 
been a Sa:tava:hana divi@ion as· the Alluru ins. and an Amara:vati 
ins. which is "ls(J pre·Ik~vaku mention rastras and in the Satava
hana records we have arathasamvinayikam. Under the SalaQka· 
yanas, the Kandaras and the Visnukundins these divisions came 
to be styled vi~yas. 

Even the language, phraseology, orthography and dating 
of the inscriptions of the successors of the Sat a vahana~ are 
Satavahana. The Iksvaku and Brihatphalayana re~ords as also 
two Salankayana, one. Kandara and the early Pallava charters, 
are in the lenaprakrit of the Sitavahana period. The phraseology 
of the grant of Jayavarman of the Brihatphalayana gotra 
closely resembles that of the Sa:tavahana records. The immunities 
attacb.ed to the bamb.adeya in the former are the same as those 
conferred on the bikhuhala in the Satavahana charter.• The 
Kondamudi grant opens in the same rnannjjr as Nasik No4 
(E.· i. vol. VIII). The pariharas are expresse"d by the terms 
•apapesam, ar.omasam, alonakhadakam, arathasamvinl111ikam and 
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BOfHUatapariharikam. The instructions to official• are also couched 
in the same language. Compare the Konda.mudi grant 'etamsi 
tam gama Pa~ura bammhadeyam-kahina "oyapapehi, etasa casa 
gamasa Pamturasa bammhadeyam ka:tuna parihare vitarama' and 
•etehi nam pariharehi parihara:hi etam casim gamam Faturam 
bammhadeyam katuna etha nibhamdhapehi 'with' etasa tu 
gama Karajake bhikhuhaladeya (oya) papehi' •etasa casa 
gamasa Karajakana bhikhuhala-parihara vitarama' and •etehi 
nn pariharehi parihara h eta casa g;;;ma Kara.jake bhikhuhala 
parihara ca. eta nibhadh~pehi' (Karla 19). The operations 
and formalities connected with the Sa:tavahana and Brihat
phalayana grants are verbal order, preservation of the re
cords in the archives of the state, er;graving and delivery. 
It is clear that the Brihatphalayanas who succeeded the Ikeyva
kus in the Guntur region got the Sa:tava:hana institutions, through 
the Iksvakus. · Whilst records of Sa\ava:hana and Iksvaku grants 
were engraved on P'~lm leaves or cloth, their successors bad them 
engraved on copper-plates. Whilst their political rivals the 
Western Ksatrapas used Sanskrit and dated the inscriptions in 
the month and tithi of the year, the Satavahana method was that 
of dating by the fortnight of the three seasons of the year
gimhanapakba, vasanapa.kha. and vasantanapakha. In the 
Iksvakus, Brihatphalayana and Cutu records this method is 
foliowed, The deviation for the Western Keyatrapa method is 
made by the Pallavas the Salanka:yanas, the Kadambas, the 
Vakatakas. But even in the latter case the Devagiri plates of 
Kadamba Mrgasawarman, the Dudia plate of Vakataka Pra
varasena, the Halsi pia tes of the reign of Ra vivarma, the 
Omgo4u plates of Skandavarman II, the Hira-Ha4agaHi and the 
Mayidavolu plates nf Siva-Skandavarman l, and all the Viey!]U· 
kUQ4in inscriptions except the Ramath1rtham plates. 

Above all the colonial and maritime enterprise in which 
the entire coast a I tract of the eastern De khan took part from the 
second century A. D., was in a great measure due to the extension 
of the Satavahana empire to the eastern Dekhan. The trade 
flowing through the Satava:hana ports of the western Dek
han suffered a great deal during the long drawn out struggle 
between the Satava:hanas and the Western Keyatrapas in the 
second century A. D. It was perhaps a desire to find safer ports 
that made the Sat.ava:hanas conquer the eastern Dekhan, Natur
ally their first preoccupation in the eastern Dekhan was develop
ing the ports, and foreign commerce (to the lands of the Far 
Eaet). The known ports of the the eastern Dekhan are KaQta- · 
kasela Koddura, Allosynge, Apheterion and Mottupalle. This 
commercial activity which in good time led to colonial enterprise 
in the Far East was maintained under the lksvakus as the 
Nagarjuniko IJ4a and other Buddhist monuments· of the third 
century prove. 
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MOHEN-JO-DARO ANTIQUITIES AND JAINISM 

BY 

KAMTA PRASAD JAIN, M.R.A.S. 

Mohenjodaro antiquities mark an epochmaking discovery 
in regard to the civilisation of India. It pushes back the beginning 
of our historical data by thousands of years; but it is not sound 
to consider the Indus civilisation as pre-Aryan or non-Indian, 
We have reasons to believe that Indus civilisation is a creation 
of Aryans, whose home was nowher" else than Indi~. To wit in 
the words of Prof. Humayun Kabir, "there have been scholars 
who donbt whether Mohenjodaro represents a pre-Aryan culture 
at all. They believe that India was the original home of the 
Aryans and Mohenjodaro marks only an early stage in the develop. 
ment of Aryan culture."' Of course the Aryans, who created the 
high level of civilisation in Indus valley, were not of Vedic 
persuasion. Sir John Marshall was emphatic on the point when 
he remarked that ·•a comparison of the Indus and Vedic cultures 
shows incontestably that they were unrelated ...... The Vedic re
ligion is normally aniconic. At Mol1enjodaro and Harappa 
iconism is everywhere apparent. In the houses of Mohenjodaro 
the fire-pit is conspicuously lacking,"• However it hao been 
pointed out somewhere that a reference to the image of India is 
traceable in Rigveda,• but it certainly does not establish the 
fact that iconism was in vogue among the Rigvedic people, as 
it was within the folds of Indus valley. At any rate the Vedic 
people never worshipped and made such images of Yogis as are 
found at Mohenjodaro. Viewing the numerous seals, terracotta 
figures and icons of the Mohenjodaro and Harappa antiquities, 
wnich form the concrete evidence to determine about the re
ligious belief of the people,4 one finds a parallel line of two 
streams of human thought working among the Indus people. 
One section of people was not highly civilised. It observed pri· 
mitive ideas and conventions and had little regard for Ahimsa. 
They worshipped Shiva Linga, Mother Goddess and trees and 
offered goats to them in sacrifice. Shiva as a deity is obscure in 
Vedic literature. Reference to Rudra does not signify the pre· 

1. Kabtr, Our Heritage (Bombay), p, 12. 
2. Marshall, Mohenjodaro and Indus Oivili•ation, (London), Vol, 

pp. I. 110-111. 
3, Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, pp, 97-106. 
4. "Indeed all that we have to go on in endeavouring to for Jl an 

idea of the religion of tbe people, is the engraved seals found in abun• 
dance among the ruins, an inconsiderable number of clay sealings etc,"
M.arshall, loo. oit .. p. 48, 

15 
• 
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tralence of Shiv a worship in the Rigvedie society. Rather the 
Rigvedic people were antigonastic towards those who worshipped 
Sbishnadeva (phallus) as deity.S Thus Mobenjodaro people of the 
non-Ahin8a persuasion were not related wit.h the Aryans of 
Rigvedic culture. But at the same timo in contrast to these 
people, there existed a more civilioed and cultured society of 
people at Mohenjodaro, who were tnt<' followers of Ahimsa and 
Yoga. They observed Yogadharma ancl their Yogis lived a life 
of abstinence and penance, whieh was more akin to the religious 
observances of a Jaina Yogi. Thet'<c arc reasons to believe that 
they were followers of Risha hha cui r or yor<', which afterwards 
came to be known as Jainism, 

Regarding the racial affi;,ity ,,[ the' Moh~njodaro people, 
it is said that they were either conncetc•d with Sumerians or came 
from Dravidian stock.6 Prof. Pran .~ ath deciphered a copperplate 
grant of the Babylonian king N ebucbatinl'zzar I (circa ll40 B.C.) 
found in Kathiawa:r, which disclosed that that king belonged to 
Burner tribe and was the lurd of Rew.,nagar. Nebuchadnezzar 
is mentioned in it, as to have visited Mt. Revata and paid homage 

• to Tirtbankara Nemi. 7 According tc> certain Indian opinion the 
Sumerians originally belong0d to Surasb tl'a tract of India and 
their religion was akin to Jainism. 8 l.t shows that Sumerians 
were not totally unacquainted of Jainism, rather they betray 
Jaina influence in their early beliefs." Hence if Sumerians 
were concerned with Indus civilisation the it is not strange to 
.find similarities between the Jaina and Indus people observances. 

But the general tendency cf the scholars is towards the 
hypothesis that the Indus people were of Dravidian stock. In 
this respect Western scholars uphold that Dravidians were not 
Aryans and came from Turana. But Indian tradition regards 
them ag K~atriyas, who were degraded to Vra~ala-hood owing to 

-

5. ·~~~'II ~f-1 !f-l{'<i ;;: ! " "1[1~~ +io I) 'i_tf, '~ li'l'l and also 

tho following mantr1J. b tu be referred to iu I his respecl :

<i 'lt'ii ~t <Jtq S"'<~f ~·<«~''fi![ !"'WI: >T!~•:rij_ 
W'!'lf 'i•~<~SHl i!~IPI,iiH'I{'Ir ,,-rfil'.-~«1 1;1 

-'l{•1t~, .;. Z•, li."' U. li;! 'l 
ti. Jfarshall, loc, uit. p. 108. 
7. Tne Time::. of lndi:.~., 'l'Lwsd.ty, Mtt.rch 19, ld35, page 9 and 

uJa.ina." (Guja.rati wet,jkly, H.1ava.na.gJ.r} Jrd JJ.nuary, 1'337 p!:\ge 2.. 

8. The ·'Viehala-llharat~·· \Htudt '"""lf"Y Calcutta), Vol. XVlll, 
pp. 626-632. 

9. Sumeriau deity "Sin" (muon) ',~,-<.~.:-: ('riginaHy known a.s HJuen1\ 
meaning ''Knowiog Lord', ,-..-Jtic.h 1:-: sh:ui;ki.Lll tJ tally witb the Jaina 
conception of deity a~ alL-~H:Jwing and 01.1l-:->t::~t::iug Lord, Sri, Klim aud 
other deities uf Sllw~rs are a.~l:!iu tr a.tH:H'-l>lu in th~ J ~in~ P"-lltl.levn,-lndia.n 
Historical Quarterly V ul. V U, tluppl. l!P· :IS,3v. 
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having remained out of touch of Vedas and Brahmanas 10• It 
shows that although these Dravidians were K~atriya Aryans, 
but they were not the followers of the Vedic religion. Manu 
makes them along with Lichha.vi, Jnatra and other K~atriyas as 
Vra:tyas, who again can be the Jain as and none else u. The 
Jaina tradition too, claims that the progeny of Prince Dravida, 
who was the son of Rishabha, the first Tirthankara, came to 'be 
known as Dravidas and there had been prince ascetics, known as 
Dravida Narindas in the Jain tradition, who are worshipped even 
today by the Ja.inas12 • It is evident also from •Tholkappyam,' the 
ancient grammar of the Tamils that the Dravidians were equally 
civilised like Aryans and were acquainted with the tenets of 
Jainism 18 • Jainism played an important role among the Dravidians. 
So rightly remarks Major General J. G. k. Furloni': that "All 
Upper, We9tern, North Central India was tllen-day l50v to tOO 
B. C. and, indeed, from unknown times-ruled by Turanians, 
conviniently called Dravids and given to tree, serpent and Phalik 
worship ... but there also then exia:;ed throughout Upper India an 
ancient and highly organised religion, philosophical, ethikal and 
severely ascetikal. viz., Jainism, out of which clearly developed 
the early ascetikal features of Brahmanism and Buddhism 14• 

Thus Dravidians, too, were under the influence of Jainism from 
a very early period and as such, if they are the real founders of 
Indus civilisation, they would naturally betray the influence of 
Jainism in their creations. 

The antiquities of Mohenjodaro and Harappa, if studied by 
keeping the above facts in view and giving credit to the Jains 
tradition that Jainism prevailed long before Parsvanatha and 
Mahavira, 15 reveal• traces of the J a ina influence in the following 
aspects:-

1. Nudity. Nudity had been an esseutial characteristic of 
the Jaina Sramanas 16. Rishabha, the first Tirthankara, observed 
the vow of nudity " and his images are found as nude. People of 

lO. Hindi ''Vishwa-Kosa" (Calcutta), Vol. IX, pp. '31 432 
( 113• t•·W ). 

11. Manu, X. 20 and 22, and the Jaina Gazette, Vol. XXI, part 6. 
12. Satrunjaya·mahatmya.' VII, 2, and Nivvana-Kanda, 
13. Chakravarli, Jaina Literature in Tamil, (A.rrah) pp. 10-14. 
14. Furlon;, Snort Studies in the Science of Comparative Religion, 

-pp. 243-244. 
15. Jainism prevailed in this country long before Brahmanism 

came into existence or heid the field".--Justice Ragnekar (A. L. R., 
1939, Bombay 377). 

16. C R. Jain, Nudity of Jaina Saints (Delhi) pp. 1-37. 
17. Mabapurana, ParHs XV!II-XX, 3-217 and Achar&nga. 

sutra. 
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,Koheajoda-ro also held nudity with esteem as as aored thing 18 • 

. lfade figures of male as well as of a certain femate are found at 
Mobenjodaro. These figures depict person,.ges who are but no 
other than Yogis. 

2, Yogadharma. A number of statuettes have been 
recovered at Mohenjodaro which are characterised by halfshut 
eyee, the gaze being fixed on the tip of the nose 19• "These 
~a\uettes clearly indicate that ... the people of the Indus Valley 
in the Chalcolithic period not only practised Yoga but worshipped 
Ul1l images of the yogis" 20• We are informed that "Not only 
the seated deities engraved on some of the Indus Seals are in 
Yoga posture and bear witness to the prevalence of Yoga in the 
I11dus Valley in that remote age, the standing deities on the seals 
also show Ka:yotsarga po, ture of Yoga ...... A standing image of 
·lma- Riahabha in Kayotsarga posture on a stele showing four such 
idlillt'BII assignable to the second century A. D. in the Curzon 
Muaeom of Archaeologv, Mathura (was reproduced in the 
-Modern Review" for August 1932). It will be seen that the pose 
of·this image closely resembles the pose of the standing deities 

•on the Indus seals ...... The namP Rishabha means bull and the bull 
ie the emblem of Jina Rishabha. The standing deity figured on 
ieaill three to five (pl. ll) with a bull in the foreground may be 
the Jrdto-type of R!SHABHA" 21 • In the Digambara Jaina 
text .A.dipurana, (Book xxi) a full exposition of Dhya:na 
(Meditation) is given and in it there is an instructive 
aoeount of the Yoga postures. Regarding the pose of the 
e,.ee it is stated in it (xxi, 6!) "Natyunru~an na catyal!ltam 
oimio&n"-"Neither keeping the eyes wide open nor totally shutting 
*em up". As to Yoga postures, the author of Adipurat;~a. (xxi. 71) 
writes : with the mind distractPd, how can one practise Dhyana ? 
Therefore the easy postures, Kayotsarga and Paryanka are 
delirable: other postures are painful". This Ka:yotBarga (dedi· 
cation of body in standing) posture is peculiarly Jaina. Hence 
it is most probable that the peorle of Indus Valley followed the 
Yoga cult of Tirthankara Rishabba, who according to the Hindu
Puriina was responsible to introduce the Yoga system of Param. 
haiPSa type and was counted as eighth Avatar of Vishnu ... 

18. "Some of the terra-ootts figurines also represent males, 
who are completely nude--(of. Pl. XCIV, 3, 4 snd 11)--it is not 
unlikely thst these partioulou terra.cottas may represent !~ale. 
deitles."-Mar5hall, loc, oit., p. 33. 

19. MtJrshall, loo. oit., p. 44. 
20. Chanda, Survival of the Pre-historic Civilisation of the Indus 

Valley {Memoir of the Aroh. Survey of India) pp. ).24 . 
. 21. Chanda, Modern Review. Augu•t !932, pp. 156·159. 
22. Bhagavatapurana, II, 7, 10-''Kalyana,'' Bbsg&vatr.nka, 

p. 2.3. 
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3. Adorable Deitie.~. Apart from the Mother Goddess and 
phallu> worship the people of Indus adored some other 
deities, which can be traced in the figures on seals. F rof. Pran 
Nath deciphered the inscription of the 1udus seal No. 449 and he 
read on it the word "Jinesvara" (f<fi1H:U~:), which is a peculiar 
term by which a Jaina Tirthankara is known••. lt points out 
that worship of Jaina 'f;rt.hankaras was not obscure at that 
period. Bes1des this, Prof. Pran Nath was of opinion that 
Indus people worship such Tantrik deitiee Sri, Hri, Klim etc.•4 • In 
the Jain pantheon Sri, Hn Dhrati, Kirti, Buddhi and Lakshm; 
are important female deities'". Hence we think Prof. Pran 
Nath was right to remark that " the names and symbols on 
Plates annexed (I H.Q. viii, sup!.) would appear to disclose a 
connection between the old religious cults of the Hindus and 
Jainas with those of the Indus people .. .It is interesting to 
note that the Puranas and the Jain a religious books both assign 
high places to these gods (of the Indus people)" ••. 

4. Mode of worship. There is nothing to show the mode of 
worohip, wb1ch the people of Indus Valley observed. But, 
how<wer, a certain vessel similar to those used in Jaina temples for 
Arati ceremony were found at Mohenjodaro,27 which indicates 
that Indus people observed the mode of Arati worship like Jainas. 

5. Sacred Symbols. Mohenjodaro seals and tablets contain 
representations of the bull, buffalo, rhinocEros, tiger, elephant, 
crocodile, goat, svastika and tree 28 • Animals portrayed on these 
seals, whether mythical or real, had some sacred or magical 
import in the eyes of their owners29 • These are the very repre
sentations which are found on the images of the Tirthankaras 
as their respective emblems.30• 

6. Trditional Eata. Details of the impressions on the 
Indus seals reveal the traditi >nal datain vogue among the people. 
Seal No. 1 on plate cxvi, and 7 on pi cx:viii represent six aude 
human figures on the obverse in the upper register, standing in 
a row. A kneeling figure in the lower register holds a bladed 
object in one band. A goat stands in front of the figures and a 

23. Indian Historio.,l Quarterly, VIII, Supplement, p, 18. 
24. Ibid, pp. 27-29. 
~5. Tattvartha dhigama·Sutra, 
26. Ind. Hist, Quarterly, VIII, Suppl. pp. 28-29. 
27. Marshall, loc. oit., p. 69. 
28. Ind. Hiat. Quarterly, VIII, p. 132. 
29. ''Still less open to question is it that most of the oopper 

tablets and seals have a religious or magical value--Animals portrayed 
on the seals, whether mythioal or real, had some saored or magioal, 
import in the eyes of their owners." -Marlhall, loo. oit., p, 71. 

30. Pra.tistba saroddhr.ra, I, 78-7~. 
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partly defaced tree in front of the goat. There is a human 
figure in the centre of the tree. The 8ame scene is found 
on the reverse. "The scene has been interpreted as showing 
a priest about to sacrifice a goat to a tree-spirit""· But 
why the priest is hesitating ? And wba t the six Yogis have to 
do with the scene ? This has not been explained. I think the six 
nude human beings are Yogis of Rishabha cult, who proclaimed 
Ahinsa culture and are depicted in the impression to have 
influenced the priest, who is hesitating to sacrifice the goat. Such 
pictures are seen among the Jainas. The nudity and Kayotsarga 
posture of these yogis are essential characteristics of a Jaina 
S~:amana. In the Jaina pantheon six Charan Yogis, who were 
Yadava princes are held in great reverence••. It is probable 
that those very Charan Yog\.s are show11 here prolJagating the 
..\hinsa culture. 

7. Images. Nude images has been unearthed at Mohen
jodara and Harappa-Pictures Nos. 15 and 16 of plate xiii represent 
a seated image with a hood over its head••. f. Jaina at the very 
first glance will say that this image is either of Tirthanltara 
S.parsva or Parsva. Images similar to it are found in abunda.n ce 
in the Jaina temples. An interesting terra-cotta figure also 
represents a man standing full front in complete nudity, (HR 
5368, Pl. xciv, 11) which probably represents a naked Jaina 
Yogi. Another statuette from Harappa (pl. x) likewise seems to 
represent a Jaina Yogi in Ka:yotsarga posture. Unfortunately 
this statuette is brokt.n and its portion of head and legs are 
mi88ing, yet its nudity and position of both the arms indicate that 
it-was a representation of a Digambar Jain Yogi in Ka:yotsarga 
posture. 

Thus viewing these similaritif·s of Mohenjodaro antiquities, 
one is justified to regard Jaina tradition as concrete, which 
claims a hoary antiquity to its Tirthmk:aras. I hope, the scholars 
will make thorough research in this respect. 

31. Ind. Hist. Quart~rly VIII. p. 133. 
32. Antagatadasas (Ahmedabad), p, 10. 
33. Mauhal/, loo. oil., p, 60. 
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WHO WEHE THE VRA.TYAS? 

BY 

DR. L. B. KENY, 
Siddharth College, Bombay 

The term Vra:tya is found in a mystic hymn of the Atharva 
Veda. In that hymn a resident of Magadba or South Bihar
a place outside the pale of Aryanism-is brought into a signi
tican t connection with the Vr;;;tya. This hymn has not been 
clearly ~x:plained as yet. In the fifteenth bock of the Atharva
veda-ca!led the Vratya book, a Magadha ia •aid to be a friend 
and adviser, a crony, and a thunder of the Vra:tya. 1 In the 
V;;jasaneyi Samhita of the Yajurveda the Vra:tya is further 
included in the iist of the victims at the Purusamedha, 'human
sacrifice".• A further connection between Magadha and the 
Vratya is evident from the fact that the Srauta Sutras of 
Ka:tyayana• and Latya:yana 4 enjoin that after the Vratya-stoma, 
a rite that procured the admission of the Vratya into the Aryan 
Brahmanical communi~y.• t.he belongings of a Vratya or the 
equipment characteristic of him. h >d to be bestowed either upon 
an inferior Brahman or Brahman in name only (bmh'11abandhu) 
of Magadha, or one who had not given up the Vratya p1·actices. 
But this inferiority of the Magadha Brahmans is not found 
in the Panchavimsa Brahmana.• On the other hand, a• the 
Kau~itaki Ara'!yaka states, "respectable Brahmai;Jas sometimes 
lived there.7 Oldenberg, however, seems clearly right in regard. 
ing this as unusual." 

The above data, especially the custom of giving away the 
habit of the enfranchised Vra:tya to a Brahmin of Magadha, in 
case a Vratya were not found at band to receive it, have raised 
a suspicion in many scholars that the original home of the 

1. Atharva Vtda, XV, 2, l-4; Of. Maodoneil and Keith, Vedoc 
lnde.~:, 11, p. 116; Sastri, Magadhan Ltterature, p. 5. 

2. XXX, 8; Of. 'T autiriva Brahmana, iii, 4, 5, 1. 
3. VIII, 6, 28. 
4. XXII, 4, 22. 
5. Ohatterji, Origin and Developmtnt of the Bmgali Language, J, 

p. 66, Barua, ""Alpines in Eastern India", Indian Culture, III, p. 116; 
Samadar, Glories of Magadha, p. 10. 

6. XVII, 1, 16. 
7. VII, 13. It is intere•ting to note that the earlier .A.itarey& 

Aranyaka does not mention this. 
8. The Buddha, p. 400 (£. n.); Of. Weber, History of indian 

Llterature, p. 112 (f.n.). 
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Vratyas was Magadha.• But a" a matter of fact there is nothing 
to determine the toxact native country of the Vratyas. The 
Lityayana Srauta Sutra states that the vipatha "rough chariot" 
or "cart" of the Yratyas was called Prachyaratha "eastern chariot" 
only hinting thereby that the Vratyas were most numerous in 
the eaPt. But this does not prove that they were confined to 
the east alone. They were, on the other hand, as the Atharva 
Veda maintains, in every direction. But their expansion in 
tbe north was limited by the Himalayas, in the south by the 
Yindhyas, and in the west by the pressure of other tribes, while 
in the east they bad almost unlimited scope for expansion. It 
would thus appear wrong to consider the Vratyas ae Magadhas, 
though some of the Magadhas may be styled as Vratyas, as we 
shall see Ia ter on. 

T'o what stock did the Vratyas then belong? 
Before trying to reply this question it would be advisable 

OD our part to see to their social customs. The Paricha vi1]1sa 
Brahmans of the Barna Veda10 states that the Vratyas rove about 
ia lands in open chariots of war, carry bows and lances, wear 
turbans and garments with a red border and having fluttering 
ends, wear shoes and sheepskins folded double, and possess cattle; 
their leaders are distinguished by brown robes and silver oma
ments for the neck:. They pursue neither agriculture nor com
merce; their law• are in a. state of confusion; they call an 
expression difficult to pronounce, when it is not difficult to pro· 
nounoe; they speak the language c>f the initiated "diksitavacum, 
~ugh 'uninitiated' adiksitan; and do not observe the rules of 
&he Bralamacharua 'the principle regulating the Brahmanic order 
of life.' 

The man of Magadha, again, is as we have seen before, 
brought into close connection with the Vra:tya in the mystical 
hymns of the Atharva Veda which elaborate the Vra:tya as a 
type of the supreme power in the universe. TheBe hyms witt. 
their deification of a wandering Vratya priest, with its strange 
paraphernalia and his cortege seem to be a little puz;zoling. Re
ferring to these hymns Dr. S. K. Chattilrji says that "they suggest 
the presenoe of a Saiva cult among the Vra:tyas, and certainly 
a cult quite different from that presented by the Vedic world. 
The extravagant respect paid to the Vratya in these poems", 
continues the scholar, "either shows the hand of the followers 
of Vratya cults themselves, or they are the work of Vedic Aryans 

9. Cf. Bhagw&t, "A Chapter from Tandy& Brahamana of the 
Sarna Veda. and the Laty,.yana Sulra on tile admission of the Non
Ar'f&ns into Ar7a.n Society in the V edio Age'•, J. B. B. R. A. S., XIX, 
pp, 362.6~; Sastri, Uag <dhan Liltra lUre, p. 9. 

10. Panchavimsa Brahmana, xvii, 4, 1·9; Alharva Veda, XV, 1-4. 

11. ·~<li •mit ~<lillll: ..... "'"'"'''lf~~;rr ~f/f<r 'I'Pf'i ;r~f.o 1 
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who felt fastlinated by the Vr;;:tyas with their non-Midland 
practice~, and perhaps by their wild mysticism, ior the Atharva 
Veda hymns are highly mystic in this connection".12 But Hara
prasad Sastri on the other hand, while commenting upon the 
passage of the Pa,;cavimsa Brahmana maintains that "they were 
Daiva praja: worshippers, worshippers and favourites of gods
the same gods as were worshipped by the Vedic Aryans".13 What 
was then th.:1 exact religion of the Vratyas? Before giving an 
opinion at this stage let us see into their other qualities. As 
far their speech was concerned, the Vra:tyas, though uncon
secrated, as we have already seen before, spoke the tongue of 
the consecrated. And this again was confirmed by the state
ment that they called what was easy of utterance, difficult 
to utter. This only proves that they had some Prakritic form 
of speech .14 

With the above data we could only state at this stage that 
the Vralyas were certain people, whether Aryan or non-Aryan, 
but certainly living outside the pale of Brahmanism. They were 
persons regarded as outcaste. But the fact that they had a 
turban to keep the sun off, and were clad in skins and white 
garments with black borders, and silver ornament~ round their 
neck, and wore "black and pointed shoes'';15 shows that they 
certainly were not savages but civilized people16 • 

Different scholars have identified these Vr;;:tyas with 
different people. Barna takes them to be the Alpines of Iran 
or the Magians of the Gangetic valley who spoke the Aryan 
tongue and migrated at the place centuries before the Vedic 
Aryans arrived in India.'' Dutt suspects them to be "Turanians 
who pressed into Behar through the Himalayas, anll gradually 
adopted Hindu language and civilization"'"· Jayaswal, on the 
other hand, states that "the term Vratya indicated those who 
bad traditions of the Jinas and the Buddhas amongst them even 
before the sixth century B. C. Buddha and Jina"19, But to say 
the least about these statements they seem to be far-fetched aud 

12. Chatterji, op. cit., I, p, 46; Cf. Collected Works of Sir R. G. 
Bhandar/car, IV. p. 149. 

13. ,Magadhan Literature, p. 5. 
14. Cf. Chatterji, op. cit., Vol. I, p, 47; Indo-Aryan a•d Hindi. 

p. 56; Macdonell and Keith, op. cit., II, p. 343; Chanda, Indo- Aryan 
Races, I, p. 38. 

15. KatyaYana Srauta S!ltra, XXII, 4. 
16. Cf. Sarkar, Some Aspects of the Earliest Social H"tory of 

India, pp. 57, 64,68-70, Bhagwat, op. cit., p. 361. 
17. Barua, 'Alpines in Eastern India', fndian Culture, pp. 1~6-67. 
18. Dutt, A History of Civilizatio" of Ancient Indta, p. 203. 
19. Jayaswal, ''Revised Notes on the llrab.min Empire'', J.B,O. 

R.S., XIV, p. ~6. 

16 
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eo preposterous, because as we shall presently see, th~ earliest 
reference to the Vra:tyas agrees with none of them. The Vratya 
book of the Atharva Veda describes a Vratya a" a wandering 
Vedic priest, roaming in the different no11-Aryan provinces and 
convertin~ the people of those places to the Brahmanic fold.' 0 

So this Vra\ya, mentioned for th" first time, waR an Aryan 
preaching Brahmanism to \hp, non-Aryan people. But we find 
a sudden change in the application of the term "Vra:tya". The 
first band cf the Vra:tyas who wen\ to foreign places to teach 
their own religious teachings wcr" themsp,\ vce tc>mpted by the 
non-Aryan religious preaching>' and their huge wealth. The 

·ninth and the tenth hymns of the \Tr,(ly:> hook hint at this slow 
progress of the Vratya toward,; his own uegraclation. "He went 
away", according to the first hymn, "to the people. Meeting and 
A~sembly and Army and Wine f<,lJowed him. He who hath 
this knowledge becomes the dear I wen~ of Meeting, Assembly, 
Army and Wine. So let the kir,g, to whose house tLe Vratya 
who possesses this knowledge cunH's as a guest", continues the 
next hymn, "honour him iis ,;uperiur to himself''- This shows 
~he slow progress of the statu:-" of the:· Vrat~':1. 1 rising frmn a mere 
wandering preacher to a mer n superior even to a king, And this 
change in position was due to thc huge wc•alll1 j,,, made through 
the conversion-rites. "Meeting, Ass muly, Army, anj Wine 
followed him" wherever hu wc·nt. He started by meeting indivi
'duals whose number increased tu form an assembly. His preach
ing& in assemblies had the necessary effect and his following 
BlllOUnted to an 'army' as it were, wu>ning thcrp[.y, that he had 
a huge following of the Ac yauiscd non-Aryan people. But his 
'pcsition te~J!ptted him towards luxmJ. Wine was introduced, it 
seems, as a necessity in the form of fees alorg with the number 
'of CQWS, as we shall presently see. 

Wjth luxury started tho dogradatic•n ut the position of 
a Vratya. The Panchavi!]tsa 13rahmana gives us the next stage. 
"The Gods for•ooth", states th~ Brahm ana, "went to the world of 
heaven; of them the adherents of 'tJ!, God' wore left behind 
(on earth), le•1ding a Vra:tya life. They canw to the spot where 
tbe God> were gone to the wodd of heaven. (But) they found 
neither that stoma nor that m<'tn' ''·'· meJn" of which tbey might 
reach them. Then the Gods "t;,, In •!t•.' Maruts: •neliver ye to 
these that stom<l, that metre, l>y llleaus ol which they may reach 
us". "To them", continues ti•~ s;;me passage, "they (the Maruts) 
delivPred that sixteen-ver,ccJ ,[omu, ... Tbereupon, they reached 
them" 21 • This ,;bows li1a~ t),,, tirst Aryan VNityas who went to 
preach to the non-Aryan people forgot their own duties of life as 
the study of the Vedas and otht·r rituab necessary for an A.rya. 

20. Atharva Ved~. XV. I, l ~. 
21. P<Jnchavim>a Brahman '• XVlJ, I,], ('l'r, by Dr. W. Caland), 

Cf, XVli, 1, 7 ; Cf. Sastri, op. cit, pp, 5-6. 
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The same Brahmana goes on further to describe the qualities of the 
Vratyas. "Those ·who lead tne life of a joined group", states the 
passage, "are destitutes, left behind. For they neither practise the 
study of the V cda nor do they plough or trade. It is by the 
sixteen-vrr,ed stoma that this can be reached"22• "Swallowing 
poison are those. who eat foreign food as Brahman's food, who call 
good words bad, who use to strike the guiltless with a stick, who, 
though being not initiated, speak the speech of the initiated. The 
guilt of these may be removed by the sixteen-versed stoma··.•• 
These passages also help to prove the influence of the non-Aryan 
Magadhan culture upon the Vedic preachers. The Vratyas of the 
first stage remained neither pure A.ryas nor pure Anaryas. They 
not only neglected and so forgot their Brahmanic rituals, but 
even did not till the land or carry on trade like the Magadhas. 
And as it could wry easily be found out, this was clue to their 
g<'tting huge wealth from the non-Aryan inhabitants. They never 
cared for the above thir1gs because they were able to settle without 
them. They enjoyed the non-Aryan dishes and adopted even 
their language to a certain extent. 

To these Vra:tyas we may apply very well the words of the 
Buddha, when be describes his contem[>orary Brahmanas to 
Ambattha, himself a young Brahma~;~a pupil of Pok:kharasadi, who 
was "knowing the mystic verses by heart, one who had mastered 
the three Vedas ... "2<. As the Buddha states in the Ambattha Sutta, 
these Brahmal)as "parade about we!l.groomed, perfumed, trimmed 
as to their hair ar1d beard, ad<>med with garlands and gems, clad 
in white garments, in the full possession and enjoyment of the 
five pleasures of sense ... li ve. as their food, on boiled rice of the 
best sorts, from which all the black specks had been. sought out 
and removed, and f\avourerl with sauces and curries of various 
kinds, ..• waited upon by women with· fringes and furbelows round 
their loins ... go about driving chariots drawn by mares w1th 
plaited manes and tails, u>ing long wands and goads the while, 
... have themselves guarded in fortified towns, with moats dug 
out round them and cross-bars let down before the gates, by man 
girt with long swords" ••. 

According to tht~ above paesages the Vratya did not remain 
the .Aryan wandering preacher. The term came to be applied to 
those Aryas who were outside the sphere of Brahman culture, and 
who were allowed to become members of the Brahmanical commu
nity by performance of the ritual prescribed, which would hardly 
be so natural in the ca'e of the non-Aryan people. The first 
Vra:tyas, vi11. Aryas of the first migration, came to stay long in 

22. Ibid .. , XVII, 1, 2. 
23. Ibid., xvn. 1, 9. 
24. Digha Nikaya, I, p. 88. 
25. Ibid,£, pp. 104-105. 
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jle•oo~.t.ry&n provinces like Magadha. Naturally they not only 
llr•klll&nised several Magadhas ~ imd accumulated huge wealth 

-,ill ~l!h and kind, but themselve• became addicted to luxuries 
•nd forgot their own duties of preaching Brahmanism, as well 
~$heir own Aryan brethren in the west. Manu, for example, 

. ~s the V ra:tyas as persons whom the t wice~born beget 
!ij$·, W9men of their own classes, but who omit the prescribed 

. ·~ and have abandoned the gayatri 26• The latter, on the 
, othu band, tried hard to bring their degraded brethren-who in 
'~of time themselves came to be called VratyaR-to their own 
J:JriiJinal Aryan fold. Th~s there came into existence two types 

•·fl!f Vr~yas. The first were pure Aryan people. but the second had a 
;;Peat non-Aryan influence upon their culture and habits. The latter 
'evan went to the extent of settling with the non-Aryan women, 
-.:we shall presently see. The second stage of the Vra:tyas was 
.~ tha~ of those people who had left their hearth and home. and, 
Md made their brethren and relations assume a contemptuous 
at.utude towards them and the country of their adoption. And 
OOOilequently tho non-Aryan people of Magadha were also 
lQOked down upon and styled by the same denomina>ion 27

• The 
:Mahabharata puts the Vra:tyas in the same category of the 
o.utcaste classes as the Ca1_1~alas and the Vaidyas, and describes 
them as the progeny of a Sudra man and a Ksa triy a woman "". 

There are four kir~ds of Vra:tya-stoma which, in the beginning, 
nem to have been a prayer for the regeneration or readmission 
of the degraded Aryas into the Aryan fold and, later on. f01· the 
oonversion of the non-Aryas into the same. The first Vra:tya. 
•¥Jma, according to the Paiichavi,~sa Brahma1_1a, readmitted 

'"•Qie degraded Ary as in to the Aryan fold 20 • The second stoma 
i~· admitted the •base' and the •censured' into the Brahmanic 

:·:,foWl\>. Bhagwat explains the •base' and the •censured' as the 
\~Uy of manslaughter", and continues further that "these 
having fled from justice or being condemned to banishment, after 
paSBing some years among alien races, n11turally yearned to return 
to their kith and kin31 • But to our mind this rite was meant not 
for readmission but for conv,·rsion. The 'base' and the 'censured' 
here mean the non-Ary as. This i" further corroborated by the 
same passage of the Bra:hmana when it "tales that cattle played 
important part in this rito: "It is the cattle that leads the base 
to. superiority"", says thu Brahma1_1a. Anrl cattle formed the chief 
wealth of the non-Aryas acct'ptablu to the Aryas. This was 

26. Manu, X, 2U. 
27. Cf. Cbtterji ov. cil., I, pp. 45-46 Samaddar, op, Cil., pp. 10-11. 
28. Mahabharula, Anusasanikaparva, 262!. 
29. PanchaYimsa Brahmana xvn. 1, l ; C!. Bhagwat, op. cit., p. 359. 
3u. Ibid., XVII, 2, 1. 
31. Bhagwat op. czt. p. 360 
32. Pancavim~a Brahmana., XVIl 2, 4. 
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thus the rite which admitted the ., Asura Easterners of Magadha' 
into the Aryan fold"'· The third Vr;;tya stoma was meant for 
the re-admission of those A.ryas who stayed with the non-Aryas 
since childhood and were thus 'nearly denationalised' 34• And the 
fourth rite was meant to entitle the degraded Aryas to procure a 
re-admission into the Aryan fold, even in a very advanced age"'· 
These old degraded Aryas were, according to Bhagwat, men wl)o 
had enfeebled their constitutions by undue intercourse with the 
non-Aryan women••. 

With the above data at our disposal, we could safely 
conclude that since the Vedic times, the conception of a Vratya 
considerably changed. In the beginning the Vratyas were Aryan 
nomadic hordes (vrata 'horde')'~. But in course of time the term 
came to be applied •to those Aryas who forgot their duties and 
indulged in luxuries with the non-Aryas. This degradation 
brought in hatred. And the same denomination was applied 
contemptuously to the non-Aryas like the Magadhas, who were 
outside the pale of Aryanism. And it is this contempt alone that 
has given rise to the definition of a Vra;tya as the son of a 
'twice-born' father and mother, who, not fulfilling their sacred 
duties, were excluded from Savitri 38• The memory of their having 
been a contemptuous people was even retained in the sa me 
word meaning later on those Brahmans, K~atriyas and Vaisyas, 
"who, their thr.,ad ceremony not being performed for 16, 22, or 23 
years respectively, either from birth or from conception, had lost 
their claim to the honour of being called brethren by the three 
regenerate castes"39 • "Curiously enough", as Bhagwat states, "the 
word Vratya is still preserved in the sens" of 'naughty, u nmanage
able, playing pranks' in the everyday language of the Maratha 
people"4°. 

From the above study we may safely conclude that the 
Vratyas were a few people from the non-Aryan countries like 
Magadha, so d~nominated by the Aryas, through contempt, in 
course of time, though the term "Vra:tya" was applicable to the 
Aryas themselves in earlier days•>, the Vratyas thus having a 

33, Cf. Banerji Saetri, A sura India, p. 71. 
34. Panchavimsa B1ahmana, XVII, 3, !, Cf. Bhagw..t, op. cit., pp. 

360-2 
35. Ibid., XVII, 4, 1. 
36. Bhagwat, op. cit., p. 360. 
37. Sastri, op. cit., p, 4. It should be noted here that the Aryas 

who migrated in the beginning, to the non-Aryan countries, moved 
always in groups. 

38. Manu, X, 20; Cf. Sastri, op. cit., p. 3. 
3~. Bhagwat, op, cit., p, 363. 
40. Jbicl., p.364. 
41. Just as the word " V ratya'' developed from a respectful term 

to one of contempt, other enmples also could be quoted. The word 
" :Pilla.i.'' ia ~ra.mil, for ex~omvle, meaning otigin~lly " u. son.'' when 
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better status once. In the beginning the Vratyas were thus a 
group of Aryan preachers who rceided among the non-Aryan 
people for a long time and thus were influenced by the non-Aryan 
people. The term •Vra:tya', however, was used contemptuously, 
being applicable to the non-.>;.ryan people, in course of time. The 
Vra:tyas were thus, in the beginning, Vedic preachers following 
Aryan religion, but later on they wen· taken to be non-Aryan 
people following a non-Aryan religion. 

THE "PUSHY A PERIOD" IN THE VEDIC CULTURE 

BY 

B. R. KULKARNI, B.A. 
Research Worker, Rajwads-Sanshodhan Mandai, Dhulia, W.K. 

Efforts made to approach the problem of ascertaining 
antiquity of the Vedas and Vedic culture on the Astronomical 
basis are very few and far between. Value of Astronomical data 
when compared with that of Genealogy, Geography, Geology, 
Philosophy etc. is decideuly superior as the results obtained with 
the help of Astronomy are more exact. In this small note atten
tion of orientali•ts is drawn t" a new single, simple and definite 
evidence from Kat.yayana's Blwlba ::>utra. The verse No. 35 
from the ending portion of tho llo,,k eontctins a list of stars that 
were used for the orientati'm purpos<'' in the saerifici"l architecture. 
The verse runs thus : 

~f'<!'lif :11'1"~ !i•qfl!I~I<'H <'lfol~<HII II 

ll;oq <IT-'il fc::ut~q' 1:Jml<'l"t~if !U II ~'£. II 

There are different four cases viz. (1) Krittika (Eta Tauri) 
(2) Shravana (Altair) (3) Pnshya (Delta Cancri) and ,4) A point 
between Ch1tra (Spica) an,J Swati (Arcturus) mentioned in tlns 
verse. 

Out of thPse four cases the last one is very controversial. 
But the remaining three are simple, clear and definite in their 
meanings. From these it seems that the stars (1) Etct Tauri (2) 
Altair and {3) Delta Cancri were used for fixing the due East. 
This could only be done when these stars would have their 
appearance m due east. Olit of r.he three only nne case and 
that of Krittika (Eta Taur·ij hao h<'<'H noteri by ,-~•<>arch scholars 

borrowed by the lndo-Arya. n langua.ge, c,une to rnea.n " a cub'' pill a, 
showing its degradation through e.mtempt (Cf. Grierson, Linguistic 
Sur,.v of India, I, pt.!, p. J:li). Another word i; 'M,g, dha'. 
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in this connection and their attention towards this evidence for 
antiquity was not arrested by the verse cited above Lut by a 
reference made about them in the Shatapatha Brahmana which 
says that they never deviate from the East. 

~~;<n{ ~ lrr~'l ~~ or ""'~~ ~'llf;q ~ 'lr 'll•'lrf.r orq;Jrf<!.T llr•afu:ur•~<rit 1 
-u<r<r'f <-H. 

According to the Jato Mr. S. B. Dixit the antiquity suggested 
by them when they were in such a position is 3001) years B. C. 
(History of Indian Astronomy (Marathi), page 127). 

Dr. K. L. Daptari of Nagpur, an authority on Indian a~tro
nomy has suggested an improvement in the interpretation of these 
references. The late Mr. Dixit took the appearance of the star 
on the horizon for the calculation purposes. But Dr. Daptary has 
pointed out that the stars like Krittikas are not distinctly visible 
unless they rise 15 degrees above the horizon. The height above 
the horizon of a particular star sufficient to make it visible 
depends upon its magnitude. It is impossible to see it when it is 
exactly touching the horizon. This suggestion of Dr. Daptari is 
logic&! and fully supported by ancient Indian Astronomical works. 

'6~,.; l'lillhrf•~r<h1stii_f il''l'l' 1 

~~ ci;;;;rof'l<:;l~"' f~<Jot i'l>ll II 
'1 ~f;qfcr•q~'j;qrf;r ~'l~~l<l; f'l~<a''f;il!l';;: II t II . 

-'l)llf&" ·~t<~ 11{1~r ~illllil'Tflil'li' 11 

However. in whatever way the evidence may be reduced to 
figures scholars will have to take into consideration a point that is 
65° ahead of the Krittikas. Because this is the difference between 
the Krittikas and Pushya. Besides it may be noted that the 
position of the Pushya is nearly on the ecliptic as it is only 
l/l5th of a degree in the north of it while the Krittikas are well 
over 4 degrees away from it. So it is certain that whatever 
antiquity is revealed by Krittikas, Pushya will take it over 
4000 years further back. 

Lok. Tilak in his Orion tried to show that the point of 
vernal equinox was in the Mriga Shirsha and there are indications 
that its position in Punarvasu too seems to have been noticed 
by the Vedic sages as the presiding deity ot that star·group is 
Aditi, the mother of all Gods (Orion, page 206}. 

By this new evidence about Pushya his suggestion is suppor
ted. Pushya is .!.5 degrees ahead irom Punarvasu. And when 
Pushya was seen in due east the equinoctial point cannot be 
so much away from it even if we follow Dr. Dapta.ri's 
method. 

One word is necessary about tho verso itself. The wording 
of it is likely to be interpreted m more than one way. The 
term Yugamatra and Pura used in this verse will be subjected 
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to different interpretations. Yuga means age and it also means 
a measure for height. In one way it will mean at a particular 
height above the horizon and by the other at an age. The word 
Pura to suit the fir~t meaning will have to mean East and if 
otherwise it will mean only formerly. But it seems quite logical 
to accept that Yuga means ag-e and Pura means formerly. For 
these three stars cannot be visible in due east dming one and the 
IllUDe period. Shatapatha Brahman too, says, that only Krittikas 
were in the east and no other N ahha tra. So this verse gives 
us a list of the ,tars which have lwen used for fixing the east at 
ditl'eren t ages. 

The periud calculated from Kriltikas comes to 3000 years 
B.C. and that of Pushy a on the same !-(rounds will have to he takefl 
at least 4000 years further back. s,, we are in a position to say 
that the existence of the Vedic sacrificial culture of the Ilindus 
can be definitely taken back to 7000 years B.C. and more, by this 
single simple and definite evidencl'. As referred abovE' Lok. 
Tilak said :-"Th,, oldeR\ period in Aryan civilization may there
fore be called the Aditi or the pre. Orion period and we may 
roughly assign 6000-4000 B. C. as its limits." But Pushya pushes 
this period further back to 9000· 7000 B. C. Lut us call it •.PushiJa 
Period' of the Vedic culture. 

[Noes :-Dr. Daptari has suggested the improvement referred to in 
this note in one-of his letters privately written to me while seeking hi• 
•kl. in some a.sttonomica.l ptoblems.\ 

THE PUlU¥AS ON THE ORIGINAL HOME OF TilE 
INDO·ARY ANS 

BY 

DR. R. B. PANDEY, M.A., D.LITT., 
Benares Hindu University 

Problem Tackled from a Wrong Angle 

So far the majority of Indologists have tackled the problem 
of the original home of the Imlo·Aryans on the basis of the 
following very important, but not conclusively proved, assumptions•: 

(i) There was originally a uniform Aryan race, the branches 
of which subsequently 'pread to various countries of 
Europ<: and Asia, the lndo-Aryans being one of them. 

1. G. Childe : The Aryans ; Isaac Taylor : The Origin of the 
Aryans; P. Giles: Cambridge Hi:;tury of India, Vol. 1, pp. 66 ff. 
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(ii) The original Aryan race was speaking a language, the 
various streams of which flowed al~ng with the migra· 
ting branches of the original stock. 

(iii) The original home of the Aryan race can be traced back 
through linguistic streams to the common habitat of the 
Aryan peoples. 

These assumptions have been seriously challenged. Like the 
monogenic origin of man the existen•Je of a uniform Aryan race 
has been questioned. TherAfore, the problem of the Indo-Aryans 
need not be linked up with the problem of the origin of the 

• so. called Aryans of Europe, who were not called Aryans before 
the philological studies were started in the nineteenth centurv 
A.D. It is only fair that we should make an independent attempt 
in seeking the origin of the Indo- Aryans. The second assumption 
that lingllistic atfiaity- indicates a racial unity has also been 
disapproved. The third assumption is based on linguistic data 
of a highly speculative character, which are used by 
different contestant schools to prove different original homes 
of the Aryans. In the humble opinion of the present writer 
linguistic and philological evidences are very incomplete and 
shaky and any conclusions derived from tllem will suffer from 
their inherent defeut•. Languages contain words indicative of 
persons, objects a ad events, whicll belong to the different periods of 
time and climes and yet they are used together at a particular 
time. Pieced together they can present a picture but it will be 
a composite 011e and it can be tar removed from reality. Philologi
cal and linguistic evidonces can have only corroborative and 
supplementary value; they cannot have the solo constructive 
value unless all the direct and chronologically connected evi
dences are dried up. It eannot be maintained. that the direct 
sources of the early history of the Indo-Aryans are non-existent 
and, therefore, we have to depend upon indirect casual and 
incidental evidences of philology. 

The Right Approach Through the Puranas. 

in the following lines an attempt has been made to show 
that a systematically connected hi•tory of the Indo-Aryans has 
been preserved in the Puranas and that they contain direct 
ovidencco on the problem of the original home of the Indo-Aryans. 
According to the Indian tradition • a study of the Puranas is 
essential even for the understanding of the Vedic and allied 
literature, on the basis of which the early history of the Indo
Aryans has been generally 30 far written. The forco behind this 
tradition is that while the Puranas contain a systematic and 
ehronokgically continunu• history of the Indo-Aryans, the 

2. Vayupurana, 1. 200.1, 
17 
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VediQ literature, essentially being poetic, ritualistic and philoso· 
pbjBl, furniehes •incidental, sporadic, and scanty references 

· which oan be understood in their true contexts only with the 
help of the Puranas. An independent slurly of the Puranas leads 
to oonoluaion, nigardi11g the original home of the Indo-Aryans, 
quite different from inferences drawn from philological researches. 

• The Purat)ic data on the problem <·.an be briefly summarized 
as follows : 

1. The Rise of the Indo- Aryans in Mid-India (Madhyadesa). 
(1) The Indo-Aryans, from the very beginning of their history, 

were in poBBession of the slopes of the Himalayas and 
the major portion of northern India (excluding North- • 
West and North-East). These constituied the eart~ 
(-land)of Manu, the first historical king of the 
Aryans.3 

(2) Manu's eldest son IksvCiku ruled at Ayodhya, which 
was the capital of his father also, on the bank of tho 
Saryu river. He was the founder of the main line of 
the Surya-vamsa (Solar Family):' 

(3) An Aryan family matrimonially allied with the family 
of Manu through his daughter Ila established a dynasty 
at Pratisthana ( =Jhunsi near Allahabad) on the conflu
ence of the Ganga and the Yamuna. Aila (born of 
Ila) .Pururavas, the grandson of Manu through his 
daughter, was the founder of the Aila or Chandra· 
varnsa (Lunar Family)." 

(4} Another Aryan dynasty, which was also connected with 
the family of Manu through marriage, ruled over 
southern Bihar and Oris•a. This was the Saudyumna 
dynasty. Saudyumna had three sons, Gaya, Utkala and 
Haritasva. Gaya ruled at Gaya (the city founded by 
him).' 

2. The Expansion of the Indo- Aryans. 
(1) The expansion of the Solar Pa mily. The first expanding 

family waR that of Manu. His sons and grandsons 
were ambitious and daring, and they were able to found 
colonies and kingdoms in different parts of India and 
even beyond it. 

(i) The main line of Manu under lksvaku continued at 
Ayodbya. 

3. Braltmanda-purana, iii, 20,2-3. 
4. Vayu-purana, 85, 20-1. 
5. Siva-purana., vii, 60; Visnu-pur1:1.na.. vi, 20. 
6. Vayu.purana, 85, 18-19; Siva-purana, 60, 14-15, 
7. Matsya.purana, 12, 15. 
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(ii) Na.bba:nedistha (Manu's son) founded a dynasty at Vaisali 
(-Basarha in tho Muzaffarpur District of Bihar).8 

(iii) Karusa (Manu's son) established a kingdom on the banks 
of the Sone river in S. W. Bihar and E. of the Rewa 
State.• 

(iv) The descendants of Dhrsta (Manu's son) occupied the 
eastern Panjab.10 

(v) Nabhaga (Manu's son) founded a dynasty on the southern 
bank of the Yamuna river.'' 

(vi) Sarya:ti (Manu's son) ruled over A.narta in N. Gujrat.' 2 

(vzi) The descendants of Narisyanta went towards N. W. 
outside India and became the progenitors of the Sakas.13 

{l!lii) Iksva:ku's son Nimi founded the Videha dynasty in N. E. 
Bihar.u 

(ix) Iksvaku's son Danda explored the forest region of the 
Deccan, which was known after him as Dandakaranya.15 

(x) Fifty descendants of Iksva:ku, under their leader Sakun.i, 
occupied Uttarapatha (N.W. India).16 

(xi) Forty-eight descendants of Vasati occupied Daksina-
pda.17 , 

(xii) Fifteen descendants of Vikuksi (the eldest son of Iksvaku) 
occupied north of Meru ( =Sumeria).18 

(xiii) One hundred and fourteen other descendants of his 
colonized south of Meru19• 

(2) Tile expansion of the Lunar Family. This family was very 
prolific and viri~e. Soon after the expansion of the Solar t 
Family the expansion of the Lunar .!family started and it subor
dinated the former in many places. 

(i) The main line under Ayu (the eldest son of Pururavas) 
continued at Pratistha:na20, 

(ii) Ama:vasu (another son of Pururavas) founded a 
dynasty at Kanyakubja ( = Kanauj\ 21• 

8. Vayu.purana, 86, 3-22. 
9. Padma-purana, v. 8. 129. 

10. Mslsys-purana, 12, 20.1. 
11. Bhagavat.purana, ix. 2. 17-18. 
12. Visnu-purana, iv. 1. 20·34. 
13. Siva-purana, vii. 60, 19. 
14. V ayu.purana, 89, 1-2, 6, 
15, Siva-purana, vii. 6. 33-5, 37. 
16, Ibid. 
17. Ibid. 
18. Ibid. 
19. ibid. 
20. Vayu. pur ana, 91, 51-2. 
21. Ibid, 
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(iia) Ksatravriddha (granJson of l'ururavas and ''''" of Ayn) 
established a dynasty at Kashi"'. 

' 

(iv) Yayati, the son and ,-uecessor of Nahusa, was a great 
conqueror and mad~ wide cor:quests towards N. W., 
S. E. and S. W. He was the first emperor of bdian 
history 23 • 

{v) Yay:iti had five sons-Yadu, 'l'nrvasu. llrc~hyu, Anu anu 
Puru. Tho en1piro of Yayati w: f' divi(kd a.tnoug thocn 
as follows: 

(a) Puru, the youngest, sncceodcd Yayatt at Pratisthana. 
(I>) Yadu ~ot S. W. territories watPrPd bv Charmanvati 

(Chambal), Vetravati (Belw«) and ::luklii;1ati (Ken). 
(t-) Turvaeu was given ::i. :K Hi,- c:e"'·.endants later on 

shifted towards N. W. 
(d) 

(e) 

(3) 

(i) 

( ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

Druhyu was allotted WPsl-wc~t of the Yamuna .and 
north of the Chambal. I! is ,:roc. <tc!anls l:<tcJ' ou nwvPd 
towards N. W. 

Auu occupied northern parl of tl11· Ganga-Ycununa doab. 
Later disposition of tile Lunar F<imily in X. W. 
The Yadavas (descendants ol Yadu) d<·voloped iota a 
great power under their king ~a~avindu". They pushed 
the descendants of Druhyu up towards N. W. into the 
Panjab25 • The Druhyus were further forced by the 
Emperor Mandhata of Ayo<ll<ya. Their king Ga:ndhara 
was compelled to mov,, towards N IV and founded the 
kingdom of Gandb,(ra 2 ". 

The Yadavas also ,,, !~'" <1 til" mam Lunar Family at 
Pratistbana and they !on·v(l ilw l'aurava~ t.n move 
tow~rds N. W?' 
The Anavas who le~y l"·l"'''''l lilt' Urnhyus and the 
kingdom of Ayodhya were• al'" fo1Ted by Mandhal;i to 
pro~eed towards N. \V. intu ttw Pan jab". 
Sivi, the son of Usinar:t Jan \naY a), was th0 progenitor 
of Sivis in the Panjab. an..l hi' sOilS founded the King
doms of Vp,adarbha, Madra, K"kaya and Sauvira''". 

Drubyus, though lo!-!t tlw ''a~t(-1rn p;l n l)f their dominions, 
were ab}~ to retain u~~ndl1;1:ra. lfi\.·~· gcnPration~ after· 

22. Ibid. 
23. Bramanda.-purana, ib, 6~. 12-1~. 
24. ; bid. gs, 1 !l 
25. Ibtd. 
26. ibtd. 9~ !'. 
27. Visnu-pura.na. iY, 4 1. 
28. Ibid. 
29. Brahmanda, iiJ. 74. 15. lli 
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wards lbey b~gau to multiply and tlwir furthfr move
ment towards N. W. led to the foundation of a number 
of kingdoms in the Mlechchha (foreign) countries outside 
India""· 

(vi) The Pauravas, ditolodged from Prati~thana by the Y a:dcvas 
and Mandbata, moved towards N. \V. and founded 
Hastinapur their Capital. Du,yanta r<,organized tho 
Paurava dynasty. He was succeed<·d by his famous 
eon Bharata born of Sakuntala. His H!Ccessors Bhara
tas became vny famous iu Indian histury. The whole 
country was known after them as Bharatavar~a31 • 

(vii) One of tho Bhanttas occupied upper part of the G,;nga
Yamuna doab. There one Bharata king BhriiJ)'asva 
had five sons whose joint uicknarue was Paiichala aud 
their kingdom was called after them. One of the five 
brothers was Mudgala, whose "on Vadhryasva extended 
bia kingdom widely. The latter's son Divodasa further 
augmented it. Divodasa's ~uccessors-Mitrayu, Maitreya, 
Srnjaya, Chyavana and Sudasa pla~•ed very import,.nt 
part in the political and religious history of the country. 
Sudaoa was very ambitious and he made extensive 
conque,ts towards N. W. According to tlw Mahabharata 
he defeated a confederacy of neighbouring kings on the 
banks of the Parue'.'i (Ravi) river""· 

Conclusion• from the Puranic Data. 

1. The Original Home of the lndo-.!J.ryans. 
The original home of the Indo-Aryans was Madhyades« (Mid

India). Its centre lay between Ayodhya and Pratisthan<t 
( Allahabad), where the first two Aryan dynasties (the Sol;lr and 
Lunar ones) aros~. It roughly included, in its ('Xpanded form, 
the whole of U. P. and Bihar, the eastern Panjab upto the river 
Sarasvati and the eastern portion: of Central India. This con
clusion is based on the fact that the early branches of the first 
dynasties were established in the•e areas without struggle8 and 
wars with non-Aryan elements in India, which shows that the 
Aryans had already been settled there. 

~- The Westward Expansion of the Indo-Aryans. 
Wilh their original centres at Ayodhya and Prati~\hana, 

they expanded towards east, south and west.. Instead of inva
ding India through N. W. passes and marching towards east, 
the Aryans advanced from Madhyade5a towards N. W., 

----·-·-
:30. lR<T6 : T"JU<i u•n'i: 6<f ll:'f it 1 +O?~~ u.-;;rf"<lqr: e~' ~5~l'ql 

f~'!l<~rfwar : V ayu-purana. 
Jl. Bhagwat-purana, IX. 23, 17-18. 
32. Agni-purana, ;177. 20. Garuda-purana, i. 140, ~-
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•eginning from the early migration of some of the near descen
dants of Iksva:k:u upto the westward conquest of the Panchala king 
~udiea. 

3. The Migrations of the f11do-Aryrtns beyond I11dia to
wards N. W. 

The Aryans did not only expand insidll lndia and occupied 
the whole of Uttarapatha (N. W. lnrlia), but tluy alBo crossed 
theN. W. passes of India and uccupied the countrie" now 
covered by Afghanistan, Central Asi", i 'crsia and W e>tern. Asia 
upto the Mediterranean Sea.. 

The Criticism of Pargiter' s Inferences from the Puranas 

1. "According; to traclition ... th·· ;\tlas or Aryans began at 
Allahabad (=Pratisthana), eJnquerr·d ancl "pread out north
west, west and south and had by Yay:ili's time occupied precis~ly 
the regiou famed'" Maclhyadesa ...... """ 

"Indian tradition knows nnthing <>I any Aiia or Aryan 
invasion of lndia from Afghanis~ an, nor of any gradual advance 
from thence eastwards. On the otlwr hand, Jt distinctly asserts 
that there was an Aila outflow of the lJrnhyus through the N. W. 
into the countries beyond, where thuy founded various kingdoms 
and so introduced their own Indian rdil-(ion among tlw na tions," 34 

The above inference is straight and easy. Anybody, who has 
read the Puranas, will agree with him. But Pargiter draws 
some other inferences, which are not warranted hy any text in 
the Puranic 1i tera tnre. 

2. "\Vhat does tradition SJY about th\' 01·igin vf LilL' Aila~ 
or Aryans? lt makes the Aila powvt· begin at Allahabad, and yet 
distinctly suggests that they were outsiclu India. The legends and 
fables about tiw progenitor Ptll'lH!lVa' Aila connect him with 
the middle Himalayan regions.""··· 

The basis of this inft>rence i, thai. the daughter of Manu, 
II;;:, had been on a pleasure tour in the mid-Himalayan region, 
when she met Blldh;, the ,on uf Soma. There is, however, not 
the slightest suggestion or indica cion that .l:lutlha ur his father 
Soma belongt·d to the mid- Himlay an ,., gion or he c<tme there 
from outside India. There i~ a ntuch rll'd.rer sug~estion 1 Rupported 
by later event,, that Butlh·J, like· lh. waR ab<> on :.t plea•ure tour 
and had gono there fro1u Pra.ti:Jtli;Lna. wh(·re hi~ son Pururavas 
succeeded hin1 on the thron·... llad ihc• Ailas or Aryans been 
invaders fnm the north thr·.,ug!; (.',,. rnid-Himabyan regions, they 
could not have spared and byrms-.ed th,· Man"v"" (Solar people) 
at Ayodhya beforo their arrival :ti Pratislh:ina, which iio" south 
of Ayodhya. The natural infenmcc· will l!o to regard the Mana vas 

33. F. E. Pargiter· · Ancient lndhn Historical Trarlitiun, P. 296. 
34. Ibid. p. 29X. 
35. Ibid. p. 2 7. 
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and Ailas both as Aryan families inhabiting Madhya-desa and 
the mid-Himalayan region as its outskirt, which was visited and 
haunted by people from the plains for pleasure and meditation. 
There are other considerations also against any Aryan invasion 
from the due north. Firstly, there is the insurmountable physical 
impossibility. Secondly, there is hardly any ethn[c nfflnity 
between the Aryans of India end the Trans-Himalayan Mongolotd 
people. 

3, An outlandish inference drawn from the Puranas by 
Pargiter is regarding the raue of the Mana vas (Solar people\ and 
the Saudyumnas. In his opinion the Manavas belonged to the 
Dravidian race and the Saudyumnas to the Munda-Mankhmer 
stock••. In the case ol the Mana vas his main argument iR that 
in the Pura:nas the Ma:navas are depicted as a people d<stinct and 
different from the Ailas (=Aryans), and th<3y lived in India 
before the advent of the latter. The pre-Aryan people, according 
to him, were Dravidians. First of all, the ManavaB are not 
described as a people distinct and different from the Ailas. On the 
other hand, the close and frequent matrimonial relations between 
them imply an affinity of race. Both are de8crlbed as a people 
similar in race, language and religion. Moreover, the centre of 
the Dravidians in Indi;;, as in the modern times so in the past, 
was the south and not the north of India. The Dravidians came, 
in course of time, to northern india through migrations, wars, 
trade or jobs. It is absolutely unnecessary to seek the original 
home of the Dravidians in the north. 

As regards the Saudyumnas, Pargiter thinks that, because 
they ruled southern .Bihar and 0l'issa, they belonged to the Munda
Mankhmer stock, the centre of which lies ncar these areas. The 
Puranas, however, treat the Saudyumnas as a family branching off 
from; and matrimonially con::!ected with, the Manavas. The 
Saudyumnas were distinct and differeat from the Munda
Mankhmer people, who were confined to the foregt and hilly 
tracts of Bihar and Orissa and who have etill preserved their 
racial pcculiaritie•. The Saudyumnas, who were intimately 
connftted w1th Manavas, cannot be confused with the Munda. 
Mankhmer stock. 
The Puranic evidences and the Vedao. 

The Puranic evidences are fully corroborated by the inci
dental references found in the Vedas. As a matter of fact, the 
Vedic references can be understood in their proper contexts in the 
light of the Puranic history. This fact corresponds with the well
known Indian tradition 87 • The Bra:hmana, who may know the 

36. Ibid. pp. 288ff. 

37 q) f<l"~liili);~l ~~!>'3'T~~qfo'l~tf~;t: I 'I ~<!!U<l!' ~f'l'-l!iJ<r <1 ~'il';n.f~~: 1 

{fu"itf8'~uqrr•'.ft ~~ <'~i'~¥'l~ I fi<it<'IQ'~;J<Tr~'<::) fl!ll'>i l!{R•'1Rr 11 Padma 
• Q • purana V .• , 5(). 2. 
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four Vedas with the Angas and the Upani0ad•, should not really 
be regarded as having attained proficiency, if be should not 
thoroughly know the Puranas. The Veda i~ afraid of him, who is 
deficient in tradition, (tl1inking) he will do me hurt." The follow
ing corrPspondenccs hetw,en the Vt•das and the Purana" should 
specially be noted : · 

1. Almost all the Aryan fa!llilius and king' of tlw Pur,in«s, 
who sought N. W.-ward expansiotl, ar,. rderred to in tlw Vedas. 
On the evidence of the Vedas, howc1•er, we eantwt determine their 
chronology and \oration, whereas tl1e Puranas contain state
ment~, regarding their sequencu, sue"ession ·and location. The 
Puranas narrate the history of the fL•;· sons of Yayati and thuir 
successnrs-Puru, Yadu, Turvasu llrui,yu, and Anu; the Vedas 
refer to th,.ir descendanb-Anu~. D:·uhyu", Turvaas, Yadus and 
Porus."' 

2. Tho Puranas describe tlw wat·s bet.w<•en Sudasa," king 
of Pancha:la a nrl tho kings it ncl people, llf I h1• P a nja b ; tlw Rigveda 
contains a description of the ·D:i-:ar:dn:t- Ywidha' fuu~IJt butween 
Sudasa on the one side and the ten tniJl:s <>[ the P:tnjab.•o 

3. 'rhe Pnrana" systematically record thn succ-es8ive 
expansion of tl1e Aryans from tlw Madl1yade'a towards N. W. 
The westward march of the Aryan, with their hocstJs and chariots, 
crossing thA rivers of [nrlia from r.h., Ganga in the east upto the 
Kubha (Kabul), Gomati (Gomal) '""' Kt·amu (Kurrm) in the 
west isclearJ_,, indicated by t!Jtt We;ve!l" in ils hymr1 to Hw 
rivers. 40 

The important J'act to \>P. note<\ in \.his r.otmectioa is th3t 
the rivers in tho Rig-veda aro onunwmte·l from the east to tho 
west, indicatiug thP direction of tht· Arya.n t~xpam~ion:.lt Thtl 
pity is that the champions of the tlhory ol the forc·ign origin 
of the Aryans il:(nore litis cruci a\ fact, and, contrary to the 
evidence, base tbPir tht•ory of the Aryan ir1vasion of India from 
N. W. on this hymn. 

4. The< non-Aryan peoples, \\'i•.h whom che Aryans h~ to 
fight in the cour'<· ut th<"it· we;; I ward and solllhward oxpa"ffsion 
frorn Madllyad~,sa. art· (·:dled in i!lt_\ Puranas ak Asuras, Danavas, 
Raksasa~, Pl~itCha~ l·:te. All tht.'Sl' names ":tnJ found in Hw v(~da"' 
also: 

38. Rigveda, v il. 3:\, 2, 5; ~:l. ·' 
39. Rigveda, vii. ;rJ, s;j. 
41). Ibid., ~. ;:, 

41 >::>iii ~if lll"r 1''f'lfo 'IJiJfi;" <cr)+i 'I·!"' ;'i''lJ If I .-
~f61j;"'l'l llliG1i< fen•<l'1f::;q ·i~il ··ill';; ;r 'l"'"ll 1 

~ ' 

if~Gf<rqr ll'Hi '11<fi. •n: ""''r '"'1' 'r· "''"' 11 :q· f!!•-.:it "f,Wlf •il•Hlq;<i ~FJ:"U ~H>i ><ff>J'I}Ji:l 

'!1{"11,~;\lliU<fl llf>dl 'ffl'li'lif'f qtCr '"rf'f II !<i;<·><•d:. ' ~'i 4-H 
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The Puranaa and Philology 
The main thesis of philologists, regarding the original home of 

the Aryan race, is that the family of the Indo-European languages, 
stretching from the Ganga in the east to Ireland in the west, 
shows certain affinity which indicates a common original home 
of the Indo-European Aryans. The different 8Chools of philologists 
seek this original home in different places-Central Asia, Meso
potamia, various centres in Europe etc. The main basis of the 
identification of the original home of the Aryans is speculation 
on common words found in these languages. How far this 
speculation i~ uncertain. and sh<:tky is proved by the wide diver
gences that exist among the champions of various theories. In 
the opinion of the present writer the ling•listic affinities among 
the Indo-Europ~an peoples can be •atisfactorilv interpreted "nd 
the differences of view among •cholars can be smoothly re•olved, 
if we look to the Pu~;;:nas for light, The Puranas tell u•, in no 
uncertain words, that the Aryans rose to power in Madhyadesa 
(Mid India), from where they expanded in different part• of 
India. It was from here that they moved westward and occupied 
the Punjab, Frontier and the Kabul valley; the most adventur.~us 
of them still advanced further and colonized central and western 
Asia. By reaching the Medtterranean, they came in contact 
with the Europeans. This process of Aryan expan.•ion, as des
cribed in the Pur;;:nas, will explain the diffusion of the words of 
S<!-nskrit origin in' differer,t languages of Asia and Europe and the 
close connection between the Indian and Iranian. 'l'he testimony 
of the Pura[_las, which is based iwt upon speculative inferences 
but upon clear statements of facts, is more trustworthy than 
philology, which is highly speculative and therefore, less certain. 

THE CARVED LINTEL FROM PAWAYA IN GWALIOR STATE 

BY 

D. R. PATIL, M.A., LL.B., PH.D., 
Director of Archaeology, Gwalior State. 

This curious sculptured piece was discovered at .Pawaya in 
Gwalior State in the year 192i-Z5 in the course of excavations 
carried by the State Archaeological Department.• The excava
tions have revealed a very peculiar monument now known simply 
as the Tila. About 50 feet to the south east of it was discovered 
the above fragment of a lintel which forms the subject-matter of 
the present article. 

1. Annual Administration Report of the Achaeologioal Depart
ment, Gwalior State, for the year 1924-25, page 10. 
1~ 
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J'rom ita size and form it can be stated with certainty that 
~t once formed part ot a Torana gateway the other parts of 
,Vhioh(ezcepting a portion of the present lintel) have unfortunately 
~t been found so far. The existing piece is exquisitely carved 
on both sides. On one side on tt..e square end of thu li<1td is seen 
a very beautiful dancing scene whtle on the other t'l:lin curved 
,P!)J'tion bas been represented the well-kn Jwn lego:"l of Rali's 
tserifice in two separate sc·'rled the sPcond '"'" of whicoh is partly 
lJrok:en away. Ort the other side on the curved portiun is 
i'epreaented the famous A11.rita manlhana scene while on tho 
.quare end at the back of the danc1ng scene is fonnd the six
armed god Kartikey a. 
· · As has been stated the legend of Bali'" sacrifice has heen 
depicted in two parts: the first one reprc'>Pnting the scene of B3li's 
Jaorifice and the second one showing the god Trivikrama in hie 
act of taking the "three stPps". lr1 the• first scene the Dwal'f 
:V'i!Dana is shown in the lower corner to the right with the ktng 
Bali pouring water into Vamana's ri~ht hand through a vessel 
in token of his promise to make the gift (i.e. the tnree steps of 
the earth dPmanded by Vamana). Tlw figme. to tl1e right of tile 
king is seen raising his hands up apparently in rc;pr<Jbation and 
he may be taken to be the sage Sukt·a of the Pura9as wbo it is 
there stated to have presaged the impending doom ot h!s sovl'reir;r1 
through this rashly given promise and lnd wnrtwd him before of 
the fatal consequences. The small fivure ID tbL' other· side of the 
king just above tbat of Vama.n« may l'c>pr.,,e.nt a companion of 
tbe Dwarf ~~:od, To the left of all the,oe figur,•s lower below is ll1e 
sacrificial .altar with a goat tied to th · yupa Ot' the s ccrificial 
post. To the extreine left i• Feated on a st.,.,J '' female figllru wllo 
is very probably the quet·n of the ki:Jg B d1. Tne three• seated figures 
to·ller ·left may be the other thr>,, pnc,tii of tt:e sa.erific0. The 
portion abov~ this excepting to th~ extrcnk right is divided into 
two horizontal panels each one of whicll is further divided into 
f':lur vertical panels each of them cunL .. tini.\)g: a female figure in 
different positions of thc>ir haurk [t appc<1r' here it is intended to 
depict a two.,turied balcuny about tlh· scc<:r:[icial hall where the 
sacrifice wa:-; in perform1i.net·. T~) nH-> right. end of the ba!conies 
is shown a F:ort of a ga tvv:.·a.y \\·~th <t w·)man f.'tan .. :ing underneath. 
It may perhaps hav•' •Otn<: l><·tll'ill:~ ,,, ttw ot'i~·.nal appearance of 
the gateway from wllicll t!1,~ prv~. :lt pi1·'. ·: La~ ~urviveJ. It is 
difficult to st~l te wh..._ rhtT t: ._. : l·n:alt·:-; in 1 t, · pt~nds are the ladies 
of the royal h:.tn·tiJ or as l'.:l~l !Jl' :--Llrm:-P'! 1rum tlw postures of 
their bands I hey art~ ti1~._~ l'lJya! Jan~__:t-~r~, a s'...lPb}:)sition which 
appears more prqlJable from tht• ex(jui:-:il•,· L\T carved "danqe and 
music" seen" seen It> tho le!t. lt '' parti,.u!arly intereRting that 
the panels are here >epara tvd by pil!iir, wloic:'J in their design and 
shape closely resemble the pilasters sue11 oll the exterior walls of 
the Tila referred to above. 

On the whole the ladies, the prie,ts, thB quec'n and the king 
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are very simply dressed anu ornamented. The queen wears 
a nec!ace, ear-rin~•. ank[Pts and bracelets and a single garment 
covering the lower part of her body. The other laoies also are 
similarly embellishPd. TIL' king and the priests wear a tight 
fitting dhoti up to knees an! ear-ring~. the former also being adorned 
with bracelets. The figure of Vamana is somewhat impish his 
legs being disproportionately >mailer. He is represented as being 
nu<;e with a bulky belly wearing bracelets, large ear-rings, and 
the sacred thread. In his left hand is a kamandalu. 

The next ecene represents the god Trivikrama taking his 
"three steps'' part of which is broken >Lway. The god has eight 
arms of which only the four right ones and one of the left are 
now preserved. Of the right hands one holds a dagger, the other 
a discus (ch'akra), the third a staff while the fourth touches the 
breast. The surviving left hand holds a branch of a tree(?) The 
god wears a cap-like crown and is adorned with ear-lobes, a 
necklace and bracelets. The lower portion of his body is lost. 
On both sides of the god at the top-most corners are represented 
the figures of the Sun and the Moon, the latter being to his right, 
that of the Sun being to the left. The Moon is shown personified 
in the centre of a disc, it being indicative of the god's identity, 
seated on it as in a chariot orawn by two horses flying in opposite 
directions with the god holding the reins. The Moon-god wears 
a "imple crown and ear-lobes. The Sun-god is represented by a 
roun~ ball which is partly broken away. To the right of the 
Moon-goo is a sort of projection which may signify a mountain. 
Below the Moon-god are two female figures, standing to tho 
right of the god Trivikrama, one of them to the extreme 
left l10lding a fan-like thing in her right hand, and the other 
holding with her both hands a staff (only th8 lower part of it being 
visible) probably of an umbrella. Both th8 figures wear a number 
of bangles covering their fore-hands also mcklacts, ear-rings and 
girdled chains to fit on the only garment they had put on to 
cover the lower part of th~ body. Their hair is arranged slightly 
differently from those of the females in the first scene. It is 
diffi~ult to suggest as to what they are meant to represent. 

But artistically the most interesting scene on the lintel is the 
one depicting music and dance on the square end. It is this part 
of the lintel that was once supported immediately on one of the two 
pillars of the gateway as can be easily inferred from the mortice 
hole at its bottom. The scene illu~trated here is certainly one of 
the rare masterpieces of ancient Indian art. Ir. the centre is 
shown a female dancing with charming grace and poise to the 
tune of the music played by the other mAmb~rs of the party on 
various musical instruments. All the members of the party, it 
will be noted, are females. To the left of the dancer down below 
is a much damaged figure, with the upper portion of her body now 
gone, playing on a guitar and seated on a cashion. To the right 
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Oppm!ite her is a similar but well preserved figure playing on a 
·lyre and also seated on a cuohion. In th<> central portion to the 

left is a damaged figure, al•o sea ted, playing on a flute. To the righ'\ 
is another female figure playing on a tabor and seated on a 
raised cushion with her legs hanging down. Tn her front is an 
object which it i~ difficult to make out. In the uppermost portion 
are four females--probably they were more as the portion to the 
left has broken away-one of them playing on a pair of tabors, 
the second one n~>ar h~>r on cymbals with a third one (an idler 'l 
sitting midway between them at the back, and the fourth to the 
extreme right holding a fan. like thing in hEr right hand which 
may be a sort of musical instrument. On the whole all the female 
figures in this scene are similarly drPsserl and embellished each 
wearing a lower garment to cover the lower part of the body right 
upto ankles and bodice to conceal the breast•. Necklace, anklets, 
earrings and a number of bangles covering the whole of their 
fore-arms are the only ornam<'nls on their bodies. The chief figures 
of attraction in the scene-i.e .. the main dancer-is, however, 
better adorned and dressed. For in addition to the embellishments 
of hEr companions her brea•ts are covered by an upper garment 
with a knot at her left. breast and with its remaining portion 
hanp:ing down in a fold right upto her knees. This has admittedly 
given an additional charm to the nonetheless graceful movements 
of her body which must he deemed to be perfectly attuned to the 

·music played by the other members of the party on the various 
musical instruments. 

The other side of the fragment is also carved but the 
carving here is much shallower and damaged. Behind the 
"dance and music "scene on the square and of the lintel is 
represented the figure of the god Ka:rtikeya part of which 
has, however, been broken away. But fortunately part of 
the detached portion has been recovered in the excavations. 
The god is shown standing with his (<ix) heads (four of which 
only are visible) and twelve bands. There seems to he a hood of 
a snake forming canopy over his head. His hair is arrangej in 
jata fashion like that of a muni or sage. All of his hands are 
with palms open painted towards the sky i.e. they hold no weapon 
or implement. He wears a simple necklace and bracelets and a 
lower garment reaching down to ankles with a tuft hanging in 
between his two legs. On each of the two sides of the deity are 
three figures. What they are meant to represent is not clear. 
All of them appear to be male figures excepting probably 
the middle one to the right of th" god, The detached portion 
is better preserved and show" the three figures with their hair 
arranged in jata, the knot baing bound by a fillet. They further 
wear an upper garment. What the two of them hold in their left 
hands is not clear. ls it a oow ? The figures to the right of the god 
are too severely damaged to enable u" to give a similar description 
of them. 
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On the curved portion of the lintel on this sido is represented 
the" .Amrita manthana scene" which is also partly broken away, 
The surviving portion is divider! into two panels and is consioer
ably damaged. The lower panel illustrates part of t.he main ocene 
with four figures pulling the rooe (i.e, the tail of the legendary 
snake) with a cow and a small figure standing in their midst. 
To the right are other three figures seated on stools with a fourth 
one sitting behind th~ first and second of them. Out of the thre,e 
seater! in front the one to the extreme right has a kalasa in his 
left hand while his other hand touches his breast. The central 
figure holds a club (?) in his left hand the right hand being 
damaged. The figure to the left holds a noose (?) in his right 
hand the left hanr:l being broken away, The upper panel is 
occupied by five figures all of them being sPaterl, There is 
amongst them a figure of a bird with spread out wings having 
a human head apparently meant to represent the mythical 
Garuda, the vehicle of the god Visnn. All the other figures have 
two hands and are seated on stool~ 'or cushions with haloes 10und 
the heads of all. They have been considerahly damagPd the 
first one having only its upper portion now surviving, All tbe 
figures appear to have been adorned with large garlands. 

As has been stated the scene has partly been broken away 
and existing portion described above represents tbe .• lsuras, wbo 
in the legend, as it goes, are stated to have held the tail portion 
of the legendary snake the gods having to their lot the poison
emitting portion towards the mouth. 

Returning to the story of Bali's sacrifice it is to be noted 
that it is a favourite legend with the Pura:~,~as and the epics.• 
Its popularity in the Gupta period can be well attested from the 
references to it in the inscriplions of the age.• The main points 
in the story as found in the different Pur-a~,~ic texts mentioned 
above as follows :-

(1) Bali, son of Virocana and grandson of Prablada, was 
the lord of demons. All the texts are unanimous in acclaiming 
him as a great sovereign. Unlike the other Asura lords he had 
faith in the institution of sacrifice and was himself a great devotee 
of the lord Vi~1,1u. 

(2) But the thing was that he had deprived Indra of his 
power and glory and he being a Danava the DBvas disliked his 
rule and contrived to depose him. In some Pura~,~as4 this account 

2. Bulletin of the Deccan College Resea•ch ln1titute, II, p. 
!58. 

3. ibid. 
4. Bhagavata Pura"a (Bombay edition published by y,.nde), 

VIII, 8 Brahma-Vaivarta Pwana (Aandasrama Sanskrit Series) IV. 
6l ; Mahabharata (Benga.l edition published by Asiatic Society of 
Bengal) V, 10, 297.9, 
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Vi~u plays a trick and deprives 
of the nectar. 
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the A mritamanthana in which 
tlte Danava• of their due share 

(3) A de put~ tion of the gcJs ar,d sa"'" thr•n waits on Visnu 
as usual with prayer,: and cumpl tint.,; for the redr,~'" of th'eir 
g--ievances. Vi!?Q'J pr'"'mist·s t"-~'mpa~n~~tie consideration and 
action. Sr•me Purana,;5 nan • te "!,.o t!He story of Aditi's 
penance as sh" h•ul b<•t•n "·re>itl.v affl,d,··i at the mi;;erabiP plight 
of her son, lndra. VI,I)U time g:\'e,, hr·r the promis"" that he 
will be bJrn as her· "'n and will rJ·instell indra on his lost 
throne. · 

(4) Visnu is then born as Va na:ra {Dwarf) to Aditi. This 
divine Dvija b'Y later att"aoled !he 'acriticial session just 
started by the kin~ B<it. wii·>. wir!wul any idea of what 
would happen, promised Va \lana a' amch of the pon.ion of the 
earth as Lhe boy will cov"t' with ltis :!me• etriolt'S as hi< religious 
dues demandvrl by him. 'rne foc,e-si~trit-d :-iukca tried to dissuade 
the king from giving such a promi~n but in \raln. 0 

(5) Vamana n:lw a~sumed hi-. dtvir\1.-~ form (.llVarupa), kn')wn 
as Trivikrama, and coven·rl wi<hi•1 hi< two steps the whole of 
the unive"e· He nnw asked of B«IL to fulfil the condition of 
the promise but th" great. A'ura k1n~ without. any sentiment of 
remorse reqm·stL;d tlw Lor,i t'' place his th1rJ step on his head. 
Jr,dra. thus got his puwer bacK and Btlli had to retiru to the 
Rasatals" 1 

(6) After all B IIi wa" a great king an I a f'>ithful devotee 
of Visnu and th~e L•)rd propo,,.,i t•J a,,p as:· hi'11 with a boon. 
But B·,;u only bt gged 1"r the Lord':-. cow..;tant aFP.ociation and it 
is said the gud Vrsn\1 is still e1anding as a gate-keeper at Bali's 
palace in the f{a<i ah. 

From tb<> abov,• ir. w<~>tl·.l foll•JW that the version of the 
story a~:; repre8entHI in our ~cu]j1tnre ]s much simpler or, it 
may be, , e t:ave nut lwru " com p]l'll· set·ial of the legend, 
portions of it such as tlJo>•' !" r\ur~ttng to Acliti's penance etc. 
having been lo•t. Tttere ie, however, the scene of the Amrita
manthana ,, t thr· buek. Tlwre is no doubt that as compared 
with the >\ub"rat.. det•1ils of tlw ''PiC nnd Pura~ie stories 
thf' repres;;t>n\at.i·>n nf tht~ h':~en·l ()n <~ur piece is much simpler 
with the Lur prie,ts, thE- kiltr; a:..cl tlro queen, the Dwarf.god 
and his companion and the' a\t1r and the victim all these 
only g0ing to make up tlw l'tory. lt appears the carving here 
has n•Jt been exccuV~d ;;tri;;tl.l after t!Ie narmtiv0s of any of 

... ;\~ah:ra Porana (Anai'Cin.~n.!l-la Sa.n~krit ~erios). chaptl3r 245; 
Kurn.a Pu•a!·ft \Btbil··thec:t 1-Hh·-t >f"it·'-') p. ~08; 'R~IH<\yana (Bombay 
Nirnay~~agtr Prt:l--~ uditi(ju) I, 29. 

6. Brahma Purana (Ananrla>rawa :>anskrit oeries), ·, 3, 32-3. 
7. Bhagavaca Purana Vlll, ~3. iO 
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the existing texts as can be said in case of ~imilar sculptures 
found elst•whore in fndia to bA m~;ntioned juqt below;-

The story of •hP Va::na· a\'atara i- found on 1he sculrtnres at 
Maha:o dipuram in M.~dra• Pr•'•idencv 8 , at B, a ui in Bdwur 
Di-r.rwt of B.,mtJay r're"dency 0 , ar.d at EIJO.-a 10 H.vderat>ad 
Stat~ 10 all of which belong to ti1e peri•11l betw•·en the 6th t >7th 
centuries A. D. There i" al;o a b ·auuful piPce tro u K."jltn in the 
Central ProvinCP,;11 , bdonging- 10 the l!th century A. D. 011e will 
be at once struck by the u>fforence' in the presentatio;l of Lhe 
legend in the Pawaya piece from that four!d m the abo\'e svulp. 
tures. These differences can be enumerated a< under:-

(1) At Badami, and Ellora the scene of B IIi's performance 
of the •acrifice and his g>ving of promise of Varnana and that 
of Trivikrama mea:;urin~ his three steps are buth presented in 
onP composite scene whtle in Paway>t there are two separate 
panel. for tho two e\'ents, a more logical and much simpler 
arrar~gement. 

(2) At Mahabalipur.un and Barlami the god Trivikrama is 
accr•mpHnied by a hust of gods, demons and sages. For instance 
at Mahatmlipurarn god Si"a and Brahm;;: are made to pay respects 
to the p;otl Triviknma. Both at Badami and Mahab:1lipurarn 
king Bali, his A>ura lieutenants, ti>e sage Nan,uui and a nu•nber 
of Daityas are shown tos,ed up in the air h~ing ternfied at the 
huge form of the god. As our lintd is partly broken it may 
not be stated for certain what the lost portion actually containPd, 
But from the carving on the existing piece it can easily be sur. 
mised that the original piece h >d no scope or room for snub a large 
number of figures and dtd not unntain many of them. at all, since 
to the right of the goll in our piece we have two female figures, 
a fact whiuh is not accounted tor in any of the known 
sculptures found in India, nor in any of the texts referred to 
above. 

(3) At Rajim and Badami it should be noted that the god 
Trivikrama holds in one of his hand' a maimed head witl1 a 

· grinning face which apparently had no place in the sett[ng of the 
scene as depicted on the Paw,•ya ptece. 

(4) Tbe branch of a tree four!d in Pawaya sculpture has a 
parallel only in the Raji m piece. 

(5) T!1e manner in which the sun and the moon are repre. 
sen ted in our Qiece is a!so p ·culiar. Tiley are no doubt found at 
Badami and Mahabalipnram but there t!:wy do not appear so 
prominently as in Pawaya. 

3. Of. Memoirs of the Arch. Surv. of Indio, No. 33, pp. 31-2. 
9, Sao Memoirs of th' Arch. Surv. of lndta, No. 25, pp. 11 ff. 

10. Of. burge.s, G dde to Ell ora Caves, p, 29 ; ~nd Gopin~th Rau, 
Htndu Iconography, Vul. I, pt. I, I pp. 174·5. 

11. Gopinath Rao, op. cit. p. 169. 
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· (t) Further the realistic scene of the performance of the 
ll&criftce is nowhere else found amongst the sculptures mentioned 
above, 

There are also certain iconographical peculiarities of the 
Pawaya sculpture which deserve to he noted. The texts on 
icoaography 12 provide for a number of attendants on the god and 
on the king Bali who, as already mentioned, do not figure in our 
pl«e. In the Pawaya sculpture the king l:la)i does not at 
a1l figure in the scene of measuring tn~ three steps, as i• provided 
for by the texts. These authorities further enjoin that Indra should 
hold an umbrella over the head of the god Trivikrallla and that 
the gods Varu~a and Va:yu shonld wave the chamaras. It is 
iateresting that in our sculpture two females perform the same 
function instead and thus it may be surmised that they are the 
heavenly Apsaras so attending on the god. 

Further accorrling to the texts god Brahma and Siva are to 
he present in the scene paying h<>mage to Ute god ; but they are 
llilllent in the Pa way a piece. It ~hould be noted the other 

· ll!lllptur<'s fulfil, to greater extent, the provision• of these texts 
while the Pawaya sculpture strikes a much more different note. 
'!'be texts also lay down that in e~ddition to a Kamandalu 
V1mana should hold an unbrell« in one hand, a thing absent in 
our piece. 

In some Puraoas and in the Mahabharata the story of the 
V~anavatara is preceded by that of the Amrtamanthana in 
which Bali is said to have taken part. Thus the repre•entation 
of the legend on the back side seems justified. UnfortUnately 
tbe scene here has partly broken away, but from whatever is left 
we can easily compare it with that narratives of the Pural)as and 
atate that the presentation here is much simpler and much less 
elaborate. 

The representation of Kartikeya on the present piece is not 
intelligible in the context unless we see in the iconographic 
texts that the god Trivikrama is to be accompanied among others 
by the sages Sanaka, Sanya•a and Sanatkumara,' 8 the last one 
being the proto-type of the god Kartikeya. It is inter<·sting that 
the god here has " hood of a snake forming a canopy over his 
head a feature not observed in any of the extant representations 
of the god nor is it so laid down in the texts on iconography H. 

He is attended on both "ides by three figures not so accounted for 
in the texts. As compared with the other Gupta representations 
of the god his portrayal here is much different. Further he does 
not bold any weapon or implement in any of his 12 hands and 

12. f'ee Q .. pinath Rao, op. cil. p. 16l ff. 
13. Gopinath Rao. op. cit. 
14, Ibid., Vol. IT, pt. 11, p. 415 II. 
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reminds us more of the sage Sanatkuma:ra than of the warlike 
Skanda Ka:rtikeya. 

The dance and music scene can easily be passed as one of 
the best masterpieces of ancient Indian art and can be favour
ably compared with the finest pieces of Gupta sculptures. The 
plastic art of this period is rich in such dance and music scenes ;15 

for example, we have a similar beautiful sc~ne in the famous 
Varaha sculpture oJ the Udaygiri Caves in the State. 

There is one aspect of the fragment which mu•t be mention
ed here. We do not know of similar torcmas in relation to 
Brahmanical temples belonging to the Gupta period and in 
point of proportion and the manner in which the mouldiPgs and 
the details of the carvings are executed, it appears the torana 
to which the fragment once belonged was much like the famous 
torana gateways at San chi ' 6 • There are mortices in the bottom 
and upper sides of the square end as well as in the upper side of 
the curved portion of the lintel which ~uggests that there were 
one or more parallel lintds on it and the mortice holes in the 
upper side of the curved part may once have accommodated 
the uprights in just the same way as we get them in the Sanchi 
gateways. Both the sides of the existing fragment are exquisitely 
carved into sculptured panels as in case of the Sanchi torana8. 
Indeed the similarity is far from superficial. The resemblance 
is pronounced even in point of size and form and other details. 
It is interesting to note that the carved reliefs on the fragments 
are enclosed at the top by a border line of decoration of triangles 
exactly as it is found in all tha torana lintels of Sanchi. 
In Sanchi, however, wo have the "false capitals "> 7 on 
the square ends of the lintels while in Pawaya is found the" dance 
and music" scene and the sculpture of the god Kartikeya on the 
other side. This is understandable since the torana in Pawaya 
was meant to adorn a Brahmanical edifice which required a 
different subject from the false capitals. It is thus tempting to 
assume that while executing their work the Puwaya artists 
had constantly in mind the Sanchi toranas though they were 
no doubt required to satiHfy the demands of a different faith and 
age. 

Thus from the above discussion it seems the lintel belongs 
to the early Gupta period if not slightly earlier. It should be 
noted that geographically Pawaya is situated midway 
between Vidisa, the great centre of Sunga art and Mathur;;:, 
which has yielded masterpieo~s of Kushana and Gupta 
art. Pawaya itself wa~ a capital town being the seat of the 
Na:ga dynasty before the rise of the Gupta empire. The anti· 

15. SeeR. N. Saletore, L,fe in Gupta Age, p. 453 ff. 
16. The Monuments of Sanchi, edited by Sir John Marshall, Vol. II, 

plates No. XX and ff 2. 
17. Ibid Vol. I. p, 86, 131 

19 
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quities discovered at this ancient site fully bear out the implica· 
tionq of its geographical situation. While indicating the 
influence of Vidisa in the siz~. and form of the lintel and its 
mouldings, it at the same time shows in its art and workmanship, 
definite link with the best of the Mathura School. But there 
must have once existed a monument which the original torana 
gateway adorned. Was it the same now known as Tila 
which has not still been identified for certain ? A reference 
has already been made to the design of the pillars in the carving 
of the scene of Bali's sacrifice which closely resembles the 
pilasters carved on the side walls of the Tila monument, which 
would certainly indicate same connection of our fragmen~ 
with the Tila. The Tila site, however, has yielded numerous 
other antiquities which have not so far been studied in e%tenso. 
The present writer has just commenced this work and hopes 
that after such a study has been made more light will be shed 
not only on the exact antiquity of the present fragment but also 
on the history and culture of ancient Padmavati. 

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA FROM THE BUDDHIST LITERATURE 
I-III CENTURY A.D. 

BY 

BA.IJ NATH PUR!, 
Lecturer, Lucknaw UniwrsitiJ. 

The Buddhist literature of the first two centuries of the 
Christian era presents valuable information relating to adminis· 
tration. Though it is not possible to >uggest if the •arne material 
actually refers to the administrative system of the Ku~a9as, it 
can hardly be deni<'d that the machinery which th~y refer 
to, must ha~e been set up for the administraticn of a sufficiently 
big empire. The Buddhist literature of tlJis period seeks to 
present the condition of k India during the IHiod of the Buddha. 
As such it is rather safer to presume that the data does not refer 
to any particular a"ministrative machinery but presents general 
administrative information scattered in pieces and at different 
places in the en tire Buddhist literature of this period. By placing 
these fCa tiered pieces together it would be pos•ible to pre~ent 
the structure of the adwinistrative machinery. The material 
may be classified and considered under the following headings
Division of the country, King's coronation, Officers of the ::;tate, 
Minor Officers, Prcvi"01al administration with particular refer· 
ence to civil and criminal law, and punishments under different 
count.. 
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Division of the Countrv-The Buddhist literature envisaged 
the division of the country (ra~\ra) into a number of adminiotra
tive units-village (grama), city (nagara), borough or town 
(nigam), province.(janap.ada), and ultimately the country (ra;;tra) 
itself with its capital ra]adbani. The parcelling out of the empire 
into a number of units was an administrative neces•ity for the 
proper and smooth sailing of the ship of the state. The units 
necessarily show complete decentralization and localization, but 
it would however appear that the central control was rigid as 
would appear from the data relating to the central administra
tive machinery. 

Position of the King-The head of the state was the King 
who was assisted. by numerous officers of high and . low rank, 
with complete and rigid arrangements for his safety through 
a panel of officers, guar,sls and spies. The Milii:tdapai:tho refers 
to the coronation of the King who was consPcra ted with the 
inauguration ceremonies of the K;;atriyas (abijatukuiinassa 
khattiyabhisekena abhisittassa parwaranti).' waited in ,;ervice by 
all the citizens and country folk in the Janel (Soratthanegama 
janapada), the soldiers and tb~ peons (bhatabalottha) to the 
accompaniment of thirtyeigbt divisions of the royal retinue 
(atthatrinsa carajaparisa), acrobats (nata), dancing men (naccaka), 
and the soothsayers (mukhamanga/tka) and the heralds or utterers 
of blessings popularly known as Svasti-vacall:as (pali sotthi
vacaka). The court was frequented by Bra:hma1_1as and Sramanas 
and followers of every sect (samana·brahmana.Sabbapasanda gana 
abhigacchauti) Power was then vested in him as the lord of every 
~eaport, treasure mine, town and custom bouse (paltana ratana
kara.nagara-sukatthana) and be gave instructions to the fate of 
every foreigner and cri111inal (verajjaka.cheiJabhejjajana.manusa 
san am sabbatha samiko bhavati)•. 

Officers of the State-In the discharge of his duties the 
king was assisted by a council of which the members were known 
as Parisadyan.• His councillor was also called Tulaka,4 accord
ing to the Divya:vada:na. The Saddharmapu\ldar!ka 5 distinguishes 
between king's ministers who were known as Rajamatya and 
king's officers called Ra'ama:ha:tra. According to the Lalitavis
tara6 courtiers of the king were known as Pari~adya7 , The kirig 

1. Saddh. Pun, III, p. 72, lJ, 1 ff. IV, p. 102, ll. 5 etc. ; A. s. 
XXXVIII, p. 219, 11, 2: Sukh, p. 26, para 10. 

2. P. 359, II. 4 ff. 
3. Div. 291.29, 
4. Ibid 212. 9. 
5. XIII, p. 288. 
6. P. 119, II. 1-i of. also Div. 291. 17. 
7. P. 114 II. 27 ff. Yatha va pana Maharajaranno Salam·pi-divi 

salam pu amacca-honti, lesam ca ueva lesam ca Yeva janaamaccage 
gananaya ganiuanli. 
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.,...assisted by no less than 102 officers but according to the 
)lilin!iap&nho,• the following six alone were important: Com
mander-in-chief (Senapati), Prime Minister ( 1-urohit), Chief Judge 
(.AkkAadaaao), High Treasurer · (Bhandagariko) Bearer of the sun 
shade of the state (Chattagahako), and state •word bearer (Khagga 
Q~hoko). The Divya:vad;;:na mentions other ministers of the state 
including the Prime Minister (Maba:ma:tya: gramatya), Minister 
attached to a Prince (Kumaramatya)" Minister in charge of 
Palace (antahpurakumaramat.ya)10 and Minister in charge of 
Safety {aruatyadavvarika). 11 The 8ame work also refers to the 
disgrace of a minister (adar!,anapatha).1 " The Mahe.vast\' 8 

refers only to the prime minister (Mabapatra). 
Minor Officers-Besides these other d'ficers included Minister 

in General (Sabbatthaka), Family chaplain (Purohita),14 customs 
officers (Sunkasa:yika) astrologer (~al.laka), officer in charge of 
clearing the road,•• (marsya saucadhikrrta), Person in charge of 
Royal granary u (ko~tagarikam puru0ai!l), Superintendent in 
Charge of tolls and customs'• (~a ullnka). Census officer (gana
kamahimatra). to overseer (cina takal)),• 0 mechanical engineer 
(yantrakali carya),"' Architect of the city (Nagaravag<;Ihaka),•2 
Trustworthy spies (prachannan-car puru~an, and secr~t agents 
(Cirpiila)•• were not conspicuous by their absence in the civil list. 
P-ersonal guards and attendants included warders (Dauvarika),•• 
pala,ce guards (bal!aitha)•• and watchmen (utkro~a).u The 
tJ~r~~gman (Vadhya)'" is also mentioned in the Lalitavistara. 
· It would thus appear that the head of the state was the 
king in whom was vested the sovereignty, In the discharge of 
biB duties he was assisted by a council of which the members 

8. Ibtd. 
9. 549.9. 

10. Ibid 269,17 
11. Ibid 291. 27. 
12. 511.1. 
13. Vot. III, p, 4~. 11. 9. 
14.. Mil. p. 291, ll. 23. 
15. [bid p. 265. 
16. Budd Car. III. 49. 
17. A. s XXXII p. 176. II. 6. 
18. Divy. 27o 20. 
19. Ibid ~91.2•· 
20. I bid 451.20. 
21. Ibid 535.13. 
22. Mil. p, 330 ll. s. 
23. Buddha. Car. IX. 82. 
24. Divy. 529,9, 
25. Lalit, p, 119. 
26. Mil, p. 230 ll. 24. 
27. Divy. 4.53. 21. 
28. Lalit XV. p, 207, ll. 3. 
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were known as the Pafi~adyan with the Prime Minister (Maha
ma:tya gramatya or Mahapatra) as the principal officer of state 
assisted by other officers including the commander in chief (sena
pati). References to minor officer~ of the state some of whom 
were in personal attention to· the king necessarily. •ugges~ that 
the central administration was properly planned. Customs 
officers (suukasayika), and the Superintendent in charge of tolls 
11nd custom (Saulkika) besides the High treasurer (bha(lgiigariko) 
were suppo8ed to look to the central exchequer, its receipts and 
disbursements. 

The Milindapanho also refers to the raising of righteous 
taxation by a king (uttarim Karanam).•• The same work also 
makes a mention of Tax Collector (Sunkasayika) while in the 
Divyavadana8 o there is a reference to wharf and ferry dues 
(gulma tarapanya). 81 References to other officers of a minor 
character po~sibly under the central administrative machinery 
necessarily point to the co~prehensive nature of the system. 

Provincial Admini~tration-The Buddhist Literature does not 
refer to the details in the Provincial adminititra tive system, save 
of course mentioning the names of the head of the Province who 
was called Kottaraja according to Lalitavistarau and Tirnath 
(Skt Tirnamatha)s• in the Saddharmapul}~arika~ A duke was 
called Kottarajaputta. Curiously enough there is no reference 
to the K~atrapas and the Mahak~atrapas who, according to the 
inscriptions,u were Provincial heads in the administrative machi
nery of the Ku~a(las. There ie alsJ no reference in this literature 
to the functions, powers and officers in the Provincial adminis
trative system, nor is there any mention of the number of 
Provinces. 

Local Administrative Units-The Hearl of a village was • 
known as Karvatikah 91 or Nipaka. •• There is no reference to 
the Vedic Gramal)i.• 7 Karvatikahu is noticed for the first time, 
while Nipaka meaning 'chief master' is mentioned as an adjective 
meaning clever, prudent or wise in the Majjhina and Anguttara89 

Nika:yas. The Milhidapafiho, however, calls the headman of 

29. P. 277 11 2. 
30. 365 11 4. 
31. 92.27. 
32. VIII p. 1111 11 14. 
33. XVIII.25. 
34. E. I. Vol. VIII, p.l82 f., C. I. L VoL II, p. I. 
35. Divy 445.23. 
36. Ibid 45l20. 
37. Vll.t.56. 
38. I.339. 
39. III.24, 
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the ._ill age as Bhojaka. 40 There are no references however to the 
.Gii4,j&puru!)Bs or village elders. 

Judicial Administration-The Literature of this period 
iureishes ample details regarding the judicial administration 
wiih partioular reference to the laws--civil and criminal, law 
courte, offences punishable with various types of sentences and 
\be methodR of admini•tering sentence. The town house or Law 
Court was known as Kulopa Karna Sala.u This was possibly 
tbe,smalleT court. The king's court was called adhisthana.u The 
civil laws are referred to ir. a couple of references •. Thus the pro
perty .of a person without any issue went by escheat to the crown 
tmama:tyaya:t sarva-sva:pateyam-aputrakam-iti krtva va:javidhe
yani vbavieyyati-iti48. The Dasipu tra was not to get a share in 
the property.u There are also references to surety and pledge 
fPi'atibhu) in the Saundarananda Kavya of Asvaghosa.u The 
Milindapai\ho refers to son being pledged as a surety by the father 
who had fallen in debt (pita puttam •natto va ajavakapa~eato va 
avapitum va vakki nitum va vikkinitum va),<B Punishment to cri
minal offences was "evere and those of a grave nature were punish
able with death sente~e. Adultery (Paridara)4', theft (adattada
nam),•• robbery (corika).u Larceny (8andhamchatva)• 0 were 
qffences of a ,grave nature punishable with death sentence.n 
Mad 1nan ·guiltyo of capital sentence was only to be beaten and 
set free• • (kho bhaute u•nmattakassa dando bhavissati tam mayam 
pothapetva niharapema eso va tassa dando ti)08 • In the same wort 
there are also references to tile robber being taken to the place 
of execution. or his eyes plucked out (cakkhuppatanam), or impale
ment (suta ropanaill) or carried to the scaffold straight (Siaac. 
chedanam papunanti). References to prisons (Bhadhanaga:ra),u 
and place of Torture (Yantragriham),•• kind of torture 
(aoupata),1 6 are also noticed in the literature of this pe•riod. 

, Thieves were fettered• • (Rudhante chaura) and even youngmen 

40. P. 265. 
41. Divy. 126.33 . 
. 42. Ibid. 211.~; 250.13. 
43. A. S. pp. l 3, 195. 
44. Divy. 30.6. 
45. Xll 13. 
46. Mil. p. 279 11.16. 
47. A. S XV!ll p. 102 11 6. 
48. Divy. 302.7. 
49. Mil. r>. 158. 
50. Mahil.v. Part II p. 167 11.5-6. 
51. A. S. XLII. p. 300. Mil. p. 110. 
52. Mil. 221.11.5. 
53. P. 166.11.35. 
54. Suktav. p. 68. 
55. Divy. 4 l8.1. 
56. Ibid. 299.2. 
57. Lalit XV p. 207 11 3. 
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of good family were bound in wooden or iron manacles•• whether 
they be guilly or innocent. The punishment was inflicted by a 
soldier (Rajadal}c;labbata)50 who was different from the executioner 
called vadhaka 60 (Vadhya).•• A wicked punisher waf called 
Kudanda.• • The Divya:vada:na also refers to· the Maha Sresthin 
as a wielder of rod,•• which may be construed to mean his position 
as a judge admini•tering sentence. Punishments were of different 
kinds. BL•sides execution (maral}am) which was accompanied 
by a bell (ghal}tii sabdapane)"" other punishments included cutting 
of hands and feet (hatthachedo, Paddacchedo), flogging (vadho), 
casting into bonds (bandhar.am), torture (karana), degradation 
(Santativikopanatii) 6 • hitting by clods or weapons (Lo~ta-prahara), 
threatening with stbks (Dal)c;lesu Santrasiti) and beating with 
whips (Kasadal)c;tatadita).• • Release from prison (carakama
dhye)•• of innocent persons (anapattika)68 was often followed by 
their rearrest. We have thus considered the entire material 
relating to administration. It would appear that the criminal 
laws were "very strict which necessarily helped in raising the 
morale of the people. The state servants were most faithful and 
ever anxious "for the stal and the office, • • 

THE KJ;!.T A ERA • 

BY 

P&OF&SSOR K. B. VY AS, 
Elphinstone Goliege, Bombay. 

I 
It is well known that the Vik:rama era, now in almost 

universal use in Northern and Western India, is mentioned speci
fically for the first time in the epigraph; of the 9th century. 

58. Saddh. Pun. p. 440 11. 4 •.•• nadinigada vandhnair-baddha 
bh1111Bl -aparadhyana paradhi va. 

59. Lalit V. p. 43 11. 9. 
60. Saddb. Pun. IV. ~. 
61. Lalit XV.207. 
62. Ibid. V. p. 43. 
63. Divy. p. 243 11. 27. 
64. Ibid. 421.2. 
65. Mil. p. 183 11. 3. 
66. Saddb. Pun. 111.117. Parimuklah punah-e'a ba~dhanain. 
67. Lalit XV. p. 207. 
68. Saun. VIII.29 Lalit XV. p. 207 11. S. 
6~. Mil. p, 280 amac"a muddatama IIUclda dhikaranam .l'am 

lz1111cigaha. 
*Paper read before the Tenth Session of the Indian Historical 

Congress, held at Bombay in December, 194.7. 



Prior to this it was known first as the Krta and then as the 
Mi\ava era, The designation Krta is found· in inscriptions from 
the beginning to the 5th century of the Vikrama era. There
after it assumes the name Ma:lava down to about the 9th century, 
That it was one and the same era that was known by these 
different name• at different periods is a fact now well established. 

However, while the Ma:lava and Vikrama eras derive their 
names from the Malava people and their illustrious leader, the 
term Krta has remained a veritaule puzzle. 

II 

This queer term Krta has exercised the minds of scholars 
considerably. Various explanations have been brought forward 
to account for its origin and its nomenclature, but none has yet 
met with universal acceptance. 

(1) Fleet, confronted with the problem of the interpretation 
of the term Krta in the Gailgadhara inscription of Krta year •so, 
reading ~ ~· ~'i ~- .. , suggested that ~ meant 'made, 
effected, established by', and assumed the three letters preceding 
it as indicating the name of the founder of the era. 1 

(2) Sir R. G. Bhandarkar pointed out in a discussion the 
inadmissibility of such an interpretation, He suggested instead 
that Krta might be taken as expressing the sense of •fuur', 

{3) In the light of this criticism Fleet revised his opinion 
and decided to take Krta as meaning 'made, done, performed'. 
Reconsiders ~ in the Gangadha:ra inscription having a practi
cally similar sen:e as redundant.• 

(4) Dr. D. R. Bltandarkar surmised that "what is now 
known as the Vikrama era wa8 invented by the people or astra· 
nomers for the purpose of reckoning years and was consequently 
originally known as Krta, which means 'made'." He is inclined 
to think that the Malavas had nothing to do with the actual 
foundation of the era, as the phrase 'lf~l!JTIOffi! [i.e. 'banded down 
traditionally' (not originated) among the Malavas] indicates. 
It shows merely that the ~ala vas were in possession of a tradi· 
tiona! mode of reckoning yeare, known as Krta.• 

(5) Fleet found iL necessary to revise once again his opinion. 
He questioned Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar's sugsestion on tha ground 
that the Vikrama era has never been an astronomical reckoning, 
hut bas always remained a great historical reckoning of Nor· 

1. J. F Fleet, Inscrilltlo,.. of the Earl, Gupt~ Kings, Cor,..s 
Inscriplionum lndiCfJrUrn. Vol. Ill, 1887, pp. 73n, 75 ~~ond 77. 

1!. Fleet, op. oit., 73n. 
3. D. R. Bh~~ond~~orkar, Manda•or [n>Criplion of Nara~arman, lnrlian 

Antiquary, Vol. XLII, 191S, p, 163. 
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thern India. He suggested that Krta may be connected with 
Ki-li-to, the people who according to Yuan Chwang seized the 
sovereignty of Kashmir after the death of Kaniska6 • Fleet's 
view has been rejected by Konow•. · 

(6) MM. Haraprasad Shastr;• suggests that Krta indicates 
the name of the first year of a cycle of 4 years, current in the 
Vedic period. Up to this t1me only three inscriptions in Krta era 
were known : the Bijayagadh pillar inscription of the Kria year 
428, the Mandasor inscription of Krta year 461, and the "Ganga
dhara inscription of Krta year 480. Of these the second date 
leaves one as remainder after dividing it by 4, and therefore fits 
in with the hypothesis . In the Gangadhara inscription of 4,80, 
the phrase ~ ~'! sug~ested, according to MM. Shastri, that 
480 is the expired year, and the next year, 481, is the ~unning one. 
SimilarlY, he believes that the Bijayagadh inscription of 42~ also 
records. very probably, the expired year. 

(7) Konow disagrees with Fleet and Bhandarkar. He rejects 
MM. Shastri's theory because every year of the era and not 
every fourth is designated as Krta. He explains that 'Krta is 
the best throw in the play of dice, when the number of points is 
divisible by four, and a Krta year is .a year divided in three 
seasons each comprising four months.' The designation Krta is 
chosen to distinguish the era from another older one, which may 
be the older Saka reckoning•. 

(8) Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar gave up his earlier theory and 
postulated an altogether different hypothesis in 1932.9 He 
pointed out that the flarivamsa and the Vanaparvan of the 
Maha;bbarata describe the evils of the Kalifluga and prophesy 
that a Brahmin named Visnuyasas will be born as Kalki in the 
town of Samba Ia in a Brahmin family, will be a supreme ruler 
(cabravartm), and a righteous conqueror (dliarrna vijayi). He will 
exterminate the Dasyus, perform the Asvamt!Jha sacrifice, give 
back the earth to the Brahmanas, and will usher in the Krta age. 
According to Dr. Bhandarkar this description will apply to 
Pusy amitra admirably as he was a Brahmin, a supreme ruler, 

4. Fleet, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Lon4on, 1913, 
pp. 994-998. 

5. Bton Konow, Kharosthi In•crioziont. Oorpus InscrlJ>Iiunum 
Indicarum, Vol, II, Pt. I, 1 ~2g, p. lxxxvi. 

6. Mm. Pandit Haranr·••ad Shastri, 'Mandasor [,.scrilllicm of 
NaraJJarman; the Malava Year 461; Elligrllphia. Indica: Vol. XII, 
1913-1,, pp. 319-320. 

7. In this oyole Krta is tbe first, Trela is the seoond, Dva'{JQra 
is the third, and Kali io tho fourtb year. 

8. Sten Konow, op. cit, p. lxxxvi. 
9. D. R. Bhandarkar, 'Th• Years call•d Krita, or lh• Orilttn of 

&hi V•krama Era.' Indian AntiQuary, Vol. LXI, 19J2, pp.lOl-103. 
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llt!:Mh~oo·1s conqueror, a.nd as he celebrated the Asvamedha 
~iftoe &n<l re-established the Brahm a nical religion. In the 
-.ur"ga, which preceded the advent of Kalki, Buddhism pre
dominated arid there was preaching by Sudras. Harivamsa says 
that this state of things was ended by Senani Dvija, who cannot 
bat he Pllsyamitra. As Jayaswal has shown the Pura1,1as, and 
.-tieUJarly the Matsyapura1,1·'· refer to Kalki as having actually 
flnarlllbed and ushered in the Krta age. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar 
qiiiiBCionll' ftiyamitra's generally accepted date (180 B. C!.) and 
18t>RHIC'ined to bring him down to 57 B. C. on the basis of paleo
~ieal evidence. An inscription of Dhanadeva, sixth in 
d!Mee•t from Pusyamitra, is paleographically akin to the 
r*!Ords· of Northern Ksatrapas (1st century A. D.) Pusyamitra -.1!11 the Mleocha.&o and became a supreme ruler and a righteous 
conqueror in about 57 B. C. He, therefore, is the usherer of tbe 
.C,rfa ruga. Thus Dr. Bbandarkar submits that" the Vikrama 
teia:ta were originally the years of Krta yuga, and that this epoch 
was ushered in most probably by Pusy ami tra, the founder of the 
Bllitlp dynasty." 

__ • (t) Sri D. N. MookerjPe accepts, in main, this theory, but 
PQIItlltlates a different initial date for the Krta era.10 

H'el'points to the statement in Kalki Purana that Kalki defe,.ted 
tti8 Buddhists, the Jainas and the Mlecchas with the help of King 
V.Mhay;;pa and introduced the Krta age. Visakhayupa was the 
eon of King F'alaka of Avanti (528 B. C.-504 B. C.) ViSii;
~iipa'l' reign falls betwe-en 504 B. C. and 454 B. C. With the 
...., o'f. -Vijik-hayiipa Kalki reintroduced the Krta era sometime 

· · bHWeftl 504 and 441 B. 0. Possibly King Visakhayupa of Malva 
..-~ted the- introductio'l of the Krta era by granting a republican 
«**!ititation to the Mala vas. 

, . Thus, Mookerjee contencls, the Krta era should not be iden\i. 
ftPd with the present Vtkrama era or the Malava-gana era, but 
with the earlier Sri Har,a era of 458 B. C. mentioned by AI 
Beruoi.. He tries to support his view with evidence from an 
unknown work on Hindu Astronomy entitled Gtaha JJ1anjari 
and the Jaina and Buddhist traditions about K<tlki. 

_ This theory rests simply on tradition and ignores the con
temporary inscriptional evid,.nce, a circumst<tnee, which renders 
Mookerjee's hypothe@iR untenable. Moreover, the Krta: Malava 
era hao been •Ynchronised and provPd identical with the Vtkrama 
era by a host of eminent authorities" . 

. ·10. Dhirendra Nath Mookerjee, The Krta Era. J. ew Indian 
AnliqllllrJI, January, 1!'43, pp, 229-~34. 

H. Cf. Fleet, C/1, III, Introduction, p, 68 ; A. S. Altek or, 'Vtk. 
Jl<llftll s.,.....,c,ara• Sah)l<ldri (Mararhi) October, 1943, p. 695 : D. R. 
Bhandarkar, 'The Vikrama Era,' Sw R. G. Bharadarllar Commemoration , 
Volume, 1947, pp. 19:1-194 ; eto. 



(10) The latest theory of the origin of the Krto. era and the 
explanation of the term is propounded by Dr. A. S. A ltekar.'• 

He critici~es Fleet's view on the ground that it cannot explain 
tbe Pxpressions such as ~ "'l<ii'lli<!!l•.ffit ~ '[.ere·~ (1\1andasor 
inscription of Naravarman) where Krta appears evidently to be 
the proper name of the era. Similarly he rejects M M, Shastri's 
theory as it cannot fit in with several Krt.a records now available, 
viz., the inscriptions of Krt<l. years 282, 295, and 335 none of which 
cart be reckoned as the initial years of the 4·yearly \T edic cycle, 
even if we assume them to be expired years. Dr. D. R. Bhandar
kar's first proposition that the Vikrama era was founded by the 
people or astronomers is also unacceptable in view of the fact that 
none of the famous Hin<iu astronomers like Aryabhaut, Vara
hamihira or Brahmagupta is known to have ever founded an era. 
Dr. Altekar similarly rejects Bhandarkar's other theory that the 
Krta era, a 'Krta yuga' or •a golden age' was first started by 
Pu~yamitra Sunga, on the ground that Pura9as almost invariably 
refer to the Kaliyuga as the current age, and that Pu~yamitra's 
time, fixed by unanimity 0f opinion at 180-150 B. 0., can on no 
account be aribitrarily brought down to 57 B. 0. as suggested by 
Dr. Bhandarkar. 

Dr. Altekar's own theory may be summarized as follows : 
From the inscriptions dated in Krta calendar it appears that the 
era was traditionally handed down to the Malava tribe. It does 
not designate any part of the era, but the whole collection of years 
(cf. fiffiJ'ftml. Dr. Altekar suggests that the era may have b~en 
known by that term, because of the name of its founder. Krta 
might have been the name of a king or a leader. Though Krta as a 
personal name is not familiar in later Indian history, ilistances 
are not wanting of itR use in earlier times. Thus there is nothing 
inherently improbable, according to Dr. Altekar, in P':lstulating 
that Vikrama era may have been originally started by a king or 
a leader or general named Krta to commemorate his signal vic
tory over the Sak:as, who had usurped Ujjayim for a while. Krta 
might have been given the title Vikra ruadity a by a grateful 
people, who owed tl> him thei: emancip·• lion from the Saka 
tyranny. Dr. Altekar also p~mi;s out th •t Krta has another 
meaning in the Vedic language. viz., 'hooty', wbich is not very 
common. Thus Krta will also incidentally signify the st11pendou" 
booty secured by King Krta. L·l ter on when the memory of Krta 
had faded away in Malava. the de>ignation naturally changed to 
Mah~va era. 

Dr. Altekar postulates this theory as only a tenta.tive inter
pretation particularly because no eddence of the existence of a 

12. A. S. Altekar, 'Thrte Maukh,.,i In.scri~lionJ on YuJla.s: Krila 
Year 295', E~igrallhia Indica. Vol. XXIII, 1935-1936, pp. 49-50: and 
'Vikrama Samval.sara' Sahyadri (Marathi), Ootober, 1943, pp. 698-700. 
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ti.ng named Krta in ancient Indian history has yet bPen forth
coming. Thus," as Dr. Altekar puts it, the problem of the inW· 
pre~ation of the term Krta is still on open question. 

III 

We shall now attempt to find a solution to this intriguing 
problem. 

( l) The phraseology of in•cri ptions like liiMii<QIIOti<l ~ t><Rfli<l 
(Vandasor inscriptiOn of Krta 461), and 'Ji~ ... lil(iiq'(<ltqil{ (Nagari 
inscription of Krta 481), indicates that the terms Krta and Mitlava 
have the same relative position and should be interpreted in a 
limilar manner. 

(2) Turning to the provenance of the K{t& inscriptions we 
flnd that all of them come from south-eastern Rajputanit,' 18 

touching the northern border of Malva. In this 1·egion the Krta 
detlignation was predominantly used. According to Dr. Altekar 
it waa also a centre of an important revival of Vedic religion 
during this period. 

(3) (i) Now this (S, E. Rajputana, where Krta designation 
waa most popular) is the same region which is referred to by Yuan 
Chwang as K'i-T'a and described as follows u: "From Mal'llit 
\he pilgrim went north-west about 300 li10 (or 3 days' journey) to 
the K' i·t'a country. This was above 3000 and its capital above 
20 li in circuit. lt was a rich district subject to Malwa to which 
it bore a reaemblance."" "From K' i-t'alOOO li is Fa-la-pi".11 

(ii) Beal. of course, reads K.' i·t'a a~ Kie-cb'a. But 118 the 
renowned Cinobgist Takakusu notes, in Chinese Ch'a ia often 
misprinted for t'u ts Thus as the Chinese characters ch'a and t'a 
are liable to be confused, and as Wat~ers, an admittedly more 
accurate writer, is inclined to read the word &8 K·i-t'a instead of 
Kie-ch'a K'i- t'a in all probability represent, the proper re::Ldinr:. 

13. Cf. A. S. Altekar, Epigraphia Indica. Vol. XXII , 1935-36, p. 51. 
14.. Thoma.< Wo.ttors, 0• Yuan Chwang's Travels sn lndia. Vol, I[ 

1905, p. 2 45, 
15. -60 miles. 
16. Of. S. Be a!, Buddhistic Records Df the Western Wo• ld, Vol, II, 1906, 

p. 266. "Tnis country (Kie-Ch'a) is 30UO li-The population 
is dense. The es•ablishments wealthy. There is no king 
amongst them ; the oountrv is an appa.nag~ of M:~.lwa and 
the climate, products of the soil and manners of the people 
are very similar in both countries. From this going north 
1000 li or so we come to Fa-la-pi {V alabhi.)" 

17. Watters, Ibid. ::46. 
18. Vide J. Takakusu, 'A Record of the Buddhistic Religton a~ Prll&• 

1111d in India and the Malay Archipelago' {6?1-695 A.. D. 
bJ 1-tsing, Tr., Oxford, 1896, p. xxxn, 
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(iii) Besides, if Kie-ch'a were accepted as the correct reading 
it would definitely point to Kaccha, which will not fit into the con
text on account of its far greater distance and the direction in 
which H l'.ly relative to Malva and Valabbi. li'rom the Krta 
country the pilgrim might have mistaken the westerly or slightly 
south-westerly direction of Valabhi for the northern; perhaps be 
first went north and got on to the highroads connecting Binnamala 
and Gujara:t, and hter turned to the south. But if Kaccba is ac
r-epted as the intended meaning then the northerly journey of 1000 
li (-200 mile~) from Kaccba to Valabbi will be a grois error on the 
part of the great Chinese savant, wbtch i- improbable. If scholars 
like Julien arid Beat thought that K'i.t'a indicated Kaccha, that 
was because they did not know of the existence of a Krta country 
(the exact term we shall give later on) north-east of Malva. Some 
of them are aware of the disparity between Chwang's estimate of 
the distance between Malva and Ki-t'a and the actual distance 
between Malva and Kaccba, if the latter is construed as repre
senting the Krta country. 

"(!lJ) According to Watters' scheme of transcription K'i might 
stand for PI; or ~ and t'a represents aspirated dental <'I approach
ing or Thus K'i-t'a might approximately represent a Prakrit word 
li~e fli;or, (~. ~ are also possible) o~ 'li'J. 

The existence of a Katha (or Katha) people in the centuries 
preceding the Ch1 istian era is vouchsafed by the contemporary 
evidence of early history. 

The Greek writers. mention Kathaians (equated to Kathas 
by Jayaswal) as one of 'the m;)slpowerful'nationq' of India. T'heir 
capital in Alexander's time was Sankala. They enjoyed the 
highest reputation for courage and skill in the a,rt of war, and 
Rhortly before their encounter with Alexander they had defeated 
both Poros and the king of the Abhisaras. In their battle with 
Alexander they did not submit even though they were tremend
ously outnumbered19• The Kathas and M<Adrakas, as Jayaswal 
points out, were also known for their learmng, just as K~udraltas 
and Mala vas (the latter then living on Hydaspes, i, e. the Jhelum 
after its unity with the Chinab) were renowned lor their bravery• 0 • 

The Katba recension of the Yajurveda and the Kathopanisad 
owe their origin to the Kathas, whose antiquity reacties back to 
the Vedic times01• The Kathas determined franchise by birth .. 
and elected their 'king••• in contradistinction to K~udrakas.and 
Malavas who had no 'lting' c:>nsul, and werP, therefore, required 

}9. K. P. Jayaswal, Hindu Polity (Vols. I and II oombined) 1924, 
Vol. I. p. 64. 

20. lbld., 1, 13P. 
21. Ibid., I, 188. 
22. lhld., I, 120. 
2:;. lbi•L I, 8~. 
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~l!l,lQP·~.l5Q.~eprjltjentatives to negotiate the treatyH. The 
~~•: W!lN· · origiJ~ally .a tribe. for Pataiijali mt'ntions 
H··· and .~as meaning 'of the Katha tribe' and 'men of 
u..•atha country' 25 • 

. ·. ·~ ·Katha or K' i-t'll. appears to be the original term currt'nt 
itt\ IJiliiiUlar .speech ; Krta is only its Sanskrit restoration, which 
fteo• in its Sanskrit garb has not been able to shake off the 
._krill lnsttuinental Plural termination in five copies of Krta 
tftliefiptions ( Krta inscription of 284, of 295, three copies, and of 
Ill)• The plurality of the inflectione in which the word Krta ..,..al'!f' points almost cer· ainly to it• Pra:kritic origin. Such 
&!aatorations are frequently met with. It is very likely that the 
Qtlgtinal Prakrit word Kata signified the Katha people, the 
blhaians of the Greek writers and the K'i-t'a people of Yuan 
Cllnrang. A'li in the early centuries of the Chri•tian era the 
P1>akrit word 'IKf also represented Sk fK! (cf. 'i ~!!$ 'lR!T A5okan 
BOok Edict· II, Girnar); the !iomposer of the inscriptions (dated in 
Krta era), naturally, transformed the original word Kata (ta 
pSJ:hap&· aspirated) into the respectable-looking Sanskrit Krta, 
~'bougll the.' term ina tiona still betrayed its real self. 

v 

,. , We have now to corrE>la te the terms Krta, Mala va, Vikra
••• which are .found· tO· have designated. the Vikrama era at· 
difterent consecutive periods. 
, ,, .·AS legends like 'lll .. ifl•il 01'1:, ~~Oil{: appearing on Ma:lwi 

aoins of. the 1st century B. C. would show, a great victory seems 
to have been wen by the Mala vas and Krtas (in alliance perhaps 
with other powers), a victory which probably emancipated them 
from the tyranny ()!.a barbarous foreign power. This momentous 
eorlmt was i:iat!traHy an occasion for the initiation of an era. It 
wae·kno"\'n to outsiders .'+s the era of a Malavag•u1a, for it was the 
lillita·v.aglil}a that led the warof independence against the Sakas, 
ami, ·again, it was tbtlre that the era was generally current. The 
Kr1as too, who had joined wit.h the Maiavas in the common ba~tle· 
for freedom, similarly celebrated their emancipation by countmg 
an era from the date just as the Mala vas, their brothers in arms, 
bad done. It WaR of course id~:mticaj with the Malava (-Vikra
ma) era. In the Krta country the era naturally took the name 
Krta. No incongruity' be~ween these two paral\pl designations 
Krta and Ma:lava •truck the ancient people. as then K1tas (or 
Katbas) were almost identical with the sister-tribe, the Malavas. 
Chwang'sdescriptlon.o.f the Krta as attached to the Maiavas and 
the contiguity of the Krta· country to Miilwa confirms this 

24. Ibid.. I, 81. 
25. Ibirt., I, 135. 
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opinion••. The amalgamation of both the people into a greater 
Malwa mu~t have commenced sometime before Chwang and ended 
sometime after him, with the result that the subsequent documents 
refer exclusively to the Malava era. 

The numiomatical evidence on Malava coins (lllqt'iil'il~ Gl'f: 
etc.) precludes the suggestion that the era was originalir founded 
by the Krta, and was later on adopted by Malavas when they 
expanded and absorbed the neighbouring Krta province. 

The relation of the Malava : Vikrama era is a different 
problem, which has been explained by the present writer else
where". 

---
PALLI BANA PERUMAL 

(Some new light on ths Btory of his convtrsion to " Bauddha 
Margam") 

BY 

P.O. ALEXANDER, M.A, M.LITT, D. LITT. 

The "Keralolpathi " gives an interesting account of the 
conversion of an ancient Kerala ruler by name Palli Bana 
Perumal to "Baudaha Margam". Differ<>nt interpretations have 
been given to the term "Bauddha Margam" and the religion 
adopted by Palli Bana Perumal is still a subject of keen contro
versy. Some scholars are inclined to think that the Perumal 
became a Muslim, some are of the view that he embraced 
Christianity, while some others think that he became a Buddhist. 
In this paper I intend to throw some new_ light on the story of 
the Perumal's con•rersion which may strengthen the view that 
the" Bauddha Margam" adopted hy the Perurnal was Buddhism. 

The following is the relevant account In th'l Keralolpathi :
"During the reign of Palli Bana Perumal some Bauddhas came 
to the court and preached to him the doctrinf's of their religion. 
Convinced of the truLh of it the Perumal embraced the ·• Bauddha 
Marga " and ordered the Brahmans to enforce the new faith 
throughout Mala Nadu ...... Ot!e day six pandits came to the 
Brahmans and assured thtHU lha t th<Jy would do their best to 

. 26. Cf. Walters II. !4> : ''It was a riob dhtriat subi~ot to 'Malwa 
to wbiob it bore resemblance". Also Beat I£, 266 : 'The oountry is 
an appanage of 'Malwa and ... manners of the people are verJ similar 
in both countries". 

27. Vide K. B. Vyas, 'The Vikramadit,a Pr~bl~m: A li'resh 
Approach'. Annals of lh• Bhandarkar Oriental Ruearch In.s!llule, July. 
Ootober, 1946. 
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them of ~he trouble of the Bauddhas. They had a ho' 
•ith the Perumal about the truth of the new faitb.. 
il:ing the. Perumal steadfast in his faith, they sugested 
ere should be an open debate between themselves and the 

Bauddbaa. Those who lost in the debate were to be expelled from 
tliii iiiiiif.Y after cutting off their tongues. The Perumal agreed, 
h'-tti& 'debate the Bauddhas were defeated and the Perumal 
M'otf'\tteir t6ngues and expelled them. Abdicating in favour 
of billsuccl'Ssor, the Peruma\ left for Mecca'• 1 

· !be Keralolpathi describes Bana as one of the twenty-five 
lllllles 'lf'bo were 'brought to rule over Kerala from the llbighbouring 
kiatrdoms. The date of accession of the first Perumal is given 
H 816 A. D. and calculating from this date Bana is assigned to 
she period 305-317 A. D. But as Mr. Sewell says the dates of the 
J[eralolpathi are probably entirely fictitious and cannot be for 
a moment depended upon.• It would be certainly quite wrong 
1iosay that the first Per.uma,l came to the throne only as late as the 
Srd,cemury A. D. The ancient Tamil classics give us ample infor· 
maiion about kings who ruled Cberanadu many centuries earlier 
than the 3rd. 8 

Dr. P. J. Thomas i• inclined to identify Bana Perumal with 
Banavarman Cheralathan (Keralathan) the predecessor of the 
famous Cheran Chenguttavan. 4 If we accept the latter's 
~od as tht> early decades of the 2nd century A. D., Bana 
....-.-.n· 11\I'Y be assigned to the latter half of the 1st century •·'D. There are ample evidences in the Manimekalai and the 
~'"hHtaram to. show the wide prevalence and popularity of 

EB. a.ulfdbamargam" in the Chera country during the reign of 
ti'Ohenguttavan and his immediate predece!!llors. Both the 

. . -·;suggest that conversion to other faiths was very com
··~··r.pyai familie•. On the who\tl, it seems reaaouable to 
illfJl~· :Paili Ban a Peru mal with Bana Varman Cheranathau . 

.. Bauddhan" literally means one wbo follows the Buddha. But 
i-n OOJP.rnon. parla~ce it was used to rtfer to all faiths other than 
Otlhodox Hmdutsm. Thus the term came to be applied to Muslims, 
Ohtilltiall8, Bnddhists arid Jains. Mr. Logan interprets "Buddha" 
t& 'me&D "Mappil.a" or Mohommadan•. An important argument 
ia ~~Wport of the view that the Perumal accepted Islam is the 
~ference to ht,; pilgrimage to Mecca•. But it is interesting to 

:L. Keralolpathi, Manga!ore Edition, pp. 28-31. 
2. Sewell, SKetches of the Dy oasties of South India, page 56, 

note 7. 
S. The teferer.ce to Keralaputra in the Asukan Ediot is a clear 

ewldenoe of tho rule of kings in Kerala even many centuries before 
Garist .. 

•· P. J. Thoma•, "Baudbanaya Perumal" artiole in Malayalam 
in ihe Bbasba P<Jilbini, Vol. 11 and 12, Book 13, page 410. 

5, Logan, "Malabar Manual, p. 230 
6. Keralolpathi, p. 31. 
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note that Ban a ie not the only Perumal who is described to have 
undertaken the pilgrimage to Mecca. The Keraloua.thi itself gives 
the story of Cheraman Pemmal's conversion to Islam and pilgri· 
mage to Mecca 7 • The "Kerala Mahatmyam" gives the story 
of another king by name Nasanga who is said to have gone to 
Mecca 8 • It is really amusing that all these stories end with 
'the Mecca pilgrimage'. The very striking reeemblance in the plot 
of the stories given in the Keralolpathi and Kerala Mabatmyam 
h•ad us to the obvious conclusion that one would have borrowed 
th<' plot from th" other. It is difficult to accept the reference to the 
Me!'ca uilgrima"ge in its literal sense. The author probably uses 
thi• phrase to refer to the king's acceptance of an alien faith and 
leavin~ his country. Anyone wbo left his country for a long 
jounwy-particularly a sea voyage-was described as having gone 
to Mecca and so we need not attach any other irup()rtance to this 
statement. "The whole theory of conversion to Islam falls to 
ground when we remember the fact that Ban a is assigned to a 
period many centuries before the advent of Islam. • 

Dr:P. J. Thomas gives some good evidences to show that the 
Bauddha Margam adopted by Bana Perumal was 'Christianity. 
The Portuguese author Faria-y-Souza in his "Asia-Portugueza" 9 

says that one of the Perumal rulers of Kerala accepted Christianity 
and abdicating his throne went over to the Mylapore Asram 
where the apostle St. Thomas was buried. 'Ihe Perumal is said 
to be a contemporary of the apostle and is said to have been 
convnted by the apostle himFelf. St. Thomas iA said to have 
visited Malabar during the latter half of the 1st century A. D.
the period which we have already asoigned to Bana Perumal. 
'Ibis strengthens the view that the Perumal could have been 
converted to Christianity. There are some other evidences in 
support of this thPory. According to the popular traditions, the 
Perumal after his abdication, left his capi •a! by boat to the south. 
Following the lake route, he came over to Kiliroor, a village three 
miles west of the Kottayam town. After staying there for some 
time, he came to Nilampe.roor a village on the eastern shore of 
the Vempanadu lake, about six miles south-west of Kottayam. 
He is said to have spent the rest of his life at Nilamperoor spend
ing hi• wealth in charities. There is a Bhagavati temple at 
Nilamperoor called "PaHi Bhagavati" temple. A dilapidated 
structure on the left side of the temple is believed to be the tomb 
of the l"erumal. Some years ago a bronze statuette was unearthed 
from the tomb and it is believed to be that of the Perumal. What 
is surpri11ing is that it has a conspicuous cross in the middle of a 
string of pearls hanging from the neck. I visited the place and 
examined the statuette carefully. It is about 9 inches in height 

7. Ibid. pp. 67-69. 
8. Madras Journal of Literature and Scienoe, Vol. XIII, p, 103. 
9. Vol. I. p. 100. 

21 
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-~tl inches in thickness. The eros• is about an inch long. The 
·lltatuette is in the standing pose and holds a staff with a knob 
at the head by the left hand and a broken staff by the right hand. 
'!'fie presence of the cross on the statuette bas given weight to the 
ihi!ory tlrat the Perumal became a convert to Christianity. 

Now let me submit the evidence in support of the view that 
Die "Bauddha Margam" adopted by Ban a was nothing else that 
Buddhism. We have referred to the tradition of the Perumal 
staying at Kiliroor. There is an ancient Bhagavathi temple at 
:l.iliroor on the top of a small hill and this is believed to have 
been ihe abode of the Perumal. Within the temple walls, on the 
ltft aide of the main shrine, there is an old image of the Buddha 
seen embossed on the wall, in the characteristic yogic pose under 
a Bodhi tree. In the same shed there is a comparatively recent 
image of the Buddha in bronze constructed in imitation of the 
old one. Puja is being regularly offered to both the image~ and 
the Hindus worship them as their own deities. What is significant 
in. our discussion is that the old image is popularly known as 
"Pallivanavar" and I found this name engnved at the bottom 
of the image. At Nilamperoor also, on the left side of the main 
lhrine there is an image housed in a small shed very closely 
resembling the Kiliroor Pallivanavar. What does the presence of 
the Buddhist images at Kiliroor and Si!amperocr suggest ? How 
ean we account for the name "Pallivanavar" for tbe Ki!iroor 
image Y I venture to suggest that both the Kiliroor and ::"<ilam
peroor temples must have been originally Buddhist shrines and they 
became Bhagavathi temples only with the decline of Buddhism 
in ihe country. It is significant to remember that we find 
Bbagavatbi temples in almost all places where we have come 
acrOIB Buddhist images in Kerala. Obviously with the decline of 
Bucldhism, Buddhist images were replaced by images of the 
Bbagavathi. The Buddha image at Kiliroor must have been 
named "Pallivanavar" after Palli Bana Perumal who must have 
installed the image there. But today people consider Pallivana
var as the name of the image they worship. 

The aesociation of the term "f>alli" with the Nilamperoor 
temple is very important. The place where the temple is situfl.ted 
is called "l-'a!lipatikal". Th!! deity in the temple is called "l'alli 
Bhagavathi". The accountant of the temple is called "Palli 
Menon". Pa!li •eems to he a word peculiarly associated with 
places of tluddbist worship in Kerala. Mr. '1'. A. Gopmatha Rao 
say@ •·all places called Pallikal seem to be asso<::tated with the 
Buddha wor,bip 10• In fact most of the places from where inu•ge~ 
have been discovered bear the name "Palli" or "P~>llikkal" 11 • The 
association of the term Patti with the name of the Perumal and 

1". Trav. Arohaeologioal Series, Vol. II, p. H2 Note L 
11. b'or example, Bharanikkavu Pallikal, Kunnathur Pallikal, 

Karunagappali Pal!igal eto. 
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all places ~onnected with him is very significant. The Buddhist 
images at Kiliroor and Nilamperoor the two places associated with 
the Perumal-their close resemblance to each other, and above all 
the name "Pallivanavar" by which the former is known are clear 
evidences in support of our theory that the "Bauddha Margam" 
adopted by the Perumal was Buddhism and no other religion. 
The presence of the cross on the Statuette is indeed an unsolved 
myster~. Could it be true that the Peru mal was interested in 
Christianity also? 

JUDICIAL IMPORTANCE OF THE REPRESENTATIVE 
INSTITUTIOL~S IN ANCIENT IN})IA 

BY 

RADHA KRISHNA CHOUDHARY, M.A., 
Ganesh Datta College, Begusarai (Bihar) 

In order to have a clear conception about the judicial 
administration in Ancient India, it is necessary to take note 
of the social condition and the organisation of the Society.1 The 
life of the Vedic Aryans was p"storal, agricultural and rural. 
Their politics was definitely demo~ratic in practice and the voice 
of the. women al•o counted and was an important factor in 
moulding public opinion.• The Society was organised on the 
basis of autonomous village and the village organisation was 
more or less na \.ural development and not a ere a tion of the 
central government. The villages had a judicial aystem of 
their own, at once familiar to and respected by them; the various 
trades and guilds had a similar system.• The administration 
of justice seehl~ largely to have been the work of village 
assemblies, or other popular communal bodies, whether '1\-ith or 
without the authority of the king. The law of community was 
administered by the community and it is in t!w Satpatha Brahmana 
that we find the king empowered not only to protect but to 
administer the law personally. 

The lowest unit in the Vedic period was village and its 
ch1ef was Gramani who represented the people before the ruler 
and the ruler before the people. There is nothing certain about 
his appointment but it is believed that he was elected. He was 
the keystone of the village constitution. The principle of 
repre~entation was highly appreciated in the Vedic period4 and 

}, Maine-"A.nciant Law," p. 17. 
2. A.. C. Das-"Rigvadio Culture," p, 315. A.tharva-Veda, IV, 3. 
3. Lee- "Historical Jurisprudence,'' p. 141, 
4. Atharva Veda XII. 1. 56. 
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•4Nm a reference in the Atharva-Veda we can infer that the 
· ;fillage unit. also sent their representatives in the Samiti. Local 
:,..,_tes in.tbe villages were disposed of by the villagers them-

.- ,ll&kfes but· in rna tters of national importance the village reflected 
"*M-deoision of Samiti in actual practice and tho co-ordination 
<.MIII(II,perfect. One remarkable feature in Ancient India is the 

'.abeeae,e of a strong central government and this accounted for 
.,;tha.JM~rmanence of the popular element in the Judicial System. 

There stood beside the king, ae the mode of expression of the 
popular will, the assembly which is denoted by the terms "'lamiti" 
and "Sabha" and the tacit ~on•ent of the people played an 
iJIIP,Oltant part in judicial administration 5 The Vedic people 
were ccinecious of the intrin•ic importance of the Common 
All86mbly and the efficiency of their corporate political authority 
was based on unity and agreement. Zimmer admits that 
activity and co-operation of the people were carried on in 
meetings. The Society in Vedic India was characterised by a 
keen sense of public life and animated political activity. 6 

Sabh;;: and Saroiti were the two n·presentative institutions 
in the Vedic period. According to Macdonell and with the 

J. .... pPSitai the Samiti wa• general deliberation of policy of all 
.JP,ada·Jand also the judicial work and in their opinion Sabha 
,7Rras a kind of village council. 7 The Sabha: frequently met to 
l.inister justi·ce anti the term Sabbavada meant assessors or 
,~1 es:P6rts who dwided legal cases in the a"""mbly. The frequent 
,aae of Sabbacara in the Veda signifies the Sabha as a L<>w Court 
•llnd i.\ is clear that Sabbacara sat ther" to cl€cide the cases" 
.s.bbi wa~t the local assemblv and Samiti was the national 
. .fllllembly and judicature. The ~elation between the king and the 
'JH!OP}e w.as determined in the Sabba and this is clear from a 
,paBSage in the R. K. Veda where we find, •·Like a true king 
who goes to great assemblies.'"" The importance of Sabha as 
the ju.dicial institution came to be recognised in the Dharma 
Rastras.10 Hillebrandt is of opinion that Sabha and tiamiti were 
identical but on the authO<"ity of Atharva-Veda his conclusion 
does not hold go<¥1. The Atharva Veda Sabba and Samiti 
have been .described as two different bodies-as the two daugh
ters of Prajapati."11 During the time of A. V. Sabi>a became 
a central aristocratic gathering.12 R. K. Veda "bows the judicial 

S. Corn bridge History of India, Vol. 1, p. 96. 
ti. Dr. R. C. Mazumdar. "Corporate Lifo in Anoient Indi •. ·· 
7. Vtdio Index, Vol. Z, pp. 4~6-27. 
8. Ibid. 4!7-28. 
9. R. K, Veda. JX. 9t. 6. 

10. .C. H. I. Vol. 1, p. ~6 and 133. 
11. Atharva-Veda. VIII. 12 I. -<nrr" ll"f'lfu.f~ili ~rmif <~<Rr 

~)!-Also A. V, VIII. 10. 5. XII. 156. XV. 8, ~. ~- Vlll. 1. 12.'" 
12. A. V. XIX. 57. 2. 
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character of Sabha13 o:-1 the aut.hority of Atharva-Veda14 we 
can Fay:-

(1) Samiti was a gathering of the whole folk of the com-
munity. 

(2) It was the assembly on the ra:stra. 
(3) It met on all important occasiom. 
From the constitutional point of view, Samiti wa.5 a 

sovereign body and also a legislative body. Sabha maintained 
its judicial character even in the later period and the Ja:takas 
describe that Sabha which has no good people is no Sahha.15 

According to Dr. Shamsastry the following judicial topics were 
discussed in the assemhly tJiZ., (a) land disputes, (b) recovery of 
debts, (c) cheating at play, (d) inheritance, (e) abduction of women, 
(/) cattle-stealing, (g) theft, (h) a8sault, (i) murder, etc. Even 
in the Sutra and Smriti period the following topics were discussed 
in the assembly : (a) destruction of fruit-trees, (b) falsification 
of weights, (c) provisions for soldiers' widows, (d) exemption of 
Brahm tnas and (e) punishment for false witnesses etc.16 Sabha 
and Samiti were personified as positive power in the life of the 
community. Where laws are operative, respect and good-will 
of the people are essentially indispensable, and here we find the 
presence of western conception of ethics-polit~s, i.e. "It is the 
objective mind which is subjective and self-conscious in the citizens; 
it feels and knowa itself in the heart of each" 1 7 Vedic assembly 
was regarded as the "footsteps of God in the world-"18 

The Council-The term "Parisat'' signifies the assembly of 
advisers on questions of philosophy, but in later literature we. find 
the term used in the sense of assessors of a judge or the~ council 
of ministers of a prince. The ancient tribal assembly was the 
background, out of which the council developed for executive 
purposes.19 The business of council was general deliberation on 
policy of all finds and legislation. In the Upanishad, Parisat is 
identified with Samiti. 20 Its importance in pronouncing judg
ment was indispensable. Brl;lspa ti says, "a rightful thing 
(Dharma) the king should do only on the advice of the wise."z 1. 

According to Katya:yana the king should not decide a law suit 
by himself but should do it along with the council. The council 
was the first of the national life. "The royalty of the king 

13. R V. X. 71. 10. 
1(. A. V. v. 19. 
15. Ta.rta.k. v. 509. 
16. Sha.msa.stry. ''Evolution of Indian Polity," p, 85-86, 
17. Bradley, 1'Ethioal Studies,'' p. 184. 
18. Hegel, "Philosopbyof Might.'' Sec, 258. 
b. Law, "Aspect~ of Indian Polity." p. 32. 

Sa.rka.r, "Positive Background of Hindu Sociology,'' p. 54. 
2(), Cha.ndogya Upanishad, V. 8, Brh. Upa., VI. 2, 
21. Brahspati, Sutra. 1. 4-5, 
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~~ l\tld;the prosperity of the world ........ are borne out of the goode -~of the people. Pleasing the peopb and the welfare from the 
)•i<;~of the people ....•• the.3e are the two means to sovereignty." 2 z 

, Poura~-Paura was one of the units of administration. I:l 
~ern terminology it may be identified with the township. In 
,4neient India we . find the recog-nition of the Kula and Gana 
l6\'rs'8 and we find that the Kula Court was presided over by 
]tnlika. and according to the prescribed Law the appeal from 

· ]Jltla Court should go to the Gana Oourt. 24 Kulika was a judge 
.· ·91 the Paura, and tha Pra thama Kulika waR generally regarded. 
lis the First Judge of the Pama. Court. Paura maintained the 
t'rildition of local laws. Paura also enacted the fixed laws 
(br Bthiti) or the country laws (Desa Sthi ti). 

THEORY OF PUNISHMENT IN ANCIENT INDIA 

BY 

RADHA KRISHNA CHOUDHRY, M.A. 
Ganesh Datta College, Begusarai (Bihar) 

Manu has rightly pointed out in a nutshell the Ancient 
Indian Theory of Punishment in the following words :-

"Funishments have been prescribed by the sages, so that 
righteousness may not be outraged and unrighteousness may 
·~ eured•' •1 

· ·" ·In Ancient India law was based on the twin conception of 
theology and agreement and as such it is clear that even in 
matters of punishment and justice, the theology had its sway. 
General conception about punishment was that it should help the 
man or the criminal to reform himself according to tile prescribed 
codes of Dharma. This does not mean that pumshment was 
merely religious stick to terrify the people. Punishment·· was 
meted out with accuracy and those who viol a ted the king's peace 
or justice were heavily punished, after being duly examined by 
the Court. Punishment signifies Danch. Tile administration of 
justice pre-sup poseR the existence of an authorit7. Every organisa
tion, Social ot· Pulitical, must have some authority without which 
the human society can't function. The principle of authority is 
an eternal mpport of the human society, Danda is the important 

22. Agni Purana, 164, 165. 
23. Yajnavalkya 1.360. II. 186. 
24. Viramitrodaya, p. 40. 

I. Manu VIII. 122. '=Ti!wf-wqRT~ ocrir ~PFf 
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aspect. The state must have some coercive power and viewed in 
this light we can see thu t Danda is the coercive power of 
the state. The term Dandniti was first adopted by Usanasa:a 
and the "Book 'Dandniti'" ascribed to Prajapati is mentioned in 
Mahahharat. 3 

Prajapati is regarded as the creator of Danda.4 Danda was 
created by God Shiva after long concentration and even the 
Science of Politics was made out of Danda. 5 Sometimes Danda 
is iclentified with Dharma and it if' 8aid that the Danda is the 
Soul of Dharma6 and is Dharma itself. 7 The whole universe is 
unde_r Danda.8 Thus we find that the theory of Punishmen't of 
Danda was basically theological and metaphysical and an attempt 
was always made to develop its abstract side in its entirety. 
Though we find that a realistic approach to law was given in the 
Vedic period, its practical side was fully ignored in the later period. 
The principle of Danda is omnipotent. One particular reason 
behind the religious colour of Danda is that religion gives Danda 
the authority or sanction. The Hindu conception of sanction 
corresponds closely to the modern concept of Sovereignty·. 9 Speak. 
ing about the authority of Danda, Maim observes: "The whole 
world is rectified by Danda and even the Gods and Demi-Gods 
are subject to its authority."10 Manu identifies Danda with 

· Dharma ''and it is through the sanction of Dharma that all men 
enjoy the World straying away from Svadharma.12 Danda is the 
authority which represents the state's will and as such it has 
got not only a legal Pre-eminence but also a moral pre-eminence. 
It is the fountain of social peace. 

It is with the development of society that the idea of punish
ment also developed. ~ociety was organised on some fundamen
tal principle. In. order to stabilise the society it was thought proper 
to vest some authority ir~ the state. The state was armed with 
the power to coerce, "restrain and punish according to the needs. 
But in doing S:l, the state was in duty bound to take note of 
Dharma and do accordi·ngly. Hence the practice was always 
guided by theory. Danda was the :guarantee of universal 
happiness and righteousness13• · By awarding Danda it was 
thought that it was designed to correct the human vices. The 
epic conception was that Danda had two functions. "It protects 

2. Mudraraksas 1. 
:a. Santi Parva 59, 
4. Manu, VII 14. 
5, Rtl.jdharmanusasana Parva, 121. 
6.") 
7. >- Ibid. 7, 51, 50, 121. 
S.J 
9. Ga. tell, 'History of pJlitical Thought,' p. 27. 

10. Manu. VII, 22, 23. ~Tf~ ~cf ~~~)m~ ~ 
11. Ibid. VII. 18 ~i oq~ ~~\:n: . 
12. Ibid. VII. 15. 
13, Rajdharmanusasana Parva, 112,,34 35. 
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and governs"14. Manu holds the same view about Dandai5 • 

Ban·da saves Dharma, Artha, and Kam16 • Ethical interpretation 
<Sf -the term leads us to believe that Danda acted as a guide .for 
all. and helped 1nen in choosing between right and WNng. 
Dharma was really well applied Danda17 for it paved the wa·y 
for sound morality. 18 Danda is a great lustre. It cannot be 
held by despots. It s1rikes down tre King who swerves from law 111

• 

Only a King who is honest could wield Danda~0 • Danda is als0 
identified with administration 21 • A'ccurding to Manu Danda wa.s 
~ested in the Amatya~.u. If we identify the term Dandn. with 
administration we will have to accept that there was an officer 
to execute Danda into practice. That Officer known as baud-

. Na:yak, or the Minister-in-Charge of the administration. 

Danda is derived from the term Oama-"to restrain". The 
means by which a person is restrained from misconduct is Danda2lf. 
Danda is the means of purification and the punishment awarded 
to the offender is for the purification of the state24, Kautilya 
treats Danda as an instrument for bringing peopleundercontrol115

• 

l'n' ancient India, Danda was simply a part of the four-fold 
policy of the state, i.e. "Sarna,. Dama, Danda and Bbeda", (i'e
t}onciliation, gift, punillhment and division). Danda is extolled 
'dnd almost deified in Dharmshastra literature. Gautam 
treats Danda as reforming or correcting influence . 
. _,_ King was only empowered to inflict Artha and Vadha Danda 
(firie and corporal punishment), ::jome authorities hold the view 
that the right of inflicting punishment was the prerogative of the 
King but a glanee at the republican constitution of ancient Ir,dia will dispel this notion. In the republican constitution the Raja 

i
~-- the President alone had the right to convict the accused 

utin. d.oing so he was to be guided by the "Pareni Pustaka" or 
e Book of Precedents. Thus we find that the King honoured 

~tlielaw of the land. 
: ·.' .. The .ancient Indian Theory of Punishment was based on 
'the central idea that punishment for wrong-doing was to be meted 
...out by the King for the preservation of social order 26 , Dr. Sen 

H. Ibid. 50. 
15. Manu VII, 18 ~: -: ~: ~ ~ ~f+r ~ I 
16. Rajdharm ...... so. 
t~:} Ibid. 120, 50. 

19. Manu. VII. 28. 
20. Ibid VII, 30-31. 
21. Jayaswal-'Hindu Polity,' p. 296, 
22. Manu. VII, 65. 
23. Sukraniti. 
;:4. Nitivakyamritam, p. 202. 
~ 5. Arthasastra, p. 9. 
n~ T\_ n '17" ct~ ,,,..., 
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holds the view that there is no tinge of the theory of retribution 
or vengeance and points out that in the matter of punishment, 
the directives given by the Hinflu legal experts compare favourably 
with the advanced systems of to-day, in taking into account not 
only the objective circumstances of the offence but also the suh
jective limitations of the offenders2 7 • 

The ruler in ancient Indian polity is called Dand-Dhar.28 

Danda is considered as .an essential attribute of royalty.29 The 
King regulates the state by wielding this weapon of Danda, 
D.:mda i" supreme in Royal Dharma.30 Danda brings into 
existence well-regulated and well-planned Rocit=~ty recognising rights:: 
and duties and privileges and law. Behind_ this philosophy of law 
and punhhment lies the conviction, as held by Manu, that man 
is E::ssentially low, vile and selfish and can be kept on straight 
path only with difficulty and harshness. 3 1 

The view of Dr. Sen, that there· is no tinge of retribution, 
does not hold good in the light of modern researches. Kaegi has 
rightly observed : "The hymns strongly provP how deeply the 
prominent minds in the people were persuaded that the eternal 
ordinances of the rnlers of the world were as inviocable in mental 
and moral matters as in the realm of nature and that every wrong 
act, even the unconscious, was punished and sin expiated."32 The 
Vedic conception was that it was a retribution from heaven. 
Expiation and Danda are spoken of as twin modes of purifi
cation. Retribution in form of expiation was very common 
during the Vedic period. Expiation was a logical part of the 
system based on religion and metaphysical theory. The divine 
judgment wa~ based on the belief that all guilt was punished 
by God. The existence of the term "Vaira-Deya" or Wergeld 
proves the payment of compensation. Retribution in its practical 
character was present in the Vedas. In Mahabharat also punish
ment as retribution is visible in the following words :-"To take 
revenge on him who takes revenge, to retaliate, when struck 
and to do harm in return for barm" 38, 

The punishment by oath and ·ordeal was also known. 
According to Jolly, the system of oath ·was prevalent even 
during the time of Rigveda. Jaiswal says that ordeal was only 
a form of oath.34 The system of ordeal is as old as Rigveda. Accor
ding to Na:rad and Yagnavalkya ordeal shall be resorted to only 

22 

27. Ibid. p. 110. 
28. Jolly, 'Hindu Law and Custom,' p. 280. 
29. Ibid. p, 263. 
30, Nitis~r, p. 30. 
31. Dr. Beni Prasad, "Theory of Govt. in Ancient India," p. 39. 
32. Kaegi, Rigveda, p. 18. 
33. V ana Pa.rva, 29. 
34. Jayswal, 'Manu and Yagnavalkya,' p. 135. 
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in default of worldly proofs.85 When the right arguments fail 
ordeal has to be used in the investigation of cases.s 6 

Punishment for crime was inflicted by divine judgment 
or through the penance imposed by the priest-an amalgama
tion of earlier priestly jurisprudence with later legal practice
penance was inflicted by the King at the behest of prest87 • The 
philosophy behind this theory of expiation was that punishment 
purifies sin. The principle of purification is also advocated by 
the Pural)a88• 

Another marked feature of Danda was the restraining 
principle. Gautama has cpined that the creation of punishment 
was for checking the miscreant and wrong-doers. Kautilya and 
Sukra suggested the practical mfans of ennobling the criminal 
soul. So far as stringency is concerned Kautilya is no less but 
his view was reformatory. His conception is that the crime is 
inherent in social make-up of a man and it spreads from person 
to person as a disease. He treats crime as a contaminating 
disease and mggests that the criminal must be reformed by finally 
doing away with the criminal tendency in him. He says: ''When 
the guilt is got rid of, there will be no guilty persons, but when 
only a guilty person is got rid of the guilty will contaminate 
others"89 • Kautilya wants the extirpation of those who desire evil 
of the kingdom. 40 He not only attached reformatory or retributive 
value to the punishment but also he saw the germs of discipline in 
the punishment. His inner motive was to educate the people lfnd 
in this respect he was in line with Aristotle who viewed punishment 
as "educational discipline." Kautilya observes: "Punishments which 
alone can procure safety and security of life depends on disciplinen. 
He, like Vishnu, holds that punishment must be proportionate to 
guilt.411 

Sukra's idea was that punishment leads to t.he abdication 
of bad practices and that the king should administrate punishment 
for the furtherance of morality and religion and be regards 
punishment as the great "stay of virtue."48 Kamandaka justifies 

35. Yagnavalkya. II 22. Narada, 1 241. Jolly, "Hindu Law and 
Custom,'' p. 308. 

i>6. Sukraniti, p. 203. 
37. Hopkins, " Ethios of India," p. 110-13. 
38. Bhagwata Purana., III, 9; 10. 14. 
In this connection it must be remembered that the duty of the 

King was to free the people from sin by punishing them aooording to 
law. See Rajdhal'manusasana Parva, 6!!. 

39. Arthasastra, p. 4t5. 
40. Ibid. pp. 187 and 197. Also oonsult S. B. E. Vol 33, p. 90 
41. Arthasastra p. 10 
42. Ibid, p. 71,243 and 247. Also Vishnu III, 65. 
43. Sukraniti, p. 130-31 
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punishment for the purposes of justice. 44 According to Yagiiavalkya 
punishment should place the subject in right path. 45 Before 
awarding punishment the following points were taken into con-
sideration: (1) Motive (~'J.'IT"f), (2) Circumstances, (3) Capacity of 
the criminal, and (4) the crime.46 Various types of punishment 
have been devised,47 such as (a) Vc.dhdanda or Capital Punishment, 
(b) Arthadanda or Fines, (c) Vagdanda or Verbal Punishment, and 
(d) Mornl Disapprobation. Pali texts inform us that a Brahmin was 
not given a privileged position in the eyes of law and if a Brahmin 
was criminal he was sure to be executed. 

THE STORY OF VASU UPARICHARA. A.ND IT.3 SUMERIAN, 
GREEK AND ROMAN PARALLELS 

BY 

PROF. J . .P. D'SOUZA, M.A., . 
Elphinstone Ooilege, Bombay. 

To the ancient Indo-Mediterranean peoples the eagle, besides 
being other things, was a vehicle between earth and heaven, and, 
therefore, a means of deifying mortals. This is borne out by the 
Indian story of Vasu Uparichara, the Sumerian legend of Etana. 
the Greek-Rom!l.n myth of Ganymedes, and the ceremonies con
nected with the apotheosis of the Roman emperor after his 
death. 

The Stor 11 of Vasu U parichara 

We are told in the Mahabharata1 that once upon a time 
there lived a King called Vasu Uparichara, who was singularly 
devoted to Narayana. In the fulness of time, ''renouncing his body, 
he ascended to heaven".z However after some time, through 

44. Nitisar, p. 64. 
45. Compare this view with that of Mahabha.rat where it ha.s been 

said that the duty of the king was to bring the people to 
good ways of life. (Vide Moksdharma. Pa.rva., 167). 

46. Manu and Yagnavalkya, p. 83. 
Moksha.dharma P11.rva 167. 
Manu VIII. 126. 
Yajnava.lkya. 1. p. 59.II p. 110 a.nd 
also V asistha. 

47. Mokshadha.rma. Pa.rva 167. Manu VIII. 129.30. 
1. Shanti Parva, Chs. 336-338. 

Dutt's translation, Vol. III (Caloutta, 1903) 
2. Ch. 337, v. 59. 
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the curse of the "Brahmanas,1 he tumbled down from heaven 
and "went down a hole in the earth."4 Although he bad fallen 

· so low, Uparichara did not give up his faith in Narayana, but 
continued to adore him as fervently as before. The god was 
highly pleased with the King ''who thus showed himself to be 
entirely devoted to him, anJ entirely depended upon him as his 
sole refuge'',5 and ordered hi~ vah'lna, "the fleet Garuda", to 
rescue the King. At Vishnu's bidding, Garuda, "swift as the wind," 
entered the pit in the earth in which Vasu was lying, and "taking 
the king up, the son of Vina ta, so a red into the sky and there 
released the king from his beak." 6 In this way, thanks to the 
eagle of Vishnu, Vasu Upariohara got back his divine form and 
re-enter edheaven. 

The Legend of Etana. 7 

According to the early Sumerian chronology,8 Etana the 
"hepherd was the thirteenth king of the first dynasty of KiEh 
after the Flood. He made the most daring attempt ever made 
by a mortal : he proceeded to heaven clinging to the pinions of 
an eagle. 9 This ascent of Etana is the main theme of the 
legend of Etana, a fascinating Sumerian poem, fragments of 
which have survived the ravages of time. 

The original intention of Etana in trying to launch upon 
this dangerous enterprise appears to have been to bring the 
insignia of royalty from Anu. But the immediate occasion of 
this flight heavenward was the search for the "plant of child
birth," which would enable his wife to have a easy and safe 
delivery. He had been looking high and low for this miraculous 
herb, but in vain, so he appealed to Shamash, the Sun-god, to 
help him to find it. The god advised him to go to a certain 

3. The king was cursed by the Brahmanas becauPe, when he acted 
as arbitrator in a dispute between the gods and the rishis regarding 
the proper method of offering sacrifices, he showed his partiality for 
the gods by giving the decision in their favour. 

4. Ch. 338, v. 16. 
5. Do., v. 29. 
6. Ch. 338, v. 35. 
7. Delap;:,rte, Mesopotamia, pp. 171, 209-210 (London, 1925); 

Wallis Budge, Babylonian Ltfg and History, pp. 143-144 (London, 1925); 
Waddell, Makers of CivilizatioN, p. 166 (London, 1929) ; Smith, Early 
His,or)l of As.syria, pp. 31-32 (London, 1928). 

8. Smith, op. cit., p. 26. 
9. Cf. W a.ddell, ov. cit., p. 166. 'That legend goes on to relate 

that Lord Etana was invited by his "friend" the Sun·ha.wk (Aukh) to 
oling to it and be carried up to Heaven.' 
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eagle. Etana found this eagle lying in a pit, badly mangled.10 

He tended it like a good l::)amaritan, and as a result of his 
ministrations the bird's -wounds were healed, and it recovered 
its strength. The eagle showed its gratitude to the king by 
undertaking to carry him to Ishtar, the goddess of childbirth, 
to get the herb which Etana needed so badly. Etana, old thougll 
he was, took courage into his bands and "set his breast agains.t 
the breast of the eagle, and laid his hands on the feathers of 
its wings,''11 and the eagle soared higller a;nd higher pointing 
out on the way "the vast dwindling panorama of earth and sea.12 

A.t last they reached heaven, and passed through the gates of 
Anu, Enlil and Ea. The throne of Ishtar was still higher up. 
It was now six hours that they had been going up without stop, 
and Etana, either because his courage failed him,13 or because 
he became giddy,14 told the eagle to halt and take him back to 
earth. Tlle text is badly damagc>d here, and the poem ends .with 
the Htatement that both vehicle and passenger "fell crashing to 
the earth" .1 5 · , 

The ascent of Etana is represented on several early Sume
rian cylinder seals,16 We are shown a bird, probably an eagle, 
taking off with a bearded man, presumably Etana, on its uack. 
Immediately below Etana and the eagle are two dogs seated 
face-to-face on either side of a bag or vessel, evidently belonging 
to the patriarch. They are regularly depicted looking up in 
surprise at their master. Another interesting feature of these 
representations is the flocks of sheep. These details leave no 
doubt in our mind that the man on the back of the ea-gle is a 
shepherd. This is hardly to be wondered at as in the King lists. 
Etana bas the title of shepherd. Other shepherds, too, are often 
shown expressing their amazement by looking up like the dogs 
or by lifting an arm in the attitude of wonder. 

10. The eagle bad dljvoured the young ones of a certain snake. 
When a suitable opportunity occurred, the snake took revenge on the· 
eagle and wounded it se~verely. This enmity between eagle and snakes 
figures in all Indo-Mediterranean mythologies. See my paper, "The 
Proto Indo-Mediterranean Eagle,'' in the Proceedings of the Fifth 
Session of the Indian History Congre~s. 

11. Wallis Budge, op. cat., p, 143. 
12. Waddell, ol). cit., p. ~66. 
13. Wallis Budge, op. cit., p. 143. 
'14. Delaporte, op. cit, p, 171. 
15. Smith, op. cit., p. ~2. 

,. 16. Cambridge Ancient HistorY, Plates I, pl. opp. p. 40, a, b, c, d ... 
four impressions from cylinder seals showing the ascent of Eta.na 
(Cambridge, 1927); !i'rankforL Cyltnder Seals, pl. XXIV, h (London, 
1939); Spearing, Childhood of Art. fig. 262. Ur Excavations, Vol. II 
Plate~, pl. 205, No. 180 (Oxford, 1934) • the same is reproduced in Frank
fort, or. ctt .• pl. XVII, i. In the last example the ascent of Etan.a is 
used as a spaoe·filler and, therefore, only the eagle with the rider is 
shown. 
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_The Myth of Ganymedes, 

Ganymedes, the mo3t beautiful youth that ever lived, was 
carried away from the earth to Mount Olympus to replace Hebe 
as cup-bearer to Zeus. There are several versions of this myth, 
describing differently the manner in which Ganymedes was 
kidnapped, But the most pnpular version has it that he was 
carried off Ly the eagle of Zeus.17 Some writers say that the 
eagle was Zeus in disguise. 1 8 

We have illustrations of this myth in different. branches of 
Greek and Roman art. The rape of Ganymedes 1n bronze by 
Leochares, a famous Attic sculptor of the fourth century B. C., 
easily beads the list. Though the orig~nal, praised by Piiny,19 

has been lost, several copies of this wcrk have survived. 2 o The 
best and most celebrated of the;,e is the marble copy in the Museo 
Pio Clementino at the Vatican,21 Vincent Smith's description 
of the Vatican group is worth quoting. "ln the Vatican copy 
the eagle is shown as supported by the trunk of a tree in the 
background, with wings expanded and neck stretched upwards, 
grasping with tender firmneo:s the nude youth, whose feet have 
just ceased to touch the receding earth. His robe disclosing the 
nude figure, is so disposed as to protect his back from injury 
caused by the bird's talons. A dog, seated below howls piteously 
for his vanishing master, as described by Vergil".22 

Another interesting example, which illustrates the later 
version of the myth, is provided by the relief frieze on a silver 
simpulum18 from Cullera, near Valencia. The vessel is shaped 
like a saucepan and "inscribed on the bottom in the lettering 
of the second half of S. III A. 0."14 The frieze shows Zeus in 
four of his amorous adventures, viz., as a swan with Leda, as 

17. Vergil, Aeneid, V. 252-57: Hora.oe, Odes, IV, 4, 2: Apollo
dof'USt III 12. Vergil's a.ocount i.,. powerfully reminiscent of the soene 
below Eta.na and the eagle depicted on the Sumerian seals. 
''Longaevi valmas nequiquam ad ~idera tendunt custodes saevitgue canum 
latratus in auras.'' 

18. Ovid. Metamorphoses, X, 155; Nonn., Dionvs., XV, 281). 
19. XXXIV., 79. 
:GO. It is interesting to nota that there are adaptations of the 

work of Leochares in some specimens from the Gra.eco-Buddhist school 
of Ga.ndha.ra.. In these, Ga.ruda. is shown seizing a. N a.gi after the 
manner of the eagle in the Vatican oopy. Vide Vogel, Ind1an Servene 
Lore, pl. XV a. (London, 1926); Smith, History of Fine Arc in India and 
Ce21lon, fig, 70a. (Oxford, 1911). 

21. Smith and Ma.rindin, Classical Dictionary, first fig. on p, 357 
(London, 1909); Nettleship and Sa.ndys, Dictionary of Classical Anti
qld:ies, fig. on p. 349 {London, 1891), Smith, op. cit,, fig. 71. 

2~. Smith, op, cit., p, 118. 
23. Cook, Zeus, Vol. II, pl. XV (Cambridge, 1925). 
14. Id. ibid., p. 229. 
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a man with Semele, as Artemis with Kallisto, and as an eagle 
with Ganymedes. 

On pottery the rape of Ganymede by the eagle of Zeus 
figures once or twice, but usually "Zeus himself seizes or pursues 
the youth while he is engaged in bowling a hoop or otherwise 
at play:'25 

The Apotheosis of the Roman Emperor. 

We have a full account of the ceremonies connected with 
the deification of the Roman emperor from Herodian's26 descrip· 
tion of the obsequif's of Severns, which he apparen-tly witnessed. 
The most significant ceremony was "the liberation, at the moment 
of kindling the funeral pyre, of an eagle which was supposed 
to bear the emperor's soul to heaven."2 7 

Apotheoses of emperors, or members of the imperial family, 
were popular motifs in Roman art. The eagle is an indispens· 
able part of these representations. Among the better known 
examples are the apotheosis of Titus on the arch of Titus and that 
ot Augustus on a grand cameo in the Louore28 • Bronze medal
lions of Antoninus Pius29 have CONSECRATIO inscribed on their 
revert;e and the emperor with a hi mation wrapped about his legs 
and a sceptre is his right hand is shown being car.ried aloft on 
the back of an eagle. On some Roman coins the apotheosis 
of Faustina is represented30• 

Conclusion. 

All this literary and pictorial evidence leads us to the obvious 
conclusion that all these Indo-Mediterranean peoples believed that 
heaven was high up in the sky-a belief which has persisted to 
the present day. How deep down into the past, and how far 
afield have we to dig for the roots of the present ! It is not 
surprising that these people should have plumped, in the absence 
of the aeroplane, on the eagle, the bird lov:ed and respected by 
gods and men, as the best and the most natural means .of trans
porting men to the abode of the gods. The eagle had a easy 
access to this abode as it was so closely associated with the gods. 
But what is important is that the eagle did not carry only the 
living to heaven, it also conveyed the souls of the dead thither, 
and thus was instrumental in transferring human beings from 

25. Walten~. History of Ancient Pottery, Vol. II, p. 18. 
26. Book IV, C. 2. 
27. Enc. Brie., Vol II, p. 125 (14th edition). 
28. Enc. Brie., Vol. II, p. 125 (14th edition). 
29. Cook, op. cit., fig. 58. 
30. Enc. leal., Vol. III, fig. on p. 7.18. 
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the mortal to the immortal plane. The fundamental identity of 
these beliefs and the striking parallels in the diverse myths which 
enshrine theso beliefs, reminds us of Donald Mackenzie's remark, 
So do tba beliefs of mingled peoples survive in complex mytholo
giesn. 

MAHAKANTARA AND IT3 LOCATIO~ 

BY 

L.D.PANDEYSHARMA 
Balpur (Mahakosal) 

Professor G. Jouveau Dubreil VI rites in his 'Ancient History 
of'the Deccan' as follows:-

", About A. D. 340, Samudra Gupta left his capital Pataliputra 
and marched direc~ly towards the pouth. First he conquered 
Southern Kosala. where the King Mahendra was reignin~ in the 
v~cini.ty of Sirpura (on the Mahana.di) in Raipur Distrrwt; and 
SomL~dpar (present Sambalpur) in Oris!'la. He then crossed the 
forests that are to the south of Sonepur and found there the small 
'~l.ngdo~ Qf M:ahakantara' which means ''the great forests", and·· 
wliere Vy~ghra-raja, the 'tiger-king' was reigning. Then he reached' 
the coast of Orissa. 

This observation was made by the learned scholar and 
historian prior to 1920. 

·. Rai Bahadur Dr. Hiralnl, B.A., the famous archaeologist and' 
historian, writes in hiFl Hindi work-"Madbya-Pradesh-Ka Itihas" 
(Bi~tory of C. P.) on page 19 : 

~;:r it ~Wi.ir ~%=( ~:ffit1~t~ ~ um ~~ it ~r~ i.irl ~R ~ ro 
~liT 1. ~ lf<1iR 11lf<tiRTR ~ ~ ~« cnT orr ~r I ~ ( ~~<fiRm: ) Cfi~R('( 
~ <fiT <fiT~ <rTff \U itifT ~ tR {ij' ~ ~ 01TT <rR1 i$1~ ~ I$ 

In his opinion •Mahakardara kingclom formed a part of the 
pr-esent Bastar State, where there are still dense fore~t!l. Bastnr 
is a. native State in the Raipur District in Chattisgarh, C. P. to its 
extreme south. It lies between 17°- t6' and 20°-14' N and 80°-' L5' 
and 82°-1' E. with an area of 13/.iH sq. miles. Its len~ th from 
north to south is about 164 miles and breadth from east to west 
about 128 miles. The State is bounded on the north by Kanker State 

31. Myths of Crete etc., p. xlviii. 
$ ~~ <tiT ~~-published bv <tirm ~ sr:qyf~ «<rr, &r;:rrot" 

in Samvat 1996 Vikram, after the author's demise -1st edition. 
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and the Raipur District ; on the east by the Jeypore estate in the 
Madras Presidency; on the south by the Bhadrachalam taluk of the 
Godavari District of Madras and on the west by the Chanda 
District and the Nizam's Dominions. 

The early history of the Bastar State is unknown. Gold coins 
issued by kingd, named Varaha and Arthapati with legend in 
box-headed characters, having humped bull ( N"andi) devices, were 
recently discovered at village Edenga in the Kondgaon 
Tahsil of the B~star State. These kings, as shown by MM. 
Mirashi, belonged to the Nala dynasty and flourished about the 
5t 1 century A.D. "This N ala family was ruling over Kosala 
(modern Chattisgarh comprising the Bastar State and the adjoining 
territory). The N alas were contemporaries of the Va:ka:ta:kas. 
'I'hese coins fail to throw any light on the name of the kingdom 
ruled over by the kings whose names they bear. In the ll.th and 
12th centuries A.D. the Bastar State was known as '~<fiT~'. 
Inscriptions discovered in this State are recorded in Telagu script!'!, 
leaving some which are in the Devanagari characters; This shows 
the domination over the tract b-r Telagu-speaking dynas~y from 
the south, especially Warangal where the Kikatiyas held sway. 
There are old buildings and inscriptions at Barsur, Dantewara, 
Bhairamgarh, N arainpal, Kuruspal and Dhanora. The temple at 
Barsur belongs to God Siva with 12 stone-pillars carved on the 
outside with sculptures of nude figures in a damaged state. A 
ruined Ganesh temple is also found here (Barsur). The image of 
Ganesh about 8 feet high and over 17 feet in girth is still there. 
N arainpal has a temple of Vishnu. At Dhanora are the ruins 
of about 20 tanks and also about 25 mounds wllich probably covet· 
the ruins of temples. One on being excavated disclosed the remains 
of a temple and a Siva-lingum six feet long and as much in girth. 
These temples and inscriptions are not older than 1000 A.D. About 
that time~ the central part of the present Bastar State was known 
as Chakrakot or Bhramara Kotya both of which names appear to 
be identical. The "0. P. inscription" has :-

"Bhramarakotya mandala is apparently an alternative name 
of Cbakrakotya mandala, and formed the central portion of the· 
Bastar State according to the Rajapura Plates of Madhura'ntaka
deva'' (Ep. Ind. Vol. X, p. 40 ff.) 

The District Gazetteer of Raipur quotes on page 38 from V.A. 
Smith's Early· History of India :-

Emperor Samudra Gupta directed his attention to the conquest 
of the south, and the kingdom of the South Kosala,- the old name 
of Ohattisgarh, was the first country he conquered.in his 'kingdom
tl.king' expedition. The invader marching due south from his 
capital Pataliputra or Patna, overthrew its King Mahendra. 
Passing on, he subdued all the chiefs of the forest countries, which 
still retain their ancient wildnesg and constitute the tributary 
States of Orissa and the more backward parts of the Central 

23 
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Provinces. The principal of those Chiefs was Vyaghra Raja, 
whose country was nam~d Mahakrmtara, literally the greatforest, 
which was situated somewhere near Sihawa in the Dhamtari 
Tahsil (District Raipur, C. P.). Sihawa is not very far off from 
Sirpur and Rajim and one would be unwilling to take it as an 
important place in Maha:ka:ntara. In inscriptionR it is referred 
to as '~~' and the adj)ining State of Kank.10 r (~)as ~. 
Although from an inscription at Sihawa. of about 1192 A. D., we 
get two names of early rulers, i.e., '~'51' and '~', the gap 
between 400 A. D. and 1200 A.D. is very great. To be brief, in all 
probability, both Bastar and Sihawa with Kanker were within the 
geographical limit of Mahakosala. 

In the Mahabhara t, we find the following slok as :
~ ~~ ~{N~ 4fflsWt llTf"tr~;:r: 

<!iT~f~ ~ a?U ~a~ II 
<.filkll'(<hi~'<f ~q~ <:!'~ ~~~Fcr:rTYf --.. 
o:rract<tR:q ~m: <:!'~~~~II 

From the ab:we lines, this much appears to be clear, that 
'qi[(Cfllo:ctR' was a contiguous or neighbouring kingdom of '~m 
which, no doubt. included the whole of the present-day Sambalpur 
Dist. and the Sonerm and Patna States in Eastern States 
Agency. 

In the absence of any express mention of the names of 
rivers, mountains or of its capital-town or of two or three king· 
doms, bordering on it, it is very difficult to find out its actual 
situation. Decidedly it was a famom kingdom in ~ffij<QJNt4 and the 
very mention of it and its ruler in the 'Allahabad pillar inscrip
tion' shows its due importance. With the adjective '~' 
the Kantara kingdom cannot he sai.d to be il small one. In 
the lli[T4fr~CI and other S'l.nskrit works such as ~~ and ~'s 

·both if~ <.fi~ otherwise called lli[TCfiRfflr, and ~RTR are men· 
tioned and described as CfiRffl and Cfi'RfR bereft of the qualifying 
prefix '11~' Both in the Rama:y an:.t and the Mahabharata, we 
11nd the names ~ and tfiRr~ without the prefix '.a:m'. 

We are still in the dark as to why the word lltT was added 
to ciT~, and CfiRfR and what is the early authority for this use in its 
bigger Rense and longer form. My great friend the late Dr. K. P. 
Jayaswal, I am afraid, has simply accepted the views of the \a.te 
Dr. Hiralal, B. A., author of the Hindi work '~ CfiT if~' 
and ~c. B. Inscription.' who waf': a great authority on the history 
of 0. P. But the views of both these great historians l'ltill remain 
Without authoritativA Rnfl ~nn\Tinr>in,... cnmrv-.nt n~-1 An.,__ 
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Who this ruler O<JlJRT~ of ~<fir<'([R of Samudra Gupta's time 
was, is not yet definitely known. At least scholars are not 
unanimous over any identification of +m<fiT<-C!'R and its ruler 
i1IDRT~, so far as my know ledge goes. 

PRE.HISTORIC CULTURES DISCOVERED ON THE NARBADA 

BY 

MR .. A. V. PANDYA, 

State Archaeologist, Rajpipla. 

In peninsular India · (India south of the Indo-Gangetic 
plain~) from Jaipur State in the north to Cape Comorin in 
the south, and West Bengal in the east to the peninsula of 
Kathiawar in the west, hundreds of remains of a pre-historic 
culture complex are distributed all over the region. These remains 
are found mainly confined to the river valleys and the low hills 
scattered in the cultivable plains. The remains are character· 
ized by tiny implements of such silicious stones as agate, carnelian, 
chert, jasper, bloodstone, etc., with plain as well as serrated edges. 
These stone implements are known as microliths, pygmy flakes, 
etc., and occur in association with a wheel-turned pottery bearing 
simple geometrical patterns either incised or painted black on 
a burnished red surface; bangles and beads of chank shell, agate 
and glass; and at numerous places with paintings executed in 
colours on rocks, which are considered to be of pre-historic times. 
This culture has superficially nothing in common with the 
Harappa or the Indus culture of North-western India. As this 
culture complex is distributed all over the Indian peninsula, it 
maY. provisionally be called the Peninsular culture. 

India is indeed a land of archaeological paradoxes and 
therefore to interpret its pre-historic and other cultures in terms 
of the discoveries and researches made i'n other countries ·has 
in cases misled even expert archaeologists in India. It is a known 
fact that the pottery of the type of the Harappa culture and 
that of the Susa-I ware is still manufactured in Sind, hence to 
label an Indian culture pre-historic on the only basis of ceramic 
art, which has become a fashion in this country, is not always 
without risk. It is not pottery alone, but other associated anti
quities which may enable one to ascertain whether a given 
culture is pre-historic in age or not. 

The term 'pre-history' denotes that past age of a country 
which preceded the pericd of its continuous history down to our 
own times. Every country has its own pre-historic period in its 
history. In the histories of Egyp; and Iraq all that precedes 
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3000 B. C. is pre-historic, where/IS in India the va.st period before 
7th century B. C. falls within tlie scope of pre-history. 

The pre-historic age as a whole tas been subdivided on the 
basis of the use of certain industrial materials, which were 
employed for making tools and weap)ns and for some other pur
poses by man at different stagP,s of his material progress. These 
materials a.re stone, copper and its alloy bronze and iron. 

Ever since his origins in the Lower Pliestocene period some 
6,00,000 years ago, man began to utilize stone for his weapons 
and tools. In the beginning tools were larger. The size began 
to diminish with tho passage of time, and by the end of the 
Piiestocene period some 20,000 years ago, the tools of the Upper 
Palaeolithic period became much smaller. During the succeeding 
Mesolithic or the transitional period between the Palaeolithic 
and the Neolithic ages man began to use 'composite tools', whose 
working edge consisted of mic rolitbs fitted into a groove Qf an 
implement of wood, bone or horn. 

There was a time when the term 'neolithic' meant the 
period in which polished or ground done implements were in 
common use. This detinition has now been modified and the term 
stands for that period of human histo1·y in which agriculture was 
invented, man beca ·ne tied to the soil and the era of settled life 
set in and pottery began to be used extensively. It is for these 
facts that the neolithic age of the human history is also known 
as the period of the New Economy. Further, it has now been 
displayed that not polished stone implements, but microliths 
were the stone tools which were in general use during the 
neolithic period in Eurasia. In the preceding Mesolithic period man 
lived by hunting, fishing and gathering and passed the nomadic 
life. During the succeeding Neolithic he took to cultivation and 
therefore he had to make some alterations in his tool equipment in 
order to meet t.he new requirements of ploughhg, sowing, weeding 
and harvesting. For some of these purpost>s implements ha.ving 
toothed edge. for example sickles for harvesting, were needed 
and therefore a new type of microliths with serrated edge was 
introduced. Hence at the remains of the settlements of the earliest 
farmers of history one is sure to come across a number of microliths 
with serrated edge. This is not the case with the microlithic or 
identical remains of the cultures of the pre-Neolithic hunters. As 
a hunter and gatherer man is a nomn.d and therefore cannot use 
pottery on account of its fragility. The regular use of pottery is 
therefore connected directly with the settled life, and this is a 
well-known fact that it was agriculture which enabled man to 
enjoy a settled life in permanent habitations. 

Stone is evidently not available in the alluvial plains of the 
larger rivers, namely, the Nile, the 1£uphrates and the Tigris, the 
Indus and the Ganges. and the Hoang-Ho. When the plains. of these 
rivers had been formed and the Neolithic cultivators entered them 
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as they were most suitable for their life, they did not there find 
stone for their implements and other purposes, and out of this 
necessity of vital importance they found out a substitute in metal 
in the rockless alluvial plains in Egypt, Iraq, upper India, and 
other similar areas. However, where stone was available of 
suitable type and in sufficient quantity, man ciung to the tradition, 
as in peninsular India and some parts of Africa, he did not take 
to the use of metals, and did fairly well with stone till the use of 
iron became universal sometime in the mi.ddle of the second 
millennium B.C. India which abounds greatly in stone and iron has 
very little copper. ·On this account there have never been in 
India's past the ages of copper and bronze, as was the case with 
the countries of Western Asia, Northern Africa and Europe. In 
India the use of stone persisted side by side with that of copper 
and bronze in the Harappa culture and other early metal age 
cultures of upper India and the tracts now forming the part of 
Pakistan and therefore they are known as the 'chalcolithic' 
cultures. 

A study of the Peninsular culture complex would indicate 
that its remains occur as a rule incultivable tracts. This evidence, 
when supported by the presen~e of microliths having serrated edge 
which are known as the sickle flints and ·the occurrence of pottery 
which denotes a settled life that cannot be ,possible in any other 
economy than of agriculture, is sufficient to show that the people 
of this culture lived mainly by cultivation. 

The fact that the pottery of the Peninsular culture is a. wheel
turned ware helps U<; to some degree to ascertain to approximate 
date of its rise. We do not yet know when the potter's wheel 
began to be used in India: In Iraq it was introduced during the 
late period of the al •Ubaid culture, a little before 3500 B. C. This 
shows that the Peninsular culture can hardly be of an earlier 
date than this unless the use of potter's wheel in India is displayed 
to be earlier. 

Having worked as a member of the Gujarat Pre-historic 
Expedition, which conducted field investigations in North Gujarat, 
tbe writer was sent in 1944 by the Archaeological Survey of India 
to carry out an archaeological mrvey of the N arbada valley in 
Western and Central India for the State of Rajpipla, whose 
Dew an, Khan Bahadur Pheroze D. Kothavala was deeply inter· 
ested in this work, being a friend of the late Rao Bahadur K. N. 
Dikshi t then Director-General of Archaeology in India. The 
survey progressed under the direction of Rao Bahadur Dikshit 
and subsequent to his sad demise under that of Dr. R. E. M. 
Wheeler, present Director-Gener.al of Archaeology. 

After the writer bad e;xplored with much success the N arbada 
valley in Western and Ce:1tral Indiain search of the relics of the 
Palaeolithic communities, who flourished during the Ice Age or 
the Pliestocene period, he concentrated his efforts to finding 
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out remains of the pre-historic cultures of, geologically sp8aking, 
the •Surface period', as from the winter of 1945-46. 

On the Lower Narbada and its tributary the Umaravati, the 
, Kim and the Lower Tapti in the Rajpipla State, the writer was 

able to trace numerous remains of the settlements yielding, like 
the sites of the Peninsular culture, microliths ineluding sickle
flints (toothed microliths), a wheel-made red pottery. 

The following is a li"'t of these sites. 
(A} The sites occurring on the river banks. 

I-On the Narbada. 
(From east to west). 

1. M0khadi. 
2. Dudheshwar. 
3. Gardeshwar. 
4. Akteshwar. 
5. Sanjroli. 
6. Renga'Qa. 
7. Vasal). 
8. GaQasidu. 
9. Vandaria. 

10. Kara:9.. 
li-On the tributary Omaravati (a tributary 

of the Narbada from the south). 
11. Vijayanagar. 
12. Chiklota:. 

III-On the Kim. 
13. Kambodia. 
14. Daulatpur. 

IV-On the Tokri (a tributary of the Kim). 
15. Koili-Ma:ndvi. 

V-On the Tapti 
16. Gangtha. 

VI-On the Tini (a tributary of the Tapti from 
the north). 
17. Kha:mpafja. 

VII-The Shiva (a tributary of the Tapti from 
the south). 
18. Nalva. 

(B) The sites occurring on the low hills of the lateritic 
rock in the cultivable plains between the rivers the 
Narbada and Kim. 
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19. Pan vagi. 
20. Valia. 
21. Dungri. 
22. Bharai). 

It is erroneous to soon indulge in forming conclusions merely 
on picking up what was available at a singular or a few sites 
with the understanding that what antiquities had been found was 
all 1hat the sites may have contained originally, and without 
taCdng into consideration the factors that govern the conditions of 
preservation of sites and their contents. The state of preserva.tion 
of an archaeological remain, subsequent to its desertion, depends 
largely upon the durability and resistance against weather, ero
sion, insects, and other- destructive agencies both natural and 
artificial, of materials from which the remain was originally made. 
lt'or instance, a habitation made of such perishable materials as 
bamboo, reed, straw, timber and tbe'like, soon disappear beyond 
recognition, with the result that the things it had contained are 
exposed to adverse action of radiation, weather, drift, etc. Under 
these circumstances nothing except the things of· such harder 
materials as stone, to some extent terr.cotta, and of the like 
can survive. But on the other hand, after crumbling down, the 
debris of such habitations as made of mud or brick serves as a pro
tection against the above-named destructive agencies, and it 
is the remains of such habitations that form artificilil mounds and 
yield antiquities in a far better state of preservation and also in 
larger numbers than the sites of the first type. 

On the Lower Narbada as well as all over South Gujarat 
houses, since time immemorial, are built of bamboo or timber as 
these materials occur abundantly in this area, whereas on the 
same river in Central India and the Central Provinces the houses 
of the common folk are made of mud and those of the well-to-do 
class are brick· built. 

The archaeological sites shown in the foregoing list are no 
doubt pre-historic as they abound in stone artifacts (microliths). 
It is to be particularly remarked here that none of the early 
historic period sites have so far yielded microliths. In the Narbada 
valley itself and adjacent-tracts early historic sites occur at Kasra:
wad (near Maheshwar on the Narbada), Ujjain (the Vaishya and 
Kumbbar mounds), Bosnagar (near Bbilsa), Eran, etc., in Central 
India and at Ka:mrej (near Surat) in South Gujarat, but none of 
these sites yi~ld microliths, showing that the microlith-bearing 
sites are no doubt of pre-historic age. The enlisted sites found on 
the Lower Narbada and some surrounding areas contain hardly 
any antiquities other than microliths and pottery on account 
of their having been subjected to the destructive action of natural 
agencies for centuries together. Further they do not form artifi. 
cial mounds, showing that the habitations whose remains they 
represent must .h~ve been built of perish&ble materials. Und~r t4() 

• 
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circumstances, there seems no hope to gather from them the data 
that may enable us to form an idea about their culture in all of 
its aspects . 

Having completed his preliminary survey of the Lower Nar
bada valley in South Gujarat in search of pre-historic sites of the 
Surface period, the writer moved along the Narbada tlwards the 
ea~t and entered the midale plain of the river known as Nimar. 
This is the tract which was known anciently as 'AnupR'. 

On entering Nimar from its western end near the Hiranpl'lal 
rapid of the Narrada, the writer found at Chikalda (lnriore State, 
Nisarpur Pargana) two pre- historic village sites. It was for the 
first time at Chikald a that the writer found a pre historic site on 
the Narbada rising into lofty artificial mounds, representing 
the debris of decayed mud-built habitations comprising originally 
a village. It is at such sites, as the writer has already remarked, 
that antiquities, remain in the least damaged condition and in situ 
under the protective covering of the decayed earth of the crum
.bled mud· built houses. Microliths and pottery occurred in abun
dance at the two sites at Cbikalda. They belongerl to the same 
type as those which had been found on the Lower Narhada in 
South Gujrat, showing that the pre-historic culture of the Narbada 
valley was identical in both of its areas. The mounds at Chiklada 
were deeply entrenched by erosion, exposing to the view at places, 

.~ sub-surface sections of the sites. Here the pottery, particularly 
that from underground, was in a satisfactory state of preservation 
in respect of its decoration. Besides microliths and pottery, the 
sites yielded in plenty sub-fossilized b(ines of animal-, among which 
those of the quadrupeds predominated ; plain bangles of chank 
shell, paste or a form of glass, and white opaque agate, and a 
stoneware turned on Ia the both from the surface and from under 
i*. The mounds both on the surface and under it abounded greatly 
in river-pebbles and other form of rubble, showing that the pre
historic habitations and other structures were built of rubble 
cemented with mud, contrary to the current practice of building 
houses purely of mud in Nimar and Malwa. The Mound A at 
Chikalda, aa the photograph No. 4 would show, has been truncated 
on its southern side by the recent flood-action of the Narbada, 
exposing the entire depth of the archaeological site (about 20 feet). 
Careful o)servations on thi;; section as well as on those onetJ 
exposed to the view by ravines, showed not any marked difference 
in the constitution of the culture from bottom to the top. 

Proceeding eastward from Ohikalda upstre:l.m the Narbada, 
the writer found microliths occurring all along the river bank, as 
was the case on the Lower N arbad a in some parts. It is to be 
borne in mind that microlitlB which have either edge or point are 
not, under ordinary circumstances, subjected to drift and remain 
in situ for ages together unle!:'s they are displaced by human 
o~o.nn"t:T t'f1h1C' nl"lnn .... 'l9£n"lll"lO nf fYllf"lt-f"\litho o'hn.tx1'arl +h~ t. tho nr.a_hic:d·n .... il" 
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settlements must have lined, in suitable a:r:eas, all along the 
Narbada. 

After (1) Chikalda in the Indore State, the writer found the' 
major pre-historic sites to the east in Nimar at (2) Mohipura in 
the Barwa:ni State (3) Bara:-Barda in the Sardarpur district of 
the Gwalior State (figure. 5), ( 4) Loha:ra again in the Barwani 
State and at {5) Khuja.wan in the Dhar State. Out ·of these 
the sites at Mohipura and Bara:-Barda: consist of extensive and 
lofty artificial mounds, repreeenting evidently larger villages of 
pre-historic times. All of these sites contained the same antiqui
ties from the surface and from under it, as those found at Chikal
da. It follows from a study of the types of stone artifacts and 
pottery which are common at the sites both on the Lower N arbada 
in Gujarat and on the Middle N arbada in Nimar, that the 
pre-historic culture of both the areas was similar. Out of these 
two areas the sites occurring in Nimar, being in a far satisfactory 
state of preservation, furnish rather sufficient data for us to form 
preliminary opinion about the nature and age of this pre-historic 
culture, which may provisionally be named the 'N arbada culture'. 

Before proceeding further, now a word about the nature 
and scope of the writer's archaeological survey. In this respect 
it may be reckoned a general survey rather of the type conducted, 
for example, by Sir Aural Stein in Baluchistan and adjacent areas. 
In course of such surveys observations are made on physiography, 
natural resources, living cultures, etc., of a given terrain ; then 
archaeological sites are traced and their situation and surround
ings are studied ; sites are fully explored on the surface and for 
a study of their stratigraphy full opportunity of naturally·exposed 
se.ctions is taken, and where such sections do not occur of a re
quired type or are absent, trial-pits are sunk. This much of work 
furnishes sufficient data for ascertaining general type and stage or 
age of culture or cultures of remains found. In the case of the 
writer's survey hs followed these rules. As regards stratigraphy of 
pre-historic sites, he practically at all places, found deeply-cut 
section~ by the erosion of ravines even at the centre of sites; 
and in many cases by the Narbada itself, where exposures 
showing depths below the archaeological layer occurred. At 
Mohipura, however pits were excavated as no natural sections 
occurred there. 

A study of the ~tratigraphy of the mounds of the Narbada 
culture showed that the culture remained more or less of a 
uniform type all throughout its range from the beginning to the 
end. No distinct stratification of different habitational layers 
was noticed anywhere. This may show that the people of the 
Narbada culture enjoyed a prolonged period of, generally speaking, 
peaceful life for some centuries at' least, as the thickness of the 
uniform archaeological layer indica.te3. This very same case 
was found by Stein in respe(} t of the pre-his to ric vi\la~e sites of ~he 
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early Chalcolithic Zhob and the Quetta cultures of Baluchistan, 
·which flourished some centuries before the rise of the Harappa 
culture of the Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa remains. 

Now we shall proceed briefly with a study of the characteristic 
antiquities of the N arbada culture and see whether their counter
parts occur in any of the better. known pre· historic cultures of our 
country. 

The microliths are the predominating antiquities at the 
Narbada culture sites. A people cannot do without a material 
from which to fashion implements, weapons, etc. We have 
already noticed that use of stone in course of time was replaced 
by metal. This process took place gradually. Hence a site of an 
identical culture where microliths occur comparatively in larger 
amount than at a sitA containing them in smaller quantity, may 
be considered older than the latter. Among the cultures of our 
country best known to us, it is the Zhob culture of Baluchistan 
in which microliths occur in some form. At the earlier sites 
of this culture which occur on or near the sea-coast of Makran 
for instance Suktagen-dor, microliths occur in larger numbers than 
the sites of the same culture in the interior of Baluchistan 
(Archaeological Survey of [ndia, Memoir 37, 1929, pp, 75-76; 
Memo., 43, p. 63). 

We have seen that the habitations and other structures of 
the N arbada culture were built of rubble cemented with mud. 
Among the known pre-historic cultures of our land the remains of 
such structures occur at the sites of the Zhob culture as also 
of some other cultures of Baluchistan (Arch. Surv. Memo. 37, 1929. 
p. 6, 9, 15, 17, 18, 33, 43, 53, 57, 71, & 73; Mem. 43, 193l, p. 23, 30, 
31, 32, 33, 135 & 187). 

The bangles of chank shell (Shankh) of a plain type are much 
met with at all the Narbada culture sites. In a little quantity 
these bangles have been found at the Harappa culture sites (at the 
early historic sites these occur of finely carved type) as also at 
some later period pre~historic sites. At the earlier sites of the 
Zhob culture in Baluchistan these bangles occur on the sea.coast 
of Makran. Here they have been found in appreciable quantity 
at Suktagen-dor and Shahi-tump (Arch. Surv. Mem., 43, p. 64, 
68 & 92). The occurrence of glass (paste) bangles in various colours 
both of plain and of decor a ted type at the N arbada culture sites 
seems rather important for the antiquity of glass does not carry 
us much back into the past even in such ancient lands as Egypt 
and Iraq (Gordon Childe, The New Light on the Most Ancient 
East, London, 1935, p. 271, It is of particular note that among 
the better known prehistoric cultures of India, it is only in the 
Zhob and the allieJ cultures that glass bangles of approximately the 
same types and colours are known to occur. In the N arbada valley 
the most prevalent glass bangles are of black colour. In Baluchistan 
the similar black glass bangles have baen fou,ld at Pa.k, Turbat, 
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Dabarkot, and Periano-ghundai (Arch. Surv. Mem., 43, p. 40, 43, 
55, 60 and 108). All of these sites belong to the Zhob culture of 
the pre-Harappa times. 

Fragments of lathe-turned ve@sels of stone (a dark green trap 
rook) have been found at the sites of the Narbada culture. This 
type of stoneware occurs at the Zhob culture sites too, for 
instance·, at :-

Periano-ghundai :-"Of special interest is a small fragment 
from the rim of a cup of stone evidently lathe-turned on a 
wheel, for finds of such small vessels are frequent at 
Chalcolithic sites from Sistan to Zhob.'' (Arch. Surv. 
Mem., 43, p. 51). 

Turbat:-"Two fragments of neatly worked stone cups ...• The 
use of such lathe-turned cups and bowls is abundantly 
attested at Neolithic and Chalcolithio sites in Sistan and 
Baluchistan." (Ibid, p. 55). 

Before we proceed further, let us see if the N arbada culture 
has any kinship or other relation with any of the pre-historic 
cultures known to occur in South Indi<i. There are two divisions 
of such cultures in southern part of our country. The first whose 
remains are found· most widespread is that problematic culture 
complex which the writer has named the Peninsular culture as 
has already been pointed out. As the mystery of this great 
culture of our country directly connects itself with that of the 
Narbada culture itself, which seems to be a regional variant of 
the former. The second culture is that of the Megalithic struc. 
tures of South India. Th~ sites of this culture has on excavations 
yielded iron implements and a pottery fundamentally different 
in type from that of any known pre-historic culture of Central and 
Northern India as well as that of the Peninsular culture. It is 
noteworthy that this Megalithic culture of South India finds its 
records in the early Dravidian literature of our country. Under 
the circumstances, there seems at present no other way than to 
take into account the points of similarity which the Narbada 
culture bears to a single pre-historic culture of our country, i.e., 
the Zhob culture of Baluchistan, which belongs to the pre-Harappa 
times by some centuries. The similarities between the two 
cultures are so close that they appear to denote a generic relation
ship. This relationship becomes rather more defined in reapect .of 
pedigree, when we make a comparative study of the ceramic 
art. 

The characteristic pottery of the Narbada culture is a plain 
wheel-turned red ware, which in many a case, bears ornamenta
tion. On decor a ted pieces the ornamentation consists of simple 
geometrical patterns either incised or applied in black or in cases 
in white on a burnished red slip. Shreds of a plain dark grey 
pottery are also met with occasionally. 
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, The earliest cultures of North-Western India are, on the 
basis of ceramic art, divisible into the two pre-historic peasant 
cultures of early chalcolithic stage, {1) tlv"' Zfwb and (2) the Quetta 
culture, the former possessing a tradition of a red pottery and 
the latter of a buff ceramic ware. Even in resper:~t of the pottery 
tradition the Narbada and the Znob culture appear to be akin. 
"Apart from the dual division,'' re:narks Stuart Piggot, "of the 
pre-historic cultures into the urban civilization of the Harappa 
culture and the peasant communities which comprise the re
minder on the ground of pottery, we can see a major division 
which equates with the Iranian cultures that were parental to 
those of India, a division into a buff ware province in South 
Baluchistan which must be tre easternmost extension of the 
equivalent south Iranian group, and a red ware region in North 
Baluchistan again equating with a northern Iranian province." 
(Ancient India, New Delhi, January, 1946, p. 9). 

Now emerges th11 interesting point that seems to lead us to 
determine genealogical relationship of thA N arbada culture with 
that of the Zhob valley. The Zhob pottery bears decoration of 
somewhat elaborate geometrical patterns as well as a little of 
naturalistic motives in a conventionalized form. On theN arbada 
ware, on the other hand, the decoration consists of simple geome
trical patterns with no naturalistic motives whatsoever. In the 
development of decoration on pottery first of all the simple 
geometrical patterns appeared during the Neolithic period. These 
patterns grew elaborate by the time of the early Chalcolithio 
period and at the same time naturalistic motives also began to 
be depicted in conventional styles. From this point of view the 
decoration of the Narbada were equates with the red ware 
division of the Neolithic culture of the Iranian highlands and 
Central Asia. The Narbada culture, however, cannot be as old 
as the above-named Neolithic culture for the pottery of the former 
being a wheel·turned ware and that of the latter a hand-made 
one. What follows from thi'> th7!t the Narbada people followed 
in their ceramic art the traditiou of the red ware Neolithic of 
the Iranian highlands and Central Asia. This evidence indicate the 
probability of the Narbada culture having been an offshoot of the 
red ware Neolithic group of the Iranian highlands and Central 
Asia which seems to migrtt te to the N arbada valley without 
coming, while on the way, in contact with the Zhob culture or 
other contemporary cultures on whose p0tttTY appear the decora
tion of an advanced stage. From this point of view of an earlier 
tradition of Ot•ramic art, the writer is inclined to place the 
beginning of the N arbada culturl~ somewhat earlier than the 
advent of the Zhob and the Quetta cultures in North-Western 
India, the parental culture of both tile N arbada and of the Zhob 
cultures being the same red ware Neolithic of the Iranian high
lands and Central Asia. From the buff ware group of the Iranian 
Neolithic emerged the Quetta culture of Baluchistan and the al 
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'Ubaid culture of Iraq which in turn was parental to the Sumerian 
culture, the contemporary of the Harappa culture of India. The 
people of the al 'Ubaid culture were the folk, who fell victim to 
the sufferings of the Great Flood or the Deluge, whose story occurs 
in the early Sumerian literature and whose Indian version is 
recorded in the Shatapatha Bra:hmaQa of the Vedic literature, 
the Puranas and the Mahabha.rata. 1t is interesting to note that 
the remains of the Quetta culture, which, like the al'Ubaid culture 
was an immediate offshoot of the buff ware group Neolithic 
culture of the highlands of Iran and Western Asia, were found 
by Sir Aurel Stein on the dry bed of the Vedic Saraswa ti stratified 
below the Harappa culture layer at Sadhanawala in the Baha
walpur State. 

According to the new dating of tb.e Harappa culture pl.'o
posed by Mr. Stuart Piggot and Dr. R. E. M. Wheeler, this cuiture 
arose somewhere about 30th century B. C., reached its heyday 
by 24th century B. C. during the Sal'gonid period in the history 
of Iraq, and came to an end about 1500 B. C., when the Indo
Ary ans occupied Northern India. Pig got places the beginnings 
of the Zhob culture about 3500 B. C. or a little later than the 
period of the al 'Ubaid culture (Ancient India, Jan. 1946, p. 25). 
We can therefore maintain that the Narbada culture may havB 
arisen by 37th or 38th century B. C. 

By what time the Narbada culture did meet its end.? The 
presence of microliths upon the surface of the sites of this culture 
indicates that at the time of its end these stone artifacts were 
as common in use as they were before. We have already taken 
note of the fact that microli ths do not occur at the early historic 
Indian sites even at the lowest levels. This shows that an inter
mediate cultural phase-transitory between the end of the Narbada 
culture when stone artifacts were in commom use and the dawn 
of India's historic past in about 7th century B. C. when the use 
of iron became fully established-should have existed. The writer 
has found the remains of such a transitory culture on the banks 
of the Narbada in Nimar at Ekalwara in the Sardarpur district 
of Gwalior State (Figure 6), Chhota-Barda in the Barwani State 
and Hatnawar in the Dhar State. The thickness of the archaeo
logical layers at these places shows that some centuries must have 
elapsed between the end of the Narbada culture and the beginning 
of the early historic period. Thus in the Narbada valley we possess 
a C'Jmplete archaeological record of the past of the aera from the 
earliest times of human settlement down to our own times. 

Thus the data collected so far by the writer in course of his 
general archaeological survey which was repeated once in 
1945-46, may be sufficient to show the nature, stage, correlation 
and age of the N arbada culture. For further details of a minute 
nature and for reconstructing a systematic history of this culture, 
a campaign of systematic and detailed excavations must follow. 
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Now turning to the Peninsular culture, we find that it poss
ePses the same characteriRtic antiquities which constitute the 
culture of the Narbada valley. On this basis the writer has 
already stated that the Narbada culture sePms to be a regional 
variant of the Peninsular culture complex. With the solution of 
the problems of the Narbada culture, the veil from the mysteries 
of the Peninsular culture which had long been puzzling the 
archaeological profession in India, has also been lifted at 
the same time. Besides, the problem of the antiquity and author
ship of the pre-historic rock-paintings found in the valleys of the 
rivers Sone and Tons, on the N arbada at Hoshangabad and in the 
Mahadeva hills, in eastern part of the Central Provinces and the 
Hazaribag plateau, in the Raichur Doab and the Bellary district 
in the south, also finds a solution. 

The matter does not end here. ln Nimar the writer proceed
ed further east and reached the ancient and sacred town of 
Maheshwar on the northern bank of the Narbada, in the Nimar 
district of the Indore State. According to the local tradition 
Maheshwa.r was the ancient Mahismati of the Puranic lore, which 
was the earliest capital of the Anupa country or Nimar. The 
local Brahmins recite the sacred Mahismati Mahatmya to the 
pilgrims who visit Mahesh war for a sacred bath in the N arbada. 
Mr. Pargiter suggested that Omkar-Mandhata was the Puranic 
Mahismati. There is no local tradition to this effect. Further, 
Mandhata is situated amidst the hills at the eastern extremity of 
Nimar upon a small rocky island in the Narmada. This situation 
does not favour of Mandhata ever having been the capital of 
Anupa. The fresh researches by Indologists have now well 
displayed that Maheshwar was without doubt the Puranic 
Mahismati (S. K. Dikshit, 'Mahismati, Maheshwar. and Jvalesh
war', Proc. Indian History Congress, Calcutta session, 1939, 
p. 137 -146). ' 

According to the Puranas, the royal power first grew in India 
in the Gangetic valley 133 generations before Chandragupta 
Maurya (accession in about 3ti B. 0.) according to the genealogi· 
cal lists of the Puranas (Pargi ter). The capitals of the first 
major Indian kingdoms were Ayodbya and Pratisthana (Allah
abad) in the Gangetic valley in the east and Kushasthali in Kat
hiawar in the west. Bhrigukachcl1a (Broach-Barygaza of the 
ancient Greeks), a sea-port city on the mouth of the Narbada was 
also founried by the same time by a tribe known as the Bhrigus. 
The leading personages of the Bhrigu tribe figure in the Rigveda. 
Six generations later (127 generations before Chandragupta 
Maurya), a people known as the Haihayas, who had inhabited 
Anupa in the middle Narbada valley, rose to prominence. At 
this time Mandha ta, the mighty ruler of Ayodhya, carried his 
arms to the Narbada valley. The hymns composed by Mandhata 
and his son Puruka tstha occur in the Rigveda, showing that the 
ruling house of Ayodhya spoke an Indo-Aryan tongue. Muchu-
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kunda, a son of Mandhata, founded a town on the middle Narbada, 
which a generation later was enlarged and fortified by Mahisman 
the Haihaya, and giving it the name Mahismati, made it the 
capital of Anupa. The supremacy of Ayodhya soon waned and 
consequently thE Haihayas of the middle Narbada valley rose to 
great eminence and power. Bhadrashrenya, the son of Mahis
man, ruling from the capital Mahismati, invaded eastern India 
and subdued the kingdom of Kashi in order to found an empire. 
The Bhrigus who were the masters of the lower Narbada valley 
in Western India were priests to the Haihayas. Sahasra:rjuna, 
the greatest of the Imperial Haihayas, drove away the Bhrigus 
from the Narbada country. The Bhrigus then having fled to the 
north, consolidated subsequently their strength under a new 
leader Parashurama. Parashurama then declared war on the 
Haihayas, killed Sahasrarjuna the enemy, and smote his capital 
Mahismati. The Haihayas, however, after this temporary set-back 
recovered soon and again rose to even more power and over. 
whelmed the entire Northern India from the banks of tho Tapti 
to the Himalayas. The great kingdom of A.yodhya was shattered 
to pieces and its ruler Bahu was expelled by the ffaihayas. When 
Bahu's son Sagara came of age, he too, like Parashurama the 
Bhrigu, gathered forces against the Haihayas, declared war and 
crushed the enemy in his own territory, annihilated their empire 
and razed to the ground their imperial capital Mahismati, 93 
generations before Chandragupta Maurya. From this time 
do ;vnwards Mahisma ti ceases to figure in the early Puranic 
records. 

As early as 1818, Captain Dangerfield, in the course of his 
geologica-l survey of Nimar, notwed at Maheshwar large earthern 
vessels, bricks, and other antiquities embedded deeper in the 
alluvial deposit of .the Narbada. Dangerfield states that the 
nativek! of the area asserted that Maheshwar stands on the site of 
a very ancient city site, which they said was destroyed along with 
80 other towns of Malwa and Bagur (area comprising the 
states of Banswara, Pra tapgarh and Dungarpur) by a shower 
of earth (Memoirs of Central India, Sir John Malcolm, Vol. II, 
1880, p. 264). P. N. Bose of the Geological Survey, while carrying 
out his mineralogical investigations in Nimar in 1882, came across 
this magnificent archaeological city Elite of Maheshcwar. He 
found the site to contain earthern pots, bricks, bones of attle, bits 
of charcoal, terra-cotta ring wells and pebbles which he described 
as 'chipped off artificially'. He dug into a ring well and found 
it to be filled with earthen jars containing an endurated vesicular 
marl in which were lying embedded bones of birds and small 
mammals ; large number of ribs, probably of goats and sheep ; 
fragments of charcoal, etc. (Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
1882, vol. 51, part I, pp. 226-2~9). In a meeting of the Royal Asiatic 
Society of B9nga.l an exhibition of Mt·. P. N. Bose's archaeological 
collection from Mahes'lwa.r wa.s hald an.j a paper on them by 
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Mr. Bose was read and discussed. Mr. Bose concluded his paper 
with the hypothesis that the earthen pots found in the ring well 
at Maheshwar were dedicated to the dead with cooked cereals 
and me&.t and the post-cremation ashes. In tht~ discussion that 
followed Mr. Cockburn remarked that thH stone implements 
from Maheshwar shown by Mr. Bose were liver pebbles 
of quartzite which had been utilized as a rude chopper 
or hammer by man. Its chipped and battered edges were 
unequivocally of artificial origin. Specimens of the same type, 
stated Mr. Cockburn, had bet·n found by himself i11 the Banda 

• district in the United Provinces (Proc. A"'iat.ic Soc. Beng., July 1882, 
p. 105). The collection of antiquities was dt'positcd in the 
Archaeological Section at the Indian Mus• urn, Calcutta (Catalogue 
and Handbook of the Archaeologicat Collections in the Indian 
Museum, part II, 1883, p. 322). A y,·ar later Mr. Bose published 
an article in which he identified the ancient remains at Mahesh war 
with those of the PuraLic Mahishmati (F'roc. As. Soc. Beng., 
July-August 1883). Next in 1935, the site of Maheshwar was 
visited by Mr. V. H. Kar11ndikar who undertook a survey of the 
~Narbada valley particularly to discover the remains of the 

,~ Puranic cultures under the auspices of the Indian Oriental Con
. ference. "There was a very ancient settlement," states Mr. 
Karandikar about his observations, "near Maheshwar where in the 
northern bank were found earthen ve~~sds and bricks evidently 
belonging to various period~, from the very primitive to coloured 
and glazed pottery and also bricks, specimc:n:-; of which have been 
obtained. The place was a potters' sectlement and further investi
gation will have to be made in order to discovur the exact place 
where the old town was situ:1ted whil:l1 was servt>d by the potters" 
(Ancient India, Satara, Vol. l, peat I, Hl3o, p p. 1-4). The site was 
next visited by Mr. S. K. Dikshit. "No o 110 perhaps dreamt of 
seeing,'' observes Mr. Diksbit, "how far the idea of ~l. girdle can be 
applied to the vast ruins of the ancient Maheshvara which lie 
immediately to the west of the presen~ t•JNll of \1aheshvara. In 
fact, I too had no such Jream, and, I confess, I was snnply 
surprised when I saw the grandeur and beauty of the H.eva 
(another name of the N ::;rbaua which is stili current for the river 
in some parts of Gujara t) where ;;be gracefully curVl'S round the 
desolate uphe:1val of the innumerable brick-bats, potsherds, etc., 
which are now perhaps the sole V0stiges visiblt~ on the surface 
of a once mighty city ... The ruins of ancient M::1hismati lie 
at Choli, which is ti-10 miles north of tho modern town, 
according to the late _\1r. V. S. Karan<.likar· ... but the site 
of Mahismati must tm loG ~tdd •o uewl1er,> noar ttw rivet, 
as will be seen from thv .llat-,y:1 Pural).a. Raghuvarp.5a, 
Bala-Rama:yana, etc ....... Mr. P. N. iJos'1 idPntifies these (tbe remains 
of Mahishmati) with the ruins at the easter11 l'Xtremity of the 
town ; but I think thl'Y :1 re ruins at the western c·nJ, which are 
vaster in proportion." (Proc. Ind. Hist. Gong. 1939. pp. i39, 145, 
146). 
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The writer first explored the r.emains at Maheshwar in July 
1945 for a week. The next year in 1946, in June, in course of his 
revision survey of the middle valley of the N arbada, he further 
explored the site and a complete general survey of Maheshwar and 
its surroundings was made, As a result of this the writer found 
two ancient city sites now in remains : ( L) the remains of a purely 
pre·bistoric city (Maheshwar-l) lying for a mile along the northern 
bank of the Narbada, west of the present town of Maheshwar; (2} 
the vestiges of an early historic period city site (Maheshwar-II} 
stretching aloog the N arbada to the east of the .o;outhern portion 
of the present town, from the Man<Jalkho (according to local 
tradition Mang~na Misra resided here} area of the present Mara:
tha period fort to the junction of the stream Mahesh wari with 
the Narbada, a distance of about a mile. The archaeological 
remains occurring in the present town of Maheshwar (Mahesbwar
III} carries back its antiquity to the early Medieval period. Some 
localities of the pre3ent town are perched upon the pre-historic 
remains. The stream Maheshwar borders the early histodc city 
site (Mahesh war-H) on its north and east and theN arbada flows 
to the south of the remains. When it rains heavily a water
course, issuing from the Maheshwari at the place where it touches 
the town on the north, flows to join the Narbada bordering the 
town on its west. 

Mr. P. N. Bose made his diggings evidently at the early his
toric site of Mabeshwar-II and not in the pre-historic area. There
fore the antiquities from M aheshwar deposited at the Indian 
Museum, Calcu~~a. belongs to the early historic city site. None of 
these antiquities belong to the type occurring at the pre-historic 
city site lying to the west of the town (figure 7). In the pre::;ent 
paper the writer would confine his pen to his survey of the pre· 
historic city site of Maheshwar-1. 

The site of the pre· historic urban remains rise conspicuously 
higher above the level of the surrounding plain and of the pre.;ent 
town of Maheshw ar (figure 8). The site consists of large and lofty 
mounds varying in height from 50 to about 125 feet above the 
plain. The ravines that have deeply entrenched the entire site 
seem to mark the site of streets of the pre·historic city. Each 
mound therefore appears to represent a locality of the urban 
settlement. The houses of the common class were built of rubble 
cemented with mud, as at other pre-historic settlements of th~ 
Narbada culture, and those of higher classes apparently of bnck 
{12'' x 6•' x 2.75"). The beds of the ravines were filled up with 
an enormous amount of pebbles, brick, earthen vessels and 
potsherds, sub-fossilized animal bones, etc. The entire site as a 
rule abounded both upon the surface and b~low it, in microliths 
which, as at other sites of the Narbada culture, outnumbe.r all 
other antiquities occurring at the eite. The bangles of glass in 
various colours, lathe.turned stoneware, beads of glass and 
chalcedonies, bangles of chank shdl and in cases of a~ate, 

25 
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etc,, etc,, were met with everywhere. This shows very well 
that the entire pre-historic city site belongs to the Na.rbada 
culture. 

The most conspicuous part of the city remains is that which 
is presented by the Mound-D or the 'Acropolis mound' as the 
writer would like to call it (figure 9). This being the largest ~nd 
the highest mound of all the mounds of Maheshwar.-I, rises 
abruptly to a sheer height of about 125 feet above the plain anrl 
seems to have enveloped some important pre-historic structure. 

The earth that has wrapped up the entire city site to a level 
as high as the summit of the Acropolis mound forms a lamina
ted layer of the fine flood silt of the Narbada. This shows that 
the e-ntire city site was subjected to a very high flood or floods 
of the Narbada river. Now the waterr- of the highest flood 
of the N arbada flo not rise even to the level of the ravines 
of the site which are at a level of about 75 feet below the summit 
of the Acropolis mound. 

Now here we come across an important pointer which sho Ns 
how drammatically, in the light of the Narbada valley explorations, 
the early traditional history of the Indian Aryans associates 
itself directly with the pre-historic arehaeology of India. 

We have already noticed that Mahismati was founded by 
Muchukunda, a prince who~e father Mandhata and the elde1· 
brother Purukatstha figure in the Rigveda among the :i.uthors 
of the Vedic hymns. It is a fact that nobody who~e mother tongue 
was other than an Indo-Aryan language, could ever compose 
in the Vedic dialect. This shows that the founder of Mahismati 
was no doubt an Aryan prince in. the linguistic sense of the 
term. We have seen that the remains of prehistoric Mahisma ti 
belongs to the N arbada culture showing that the Aryans were 
present in India even at ttw time of the beginning of the Narbada 
culture, which event, as we have noticed, belongs to a period 
(;-s700=3800 B. C.) some centuries prior to the time of the Harappa 
culture of the Mohenjo. Daro remains. In tbe course of our further 
researches, if this becomes an established fact as seems likely, 
that the .Aryans were present r-;o early in India, then no doubt 
we would have to revise the entire early history of the 
Inco-Aryan race as well flH b parts even that of the old 
world. 

If the N arbada culture, which flourished on the agricultural 
economy, was tho culture of the earlv Indo-Aryans then the 
entire Peninsular <·ul ture complex c.r civilization, found EO 

widespread all over Peninsular India a•1d the Narbada culture, 
which seems to be a regional form of it, may well have been 
a culture of the Indian Aryans, whose deeds are, in a form, 
found recorded in the early Puranas and other early Indi~n 
literature. · 



A NOTE ON THE SAPTASATI OF HA.LA 

BY 

P. SESHADRI SASTRI, B.A., L.T. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that Ha:la, the celebrated 
Sa:tava:bana emperor, was the compiler of the famous Prakrit work 
named the Sapta5a ti. According- L·) literary tradition Sripalita 
was his court-poet. Ha:la, who flourished in the first centmy A. D., 
wa~ himself the author of several of the Ga:thas included in this 
work. The Saptasati has been referred to by eminent authors of 
subsequent times like Bhojct and Bana. This work is of great 
historical value as it mentions a number of Pra:krit poets besides 
containing references to many historical events. It throws plenty 
of light on contemporary conditions. The Saptflsati enjoyed parti
cular popularity in A.nohradesa obviou~ly on account of its havin~ 
been compiled by an Andhra-Sa:ta'va:hana monarch. A very good 
knowledge of Prakri t waF c ).J)Sidered essential for a poet of Telugu 
and this shows that a celebrated work like the Sapta5ati must 
have been vtry familiar to all A.ndhr1. literary men. Snna:tha, a 
Telugu poet of the. first half of the ·15th century, translated the 
Saptasati (Sa:liva:hana-sapta5ati) into Telugu while tis· patron 
Pedakomati Vema, the Re<,ic;Ii king of 1\0J:.lc;lavic;Iu, wrote a commen
tary on the Prakrit original under the name of Saptasatisaratika. 

Among the names of autrors mentioned· in the Sapta5ati 
occur names like :AvanHvarman, Ma:lavasena and Ga:ndha:raraja 
who must obviously have been rulers of A vanti, Ma:lava and 
Gandhara. Other kings like Bhoja, Vikramaditya, Mallasena, 
A.bavasakti, Manira:ja, Durgasv a:min, Visve5varasimha, Bhima
svami, Govindasvamin, Devaraja, Kaviraja:, Kirtiraja:, Maharaja, 
Raviraja, Satyasena, Sassiraja etc. are also mentioned but no other 
details are available about them. Some other names like Makaranda, 
Vihaga, Ananga, Sus:ila, and Bbramara seem to be pseudonyms. 
Names resembling those of famous poets of subsequent times like 
Bhoja, Sundara, Dhananjaya, Malnndra, Indra, Chandra, Andhra, 
Sa:lika, Nandana, Nandivriddha, Arjuna etc. are also mentioned. 

According to a literary tradition prevailing in the Andhra 
country the compilation of the Saptahti was the result of a 
seven days' rain of poetry at the command of t3arasvati out of 

' which came a koti or one crore of verses. Ha:Ja is said to have 
selected seven hundred of them for inclusion in his work. Another 
tradition ascribes the composition of the work. to a metempsychosis 
like that of Samkara, the so-called author of the Amaru5ataka. 
The Saptasa~i depicts customs, manners and religious beliefs or 
the time. Tlle following are instances to the point :-

195 
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rrwo lover!-! meeting in a ruined temple1 ; a good soldier2 ; 

a poor acrobal.'s wife3
; a brave village headman4 ; a vill&ge 

headman's daughter5 ; the village banyan tree which was the 
popular rendezvous 6 ; the cattle shed 7 ; a pauper lover encouraged 
by a harlot's mother 8 ; beginning a letter with the expression 
Sva~ti9 ; bhikshus wandering freely 10; a rich man in love with a 
Chandala woman11

• 

This Pra:krit work al"o mentions a number of Indian rivers 
like the Narmada,12 the Jumna and the Goda:vary 18• It also 
mentions the Vindhya mountains14• 

There are cloar references to the religions prevalenl at the 
time as shown by the mention of cleitie:-:; and their worship like 
Krishna and Radha15 ; Bali and Vamanalll; Ganapatil7; the Kapa
likasu; Buddhist monks' 9 ; and MadanDtsavaio. The authors of 
many of the Gathas seem to have indulged in satires on religious 
practices obviously indicative of certain decadent forms of nobler 
cults. It is anyhow certain that Buddhism of a decadent type 
is also referred to in the work. 

Some light is also thrown on the customs and luxuries of 
the time as is borne out by the mention of a clock2I, drums22, 

sellers of flower garlands2 \ sugar-cane mills, 24 fields of paddy 
and cotton,25 festivals of ca turdhi,26 Magh;:.~ 1 a Pha:lguna 28 etc.; 
the midday shactow 29 duels30 and different measures and weights 
of gold.31 

There are a few verses in the Saptasati which seem to refer 
to political events of previous times. Thus we hear of a Sa:liva:hana 
invading the Abhil·a country and his enemy's wife deserting the 
husband82 • This may be taken to refer to the celebrated Sa:ta
va.hana king Sa:takarni I, who is kq.own to have conquered Ma:lava 
from the Sungas. Another reference to Saliva:hana 33 as the rescuer 

I have made use of the Nirnayasagara 
references are given herewith : 

(1) }•6 4-Sl 
(2) 1-31 
(3) >7-85 

. (4) 7-28 
,5) 6-92 
(6) 6-56 
t7) 6-60 
(8) 3-82 
(9) 3·44 

(10) 6-53 
(11) 3·26 
(12) £·47 ; 6.'.:19 
(13) 2·3; 2-7 ; 2-71; 

2-'39 ; 2-93 ; 
1-58; 4-5 

(14) 2-15 ; 6 .. 77 
(l5) 1-89 

(16) 
\ ~ 7) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
,22) 
(23) 
(:!4) 
(25) 
(26) 
(2i) 
(28) 
(t9) 
(30) 
(31) 
(34) 
(33) 

Press edition and sloka. 

f:'5-3Rl 
4-72 
5-8 
4-7 
6-44 
3-53 
5-9ll 
6-95 ; 6-98 
6-54 
6-6 
4-46 
3-~~s 
4·69 
1-49 
7-84 
2-91 
6-95 
5-37 
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of people in danger may be taken to be a reference to Satakarr;ti, 
who figure in the Gargi-samhita as the rescuer of the people of 
Patahputra from the tyranny of the Sakas. There is also mention 
of a king Vikramaditya as the lavif:h bestower of lakhs of money 
on his subordinates: rrhis must be a reference to a Satavahana
Vikrarnaditya the powerful enemy of the Sakas. 

The Saptasati mentions roads wide and well laid, towns built 
according to a good plan and other conveniences indi~ative of the 
good and efficient government of the time. 

The Sapta5ati is thus a mine of information on the political, 
social and religious conditions of the Satavahana period and 
deserves close and careful examination. 

EXPANSION 0.1!, THE ANDHRA'3 

BY 

PROF. K. SITARAMAYYA, M.A. 

There is considerable difference of opinion r~garding the 
location of the home of the Andhras. Various theories have been 
advanced so far and yet the question is not satisfactorily settled. 
The Andbras are found today in the Chanda district of the Central 
Provinces, the Telingana districts of the Nizam's Dominions, the 
coastal and north-western districts of the Madras Presidency and 
the eastern districts of Mysore State. The expansion of the 
Andhras into this wide area ma~es interesting study. 

The earliest mention of the Andhras is in the Aitareyabrah~ 
mar;ta of the ·Rig Veda1

• It is stated therein that Visvamitra 
cursed his descendants to go and live outside the Aryan territories 
and that they thus came to live ~long with Pundras, Sabaras, 
Pulindas and Mutibas., The Aitareyabrahrnal}a is generally 
assigned by scholars to about 500 B. C. The incidents mentioned 
therein must have taken place obviously earlier. It follows then 
that the migration of the Andhras from their original habitation 
in Aryan territory took place before 500 B. C. This is one impor-
tant landmark. -

By which route did the Andhras move? According to one 
scholar2 Aryan migration from the north to the south was along 
the Pa:riya:tra or the Burhanpur passes. It is stated that in 
Buddhist times there waB a Brahman migration through western 
Dekkan into the far south and that these migrants were named 

1. Aitareyabrahmana, V 11, 3-18. 
2. S. K. Aiyyangar-A.noient India, p. 215. 
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the Brha tcaranaR or those who came after a long journey. Ac
cording to another scholar 3 these Brhatcaranas entered Avanti 
first, thE>n passed through Vidarbha, Mulaka a!ld Asmaka 
and then proceeded to the far south. There is no trace of 
these Brhatca:ranas in Andhradesa and the instance of their 
migratio'n will not therefore help us in determining the course of 
Andbra expansion. The order of the words mentioned in the 
Rig Veda text mentioned above ha:;, to be followed carefully. It 
appears therefrom that the AndhraR wer" the first to move. The 
Kalingas who figure in the Purat:~as along with the Andhras are 
mentioned· by Panini and might have lll0Vecl -earlier than the 
Andhras4 • l hey seem not to have crossed the Vindhyas but 
travelled in the ei\stern direction till th:•y reached th9 coast. 
Megasthenes who flourished in the fourth century B. C., mentions 
the Kalingas and the Andhras as contiguou'! groups. His com
mentator st.ates that the MeccokalingaP, the Gangaridae and the 
Modokalingae are sub divisionR of the widely distributed race 
which spread at one time from the delta of the Ganges all 
along the east coast of the peninsula though afterwards they 
confined themselves to modern Oris~a5 • Regarding the Andhras 
the commentator !'lays that they were a great and powerful people 
between the middle parts of the courses of the rivers Godavary 
and Krishna who at the time of Magastbene~ spread their sway 
towards the north as far as the upper courses of the Narmada 
and the lower districts of the Gangetic basin6 • Obviously the 
Andhras did not take the eastern route as the Kalingas did but 
cro~sed the Vindhyas in the centre and gradually expanded to the 
coast along the lower cour:>es of the two rivers. 

The inscriptions of A!'!oka are another guide. The Maurya:n 
emperor conquered the Kalingas but not the Andhras. :5till, the 
Andhras seem to have acknowl~dged his suzeramty and the 
authority of his Viceroy at SuvarnagirF. Mention is also made 
of the Ra tthikas, Petenikas and Bhojak.as who obviously were 
distinct from the An::lbras. Manarastra of the Ratthikas, Paithan 
of the Petenikas and Berar of the Bhojakas came to be included 
in the Andhra·Satava:hana empire. This indicates one phase of 
Andhra expansion from the east to the west. 

The Buddhist Jatak.as also throw some light on this problem. 
The Serivanija Jataka states that two traders went from the city 
of Seriva to a town named Andhrapura situated on Telivaha, 
river 8 • Since 'pura' in Pali literature signifies a capital town 
Andhapura or Andhrapura must have been the headquarters of 

3. D. R. Bhanda.rkar -Carmichael Lecture~, pp. 22-23. 
4. R. G. Bhandarkar-Early History of the Dekka.n, p. 12. 
5 MoCrindle-Anoien t India, pp. 133•35. 
6. Ibid, p. 138. 
7. Ind. Ant. 1918, pp. 70w71, cb. Ma.ski Edict, 
8, Ibid, p. 71. 

' 
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an A.ndhra State. Teliva:ha may be identified with the modern 
Tel or Telingiri flowing near the borders of Madras Presidency 
and the Central Provinces. This region is adjacent to and 
contiguous with Kalinga and must have the home of the-.A.ndhras 
in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. 

There is a Brahman sect among the Andhras named 
Mulikinatis or Mulakanatis. Mulaka is a well-known subdivision 
on the upper Godavary with Paithan for its capital9

• The 
Mulakandu Brahmans are to be found in large numbers in the 
Cudapah and Bellary districts but their numbers are the largest 
in the Tamil country. The Suttanipata mentions10 that a learned 
Brahman named Bavarin coutd not stand the undermining 
influence of Buddhism in his own country Mulaka, migrated to 
Asma.ka and settled down there on the bank of the Godavary. 
Subsequently this Brahmin is also said to have sent some of his 
disciples to the Buddha. Probably this story of Baverin is a faint 
indication of the southern migration of the Andhras from Mulaka 
in the north and may be ascribed to the fifth century B.C. 

There are two recensions of the Krishna-Yajurveda named 
the Dravidapathn. and the Andhrapa:tha. The latter is in vogue 
throughout the Andhra country and contains a larger number of 
wotds and anuvakas. The Andhrapatha ·is also in vogue in some 
parts of the extreme south, Maharastra and Guzerat. It is held 
that the Dravidas migrated from the north to the south at some 
remote time. According to the Ramay ana and Mahabharata 
the sage Agastya was the first to cross the Vindhyas and go to 
the far southn. Others soon followed him and numerous colonies 
and hermitages were Ret up in the Dandaka forest. It is very 
likely that the Yajurveda which the first migrants brought with 
them underwent some changes as they moved on to the farther 
and farther south. Subsequently there w:1s another wave of Aryan 
migration led probably by the Andhras which colonised central 
and eastern Dek:kan. These colonists must have brought their 
own recension of the Yajurveda. In course of time the Andhras 
and the Dravidas came to live contiguous to each other but they 
had two different versions of the Yajurveda. The prevalence of 
the two pathas of the Veda also indicates a distincl migration of 
the Andhras and their diffusion. 

In view of what has been stated above it may be concluded 
that the Andhras followi'bg in the wake of the Ka ingas crossed 
the Vmdhyas in the ~niddle, reached the Central Go< avary region 
and moved on till they reached the central Krishna region. They 
expanded up to the east coast and settled all rot nd Kalinga. 
Subsequently one branch migrated to the south v'hile another 
moved in the north-western direction. 

9 and 10. Ca.rmiohael Leotures, p, 4, 
11. Ibid, p. 18. 



HOW, WHENCE AND WHEN MAHARASHTRA CAME 
INTO BEING? 

BY 

SYT. SHAN. RA SHENDE, 
Brihan.Maharashtriya Karyalaya, Bombay. 

The author has marshalled literary, linguistic, geographical 
and astronomical evidence to show that Maharashtra sprang 
from a colony of the Vedic Aryans in Avanti or modern 1v.lalwa. 
The author has argued that geographically, culturally, linguisti
cally and socially Malwa was a part of Maharashtra till the 
12th cent. A. D. He concludes that "5000 years from this day 
might have been the birth of Maharashtra Desha and of its 
dialect Maharashtri though the records tell us these can be traced 
only as late as the earlier century of the shekaer a." 

HOW TO DETERM,.NE GEOGRAPHICALLY THE NATIVE 
PLACES OF RUKMINI J \ MBUVA TI AND SATYABHAMA, 

THE THREE WELL·KNOWN WIVES OF KRISHNA, 

BY 

PROF. V. B. A'IHAVALE. 

The author has used the internal evidence of flora, fauna 
etc. and geographical evidence to establish that all the three chief 
wives of Kaishua, Rukmini, Jambuvati and Satyabhama came 
from modern Kathiawar, and that the events in connection with 
each of these took place in Kathiawar. The author concludes, 
"The story of Krishna and the Pandawas is thus consistent in 
time and space co-ordinates, which are the criteria to establish 
the historicity of a sequence of events." 

• 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

DR. B. A. SALETORE, M.A., PH.Th (LOND.), D.PHIL. 
(G lESSEN), B. E.S. 

Professor of History an4 Economics, Gujarat College, Ahmedabad. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I am very grateful to the Indian History Congress 
for having conferred on me the honour of presiding over 
one of its sections of its lOth Session held in this great 
city. It is, indeed, a privilege to be called upon to dis
charge the duties of this high position, especially when 
we remember that ours is the first session after the attain
ment of independence by our country. We have assembled 
in a oity which has contributed in a very great measure 

-to the advancement of historical knowledge. Bombay has 
been not only the greatest emporium of India but the 
forum of great historians as well. Since 1804 when Sir 
James Mackintosh converted the humble Bombay Literary 
Society into the B.B.R.A.S., along with a small but devoted 
band of workers among whom figures the historian William 
Erskine, till the present day, our great- city has given to 
the country a galaxy of eminent historians-both Indian 
and foreign-whose work is an abiding source of inspira
tion to us. Ramakrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, Bhagavanlal 
Indraji, Bhaudaji, Cols. J. W. Watson and L. G. Barton, 
John Faithful Fleet, James Macnabb Campbell, A.M. T. 
Jackson, Dr. J. Gerson DaCunha, Sir J. J. Modi, and a 
host of others, who helped to stabilize the study of ancient 
India, have laid us under a heavy debt of gratitude which 
can hardly be repaid in adequate terms. It is in the fitness 
of things, therefore, that we should refer to these mighty 
men, before we pass on to the nature and importance of 
the period which forms the subject of our discussion. 

The five centuries extending from A. D. 711 till about 
A. D. 1206, which form the limits of the II Section of the 
Indian History Congress, were eventful from many points 
of view. Although it cannot be maintained with that 
excellent historian Vincent Arthur Smith that the year 
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647, which witnessed the death of King Harl?havardhana 
of Kanouj, brought behind it a veritable political cataclysm 
in India, yet we have to admit that that year was of great 
consequence to northern India, but of no consequence what
soever to the Deccan and the southern peninsula. For, 
in northern India, the Tibetans had pushed 'their power 
across Nepal to the Ganjetic valley, while the declining 
kingdom of the once-powerful Guptas under the feeble 
.Adi tyasena made an unsuccessful bid for supremacy in the 
Magadha regions. What is interesting is not so much 
either the subjugation of Tirhut by the Tibetans or the 
attempt of the Guptas as the struggle that was waged by 
the K arkotakas of Kashmir, the Pal as of Bengal, the Gurjara
Pratiharas of western India, and the Ra$trakntas of the 
Deccan for the mastery of Kanouj which, from the time 
of king Har~a vardhana till the rise M the M usli rn s, was 
reckoned as the in;perial capital of northern India. The 
struggle for the po~session of Kanouj had been started by 
Karkotaka Lalitaditya in about A. D. 736; it ended with 
its capture by the Gurjara-Pratiharas sometime before 
A. D. 636. With this famous city in their hands, the 
Gurjara. Pratiharas laid the foundation of their vast empire, 
which included Karr.al in the Panjab, Kathiawar, a part 
of Sind, Bihar, as far as Paharpur in northern Bengal
in fact, the whole of northern India (excepting a large 
part of Sind), western Bengal, Kashmir, Nepal, .Assam, 
and portions of northern Bengal, Central Provinces, and 
Orissa. This great empire, which has been called a petty 
state by some modern hisliorians, lived till about A. D. 916 
when it showed signs of disintegration. 1 t was just then 
that the Crescent ohOW<:!d itself in' two corners of the 
Gurjara-Pratihara Empire-the north-west where the [urks 
peeped at the northern plains over the frontiers, and the 
south-west where the Arabs were attracted by the wealth 
of Sind. The Gurjara-Pratiharas. stopped the onrush of 
the Arabs, but failed to prevent that ~f the Turks, whose 
horsemen carried everything before them. Thus it came 
to be that for about three hundred years (916-1206), 
northern India witnessed the gradual incursions of the 
Turks and the Afghans, who succeeded by 1197 in captur
ing the capitals of northern lndia. By 1206 the intrepid. 
Sultan Mu' izz.u-d Din Muhammad ibn Sam (Ghuri) had 
completed the conquest of northern India as far as Bengal. 

This long period, particularly from the be ginning of 
the tenth to the beginning of the thirteenth century, did 
not open a new age in the history of India •. It no doubt. 
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~aw the Turks and the Afghans gradually extending and 
consolidating their conquests; but beyond this, it is doubt
ful if anything marvellous happened in the country, where 
in the region called Rajputana the Rajput tribes stub
bornly pres~rved Hindu ideals in 1 heir impregnable for
tresses. Neither over these powerful R"~ jput States nor 
over those of the Deccan and the South, did the rrurks cast 
any influence. Here in the Deccan and in the South, 
between the eighth and the thirteenth centuries, mighty 
royal families had sprung up, each handing over to its 
successor the great task of preserving the country's culture 
and independence. Of these the earlie.st from our point 
of view were the Western Calukyas of Badami, whose three 
last rulers-VIjayaditya, S::~.mastahhuvallasraya (69j-7 33), 
Vikramaditya II (7:S,;-7~6), aud Kirttivarmctn II (746-757;
were busy in the south-east of their dominior.s subjugating 
their traditioiJal enemies-the Pallavas of Kaiichi-whom 
they finally crushed. We may incidentally note here that 
it was a scion of the Calukya House, by name AvanijanM
raya-Pulikesin, who in 7 39 mflicted a crushing defeat on 
the Taj1kas or Arabs in La~a. and thereby exploded the 
myth of Muslim invincibility. 

The mantle of sovereignty of the Deccan after the 
Weste:t:n Calukyas of Badami fell on the Ra~trako.tas, who 
ruled over the Deccan and western India from about 754 
till 973, when in the latter year (973), the We3tern Calukyas 
after an eclipse of 220 years, regained their supremacy, 
and continued to hold aloft the banner of independence 
from Kalyaoa until the reign of king Nurmmaqi Taila 
(1150-1182). It was in the days of this ruler that the 
Western Ualukyas hemmed in on three sides by the Kala
ctiriyas, the Hoysalas, and the Yadavas, collapsed never 
to rise again (1189). These royal families of renown as 
well as those of the Colas of the south and the western 
Calukyas of the east, were responsible for the preservation 
of the political ideals of the Hindu people. 

During these five centuries the people steadily ad
va.nced the cause of knowledge and religion without being 
fr~ghtened by the onrush of the Arabs in Sind and that 
of the Turks in the north. It was in the twelfth century 
(1181) that we have the clectrest proof of the high ideals 
which the government of the day set before itself, when 
it directed its proviucial vict:roys to govern the country 
like a father, putting .down t?e evil and upholding the 
good; and when these high officials reckoned the happiness 
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of their dependent8 as their own happiness. This was the 
age of mighty Hindu and J a ina logicians and philosophers 
-like the Jaina gurus Akalanku. (75U) and Vadiraja (1025, 
the Hindu teachers like Rarnanuja (lll6) and Basava (about 
1162), the champions of the Lakulagama sect and many 
·others, too numerous to be mentioned here. It was the 
a5e when commerce .on a VdSt scale was conducted by 
merchant-princes called maha-vaddabyavahari, who imported 
horsed, elephants, and pearls from beyond the llmits of the 
country in ships by sea, and sold them to kwg 3 out~:nde 
the frontiers ·of the Deccan. The period under review was 
perhaps the greatest age in the history of lPdia n scuipture 
and architecture, whe11 the exquu:~ite rock-cut temple::~ of 
Siva at E!lora were ca.rVtld \?JJ-7;5); when the colossal 
image of Gomata at Sravao.a. .BelgoJa. was Installed (lUO:::b) ; 
when the best specimens ot are.hitectur\:3 in the she:tpe ot 
the famous Oennakesctvu. temple at Bt:Jlur (1 Lll), the ..tioysa. 
lesvara. temple at Ha!tJbiq (about 1141), ana tne Brahmt8-
vara temple at Kikkeri (11'/1), were built; and wheu Lhe 
Deccan boasted of a rti::~ LlC engravers (ruvar~) who could 
entwi11e the forms of elephants, llons, parrot::~, and other 
animals and birds, so as to make them appear 1rom the 
letters (1067). Turning to the field ot Sansknt literature, 
wo find that some ot the most remarka.ble men of letters 
lived in these t1mes. Witness, for exall;.lple, V ajuanesv ara, 
the author of the famous digest of civ1llaw styled,M·ttak" 
sara (7.33-746); the Western Uamkya 'king Somesvara, 111, 
who wrote Manasollasa (! 131); Aparatka, the commentator 
on Yajn.avalkya's Dharmasastra (1 t~7); Lak~midhara, the 
son of the celebrated mathematicle~.n Bhaslmra:carya, aHd a 
profound scholar in the V t~das, Tarkasastra, and Mimansa 
(1191); and his son Oangadeva, who founded (in about l~.t!O) 
a college for the study of his grandfather's famous work 
Hiddhantasiromani at Patna in the Utli~!tsgaon division Gf 
Khandesh. In the loDg range of Karmaqa literature, we 
have a wonderful concourse of great au~horti begmning 
with .Nripatunga (814-877),· who would require a separate 
treatment by themselves. 

No doubt this period which I have outlined above is 
full of difficult problems. But the historian's task is made 
more dlfficult ~ecause of some handicaps, one of which 
concerns the source-materials which are out of the reach 
of students of historical research, excepting in capital 
cities. Next it is an unfortunate fact that no adequatA 
recognition of the work o! the histonan has been taken 
till uow in our land. It 1s not generally recognized that 



an historian plays a very significant part in moulding the 
~haracter of a nation. This may perhaps exp]ain why, 
for instance, the historian finds no place in the manpower 
scheme of the National Government of fndia. Further, 
the impartial work of the historian is to some extent 
hampered by the activities of persons, who have brought 
in a good deal of communalism in th.eir so-cal1ed historical 
studies. All unscientific work which is directed to ends 
other than those of historical accuracy, under whatever 
designation or authority it may be publisheo, can only 
hinder the good cause of historical research and lower 
our achievements in the eyes of the scholarly world. It 
is precisely in these critical days of our national existence, 
when'we are faced with dangers of all kinds, that the 
historian should refuse to play the ip;noble part of the 
propagandist, and do l1is bit for the betterment of the land 
by his breadth of vision and his impartial judgment. The 
new political status which we have attained does not 
mean either the glorification of one community at the 
expense of another or the vilification of foreigners, some 
of whom might have unwittingly given expression to views 
which are of a controversial nature, or written statements 
which are against our sentiments. If the good aud meri. 
torious work of our predecessors in the field of historical 
research, some of whom I have mentioned in an earlier 
context, and who lived in this great city, is to bear fruit, 
I venture to suggest "that we should take adequate steps 
to promote the cause of histol'ical research. In this con
nection I cannot help suggesting that in one particular 
direction the Government of Bombay, which has always 
shown a liberal outlook on questioLs of public importance, 
might be pleased to aid the cause of historical learning. 
lam referring to the re-editing of the Bombay Gazetteers, 
which were an extension of the Statistical Accounts of 

·· the Districts undertaken by the Bombay Government so 
early as lc43. Since 1896 when the first part of tbe first 
volume of the Bombay Ga2etteers was published, innumer
able materials have been brought to light by tbe Archreolo
gical Departments of the Government of India as well as 
those of the Indian States. It is highly desirable that the 
admirable work of the pioneers is supplemented, and, in 
some instances, rectified, by the new data available in 
the numerous historical records discovered in the course 
of the last fifty years. It is the earnest request of the 
historians of this part of the country that the Hon'ble 
Mr. B. G. Kher, Prime Minister and Minister for Education, 
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Government of Bombay,-who has always evinced the 
keenest interest in the promotion of national culture and 
education,-might be pleased to take up this question of 
re.editing the Gazette~rs of the Bombay Province, so that 
this important work might be made more useful by the 
inclusion of up-to. date historical materiaL In this under
taking of an almost national character, Government could 
cert<1.inly count upon the co-operation of all those who have 
been engaged in the work of reconstructing the past 
history of this Province. 

, 

' 
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CLAY ORNAMENTS FROM SISUPALGARH 

BY 

K.ALYANKUMAR GANGULl 

Sisupalgarh is a small village situated near Bhuvanesvara 
in Orissa. Stray finds of various antiquities have been reported 
from a site extensively covered with ruins in this area. The 
celebrated Asokan edict of Dhauli is situated adjacent to 
this site. 

Included among the finds of antiquities there are many 
interesting clay objects which seem to have been used as orna
ments of personal use. Occasional finJ.s of ornaments made of 
olay from archaeological sites are not rare in 1 ndia. We know of 
beads made of clay to have been discovered from the Indus valley 
sites and various other sites of historical period. Fragments of 
bracelets and finger rings were found in Mohenjo-daro. The form 
and execution of the ornaments found from Sisupalgarh, however, 
make them of exceptional interest. The discular ear-studs, finger 
rings with neat execution of foliated decoration, ear-rings of 
various kinds and similar other things mark t.he variety of concep
tion. The workmanship of the ornaments is of unquestionable 
value and it is quite apparent that the material u·3ed was of little 
concern to the craftsmen. Api:trt from giving a sense of the highly 
evolved conception of tht· craflsman'B responsibility these orna
ments offer a social problPm of far reaching social consequence. 

Among these objects there are few tiny medallions having 
the shape of coin8. These were probably used as neckl~ce pendants. 
On the obverse of some thPre are nE~a tly executed representations 
of such animals as the eleph~nt and the bull. Three of such 
medallions now in the Asutosh Museum have on them representa~ 
tions of human faces which show un-lndian physiognomy. These 
have got striking similarity to Roman coins and medallions of 
about the 1st century A.D. A study of tbese shall, it appears·, be 
useful for the ascertainment of the date of the site as well as 
fi.ndi!}_l.~ome clue as to the maritime contact of Orissa wTtTi'lhe 
W'es'lern world. 
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ANCIENT INDIA AND THE OUTER WORLD 

BY 

DR. V. M. KAIKINI, B.A., F.R.C.S. (EDIN.) 

There is reason to believe that close contact existed between 
ancient India and Egypt. Capt. John Speke who discovered the 
source of the Nile, says that he got the clue from a map 
written by Lt. Wilford from the Puranas of the ancient Hindus, 
who knew according to him about the hydrography of the region 
round about lake Victoria Nyanza. After seeing the temple at 
Dandera Mr. Salt came to the conclusion that there was striking 
similarity in the ancient religion of .l!;gypt and the present one 
of India. 

From the tablet discovered at Boghz Keui, and at Babylon, 
in which the names of the Hittite and Kassite kings are men· 
tioned it is clear that these people were of Indo-Aryan origin, 
and according to Pargiter and Konow, they were a colony of 
Sanscrit speaking people from the Punjab. 

There is a remarkable similarity between the occult sciences 
of the ancient Hindus and the cabalistic sciences of the Jews. 
According to the French scholar Louis Jacolliet in the periods 
of their captivity the elders of the Hebrews had been initiated 
by the Persian Magi into the old conceptions of the Brahmins. 

When Alexander came to India he found that the Indians 
were taller and braver than any other nation in Asia, and 
that famine was unknown in the country. Accord.ing to Enfield 
India acquired a high character for wisdom of its philosophers 
and it was visited by Pythagoras, Anax:archus, and others who 
afterwards became eminent philosophers. In mathematics the 
Indians were far in advance of the Greeks. 

According to Alberuni, the ~ra.bs studied astronomy from 
the two books Brahma Siddhanta and Khanda Khadyaka written by 
Brahma. Gupta which was taken to Arabia and translated into 
Arabic by Al Fazri.and Yakub.ibn·tarik. Khalif Harun invited 
Hidu physicians like Atri, Kanaka, and others and had Sanscrit 
works on medicine translated into Arabic. According to Prof. 
MacDonell the Indians invented numerical figures used all over 
the world. During the eighth- and ninth centuries the Indians 
became the teachers in Arithmetic and Algebra of the Arabs and 
through them of the nations of the West, 

Mr. Leslie Mitchell in his travels through Central America 
found that the ancient Aztecs worshipped the Indian god Ganesha 
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in some form whom he calls the Mayanized Ganesha. He thinks 
that this worship must have travelled to America from India, 
through Cambodia, Java, and other Pacific islands during the 
Gupta period. 

From the study of ancient history one :finds that cultural 
contact was very intimate between India and countries in the 
outside world which were separated from it by vast distances 
and India in ancient tirr.es never remained in an isolated 
position as it did after the ninth or tenth century A. D., which 
brought on the degeneration of the nation. 

AMOGHAVARSA I AND KARTA SUVARNAVARSA OF LATA. 

BY 

PROF. K. A. NILAKANT.A. S.A.STRI, 
Madras. 

The powerful Ra!?trakuta empercr Govinda III died about 
A. D. 815, leaving on the throne a young boy Sarva Amoghavar!?a 
I. Sarva is said to have been born in the rainy weather of 802 
when Govinda was encamping after a successful campaign in 
Northern India in th~ city of Snbhavana in thd territory of his 
feudatory Ma:ra.-Sarva~. Thus Amoghavarsa was only about 12 
or 13 years of age at the time of his accession. 

Ri~trakuta history was prolific of disputed succe>Jsions and 
feudal rebellions, and the tender years of Amoghavar~a offered 
great temptation to the feudatories of the empire to r~iae the 
banner of revolt. At this juncture the wise policy that Govinda 
had followed towards his younger brother lndraraja bore fruit, 
and the empire was saved. Govincia himself had to face at the 
death of his father and his own definitive accession to the throne 
a formidable rebellion headed by his elder brother Kambha in 
which a very large number of feudatories also t3ok part. In that 
crisis Indraraja stoori by the side of Govinda, and the two brothers 
succeeded in suppressing the revolt, compelling K11mbha to recon
cile hirnF~f'lf to his feudatory position as governor of Gangava4i, 
thus confirming the choice of Govinda III for succession to the 
throne by his father and predece8sor Ohruva. For his loyal and 
djstinguished service Govinda rewarded his brother by making 
him the ruler of Lata-mai.l4ala (;)outhern Guzerat). Now in a 
similar cri~is at the commencement of Amoghavar~a·s reign, 
lndra's son Karka Suvarnavarsa went to the aid of his suzerain in 
the same manner. · · 

J, Radha.npur plate> v. 18 EI. VI, pp. 249 ff. 
Sanjan plates v. 26 EI. XVIII, p, 246, 
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This fact, th:at Amoghavarsa owed his throne to the assistance 
he got from his cousin of the Lata country has been recognised 
in a general way by all historians, and it finds specific mention 
in a vNse which occurs in the copperplate grants of the Guzerat 
branch of the Rastrakmas. But the verse has not been correctly 
understood because'it firs't came to light in late and rather corrupt 
readings. It is the object of this note to discuss the rl:'>adings and 
contents of this verse and settle its precise import. 

The history of the readings of this verse and the interpret a· 
tions offered of it is represented sufficiently for our purpose by the 
following references : 

1. The Bagumra plates A.D. 867 of Dhruva. v. 29. I!.. XII 
p. 183 with translation by Buhler and Hultzsch at 
p. 188 

2. Bagumra plates A.D. 888 of Krishna II of Ankule5var 
v. 18 Ed. Hultzsch, fA. XIII p. 67 . 

3. The Baroda plates of Dhruva II, A.D. 835-6. Ed. Hultzsch 
v. 10 IA. XIV. p. 199. Translation at page 201. 

In this inscription the earliest version of the verse till then 
known makes a very near approach to the true reading, and this 
did not escape the notice of Hultzsch who observed : "According 
to the undoubtedly correct reading of this new inscription and 
of the inscription No. iv Amoghavarsa in stanza 10 must not be 
taken as a secondary name of Karka ii, but must be understood 
as referring to his cousin and feudal lord Sarva Amoghavarsa 
(S. 735-99), who belonged to the direct line of the t<a~trakutas~'. 
!bid., p. 197. By inscription No. iv Hultzsch means the Bagumra 
plates of 888 A.D. But in that record the reading of the last 
quarter of the verse was by no means as clear as in the Baroda 
plates, and it is no wonder that its full significance could not be 
made out by Hultzsch when he edited the Bagumra plates. The 
reading of the Bagumra plates is 

Yo 'moghavar!?a·maoirasvapade vyadhatta,' whereas the 
Baroda plates give distinctly 

YP' moghavarsam acirat svapade vyadhatta. 
It is only with the Baroda reading before us that it is possible 

to guess the true meaning of the Bagumra variant of it. 
4. The Guzerat plates of Dantivarman A. D. 8672 where the 

verse conforms with slight and insignificant variations to the 
other (Bagumra) plates o:i the same date, (1) above. 

We are now fortunate in possessing the verse in its undoub
tedly original form as it occurs in the Surat plates of Karka-ra:ja 
Suvarnavarsa himself, A. D. 821. In this reoord3 it occurs ae~ 
verse 39 and reads as follows : 

2. Ed. By D. R. Bhandarka.r, v. 29. EI. VI. p. 290. 
3. EI. XXI, pp. 233 ff, 
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sv;eccha-grhita-vi!iayan-drgha-sanghabhajai, 
prodvrtta-drpta tara-sa u lkika- ra~?tra kutan 
u tkbata-kbadga-nija-bahu-balena-ji tva 

Yo-'moghavarsal!l·acirat svapade vyadhatta 
Prof. Altekar wtw edits t.his record in 7!Jpigraphsa lndiw 

and offer~ comments on this important verse, which are valuable 
so far as they go, is content to leave it without offering a fresh 
translation referring us to the translation of Hultzsch in Indian 
Antiquary XIV. Now, that translation read~:~: 

''By the strength of his arm that wore the unsheathed sword, 
be vanquished the tributary Ra~trakutas who, after they had 
voluntarily promised obedience, dared to rebel with a powerful 
army ; and he speedily placed Amogha varsa on the throne''. 

A comparison of the translation with the original of the verse 
shows that there is much scope for improvement here. We have 
already noted the distinct advance towards the true meaning of 
the verse made by the discovery of the corred reading of its last 
quarter in the Baroda plates. Where the later records read 

Yo 'moghaversa iti ra:jya pade vyadhatta 
the Baroda plates have 

Yo 'moghavar!iam acirat svapade vyadhat.ta. 
This reading a.t once showed that Amoghavar!ia wa.s not a 

title of Karka hut the name of his cousin and suzerain, the Ra!i· 
trakuta emperor of Malkhed. This alone enabled Hultzsch to 
give a fairly intelligible translation of the verse and a prima facie 
reasonable intetpret.ation of it. But that translation and inter
pretation are rendered ob3olete by thoa form of the verse as we 
have it in the Surat plates. 

We shall now take the operative phrases in it one by one, 
and aiscuss them to the extent necessary for elucidating their 
true meaning. 

First •Svecchagrhita vis!?yan' : The last member in this com
pound reads as 'vinayan' in the Baroda plates. Po~sibly impressed 
hy the better reading of the last quarter of the verse in those 
pl>l.tes, Hultzsch, accepted the reading 'vinaya:n' and interpreted it 
in what now seems to be a rather forced manner by translating 
.. after they had voluntarily promised obedience." ..• But surely with 
•vj!?ayan' put in the place of 'vinayan' the phrase would mean 
simply "who had captured the 'vi~yas' (territorial divisions) at 
their will.'' 

Next "dr<;lhasanghabha:jal}". Apparently this phrase is ren
dered by Hultzsch "with a powerful army", a meaning which 
indeed it is difficult to justify. The phrase is better interpreted as 
"forming a close alliance or confederacy among themselves." 

The next phrase that calls for attention IS ••Saulldka Rastra
kutan". This was understood by Hultzsch as "tributary Ra~tra .. 
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kutas"; and he explaintJd that by the rebellious Ra~trakutas we 
must understand Govind IV, Karka's yo1mger brother and his 
fvllowers. Now the evidence for assuming a rebellion on the part 
of Govinda IV is very meagre. It has been rightly pointed out4 

that Govinda issued the Ka:vi plates, 5 A.D. 827, not as a usurper but 
perhaps simply as a depmy for Karka during Karka's absence in 
the campaigns he fought on behalf of Amogbavar9a. The omission 
of Govinda from the later charters of the Guzerat branch is also 
satisfactorily explained by the fact that. he never ruled in his own 
right but only deputised for his brother for some time. Now 
looking closely into the phrase 'Saulkika Ra9traku~an' it is not easy 
to interpret it as 'tributary Raf?trakutas', for the word '.::lulka' 
means 'transit duties' and not 'tribute'. In the context I am 
inclined to interpret 'Saulkika Raf?trakutan' as officers in chargt~ of 
Sulka (transit duties) and administrative heads of the Rastras, the 
Ra~trapatis who are regularly mentioned in all the donative records 
of the Rastrakuta line. We also know fr0m inscriptions that 
the collection of Sulka was entrusted to high officials each 
in charge of a considerable district, like Vatsayya holding 
the Sulka of BeJvola 300 in A,D. 904 (SII. XL i. No. 24) 
If now we recall the force of the phrases that have gone before, 
it becomes clear that we have here the record of an extensive 
and organised rebellion on the part of the officials of the kingdom 
who seem to have entered into a conspiracy to defy the authority 
of the boy emperor and declare themselves independent in their 
respective territorial divisions. This interpretation of the 
phrase "Saulkika Rastrakutan" finds strong support in verses 38-41 
of the Sanjan plates which speak of Kali subverting the minds 
of the feudatories, the ministers, and the relatives of Amogha· 
varsa, of the prevalence of lawlessness and anarchy in the kingdom, 
of the setting of the sun of the Ra ttas, giving occasion to lesser 
luminaries to ~hine for a while, and of the subsequent rise ouce 
more of the Ratta sun with the aid of an Arya Pata:lamalla 
(K~rka). 

It was indeed a great crisis through which the empire 
passed in the early years of Amoghavarsa's reign, ancl the 
trouble e~ridenttr lasted for several years, and Karka, the loyal 
feudatory of Lata, played a great part in saving the ernp1re 
from disruption and seating Amoghavarsa firmly once more on 
the throne. In the light of the foregoing observations the 
verse that has been the subject of our discuesion may be rendered 
as follows: " By the strength of his arm that wore the unsheathed 
f'!Word, he vanquished the reb3Uiou:3 and proud Saulkikas (officials 
of the octroi department) and Rastrakutas (rastrapatis) who had 
siezed the visayas (districts) at their pleasure and formed a 

4. Altekar : Ra!htrakutas, pp, 80-81. 
5. I.A. Vol. V. p, 144. 
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close alliance among themselves ; and he speedily placed 
Amoghavarsa on his throne." 

It may be noted finally that the errors that crept into this 
verse and obscured its true meaning so long constitute a conspi
cuous example of the damage suffered by texts in being trans
cribed from generation to generation. The Baroda plates are 
hardly 15 years later than the Surat plates, and they had got 
to write " vinayan" for " visayan '' in the opening compound 
of the verse, and about 30 years Ia ter the last quarter of the 
verse undergoes a serious modification which irretrievably 
obscures its real import. 

THE DATE OF SOLADA-GANDA BADDEGA OF 
VEMULAVA.DA 

BY 

DR. N. VENKATARAMNYY A, M.A., PH.D. 

Baddega or 'Solada-ganda' Ba ddega, to mention him with 
his well-known title, was an' important member of the Vemula
vada branch of the Chalukya family, who held sway over north
we'stern Telinga:r;~a from ·their capital, Lembulavatika (Vemula
va:<j.a) in the Kar1mnagar district of the present Hyderahad state. 
The date of this prince is not known, though it can be deduced 
with tolerable certainty from the data furnished by Pampa's 
Vikramarjunavijayam and the inscriptions of the later Vemula
va:da chiefs. Pampa, who flourished in the court of Arikesarin II 
(A.' D. 930), states that Baddega, who was known as the Solada
gaQ<j.a. or the unvanquishlild hero, fought forty-two battles and 
captured Bbima, as if he seized a crocodile in water.1 The state
ment is repeated in the Parbhani pia tes of Arikesarin IH dated 
Saka 888 (A. D. 966). Baddega, who was a hero of many battles, 
is said to have captured the famous warrior Bhima in battle as 
if,he seized a crocodile in water. 2 As Pampa, the earlier of the 
two authorities cited here, fluurished in the court of Ar1kesatin II, 
a great-grandson of Baddega, about A. D. 930. Baddega must 
have lived sometime rarlier, say, in the latter half of the 9th 
century A. D. 1t ie, however, possible to determin6 more pre
cisely the date of Baddega with the help of Pampa's Vikramar
junavijayam and the inscriptions of the Chatukyas of Vemulava:q.a 

1. Vikr. Vij. 1 : 25-6. 
2. Jain Sa.hitya a.ur Itihas, p. 85, Somadevasurika. N\tivakyamrit 

by N athur am Premi. 
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and Vengi. According to Pampa, Arikesari I, who was a subor
dinate of the Rashtrakuta king, Nirupamadeva i.e. Dhruva (A. D. 
780 793), subjugat~d Vengi and Trika}inga on behalf of his master, 
and this is corroboraten by the evidence of the Vemulava:da 
epig·raph and the Parbhani Plates. 3 The conquest of Ven.gi 
rt"lferred to in these records must have been effected some time 
before A. D. 786, as Silamahadevi, the rtaughter of Sarvalokasraya 
Sri Visbnuvardhana Vitharasa of V engi, was already married 
to Dhruva by that date/ and as this marriage could have taken 
place only after Arikesari's conqueHt of that country, it may be 
presumed from this that Arikesari I flourished in the last quarter 
of the 8th century A. D., from A. D. 775 to ~00; and that his son, 
Narasimha I and grandson Yuddhamalla II must have ruled 
from 800 to 825 and 825 to 850 respectively. This would give us 
850 to 875 as the probable time, when Baddega flourished, 
Baddega's son was Yuddhamalla III ; and his son, Narasimha II, 
was a contemporary of the Rashtrakuta king, Nityavarsha Indra 
III, who ruled from A.D. 915 to 930. As Narasimha Il's son 
Arike!';ari II was already on his throne in or about 930 A. D., 
it is not unlikely that Narasimha's career came to an end about 
A. D. 925. Calculating backwards from this date we get the 
dates 900 to 925 for N arasimha II, and 875 to 900 for Yuddhamalla. 
Thus we get once again 850-875 as the prooable period of Baddega's 
activity. An important reference to Baddega in the Eastern 
ChaJukya copper plate grants clearly indicates that Baddega lived 
slightly later than the period su11gested above. In the Kandayam 
plates of Danarl_lava dated Saka 892 A. D./1070-71, it is said that 
Gut;~aga Vijaya:ditya killed Mangi, defeated Kannara (Krisbna II) 
together with Sankila, and offered protection after defeat, of 
course, to Baddega.5 The same statement is repeated in the 
Penneru and Pabhupagu grants and the felugu Academy platea 
of Saktivarman L6 Baddega, who according to tbese records, 
wa~ offered protection by Gul.laga Vijaya:ditya, has been identlfied 
by the Government Epigraphist with Baddega of the Vemulava:da 
Chalukya tamily. "Baddega of this inscription'', says he, "could 
not be identified with the .ttashtrakuta king Amoghavarsha III 
Vaddiga whose reign, according to Dr. Keilhorn, began only 
about A. D. 937. It is possible that Baddega was the Western 
Chalukya prince Baddiga, the great-grandfather of Arikesarin 
who was the patron of the Kanarese poet Pampa who lived 

3. Vikr. Vij. 1:20, Bha.ra.t Itiha.s Sa.msodha.ka.ma.ndal Quarterly 
13, 3. Jain Sa.hitya a.ur [tiha.s, Soma.deva.surik:a. Nitivakyamrit by 
Nathuram Premi, p. 85, Telingana. inscriptions. Other insoriptions, 
No. 21. 

4:. EL XXII, pp. 98-109. 
5. J A.HRS. XI. p. 85. 
6. Madras G.Jvt. Or. Mis Libra.ry, 15-6-~6. Vol. I, pp, 34:8-55, 

JTA.. II, p. 407, Op. 15 of.l917-1 L 
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about A. D. 940 {Born. Gaz. II, i, p. 380). Allowing 25 years on 
tbe average for the reigns of Baddiga. his son Yuddharnalla, and 
his grandson N arasimha (elder brother of Arikesarin), Baddiga 
might be placed at about A. D. 860, and might have been a 
contemporary of Vijaya:ditya III (A. D. 844·888).''7 Though 'the 
identification suggested by the Government Epigraphist may be 
accepted as correct. his statement stands in need of modification 
in cert.ain respects. Arikesarin, the pat"on of Pampa, was not 
an younger brother of his predecessor N arasimha II, as the 

. Government Epigraphist would have us believe, but his son. On 
this point the evidence <)f Pampa and the Parbhani plates is 
quite explicit. 8 Again, Baddiga's defeat at the hands of Gui).aga 
Vijaya:ditya is placed in all the Eastern Chiqukya inscriptions 
alluding to the incident after the latter's victory over Kannara 
(Krishi).a If} and Sankila-Gunaga Vijayaditya d1d not come into 
conflict with Krishna li until after his accession in A. D. 880. 
As Gunaga's reign c"ame tJ an end in A. D. 892, it is reasonable 
to suppose that victories over KrishiJ.a II and 8ankila as well as 
Baddega must be assigned to the period between A. D. 880 and 89l. 

Both Pampa and the composer of the pra5asti in the Parbhani 
pl11tes refer to a contemporary warrior Bhima whom Baddega 
is said to have captured in battle. There is nothing in the 
Vi.cramarjunavijayam or the Parbbani plates which disclose the 
identity of this chief. Dr. Fleet suggested long ago that thie 
might be the Eastern OhaJukya Bh1ma, who, according to his 
chronology, ruled from A. D. 888 to 918. 9 Though the system of 
chronology formulated by Fleet is somewhat antiquated, the 
identification proposed by him is well worth consideration. The 
Eastern Cha~ukya records make it certain that Baddega came 
into conflict with Gui).aga Vijayaditya between A. D. 880 and 892. 
The only Bh1ma who flouri8hed about thi2 time was Chalukya 
Bhima I, who succeeded his uncle GuiJ.aga Vijayaditya in ·A. D. 
892 as the king of Vengi. Beddega would have been naturally 
desirous of attacking Vengi to wipe off the disgrace of a defeat 
which he suffered at the hands of GuQaga; and it ig not unlik.ely 
that on the death of his old enemy, he might have resolved to 
launch an attack upon his nephew. Moreover, Baddega whose 
estates lay on the north-western frontier of Vengi was a dependent 
of the Rashtrakuta king, Kannara; and he must have followed 
his master in his campaigns against Chalukya Bhima I, in one 
of which he captured Bhima, even as stated in the Vikramarjuna
vijayam and the Parbhani plates. 

7. ARE. 1918. II, p. 132. 
8. Cf. Vikr. Vija. 1 : 89, 41·42, 'Tasy-asid,A.rike3ar-iti tanayah'

Jain Sahitya. aur Itiha.s,-Nathu Ram Premi. Soma.devuurika. Niti
vakyamrit, p. 85. 

9. Dynasties of the Kanareae Distriots, p. 381. 
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The Eastern Cha:Iukya inscriptions of the time of Cha:lukya 
Bhima I indicate that RaRhtrakuta king Kannara, i.e., Krishna II 
invaded Vengi at least twice ilurlng the thirty years for which 
he ruled the kingdom. As soon as the news of the death of his 
old enemy Gut}aga Vijaya:ditya reached his court, Krisht}a II. 
having made common cause with the daya:das i.e., the agnates 
of Chalukya Bhima I, appears to have made an attack upon 
Vengi even before Bhima could perform the Pattabandha cere
mony and celebrate the festival of his coronation. According 
to the undated Koravi epigraph of Peddana, a subordinate of 
Kusuma:yuddha of Rat}amardaka family, one of the loyal depen.; 
dents of ChaJukya Bhima I, Kannara Ballaha invaded the kingdom 
of Vengi and took possession of the estates of the Ranamardaka 
family; but KuF~uma:yuddha soon reconquered from the Rashtra
kutas his ancestral possessions, and having tied the necklace of 
royalty round ChaJultya Bfuma's neck ca-used his coronation to 
be celebrated.10 This is corroborated by the evidence of the 
Be.zwada Plates is.'~Ued.on the occasion of the cororiatio·n of 
ChaJukya Bhima I in A: D. 892, in which Ktisumayuddha is spoken · 
of in appreciative terms, and at whose instance the king granted 
to the Brahman, Potamayya, the village of Kukiparru ·in the. 
Uttarakanderu vishaya.11 It follows from this that the firsp 
attack of Kannara Ballaha took place immediately after the 
death of Gunaga Vijaya:ditya, even before Chaluky a Bb-1ma I 
could arrange "for the celebration of his coronation: The invasion, 
however, does not appear to have penetrated into V<:ngi; it seems 
to have <iifected nnly thA frontier distri..}t in the west and was 
soon turned back· by Kusuma:yuddba and other chiefs of the 
western marches. 

The Ve9a.taluru grant of ChaJukya Bbima I alludes . to 
another invasion of Krishf)a II. The Ra:shtrakuta army which 
came under the command of a general called GuQ9aya.u was 
joined by the rebellious agnates of Bhima, penetrated into the· 

10. Telingana inscriptions: Others No. 
11. Ep. Ind. V, p. 127. 
U. The name of this general, according to the Government . 

Epigraphist, is Dandena. Gundaya (ARE. 1914: Part II, para 6, p. 84.). 
The verse in whioh the name of this general is mentioned in the 
Vedataluru grant runs as follows:--

Peruvangur.grarn!l•rane Valla.bha.-dandena Gundaya.khyam 
hatva 

Nir-latya cha dayadan-a.vanim.asesha.n-nira.kulam-mahyam · 
adat .;. 

!'he celebral 'na' in dandena is a scribal error for dental na, anti it must 
be coneoted "ooordingly. Vallabha. da.ndena (valla.bhasya dandena.}. 
means 'togetbu• witll the army of the V' allabha.. The line must be 
tramla.ted thus :-'having killed Gundaya. together with the army ofth• 
Valla.bha '. 

28 
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..._.*'··of V.eng), and oau!ed much confusion in the kingdom. Two 

.,_ baltles, one at Niravadyapura (i.e. Nidadavole in the 
·anv.ut taluk of the West Godavari district), and another at 
Penivaagur, a village in the same neighbourhood, took place 
'~en CbaJukya and Ra:shtrakuta armies. Though ChaJukya 
~,I took the field personally against the enemy. the real 
.._Cit'r'of tbe E. Cha)ukya forces was hi~ heroic young flOn, known 
to 'Us only by his biruda, Irimartaga~q.a, who, though only a 
Mtlth wt sixteen years, displayed remarkable bravery, and saved 
Ulo·ibdependence of his country at the ri~k of his own life. 
:;: .. ·· BaCJdega must have accompanied the Ra:shtrakuta armies, 

. ~tteaptured ChaJukya Bhima I in one of the two expeditions 
-tidtied above. Though there is no definite evidence which 
*al)le& hs to. decide in which of these two expeditions ChaJukya 
Bt»ani I waR taken P,risoner, a fact just indicated by a simile 

· t;l: ftie Vikrama:rjuna Vijayam and the Parbhani plates seems 
J«fl)oint out that the incident must have happened during KrishQa 
-~"""'nll expedition against Vengi. Bliddega, it may be re
.. ·.· rbereo, is said to have captu.red Bh1 rna, as if he seized a 

' · dile in water. Fleet's rendering of Pampa's statement 
. ateyam pididantare niroJ-otti Bhimanan-ati garva.dam picJiye' 

a'~s if seizing a crocodile, entered into water and proudly seize>d 
tsbi~&' is supported by the language of the Parbhani Plates in 
wbiell it is clearly hinted that Bhima was captured in a battle 
fouiti\ in the water. •Bhimarh Bllima-parakram-aika-nil a yam 
•• 'belaya-iv-agrahid Ugram graham-iv-antar-ambu-samare 
IIJi.i'fll'ramad-Baddegaf_t'. If ChaJukya Bhima I was re~lly 
~'by Baddega in a battle fought in the water, that battle 
•\J&t have been fought in the Kolair lake in the midst of which 
~all island a well-known jala-dnrga, v.here the kings of 
~· d.aed to iake refuge in times of emergency. The first 
..,..ctwtn of Krishna II against Vengi, it may be recollected was 
---~to the Rat;tamardaka country along the Western frontier; 
a.~ the Bashtrakuta forces were repelled b0fore they could pene
trate into the interior of the kingdom. It was only during the 
.eocmd expedition that they reached the Doab between the deltas 
of,tbe Krisht;ta and the Godavari, where they fought at least 
bij!t;;t.ltttealiofvith the E. ChaJukya forces in the neighbourhood 
Q{1ttie Xolair lake. The ambo-samara or the battle in the water 
mast have taken place on this occasion. As Krishl:}a 's fi:rst 
invasion otVJie in A. D. 892, the second expedition during which 
the •ambu.samara' was fought must be assigned to a later date, 
s~y. in or about A. D. 895. Assuming that Baddega died soon 
after his victory over ChaJukya Bhima I, we may reasonably 
conclude that the period of his military activity lasted at least 
until that date, if not a little later. 



CHOLA KI~G ADHIRXJENDRA 

BY 

V. R. RAMACHANDRA DIKSHITAR, 

Professor of Indian History and Archaeology, Unive,.sity of 
Madras. , 

\ 
Text books on ~outh Indian History tell us that on the death 

of Virara:jendra in 1070 A. }). Adhira:jendradeva succeeded to the 
throne, as the rightful heir. Literary accounts like Vikramanka
devacharita and Vikramasolanula, the latter. being in Tamil, and 
inscriptional ev:idence bear this out. The Kalingattu.parani of 
Jayamkondar completely ignores the reign of Adhirajendra. It 
says that Kulottunga I was made crown prince by the then Chola 
king. We do not find any other evidence to show, not even in 
the Kalingattuparlmi, that the reigning king Viraraiendra, who 
has been accepted to have ruled the Chola territory before 
Kulottunga I from 1063 A.D. to 1070 A.D., adopted Kulottunga. 
as the crown prince. Luckily we know that Adhirajendra ruled 
for some time after Virara:jendra. Some inscriptions of Kulottur;aga 
refer to Virarajendra as a Rajakesari while Adhirajendra is re
ferred to as Parakesari. 

BilhaQa in his Vikramankadevacharita say13 definitely that 
Adhirajendra was the son of Virarajendra and was the rightful 
heir to the throne. Adhirajendra took the title of Parakesari in 
accordance with the ('hoJa practice. We know from inscription 
~E.I. VII p. 7, n. 5.} that KulottuQga began his reign in the ChoJa 
kingdom from about the 9th June A.D. 1070. He was a Rajakesari. 
The question now is when did Adhirajendra come to the throne ? 
Virara:jendra of course died in 1070 A.D. The inscriptions of 
Adh1rajendra are dated in his third year. So scholars believe 
that Adhirajendra must have succeeded his father in lfl70 A.D. 
and ruled only for a few months. But we believe that Atihirajen
dra came to the throne even in 1068. He must have ruled the 
empire for more than two years, when perhaps he fe!l into a 
fatal disease from which he never recovered. In A. D 1068 
Virarajendra must have anointed him as king as he had to go to 
Kadaram and other places in that year. Though we have no 
evidence to substantiate the brief reference to an expedition 
against Kadaram during Virarajendra's reign still we have to 
accept this chronological position from his records. The Vikraman
kadevacharita further throws ligli.t that Vikramaditya VI 
started for Kanchi and Gangaikondapuram in order to secure 
the position of his wife's brother in the Chola territory (Ohap. VI? 
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vv. 6-25). This implies there was some confusion in the Chola 
kiDgdom and perhaps this confusion was due to Kulottungadeva·~ 
iDfluence in the south. We do not believe in the story of the 
Kalingattuparani about Kulottunga's early life. Finding that 
his place in the Vengi country was not well established Kulottun
ga took to the life of an adventurer and became the lord of the 
country, on the death of Adhira:jendra. 

An inscription at Kuhur dated in the 3rd year of his reign 
A.D. 1070 registers the gift of land to a certain person for reciting 
the Tiruppadiyam twice daily before the lccal god for what 
~to be the recovery of the health of a king. This shows that 
AdhiJ:.ijeudra was not only a pious king but also that be suffered 
fNIIl disease. Though in the present !:!tate of our knowledge it 
•·DO~ possible to say that Adhirajendra died a natural death still 
we ,cannot subscribe to the F!tatement that he was killed by 
aomi on.e in the confusion that followed the Chola . empire on 
the death of Virarajendra What we try tomake out is that 
Afhirajendra succeeded to the throne in 1067-68, ruled peaoe
f-ui'ly and died a natural death. We have seen that both the 
literary records, Vtkramankadevacharita and Vikramasolan fJ4z 
..,e definite that there was an intervening ChoJa king between.,. 
Vit&liiendra and KulottuQga I. This was certainly Adbira:jendra. 
RefereJJce has already been made to the recognition by KulottuQga 
of Aghirajendra. that he himself took upon the title of Rajakesari; 
~ut is the version in Kalingattuparani about Kulottul}ga's posi
tion in '1063-70 a pure myth ? We do not subscribe to the opinion 
that the views expressed in Kalingattupparani are entirely mythi· 
c~t ·KulottuQga might have spent the bebt part of his time from 
1063;.70 in the Cho}a court and both Vi.rarajendra and Adhira:jendra 
liked him as a member of the family. It is reasonable to suppose 
that Adhirajendra's death followed soon after Virarajendra's and 
that there was no proper claimant to the Cho}a throne when 
Kulottu9ga pressed his claim and he was crowned king. The 
fact was that KulottuQga was no stranger either to the members 
of the ChoJa royal family or to the Cho}a people. Therefore 
his name was welcomed when it was known that KulottuQga 
had to succ&ed Adhirajendra. The version in the Kalingattu. 
parani to the effect that he was made crown prince need not be 
pressed too far. For all practical purposes he was regarded as 
nio,re than a crown prince by the ruling sovereigns. We do not 
think that there is much force in the argument that KulottuQga 
seized. the ChoJa crown ''through internal disturbances in the 
Cho1a kingdom which culminated in the death of the last Chola 
kinig." (Ind. Ant., Vol. 20, p. 282). • · 

· · It was a fact that on the death of Adhirajendra there, were 
certain internal troubles but we do not think that these troubles 
were all due to political causes. The causes of;. such disturbances 
were partly religious. No doubt OhoJa kings were votaries o~ 
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Saiva creed but this does not mean that they were inimical to 
Vai~navism. On the othe~ ha~d there have been ChoJa rul~rs 
wlio had reverence for Vatsnav1sm. If we confine our attent1on 
to the biographies of Ramanuja like the last chapters of Divuasu
richaritram and Yathirajavaibhavam we have to maintain that 
one Krimikantha Chota was responsible for the persecution of 
Ramanuja and his disciples. Whether this Krimikantha ChoJa 
was Virarajendra or Adhirajendra or Kulottul;lga is still a matter 
for dispute. Works like the Koilolugu seem to identify Kulot
tul;lga I with KrimikanthachoJa but it is reasonable to identify 
this king with Adhirajendra. We do not know positively that 
either VIrarajendra or Adhirajendra persecuted the Vaisr;tavas 
though one has to infer from the life of Ramanuja n.s narrated in 
Vaisnava works. It is therefore to some extent possible on the 
strength of Vaisnava hagiology to say that Adhirajendra waj:l 
responsible for the persecution, if at all, of Ramanuja. But one 
thing is clear viz., that religion added to the confusion of the 
times but it was not the sole cause for the disturbance. 

The real cause of Kulottul;lga coming to the throne seems 
to be the frequent dynastic inter-marriages between the Chota 
and E tstern Cbalukya houses since. the days of Rajaraja the Great. 
We need not enter into the details of these marriage alliances but 
suffice it to say that as a result of these dynastic alliances Kulot
tunga I had in his veins the blood of the members of the Lunar 
race (father's side) and of the mambers of the Solar race (mother's 
side). Att such Kulottuoga I was better fitted for the Chola throne. 
Besides there does not seem to be strong evidence to indicate that 
there was a disputed succession to the Chola tbrona. Apparently 
Adhirajendra was without an issue. This paved the way for the 
Raja of Vengi to become the virtual lord of the ChoJa territory. 
Further if the Vikramankadeva charita of Bilhana is to be believed 
KulottuQga had no quarrel with his uncle Vijayadit.ya VIl at 
Vengi. In this way we have to reconcile the mass of contradic
tory legends that centre round the accessbn of Kulottuoga I. We 
have no evidence to prove that Adhira:jendra•s •mysterious disap
pearance' or complicity of KulottuQga in the rebellion cul
minated in the murder of Adhirajendra. In our opinion such 
statements are false. If they be true KulottuQga would not have 
succeeded to the throne in the easy mannPr he did. In the present 
state of our knowledge it is difficult to account for the rebellion 
in the OhoJa kingaom. Probably as suggested before, religion was 
to some extent responsible for it, 



AN UNIDENTIFIED EMBASSY · TO THE COURT OF KING 
SIDDHARAJA OF GU.TARAT 

BY 

PROFESSOR DR. B. A. SALETORE, 

Ahmedabad. 

One of the most celebrated rulers of Gujarat was Siddharaja 
Jaya.singha around whom many legends have grown. In the 
Jaina work called Kumararalaprabandha (KP), is related the 
following anecdote concerning King ~iddharaja's magif1al powers. 
Two nymphs or yoginis came from the Himalayas, and asked the 
king what mystic po-;yers he possessed which justified his title of 
Siddha (magic) Raja (lord). The king agreed to satisfy their 
curiosity in the open court; and with the aid of former minister 
called Haripa:ra, had a dagger prepared with its blade made of 
sugar, and its handle set with jewels. When the king appeared 
in the court to perform the promised wonder, a deputation of 
a01bas~adors from King Permadi of Kalyanakataka was announc
ed • 

. "The deputation entered and presented the prepared dagger 
as: a· gift from their lord. The king kept the prepared dagger, 
and in its stead sent all round the court a real dagger which was 
gteatly admired. After the real dagger had been seen and 
murned the king said: 'I ~ill use this dagger to show my mystic 
pO!Wers', and in its place taking the false dagger ate its sugar 
blade. ·When the blade was eaten, the minister stopped the king, 
abd said : 'Let the yoginis eat the handle'. The king agreed and 
as the yoginis failed to eat the handle which was iron the 
superiority of the king's magic was proved." I 

Although the above story contains the umal Jaina inconsis
tencies, yet we may accept its main fact relating to the embassy 
from a king called Permadi of Kalya!)ak a taka. (The inconsistency 
is this: if the faked dagger with its blade made of sugar was 
the work of the minister called Haripala and of the king ;:)iddha
ra:ja, it cannot be understood how the s-trangers from another 
court-such .as the ambassadors from Kalyanakat<:~.ka essentially 
were·t-could have presented it immediately on their arrival to 
King Siddharaja !) Our object is to identify,. firstly, the king 
called merely Permadi ; secondly, to identify the citv called 
Kalyanakataka ; and, thirdly, to fix the probable date of the 

(1) Bombay Gazetteer, I., P. I. Ht~tory of Gujarat, pp. 1 ?3-174. 
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embassy from King Permadi. We may note before proceeding 
further that the above story is not met with in any oth~r source.:~ 

Let us see first the chronological limits of the great Siddha
ra:ja's reign. He ruled from A.D. 1094, till A.D. 1143.8 Next we 
may examine the name Permadi. It is essentially a Dravidian 
word of the Kannada language. Its corr,ect fo:rm is Permmadi 
(permme-1!-emme- greatness, ascendancy ; madi =times, folds. 
Hence /ermmadi=··Greatness-many times"="a. great ruler." 
In Sanskrit it is corrupted into Permmardi. The 1itle Permmadi 
or Pt!rmmanadi) was borne by many Deccan monarchs. The 
earliest is the Ganga king Sripurusa, whp ruled from A.D. 726 till 
801. 4 King Nitimargga 1, also of the same royal house, and who 
ruled from A.D. 900 onwafds,5 also bore the same title. The third 
G·anga king to bear the same name was Bhutugendra, Nanniga 
Ganga (A.D. 938-953). 6 Thes!3 rulers are.far too removed in time 
from that of King Si~dhara:ja. 

- . . '' ... ~ ,,. .. 
Rulers who bore that ··title and,' who chronologically are 

nearer to King .Siddhara.ja, were the following :-the Mahamandal
e5vara Udayaditya Ganga Permmadi, -who was a provincial 
governor under the Western Calukya king Vikrama:ditya VI in 
A.D. 1112-13 ;7 the Mahamandale5vara Permadi of the Jimutava:
hana lineage and the Khacchara race, who was likewise a pro
vincial governor under tbe same Western Calukya monarch in 
the year 1122-23 ;8 the MahamaQdalesvara Permadi of the 
Katacuriya family, who was also a provincial governcr under 
the Western Calukya monarch Somesvara III, in A. D. 1128 ;9 

the Siuda prince Permadi I , the son of Achugi II, who m 
1144, under the. Western Calukya monarch Jagadekamalla 
JI, Permma, won great fame for himself and for his royal 
master;~0 the Kadamba Mahamandalesvara Permmadi, who 
governed Goa under the Western Calukya king 'faila IH, in 
1163 ; n and another Kadamba king called Sivacitta, who ruled 
from 1147 till 1187.u 

With none of the above can we identify the Permadi of the 

2. The Ras Mala does not mention it. Ras Mala, I, Pp. 165-173. 
3. Bom. Gaz., I., p. I, p. 171. 
4. Rice, MYsore and Ooorg from the lnscripeions, p. 50, 
5. Fleet, Dynasties of &he Kanarese Dis&ric&s, p. 300. 
6. Fleet, ibid, pp. 284, n (4), 307, (n), 402, 444, n {4). 
7. Fleet, ibid. p. 452. 
8. Fleet, ibid. p. 452. 
9. Fleet, ibid. p. 45o. 

10. Fleet, D.K.D. pp. 458-9, 679. 
ll. Fleet. ibid. p. 460. I presume that the Ma.hamanda.lesva.ra. 

Permma.di wa.s ga overnor under Ta.ila. III, but no adequate proof of 
this fa.ot is forthcoming. 

12. Fleet, ibid. p. 565, 



Jaiaa tradition, although Bhagavanlal Indraji maintained that 
that ruler might be identified either with the Binda feudatory 

~ Permmadi or 'with the Goa Kadamba King Sivacitta, both of 
whom were contemporaries of King Siddbaraja.18 Indraji gave 

·•o reasons in support of his identification. B.tt we cannot. 
*ccept either of these identifications. First.ly, little is 
kmnvn of the Kadamba king Sivacitta. Secondly. his position in 
his· own kingdom seems to have been insecure-a fact which 
explains why he ruled over the Pala~ige 12,090 and the Kadamba 
908 provinces conjointly with his brother ViJayaditya Il. 14 As 
regards the Binda feudatory Permmadi, there is no doubt that be 
bad an excellent military record to his credit. He had besieged 
Dorasamudra, the capital of the Hoysalas, taken the fortress 
of Belupura, r!riven the redoubtable Visnuvardhana himself to the 
mountain pass of Vahadi1 S and put to flight the Kadamba king 
Jayakesin IJ.16 But all this was done at the command of his 
royal master the Western Calukya king Vikramaditya VI. This 
intrepid Binda feudatory, who was btisy with the campaigns in · 
the ~oysala centres, could have hardly had time to send embassies 
to the distant court of the Gujara t ruler; nor is it possible tba t 
he ever dared to associate himself with the city of Kalyana 
which was the royal abode of his great master. 

We have, therefore, to refer the name Permadi to some 
one else. It applies admirably to the Binda feudatory's royal 
master Vikramaditya VI himself, who ruled from A.D. 1076 till 
1126.17Tbis ruler bad the distinctive biruda of Permmadi. Now 
we have to see whether there is any contempllrary epigraphic 
proof to connect him with Gujarat ; and whether he could be 
connected with a royal city which had the n~me of Kalyana· 
kataka. This name is e:vidently the Jaina variant of Kalyana, 
the famous capital of the Western Calukya bouse.18 Atthough 
King Vikramaditya vI was sometimes in other capitals,19yet 
from 1083 till1122 be was in the royal city of Kalyana.20 

We may now attempt to connect the history of the Western 
CalukJa house under King Vikramaditya VI with Gujarat. 
The connection between the Western Calukyas and Gujarat, 
especially the southern part of the province, had begun about fiv·e 
centuries before the time of Vikramaditya VI. It was in samvat 

13. Indraji, Bom. Gaz. I., P. I. Of', cit. p 173, n. 5. 
U. Fleet, D.K.D. pp. 569-570. 
15. & 16. Fleet, D.K.D. pp. 497,579. 
17. Rioe, ""·cit. p. 73. 
18. Fleet, D K.D. p. 445. 
19. Fleet, ibid. pp. «9-450. South Indian lnlcr'iptions, IX, P. I., 

pp, 131-133, where he is said to have been at Pottalakere. 
~o. 8.1.1. IX. P. 1., pp. 13•, 154, 175, 198, 201. In the same year 

1U2 he was in Dayantipura, ibid. p, 203. 
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421 (A.D. 671) that Jayasimhavarmma of the early We:stern 
Calukya family, had established the Gujarat branch of the 
Calukya house at Navasa:rika. 21 The conquest of Lata as 
well as of Gurjjara proper is attributed to the Rastrakuta 
monarch Govinda III in A. D. 866.22 But Lata remained under 
the Western Calukyas, for the Western Calukya general Barappa 
seized Lata in 975, and from that time , till 1051, it continued 
to be under his successors.23 The Western Calukya monarchs 
always considered the province of Southern Gujara t as a sort of 
training ground for military fame. In an inscription discovered at 
Lakkundi, Dharwar district, and dated Saka 929 (A. D. 1007), we 
are informed that the Western Calukya king Ahavamalla con
quered not only Lata-or as the record graphically puts it, Latana 
gantalam murid, that is, "broke the neck of La:ta"-but subjugated 
the entire country of Gurjara (sakala Gurjara vijayam). The 
reference here is not to the Western Calukya king Iriva-bedenga · 
Satyasraya (A. D. 997-1009), as maintained by the editors of the 
Lakkundi record, 24 but to Tailapa II, whose distinctive biruda was 
Ahavamalla. That this conquest of the Gurjara country was 
not a fiction is proved by the great Kannada poet Ranna, who in 
his famous poem Gadayuddha, informs us that Iriva-bedenga, 
at the command of his father Tailapa, defeated the elephants 
of the enemy Gurjjaras.25 While no doubt the credit of 
leading the successful campaign goes undoubtedly to the 
young Iriva-bedenga, that of planning the entire Gujarat 
campaign certainly goes to King Tailapa II. .For our purpose 
we may note that the political connection between Gujarat 
and Karnataka was brought closer by the marriage of King 
Kar1;1a I of At;lahilava:q.a (A. D. 1064-1094) with the prince~s 
Maya:nalladevi, the daughter of the Kadamba king Jayakesin2 6 • 

The child of this marriage was the celebrated Siddharaja of 
our study. 

But the contact between the two provinces did not end here. 
In A. D. 1090 a famous Brahman general named Raviga is said 
to have founded many charities on the banks of the Narmada, the 
Ganges, and the Jumna 27 • What is of great importance for our 
purpose is the close connection between the famous Western 

:&1. Indraji Bom. Gaz. I, P. I. p. 56. Fleet, D. K. D.p. 364. 
22. Fleet, D.K.D. pp. 396, 397. 
23. Fleet, D.K.D, pp. 430, 431. 
24. South Indian lnscri11tioru, XI, P. T. Bombay Karnataka 

Inscri11tion No. 52. pp. 39 ff. 
25. Karnata Kavicharite, II. p, 68. 
Z6. Fleet, DKD., pp. 567-568. This princess isw rongly called 

Miyana.lla.devi in Guja.rat history. Of. lndra.ji, Hist. of Guj. in the 
Bom. Gaz., I, P. I. p. 171. 

27. South Indian Inscriptions., IX, P. I. p. 140. 
29 
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Calukya monarch Vikrama:ditya VI himself and Gujrat. Between 
the years 1088 and 1089, this monarch iR said to have erossed the 
Narmada, and conquPred kings on either side of that river~ 8 • A 
'later record dated 1098 informs us that the same monarch was 
once more on thP banks of the Narmada29 • That the object of 
these expeditions was political expansion, there can he no doubt, 
since in one of the two records cited ahoVt', and dated 1088-89, he 
is expre! sly stated to have conquen'd kingR on either sioe of the 
Narmada. As to the genePds who Wt'fl:', a~sociated with him 
in these expt>diti· ns (•n the bar.ks of the armada, we have the 
interesting information in the ~tone in~cription found at tli:tekola 
in the village of BeJagame, Ta:lgur_:lC;J.a hchJi, Shikarpur taluka, 
Mysore State, and dared in A. D. 1114, tl.at General Ana.ntapa:la 
shattered the arm of the Gurjjara J.it r.t.at year3°. This great 
general, we may incidentally ohserv., hiid bePn placed over the 
·provinces of BelvoJa 300, the Puligere ~)00, and the Banavase 
12,000 from A. D. LlOO till 1108. But betwHen these years in 
1103-4 he is described as managing (obviously collecting) a special 
tax called the pannaya of the wholt' of the Seven-and-a-half 
country. This large provirwe comprised the Setu.-Narmada-madh
yam-sarda-sapta-laksarr,.Daksinapatham, i.e., the whol~? country 
between the Narn•ada and Hamesvaram, Heluding the Tamil and 
the Andhra territories31 . Although we cannot g1ve entire credence 
to the exaggerated claims thus put forward on behalf of General 
Anantapala in this Eastern Calukya grant of the eleventh cen
tury, which gives the boundaries of the seven-and-a-half-lakh 
country, yet we ma.y concede the fact that, as mentioned above, 
in 1114, he was somewhere in the province of Lata, or perhaps 
in Gujarat itself, where he seem~ to have won a victory over the 
Gurjara". 

He was not the only general ot Emperor Vikramaditya. VI, 
who was associa-ced closely with Gujarat. There was another, 
and perhaps a more fJ.mou,.,, general under the same great 
monarch, whose prowess is :;un~ in many L;ontemporary records. 
This was the Ucchangi t'ai)<;lya ruler, the Mahama nc;talesvara 
Tribhuvanamalla Pandyadeva. In 1121-22 this well-known 

. feudatory was placed· as governor over the large province of 
., lioJambava:c;ti 32,00032 • But in tbe Harne year (1121) we have 

a most interesting reference to the ctllebrated Siddharaja of 
• Gujarat in a record discovered in the village of AnakoiJ.c;ta, 

Da:vanagere ta:luka, Chitaldroog distriet of the Mysore State. 
This "inscription relates U1at General PaQc;tyadeva alone could 

28. Fleet, DKD, p. 45~?. and n. (2). 
29. Fleet, lbsd, u. \:3). 
:~o. Epigraphta Carnatica, VII, Sk. 137, pp. 104-·-105. 
31. Fleet, DKD, p. 341, and n. (2}, 451. 
32. Fleet, Ib:d. p. 452. 
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do a number of great things, among which was this-that he 
could trample on the renowned Gurjjara (negalda Gurjjaranam 
tuliyalke Pandya-bhupalane salku)3 3 • The epithet negalda (renown
ed) applied to the king of Gujarat is significant. It is rarely 
that such an epithet is given to a Gujarat monarch in Kannada 
records. The reference iR obviously to a ruler whose fame had 
reached far beyond the limits of Gurjara proper. Such a monarch 
was undoubtedly SiJdhara:ja Jayasingha. We may note that 
the inscription does not expressly state that General Tribuvana
malla PaQ.g.Ya actually trampled upon the Gurjara king, but 
merely says that he was capable of domg this feat (tuli
yalke ••• salku). Therefore, under Emperor Vikramaditya VI 
was a general who seems to have been more than a match 
at least according to the Kannada people-to the famous Gujarat 
monarch Siddharaja Jayasinghadeva. 

This does not settle our point-whether Emperor Vikramaditya 
VI ever conquered Gujarat, or even a part of it, before he could 
think of sending an embassy to the great Siddharaja. Fleet 
discounted the claims of Vikramaditya VI to Lata. 34 But two 
stone inscriptions found in two different places confirm the state
ment, which is evident from the records already cited above, 
that Vikrarnaditya VI did conquer Lata, while a third one but 
of a later date, only strengthens· this fact. The first is the 
stone inscription found near the Kallesvara temple. Yarabalu, 
Harapanahalli ta:luka, Bellary district, and dated in the 
Ca:lukya-Vikrama era 47 with other details, which corresponds 
to A.D. 1122, December 7th Thursday. It relates the following 
among other details: That Tribhuvanamalla Deva (i.e., Vikrama
ditya VI) himself first conquered the ancient Ganga kingdom 
of the south, next the Colas also of the south, and then Lata, 
and next levied tribute from the Pancalas, and, finally, 
subdued the others 3 5. The second is a stone inscription dis
covered in the travellers' bungalow at Da:vangere itRelf. 
It is dated A.D. 1124, and it gives a full aecount of all the 
countries conquer0d by Vikrama:ditya VI. Among thesEi Lata 
figures first, and next Gurjjara.86 The third record discovered 
in the Narayana temple at Bharangi, Sohrab taluka, Mysore 
State, and dated in about A.D. 1178, relates that the great ruler 
Vikramaditya VI who is sty led Permma, " terrifying and ;:,Caring 
Lata, Gurjjara, Jayaketu, and other ki 1gs," brought them 
under his orders. 5 7 There seems, therefore, no doubt that Lata 

33. Ep. Car., XI. Dg. 3, text, p. 59. 
34. Fleet, D.K.D. p. 497. 
35. 245 of 1918; S.I.I. IX, P. I., n. 205, p. 205. 
36. Ep. Car., XI. Dg. 2, p. 23, text, pp. 57.58. 
37. Ep. Car., VIII. Sb. 325, p. 56. 
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was conquered by Emperor Vikrama:ditya and that he did cause 
couternation to the king of Gujarat. 

But we have to fix the probable date of the embassy which 
he sent to the court of the famous Siddhara:ja Jayasinga. There 
is nothing in the records which could enable us to fix: it with 
certainty. We have, therefore, to assume the following : We 
kB&Wthat Emperor Vikramaditya VI was in his capital of Kalya:na 
from 1083 till 1122; that in 1114 General Anantapala had shaken 
the arm of Gurjjara: and that by 1121-2, the conquest of Lata 
wae effected. The statement" shattered thA arm of Gurjjara " 
may be interpreted to mean nothing more than crippling the 
power of the Gurjjara king, obviously in the province of Lata. 
We have hence to assume that the embassy sent to the court of 
King Siddhara:ja the Great may have been sent only after 1114 
and before 1121. This would fit in with the uncommon epithet 
of negalda (renowned) given to the great Siddharaja in 1121 in 
the record cited above. 

----
A NEW SEVUNA FAMILY• 

BY 

DR. G. N. SALETORE. M.A., PH.D., DIP. ARCHIVES 

In the records pertaining to these seigniors (Manneyars), their 
dynastic name appears as Segul).a, Sevul).a and SiguQa. They 

_claimed a connection with the Ranamurkha-vamsa. But there is 
nothing to indicate who this Ranamurkha was. A lineage from the 
..Adava-vamsa, which was perhaps the original family name, is 
attributed to them in the Soratur inscription dated A.D. 869.1 In 
other records ~o_~ever (i.e., inscriptions at Mevul).q.i and Soratur, 

*1 am indebted to Dr. N. P. Chakravarti, M.A., Ph.D., (Ca.ntab), 
0. B. E., Joint Direotor-General of Archaeology in India, New Delhi, 
and Mr.· N. Laksminarayan Rao, M.A .. Assistant Superintendent of 
Epigraphy, Ootacamund, for the transcripts of the unpublished Bombay
Karnatak inscriptions. These records have been indicated in the course of 
this paper by the mark ( + ). Inscriptions of the Sevuna family have been 
found in the following plaoes : at Budihal, Dambal Kakkuru, Korlahalli, 
Mantrawadi, Mevundi, Shiggaon, Soratur and 'l'ambragundi-in the 
Dharwar district of the Bombay province ; at Bidarkundi, Heggur, Koluru 
and Lotgeri-in the Bijapur district of the same province; at Hirewadawat
ti, near Lakshmeshwara, in the Miraj State ; at Hire Hadagalli Kuruvatti, 
Satturu and Ucoha.ngidrug,-in the Bellary district of the Madras pro
vince ; and (an indirect reference in a record) at Sravana Belgola, in the 
Mysore State. 

1. Ep. Indica, XIII, pp. 177, 182-3. Of. Bunett, ibid, XV, p. 316 and 
references to my article 'The early c'l.reer of Bbillama V' in the Progs. 
of the IndU.n Historv Congress (1945), IXth session, p. 102, note 2. 
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dated respectively in A.D. 865 and 867-8,2 and otherR of a later 
period) they are represented, like the Devagiri-Sevul)aP, as belong
ing to the Yadu,-vamsa or Yadav-anvaya. These rulers (arasas) 
were entitled to the Five Great Sounds (Panca-mahasabda). Their 
banner bore the emblem of a golden eagle (Suvarna-garuda
dhvaja), their crest, a conch and wheel (Sankha-cakra-lancchana) 
and their hereditary title was •Supreme lord of Dva:rvati, the 
best of towns' (Dvarc:,vati-puravar-adhisvara). 'f.hough their 
original home was Masiyava<;Ii 140, they were for some time also 
associated with the government of Purigere 300 and Kogali 500. 
An undated record at Dambai show;; that this Masiyavadi, 
140 (also called in other inscriptions as Ma:sava<;fi, Masava:dina<;iu 
or Ma:sava:divisaya), was situated on the northern bank of the 
Dak!?it:la G"ang·a: (Tungabhadral in the Kuntalavi~aya. 

This Sevut:la family acknowledged the Ra!?trakuta authority. 
An early ruler is found in the person of Ahavaditya Kuppeya 
(Kuppa I), a Mahasamanta of Amoghavar~a I. He was governing 
Purigerena<;iu, from the provincial capital of Melivi<;fu. Of his 
times the following inscriptions have been found-a record at 
Mantra wadi, dated in A. D. 8653 ; another at Mevundi, also of the 
same year4; another at Shiggaon, which is undated,' but assigned 
to circa A.D. 8665 ; another at Soratur, dated A.D. 867-86 ; and 
another, also at the same place, dated A.D. 869 7 • The ruler is 
merely called Kuppeya in the first record. But more elaborate 
titles are given to him in the other records ; and among these is 
the epithet of Ranamurkha-dhavala. These records mention, as his 
subordinates and officials-a cert.ain H.attiyanna, at Melividu, in 
A.D. 865; the Nalgamunda Mat:lalera G~dig·a·, the Urgamunda 
Kargamug<;la and Peddama, the administrator of KallavoHa, in 
Murusara, in circa A.D. 866; and the Gamunda V!Jikkara 
Nagiyarnma (of Soratur) in A.D. 869. Two more inscriptions may 
perhaps be attributed to the same ruler ; and they are-an inscrip. 

2. Bombay Karnatak Collection, No. 70 of 1927 -Hl28 ( + ). 
3. Ins. at the temple of Hanumanta ; dated in the Parthiva 

samvatsara, Saka samvatsara 787 (Ep. Indica, VII, pp, 201-2; Panchamu
khi, Karnatak I nscnptions, I, No. 13 of 1939-1940). This Rattiyanna vowed 
to commit Kilgunte if his master were not cured of a certain disease. 

4. ~Ins. at the temple of Basavanna, dated in the Saka samvatsara 
787 expired (Bombay Karnatak Inscriptions, I, pt. 1, No. 12, p. 8). 

5. Ins. placed in the Marnlatdar's office (Panchamukhi, Op, cit. 
No. 14 of 1939·1940). The passage Karggamundara (r ?) Kallaman=urga· 
munda-geyye has been incorrectly construed here as referring to "Kallama 
of Karggamundar". 

6. Ins. at the temple of Venkate~a ; dated in the Sarvajit sams at sara, 
Saka samvaesara 788 current (Bombay Karn. Ins., I, pt. 1, No. 1~, p. 8). 

7. Ins. at the temple of Virabhadra; dated in the Virodhin samvat
.sara E. I, XII£, pp, 182-3). 
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tion at Mevundi, dated A.D. 897; and another, also at the same 
place, dated irregularly, ·in A..D. 901-28 • Both records belong to the 
times of Rastrakuta Krsna II, and they reveal that Mahasamanta 
Kuppadeva ·(Kuppa I). ·was then administering the districts of 
Purigere 300, KogaJi 500 and Ma:siyavac;Ii 140, from his provincial 
capital of Melividu. The first record (in addition to the epithet 
indicating the Ya:dava descent) mentions, among his various 
birudas, those of Ranamurkha-dhavala, Ranamurkha-kesari and 
Kadan-aditya ; and the second recqrd gives the titles of Rana
murkha-dhavala and. Kaligal-aditya Kuppa I therefore ruled 
from A.D. 865 to 901-2. 

Details about the subsequed ruler·s ar& not forthcoming 
during A.D. 902-9 )2. A feudatory of Indra III, named Mahasa
manta Lendeyarasa, was goveJDing Purigere 300 in A.D. 916. 9 The 
districts of"Kogali 500 and Masiyavadi" 140 were held in A.D. 922, 
by Mahasamanta OaJukya Bijja, a feudatory of Indra IIP0 ; by 
NoJamba Ayyappa, in A.D. 931-2, in the reign of Govinda IV; 11 

and by two Oa~ukya Mahasamantas, Katyera (Kirtivarma) and 
Rottayya, in A.D. 944-5 and 956 respectively, in the reign of 
Kr!?J..la III12• After this the Two Hundreds (i. e. Purigere 300 and 
Belvola 300), Kogali 500, and other districts of the Banavase 
12,000, were admini"stered by a certain Kannappa. His brother 
Sobhana succeeded and ruled, as a subordinate of Taila II, in A.D. 
982.1 3 As Kogali had its hereditary seigniors from circa A.D. 
900 onwards,u it seems likely that about this time Ma:siyavadi had 
its own rulers as well. · 

Soon after his accession Tail a II undertook the subjugation 
of such of those Ra!?trakuta feudatories who had not yet submit
ted completely. 'there were some, like S1laha:ra Aparajita.(Apara:
ditya), who still cherished the memory "of the once flourishing 

----------~--

8. Ins. at the temple of Venkatesa; dated in. the Na.la .~amva&sara, 
Saka samvatsara 818 (Bombay Karu. b1s. I, pt. l, No. 22, pp. }::~.]4); also 
Ins. at the same te,,lple; dated in the Raudri samvatsara (Bombay Karn. 
!ns. I, pt. 1, No. 30). In the first record the ruler's name is defaced and 
the preserved portion ha~; beon ·read, doubtless wrongly, as {Ke). (ka) 

. jjam. It may be noticed that the ruler is given the title of Ripu.bala
jaladhi srikanta-kantam, showing that he opposed some enemy. In the 
second record the ruler is stated to be Kuppadeva. Pending definite 
evidence revealing the existence of an intervening ruler named (Ke) .. (ka) 
jjam, I am inclirted to identify this person and Kuppadeva.rasa. (of the 
second record) with Kuppa I, See also Boo,bay Karn. lns. I, pt. l, 
No. 33, pp. 19-20 for another reference to this Kuppadeva.. Kuppeya, 
Kuppa and Kuppana are identical names (Of. E./. VIII, p. 213.) 

9. Ind. Antiquary, XII, p. 224). 
10. South Indian lnscriptaons. IX, No. 57. 
11. Ibid. No. 61 • 

12. Ibid. Nos. 64, 66. 
13. E. 1., IV, p-p. 206-7. 
14. Journal of the Bombay Historical Soeiecy, Vf, pp. 54·63. 
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Ratta rule." 15 Taila II then despatched his son Yuvaraja Satya:
sraya to chastise this ruler.16 In an attack, the Yuvaraja burnt 
his capital named Mandalamsunagara and made this Apara:ditya 
a tributary.17 This achievement enabled Taila II to extend his 
dominion as far as the western ocean, whereupon he assumed the 
biruda of Konkana-bhayankara. 18 Aparadity3. obtained, at various 
stages of this struggle, the aid of other rulers. It is: related how 
he welcomed a ruler named Goma by various acts ·of kindness, 
that he made firm the rule of a certain Ayyapadeva, and that 
be protected Bhillama and another person named Amma1:.1uva.1.u 
Of these rulers th~ identity of Ayyapadeva and Ammal)uva is not 
yet known. But Bhillama of this account was the neighbouring 
Sevuna ruler Bhillama II. In the Baroda Museum plates of 
Sila:h~ra Aparajita, dated A.D. 993, it is stated that this rulor's 
territory extended from the borders of the Latadesa and Bhilla
miyadesa (i.e., Bhillama's or Sevul)a country) towards Candra
pura (modern Ohandor in Goa), on the confines of the western 
ocean.!10 From these references it is plain that Bhillama II was 
in some distress, in which he obkl.ined protection from Aparajita. 
It appears very likely that this event was occasioned by his 
recalcitrant attitude towards Taila II and the consequent effects 
of an expedition directed agains!i him. As regards the other 
ruler Goma, he may be identified with Goma (Gomarasa) of the 
SeguJ;la family. In A.D. 1041, according to a record now placed 
in the Bijapur Museum, a gift of land was made by BoJ!abbe, a 
daughter of this Gomarasa, to Oandrasekhara Bhatara in ordet· 
to conduct worship in the temple constructed by her.21 This 
Gomarasa, who may be styled as Goma I, was thus on friendly 
terms with Sila:hara Apara:jita and may consequently be placed 
in A.D. 993-1016, which are also the known dates of Aparajita. 

From A.D. 1010 Masiyav-adi 140 and a portion of it known 
as the" Five Towns'' (panca bada), was in the jurisdiction of the 

15. E. I., III, p. 267 ff. 
16. Ra.nna., Gadayuddha, I, p. 15. 
17. Ibid I, vv. 23-28, pp. 4-5. 
18. Of. ibid. II, p. 15. 
19. Prince of Wales Museum plates of Mummuniraja; dated A.D. 

1049 (E.l., XXV, p. 57) ; and Kha.repata.n plates of Ana.nta.paladeva ; 
dated A.D. 1095 (I. A., · IX, pp. 33, :14). The relevant verse runs as 
follows-Yena =:.vagatam =agataya vihitam Gomava-nanavidhi m 

ven=aiv= Ay.voJJadeva-namni chalitam rajYam .sthiram karit am, 
Bhillammamanam-budha-ksitibhrtarn dattam ca yen =abha:Yam. 
tasya sri-birudanka-RamanrJJater •any at kim =avarnyate 

20. Baroda Museum plates (two sets); dated in the Vijaya samvat
sara, Saka samvatsara 915 (Gadre, Imvortant lnscriptionJ from the Baroda 
State, l, Nos. 6 and 7, pp. 51, 60 : 

a Latadesat-bhuvi Bhillom = iya.desam vidhay avadhim~atra yasya 
a adher=atha Candra-purvam vidhrtya prabhuta prabhavah 

21. Dated in the Vrsa. 3amvatsara Sa.ka samvatsara, 963 (Bombay 
Karna.ta.k Collection, No. 140 of 1933-193') 
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Calukya provincial governurs.:.>. 2 

subordinates are mentioned more 
their exact relation, especially of 
cannot at present be decided. 

The n amo1:5 of their Sevuna. 
frequently in this period, but 
80llle predec;essors of ferma9i, 

Goma I was succeeded by Mahasamanta Aytavarma {Auit
yavarma), for whom a date is furnished hy the Heggur inscription 
in A.D. 1024. Among his titles were Rauamurkha-vamsodbhava 
and Singana banta, the latwr implying his subservience to Calukya 
Jayasimha ll.23 

Another Ya:dava ruler wus Mahasamanta, Yyadava-Narayana 
(i.e .. Yadava-Nara1Jana} Nagavarma, a f··ndat,ory r)f Jaya!'limha II. 
In A. D., 1032, according to a r,,cord at Bodarkul)q,i, this Naga
varma, in conjunction with V~i:Val)ayy:l \l",iyaka, Kavaraja and 
Recimayya, made a gift uf lund, with an oil-mill to the temple 
of Siva, and a matha, constructed by Devappayya's son Isarayya. 
It is not stated in the l'el:ord that this Nagavarma was of the 
Ranamurkha-vamsa, but his distinctive title Yyadava-Narayana, 
shows that be was a Ya:dava scion. 24 

. The next person in tbe line was a person named Kuppa 
(Kuppa 11). In A. D. 1044, according to a record at Satturu, 
Jaga.dekamalla Nanni No!amba Pallava Permanaq,i, a subordi
nate of Somesvara I, was ruling the Kogaji 500, Kadamba}ige 
1,000, Ballakunde 300 and Kaniyakallu 300. At this time 
Sovimayya, the Urodeya of Sa.ttiyuru, and Kupparasa, the 
Mannella of Nasava4i 1~0. made a gift of land, placing it in the 
charge of Dharma5iva, !"On of Devada:siga. Kuppa 1I had the 
titles Ranamurkha-Rama, Yadava-vamsodhhava, s, imat Masa'Uadi 
nura-nalvattara Manneya.25 

Mahasamanta Ajja (Ajjarasa, AjjaraGhupaia) was a subse- • 
quent ruler. He served ae a subordinate of Akkadevi, an elder ~: 
sister of Jayasimha 11. In A. D. 1050, when Akkadevi was ruling 
the Kisuka:9u 70, Ba:ga9age 70, Toragala 60, Masiyava9i 140, and 
other districts, she made a gift (specified) in the presence of Ajja. 

22 lriva. Nolambadhiraja, in 1010 (E. I, XVI, p. ~9) ; Udayaditya 
Palla.va, in 1018 (87 of 1904); the same (Jagadekamalla Nanni Nolamba. 
Pallava Permanadi', in 1030 (518 of 1914); Pa.lla.va Bommanayya 
(Brahmadhiraja)'in 1040-1043 (Fleet, DYnasties of th~ Kanarese Dastricts, 
pp. 333, 437). Trailokyamalla Nanni .Nolamba Pallava Perma.nadi, in 
1045 (443-441 of 1914); Akkadevi, in 1050 and 1054 (E. I., XV, pp, 78·82); 
Maha.mandalesvara. Gangarasa. the son of Mahasamanta Ca.vundarsa.. 
in l082-1U83 (5t6 of 1914); Tribhuva.nama\la Pandya, in lUS (128 of 
1919). 

23 Ins. at the temple of 
Saka samvatsa ra 946 (B. K. I, 

24. Ins. at the templ 
samvatsara, Saka samvatsara ~-

25. Ins. at the templt 
~amvatsara, Saka. samvatsara 9 

;vara. ; dated in the Raktaksi samvatsara, 
Pt. 1. No. 66, p. 57) 
of l,;vara; dated in the A.ngiiasa 

1 (B. K. I. I, Pt. I.) 
'>f Ka iies\'ara ; dated in the Tarana 

•i (S. I. 1., IX, No. 99.) 



This person had many high sounding epithets, of which the 
following are notewortby-(1) aribhupalararn-ajeyo:u-taridu-kolv= 
Ekangavira, which shows that he opposed and killed hostile kings, 
assum!ng doubtless the titlt- of Ekangavira; (2) urbhiyolu sri 
R,mamu(rkha'l)-aayadya-kal-anola, which indicates that he was a 
fire of doom to the collateral mt-'mbers of the Ra!)amurkha family 
(who remain unspecified); ,3) lileya-Jayasinga-nrpana-petsaram
kurttirrt=-a. .tipal isikt.dP, which implies that hP, with eaF:e, 
firmly l-stablished the name (reputation) of Jayasimha II; 
(4) Ranamurkha·P11rtha, a veritable Arjuna among the Rana
murkhas; (5) Paunavaleya-koteya dandina ga1Ja, or the protector 
of the fort Pannavale (modern !:-'anhal in the Kolhapur State), 
wht:re Akkadevi had her camp in A. D. 1050; (6)26 vira Laksrni 
Kanta, or beloved of the goddess of valour; (7, Col-Andhra Maga
dha-Konkana-Malava- Pan, ala-Latarum-bhuja-b ladtm ka .. kond
aldanu Yadu sauryam, revealing that he came into contact with 
these rulers (which though somewhat exaggerating. i~ an 
amplification of his title in No. 1 above); and (8) Calukyakula
tilakam arasum enistd Akkadevtyara divya l'ada-padm-u ajivi, 
which again shows that he was in the service of Akkadevi (who 
styled herself as a "king.") 27 

Ajja's successor was· Madhava (Macibhupa), a feudatory of 
Somesvara J. The epithet Ajjaran-an"ara, or thE> champion of 
Ajjara, applied to this Madhava, reveal:;~ that he was connected 
with Ajja, whose brothE>r or son he may have bPen. He bore a 
f!OOd many titles-vijaya Laksmi-kanta, Ranamurkha-Partha, 
Drolw-rnanneyara di::<apatta, or the diF:persPr of hostile seigniors, 
and Ahavadhira, or a hero in war. These detail~ are found in a 
record at Tambragundi, dated in A. D. H154, which adds-that his 
gifts, to the poets, deelaimers, dialectiCians and orators, were 
more than Ravisuta, Bali, Sibi and Dadhici ; that he was a 
wu•h-giving tree to the supplicants, (that he was a bee at the 
lotus-like feet of Bhava (Bhava-padambuja.bhrnga); that he 
was a fire of wrath, who burnt the wealtll and cities of 
hostile kings; and that he was a Sun in the sky of the Yadava 
race (Yaaava vams-ambara-hhanu). An official of his, named 
Dasimayya, was placed in Tambragundi 28 

This Madhav~& is to be identified with his namesake figuring 

26. Of. E. !. XV, p. 78. In tbfl Sndi record, of the reign of 
Somesva.ra. I, and dated in A. D. 1060, M~neverggade, D,mdanayaka 
Nagodevayv a, is called" a destroyer of the Seguna.s'' (Seguna
dhvan.saka), ibi , pp. 88-89. But nothing is known of the Seguna. 
adv-ersary, 1111hom he encountered. 

27. Ins. found on the ruined dam across the Tungabhadra. at 
Korla halli i dated in the (Vikrta samvatsara ?1, Sa.ka. samvatsara 97_2 
(B.K I. I, pt. 1. no 86, pp. 82-84) 

28. Ins. at the temple of Isva.ra; da.tt d in the Jay a samvatsara, 
Saka 976 \B.K.l. I, No. 92, p. 88). 

30 
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in an undated rec 1rd, at Uccha ngid rug, which describes him 
thus: Ballahana Maha.<~.avantam Yadava-vamsad.atam Madhava 
Rana ...••. This doubtless shows that Ma:dhava was a feudatory 
of " Ballaha," or the western Calukya monarch Somesvara I. 
About this time the Pallava feudatory, at Ucchangi, seems to 
have rebelled, and Ma:dhav.1. was sent to attack him. The 
inscription under review relates that the fort of Ucchang1, which 
had been vainly besieged by Kaduvetti for twelve long years, 
was stormed by Ma:dhava after a gallant fight. This fort 
appear8 to have been carried by escalade, for Ma:dha va is 
represented as having attacked the stronghold (koteya bhedisi 
... datam koteya ... kikkidode), and plungPd in to the fight, like a 
lion amidst a herd of elephants (rnatanga-samuhavam subhatara
tu.rag-otkaravam-sa ... kesari payvavol oppi haydudu). Unfortuna
tely the record is too 'A-orn out for obtaining a complete account 
of this encounter, but it seems to indicate that this Madhava 
pierced and slew his foe<> (ariyam mah ogra-rupadtm iridam), 
but himself ultimately fell in the fight. The record also appears 
to refer to the Ya:davas as a famous ra-::e (murr-e (i ?) reyolam 
prakhyatar Yadavar.29 

In the reign of Calukya Vikramaditya VI, his Mahasamanta 
Yadava Somadeva, be1:1ring the title of Dvaravati-pura-var 
.adhisvara, in conjunction with the 42 Mahajanas of the locality, 
made a gift of 300 mattars of land to the god t;vayambhu ' 
Mulastbana Kalideva of Koluru, and put it in the charge of 
some one (name lost). This is related in a record at Koluru, dated 
A. D. 1082.80 

The name of another ruler, Mallendra of the Yadu family, 
is mentioned during tbe same reign. In A. D. 1091, this Maben-

2\f. Ins. at Uccbangidrug (284 of 1918+) 
30. At the temple of Hanumanta; dated in the year Dundubhi 

(B.K.C. no 35 of 192\:l-1930+). An inscription found at Kandgall, in 
the temple of Virabhadra, informs that the Sarvadhikari of Mahaman
dale.svara Somadevanasa, Pergade Aciyanna, with some one of 
Kantale (name defaced) and a certain Kesiraja, made a. gift of land 
for the worship of the god Murtesvaradeva. The reccrd is dated in 
the Calukya Jagadekamalla year : (9?) [Yu] va Samvatsara, V nisakha 
Purnima, Vyatipata. (B K.C. no. t6 of 1928-1929+). According to the 
Madras Government Epigraphist this date, calculated by the title, 
corresponds to A. D. 1155, April 19th, Tuesday Ep. Ren. for 1928-29, 
App. E. p. 63) But this is inadmissible, since this date witl take us 
to the reign of (Nurmudi). Taila III. But the Kandga.ll record mentions 
the C. J. year 19, which shows that this record 1s to be attributed to 
Jagadekamalla I (10l8-104~) or Jagadekalla II (ll38-1149). The date 
probably stands for the 1 (1) th year of the latter, coinciding with the 
[Prabha] va samz:ats:.~ra, in which ca!'e tl e date of this record, will 
be A. D. 1147. But, as in the Kangall record this Mahamandalewara 
iS called Kataka Soma.deva.rasa, he cannot be identitied with Yadava 
SomadevJ.rasa figuring abave. 
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dra made a gift of land to the temple of Mulasthanadeva at 
Hosa-Vadangile. 31 

There is probably a reference to another ruler named Goma 
in two records, at Handarga! and Kandgall, which belong to the 
reign of Jagadekamalia II. The former record is undated, but 
tlie latter belongs to A. D. 1147. ThePe records give the titles of 
Gnmana-Hermmadi, or Hermadi connected with Goma,s2 and 
Gomana-singa, or a lion to Goma, 33 to the Sevut;~a ruler Permadi, 
who will bt~ noticed present.ly. T<le&e titles appear to indicate 
that Perma9,i had rendered some service to a ruler named Goma, 
who may be styled as Goma II. 

Perma:di, also known as Permadeva, Permabhupala, Hermadi 
and Hemmidideva, was the most conspicuous member of this 
family. He- was perhap3 the son of Goma II. There are seven 
inscription!'! pertaining to him-a record at' Kakkuru, dated in 
A. D. 1L13 ;3 4 another 11.t Lotgeri, dated A. D. 1121; 35 a third at 
DambaJ. dated3 ~ A. D. 1126-all of the reign of Vikramaditya VI. 
Four more inscriptions, of the reign of Jagadekamalla II are-an 
undated record at Handarga!; 37 another, all'lo __ at the same place 
and likewise undated ;38 another at Hagaritige, dated39 
in A. D. 1144; another at Kandgall, dated A. D. 114740• These 
records mention as his titles and epithets-Dvaravati-puravar. 
adhisvara ,· YarJava-vamsodbhava ; Seguna-Bhima, or a Bhima 
among the Segui].as: Janguli-manneya-betekara, or that he was a 
hunter (or enemy) of the seigniors belonging to the wild tribes. 
and Marttandadevanankakara or the champion of a certai~ 
Marttat?-9-adeva ; all tlwse, with many other titles are mentioned 
A. D. 1113 ; He is called ugra ripu-Bhim'l., in A. D. 11~6, in the 
Dambal record which states, with some exaggeration, that in his 
court w·ere heard the announcements relating to the ransoms sent 
by the rulers of Ma:lava in the form of jewels, of Calika (CoJika: or 

31. lns. at the temple of Virabha.dra; dated wrongly in the Saka 
yea.r 772, Prajapati sarnvatsara, in " characters which are very late 
for the SakR. year quoted" says the Madras Government Epigraphist 
(49·7 of 191-'). 

32. See below note 37. 
33. See below note 40. 
Sci. At the temple of Maruti ~ dated in the C. V, year 38, 

Vtja}'asamvatsara (B. K. C., No. 4S of 1927-1928+) 
35. Mutilated ins. on a stone near the tank ; dated irregularly in 

tLe Plava samvatrara (B K. C., No. 41 of 1929-19 :::0+) 
36. On the back of the image of the god Maruti, in the same 

temple ; dated in the C. V. year 49, Krodhin samvatsara (B. K. C., 
No. 69 of 19~7-1928+). 

:<7. At the temple of Sangamesvara : undated (B. K. C., No. 20 
of 1929.3)+). 

38. Ibid. (B. K. C., No. 2t of 1929-1930). 
39. B. K. C •. No.7 of 1929-30. 
40. .B. K. C., No. 56 of 1928-1929( + ). 
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Co)a ?) in the .form of horses ; ancl of Pa:Ii~·a:la in the form of horses. 
In the undated Handargal rPcord he is called the Katttdalogu (a 

·sharpened sword edge?) (aide-de camp?) of Jagadekamalla and 
G€Jmana-Hermadi, or Hermac;Ii conn~ted with (or relatt'd to) Goma. 
His titles in A. D. 1147 (in the Kandgall record) are-Mandalika
sadhak(J,; Yadava-kumudini-ni.<wkara ; Amoghavakya ; Se,un
G'I'ItJay4*'prasuta; or one born in the line~ge of the Sevut;~a~; Bhuja
bala-Bhima; and Gumana-singa, (or a lion to Goma as well as other 
titles). These records enumerate as his subordinates and officials 
GaVU111la K.ali and Pdrgade Jogisetti. at Kakkuru, iu A. D. 1113; 
the Dandanayaks Desura Bamma Na:yaka, in the neighbourhood 
of Lotgeri, in A. D. 1121 ; Ajj1mayya Nayaka, tlw Ron of Rebba
rasa, at Dambal, in A. D. 1126 ; Tantrapa:a fol)c;Iarasa and his 
younger brother Barmmarasa, in the nrighbourhood of Handargal, 
and Tondarasa's ~on Cikka Bammeva, als() in th~ samt~ reO'ion . .. . ~ ' 
during the reign of Jagadekamalla II ; and a cert.ain Mahaman-
dalesvara, KJtaka Somadeva, his Sarvadhikari, Pergade .Ady-inna 
"ome one from Kantale (name lost) and Kes1raja·. in the vicinit~ 
of Kandgall, in A. D.' 1147. Permac;Ii is represented in the majority 
of these records as governing hi~ hereditary district of Masavadi 
140, but, according to a record at Hagaritige, in A. D. 1144 he 
was ruling the Hagarattage 300 as well. 

This Perma4i's queen was A.caladevi. The SravaQa BeJgola 
record dated A. U. 1181, states that she was "of great good for
tune, resplendent wit.h a fame bright like the river Ganga, the 
moon ~aila:sa, a pearl necklace and the autumnal cloud" and that 
she "acquired celebrity in all the world". She was dear to the 
heart of that mine of virtues, Hemma:dideva, the world renowned 
ruler of Masavac;Ii (dhareyol rudhiya-l~fasavadiyarasam H~;mmadi
detJan gun-ak tran a bhupana cittavallabhe).41 The as~oertion regard
ing this Perma41's popular1ty also finds confirmation in an undated 
record at rJambaJ whiCh says : priyadim cakriya mecce vikramade 
peppetta rudt.iya Masavadiya Pt~rmadJ 1.42 

The HaJebic;l inscription, dated A. D. 1117, includes Ma~avadi 
as one of the districts l'aptureJ by HoysaJa VJ!?Quvardhaua.43 But 
a more formidable disturbance appears to have occurred in the 

4: I. Ins. at the A.kk!t.nabasti. ( Ep. ~arr.atica, ll, Sb. 3?? (124), 
p, 137). The genealo~y of A.o!t.la.devi i~ given thus--V1ra Ballulu II's 
feudatory, s:vaya Nayaka his Wlfe Cand•VVtl ; and tht>ir cbildren
Bamma.deva Ht:lggtlde, B,~veya Nayaka., Kalavvt:l, Acaladevi (II, who 
married Per uadi, and Sova.na.. Sovana's wife 8tJ.cavve and their son 
Ba.mmey a !'{ ay !l.ka. (I). His wife Ducavve a lid thtlir five children
B&mmeya Na.yaka (II). Mara, Acala.devi (II), Cand vve and Kama. 
This second Ac11.ladevi was married to the Huysalc~. Minister-General 
Ca.ndra.mauli. Tbis record is dated A. D. ll!H and on the basis of this 
date Ac:Lladevi (I) mav be a~signed to A. D. 1.25. 

42. B K. C. No. 70 of i\l27-l92~ (+). 
43. Rice, M vsore InscnptaJr..s, p. :tl3 ; Fleet, P,lli, Samk it and 

o1d Can~rese Inscriptions, No. ~32. 
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reign of Jagadekamalla II. In the undated Handargal record 
mention is made of Permadi's succe!'s in 108 battle~ (nur entu 
samaradol Jayamam bittarisidam). But little is known about 
this claim. Again one of his officers named Tantrapala Kattidalagu 
ToQgarasa, is said to have been the foremost in firmly establishing 
the rule of Hermagi (Mandalika-Narayanam Gomana-Hermmadi-
de1.1ana sthapana vijaya-ra}yakke ......... m.odalenisi).44 In another 
undated record, also at Handargnl, Cikka Bammayya, the son 
of Tantrapala ToQgayya, is described as having defeated a certain 
Somayya ToQ<;J.ayya in a fight and "saved the Sevui).a rajya".45 
From these references it seems evidAnt tba t the reign of Permadi 
was eclipsed by some local trouble, or invasion, in which lie 
obtained the help of the officers noticed above. 

'l'he names of Permadi's successors are mentioned in the 
undated Damba} record. · His younger brother Harihara (!) ; 
Permagi's son Kuppa (Ill); his sonsHarihara (II) and Mallideva.•s. 
This Kuppa (Ill) married Remmadevi, and had by her a son 
named Ballala for whom a date is supplied by the Hirewadawatti 
record in the reign of SimhaQ.a Il47

• In A. D. 1147, according 
to the Budiha! record, two officials of this Kuppn (Ill), the chief 
of Kalkere &avunda Rolli, and hil'l brother Soma, are mentioned in 
connection with a grant.' 8 

A ruler named Goma is seen acknowledging HoysaJa Vira 
Balla:la Il's authority. He made a gift of 36 mattars of land to 
the north of Haruhe, in the Benneyuru 12, for the service of the 
god .Ahavamalle5vara, placing it. in the custody of Lokabharana. 
Among the various titles assumed by this Goma were Dvaravati
pura-var-adhisvara; Martdalzka-Narayana; Yadava-kula-kumu
dinr~isakara; and Sinda-Sigun-anvaya-prasuta. This last men
tioned epithet doubtless shows that he was a Sevul).a scirm born 
to a Sinda princess.49 As the muni Loka:bharai).a is also mentioned 
in two Hoysa!a records dated A. D. 1181 and 1195,50 Goma may 
also be assigned to the same period. This Sevui).a ruler may be 
called Goma (Ill). 

Two princesses of this SevuQa family were married to Vira 
Ballala II. In A. D. 1179, says a record at KauFiru, M.ahaman
dalesvara Vira Ballala II, with his queen Pir-eyarasi Remmadevr, 
made a grant to the iocal deity Hariharesvara. The Masiya va4i 

44. B. K. C. No. 20 of 1929-1930 ( +). 
45. B. K. C. No 2t of 1929-HSO. 
46. At the temple of Kala.mesvara ; undated (B. K. C. No. 70 

of 1927,1928+) 
47. Fleet, Dyt'l. Kan. Dts., p. 506, note 2. 
48. A.t the temple of Isvara ; dated in the Prabha.va StJrnvatsara 

(B. K. C. No. 53 of 1927-1928) .. 
49. At the temple of Mallikarjunasvami ; undated (S. f. I, IX, 

pt. 1, No. 33i, p. 357). 
50. Ibid, Nos. 389-390. 
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district, wherein Kauturu was situated, is described .as Remma
devi's own native district.Sl She may have been a sister of Kuppa 
(Ill). A record at AJawan9,i speaks of V1ra BallaJa's queen 
Piriyarasi, Patta-Mahadevi, Ketaladev1 and her son Billayya. 
This queen, in A. D. 1 <!03, made an allotment of some dues from 
the heijunka taxes of the Masava9,i dif::trict to a local god. 5 2 Hhe 
was probably also a Sevuq.a princess. In a record at Hire Mud
danuru, dated A. D. 1142, the title of Patta-Mahadeviyar-anuga 
is applied to a certain Mahamandalesvara Ka (ui') ppadeva.53 The 
reference is evidently to Kuppa (III) and to the queen Ketaladevr. 
But this meagre information is insufficient to decide their precise 
relation. 

The ruler Balla:Ia, son of Kuppa (III) was married to Lasksmr
devi (also called Lakmadevr, Lakhuma:devi and Lak~maladevi) 
and their sons were Soyideva (Somesvara) and Virupaksa. In 
A. D. 1218, during the reign of the Devagiri-Sevuna monarch 

. Simhai].a II, the Mahamandaiesvara Ba lla:Jadeva, his Ptriyarasi 
Lakma:devi and their son Somesvara made (different) grants to 
the gods BallaJesvara, Remme5vara and Kes·wadeva of the village 
of Voq.avatti, situated in the Ma:siyava:di ...40 (visaya).54 

THE FALL OF THE V ALABHI KINGDOM 

BY 

DR. H.ARIPRASAD SHASTRI, M.A., PH .D. 

Professor of Epigraphy, B. J. Institute of Learnz'ng & Research 
Gujarat Vidya Sahha, Ahmedabad. ' 

The edict of K~ng ~il~ditya VII, dated "year 447 '' (766 A.D.) 
is the last known 1nscnpt1on of the Maitrakas, and the Valabhi 
Kingdom cannot be traced any longer. The Devali granti of 
Goyinda III, dated "year 500" of the Valabhi era, shows that 
Surii!ltra passed under the Ra!?trakuta power before 820 A.D. The 
:Maitrakas held their sway over Sura!?tra at least upto 766 A.D. 
So the :~1aitrak:a power at Valabhr must have been exterminated 
during the interregnum 766-820 A.D. There is no epigraphic 

51. Fleet op. cit, pp. 501·2. 
52. Ibid, p. 502. 
5J. Ibid, p, 457, note 7. 
54. At the temple of Somesvara, at Hirewada.watti ; dated in the 

Bahudhanya samvatsara, oiting that year wrongly as the 19th, instead 
of the :::th {Fleet, Ibid, p. 5<?6, note 2). 

1. The contents of this recently discovered grant are publishtld 
in Bnavanagar Samaohar, Vol. V, p. 24. 
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source io ascertain who overthrew the Mai traka power and under 
what circumstances. The faH of the Valabhi kingdom still
remains to be the most difficult question to decide. According to 
the tradition preserved in the Jain Prabandhae2 the fall of the 
Valabhi kingdom, which was aleo followed by the destruction of 
the 0-ity of Valabhi, is attrihuted to the disastrous invasion of 
the Mleccha army which destroy<"d Valabhi and slew Siladitya 
in war. The Mleccha army was brought to destory Valabhi by 
a merchant~prince named Ranka (who got infamy de~Stroying the 
country), simply in order to take revenge on the king, who had 
offPnded him by snatching off the golden comb (Kankatika) inlaid 
with gems, for the ~oake of his own daughter-even against the 
reluctance of its owner. 

The event of the destruction of Valabhi is differently dated 
either (1) the year 375 of the Vikrama era or year 845 of the 
Vira era, 8 or (2) the year 845 of the Vikrama era.4 The first date 
which corresponds to 318-19 A.D. is absurd according to the esta
blished chronology of the Valabhi kingdom; 5 the second date 
which is equivalent to 788.89 A.D. may well apply to the pro
bable period of Siladitya's reign, which commenced in c. 760 
A.D. The variants in the dates given in the different Prabandhas 
may .be harmonised by assuming that the tradition confused the 
Vira era with the Vikrama era and then by readjusting the given 
years to their correct eras. The Vikrama year 845 seems to have 
been wrongly referred to the Vira era and then the Vira year 845 
was equated to the Vikrama year 375, as the epoch of the Vira 
era falls 470 years earlier than that of the Vikrama era. In fact 
the event should be dated in the Vinama year 845, which must be 
equated to the year 1315 of the Vira era. 

The vague references to the Mieocha army and the Mleccha 
territory givcl no concrete idea of the invaders' kingdom, since the 

2 Prabandha-Cintamani, Vividha-Tirtba.Kalpa, Pra.ba.ndha-Kosa, 
and Puratana-Prabandha-Sangraha, 

3. ~1 ~RrT~ f([f~~ ~~~~~ 
f~~ffl~ ([~l if~ flllT ~T II ( sro Ffo; l• sro ~o ] 

~f~ ~ ~f~{~"li cr~ 1 

~re)s<i ~~1~) mf~;r: sr~~~: II [ sro <fito ] 

~~ q ~m;r~crttrm <r~~ OO~SRril~ I 

~T~"li~ ~~~ ~11~f;r ~<rr: II 
~~~<lifcrftcf .................. [ fq~f~~ ~ lfOi'Of; 'lo \9)(] 
~~. ~ ~ f~~ f~m~t • a~ tllJJCfT~f~ qf~ ~ ~~~ +if~~ 

~) ~T iiTR~) I [ fcfo ~o <fio ] 

5 The inscriptions of the Valabbi Kingdom are dated ''year 183" 
to "year 447'', which correspond to 502 A.D. to 766 A.D. 



term 'Mleccha' denotes b:ubuian~ h ge'leral and Muslims in 
·particular. The Mleccha lorJ of 1h'3 Jaina tradition is identified 
by Alberuni (1030 A. D.) with the lord of A)-mansura, who is nid 
to have made a naval attack and destroyed Valabhi in compliance 
with th~ desire of Ranka. Mansura wa~ the Arab capital in 
Sindh, which was conquered by Muhammad, the son of Ka~im in 
711 A. D. The Arab historians re~ord another Arab expedition 
against the coast of Valabhi, led by Abdul Malik in A. H. 160 
(776 A. D.) in the reign of Khalif Al-mahdi (775-7o5 A. 0.)6 , In 
the beginning the Arabs succeeded in taking the town, but sick
ness swept away a great portion of the troops and the rest had 
to return hurriedly. It marle the Kbalif deter from any 
further attempts upon India. Generally this Arab invasion is 
supposed to be instrumental in the overthrow of Valabh~7 but the 
invasion of 776 A. D. cannot be the cause of the Valabbi-Bllanga, 
which is dated 789 A. D. 8 In A. H. 170 (786 A. D.) Harun Rasid 
was declared the Khalif; he appointed ::)allm Yunus\ the Governor 
of Sindh; Salim remained in charge of the Indian province for 
four years (i.e. upto 790 A. D.). As th0 Valabhi-Bhanga took 
place during hi8 governorship, the Mleccha lord of Al-mansura 
should be identified with this Governor of Sindh, It is true that 
this event is not recorded by the Arab historians except Alberuni 
who drew his information from the Hindu account, but their 
silence about this exploit may be due to the disgraceful impulse 
of the Arab Governor, who destroyed a glorious kingdom simply 
for the rich bribe received from a moneyed merchant intent on 
taking personal revenge on his Iring. Thus tlle fall of the 
Valabhi kingdom may be dated 789 A. D. and ascribed to the 
Arab army of Sindb. 

The Jaina tradition also states th:l.t whPn the Valabhi
Bhanga was imminent, the Jainas left the city and emigrated to 
Modhera and that the Jaina images were shifted to other places of 
safety. The image of Candraprabha, along with the images of . 
Amba, Ksetrapa:la and others >~hifted to Devapattana or Sivapat
tana ; the image of Vira shifted to Srimala. that of Adideva 
(R~abhadeva) to Ka:sadrha, that of Parsvana:tba to Harija and that 
of Valabhi-natha to Satrunjaya. Devapattana is the same as 
modern Somnath Patan on the Southern coast of Kathiawad. 
At this place there is a temple of Candraprabha even to-day, and 
the image appears to be of an old age. The temple of Pat·svana
tha contains an image of Ambika, which be:1rs an inscriptiOn 
recording that the image belonged to the Caitya of Canrlraprabha 
and waA repaired at Devapattana in V. 1365. Srimala is the 
same as Bhillama:la represented by modern Bhinmal in Rajputana. 
There are four Jaina temples in the present town; the town also 

6. Elliot, History of India., Vol. I, p. 444 ; Vol. II, p, 246. 
7, Bombay Gazetteer. Vol. I, pp. 94 ff and p. 506. 
8. Puratana-Prabandba-Sangraha, p. 83. 
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represents the original place of the Srimali Vanias; most of 
whom are Jainas. Kasadraha was situated in the Khetaka 
territory and is represented by modern Kasandra near Ahmedabad. 
The name Ka:sadraha-gaccha signifief'l that it was a centre 
of Jainism. There is no image of Rsabhadeva in the present 
Jaina temple at Kasandra; but there is 'an old temple of Rsabha. 
deva in the adjoining village Bhat, which might have· been 
included in the extensive site of the old big town. Harija is the 
same as modern Harij in the 1\fehsana district of the Baroda 
State. That it was a centre of Jainism is evident from the name 
Harija. gaccha. It is reported that some years ago there was an 
old temple of Parsvanatha there and that some of the imageR of 
the place were shifted· to Radhanpura. Satrunjaya is the modern 
Shetrunjo Hill near Palitana, the most important. Jaina Tirtha in 

· Gujrat. 
As regards the subsequent history of the Valabhi Kingdom, 

the Jaina tradition states that the Yavana forces were det~troyed 
by Ranka after the destruction of Valabhi. The epigraphic 
records of this period imply that the Valabhi Kingdom was divided 
between the Rastrakutas of the South and the Pratiharas of the 
North, and that therein the realm of Surastra was divided between 
the Capas (c. 914 A. D.)9 and the Capotkatas (c. 734-919. A. D.)10 in 
the North, the Ca:lukyas (c. 800.900 A. D.) in the South and the 
Saindhavas (c. 734-919 A. D.)ll in the West while the Eastern part 
was occupied by the Va:liis (c. 800 1260 A. D.)111 Most probably the 
Maitrakas of Valabhi are represented by these Valas, who are 
named AO after •Valabhi', which corrupted into Vala, through its 
Prakrit form Valahi. The site of Valabhi, however, seems to 
have been left deserted for long. Now it is occupied by Vala 
which is recently renamed Valabhipur. 

SATYASRAYA CHALUKYA 

{A FRESH ESTIMATE) 

BY 
·I 

G. S. DIKSHIT, M.A., 
Professor of History, Fergusson College, Poona. 

Fleet says : "Taila II was succeeded, in 997 A. D., by his 
eldest son Satya:sraya II. Of his time we have seven inscriptions 
(details follow) .•• The exact termination of his reign is not known. 
But we may adopt Sir Walter Elliot's opinion that it ended in 

9. N awa.b, Bba.rata.na.n Ja.ina. Tirtho, Fig. 87 and p. 13. 
10. Bombay Gaz., Vol. I, Part I, pp. 451 and 463. 
11. Pura.ta.na.-Pra.bandha..Sangra.ha., p. 83. 
12. Bom. Ga.z., Ibid., p. 67~. 
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about 1008-9 A. D." {D. K. D., p. 42-3). Bhandarkar's account 
of Satyasraya in his Early History of the Deccan (p. 59) is 
equally bald : "Satyas,.aya succeeded his father in 997 A. D. 
Nothing particular is menti.:med of him in any of the inscriptions." 
Since these two eminent scholars wrote. inscriptions and a study 
of ancient Kannada literature have not only increased our 
knowledge about this ruler, but have also raised him in our 
estimation. 

Ranna is one of the greatest poets in ancient Kannada 
literature. He flourished in the reigns of Tailapa and Satyasraya. 
The purpose of his Gadayuddha, his Krtiratna or 'masterpiece'. 
as be calls it, frankly stated to be the glorification of the prince 
Satyasraya. The work, as the name implies, describes the 
famous episode in the Mahabharata, of the fight between Bhima 
aJld Duryodhana. R.anna's work is written on the model of another 
famous Kannada poet Pampa's Vikramarjunavijaya. Pampa 
compares his patron Arikesari to the Pandava hero Arjuna. 
Ranna compares his patron Satya:sraya to another Pandava 
hero Bhima. When Bhima's genealogy is to be described in the 
poem, Ranna describes the genealogy of Satya:5raya. Where the 
achievements of Bh1ma are to be narrated we find the narration 
of Satyasraya's achievements. Thus we are told that he defeated 
the Gurjara king with his host of elephants. (Gaaayuddha, 
I-12). Satyasraya made a vow that he would kill the enemy 
(Chola ?) who had killed his brother Dasavarma and then bathe. 
Consistently with this he killed the enemy and took his bath (ibid .. 
I-19). The Silaha:ra king Aparaditya, seized with fear, fled 
and entered the sea. 8atya.Sraya desisted from slaying him, 
since it was inconsistent with true valour to kill men who 
entered water. But he burnt Amsunagara in Aparaditya's 
country (ibid., I-22). Altogether, as the editor of Gadnguddha 
Mr. M. A. Ramanuja Iyengar, says : "Ranna has spun a magni
ficent new garment out of the old web of the Indian legend." 
(ibid. Introd. p. 13). 

Mr. Ramanuja. Iyengar has fixed the date of this poem to 
be 982 A. D. on the s~rength of the colophon verse Gadayuddha. 
This date falls in the reign of Tailappa (973-998 A. D.). Hence 
the editor says that Gadayuddha contains only the achieve
ments of Satyasraya as a crown prince. But there are very 
strong grounds to show that Ranna wrote this poem not when 
Satyasraya was crown prince, but when he was king. 

(1) First th~ author explicitly says that King Satyasraya 
(Prthvivallabha Satya:sraya) is the hero of the poem (ibid., 
I-31). The author in a number of places refers to Satya:5raya as 
a. king by various terms such as •Sarvabhauma' (l-38), and 
'Chakravarti' (l-3Z). The editor's argument that all these 
verses were later on introduced &fter ::)atyasraya ascended the 
throne is not convincing. 



2. Secondly, another name of Ranna•s Gadayuddha is 
Sahasa-Bhima-vijaya. That Satyasraya is compared in this 
poem to Bhima is well known. But it is not so . well known 
that his foremost adversary Rajaraja Chola is compared to 
Duryodhana in this poem. In more than one place Duryodhana 
is callt>d Rajaraja (V. 41, prose after V. 44). Ranna does not 
do any injustice to Ra:jara:ja. Chola by comparing him to Dur
yodhana. '4 The whole character of Duryodhana has beeri cast 
in an altogether new mould by Ranoa. In the original story, 
Duryodhana appears a"i a wicked being, who in the fitness of 
things, reaped the frnits of his wickedness. Here, he is a heroic 
personage, not unblessed with the gentler virtues of life. but 
unfortunate according to the inscrutable decree~ of destiny." 
(Gadayuddha, Introd. p. 13). The fight between the Cholas 
under Ra:jara:ja and the Chalukyas under So tya:5raya took place 
from about 1003 A.D. to 1007 A D. In this fight, at first, the 
Cholas had the advantage, but ultimately tbey were completely 
driven out of the Chalukya territory. (E. I., XVI, p. 73). It 
appears that Ranoa was an eye-witness to this epic fight and 
that he celebrated the victory of his patron by composing this 
poem. If this surmi"'e is correct, then the elate of the poem would 
be not earlier than 1007-8 A. D. 

3. Thirdly, when the date of Gadayuddha was first discussed 
and fixed, it was not known that 'Ahavamalla' was a title of 
Satya:sraya also. It was thought, that it was a title of Tailapa 
only. rrhis was one of the reasons why the work was referred 
to Tailapa's reign. Now we have two records which prove that 
this title was borne by Satyasraya also. (B. K. Inscriptions, 
No. 50). 

For all these reasons we have to conclude that the poem was 
written in Satyasraya's reign and after his victory over the 
Cholas. Mr. R. Narasimhachar in his •·Lives of Kannada Poets" 
says that the colophon verse of Gadayuddha is incomplete and 
difficult to interpret. Hence it is difficult to believe that Ranna 
wrote the colophon verse. 

What Gadayuddha indirectly hints at, namely the fierce 
struggle between the Chalukyas and the Cholas and the ultimate 
victory of the Cha:lukyas, is fully described by inscriptions. 
According to the Hottur inscription (E. I. XVI, p. 74:), the Cbolas 
"advanced as far as Donur (in the Bijapur District) with an army 
of 900,000 troops, plundered the whole country, killed women, 
children, and Brahmins, caught hold of girls and destroyed their 
caste." The same record proceeds further to say that Satya:s
raya 4 the slayer of the Tamil' (Tigula-mari), thereupon forced 
the Chola to turn back, captured hid paraphernalia (Vastu-va:hana) 
and thus conquered the southern quarter.' An inscription (B. K. 
No. 50) dated 1005 A. D. found at Yalesirur (Dharwar district) 
says that at the time of the grant recorded there, Satyasraya was 
in Sriparvata or Srisailam in the Kurnool district. This may 



have been in connection with the campaign against the Choias. 
Another in8cription at Cebrolu in the Guntur district (145 of 
1897), of a feudatOJy of Satyasraya dated Saka 928 (1006 A.D.) 
makes it clear that he enlisted the help of the Eastern Chalukyas 
of Vengi in his war against the Cholas. Sewell comments as 
follows on this inscription : "The Chola claim of the conquest 
of the whole Rattapadi is disposed off by this inscription. (His· 
torical Inscriptions of S. India, entry under 1006 A,D.). 

An inscription found at Lakkundi throws additional light 
on Satya5raya's military ability. It refers to one Attimabbe 
taking the permisuion of Satyasraya for making a grant soon 
after the king's return from a succesRtul military campaign in 
Gujarat. (Sakalagurjara~ijaya:nantara B K. Inscriptions, No. 52). 
As a crown prince Satyasraya was sent by his father to wage 
war against the Gurjaras. The Gadayuddha, as has been mention
ed· before, says that it was on account of his elephants that 
Satyasraya was able to defeat the Gurjaras, evidently under their 
King Mularaja. Later on Mularaja defea tf'd and killed Ba:rappa 
who is supposed to have been a general of Tailapa. (Rasmala, 
pp. 51-2). After he ascended the throne, Sa tya5raya appears to have 
taken vengeance on Mularaja's successor, Chamundara:ja.. The 
date of this Gujarat expedition is 1007 A.D., which means that 
by this time Satyasraya was entirely free from the fight with the 
Cholas. 

Though Satyasraya was an orthodox Saiva, he encouraged 
Jainism in many ways. Ranna speaks highly of this tolerant 
naturo of his patron, (Gadayuddha. I-21). He was a strict 
Saivite. He performed the thread ceremony of his son Vikra
manka and gave Muttage village a.s a gift to one Vishnu Bha!ta, 
his great preceptor, who was well-versed in the three Vedas and 
was called a second Vasishta. (No. ;1 Inscriptions in Northern 
Karnataka and Kolhapur State). 

As a crown prince, Satya5raya defeated the Silaharas and 
the Gurjaras and extended the borders of the Chalukya kingdom 
to the sea. (Gadayudda, I·l0-30.) As a king he rescued the 
infant Chalukya kingdom from utter destruction at the hands 
of the Cholas. Thus he was a worthy successor to his father 
Tailapa. 

---



TWO UN!)UBLISHED DATED PA.LA BRONZES iN 'rHJ.1~ 
BRITISH MUSEUM 

BY 

C. C. DAS GUPTA, M.A., P.R. S., P.H.D., (CAL.), 
PH.D. (Cantab). 

In course of a visit to the King Ed ward VII Gallery uf the 
British Museum I accidentnlly came across two bronze images 
which bore the following labels :-(1) Bronze figure of five Hindu 
deities; Ganesa, Brahmir Kuma:ra, Vaisnava ::tnd Kuvera. Dedi
cated in the. 48th year of Mahipala, kin.g uf Bengal; (1040 A.D.). 
Pala, 11th century. Bought 1881. (2) Bronze group of three Hindu 
deitjes: Balar.ama, Lakshmi and Va>nldeva. Dedicated in the 48th 
year of Mabipala, king of Bengal; (1040 A.D.). Bought 188L 
On my return to Cambridge I consulteJ the rl'levant literature 
and it appeared to me that these two bronze image3 as well as 
the inscriptions engraved on them bad not yet been published. 
To be more sure of my surmise I wrot.e a letter to Mr. Basil Gray, 
the Keepet· of the Department of Oriental Antiquities in the 
British Museum and he replied, "The two inscribed Pala bronze 
groups at present exhibited in the King Edward VII Gallery here 
were purchased by the Museum, with two others, from J. C. 
Lincke in October, 1881. He had earlier in the same year exhibit· 
ed them at a meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal and 
described their finding by himself in a mound at Imadpur, 
Muzaffarpur District. See Proceedings of the Asia tic Society of 
Bengal, 1881, p. 98: the date is given as 48th year of Mahipala, 
So far as I know these bronzes have not been subsequently pub· 
lished, though the find is mentioned by R. D. Banerji in his 
!£astern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture (1~33), p. 133. , I 
think they have always been exhibited in the public galleries of 
the Museum and certainly during my time have been clearly 
labelled with their provenance. The inscriptions are on the back 
of the two larger images1

." 

We find the first mention of them in a note published by 
Lincke2 • In it he gives an account of the excavation of a mound 
called Jowhri Di near the village of Imadpur in tho Muzaffarpur 
district in Bihar. Here it is remarked, "Two bras~ figures of 
Visht.:~u and Gat.:~esa were also sent to be exhibited. They had 

1. I am highly indebted to Mr, Gra.y for kindly furnishing me 
with photographs of these two images and also impressions of these two 
insoriptions. 

2. Proc. Asiat. Soc., Bengal, 1881, p. 98. 
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been obtained by Mr. Lin~:ke from a villager, who said he had 
dug them up in a field near the mound. The figure3 bear, at the 
foot, short inscriptions, the forms of the letters of which show that 
they are comparatively modern. The inscription on the figure of 
KrishQa reads ~~ f~c~ C~ 'I~ abbreviated for ~f~ fifC~~if C'ifll 'I~ i.e., a 
religious gift dedicated to Hari" 3 • As will be evident from later 
remarks in this article, the above remarks are rather not only 
very superficial but also, to some extent, incorrect. In a paper 
entitled "The Palas of Bengal" Hoernle has referred to these two 
inscriptions. .He bas observed, "As to Mahipala, he is reported 
in Ta:rana:th's History to have reigned 52 years-a statement 
which is horne out by two inscriptions found by Mr. J. C. Lincke 
at Imadpur (in the Muzaffarpur district) and dated in the 48th 
year of his reign."4 In a foot-note to this statement he has . 
again observed, •·See Jour. Beng. As. Soc. Proceedings for 
1881, p. 98. The inscriptions which are identical are engraved 
below two groups of bronze figures, and the date runs as follows :
Sriman Mahipaladevarajasa samatt 48 jeshta dina sukala. 
paksha 2 ;"5 but it will be evident from the later remarks in this 
article that thf' reading proposed by Hoernle is not correct and 
is also incomplete. 

Regarding this record Banerji has remarked, ''The fourth 
record was found on an image of brass discovered at Imadpur in 
the Muzaffarpur district of Bihar, which was dedicated in the 
48th year of his reign, but which, unfor 1unately, can no longer be 
traced." 6 He has further remarked, "Art revived as a result of 
the material prosperity of the people of Gauda, which we can 
see in the images discovered at Imadrur in· the Muzaffarpur 
District of Tirhut or Northern Bihar. 'Jhe.-e imageR were dedicated 
in the 48th year of the reign of Mahipala I and cannot be traced 
at present. Probably they form a part of some private collection 
outside India. Crude lithographs were published in the Proceed
ings of the Asia tic SocitJty of Bengal, but even from these 
reproductions we can judge that art, so far as metal casting was 
concerned, had revived to the same degree as stone carving."7 

He has further remarked, "With the reign of Mahipala we reach 
surer ground. The drawings of the Imadpur images are extremely 
useful. We find from them that there is a renait:~sance in metal 
casting exactly similar to that in sculpture, but here the absence 
of metal specimens prevents us from finding out whether the 
renaissance began with the revival of the political power of the 
Palas or not." 8 In the above statements Banerji opined that 

3. Proo. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, 1881, p, 98. 
4. Ind. Ant., Vol, XIV, p. 165. 1885. 
5. Ibid., p, 165, foot-note 17. 1885. 
6. Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, p. 37, 1933. 
7. Eastern Indian School of Mediaeval Sculpture, p. 133, 1933. 
8. lbtd, p. 138, 1933. 
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crude lithographs of these images were published in the Proceed
ings of the Asiatic Society of B.engal, 1881, p. 98; but I could 
not find them in the copy of the said journal. ~o I think that 
Banerji's statement is not correct. 

Regarding these two images Roy has observed, "lmadpur 
image inscription.-ln the course of excavations of a mound 
called Jowhri Di, near the village of Imadpur in the Muzaffarpnr 
district of Bihar, two groups of inscribed brass figures were dug 
out. The inscriptions, which were identical, ran as follows : Sriman 
Mahipaladeva-rajasa Samatt'48 je~ta dina sukala paksa 2"9 In a 
foot-note to this remark he has further observed, "These inscrip
tions have not yet been edited. They are tJoticed by Hoernle in 
fn. 17 of his article on tbe Palas of Bengal in lA, 1885, vol. 
XIV p. 165. The exca va ti ons are noticed in a small article in 
RASB, 1881, vol. L, p. 98"1o, 

Let us now de:5Cribe these two images one by one. 
The measurement of the first image is lOi in. in length. 

lli in. in width and 3! in. in breadth. It weighs 4248-95 gram
mea •. It is in a splendid state of preservation except the upper 
portion of the haloes of the head of Balarama and Laksmi. There 
are two remarkable groups of decorative animal figures on the 
right as well as on the left. This design consists in a floral cord 
held by an unidentifiable animal (possibly bird), the head of an 
elephant, the protruding figure of a horse and the front portion 
of another unidentifiable figure, starting from the uppermost part. 
Starting from the left to the right we find the figure of Balarama 
with the canopy of the hooded snake and with four handR. It 
holds in its upper right hand sankha. loV\ er right-hand musala, 
upper left hand cakra and lower left hl'lnd, hala. 'I he middle 
figure is that of two-handed Lak~mi holding possibly a lotus in 
the right and possibly a mirror in the left. The third figure is 
that of four-handed Vasudeva. In its upper right band is padma, 
in lower right hand gada, in upper left hand sankha and in lower 
left hand cakra. 

Below the pedestal on the extreme left is the figure of a 
kneeling man with folded hands . 

.Behind the sculpture there is an inscription written from the 
extreme end of the left side to the extreme erid of the right side 
which runs as follows :- Sm~an Mahipala deva raja samatta 
48 je~tha dine sukala paksa 2, laoo .•• oo ......... deyadharmo. 

It bears the museum No. Ml (FigP. 1 and 2). 
10-10 

1 . 
The measurement of the second image is 9i in. in length, 4i 

9. Dynastic History of Northern India, vol. I, p, 314:, 1931. 
10. Dynastic History of Nortber.n lQdia, vol. I, p. 3141 foot-no~~ 

2, 193~. 
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in. in width and 2 in. in breadth. It weighs 1094-95 grammes, 
It is in a splendid state of preservation. It H'presents a group 
of five seated images. All tbe images have halo behind their 
heads. From left to rjght we find thP seated figure of four-handed 
Ganesa. It holds in the upper right hand some unidentifiable 
object, lower right hand modaka, uppet· left hand pamsu and 
lower left hand unidentifiable object. The right foot is rested on 
the tJahana, musika. Then we find the Sl"a ted figure of Brahmi with 
two bands; she holds something in her right hand and a small 
child-like figure is seate1 on the ieft lap. Her right leg reAts 
on the swan which is her vahana. The third figure is that of 
Kumari. It is a two-handed figure huldi ng something in the right 
hand and also some other thing Jl\ th,, left hand. Her right foot 
rests on the head of the peacc;ck w blch is her vahana. The fourth 
figure is that of Vaisnavi having four hand~. 8bo holds in the 
upper right hand gada, iower right hand padma, upper left hand 
cabra and lower left hand sankha. He1· nght fout rel'ts on garuda, 
the tJahana of Visnu. The fifth figuru if' Kuvera having two hands 
holding in the right hand some unidentifiable thing and in the left 
hand, the purse of wealth. 

Below the pede~·dal on lho right f'ide we find three pitchers 
(kumbha) and some o~ll.~r thing to their right. 

Below the pedestal on the left "ide we find the reprt>senta
tion of a kneeling figure with folded hands, 

Behind the sculpture there is the inscription which stretches 
from one end to the other and whicb runs as follows :-2 8riman 
Mahipaladevara:ja sam a tta 4~ k~tlu1 di rw sukala paksa 2. laoo .•• 
oo ............ deya. 

It bean'! the museum No. Hl (I1'igf'. 3 and 4). 
io=ro 

So far a" these two images art' concerned, their date is to 
be considered here. Accnr ti ng to the opininn of Hoy whose view 
may be considered as tlw mrHt ancoptable ont~ of the 4:\th regnal 
year of Mahipala (I) is t' b:J a"1~ribed to e. 1026 A.D.11 So there 
is possibly no doubt tl:at the-w two hronZ~'s are to be ascribed to c. 
11th century A. D. 

~l. Dynastio History of Northern India, vul. I, p. 280, 1931. 



BIHADEV A, A FORGOTTEN KING OF NEPAL 

BY 

S. K. SARASWATI, 

Lecturer, Calcutta Univer ... ity. 

An illustrated manuscript of the Pancharaksha_, recently 
acquired by the Asutosh Museum of Indian Art, Calcutta Univer· 
sity, has proved to be of immense value for the history and 
chronology of Nep'l), The manuscript consists of 60 folios and 
the text, written in Newari, deals with the worship of the five 
goddesses of the Pancharaksha mandala. ThPre are ten illumina
tions in the manuscript including two ori the two wooden covers, 
and these represent, boside8 the five goddesses, five other principal 
divinities of the Buddhist pantheon. The manuscript was copied 
in (Nepal) Samvat 225 (1104 A. D.), expressed both. in words and 
letter nume·rals, by Jinendrabuddhi, a monk residing in the 
Kirttipiinya Maha:vihara, during the victorious reign of Maha
rajadhiraja Paramesvara Paramabhattaraba Paramasaugata Sib ~t
deva. The imperial titles of the ruler, as above, clearly indicate 
his full paramount position. Strangely, however, none of the 
Vamsavalis or chronicles, on w~ich the history and chronology 
of the kings of Nepal are mainly based, mentions Sihadeva as a 
reigning sovereign. 

The name, Sibadeva, however, was not quite unknown to the 
chroniclers. Bendall refers to a Vamsavali, which mentions a 
certain Sihadeva, who· was the father of at least three kings. 
namely, Mahendradeva, .Anandadeva and Amritadeva, who ruled 
Nepal in the 12th century A. D. But neither any Vamsavali, no!.' 
any manuscript cCJlophon, hitherto known, has any mention of a 
reigning king of the name of Sihadeva. It is hence that the 
name_ of Sihadeva in Benda1l's Vamsavali has been differently 
accounted for, and in the history of Nepal, written up till now, 
it has been omitted from the list of Nepal kings. 

Bendall's Vamsavali, on one occasion, mentions Sihadeva as 
ParamefJvara, a title commonly used with reference to reigning 
sovereigns, and this may lead to the presumption that he did 
actRally reign. Because of the silence of the chronicles regarding 
the rule of Sihadeva Bendall thinks that the name of Sihadeva, 
father of Mahendradeva, is "apparently an error" for Sivadeva, 
a king whose known dates range from N. S. n9 to 243 (1118 to 
1143 A. D.). In 239 during the reig~ of this king Mahendradeva 
is mentioned as the hf3ir-apparent (jauraja, i.e., yuvaraja), and 
this, coupled with the o'llission of the name of Sihadeva from 
the list of reigning kings of Nepal, has no doubt led Bendall tQ 

• 
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, . 

regard Sih~deva of the Vamgavali tP,xt as a mistake fol' Sivadeva. 
~~' In the second instance, i.e., where Sihadeva appear>~ a>~ the father 

of .Anandadeva. Bendall thinks that Sihadeva possibly stands for 
Narasimba or Narendra, whose known dates are N S. 254: and 26t 
(1134 and 1141 A. D.). It will thus be found thctt Bendall on two 
docasions explains one particular name in two different ways, 
and thus possibly his ingenuity is exhausted and he has no com
f~J'nt to offer when the name of Srbadeva occurs for the third 
time~~ the father of Amritadeva. 
: In the Vamsavali the name of Sihadeva appears thrice, 

Clearly and unequivocally, in conneotion with his sons. It is 
ciift)cult · hence to explain thename as a scribe's mistake or as a 
substitute for another name. Mahendradeva, .Anandadeva and 
Amritadeva, sons of SihaJeva, according to the Va •nsavali, were ·born in N. S. 199, 219 and 233 (1079. 1099 and 1113 A. D.), and 
there is no inherent impossibility hence to regarJ them as sons 
of the same father The names of Sivadeva and Sihadeva appear 
at least in one instance in one page closely following each other 
and it'is difficult to believe in a scribe's mistake when the two 
names have been clearly and unequivocally distinguished in the 
text. The name of N arendradeva also appears in the text in 
sharp distinction· to that of Sihadeva, and it would be rather a 
F~tretch of imaginati•Jn to identify the two, particularly when 
we know that kin~ N arendradeva has never been known as 
Narasimha in that particular chronicle. Bendall's chronicle. 
ia~'clear and unequivocal with regard to the father of kings 
Mahendradeva, .Anandadeva and Amritadeva, and he is Sihadeva, 
:Who is certainly to be taken as a· persou quite distinct from 
Sivadeva and N arendradeva . 

. Tbflre are nunwrous instances when we find the chronicles 
omitti.n~ from the list the names of kings who are definitely 
known to have reigned anti such a mer~-1 omission need not be 
any ground hence to explain away the reference to Sihadeva 
.by mere inference8. As already observed, the use of the title 
of Paramesvara witt: the name of Sihadt·va raises the presump 
tion that he did actually reign and this prEsumption ie now 
known to be an indubitable fact un the basis of the statement 
in the colophon of the manuscript, recently acquired, in which 
Sihadeva i!' mentioned as reigning in full regalia in N. S. 225, i.e., 
1104 A. V. This date is completely in agreement with the dates 
of his sons as known from the Vamsavali and manuscript 
colophons. The respective dates of their births have been given 
above. The eldest Mahendradeva is known to have reigned in 
N. S. 249 (1129 A. D.), the 8econd, .Anandadeva between N. ~. 2o7 
and 288 (114t and 1168 A. D.) and the third, Amritadeva inN. S. 
29ti (A. D. 1176). 
. ' 

The circumstances through which Sihadeva came to the 
throne are obscure and his parentage too is not known. The 
history of Nepal durin~ the closing ~ears of the 11th oentury 
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A. D. is, to some extent, vague. With the rather scanty data 
at our disposal it appears~ that the kingdom was in turmoil oil 
account of internal feuds between two princely families, namely, 
the Thakuris of Nayakot and the Thakuris of Patan. The Naya
kot Tha:kuris established their hPgemony in Nepal, in all pro
bability, under Bba:skaradeva, whose earlie~t known date iR N. S. 
164 (10"44 A. D.). His family continued to rule Nepal till the 
time of San.karadeva whose last kn:1wn date is N. S. 198 (t077 
A. 'D.). In N. S. 200 ( 1080 A D.) we have a king of tbP. namE~ .of 
Va.madeva. a scion of the Thakuri family of Patan, who, accord
ing to the evidence of the available chronicles, drove away ·the 
Tbakuris of Nayakot and captured the sovereign power in Nepal. 
Va:madeva closely follows Sankaradeva of the N ayakot line in 
date and it is not impossible that be dispossessed the latter of the 
sovereignty of Nepal. But Va:madeva co~ld not long enjoy the 
fruits of his succel'ls. In the chronicles he is given a short reign 
of 2 or 3 years. , A king of the name of Harshadeva is knpwn 
to have been his Puccessor and his reig'n proh?-bly came to ail 
end in N. 8. 219 ( l098 A. D.). The next known date, before the 
acquisition of 'the pre~ent maousc~ipt, was N. f?. 239 (1118 A. D':l 
in the Vamsavali of Bendall when the reigning king was Siva
deva, a son of 8ank,n;radeva, presumably the last king of 'tpe 
Thakuri family of· Nay~kot before the usurpation of power by the 
Tha:kuris of Patan. On that date Mahendradeva, son of Sihadeva, 
was the heir-apparent. The Thakuris of N ayakot are thus found 
to have regained their 1power before N. :-1. 239 i.e. 1118 A. D. J 

From the available evidence it appears that the short regime 
of the Patan Thakuri familv did not pass undisturbed and the 
princes of the Nayakot family were evidently trying to restore 
their lost supremacy. Va:madeva. the founder of the· supremacy 
of the Patan family, had a short reign, which must have come 
to an e:nd b~ N. S. 203 (1083 A. D., if we take the year 200 to be 
the first year of his reign). A manuscript of the Sishyalekha 
lJ}J,armakavua, now in tl:}._e Cambridge Library refers to. a date, 
.N. S. 204 (1084 A. D.), but does not mention the name of the.king. 
This omission is perhaps not without some significance and it is 
probable that after the short reign of Va:madeva the fortunes of 
the Patan Tha'kuris were put LO a serious test presumably on 
account of the strenuoug efforts of the Thakuris 'of Nayakot to 
recover their power. The accession of Harslladeva ·(known dates 
-N. S. 210, 213, 217, 219 correspon:Jing to l09G, 1093, 1097, 109~ 
A.D.) saved the sttuation ·for some time.' But. the end ot the 
hegemony of Patan family was not long t9 com~. 

Between N. S. il9, the last year of Harshadeva, and N. S. 
239, the earliest known date of Sivadeva, there is an:·interval 
of 20 years duting which period the recoV~?ty of ·pow~r by the 
Nayakot family must have taken place. The conditions and 
circumstances leading to this restoration of power • by the N aya
kot Thakuris are, howev~r, not known. It is held_tijat th~ ·revival 



tlf the Nayakot Thakuris was made possible by the invasion of 
Nanyadeva, the Karnataka king of Tirhut, which put an end 
to the power of the t'atan family. This is not beyond the range 
of impossibility. 

InN. S. 239 (1118 A. D.) during the reign of Sivadeva we 
find Mahendradeva, son of Sihadeva, as the heir.apparent. This 
may indicate a close relationship existing between Sihadeva and 
Sivadev·a. The suggestion that they were two brothers may not 
appear to be quite unreasonable. Sivadeva was a son of San.kara
deva and was born inN. S. 177 (1056 A. 0.), and if the above 
suggestion is accepted Sihadeva might have been an elder brother 
of Sivadeva. It is possible that as an elder son of the dispossessed 
monarch San.karadeva the recovery of the loE~t patrimony natu
rally devolved upon Sihadeva and that it was he who regained 
the hegemony of the Thakuris of Nayakot from the hands of the 
usurpers. He had, however, a short reign and Sivadeva, his 
brother succeeded him. None of the Vamsavalis refers to any 
son of :3ivadeva, and during his reign Mahendradeva, son of 
Sihadeva, continued ir. the office of the heir. apparent. The 
succession of Sivadeva after Sihadeva, in preference to the latter's 
son, might have been necessitated by reasons of policy in the 
interest of the newly regained power. The matter appears to 
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have- beeh amicably settled and Mahendradeva ascended the 
th10ne of his father after the death of Sivadev a. 

BASIC INDUSTRIES IN NORTHERN INDIA ON THE 
EVE OF TURKO-AFGHAN CONQUESTS 

BY 

PROF. B. P. MAZUMDAR. 
B. N. College, Patna. 

On the analogy of European history it was presumed that 
the period between the eighth and the twelfth century was a 
dark age in India. Valuable researches into the dynastic history 
of the North and the South have filled up the blank in the political 
history of India left by earlier historians of India from 
the death of Harshavardhan to the invasion of Muhammad ibn 
Ham. But mere details of the wars Gt.nd conquests of the rival 
princes ruling simultaneously in the different parts of the country 
cannot dispel the idea of the general backwardness of India 
during the aforesaid period. It is presumed that India was 
mainly an agricultural country with a feudal type of socio. 
political organisation. This idea, however, is proved to be erro
neous when we make a close study of th8 technical literature 
produced during the age. Two uutstanding works on such techni
cal literature are Bhoja's Yuktikalpataru and Vagbhata's Rasa
ratnasamuchchaya. The former was written in the lOth century 
and the latter is believed to be a compilation of the 13th century. 
Like Vatsa:yana's Ka:masutra and Kautilya.'s Arthasastra, these 
two are a compendium of tht1 knowledge gathered by previous 
writers in the field of the technique of production of industrial 
goods. They reveal a surprising state of manifold activities in 
the production of producer's goods. These works also supply 
valuable data on the production of consumer's goods. 'l'he techni· 

19. Bendall, Catalogue of the Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripu in the 
Unillersit:Y Library, Cambridge, pp. 31-~2. 

20. Bendall, op. cit,, p, ~2; for the date 217 see Sastri, Catalogue. 
II, p. 113. 

21. The curious way in -'"hich Bendall's Vamsavali refers to the 
date 219 as falling in the 14th year of Harshadeva with the significant 
word parivarttamanam ma.y probably have some reference to the chang. 
ing fortunes of Harsh"'deva. 

22. Bendall, op. ct.t., p, 7. 
23. Do. do. p. 23, fn. 2. 

. 24. A. MS. of Kal:Yanakamadh~nuvivaranam in the Durbar Library, 
Nepal (Sastri, Catalogue, II, pp. 37-38) bas the date 224 (1103 A. D.); 
but no mention ·of the name of the king. If this omission has some 
significance Sihade~a had not yet begun to reign. He was probably 
alive in 233 (1113 A. D.) when Amritad&va, his third son, was born, but 
probably not much after that. 
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cal }jrocesses described by these works could not have been possibly 
undertaken by small-scale farms. Minute subdivision of labour 
is presupposed in the production of many of those commodities, 
especially of the metallurgical goods. Many men must have been 
required to work under a common management, if not, under 
the same roof. We cannot, l1owever, expect production in middle 
ages on a scale similar to that prevailing to-day because of the 
lack of power resources. Still the production of many goods by 
the compl~x roundabout processes, desct·ibed in these works, 
must evoke both admiration and astonishment, when we remem
ber that it was nat bdore the middle of the 18th century that 
England showed the way in the production of machine.mace 
goods to the West . 

. (a) Metallic : 
Iron came to be used on a pretty large Fcale, and for a greater 

variety of purpo!'es. Utbi in his Tarikh i- Yaminil informs us that 
,on.both sides of the cit:v of Mathura "there were a thousand houses, 
to which ideal temples were a ttaclwd, all strengthened from top 
to bottom by r.vets of iron". But Indian blacksmiths did not 
manufacture pegs and rivets only. They are known to have pro-

. duced beams .also. About 239 reams ranging up to 17ft. long and 
·up to 6" by 4" or 5 hy 6 inchf's section have been counted in tbe 
Gun~uchabari at Puri. This Puri templt~ was built c. A. D. 1174. 
Gra~es2 gins a detailed recorJ of those beams :-95 beams at 
lintels of doors, and 114 below the te:11 pie. He has al4o measured 
the length, breadth and height of the beams at the lintels of doors 
in outer compound wall, inner and outer doors of the temple, and 
pillar plates. Iron bt•ams are tv be s· en in the Bhuvaneswar 
tempte which w .iS constructed in th 7th century A.D. and also 
in the Konarka temple. 3 In the KrJnarke~ temple Stirling 4 in 1824 
counted 9 beams and Graves 29 beallls. iJr. R. L. Mitra noted 
that the length of beams 21 ft. with average cross-s('cti•Jn 8 inches 
by 10 inches. But Graves found the largest beam being 35ft. 
long and 7 to~ l inches square weighing 6000 fiB . 

· It msy be mentioned in this connection that even to-day 
when India bas made considerable progr~'ss in metallurgical 
skill,_ large beams are not being proliuct>d in suffictent quantity 
to meet even the most urgent needs of the government and educa
tional institutions. The finds of these Learns are not the only 
evidence of acquaintance of the North Indians with iron and steel, 
but literary worb like Rast:•ndrasarasamgraha, a Tantric work 
of the 13th or 14th century, the Yukttkalpataru of Bhoja, the 
Rasaratnasamuohchaya refer to the varieties of iron. The H.asen-

~---------

1. Elliot and Dow f'On, Vol. II, p. 44. 
2. Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1912 Vol. LXXXV 

No. 1, pp. 20"·20Z. 
3. Konarka-the black pagoda of Orissa. 
'" Asiatio Researohes. x.v I P. aao. 
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drasa:rasamgraha quotes a passage from the Yuktikalpataru. 
Bhoj relates relativ~ qualities of iron. Crouncha iron is twice 
better than Samanya iron, Kalinga iron 8 times better than 
Crouncha iron, Bhadra iron hundred times better than Kalinga 
iron, Bajra iron one thousand times better than Bbadra, Pandi 
iron again Lundred times better than Bajra, Niranga iron ten 
times better than Pandi and Kantha iron million times better than 
Niranga iron.,. The~e gradations of iron distinctly refer to the 
pig, cast and wrought iron. But the author of the Rasaratnasa
muchchaya is more precise in describing the characteristics of each 
quality of iron. Munda 5 or ca~t iron has been classified thus: 
Mrd·u or easily malleable but unbreakable and glossy, Kuntha6 

which expands very little after hammering, and Kadara 7 which 
is breakable. Tiksna or steel has been classified into six varietie9~ 
Khara, Sara, Hrinnala, Tarabbatta. Vajira, and Kalalauha. Kanta 8 

has also different varieties : Bhramaka or irJn which moves all 
other iron, Chumbaka and Karsaka i.e. magnetic iron, Dra:vaka 
or iron which at once melts, Roma.kanta i.e. iron which when broken 
shoots forth hair.like filaments. So these characteristics of iron 
and steel significantly point out that the manufacture of iron 
reached a high stage of development an:l the workers were acquain
ted with the science of metallurgy. Sir P. C. Ray 9 brought in 
several evidences from Sanskrit books regarding the process of 
killing iron. The Kashmir Manuscript of Vrinda prescribes that 
iron is to be lighted first and then "macerated in the juice of 
the emblic my robalau and trewia nudiflora and exposed to 
the sun, and again to be macerated in the juice of certain other 
plants and then to be rubbed in a mortar 9&" Cakrapa:ni of the 
11th century A. D. prescribes a batt< r method. After the bar 
of iron is ruhbed with impalpable powder, as described by Vrinda, 
and then heated to fusion point and plunged into the dec.-,ction 
of the myrobalans and roasted repeatedly in a crucible. The 
Rasara tnasamuchchaya 10 informs us that if a piece of iron is 
rubbed with cinnabar weighing one. twentieth of the weight of 
that iron, lemon juice and Four gruel, and roasted in a 'covered 
crucible forty times, Kantam, T1ksnam and Mundam are killed. 
Tik~na l.ron can also be powdered 1f it is repeatedly heated and 
plunged into water.n The medieval blacksmiths were so expert 
in melting iron, that fine powdered iron could pass through 
linen.l2 

5. Rasa.ratnasamucbcha.ya, Bk. V, Sloka.s 71-7 t. 
6. Ibid. . 
7. Ibid. 
8. lbid, 81.84-89. 
~. History of Hindu Chemistry. 
9a.. Ibid. pp. 59.60. 
10. Rasaratnasa.muohohaya Bk. V, Sl. 113·14. 
11. Ib&d. Sl. 107-08. 
l2. Ibid. Sl. 134-37t 



Crucibles, swords and water-vessels were manufactured from 
iron. The making of the Ja:rana:ya Ya.ntram has been mentioned 
in the Rasarna.va 18 and Rasarat.nasamuchchaya.14 Iron crucibles 
were twelve digits long. Regarding the ingredients for crucibles, 
Vagbhata15 recommends: "Earth which is heavy and of a pale 
colour, sugar or earth from an ant-hill or earth which has been 

. mixed with the burnt husks of paddy, fibres of hemp plant, 
charcoal and horse-dung pounded in an iron mortar and also rust 
of iron, are to be recommended for crucible.making." The Edilpur 
platet 6 of Kesavasena mentions" water-vessels of iron." 

Weapons of war such as arrow-heads, spear-heads and 
!$WOrds have been mentioned by a host of mediPval Muslim his
torians. Manufacture of swords is an old industry of India. 
Utbil'f says that the soldiers of Brahmanpal, the son of Andpal 
used wh1te swords, blue spears and yt>llow coats of mail. White 
swords evidently mean that the best steePR was used in the 
manufacture of sword, which when swung appeared to be only 
a flash of light, a radiant whiteness. Nizami in his Taj-ul 
Ma.nasir19 has given a more vivid picture of Indian swords used 
by the soldiers of Gwalior. "That sword was c·>loured of caeru
\ean blue, which from its blazing lustre resembled a hundred 
thousand Venuses and Pleiades, and it was a well tempered 
horse-shoe of fire, which with its wound exhibited the peculiarity 
of lightning and thunder ; and in the perfect weapon the 
extreme of sharpness lay hid, like (poison in) the fangs of a 
serpent, and (the water of the blade) looked like ants creeping 
on the surface of a diamond." This is not a mere poetic 
hyperbole. The elaborate description of the processes of manufactur
ing arms and weapons found in Sanskrit technical literature., 
proves the truth of the statement made lly Nizami. It is a weU. 
known fact that industrial skill is d<lveloped and perfected by thP 
localisation of industries. Certain localitieR specialised only in tho 
making of swords. Thus Yuktikalpataru2° states that Benares, 
Magadha, Nepal, Saurastra and Kalinga had a reputation for 
producing swords. According to Sarangadhara21 who flourished 
in the 13th or 14th century, Khati-Khattara, Rishi, Vanga, 
Surparaka, Videha, Madhyamagra:ma, Vedidesha, oaha~ra:ma, and 
Kalinjar were the centres for manufacture of swords. The best 
swords were of Benares, Saurastra, Rishika and Anga and the 

13. Rasa.rnava, Bk. IV. 7. 
14. Rasaratnasamuohohaya, Bk. X, 5-.6 • 

. 15. IB 128. 
16. Agni P. 245, 21. 
17. Elliot and Dowson II, p. 33. 
18. Yuktikalpata.ru, Sl. 24. 
19. Elliot and Dowson II, p. 227. 
20. Yuktikalpa.taru, p. 170, sl. 24-29 (Cal. Ed.) L917. 
21. 8~>.:-angadharapa.ddha.ti (Ed, Pbterson 1888) sl. 4672-467lJ, 
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swords of Kalinjar could stand the test of time. A comparative 
study of the works of different periods show that some localities 
developed their skill in course of time, while others fell into decay. 
Thus according to the Yuktikalpataru,22 the swords of Anga were 
light, dirty and blunt-edged, but in course of next three hundred 
years i.e., by the 13th century when Sa:rangadhara23 is supposed to 
have written his work, the Anga swords became famous for their 
sharpness, strength and excellent handle. The decadence of 
Magadha in the medieval age is well known and a reference to 
the bad type of swords produced here, by Bhoja24 in the lOth 
century illustrates the decay of an once famous industrial city •. 
Bhoja in the chapter on Kha9gapariksha dealt on the method of 
distinguishing between bad and good swords by the Eound pro
duced by swords. Sarangadhara25 devotes nine elokas on swords of 
good quality and nine on bad quality. That sword which "~t~t\!5 ~<11 
~S{t11tttftf~ ~. 1l\_9f~tt\!i I 9j__~J: ll ~t~l ~9ft\!>: llfi:f.Pll~~iltiC!~ : '' is worship
ped by Kings and that which is "f~'{ir"'t<{JIJ ~~f~lff9f )'j<iift~C'ft5~ll_ 1 
~'l"t~~~ \!>~ OJ9ff~(~ttif~ Pf~~c~~ " should be thrown away by the 
King. Other weapons26 of war were bows and arrows, ardha
chandra, nara:oha aod parashu. 

Copper.-India is deficient even to-day in copper but the 
people in middle ages made the best possible use of this precious 
metal. They had presumably no knowledge of the copper ores 
of Chotanagpur, but they utilised the resources of Nepal and also 
imported it from foreign countries. That is why V agbha ta says 
that copper could be had from mines and also from extraction of 
other minerals. The best copper ore was that of Nepa!2 7 and 
Jther mines were located in the Mlechcha countries. 

Sulphide and sulphate are two compounds of copper. V rind a 
says that Parpatitamram or sulphide could be prepared artificially. 
"Sulphur, copper and pyrites are to be pounded together with 
mercury and subjected to roasting in a closed crucible".28 But in 
the 11th c~tury we learn from Chakrapa:ni that the compound 
could be prepared in a pure state. He writes: "Take a thin leaf 
of Nepalese copper and embed it in powdered sulphur. The 
substances are to be placed inside saucer-shaped earthen ware 
vessels and covered with another. The rims are luted with sugar 
or powdered rice-paRte. The apparatus is he a ted in a sand-bath 
for three hours. The copper thus prepared is ponnded".29 

Copper could be extracted from blue vitriol by heating with 
organic substances and borax in Qlosed crucible. Rasa:rnava and 

22. Yuktikalpataru, p. 170, sl. 27. 
23. Sarangadha.rapaddhati, sl. 4676. 
24. Yuktikalpa.taru. 
25. Op. cit. sl. 4658, 4666. 
26. Yuktika.lpataru, Athastrtt.yukti, sl. 28-29, 
27. Book V, sl, 44. 
28. Ray, op, cit, I. p. 58. 
29. Jbid. p. 62. 
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Rasaratnasamuchchaya30 pre11cribe the following formula : "Take 
blue vitriol one fourth of its weight of borax and soak the mixture 
in the oil expressed, from seeds of pongamia glabra, one day only 
and then place it in a covered crucible and heat in the charcoal fire
by this process an essence is obtaim·d from it of the beautiful 
appearance of coccinella insect " 

Copper could also be extracted from Makshika which has been 
identified with pyrites and vimala. In Rasarnava 3 1 the following 
formula is prescribed for extraction from Makshika. "Makshika 
repeatedly steeped in honey, oil from ricinus communis, urine of 
cow, clarified butter and extract of bulbous root of musa sapientum 
when gently roasted in a crucible yields an essence in the shape 
of copper." The formula for the exlraction of copper from Vimala 
has been given in :Rasaratnakara Rasa:rnava and the Rasaratna
samuchchaya.32 "Vimala digested with alum, green vitriol, 
borax and watery liquid extracted from moringapter, musa 
sapientum and finally roastPd in a covered crucible in com· 
bination with the ashes of schrebera-swiet, yields an essence in 
the shape of Chandraka." 

Just as copper could be prepared artificially from pyrites, 
blue vitriol or borax so other substances like bell-metal, vartaloham 
could be prepared from mixture of copper and tin and zinc. 
Rasaratnasamuchchaya 33 prescribe;; eight parts of copper and 
two parts of tin for making Kamsa. Vartaloham33a. could he 
produced from mixture of Ka:msya, copper, pittala, iron and 
lead. 

Mica.-Besides iron and copper other metals were also pressed 
in to service. Mica in which India has got almost a world 
monopoly was utilised for medicinal purposes. A close study of 
the Rasaratnasamuchchaya34 reveals three varieti.es of mica, 
namely, pinakam, na:gamandukam ano vajram. Their colours 
were either white or red, yellow or black. That. mica whose 
layers could be easily detached were preferred. The speciality of 
mica as known to them was that mica did not combine with 
mercury. But that which could take up mercury was used with 
other metals and administered in medicir.e. 

Mirrors.-The artistic excellence and ingenuity of Indian 
wmkers in metals is nowhere better illufltrated than by theii· produc
tion of mirrors, from brass. The polish on the brass was so brilliant 

30. Ras. II. 133-34. 
31. Hasa.rnava VII, Sl. 12-13 ; Rasaratnasamuohohaya II, 89-90. 
32. Rasa.rnava, Ra.saratnasamucbohaya fl, 103-04, Rasaratnakara 

II, 35-36. 
33. v. 205. 
33a. Ibid. V, SI. 212-16. 
34. II. 5·14. 



that faces could be reflected on it. There is no definite mention 
of glass mirrors in medieval literature. But it can be gathered 
from the slokas that mirrors were manufactured from eight 
minerals. 35 Mirrors were known by different names-Bhavya,36 

Vijayaa7 ·and Paurusha. 38 According to Viramitrodaya 
mirrors were made of bell.metal. There were two current varie· 
ties-Sapa:da, which has stand at tbe back of it; and Sanala 
which has stand on the lower side of it. 

(b) Transport : 

Transport facilities are essential for the industrial develop. 
ment of a country. The medieval Indians could not indeed invent 
railways or steamships, but they did not depend entirely on the 
slow and costly methoil of transporting goods by roads on the 
back of animals. Large-scale production necessitated transporting 
of heavy goods by rivers on boat~. Boat-making, therafore, was 
much more important for industry and commerce of the country 
than to-day. · 

Boats were usually elassified into four categories39, e. g. light, 
soft and pieceable wood belong to Brahmanic class; light and yet 
strong and not easily pieceable belong to the Kshatriya class, 
which is soft and yet heavy belong to Vaisya class and which 
is strong and heavy are Sudra. For boats Bhoja recommends 
the Ksbatriya wood. Blloja mentions about twenty types of boats 
according to size-ordinary _ones are Bbima, K~hudra, Madhy ama:, 
Chapal~. Patala:, Bhaya:, Dugba, Patraputa, Garbhara: and Man
thara40 which is not sea-going and special ones are Dirghika: 
Tarini, Lola, Gatvara:, Gamini, Tan, Jangha:la, I lavini, Dharisi: 
Vegini41. Of these Bhima:, Bhaya:, Garbhara Lola, Gamini 
Pla:vi ni were troublcsome42

. Elabora. te descriptions of pain ted 
room!' have been given by him 43

• There were abo boats meant 
for fighting on seas. Such sea-going vessels have also been 
referred to by Medha:tithi and also in a copper plate inscription 
of Dharmapah~H. 

Besides these basic industries numerous references are found 
regarding the existence of textile, wooden, jewellery and other 
consumers' goods. These are too well known tu be described in this 
brief article. The conclusion which forces itself on the mind of a 

35. Yuktih.lpataru ~~ fORJTowr-ey~ll.sl. 10 . 
. ,6. Ibid, sl. 6. 
37. Ibid, sl. 8. 
38. 1 bid, sl. 8. 
39. Ytiktikalpataru, ~<{~~otT{~: 83-86. 
4.0. Ibid, sl. 92. 
41. Ibid, al. 97. 
4~. Ibid, sl. 94, 100. 
43: Ibid, sl. 9, 19, 20-23. 
44. Ga.udaolekha.mala., p. 14. 
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:~tudent of socio-economic organisation of this period is that the 
wealth of India was derived as much from industrial production 
as from the agricultural one. 'The vast wealth which attracted 

·the invaders from beyond the Hindukush could not have been 
~ produced by a mere agricultural community. History abounds in 

instances of a highly developed industrialised community being 
overthrown by rude, sturdy and unsophisticated invaders from 
abroad. As the Western Roman .l:£mpire fell into the bands of 
the Visigoths and Lombards, the Byzantine Empire was over
thrown by the Turks and the Gupta ll:mpire by the Hunas, so also 
tl:e principalities in mediaeval India succumbed to the attacks of 
the less civilised Turko-Afghans. But the conquest of India by 
•the Turko-Afghans could not be completed in course of a century 
or twa. The explanation for this long-drawn conflict lies in the 
vast industrial resources of the country. These enabled the fight
ing classes of India to give a stiff, though isolated, resistance for 
centuries to the invaderi3. 

THE LATTER DAYS OF BHOJA 'THE GREAT' 

BY 

SRI V. VENKATARA.Y A SASTRJ. 

The name of King Bhoja is enough to conjure with in 
Sanskrit Literature. He flourished during the first half of the 
11th century and was the contemporary of Karna of DahaJa, 
Bh1ma of Anhilwad and three great South Indian kings, Trai
]okyamalla-A.havamalla of the Karna::taka, Raja::dhiraja of the 
(;oJa and Rajara:janarendra of the A.ndhra. But the connections of 
this monarch with these kings is still to be worked out. Though 
the northern sources are meagre South Indian Epigraphy coupled 
with the literature of the 1'\orth seems to throw some light on the 
latter days of this talented ruler. 

The evening of Bhoja's life was far from being peaceful. 
His existence and the fortunes of his realm were threatened by 
enemies on all sides. There are sevl:'ral divergent stories about 
the troubles and subsequent death of Bhoja. Merutunga in his 
Prabandha-cintamaQi says that Bh1ma of Anhilwad being 
unable to attack Bhoja until the latter incurred the hostility of the 
Da:hafa king Karna, joined Karna in an attack on Bhoja and 
agreed to share the war spoils on equal terms. Karna, it is said, 
was assisted by one hundred and thirty-six princes. After the 
conquest of Malwa, the poem continues, there was disagreement 
between the two allied kings as Karna took the entire spoils 
without caring for Bhim::l. Thereupon the clever agent of Bhima 
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impriso\1ed Karna when he was asleep and extracted from the , 
latter a golden shrine and the image of Siva. The poem further 
states that King Bhoja being attacked by these two kings, lost 
his pride, as a snake overcome by a charm loses its poison, and 
then being overtaken by a corporeal malady died. The Vadnagar 
prasasti of the CaJukya Kuma:rapala states that 'his (Bhima's) 
horses, supremely skilled in accomplishing the five paces (called 
Dhara) quickly gained Dhara, the capital of the Emperor of Malwa' 
~E. I Vol. I. p. 297, v. 9). The Kn·tikaumudi says that Bbima 
vanquished Bhoja, king of Dhar but spared his life. (Barga II, 
vv. 16-JS). Similarly the Sukrtasankirtana states that Bhoja was 
defeated by Bh1ma (Sarga U, vv. 17-20}. The Kumarapalacarita 
of Jayasimhadeva poetically states that before the greatness of 
Bhima the arm of Bhoja faded away like a lotus. (v. 34) 
Hemacandra mentions nothing of the battle between Bhima and 
Bhoja but says that Karna defeated Bhoja but being hardpressed 
by Bhima's agent Da:modara surrendered Mandapika to Bbima. 
(Dvyasraya.kavya, Sarga IX, v. 57, p. 692).: 

More clear and authentic information is found in the 
Calukyan records and the king of the Deccan seems to have 
given the coup-de-groce to the last scene of Bhoja. The statement 
of B1lhana (Vikrama:nkadevacarita, Canto I, vv. 91-94) that 
Some5vara deprived Dbara of Bhoja (Bhojak~mapala vimukta 
.Dhara) and swallowed it like a morsel of food (Dharam ..• kava
licaka:ra) seems to mean more~ directly that Bhoja perished in his 
wars with the Karnatakas. The details of the Ca!ukyan invasion 
of M alwa are given· in the Hoysala records very vividly. It is 
stated that when the fortresses of the Malwa king were impregn
able baffling all the efforts of the Cajukyas, Yereyanga, the 
Hoysala chief took great pains and leading a campaign con
quered MaJava. in the very presence of his lord, the Ca!ukyan 
king. (E. C. V, A. K. 117). Another record states that at the 
orders of the Ca!ukyan Emperor, Yereyanga led an expedition to 
Ma:lava and married the damsel of victory through Dhara with 
Agni for witness, meaning thereby that he conquered Dhara and 
burnt the palace. There is a pun here on the words Dhara and 
Agni as a Hindu marriage is done by the bride being offered and 
given away along with a watery libation and the oaths being 
taken at the altar of fire (E. C. V. A K. 102 A. V .) The Belur record of 
1117 A. D. gives greater details about the burning of Dhara. 
'Dhara, the well-known (city) the resort of all the valorous MaJava 
kings, enlarged by Bhoja the powerful who had C<..>nquered all his 
enemies, she became the first sip of water (Apo5ana) for Ereyanga 
in eating up the royal foes at the time of his conquest of the 
direction of Kubera (the north) ; how about describing suuh a 
warrior.' Obstructing the sight (encasing with smoke) and 
making the white tusks of the elephants of the cornets of the 
world look dark and making the entire cloudless space between 
the earth and the heaven look full of clouds by the smoke. Hoysala 

' 
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w\tose valour is like a big fire, Het fire to the principal (or border) 
fortresses of Bhoja: Who is more valiant than this (Valiant 
•Dhira) who erected a column of smoke as if it were the victory 
column of his emperor (TrailokyarnaJla . .Ahavamalla), caming 
the beg~nning of the d~truction of Bhoja, full of 'raga' (red colour 
ftue to flames and love due to his loyalty) by killing the enemies 
a.n<i burning them (and their property) wh~le, on his march, the 
hills,. of the four (quarters) by tt1eir uproar and being screened by 
the cloud-like dust caused by his artilY looked as if they were cov
«ed by real thundering clouds '? tThe tmnslatior. of Mr. Rice is 
incoQalplete and faulty. This is a. frn~h and true translation). 
The principal fortresses burnt by Yereyanga are nameJ in another 
r~cord: J.E.C. V, AK. 102-A). The unobstructed fire of valour 
df Hoysala ate Khanrava and covered it completely, burnt 

• Af~pda'JI& on the slopes of the Vindbya Mountains and took 
Udhapuram (Rice's translation is unce again faulty. This is a fresh 
one). Of these three places Mandava is clearly Mandwa fourteen 
miles from Dhar itself. and it was one of the important fortresses 
o~ the Paramaras. Khanrlava is decidedly a place in the Malwa 
coU.ntry as there is no allusion to the Mahabha:ra ta story in the 
verse. Udhapuram i" no doubt Udaipur of the Paramat·as and 
the findspot of many of their records. 

l"ereyanga was not all alone in this triumph and besides him 
there were several others, officers and subordinates of A.havamalla, 
who took part in this expedition against Bhoja. Gundamayya 
one of the DaQ<;iana:yakas of Some5vara ~tates that he was like 
a royal swan strolling on both the banks of the Narmada, an 
evil comet to the Ma:lava people, the captun"l' of the fort of Man
dava and was held in honour in the city of Dhara. {A.R. of 
Mysore 1939 pp. 68-69). The Kakatiya prince Beta II states that 
he was a lion to the maddened elephants, the Cola and Malava. 
(Khazipet Jnsn. Hy. Arc:h. Series 13-7) The Brahman Dal)~ana
yaka Ba:charasa, the second son of Kaiida:sa Dandana:tha, is praised 
in the Nagai record of 1058 A. D., a,; having subdued the Ma:lava 
and several others. (H.A.S.8). His brother Madhusudana is 
also credited with a victory over Dhara and is said to have expelled 
Bhoja from that city. (Ibid) N agadeva the Mabasamantadhipati 
and the Mabapracanda Dat,l<_lanayaka il'l called in 1061 A.D. as 
Cola Kalantaka, Bhoja-bhujanga-ahidvi"a, Gtirjara Madaharana 
(L: R. Vol. 25, p. 156). Jemarasa another feudatory is described 
as a 'flame of doom to Bhoja' (The Hottur record of 1067 A.D. 
E. L XVI, p. 86). 

Besides these refert·ncei:' A.bavamalla, thP Calukyan emperor 
credits himself with the c:onquest of Dhara and b·urning of Man
clava. We1>tern Ca~uky an history seems to help in not only fixing 
tbe qate of the fall of Bhoja but in arranging the course of events 
also. The,last known date of Bhoja is 1047 A.D. which is found in 
the Tilakwada copper plate. The next ruler of Malwa is known 
as a certain Paramara Jayasimba from his fir!St record in 1055 

' 
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A.D. (The Mandhata Plates, E.I. III, p. 46). It is not known 
whether thiA Jayasimha, who succeeded Bhoja immediately,was 
th(" son of Bhoja or was of a collateral branch of the Paramaras. 
He simply stateR that he is a 'padanudhya:ta' of (meditator on the 
feet of) Bhoja, The long gap between the two dates is enough 
to confirm the above story and make the historian think that 
there was confusion and anarchy in the realm of Bhoja for 
some time. The events in the Deccan were as follows: In 
1048 A. D. .Ahavarnalla was fighting with the Co~as (S. I. I. 
Vol. IV, 329). In 1049 A. D. he was staying at Vaggha:pura 
in the Karahatanadu after his 'pallava-di.gvijaya' (B. K. I-I, 83). 
Whether this expedition was to punish Bhoja or not it is clear 
that it was aimed at some rulers of Konkan as we find Ca~ukyan 
generals fighting there. In 1047 Akka:devi; the aunt of Somes
vara I, was active around the fortress of. Gokak near Belgaum. 
{B. K. I-I, 80). She is seen staying in Konkana even three 
years later restoring peace in the land as she was 'restoring 
the corporate constitution of eight Settis and eighty householders 
which had broken down in the stress of the war with the Colas.' 
(B. K. I-I, 87). In the same year a little later she is found 
sending a certain commander, Ajjarasa, on some enemy in the 
neighbourhood (B. K. I-.I, 86). Hence it is clear- that there was 
trouble in Konkana before 10! 7 A. D. and while Akkadevi was 
keeping the enemy at bay Abavamalla also came to her help 
after defeating the Colas in 1048 A. D. That this rebellion in the 
Konkana was due to the Cola diplomacy is also cleat~ from the 
above records of Akka:devi. 

Besides .Ahavamalla Somesvara there were some of his 
able generals fighting the Konkanigas. A record of 1053 A. D. 
mentions this enemy of the Ca:lukyas as the Silaba:ra chief 
Mummuri who was having his seat of government at Thane. 
The Ratta chief Kartavirya bears the title 'Mummuri-konkaniga
jaladhi-badabanalam' (Tht:l submarine fire to the Ocean Mummuri 
of Konkana) and 'Tbaneya-kautuhalam' (an interesting object 
to Thane) (L. R. 25, p. 217 ; E. I. Xll p, 268}. 'Ihe Maha:mandales
vara Mummuni, Mummuri or Ma:mvani is one of the Silaha:ra 
chiefs for whom we have a date in Saka 983 (A. D. 1059-60) 
recording that a palace of Chittaraja was restored for his use 
(D. K. D. of Dr. Fleet p. 543). He appears as the second younger 
brother of Ohittaraja of Thane (D. K. D. p. 539). Besides Kii:rta
virya there was another general called Pulakesi who attacked 
Mummuri. The Bharangi record of the time of Calukya 
Vikramaditya VI, dated 1118 A. D. (E. C. VIIl, Sb. 325) gives the 
following praise of .Ahavamalla and Pnlakesi .... marching upon 
Thane, twisting the neck of Mummuri and putting in his place an 
agent under his own orders. PulakeRi withont any difficulty burnt 
Kanci ; it being said that the Cola burnt Kalyana~ taking a single 
elephant the King .Ahavamalla with invincible courage slew the 
warlike (Jola.' Though the reQord belon~s to ~ later date, there 
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i~ no doubt that these events ha~ened before the great 
battle of Koppam in which the Cola king, Rajadhiraja, died 
'in 1054 A. D. . 

. . Tbe CoJa was the natural enemy of tLe Karna:taka King 
and there were regular invasions of the dominions of the latter 
b,..the former from 1044 A.D. to 1054 A. D. There must be very 
8$rpng reasons for Somesvara to punish the Konkana chief in 

f. between two CoJa wars. The Konkanigas were under the influence 
-· ·.of tb.Et foJas and A.havamalla appears to have felt them a source 
o~\r at his rear while fighting with the Colas. Similar was 
the JOBi~ion of Bhoja .and ther0 is strong reason. to believe that 
he wali\, m league w1th the ColaE. The enmity of the Calukyas 

: ~ ·._,itn
1

.:Se Paramaras having ·had its beginning under r'ailapa 
r ..a.& lVI!Ilnja was continuing and there are instances where the 

~raotlras had gone directly to the Colas to get help against the 
wet!Jtern CaJukyas. The records of the 33rd year of Rajadhiraja 

~ (l~i1) mentions another of the CoJa wars with A.havamalla 
•nd states that the Cola king offered protection to the descen
~ants' of the Gurjara Uppalan, slain formerly by Tailapa 
IJ)d restored {to them) the crown of the former seized and 

.attached by the latter to his war-drum and thus subjugated 
the •Rattapadi-seven-and-a-half-lakh country. (E. C. IX, Dv. 

' ,r6). Besides this we find A.havamalla almost simultaneously 
engaged in fighting with the Co~a on the south and Bhoja and 
!Onka.p.a on the north. 

Turning to the events of the period there is good reason 
to state that A.havamalla went to Malwa from Karaha:d in 1049 
A.D. leaving Polakesi and others to deal with the Konkana for the 
Bbarangi record states that Polakesi after punishing Mummuri 
set fire to Kanci after which the Colas in retaliation burnt 
KalYa~a and A.havamalla hearing of ·it hastily reached home. 
A record .from Nagai dated 1058 A.D. vividly describes that 

.A.bavamalla hastened home from Mandu and gives the order of 
tlfe events. (ffy. Arch. Series No. 8 B). "The king Trailokya
malla, having on that side (that is the North Indian) entered and 
burnt Dhara with determination, having on this (side, the southern) 
penetrated and set on fire (the city of) Kanci by the strength of 
arm which had already (or just before 'Munnum') captured 
Mandava and killed the Cola in anger brought his (Cola's) fresh 
decapitated head. Having raided on and burnt the city of Ujjain 
(noted for its) ramparts {alurkke) (he) there bore the silver ball 
with pride, by the strength of his arm" (V. 17) 

The order of the events is this: (a) burning of Dhara and 
'!O_!'Il$ure of MaQc;lava, (b) burning of Kanci and (c) the killing of 
tlie .Cola. The order of events according to Bharangi record i<~ as 
'fOllow~·-: {a) punishment of Mummuri, (b) the burning of Ka:nci by 

; Polakesi, (c) th~ burning of Kalyal)a by the CoJas, (d) the death of 
the Cola, and {e) another expedition to Dhara. The burnipg of 
l)h~rij 'and the punishment of Mummuri app1lar to have been 
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simultaneous events. Kanci was next burnt by Polakesi and 
the CoJas gave a similar treatment to Kalyaga in retaliation. 
Then Ahavamalla having heard of it returned home and met 
the Cola in battle. 

It is now clear that the exploits of Yereyanga in Malwa 
were either identical with those of A.havarnalla; or that he dis
tinguished himself during the expedition of the latter. The death 

. of the· Cola is no doubt the death of ,Ra:jadhiraja in the field at 
Koppam in 1053-54 A.D. The earlier event, the burning of Kalya:na 
is first mentioned in the Cola record of the 33rd year of Ra:ja:c:lhiraja 
.A.D.1051 (8.1.1. VII, 1046). Corroborating the statement that A.hava
malla returned hpme after he beard of the burni ng of Kalyana. 
we find a record showing him staying at KalyaQa itself in Decem
ber 1052A.D. (S.l.l. IX-I, 111). Hence if KalyaQa was burnt a little 
before 1051 A.D., that of-Kanoi decidedly preceded it, most probably 
when the CoJas were leading a campaign against the CaJukyas 
that same year. It is now quite clear that A.havamalla's attack 
on Bhoja and that of Polakesi on Mummuri should have taken 
place about 1050 A.D.· as · A.havamalla was in Karahata in 1049 
A.D. and the Colas received at Etagiri and Pundur in- 1051 A.D. 
an embassy from· the descendants of Uppala Gurjara to help them 
against the Western CaJukyas. 

The following events also prove that Bhoja was dead by 
1050 A.D. It cannot be said definitely that it was Bhoj'l. who 
sent an embassy to the Colas aR he is the nephew of Munja and 
not his son. The CoJa record of 1051 mentions the refugees as 
the descendants, in the plural and it is likely that Bhoja having 
died some time before there were rival claimants to the throne 
of Malwa and some of them appro1ched the CoJas. The Naga1 
record quoted above mentions an expedition to Dhara: after the 
death of the CoJa on the field. "lbis should. have happened 
definitely after the Koppam battle. To confirm this there were 
the following events : In the year 1055 A.D. the Paramara king 
Jayasimha is found as the ruler of Malwa in Dhara (E. I. III, 
p. 46}. The date of his accession is not known but it is likely that 
he ascended the throne sometime earlier. Though it is not known 
whether he was the son of Bhoja or 'a descendant of Uppalan' 
there is a later tradition preserved in the Ain-i-Akbari as 
follows: "Munja gave thanks to God, welcomed Bhoja ... and 
appointed him as his successor. When his son Jayachand's 
reign ended none of the Ponwar caste was found worthy 
to succeed." Dr. Ganguli bdieves that Jayachand is 
Jayasimha. If this is to be accepted he was either the descendant 
of Uppalan' or his rival to the Malwa throne. The rule of 
Jayasimha lasted only till the end of 1059 A. D. (Panhera Insn, 
A. S. I. 1916-i7, p. 19). Almost the same year we find Udaya:ditya 
Paramara ruling over Malwa. (D. H. N. I. II pp. 875). Udayaditya, 
iii the Nagpur-prasasti (E. I. II, pp. 192-195, v_. 32). is s~id to 
have. taken his imcestral throne by d~iving away the combineq 

34 
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ifotoe8 of tbe Karnatas and the Cedis. It follows: 'When he 
(Bboja) had become Indra 's companion and when the realm was 
overrun by floods in which its sovereign was submerged, his 
relation, Udayaditya, Lecame king. Uplifting the earth, which 
was .troubled by kings and taken po5se~sion of by Karna, who, 
joined by the Karnatas, was like the mighty ocean, he acted like 
the holy Boar.' Tf Udaya:dity a was a 'relation' of Bhoja and 
not his son and if he defeated Jayasimha. which is most probable 

_as. be :was the previous ruler, and took the kingdom from him 
a~• ousting the combined forces of the Karnatas and Karna 
-it;f~ows that Udaya:ditya was most probabl'! the 'descendant of 
Upp~an' of the CoJa records and Jayasimha was a friend of the 
Karnatas and the Cedi~. To confirm this as it were the Vikra
:mankadeva-caritam states that Vikramaditya restored to Malwa 
a prine•e of the royal family who took shelter under him (Barga 
III, v. ~'; ). 

" Putting the above facts together: ll) The probable ileath 
:of Bhoja in about 1050 A. D., (2) The embasRy received by Ra:ja:
qhiraja at Etagin from the 'descendants' of Upp~lan before 1054 

-A.· D., (3) The Ca!ukyan invasion of Malwa soon after the Koppam 
battle or a little later, (4) The uccession of Jayasimha sometime 
before 1055 A. D. to Malwa, and· finally (5) his overthrow by 
_udayaditya after defeating the Karnatas and the Cedis before 
1059 A.· D.-it is quite plain that Bhoja died in the CaJukyan war 
in 1050 A. D. and there were rival claimants to the Malwa throne. 
One·of-them approached the Colas while the other, the Ca!ukyas. 
Most probably Jayasimha was installed by the CaJukyas and the 
honour of superintending the work was given to Vikramaditya in 
1050 A. D. itself. The CoJas encouraged their candidc1te by giving 
constant trouble to the Calukyas thereby disabling them from 
helping their candidate in Malwa. The Ca!ukyas however went 
to the succour of Jayasimha in about 1059 A. D., after defeating 
the CoJils at Koppam in 1054, but unfortunately were defeated 
along with their ally, Karna of Cedi. 

The Cedi King Kama seems to have broken with the CalU· 
kyas soon after for Bilhana sta ~es in his usual poetic way (sarga 
I. V. 10·2) that Ahavamt-dla made the damsel of the fortune of 
Dahala (uf the Cedis) ber,ft of 'Karna' (also ear) for picking up 
a quarrel with him and on ficcvu 1t of that (loss of Karna) she 
(Dahala) is still not able to wear the Par-ornaments of fame which 
are whi'e like camphor. It is not known how this quarrel arose 
but the .f.\;agpur-prasasti seems to indicate that Karna was the 
chief man m 1ighting with Udaya;ditya and the Karnata .Ahava
malla jvined hi n. (Mil H Karnata Varna prabhum-note the 
singular ·~rabhllm'). It is llkely that the Karnata allies of Karna 
failed his expectation in defending Jayasimha in 1059-60 though 
they joined him against Udaya:ctitya and hence the quarrel. As this 
expedition is attributed to .Ahavamalla and riot Vikramaditya 



the date falls in about 1059 as the latter's triumphal march· was 
undertaken towards the end of .Ahavamalla's reign. 

There seems to be some substratum of truth in the state
ments of Merutunga though he doeR not mention the part played 
by the Karna:takas and g1ves a somewhat confu,ed account. His 
account may be accepted with some alterations in the light of 
epigraphy as follows. As he says Bhima was unable to defeat 
Bhoja till 1047 without he;p and the d~feat of the Gurjara by 
Sura:ditya the general of Bhoja might well corroborate the above 
statement as the rulers of Anhilwad were abo the lords of Gujerat. · 
(Tilakwada plates.) Then there was an alliance between Bhima 
and Karna and Somesvara joined them in about 1049. -The t36 
princes who attacked Bhoja in the company of Karna could have 
been none else than tlle feudatories of Bhima, Karna and Somes
vara of Karna:taka. Most probably the Karnataka ft-udatories 
were large in number as we find the Hoysalas and the Kakatiyas 
of princely rank among the. allies. That Bhoja was free and 
defeated some of his enemies before this huge coalition of his 
enemies attacked him is also clear from the Hoysala record. which 
states that 'Dhara, the well-known (city) the resort of all the 
valorous Malava Kings was enlarged by BtJOja the powerful who 
had conquered all his enemies, she became the first sip of water 
for Yerey anga in eating up the royal foes at the tLne of his 
conquest of the direction of Kubera {the north)'._ There is no doubt 
that Somesvara w.as a member of the opposition in this connec-
tion as the record of Udayaditya testifies to it. ' 

The story of the quarrel between the allies also seems to be 
true. In the spoils of Dna:ra Ahavamalla also bad his shl).re 
for he is said to have taken ·a ba.ll of silver at Dha:r' which is 
otherwise inexplicable. (''Belliya.gundu gondan adatam". 
Nagai record). It is not known whether Bhima and Karna dis
agreed soon after Bhoja's death but Karna and Somesvarn were on 
good terms until U daya:dity d. defeated them in 105;), and Somes
vara and Bhima fell out sometime before 1053, more probably 
after 1050 as we find Somesvara II given the title 'Bbima.kari
mada-nivaranam' in a re~cord dated i053 A. D. (L. R. 25, p. 135). 
There is a possibility of this term 'Bhimakari' being interpreted 
as •a fierce elephant' and hence a more authentic and unambiguous 
evidence is required. A record of ~· D. 1057 (S. I. I. IX-I, 118) 
after enumerating the conquests, of Ahavamalla, over Magadha, 
Gaula, La:Ia, Anga, Vanga, Vanga:la. Varala, and Ma~ava 8tates 
that his son Gangaperma:Ji (Vikrama:ditya) vanquished the Cola, 
GauJa, Barbara, .A~dhra, Malava and the Gurjara. Na:gadeva, 
the Brahman general is called the Gurjara Madaharana in 106l 
A. D. (L. R. 25 p. 156). It is clear that Somesvara fell ·0ut with 
Bhima of Anhilwad earlier than with Karna of Dahala and hence 
it is quite likely that there w c:~.s some quarr~l betwe.tJn Buima and 
Karna first and after Bhuna's exit from tne coalition the other two 
fell out after 1~9. 
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lt is also possible that Bhoja was not killed in action but being 
overwhelmed by numbers and fighting a hard battle was overtaken 
by some malady and thus died full of year~" after a glorious career 
of more than half a century. Sumesvara whose records repeatedly 
state that he took the head of the Cola nowhere states so clearly 
that he killed Bhoja. All the references are ambiguous poetic 
expressions and hence it is likely that this great hero was after all 
not conquered on the field. 

CHERAMAN PERUMAL II ALIAS KULASEKAR~, 
ALWAR ALIAS KULASEKARA PERUMAL Ill 

(Born 730 A. D.-Ascended the throne 754 A. D.-Left the 
throne 798 A. D.-Died 800 A. D.) 

BY 

~ RI A. CHIDAMBARAM 

(A) Birth. 

Oheraman Perumal II was born in Thiruvanchi-Kalam1 in 
the year 730 A. D. in the month of Masi (Feb-March) on a Fri
day, when the star Punarpusarn was in the ascendancy in the 
ROyal Family of Cheras. His father's name is Dr ad a-Vratha9 • 

Cheraman ferumal I@ Kazharttarivar ruled Chera country 
from 667 A. D. to 712 A. D., and his son Thambiran Thozbar 
·Perumal ruled from 712 A. D. to 7S4 A. D. 

' ': 
It is not kno\\"n, exactly, at present, what. is the relationship 

9e~ween Thambiran Thozhar and Otleraman Peruma.lll. But it 
¥t certain tuat they belong to the same family. 

Inasmuch as ChEraman Perumal II succeeded Thambiran 
'Faozbar, it is presumed that Thambiran Ti1ozhar died childless 
in the year 754 A. D. 

(B) Period 

•·It )s somewhere about the time of Pandyan Nedum.Sadayan 
Parantakan I (765-790 A. D.) that we shall have to locate the. 
Alwar Kulasekara, a ruler of Chera country, who has established 
something like a hegemony over the Tamil Land", thus says 
Dr. S. K. Ayyangar3 , 

1. Tamil Elakiya Varalam, p. 350, by K. S. Pillai. 
2, Nalayira Prabandam. 
3, Seran V anohi, pp, 96. 97. 



P. T. Srinivasa Ayangar, a well-known historian, says that 
Kulasekara Alwar was ruling in Chera Nadu, when Pandyan 
Parantakan I was ruling in Madura and Nandi-Varman Pallava 
Malia II was ruling in Conjeevaram between 717 and 775 A. D.' 

K. Subramania Pillai, M.A. M.L., an erudite Tamil Research 
scholar of Annamalai University, says that Oheraman Perumalll 
ruled Chera country sometime after Cheraman Perumal .1 who 
ruled Chera Nadu between 667 and 712 A. D. 5 

So we·can safely conclude that Cheraman Perumal II lived 
in the later part of the eighth century A. D. 

( 0) Religion 

Though Ch~ra kings were Saivites from time immeJ;no~ial, 
Oheraman Perumal II was a staunch Vaishnavite. One rerleerning 
feature was that his contemporary brother kiogs viz :-Pandyan 
Parantakan I and Nandy Varma Pallava. Malla II were also 
Vaishna vi tes. 

Peria Alwar was Pandyan's religious Guru and he is a native 
of Srivilliputhur, a small be_autiful town in FanJya Nadu. 
Peria Alwar was one of the twelve saints of Vaishnavism. He 
has sung about Pandyan Parantakan I in his stanza&. '.A.ndal 
is' the daughter of Peria Alwar. Andal also is one of 'the twelve' 
saints of Vaishnavis~. The saintly pul'~ life of th~~~ tw~ · Al~ars, 
~ttr$cted the attention of the three kings and they· all adoP!ied 
Vai~hnavism as their religion. · , 

(D) Reign. 

As Cheram~n Perumal II was born in the royal famill o.f 
Cberas he was brought up in ~he royal fashion and was educated 
accordingly; HE' was given trainmg in the Military Acadamy 
~t Vanchi and he became efficient in the use of arms. 

At the age of 24 in ~he year 754 A. D. when , Thambirau 
Thozhar died issueless, Cheraman Perumal II ascended the throne . 

. He W$S ruling his country properly a.~d was friendly with Pandya 
and Pallava kings. At that time, Chola Nadu was under PaU~-: 
vas. Travancore, a portion of Chera Nadu, was then, under a 
chieftain called Vel-Aay. 

. 1\.s the country was peaceful, Oheraman Perumal II spent most 
of his time in puja and meditation. As he was a scholar in Tamil 
and Sanskrit he was studying Valmiki Hamayana and Kam_b~ 
Ramayana. He composed stanzas both in Tamil and Sanskrit. 
His chief work in Sanskrit is Mukunta Mala. His Tamil poems 

4. Pallava History, p, 25. 
5, Tamil Elakiya Varr.lam by K, S. Pill•i~ 
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are included jn Nalayira Prabandam6
• He was always in com

pany with the Vaishnava saints attending Kalaksbepams. 

NandtVarman Pallava Mallan II. 

Nandivarman Pa.llava Malian II reigned over Pallava and 
Ohola countries from 7L 7 to 775 A. D. He performed Aswametha 
Yagam in 738 A.0. 7 This shows that he was lord in his country and 
was a friend to other neighbouring kings. He was a powerful and 
P,eace-loving king. He encouraged ramil and Sanskrit Pandits. 
Pallava Mallan died in 775 A. D. His son Danti Varman @ 
Vairamegan succeeded him. Vairamegan was a very weak king. 
Chera king waged war against him, defeated him, and annexed 
Chola country and southern portion of Thondai N"adu. Hitherto 
Ohara king was calling himself as king of Van chi or Kollinagar. 
After this conq,uest, he styled himself as king of Kozhi (Woriyur
tbe modern Trichy) 8

• 

Panduan Nedumjadayan Paran takan I. 

· Velvikudi and Seevaramangalam copper-plates reveal that 
Pandyan · .Parantakan I was a very strong king, he conquered 
Pallavas in the battle of Pennagadam, that he waged war with 
Vel-Aay of Ven-Nadu (the modern Travancore), killed him in the 

: battte and destroyed hts fort VIltgnam, and a.nn·exed Travancore 
to Pilndya Nadu. Neaumjadayan next fought with Athigaman 

· of 'l'bagadur in Aiytra.- Veli, Ayirur and Pugaliur, conquered 
Kongu country, tool:r the kmg as a prisoner and sent him to 
Madura. 'fhen he went to Perur pear Coimbat.ore and built a big 
temple for Vishnu. .ParantaKan I died in 790 A. D. His son Raja 
Simha !'andy an 1I ascended the throne. He was a very weak 
king'. · During his reign Oheraman PerUtual II waged war against 
him. defeated him ann annt::xed .Pandya and Kongu countries and 
assumed the title "Kudalar Kone" and ''Kongar Kone" 9 • 

Thus Oheraman II became lord of three countries viz:
Chera,. Uhola, and .Pandya after 790 A. D. Cheraman 11 assumed 
the t1tle of .Perumal also, as he was ruling over 64 villages of 
N ambudries for whom they were ceded by Oheral-Atkan of 
Ramayana Period. 

(E) Last Days of Kulasekara. 

After the conquest of Chola Pandya Pallava. and Kongu 
countries Oheramal t'erumal II devoted. much of his time in 

6. N a.layira. Pra.ba.ndharo. 
7. Uda.yeudra.m plates. 
8. Pa.ll~~ova. H1story-.Part III, pp. 2;> to 27. 
V. N a.la.yira. Pra.ba.udnam-Kula.seka.u's :?'atlli)>'llollS, pp. il3 

to 115. 
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meditation and puja~ On account of constant meditation and 
strict religious life, Kulasekara @ Cberaman II felt di~gusted with 
the rule of his kingdom. ·He wanted to visit all Vaishnava shrines 
as a free man. So in 798 A. D. be gave up his kingdom to his son 
and started with his friends to several Kshetrams. He visited .. Sri
Rangam, Kannapuram, Tbillai, Th1ruvengadam, Congeevaram, 
and Thiru-Narayana.puram and sang songs. There are references 
in his stanzas about Ayodhi and Thiru-Patkadal of Northern 
India. But it is not known whether be personally visited those 
shrineR or sang songs from Southern India. In his last days, he 
stayed in Veera-N arayanapuram and was worshipping the _deity 
there. 

In 803 A. D., when he attained the age of 73, he left his 
earthly body at a place called Mannav·ar-Kovil and reached 
Vaiguntam. 

FAMILY OF CHERAS 

Branch I 

Uthiyan Family 

1. Cheralan. (600t B. C. Ramayana Period). 

2. .Per~m-Chotru-Uthiyan-dheralathan (3105 B. C. 'Maha
bharata period). · 

3. KottBmbalathu Thunjiya Cheral Athan (3105 B. C. Maha. 
bharata period). 

4. Kerala Puthran (Asoka Edicts). 

5. Mudangi kidantha Nedum Cheral Athan (Aham. 30). 

6. Elam Kuttuvan (Aham. 153). 
7. Perum Cheral Atban @ Perum Thol Athan (4-5 B. C. to 

12 A. D.) 
8. Uthiyan Che~al {12 to 5! A. D). 

( 1 
9. Emayavaramban Nedum Cberal Athan 10. Palyanai 

I (54 to 112 A. D). t>elkslu 
I I Kuttuvan. · 

f . I . 1 . 
11 ... Kalangaikanni 12. Senguttuvan 13. Elango. 14. 1\.dukot. 
Narmudioheral. (112 to 167 A. D). · pattu 
· I Cheral Athan, 

15. Kuttuvan Oheral@ Oheraman 
Mavenko 

(167 to 192 A. D). 
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16. Oheraman Ezhini Athan (192 to 230 A. D.) 

L7. Chengal@ veeraragavaperumal \~30 to 285 A. D.) 

{Between 285 and 667 A, D. the country was ruled by Porayan 
Family of Cheras.) 

18. Cheraman Perumal I (667-712 A. D.) 
I 

19. Thambiran Thzhar Perumal (712 to 754: A. D.) 

.- 29. Cheraman Perumal II @ Kulasekara Perumal III (754-
"198A. D.) 

21. Cheraman Perumal III (793·834: A. D.) 
@ Bha~kara Ravivarman. 

FAMILY OF CHERAS 

Branch II. 

Porayan Family 

1. Anthuan Cheral Erumborai I (Founder of the Family.) 
2. Palai Padiya Perum Kadunko (Aham-5-99-111.) 
3. Marutham Padiya Elam Kadumko (Aham-90-176.) 
4. Kanaikal Erumborai (contemporary of Ko-Chengannan.) 
5. Mantharan (Pathtrupathu-90). 
6. Karuvvr Eriya Olval Ko-Perum Cheral Erumborai @ 

Attan Athi (son-in-law of Karikal Cholan I.) 
7. Anthuan Cheral Erumborai II. 
8. Selva Kadumko Azhi Athan (Pathtrupathu 7th ten.) 
9. Thagadur Erintha. Perumcheral Erumborai (Pathtrupathu 

8th ten.) 
10. Elancheral Erumborai (f>athtrupathu 9th ten.) 
11. Yanai.kan-say Manthram Cheral Erumborai (Pathtru

pathu lOth ten.) 
12. Mantharam Porayan Kadumko (Aham 142.) 
13. Mantharam Chera Raja (350 A. D. Defeated by Samudra 

Gupta.) 
14. Sengol Porayan (648-667 A. D.) 
(He has no issue. Pora.yan Family ended with thi!i kin~t.) 



E:X1El''I OF }f'IAH.ARAtH1FA AS DESClilBED BY THE 
MAHANUBHAVAS. 

BY 

SHAM RAO SHENDE, 
Brihan-Maha rashtriya Karyalaya, Sangli (Bombay) 

. The extent of Maharashtra was traceable, for the first time 
from -the description in the •IHOLE' inscription of the conquests 
Pulakesi II (in the_ 6th'- century of the Shaka era) made. 1 Here 
I- am attempting to d~scdbe the same as described by the Mahanu· 
bhavas. 

Mahanubhava is a · religious sect that came into being in 
Vidaroha in XII century of the Shaka era. Cakradhara was its 
founder. He was the first to advocate mother tongue for scriptural 
writings in place of Sanskrit and forbade tbe use of Sanskrit. 
Though he hails from Gujarat, he preferred MaharaslJtrian culture 
to that of Telangana and Karnataka and he advised his disciples 
to stay in Maharac::;t.tra and not elsewhere. The reason he put 
forth was that the residents there were given to luxuries.2 

One of his (~i) orders to his followers was ~U<Ifi9:l writ 
i.e., that they should live in Mahar&ehtra and it wad felt nect>ssary 
to tell them the geographical extent of it. One commentator 
(of the 13th century) of this Sutra gives3 the divisions of Maha· 
rashtra according to the dialectal changes of the langunges of 
Maharashtra then existing. The divisions he gives are : (1) The . 
first division i% given to be 'Wf2"~ the southern extremity of which, 
he tells, extended up to the· place up to where Maharashtra. 
language waa being spoken. Its northern limit, he gives, is 
qy~ ranges to the south cf Buldhana District. · (2) The 
second division is said to be the region covered by both banks of 
Godavari river. (3) The third division js shown to be ~ ~ 
in the Satapuda ranges. (4) The fourth division mentioned is 
'W{~ <RT:S t.e., the whole of Berar. These four divisions cover 
the whole of Maharashtra. 

II f<fl'<1T~ qre)f;r ~~I f.~T ;r~1 qr«Tf-r ~·hft 1 

~t:s-1*' ~TI1T«tf;r q~~ft ! tr~q~cr II II 
ll~T~ Gllf~ 'T:fSf.'Cf~ II II 
Another commentator describes Maharashtra as intended by 

Cakradhar, i.e., from Vindhyq, mountain to Krisna river to the 

1. Pp. 494 to 509, Vol. XXIII, Annals of B.O.R.I. ,Poona.. 
2. (a) ~'Of~ ftr~io ~;; ... (if.fer7lfCIT~~J a-~t~Rf page I. 

(b) m:q-g ~-- \ itit ) page 57. 

3. +re:TCJ,~tcft<J llWfi <n~~'-l (~~tg) page 90. 

~73 
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South and from jungle tracts of the Eastern Ghats to the sea in 
the West. 

The third commentator· says~~~~~~ i.e., that 
the western boundary was~ near Nasik and the eastern meets 
the sea. 

These three descriptions make it oleat that the extent of 
Maharashtta since tbe 12th century is the same as that of to-day 
in addition to the eal!ltetn districts of C. P. and those of the 
Nizani's Dominion, 1thich have been in the later centuries deprived 
of Mabarashtra. One Jain commentator of Kamasutra of Vateya. 
yana of the 12th cetrtury descr1be~ Maharashtra as~ cRia"'lttl~ 
~~ ~q: goes to ascertain to a little exUmt the Mahanubbava 
descriptions. 
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Medieval! India 11206-1526 A.D. · 
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PRESlDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BY 

PKOI!'. GURTY VJ..NKE'l' HAO, M.A, LL.B., 
Head of the Departm.tmt of History and Politics, 

Andhra University, Waltair. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
At the outset I wish to express my gratitude to the 

Executive Committee of the Congress for inviting me to 
preside over the deliberations of this Sect;on which.deals 
with the Early Medieval History of iudi:l. All the previous 
presidents have been eminer1t historians. Hence I cannot 
but be conscious of tho great honour in being placed in ·t~eir 
distinguished company. I am fully aW<1.re that it is beyond 
my deserts. Yet I have accepted the invitation because I 
regard it as a friendly gesture to olle of the youngest 
Universities in India-the ·Audhra University- on whose 
teaching staff I have the privil'ege to serve. 

This is the lOth se~sion of our Conference and shth of 
our particular Section. It has been customary on such an 
occasion to make a bwad survey of the period, to review the 
quality and quantity of researches so far carried out, and to 
point out the outstanding problems tlut demand solution .. 
All that can be said on these lines has already been well 
said by the previous occupants of th1s Cbah. If I traverse 
the same ground, I would be guilty of insulting your 
intelligence. Moreover, I cannot pre;,ume to ~:~it on judg
ment on works of my learned colleaguE:s in the :field~. Mere 
reference to latest puh:icHlon:; without evaluation would 
be an unnecessary catalogue of works and sheer waste of 
your precious time. Of course, I may add a few more to 
the list of problems g1ven out year after year from this 
platform but it would not carry us far. · 

To start with, I may be permitted to :my a few words 
about the dernarcatioll of our period. Its beginning and 
e11ding have no practical significance to the history of the 
Dekkan and South India. These territories remained un
affected by the establishment of the Turkish Sultanate at 
Delhi in 1206 A.D. Ala-ud-Din Khiljl who forced open the 
doors of tbe JJekkan app,>ars on the scene in 1294 A.D. 
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Hindu dynasties-the Yadavas, Kak11,tiya.s, Pandy(:!.s and 
Hoysalas-were masters of the Cis-Vindhyan lands for over 
a century after the foundation of the Delhi Sultanate. 
Similarly the enthronement of the Mughal Padshah at 
Delhi in 1526 A.D., had least effect on the Local Dynasties 
and the lives of the people of the Dekka.n for nearly three 
quarters of a century. Yet 1206 and 152•_. are the years of 
grave . significance in medieval Indian history because in 
these years new political powers made themselves felt in 
the Indian politics and in due course of time engulfed the 
entire sub-continent of India. All the sa me, this demarca
tion has been responsible to a certain extent to focus the 
attention of the members of our Section considerably on the 
events of Northern India to the prejudice of the study of the 
historical movements in the Dekkan South India. 

However, we are meeting to-day under the sombre 
shadows of a great tragedy that is being enacted in some 
parts of northern. India. It had made our task doubly 
difficult. On the one band~ it has denied to scholars the 
calm atmosphere and detached outlook that are the sine 
qt.ta non for any substantial work, with the result that we 
have to-day very few papers for discussion. Our Section 
has been particularly hlt because the scholars who took 
keen interest in the history of the medieval period hailed 
mostly from northern India. Secondly, the ever rising tide 
of communal strife with all its horrors is tending to give 
an oblique turn to historical perspective. It is openly asked. 
"If the Hindus and· Muslims of India in these days of 
rationalism and scientific progress could be so barbarous 
as to indulge in mutual slaughter, could it not have been 
still worse when foreign Muslim adventurers carried fire 
and sword into this country, and there was no public 
opinion worth the name to check them?" Of late there 
bas been a tendency to treat medieval Inrlian History in a 
partisan spirit. Two schools, unnatural to historical stu
dies, have been manifesting themselves-one condemning the 
Sultans of Delhi and their religion for their acts of com
mission and omission towards the non.Muslims; and the 
other extolling the conduct of every Sultan that occupied 
the throne of Delhi and brooking no criticism of Islam. 
Thus historical reE~earcb is in imminent danger of being 
sacrificed. at the altar of communal sympathy and power 
politics, and becoming an instrument of religious disputes 
and social dissensions. Present-day communal hickerings 
are li~ly to accentuate these morbid tendencies. Hitherto, 
history was regarded as a guide to the understanding of the 
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present, but the question posed above reversed the order 
and demanded an interpretation of the past in the light of 
the immediate present. Pressed too much, either criterion 
is likely to blur the true perspective. If distance lends 
charm to the past events, the immediate environment, 
with all its humours and passions, no less distorts the pre
sent vision. Hence I propose to examine the sources of 
error which are likely to give a wrong picture of the early 
Turkish dominion in India, and to review the difficulties we 
have to face in reconstructing the history of that period. 
Such· an examination is of utmost importance because there 
is a great urge in different quarters to rewrite the history 
of our land. Our own Indian HiEtory Congress, the Bharata. 
ltihasa Parish ad of .Benares, the Indian Historical Research 
Institute of Aligarh, and the Sbibli Academy of Azamgarh-:
all, these have plans for producing a comprehensive and 
authoritative history of India. The Nizam's government 
has also sancti<1ned a scheme for the publication of a com. 
prehensive history of the Dekkan. 

The greatest source of error lies in the study 
of history without making due allowance for the frailti~ 
of human nature and the spirit of the times. There will 
he hardly 3ny scope for misunderstanding if we face facts 
and interpret history in terms of time spirit and human 
nature as unfolded by the historical movements of bygo~~ 
days. Everywhere and at all times, with very rare 
.exception::, it has been seen that a conqueror wis~s to 
achieve h1s goal with least sacrifice. To him religion, 
patriotism and loyalty are so many avenues to exploit 
for accomplishing his main purpose. Hence the nature 
of a religion should not be judged by the questionable 
behaviour of its followers. Uhristianity will stand con
demned if one assessed its value in the light of the two 
world wars. Indeed the wars waged by the Turks in India 
were not crusades but s3cular enterprises for the acquisi
tion of wealth and territory. Muhammad Ghori's early 
campaigns in India were against the Muslim rulers of 
Multan and Lahore. Timur who had no scruples to over
throw Muslim rulers of Western Asia, cited the sanction of 
Quran to overcome the hesita. tion of his followers to 
invade India. He declared : "My object in the invasion 
of Hindustan is to lead a campaign against the infidels, 
to convert them to the True Faith according to the 
command of the Prophet.'' The fact is that most of the 
Turkish or Afghan adventurers, who entered lndia, were 
callow converts to Islam and had Jittle or no regard for 
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the Prophet's exhortation that no compulsion in religion 
should be practised. They did not fully jmbibe the true 
spirit of the Quran, nor did they conquer and rule terri
tories strictly in accordance with principles laid down 
in their Holy Book. They were a handful of new comers 
to India and during the course of their wars they did 
resort to methods of terrorism to snatch easy and quick 
victory as the Americarjs did very recently at Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. Their hands fell heavily upon temples 
and royal coffers because these were storehouses of immense 
treasures. Plunder, rapine, destruction of Buddhist monas
teries and Hindu shrines and the enslavement and forced 
conversion of the children of the soil were the normal 
features of their warfare in India. Their ruthless treat
ment of the inhabitantEJ, whether combatants or non-com
batants, violated all Islamic laws. It constituted a part 
of their war~technique and cannot be defended on any 
ground except that of expediency amidst an overwhelming 
t~.lien and hostile population. 

In peaceful times things were, however, different. 
The task of the Turkish Sultans, and the rulers of other 
dynasties who followed them on the throne of Delhi was by 
no means easy. The advent of Islam in India brought 
ih its wake a new problem of unprecedented complexity. lts 
simple doctrines, rational institutions, democratic outlook, 
and above all its proselytizing platform constituted a 
challenge to the accepted socio-religious heritage of the 
Hindus, their theories of Karma and metempsychosis, 
and their institutions of Varnasrama and Dharma and 
image worship. In the words of Al-Beruni: "WeliMuslims) 
believe in nothing which they (Hindus] believe." Added 
to this there was the political antagonism of the victors 
and the vanquished. Moreover the greatest leaders of 
Isl~m sa_nct~oned invidio~s treatme.nt of the non-Muslims, 
wh1ch, 1f hterally put mto practiCe, could hardly ensure 
peace. In such an atmosphere the Turkish adventurers 
made India their home and tried to bring the entire region 
between the Himalayas and Cape Comorin under their 
sceptre. Their efforts to protect the lands from further 
foreign inroads like those of the Mongols jndicate their 
inadvertent Indianisation. They came to realise that 
their interest lay in maintaining peace and pacifying the 
non-Muslims rather than in persecuting them. Except 
Firuz Shah Tughlaq and Sikandar Lodi no other Sultan 
deliberately ill-treated the non-Muslims. Ala-ud-Din refu
sed to accept the advice of Qazi Mughis.ud-Din to cr"Q.sb tb~ 
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Hindus on account of their religion. His severity towards 
them was not due to religious obscurantism but to politi
cal opportunism. Mohammad bin Tughlaq did not hesitate 
to defy ee-clesiastical dogm1.tism. Nor did all canonists 
hold reactionary views like those of Q1zi Mughis-ud-Din, 
Mian Abdulla Ajodhi countercid the blind fanaticism of 
Sultan Sikandar Lodi by furnishing true interpretation of 
the Quran. 

This does not mean that the Hindus did not suffer any 
hardship during the period of the Sultanate. Of course, the 
imposition of Jeziya need not be cited as an example of 
persecution so long as it brought with it an exemption from 
military service to which every Muslim was theoretically 
liable. Alien rule is never palatable to subjact peoples 
howsoever sugu-coate.d it may be. It was doubly poignant 
to the Hindus when it not only involved a transfer of politi
cal allegiance but also demanded the change of relig;ion as 
the price of full citizenship in their own land. It would 
have been unnatural if it had been otherwise. Many pri
vilegee, ordinarily denied to the Hindus were open to the 
converts. Even here a distinction was made. A Hindu 
convert to Islam like Imad-ud-Din Raihan might rise to a 
position of eminence in the state ; but to retain that posi
tion in the face of Turkish aristocracy led by persons like 
Ghiyas-ud-Din Balban was an impossible task. The rivalry 
and antagonism between the foreign Mussal•nans and 
Indian converts to Islam were tragically demonstrated in 
the history of the Bahmani Kingdom. Again there is no
thing unnatural about it. The policy of the Turkish ruling 
class was similar to that of the British in excluding the 
children of the soil from responsible posts in tha state till 
their authority was firmly established in the land. · 

Still it is not correct to as:<ume that the Muslim rulers 
and their Hindu subjects constituted two warring camps. 
Indeed during the early medieval period, the former suffered 
more at the hands of their own co-religionists than at the 
bands of the Hindus. The five successive Muslim dynasties 
which filled the throne of Delhi, the provincial Muslim 
states that were carved out at the expeme of the Delhi 
Sultanat.e, aud the pentarchy that supplan•ed the Bahmani 
King<iom in the Dekkan emphatically illustrate this point. 
Gujrat, .Malwa, Khandesh, .., aunpur, Bengal and the Dekkan 
had independent Muslim rule for a longer period than they 
had the direct swa.y of the Delhi Sultans. The rulers of 
these states, cut off from their central moorings, had to 
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identify themselves with the local population and tradition 
so that greater harmony came to be established between 
the two communities, and their composite culture as!!'umed 
an individuality whioh is writ large on their monuments, 
language and literature. For instance in Bengal and the 
Dekkan local Sultans devoted their energies to the develop
ment of the indigenous culture. Frt quent references are 
found in old Bengali literature indicating the esteem and 
trust in which Hussain Shah was held b~ the Hindus. 
Ibrahim Qutab Shah's court was adorned by Hindu scholars. 

Under the common sovereignty of a ruler the people 
professing different faiths could not remain estranged for 
long. Hard facts of life and personal interests proved a 
great antidote to early prejudices. The efforts of the rulers 
to encourage cordial relations between the two communities 
were supplemented in due course of time by the teachings 
of Muslim Fakirs and Hindu S:1ints. It is known to all 
how the Bhakti and Sufi cults of the 15th and 16th centuries 
touched the real S)' ncretic note and paved tho way for 
rapprochement between the various communities inhabit. 
ing this land. I need not recount the servioes of Kabir, 
Nanak, Dadoo and a host of other reformers who devoted 
their entire attention to this mission of peace and love. 
Poetry, music and architecture of the period bear testimony 
to this synthetic work. The seeds of harmony sown in this 
epoch bore fruits in the days of Akbar. 

Another source of error lies in accepting literally the 
version of the Hindu·Muslim clash given by Muslim or 
Hindu chroniclers as indicating the normal relations be
tween the two communities. During the period of strife, it 
was but natural that the two parties should express their 
hostility in their writings. Muslim hard~bips could hardly 
be expected to find expression in Hindu records; on the 
other hand to expect an account of Hindu suffering in 
Muslim recotds during the period of active struggle is to 
wish for the moon. To the professional panegyrists of the 
rulers every petty skirmish in which his patron was 
engaged was a holy war. The wartime vocabularly became 
Rtereotyped so that even ordinary events were expressed in 
military parlance having no relation to the realities of life •. 

Besides these sources of error, there are serious diffi
culties, some inherent in the subject of study, and others of 
our own creation, in writing the history of the period. It 
is not due to paucity of contemporary historical sources. 
Many of the Sultans of Delhi patronized Arabic ~nd Persian 
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schotars, some of whom devoted their time to the 
writing of History. Among these may be noticed Hasan 
Nizami, Minhaz.us-Siraj, Amir Khusru, Isamy, Barani, 
Afif, Yahya etc., whose works have preserved almost a 
continuous account of the Delhi Sultanate. These were 
eye. witnesses of some of the events des,~ribed by them. Amir 
Khusru was fortuna to to sorva a number of successive 
Sultnns from Balban to Ghiy;l.s-wl.(lill Tnghlaq. He was not 
merelv the witness of the events which he described but 
was ~ participant in many of them. Zia.ud-din Barani 
who wa.s frequently called upon for advice by Muhammad· 
bin-Tughlaq took up the history of India. deliberately just 
where Minhaj.us-Siraj left it. Ir. the prAface to his work 
he says: "Whatever I have written is 1·ight, and worthy of 
all confidence''. Beside::; these great authors a num her of 
others like Shiha.lJ.wl-rlin, Ibn Bcttn ta, Abdulla Wassar, 
Abdur Ra.zzak ete., also throw sidelights on contemporary 
life and events. A number of non-Muslim sources-such flS 

t.he ba.rdic literature of the~ B.njputs, semi-historical and reli
gious compositions of South Indian poets, Portuguese 
itineraries o.nd the Local Records-are helpful in checking 
the version of Muslim chroniclers. Archaeologbal evidence 
as furnished by inscriptions, coins and monuments supple
ment and correct the information gleaned from the Hindu 
a·nd Muslim works. · 

Yet the study of thiH period has not made much 
progress. It is mainly due to tbe defective system of our 
education, and want of proper organiz,1.tion to make the 
contemporary historical works easily a vail able to the 
students. 

It will be recognised by all that only original work 
can serve the true interests of scholarship. Translations 
are very poor substitutes. The misunderstandi11gs caused 
by extracts given in Elliot and Dowson's History of India. 
have been recently pointecl out by Mr. Hodiwalla. In our 
country most of our young seholars are ill-equipped for 
historical research in auc ient and mediaeval periods. They 
emerge out of University portals without even a smatte"l'- . 
ing of Sanskirt or Persian. Sometimes they are even 
ignorant of their own vernacular literature. When they 
tak8 to historical investigation perforce they entirely rely 
upon translations. In technical institutions only such 
people are :1dmitted as had some grounding in allied sub
sidiary subjects. But in the matter of humanistic studies 
no such condition is imposed. If best results are to be 
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obtained, in historical research, every student of history 
must be made to acquire good knowledge of at least one 
classic~l language and one vernacular literature. The time 
is opportune for this reform because in the new setting of 
our political and constitutional development we oan make 
a fresh start. 

The materials relating to thia yeriod are mostly in 
m·anuscripts in -Persian, Rajasthani, Marathi, Telugu, and 
other vernaculars of India. They are preserved in different 
libraries of our country and Europe or locked up in private 
collections. They are not easily accessible to students. 
It is high time that an organised attempt is made to collect 
thew or their copies and house them in· one or two central 
institutions. Side by side, vigorous search for historical 
manuscripts should be instituted with a view to unearth 
new materials. Discoveries of Tughlaq-narna, Futuh-us
Salatin, Riyazul Insha etc., during the last few years give 
hopes of further findings. Lastly, arrangements should be 
made to publish important historical manuscripts bearing 
on the period. All this ·cannot be done by private organiza
tion or individuals. May I suggest to the Central Govern· 
ments of both Indian Union and Pakistan to institute a· 
joint Historical Manu~cripts Commission to undertake this 
useful task in the interest of historical studies ? In the 
meantime our Uni VE>rsi ties and other lear ued bodies., may 
profitably take up the publication of· exhaustive source 
for the history of various dynastie~, central and local, as 
has been done by the Madras University, so far as literary 
evidence is concerned for the history of Vijayanagar. 

Recently another complication has made its appear
ance, which if not immediately looked into might prove 
a serious obstacle to the progress of historical studies and 
research. India has gained independent status and is not 
likely to continue English as the medium of higher in· 
structiou. Since the attainment of local autonomy, regional 
languages are pressing their claims for recognition as the 
official languag{l of the province or the stfJte. Hitherto 
English educated sohobrs belonging to various linguistie 
groups could have commerce in ideas through the English 
medium, and most of their research output dealing with 
our subject has been b1 .English. A number of original 
sources in Sanskrit, Pali, Arabic or Persian have been 
readily available to them ·in English version for reference. 
But in the near future our scholars, with the exception of 
a select few, might uot only lose the beuefit of works . 
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in English language but aJ1.-1o of the Research output of the 
workers in the field in the various parts of India. This 
sad sequence can, however, be averted if an all-India 
official language is accepted as a medium of higher in
struction. But this is not likely to appeal to the champions 
of rtlgional languages. Hence a special duty rests with 
all of us to avert any setback in historical studies in this 
transition period from the old order to the uew. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I have taken much of your 
time and drew too much upon your indulgence. I thank 
you sincerely for your kind and patient hearing. 

THE DATE OF THE DISSOLUTION OF THE COLA EMPIRE 

BY 

PURAVRITTAJYOTI K. R. V.lllNKATARAMA A"YYAR, 
Pudukkottai. 

With the materials available, when he wrote the Pandyan, 
Kingdnm,l Prof. Nilakanta Sastri of Madras could only conjecture 
that the CoJa emperor Rajendra III bad ceased to rule when 
Maravarman Kulasekbara ascended the Pal)gyan throne in 1268. 
ln bis"later work the Colas2 he roughly dates the end of Ra:jendra's 
reign in 1279, (the thirtytbird regnal year), evidently basing his 
surmise on the fact that the latest regnal year cited in the inscrip
tions of Rajendra was 33. It is worthwhile examining other sources 
that may throw light on Prot. Sastri's tentative conclusion. 

The lightning incursion of Maravarman Sundara Par;tgYa I 
into the CoJa country, and his occupation of the capital during 
the reign of Kulottunga III, the defeat of Raja Raja III by the 
Ka:dava Kopperunjinga, and the second invasion of Ma:rav.arman 
Sundara PaQ9,Ya sealed the doom l)f the CoJa empire, which, how
ever, carried on a moribund existence for a few more decades, 
chiefly with the help of the Hoysalas. Rajendra III made a feeble 
attempt to revive the might of Cola power, and tried to shake 
off Hoysala hegemony, but the accession of the virile Jatavarman 
Sundara l'al)9Y a I to thu Madura throne made it necessary for 
Rajendra and the Hoysala Vira ~omesvara to unite against the 

1. Published 1929-See p. 183. See also A. 1t E. 1912, part 11 
paragraph 32 and 1923, part II paragraph 45. Also Dr. S. Krishna
swami Ayyengar : Sou&h Indian and .Muhammadan Invaders, pp. 56 
and »4-5. 

2. Vol. 11 published 1937, p. 207. 
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mounting aggrandisement of their PaQ<}.yan neighbour. ~he Cola 
kingdom again became a Hoysala .dependency. This naturally 
shifts our inquiry into the progress of the Paf}<}.ya.Hoysala conflict. 

About A. D. 1233, even during the lifetime of his father, 
Vira 8Qme5vara founded a southern Hossala capital at Ka~n_1anur3 , 
which he named Vikramapma, about 9 miles to the north of the 
modern city of Trichinopoly. About 1235 he conquered .K a:nana<Ju4 , 

a district comprising parts of modern Pndukk.ottai State and 
Ramnad district. Rajendra's inscriptions dated after his eighth 
regnal 'year are conspicuouAly absent in the Trichinopoly district 
and Pudukkottai ::>tate. Ra:jendra had lost Kanci, which was 
virtually inclucled in the Te.lugu Co<Ja kingdom. The Yadavarayae, 
Sa:mbuvara:yas, Cedirayaf', and other feudatories of Bana, Nulamba 
and Ganga <:'Xtraction had carved out slices of territory from the 
northern districts of the empire. Rajendra had ·only the Tanjore 
country to rule, and even there he was not the sole sovereign but 
shared his authority with the Hoysala Vira R~manatha. 'There 
are inscriptions which refer to this joint rule of Rajendra and 
Ramana:tha 5 • 

Jata:varman Sundara Pandya's first invasion of the Tamil 
provinces of the Hoysalas w·as in 1253. About 1263 _he was 
temporarily master of Kar:u.tanur. Jata:vai·man Vira PaJ..l<Jya. (ace. 
1253), who shared the Pai)IJYan throne with Jatavarman, also 
jnvaded the Cola country. The prasasti in a Ku!;iumiya:malai 
inscription date<l in the 11th year of V1ra PaJ..l<Jya's reign (A. D. 
1264) refers to his victory over the CoJa king. Mara-Varman 
Kulasekhara PaJ..l<JY a (ace. 1268) completed the conque~ t of what 
remaine~ of the CoJa empire. His was a two·pronged attack. 
He occupied Kal)J..l8Dur in his 15th regnal year (127-t-3)7 • There 
are however a few inscriptions dated in lRamanatha's reign in 
the Trichinopoly and Tanjore distrids, later thar. A. D. 1272, 
practically up to 1279. The year 1280 m·ay be taken as the outer 
limit when Ramanatha lost the Tamil provinces, and wai! driven 
to the Mysore plateau. 

At the same time Kulasekhara . seems to have ·engaged 
Rajendra's forces also in the Tanjore couu try. Two inscriptions8, 
one dated in the 4th regnal year (A. D. 1272) and the other. in the 
lOth regnal year (A. D. 1279) of Kulasekhara, have a prasasti, 
which mentions that the Pat.tl;iYan king had sent 'the tiger9 of the 

3. E. C. IX Bangalore 6. Also Bangalore Museum Copper 
Plates. 

4. P. S. 1. 3(0 & 341. 
5. M. E. R. 207 & 208 of 31, 

· 6. P. S. I. 366. 
7. M. E. R. 328 of 23. 
8. M. E. R. 465 of 09 and 25 of il. 
9. The tiger waa the orest of the Col&s. 
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Colas to rule th-e forests', and bad taken possesf:!ion of the royal 
pai~ce at JayangoJ)9ara•so!apuram. An inecriptioiJ 10 from Oliya
maniJalam (Pucukkottai State) dated in the 12th year of Kula-
5ekhara's reign (A D. 1280) is one of the t:arliest ncords-if not 
the earlie~t-.wbtrrein the appellation emmandalamu.mkondarwli11a. 
1\).-aning ''he who had conquered all the countries," appears along 
w1Ul the king's name-. The •mal}9alams' thus conquered ar-e 
~m_era.t.ed in a Sermadevi Inscription,u Malainagu (Travancore), 
~1J (t.he CoJ_a count9•), Kongu, lJaru (Ceylon) and ToQ9a-
1Jll•\l4alam. Tb1s makes 1t clear that by 1280, Kulasekhara had 
filially conquered the CoJa country. Prof. Sastri bas pointed out 
tti~t 33 was the last regnal year mentioned in Rajendra's inscript
ipp~, which corresponds to lt't9. There are very few inscriptions
only tt.bout four in number EO far known-that are rlated after the 
2&t4 year (A. D. 1271) of Rajendra's reign, and thefe are found in 
Veda.ranyam and other out.Jying villages of the Tanjore dis· 
trictn. 

~oys&tla and Pandya records confirm Prof. Sastri's con· 
elusion that A. D. 1279 marks the final diEsolution of the Cola 
~jngdom. 'fhe outside limit may be put a~ A. D. 1280 when the 
Cola kingdom was absorbed in the Pandyan kingdom, which, for 
a few decades, was a unitary Tamil kingdom, the influence and 
pewer of which were acknowledged by Muslims and Chinese alike, 
who called it Ma'bar. 

WHEN WAS K~S~ARA.YA BORN? 

BY 

0. RAMACHANDRAlY A, M.A. (Hons.) PH.D., 
Lecturer, Andhra Universr:ty, Waltair. 

Unknown are the beginnings and ends of the life and reign of 
K~adevaraya of Vijayanagara. His origin appears humblEJ and 
is shrouded in tradition. His end again is not definitely placed 
in time. 

Tradition in itself can neither be l·elieved nor rejected. 
Though. unconfirmed, if it i~ not controvertl:'d by known facts 
tradition claims respectful scrutiny. Even so is what introduces 
us to the early life of Kr~Qaraya. 

Besides on tradition, we may draw on the Portuguese 
chronicler, N uniz, for come account of Krsn :\ray a before he became 

10. P. S. I. :!91. 
11. M. E. R. 61*2 of 16. 
"!1. .M. B. R. 336 of 45, 227 of 291 514 of 04 and 4!1~ of 0,, 
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King. Nuniz has it ihat Krsna's brother, Busbal Rao, the king, 
was sick and in the last hours of his earthly. existence. He 
wanted that hi~ son should succeed him on the throne of 
Vijayanagara. But his son was a mere boy of eight years, 
scarcely fit to rnle. Busbal Rao knew that th~ kingdom ought 
perhaps to belong to his brother Kr~'l)a. who was over twenty years 
in age and therefot·e more fit to b.'l king. Yet reason is a feeble 
guide where ambition holds Rway. Thus it came to pass that 
Busbal Rao orflered hi'3 minister Saluva Timma to blind Kr!?Qaraya. 

But Timma's heart was warm with affection for Krsoa·. 
The latter was a youth; of great pwmise. He had ah.•&a'dy 
established a name as a fine writer and had also won laurels 
while fighting his brother's wars. Saluva Timma, thetefore, could 
not bring himself to carry into effect· the ill-judged commands of 
his sover·eign. He summoned Kr$~a into his presence and 
appraised him of the danger which threatened hts person. 
K!'$1).a, however, avowed that h€' had professed no desire for the 
throne and therefore never deserved such a treatment of his brother. 
But if it so plea~ed the minister to leave him alone he would even 
turn a recluse and tell beads. Saluva Timma decided to shield 
Kr~Qa and keep him out. of harm's way. As to his readiness to 
take to religious orders, the minister had very different plans for 
the youth, once the danger was past. In the meanwhile, the 
minister showed goat's eyes to the dying monarch to convince 
him that his orders were fulfilleJ. When Busbal Rao died, Sa:Juva 
Timma lol;t no time and he raised Krsna to the throne of 
Vijayanagara1 • · · • 

Now Kr~~ara:ya's brother, Vira Nrsimha (Busbal Rao of 
Nuniz) was still ruling in the month of Vaisakha of the Cyclic 
year Sukla, Saka 14312, 

The earliest inscription so far known of Krsnara:ya, wherein 
he appears as the reigning king, is dated in the month of Sra:vana 
Su. 10 Thurgday of the same Saka year Sulda3 • So Krsnara:ya 
became king sometime bet·ween 4th May and July 26 of 1509 A.-D. 
V/ere he then over twentv years of age, Kr~nara:ya mus.t have 
been born about 1489 A. D. or a little earlier • 

.Nuniz gives Vira Nrsimha a reign o[ six years. The latter 
must have come to power sometime in 1503 A. D. When in that 
year he constituted the Government of the country, his brother 
Kr~~ara:ya appears, accordin~ to the Vijayanagararaj-~ Katha, as 
a lad of sixteen. 

As the Katha has it, when Vira. Nrsimha ascended the throne, 
he was still a youth and quite inexperienced in state-craft. 
Most of the subofdin~te prince~. who ha.d formerly badn paying-

1. F. E. pp-314-315. 
2. S. I. I., Vol. IV, No. 802. 
3, 703 of 1919 (from Gulya..A.lur Tliloluq., Bell~ry OistrioL). 



tribute to his fa.tber, now took advantage of the king's weakness 
and rebelled against him. 

Vira Nrsimha, thereforr, had to wage a war with them to 
bring them back into submissiou. But his absence with his armies 
in distant lands, would render the capital of the empire open to 
attack. No bettPr choice had the king but to place Kr~t:laraya in 
charge of the central fortress. Rut Kr~t:~araya had greatly desired 
to oo in the thick of the fray and hP pleaded strongly with his 
brother to be made the head of tht> expediti0n. Vira-Nrsimha 
was reluctant. He protested, invain, that a lad of shteen, 
Kr~araya was best in charge of a fortress than that h~ should 
risk his own life in uncertain battle~. Finally, however, 
Kr!ia;aaraya's entreaties prevailed and he set out on his campaign 
against the rebeilioua nobles. 

Nuniz, like the Katha, speaks of the various revolts in the 
empire that broke out close on the death of Narasa Nayaka. "A.s 
soon as .his father was dead," writes Nuniz of Busbal Rao, "The 
whole land revolted under its cap! ain~ ; who in a short time were 
destroyed by that King, and their lands taken and reduced under 
his rule4 ." Over twenty years of age, according to Nuniz, at the 
time of his accession, Kr!?~araya tpust have been of military age 
when his elder brother Vira Nrsimha was crowned King. No 
wonder, therefore, if Kr~~araya· offered to measure his sword 
against. those of the rebellious chieftains that he might restore to 
biB brother those lands that had been formerly his father's. The 
XiNba ~kes the birth of Krsnaraya to the year 1487 A. D (1503-
16•1487) which is quite in 'consonance with the age Nuniz gave 
for Krll~araya at the tin1e of the latter's accession to the threne. 

A clue to the year of Krsnaraya's birth may be found in 
tradition recorded by Mr. G. Sreera'mamurty in his "Biographies of 
Telugu poets". It is stated therein that Krsna's birth synchronised 
with the subjugation of the whole of the\fijayanagara territory 
by his father, Narasa Nayaka 5 • We have placed Kr~I;Ja's birth 
in the last twenty's of the 15th century of the CbriHtan era. 
Narasa Nayaka, therefore, must have acrompliRhed this great 
feat, not in his own right as king, but as the supreme commander 
of the forces of his master and sovereign, SaJuva Nr~imha. The 
crowning act of this great achievement by Narasa was his capture 
of .the capital city, Vijayanagara. We have reason to believe 
that this coup was brought off about the middle of the Christian 
year 1486 A. D. 

The circumstances that saw the last of the rule of the San
gama dynasty of Vijayanagara have been well described by Nuniz. 
According to him, the last ruler, King Padearao fled from the 
city of Vijayanagara when "a captain of the army of.. ............ . 

-'· F, E. p. 3U. 
s~ Op. O!t., p • .t7s. 
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Narsymgua" penetrnted the city a.s far as the doors of the Royal 
chamber. "When it was known by the captain that the king had 
fled, he did not trouble to go ·after him, but took po~session of the 
city ......... and he sent to acquaint his lord, Narsymgua. And 
after that Narsymgua was raised to be king" 6 • 

This "N arsymgua" of Nuniz was SaJuva NrRimha and his 
Captain was the Great Tuluva General N arasa, Nay aka, father 
of Kr~Qara:ya. To this Rame event referred Nandi Timmanna, who 
adorned the court of Knl)ara:ya the Poet-Emperor, while singing 
the praises of N arasa N ayaka. Io his poem, Pa:rija:ta:paharanamu, 
he writes that N a rasa "demonstrated his great calibre when he 
seized Viclyapura so that the Lord of Kuntala was caught in 
trouble." 7 It is evident that N a rasa Na:yaka was mainly instru
mental in bringing the whole country under the rule of the Saluvas. 
Kr~l.lara:ya's birth, therefore, must have been contemporaneous with 
the SaJuva usurp·ation in the kingdom of Vijayanagara. 

The last king of the Sangama dynasty of Vijayanagara 
was a profligate. He abandoned himself to his women and 
delighted in vices. He soon lost by his bad government a con
siderable part of his territories.8 The only provinces that were 
under the effective control of the central authority were the 
Malnad districts of Mysore and the west coast comprising the 
Male and Tulu Ra:jyas with the country about the city of Vijayana
gara itself. At the same time, the empire became hard preE~sed 
by enemies on its eastern frontiers. The disintegrating eruption 
of Kapile5vara Gajapati made itself felt in the distant district 
of South Arcot. 9 Kapilesvara's death about 1470 A. D., 
while it gave sufficient respite for Sa}uva Nrsimha to build up 
his power, did not forbid the victorious march by the Bahmuny 
Sultan as far south as Kanchi which he sacked on 12th March 
1481 A. D.10 The only territories that still could hold their own 
against the enemies of the empire were those under Sa:Iuva 
N rsimha. He had started his career as the Governor of Ohandra
giri, his ancestral estate. Slowly he extendeu his sway over 
wider regions. By 1470 "Nunnng was a powerful Raja, possessing 
the country between Carnatic and Telingana, extending along the 

6. F. E. pp.30 6-7. 
-Sources of Vij. Hist. p. 107. 

Dr. S K. Ayyangar translates it thus :-"When the lord of 
Kunta.la. cuuntry was caught in trouble, he exhibited his valour and 
captured the city of Vidyapura.'' If the kwg had already been in 
trouble, it could be muoh easier fur Narasa to take the fort. In suoh 
a oaee, the incident need not have merited such a high praise from 
the poet. 

8, Nuniz, F. E. 305-06. 
9. A. R. 1907, Sec. 56. 

10. Bur han· i-Ma'a.,;ir, I. A. 1899, p. 290. 
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sea-coast to Matchilipattam and had added much of the Beeja
nuggar territory to his own by conquest, with several strong 
forts."n He appears to have been ruling in his own name even 
from 1467 A. D. For, between h67 and 1485 we have a series of 
inscriptions registering grants made by himself or in his name 
without any reference to the ruling sovereiv;n. HI He is there 
spokPn of as Maha:rae.u, Maha:mandalesvara, MahamandaJika, 
titles that just fall short of full royal significance. The first 
inscriptiOn thb t gives him the royal titles and speaks of him as 
seated on the throne ot Vijayanagara is dated in Saka 1408, 
Parabhava, Kartika, Su. 5 z. e., .1\ove~rber 1, 1486 A. D. It runs 
Srimad Ra:jadhiraja Rajaparamesvara Prauohapratapa N ara
.. singara:yaru Vidyanagaradali Vijayasimhasanaru<;lhar agi PrithV!· 
syam aluva."13 Narasa Na:yaka thus must have captured Vijay. 
anagara for his master in the earlier months of 1486 A. D. 
And if the tradition embodied in the "Biographies of Telugu 
Poets" were true, Kr~naraya must have been born in the last 
quarter of 1486 or the first quarter of 14~7 A. D. 

According to the Vijaya'l.agararaja Katha, to which we have 
already had occasion to refer, Krsnaraya was a. lad of sixteen 
years14 when his father died and hi8 brother Vira Nrsimha 
came to the throne. An inscription from Dev\kapuram in the 
North Arcot District refers to a gift made for th~ merit of 
Swami N a rasa Nay aka " who went to Siva1oka." 1 5 It is dated 
in saka 1425 Rudhirodgari, i. e., 1503 A. D. A Ba:chahaJJi inscrip. 
tion with the date equivalent t.o December t:), l5tJ.S A. D. 
rt,cords a gift "when ~ara~anna Natka died." 16 This again 
takes the year of Kr~na's birttl to 14~7 A. D. (1503-16=14~7 
A. D.) 

There is a solitary inscription17 dated in the reign of &rsna
devara:ya. (Vrsha, A<;lt 31, MJn., Eka:dasi, Mrgasir~a=l521, ·july 
29) which records that V asavappa.Na:yaka, the elder brother 
of Adappattu Vaiyappa-Nayaka made a gift of the village, 

ll. Bril!gs Ferishta II, pp. 498.9. 
12. E. C. X, Kolar S~; E. C. X. Mulb4gal 20; E. C. IV, Nagar:na.

ngala 79 and 89; E C. IX, Channapatna. 158; E. C. IV, HE>ggadadeva.n, 
kote 74; E. C. IX, Ksnka.nhalli 8; E. C. 1V, Na.gar:nangala. 5:1; E. C. IX 
Magadi l>2 ; 

13. E. C. XII, Tumku r 54. Bishop Cald .vall fixes the initial 
date of Saluva Nr~iroha's reign in 1487 (Hist. of Tinnevellv, p. 48). 
Mr. Sewell notes it but agrt>es \\ith Dr. BUJnell in fixing 1490 for the 
event. Sewell rema.rks-··we have yet to learn the history of his acqui
ring the sovereignty of VIjayanagara and ousting the older dynasty." 
(Sketch of the Dyna~>ties of Southern India, 106.) 

14. .Bivgra.phies, p. 4! 1. 
15. 357 of 191 t ; S ... e. also A. S. R. 1908-09, p. 171. 
16. E. C. IV, K. P. 64. 
17. 216 of 1916 from Tiruppukkuli in Conjeeva.ram 'l'a.luk, 

Cbingleput Distriot,) 
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Vanava:ntangal, for a festival to be conducted on the day of 
Jye~ta in the month of Ma:~i, Nhich was the Janmanak!?atra of 
the king. Unfortunately the yPar of the king's birth is not 
given therein. The foregoing discussion, however, tHkes it to the 
year 1487 A. D. If this be accepted then King Kr~J:.ladevaraya 
was born in the cyclic year Parabhava, Ma3i 21, Jye!?ta nak!?a tra 
=Magha ba. 8) on a Friday i. e., A. D. 1487, H'ebruary .1,6. 

NEW LIGHT ON RA VIV ARMAN KULASEKHARADEV A 

BY 

V. VENKATASUBBA AIYAR, 

Madras. 

Ravivarman Kulasekharadeva, the king of Vena:d, is known 
to scholars through his literary works, and inscriptions found in 
and outside his territory. He ascended the throne in 1291} A. D. 
in his 33rd year and was crowned on the bank of the Vega.vati at 
the age of 46. His exploits are detailed in an inscription from 
Conjeeveram and more can be gleaned from his records found in 
a number of places extending from Trivandram in the south to 
Poonamalle near Madras in the North. The title •Dakshina-Bhoja' 
given to him emphasizes his greatness as a scholar and a liberal 
patron of learning. 

In this short article it is proposed to draw the attention of 
scholars to new information contained in a Telugu record engraved 
in Grantha characters found at .::3nrailgam in the Tricbinpoly 
district. Here he is called .Vlalaya:!a Tiruvagi Kulasekhara. The 
date is given as Saka 1239, Pingala, Chaitra, dva:dasi, Monday, 
Lunar-eclipse which corresponded to A. D. 1317, March 21:S, 
Monday. The inscription states that w bile Mahamandalesvara 
Ka:kat1ya Prataparudradeva-Maharaja was ruling from bis capital 
Orung allu, his general Kakatiya ~tha'!'anacharya Devari- N a:yani
garu, son of Ma:chaya-N a:y aniga:ru led an expedition to the 
Southern territory against Pafichapandava, when he defeated 
Vira-Pandya and Malay ala T1ruvadi K uiasekhara on the battle
field at· 'Tiruvadikundram and that he thereafter establi!;;hed 
Sundara-PaQdya at YiradhavaJa. This victorious event the Vaka
tiya general celebrated by an endowment to the temple at 
Snrailgam. 

It is known that after the death of the Pandya sovereign 
Kulasekharadeva, there was a war for succession' to the throne 
between his legitimate and illegtimate sons Sundara-Pa:ndya and 
Vira-Pandya. Since the Snrailgam inscription states that the 
Kakat1ya general resto"red Sundara-Pandya to power after defeat .. 
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ing VJ.ra.Pa;ndya and the Malaysia Tiruvadi, it may be inferred 
that in this war, one party sought the help of the Kakat:tya king 
and the other that of Malaya:Ia Tuuvadi. The interference of 
Ravivarman Kulasekhara in the war of succession is <1 new piece 
of information g1ven in the Snrailgarn in--cription. The Muham
madans did not enter this war as has hitherto been supposed and 
Malik Kafur's invasion of the south in 710 H, corresponding to 
A. D. 1310 i.e., seven years before the date of the inscription 
under discussion, was only a general campaignfor loot unconne~ted 
with the rivalry of the Pandyan princes. This inscription also 
proves that Ravivarman Kulasekhara was not invmcible as has 
hitherto been claimed for him and that after his defeat at Tiru
vadikundram identifiable with the village of the same name in the 
South Arcut district, he disappears from history at1d is not heard of 
either in the Tamil country or Kera}a. 

The identification of Viradba:valam or Birdhul of Muhammad
an historians where Sundara- Pandya.is said to have been reinstatPd, 
is a disputed point. It has bet'n variously identified with Jayan· 
gondasolapuram in the Trichinopoly district and with Vriddha
chalam and Marakanam in the South Arcot district. A record 
from Alagarkoyil helpR to locate this city in Uraiyur-kurram t. e. 
the region round Uraiyur, a suburb of the present town of Trichino
poly and another inscription from Uyyakkondan Tirumalai about 
four miles from Uraiyur suggests its identification with Uyyak
kondan Tirumalai itself. 

Scholars are of opinion that Vega vati on the bank of which 
Ravivarman Kulasekhara crowned himself is the river flowing 
near Conjeeveram, but it seerns better to identify it with the 
Vaigai in the Madura uistrict referred to in TamillitE)rature as 
Vegavati. The coronation of Ravivarrnan Kulasekhara ill the 
heart of the Pandya country would then have a special significance 
as expressing his sovereignty over the Pandya kingdom. 

THE JfALL OF W ARANGAL AND AFTER 

BY 

DR. M. RAMA HAO M. A., PH.D. 
Lecturer, Hindu College, Guntur 

The fall of Warangal in 1323 A. D. is an important lan'tl
mark in Dekkan history. It denotes the end of independent Hindu 
rule and the commencement of Muslim rule. The Hindus, parti
cularly the Andbras, did not reconcile themselves to this foreign 
domination easily. Very soon after the return of prince Ulugh 
Khan from the uekkan they started rescuing parts of A.ndl;lrade~l\ 
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and the latest part to be thus liberated was tbe city of Warangal. 
A.ccounts of this liberation are found in both Hindu and Muslim 
sources. Some scholars have studied this interesting part of 
Dekkan history in detail and propounded the theory that a 
certain Musunuri Kapaya ra:yaka was the leader of this revivalist 
movement and that wE'stern A.ndhra, coastal A.ndhra, Telinga:na 
and the city of Warangal were all liberated under b!s guidance.1 

The object of this paper is to examine this theory and bring out 
certain inconsistencies inherent in it. 

Prata:parudradeva, the last Ka:katiya king, repelled fleven 
inv asions 2 of the Muslims between 1302-1323 A. D. but was 
captured on the laet occasion by Prince Ulugh Khan, son of Sultan 
Ghiasuddin Tughlak and sent a prisoner to Delhi. 3 According 
to some sources he returned to his country after semetime and 
died on the bank of the Goda:vary 4 but according to others he 
died on the bank of the Narmaaa even while being taken to Delhi. 5 

It is anyhow certain that he did not resume government of the 
country and that the rule of the Kakat1ya dynasty ended in 1323 
A. D. The A.ndhra country over which this family held sway 
came to be dismembered after that date. The Muslims conquer~d 
the city of Warangal in 1323 A. D. and renamed it Sultanpur. 
Encouraged hy this success they overran the entire Tdingana, 
a region eon-sisting of 9 00900 VIllages; the province of Ma' bar. 
having ninety ports on the sea coast ; the province of Dwa:ra 6 
samudra, ruled by Balla III; and tbe province of Jajnagar.' 
Rajahmundry, a stronghold on the northern bank of the Gudavary 8 

was captured7 and the coastal region up to Ellore occupied.s 
Regarding the course of subsequent events the Muslim historiani 
mention Sultan Mahommad Tughlak's invasion of Kampil 
in 1327 A. D.,9 the rebellions in the Karnatak in 1335 A. D.,IIT 
and the conquest of Warangal by Kanya or Krishna N aik in 
1344 A. D.11 The Hindu sources mention in gt;)neral terms that 
the country was rescued from the Muslims but differ as to the 
persons that accomplished this task. 'Ihe Vilasa grant of 
Musunuri Prolaya nayaka12 credits him with the liberation and 
government of the country after the death of Prata:parudradeva. 

1. Dr. N. Venkatarama.na.yya in Jour. Ind. Cult. M.S. Sarma-
A Forgotten Chapter of Andhra History. 

t. See the Villasa grant App. i. of Forg. Ch. And h. Hist .. 
3. Elliot and Dowson Ill. p. 233. 
4. Of. the Pratapcharitramu and other traditional works. 
5. See note two above. 
6. The Muslim University Journal. June 1935, pp. 62-63. 
t• Ep. Ind-Mos. 1923-24 pp. 13-14. ·· 
8. Forg. Ch. of Andh. Hist. p. 17. 
9. Ell. and Dow. III, p, 99. 

10. Ibid p. !43. 
11. Ibid. p. 245. 
12. See note two above. 
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It is stated that he ruled for some time from Rekapalli and then 
handed over his kingdom to his brother Kapava na:yaka. Phe 
Guraja grant of thi~ Musunuri Kapaya nayaka13 dated 1'345 \..D. 
describes him as ruling alone fro,n Eka~ila·Iagari or Warangal. 
Another record, the Kalavachru grant,14 Atates tbat after th~ 
death of Kakatiya Prataparudradeva thB country was sub.nerged 
in the Yavana ocean; ttlat a certain Prolaya mavaka rescued and 
ruled over it; that after the death of this Prolaya a certain 
Kapaya nayaka ruled over hi,; kingdom attended by 75 nayakas; 
that after Kapaya's death the nayak:as retUt ned to their res
pective principalities and ruled over them indt-pendently and that 
one of these na:yakas wa~ king Vema of the Pa.mtctkula. 

'fhe advocates of the new theory identify firstly the Prolaya 
nayaka of the Kalavacheru grant with Musunuri Prolaya navaka 
of tne V1lasa grant; the Ka:paya na:yaka of the Kalavacheru grant 
With the Musunuri Kapaya na:yaka of the G uraja. grant on tne 
one hand and tne Ka:pya, Kanya: or Krishna naik ot the Muslim 
historians on the other. Tak1ng the1r stand on the statement in 
the Kaluvacheru grant that Ka:paya na:yaka of that grant was 
served by 75 na:y a.k.as these writers presumtl that every cnieftain 
who made a conquest or carved out a principality for himself in 
Andhradesa sub,;eqllent to 132.3 A. D. d1d so under the guioance 
and at the b1ddmg of Musunuri Kapaya na:yaka. They glorify 
this chieftain as tue leader ot a grea& J:fmdu r~v1va1ist mov~ment. 
Some of the identtfications mentwned above and the general 
predumption on wn1cn Ehis theory is bastld are open to serious 
objections. 

There are several objections to the identification of the 
Prolaya and Ka:paya of th<.! J{alavt:Jcheru grant With the chieftains 
of those names mentioned in tne Vilasa and ll-uraje~. gre~.nts :-

(1) The K.alavachtlru grant does not state to which family 
the two' cn1efs bdonged while the other two grants 
descnbe them as members of the Musunuri family. 

(2) The relationship between the two chiefs is not mentioned 
in the Kalavaoheru grant but tt1e other two grants make 
them cousm brothers. 

(3) The Kalavacheru grant does not state wherefrom Prolaya 
and Kapaya ruled but the K.dasa grant mentions H.ekapalli as the 
headquarters of Prold.ya nayaka and the Guraja grant states 
that Kapaya nayaka ruled from Warangal. 

(4) It is stated in the Valavacharu grant that Kapaya 
succeeded to the kmgdom after the death of Prolaya but the 
Vilasa grant mentiOns that Prolaya entrusted his kingdom to 
Kapaya and other brothers and devotel.i himself to earning 
JJharma. 

13. c. p. 3 of 1934-35 MKR.; J.B.O.R.S. XX. p. 260. 
14. Jour. Tel, Ao. IV. pp. 93-.112. 
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(5) The Kalavacheru grant mentions that Kapaya was 
served by 75 nayakas hut his Guraja grant or any other record 
of his does not speak of this. 

Besides the discrepancies mentioned above there are some 
more serious objections. Firstly, the Kaluvacheru grant states 
that king Vema became independent after the death of Ka:paya 
na:yaka. Thi8 Vema is the same as Prolaya Vema, the founder 
of the Reddi kingdom of Kondavidu. He seems to1 have been 
rul ng as an independent monarch even from h25 A. D.l5 The 
adviocates of the new tlwory state that Musunuri Ka:paya nayaka 
died in 1368 A. 0.16 His earliest known inscription is dated 
1345 A, D.17 and it is likely that he ruled between 1340·1368 A. D. 
It is obviously impossible that Vema who was independent 
in 1325 A. D. could have obtained that status after the death 
of Musunuri Kapaya na:yaka in 1368 A. D. Secondly, the 
advocates of the new theot·y ascribe tho conquest of Warangal 
by Musunuri Ka:paya nayaka to 1336 A. D. (18) There is nothing 
in the Guraja grant on other recorde to show that the authority 
of Ka:paya na:yaka extended into the Guntur district wherein the 
kingdom of Vema lay, Nor is there a.ny evidt:once to indic~te 
that Kapaya na:yaka's predecessor Musunuri Prolaya na:yaka 
exercised authority over this region. It is thus impossible that 
Prolaya Vema could at any time have been a subordinate of the 
Musunuri chiefs. Thirdly, as stated already, Musu nuri 
Kapaya nayaka ruled from Rekapalli for somA time aftler 
Prolaya nayaka. He must have conquered Warangal oney 
later. If this event took place in 1J36 A. D. the rule of his prede
ceS~sor Prolaya at Rekapalli mul'lt have come to an end by 1335 
A. D. at thu latest. This Prolaya na:yaka must be assigned to 
1326-1335 A. D. 13..:5 A. D., the year in which the independent 
rule of Vema commenced, falls within the reign of Musunuri 
Prolaya na:yaka but they were ruliug in difrerent regions and 
had nothing to do with each other. 

The conclusion therefore is obvious that Musunuri Prolaya 
nayaka and Ka:paya nayaka were differerent from the chieftains 
of those names mentioned in the Kalavacheru grant. 

Other considerations also lead to the same conclusion. The 
Vilasa grant states that Musunuri Prolaya liberated the earth 
from the horrible Yavanas and held it in h1s hands; that he ruled 
from the town of Rekapalli situated in this land liberated by him 
and on the bank ot the Godavary near the Malyavanta hill.I 9 

Rvkapalli is a village situated in the Bhadrachalam t~luk of 

15. Nel. Ins. III. 0. 73. 
16. Forg. Ch. Andh. Hist. p. 98 
17. See note 13 above. 
18. Forg. Ch. Andh. Hist. p. 69. 
19. See lines 56-59 of the Villa.sa. grant, 



1e East Godavary district in the agency tract. It must be 
lis Godavary ag~ncy that this Prolaya nayaka rescued. 
'elinga:na continued to be under Muslim occupation from the 
ime of its conquest by Ulugh Khan in 132;J A. D. till the conquest 
f Warangal in . 1336 A. D. by Musunuri Kapaya nayaka. 
~vidently, the liberation of the Godavary agency by Prolaya 
receeded thfl liberation of Warangal. Muslim historians mention 
b.at about 1335 A. D. the HincJus in the Kampila region 2 0 and 
lallala IJI of Dwa:rasamudra rebelled against Sultan Mahommad 
'ughlak. 21 It is very likely that Musunuri Prolaya nay aka, 
rhose pitncipality lay on the extreme west of Telingana, folio
red the example of these Hindu~ of the south, rescued the 
~odavary agency region and began to rule over it about this 
lme. The Sultan departed from Kampila in 132:~-30 A. ·D. and 
here was a general rising in or about 1335 A. D. Prolaya 
a:yaka's conquest might have been effected any time between 
330 and 1335 A. D. anc probably in 1330 A. D. The Sultan on 
earing of the news of the rebellions in the south is said to have 
Jarched up to Warangal in the Dekkan in order to subdue the 
ebels but was forced to Ntreat from Warangal itself on account 
f the outbreak of plague. Thus Musunuri Prolaya nayaka must 
1ave been left undisturbed in the enjoyment of his newly obtained 
~eedom. 

Prolaya Vema is described in one of his incriptions dated 
345 A. D. as the Agastya. to the ocean of the Mlecchas. 22 

lnother record of 1315 A. D. 2 3 states that he conquered ao enemy 
.nd gave many agraha:ras to bra:hmins. A third record 114 

tlentions that this Reddi king restored all those agraharas 
vhich were originally gran ted by Kaka tiy a Pra ta:parudradeva 
IUt were eubsRquently confiscated by the Turushkas. Many 
1f his inscrip'ions credit him with having sported in the 
vaters of the Krishna and the Goda:vary and granting many 
~graha:ras on either bank of these rivers and in the region situated 
1etween them. Part of the Krishna-Godavary region and the city 
,f Rajamundry were under the Muslims at least till September 
.321 A. D. There was no other invasion of the east coast between 
.323-24: when Ulugh Khan overran it and 13•5 A. D. in which year 
Tema is described aA having fought with the Mlecchas. Nor do 
IV6 hear of the Muslims at K.ajahrnundry after 1324 A. D. The 
if;Jnclusion· is obvious that Vema fought with the Muslims and 
escued the Krishna-Godavary region and the city of Rajah
nundry. Otherwise he could not have g~·anted <i.graharas_in this 
'egion. This king Vema ,was not an mdependent ruler m 1J24 

20. Sewell-Forgotten Empire, ChronioJ.e of Nuniz p. 297. 
21. Ibid. 
22. Ep, Ind. VIII, Madras Museum plates of Vema, 
23. Manohali.a ins. in Loc. Rao. XII. p. 16. 
aA Q.a,.,. ..,,.n.f.o. 9·) s:t'h.f\trA_ V'At'qn 11 
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A. D. It thus becomes possible to locate the Prolaya and Kapaya 
of the Kalavacheru grant between 1328-1325 A. D. i.e. between 
the fall of Warangal and the beginning of the independent rule 
of Vema. It also becomes clear that the liberation of the coastal 
region was the result of the joint efforts of Prolaya na:yaka and 
Vema Reddi, and this may be ascribed to the end of 1324 A. D. 

There was another independence movement in western 
Andhra. A certain Somadevara:ja. of the Araviti family is said to 
have routed a Muslim army, won a victory at Anegondi and to 
have conquered many forts in the Kurnul and Bellary districts in 
the Raichur doab25 • Thes1 exploits of this chieftain could be 
possible only after 1327 A. D., when the kingdom Anegondi fell and 
1336 A. D., when the kingdom of Vijayanagara was founded. It 
may be assigned to a date following immediately the departure of 
Sultan Mohammad from Kampili in 1330 A D. 

It is thus clear that various parts of Andhradesa were 
rescued from, the Muslims at various dates-Rajahmundry and 
the coastal region in 1324, the territory south of the Krish~a in 
1325 A. D., the R~kapalli region in 1330 and western Andhra 
between 1330-35 A. D. Several individuals-Prolaya Vema Reddi, 
Musumiri Prolaya nayaka, and Arviti Somadeva liberated th'e'se 
parts and they had no political connection with each other. 
After the example of these chieftains Musunuri Kapaya na:yaka 
conquered Warangal in 1336 A. D. and liberted Telingana. 
There is no evidence to indicate that Prolaya Vema and Arviti 
Somadeva were in any' way his subordinates at any time. Th.e 
liberation of Andhradesa from Muslim occupation was the result 
of a series of individual efforts by the chieftains of the time and 
not of a planned and co-ordinated movement directed by Musunuri 
Kapaya nayaka. 

THE SOCIAL LIFE AND INS'i'ITUTIONS WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE HIN DUd. IN THE DAYS OF 

MUHAMMAD BIN TUGHLUQ 

BY 

DR. MABDI HUSSAIN, M.A., PH.D. 

The evolution of an Indo- Muslim culture based on a social 
and intellectual unity of the Muslims with the Hindus was in its 
infancy in the first half of the 14th century. Indian Muslims 
differed in many respects from their co-religionists in Arabia and 
Central Asia. Having been long separated from the cradle land 
of Islam, Muslim society under the Indian skies had come to wear 

25. Bbarati 1929 pp. 4l5 ... 67. 
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. a,}qe~ ao !dtft'erent from what was known or expected by Ibn 
· Ba"tot&·iha.t it roused his intense curiosity, and he takes delight in 
noting· tllen variations in· customs and ceremonies which only a 
).talim 0r•al~trldent of Muslim sociology can fully appreciate. 

~·n&rbi' Mn'orish · t'raveller has de~cribed the funeral rite called 
piau/. Accurding to' him on the third day after the burial the 
g~cW'as OO~P.red with silk sheets or quilts and flowers, and the 
refill~ a.nd'friends of the deceased gathered round it with copies of 
Qutl-.m.tbeir hands. After the recital ofthe Quran the heir of 
tbli clicNlllftd bl8d, rose· water anrl betel· leaves (pan) distributed 
to~Cbe,!moot!hlers. Now-a-days the ceremony is held at the de
cea811Hil.lioUfM~ not by the side of his grave. 'rhe rose-water and 

· tw betel ··have been replaced 'in some parts of India by sweets 
·and eatables. 

Ibn Battuta notes the use by Muslim'3 of the doli or litter 
wnibh could be had on hire, or which richer ones owned themselves 
the" travellet does ··not directly refer to the purdah system 
thbug;lf 1f~e use of doli is an evidence in its favour. 

' )tM B~ttuta was impressed by some of the matrimonial rites 
th~n ·9oserved by the Muslims e.g. Maiyun, tlw Chauthi, the Sihra 
an·d the Arsi Mushaf. On being betrothed to the emperor's sister, 
Amft 8a.if-ud~din was seated on a small wooden platform two 
day~l>efore the marriage or the wedlock, and his hands and feet 
we,~e ~~in ted red with a powder. A dance was then held in his 
pre&~ce. .This ceremony was perhaps what at present is known 
asll~Jrun~ Reference is ma.de by the traveller to Chauthi. It was no 
mqt,e :tli~n a conte.st between the parties held at the bride's house 
as'J~e "t>ridegrqom's p·arty arrived to take away the bride. Their 
entfahce into the house was stubbornly resisted by the bride's 
party, The Chauthi ceremony as it is observed in these days in 
the principal centres of Muslim culture-Delhi, Agra, Lucknow, 
Patna is much more refined. With the basic idea of staging a 
contest, ,between the parties, a meeting is organised on the fourth 
day after the marriage at the bride's house where a sham fight 
ensues 'the weapons of war' being vegetables and fruits-oranges, 
guavas, peaches etc.' Even the spectacle of a contest at the bride's 
house wherein the entrance of the bridegroom's party is stubbornly 
resisted-a 8pectacle described by Ibn Battuta-can be seen to-day 

• in. the countryside and villages. 
Another inte1;esting feature of the Indian marriage noticed 

by Ibn Battuta was 'the Sihra'·-a Fpecial face screen made of 
flowers worn by the bridegl'Oom at the nuptials. This had come 
into us_e in Muslim society evidently under Hindu influence. Great 
import·ance was then, as it is still, attached to its use. Amir 
:Saif-ud-din being an Arab at first refused to wear it. But when 
pressed hard yielded. 

Another ceremony which is described in the Rehlah without 
· its modern synonym the Arsi Musbaf, characterises the first forma) 
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and public meeting of the bride .q.nd bridegroom. This ceremony 
existed then in a form considerably different from what obtains 
now. Its nature Ol' character in the India of Sultan Muhammad 
bin Tughluq may be regat·ded as typically transitional-half 
Arabian half lndian. vVhen the bridegroo;n entered the bride's 
house, the latter was seated on a high pulpit studded with jewels and 
surrounded by female dancers and singers. The bridegroom was 
allowed to ride up to the P.ulpit wt1ere he had to alight and bow 
to thct bride. In acknowledgment of this, she stood up and gave, 
a betel leaf to the bridegroom. Thereup.m the latter took his seat 
on the pulpit below the bride. Then the female dancers and 
singers performed to the beat of the dmm. In the midst of the 
dance and at intervals they rai!?ed cries of Aliah.o-akbar (God is 
great). The dance over, the bride and the bridegroom sto9d up; 
and the latter clasping the hand of the former descended from 
the pulpit. Then he mounted his horse, and the bride proceeded 
to her palanquin. 

The use of the pulpit and the cries of Allah-o-akbar were the 
1Jeculiarities of the Arsi Mushaf of those days. To-day, the bride 
and the bridegroom are seated on the floor or on a coa~h or a sofa 
and made to see each other's face reflected in a mirror held 
'between them with a copy of the Holy QJran kept wide open 
on a wooden frame close by to solemnize the function. This is 
due to the purdah system wbich became rigorous in later times. 
The use of the Arabic phrase. Allah-o·akbar in the .. course of a 
dance and the playing of music was purely Arabian and dropped 
out subsequently. The language of the songs . is not known, 
but the statement of tbe Mast:Jlik-u!-.!lbsar to the effect that 
Hindi poets were employeJ at tne court and appreCiated lead;;~ 
to the conclusion that the songs were composed in mixed Hindi 
and Persian or Urdu, · . ' . 

The Muslims not only learnt the use of Indit~n luxurie3 
and commodities e. g. Sihra, pan (betel) chhaliya (nut), Charpai 
(bed) and doli (litter) but they also adopted Indian customs. On 
his failure to liquidate his debts Ibn Battuta while seeking 
admission into the royal palace was gripped by his creditors 
who adjured him by the life of the Sultan to liquidate the debt 
before ~ntering the palace. The emperor's u ttention being 
drawn, he satisfied their demands. Ibn Battuta describes this 
as a thoroughly Indian custom ; and it is probably still observed 
in some Rajput states • 

. Qua.tremere-Notices des M.a.nuscrits xiii, 1~5 
Husain, A. M.. The Rehla.h of Ibn B"ttuta., (in press) 

Muhamma.o Husa.in-Ajatb-ul·Asfar, 2l5 6. 
Husain, A. M.-The Rise and Fall of Muhammad iJin Tughluq 

This is a.lso evident fro;n the Pursa. Pa.riksa of Vidya.pa.ti Tha.kkura.. 
11-24. 

For the kind and value of tankas see 'The Rise and Pall of 
Muhammad bin T ughluq. 
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OpJ)OrtunBies fort the mixing of the Rindus wit.h the 
Muslims in various walks of life were many. One particular 
i~nce being the enrolment of the Hindus in the royal armies 
aoi factories. The Masalik-ul-Absar affirms the existence 
at :Delhi of a manufactory in which Ailk as we>ll as other kinds of 
clothdwas made, 400 silk weavers and 500 weavers of gold broca
aes. bein.g· employed. Nothing is definitely stated regarding the 
D&tiooality of the employees but the probability is that they 
were mostly< HindJJe. 

Slavery was in full swing. An ordinary slave girl could 
h-tlad for eight to fifteen tankas, though the price sometimes 
rose to as m~ny as 20,000 tankas or higher still. It was deter
min~d accOtding to the accomplishments and beauty of the 
sla\?e-gii-ls. Those who fetched higher prices were generalJy 
••~lim ·girls who knew the Holy Quran by heart and possessed 
ma-ny distinctive qu-:11ities. The price of slave boys varied in the 

. same way and was in some cases as low as four dirhams. The lot 
of the slaves was by no means bard. The royal 8laves in particular 
enjoyed. almost enviable positions. Each rl ceived a monthly salary 
Gften takas, and four suits of clothes every year. He also received 
a monthly allowance of two maunds of wheat and rice and a 
aaUy allowance of meat with all the necessary provisions. 

Some of the slaves were prisoners of war and Hindu con
verts, llhile others like Taghi were Muslims brought by merchants 
rom otlfer countries. From· the Fatawa-i-Jahandiari of Barani 
rt. » evident that the Hindus of high standing rubbed shoulders 
lAth the Musltm nobility, rode horses, lived in magnificent hous~s. 
dte88ed gorgeously and maintained slaves. They also employed 
~fims as their servants and attendants. 

The Masalik -ul.Absar reports the foundation of as many as 
. ~ nnty hospitals in Delhi, besides a large number of hermitages 
or 'hoSpices which were spread all over the country. No details 
are available regaTding the nature and capacity of the hospitals. 
The observation of Shihab-ud-din Ahmad Abbas that the number 
of court physicians amounted to 1200 does not lead us very far. 

Agriculture was the common and popular pursuit. But 
certain parts of the country were still covered with forests and 
marsh where wild animals roamt d ahout freely. Ibn Battuta saw 
not very far from the inhabited area wild animals like the rhino
oerous etc. Land was irrigated either by means of rain water, 
which collected in tanks or from wells. 

A vast and brisk trade was canied on inside India. Articles 
of indigenous growth were taken from one town to another, e. g. 
betel was taken from Dhar in Malwa to almoet all the towns 
noTthward up to Delhi ; and sugar was taken from Kanauj to 

The information contained in this and above paragraph has been 
gleaned from different parts of the Rehlah and the Masalik·ul·Absar. 
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other places especially to Delhi. Particular towns were noted 
for local trade. Daulat.abad. for instance, was inhabited by 
Hindu mercha-rts who dealt in pearls and jewels. The Ma.rhattas 
of N andbar were famous for their industry and handicraft ; and 
Cambay was the great emporium of foreign trade. 

With foreign countries-China, Arabia, Persia, Africa and the 
Maldive islands-trade was equally brisk. The coasts of India 
were fringed with harbours where ships anch0red. and ships were 
frequently witnessed by Ibn Battuta as well as by other travellers. 
Evidently ships of various kinds were built and used for trans· 
pcrtation of articles as ·well as for the conveyance of pa>Jsengers. 
Even the use of warships was not unknown. In his note upon 
Bt•ngal, Ibn Ba ttuta says that in the port of Sudkawan (Chito-' 
gong) there lay many ships which were ·used for war.· For want 
of detailed information it cannot be said how much was 'expended 
by the state on shipbuilding. But the very fact that shipbuilding 
was known and promoted as an industry enables one to conjecture 
the opportunities of employment it must have held out to the 
Hindus in pllrticular. 

Like shipbuilding roadmaking was not unknown. In his 
account of the towns and citits of the empirA Ibn Battuta gives 
valuable information regarding their reE"pective distances to each 
other and from the capital. For instance, the distance from 
Siwistan to Multan amounted to ten days' journey ; from Telin· 
gana to Daulatabad forty day's journey; from Multan to Siwistan 
ten days' journey ; from Sind to Delhi fifty days' journey ; from 
the Indus to Janar,i two days'· journey ; from Multan to Delhi 
forty days' journey ; from Kanauj to Delhi ten days' journey ; from 
Kara-Manakpur to Delhi eighteen days journey ; from Sindpat to 
Delhi one days• JOUrney ; from Gwalior (Kuyalyur) to Delhi (Dilhi) 
ten day~· jcurney ; from Ma'bar to Delhi via Tclingana and lJaulat
abad six months' journey ; from Chanderi to Ma'bara the same as 
between Ma'bar and Delhi; from Multan to Dipalpur three day's 
journey ; from Tt>Jingana to Delhi three- months' journey ; from 
Daulatabad to Multan eighty days' journey, from Qaracbil 
(Himalays) to Delhi ten days' journey ; from Dhar to Delhi twenty
four days' journey ; from Badrkot (Telingana) to Ma'bar three 
months' journey ; from Sargadwari to Delhi ten days• journey ; 
from Alapur to the Chambal (Janbil) or Dholpur one day's journey ; 
and .from Kamarupa (Kamrub) or Assam to Satgaon or Cha tgaon 
one month's journey. 

'Evidently there was a network of roads all over the country. 
1hat 1 heEe roads were built with small broken stones and presented 
a Emooth surface seems to follow from lbn Battuta's remarks in 
his account of Qutb-ud-din Mubarak Shah Khalji. We are told 
that the latter left Delhi for Daulatabad which lay at a distance 
of 40 days' journey and was connected with Delhi by means or' a 
road protected on both sides from the ~un by Pipaf and other 
kinds of trees. "This" observes Ibn Battuta, ''makes the whole so 
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,pleasant that the pedest1ian feels as if he is walking through the 
midst of a garden. And at every mile along the road there are 
three post1l stations in each of which all sorts of provisions can 
be h.ad ...... 8imilar conditions prevail until the raad reaches Telin
gana; and thence to Ma'bar .. , .. And i:l.t intervals all along the 
roads· built p.:~.lctces ror ti:le king and hospices foe the wayfarer so 
that the latter dJiB not neej to cctrry provisions". A similar 
~;~pectacle was witnessed on the road running from Multan to Delhi, 
though it bas not been describtd in so many words. 

The roads referred to ab)Ve must nJt be taken as mere 
pathways such as can be seen to day in the countryside and in the 
v~~la~es ·au over India. In all P.robah~l,ty t11ey were well-cons
truct-ed roads, otherw1se the plantat1o:1 ot te0es an.J the construc. 
tion of the postal stations, of royal p:1.laces and of ho:;pices along 
them could not have been undertaken. In that case the rain 
wat~r overflooding tl1e earthen p.:~. thwa.y would have quickly 
destroyed or undermineJ t.he foundations of the adjacent buildings. 
Moreover, the roads were not used hy the pedestrians and way. 
farers only but also by the army, botb infantry and cavalry 
and by traders and merchants who carried their loads on hor-seback, 
in carts and waggons. It may t:,erefore be inferred that there ran 
aU over ttw country commerctal as well a-, milLtary raods broad 
enough to accommodate the ox, camel and horse as well as the 
royal cavalcadtl and the marct1 of ar,nitls. No information on the 
making and repair of roads i:3 available. But the fact that roads 

'existed and were in constct n r, use nukes i nev1 table tlw repairs 
whi h must have openeu oppaL'WtlltLes of employment to the 
people. 

Religion governed to a great extent the social ltfe of tue 
Hindus as well as that of Musalmans, and was as a rule observed 
to the very letter. i be Musalmans were required under threatof 
physical punishment tu abstain from wine ; and abstention was 
enforced under tne fivefold pressure of Opnoral suasion (2) social 
disgrace \3) phystcal punishment (4) impnsonruent ~5) confiscdtion 
of property and fine. lf a Muslim took wine he was flogged eight 
times and was 1mprisoned in an undergrounu cell whicll was opened 
but to hand iu the food. The Hinous enjoyed freedom in this 
respect. While the government exer;:i6ed strict censoshp of 
morals in the case ot the Muslims, it lefL the Hindus to th~rmselvs 
holding itself responsible for their material welfare only. 

The Fatawa-i-Jahandari testifies to the great freedem of 
worship and religion enjoyeJ by the Hindus. "On payment of a 
paltry sum of a tew tankas by way of the J1zya,'' observes Barani 
"in the capital-city as well as in other towns the Hindus hold 
public demonstrations of idol worship and observe aU the ritural 
without reserve, restraint or tear. 'lhey construct idols and adoire 
them by playing and singing around them, and they read their 
religious books and propagate tbeir faith". Barani disapproves 
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of this and he shows his di!!approval by making frequent but 
indirect allusions to Muhammad bin Tngbluq. He deplores that on 
the mere plea that t.he Hindus were Zimmis (under protection) and 
Kbaraji (payers of kharaj) they were accorded·every kind of honour. 

Ibn Battuta was struck by the prosperity of the Hindus in 
general ; and comequmtly the ,ReJ-;l::J his intenpersed wi~h reftr
enfes to this die ct. For instance, he· describes the Hindus in the 
city· of Mara near Gwalior and tells us-that they are well off and 
are noted for their strong physique and co111e:iness. He admires 
also their wcrnenfolk and was irnpresse(1 by their good health, 
courtesy and beauty. , · 

Ibn Battutta was equally impre~sed by the Hindu inhabitants 
of D~ulatabad and Sagar. He tells Uf- tha 1 the Hindus of lJaula. 
tabad are merchant~ and tradf·rs. They deal as a rule in jewels and 
possess great wealth. They are called Sahukars (bankers) because 
of their riches and the prof:perous trade they carry on. Hegarrling 
Sagar the Rl hlah has. it .on record il~at "the inhabitants of this 
town are just, pious and honourable ; and all thtir deeds are praise
worthy''. Perhaps this remark applies also to fhe Muslims, but 
not exclusively to them because Ibn Ba ttu ta notices in the same 
paragraph the prosperity of the people ir1 gnneral a,nd says that 
"the population of the town is numerous; and foreigners go there 
because they like the company of the inhabitants and because the 
town is free from tax~s and duties". 

Ibn Battuta's remarks regarding the wealth and prosperity 
of the Hindus find full comfirmation in the Fafawa-i-Jahandari 
and the Masalik-ul-Absar. Even in the capital city the Hindus 
in all honour and respect, enjoyed the honorifics of Rai, Thakur, 
Sahu, Mahant and Pandit. Shihab-ud-din Ahmad Abbas, the 
compiler of the Masalik-ul-Absar, informs us on the autho'rity of 
Shibli, a comtemporary traveller, that "the Hindus are noted for 
their love for hoarding wealth. They are vleased to relate to 
each other on being interrogated bow much weaith is being 

· hoarded in their respective houses from generat;on to generation. 
No information is available regarding the educational sys

them of the Hindus. From the Fatawa-i-Jahandari, however, it 
appears that f'ducation was then a private concern ; no attempt 
being made by the state to control it, not at any rate in the case 
of the Hindus who were free to pursue the study of Sanskrit and 
their religious works. Barani's allusion to this effect finds con
hrmat~n in the nature of Sanskrit inscriptions of 1327 and 1328. 
And the interest which the emperor Muhammad bin Tughluq 
personally took in Sanskrit and Hinduism should have given an 
impetus to the cause of Hindu learning, As for the Muslim learn
ing, the Masalik-ul-Absar tells us that Delhi contained a thousand 
schools one of whioh belonged to the Shafais, the rest to the 
Hanafis. The chief subjects of study were (1) Persian which was 
the court language (2) Arabic (3) medicine (4) mathematics (5) 
philosophy and (6) history. · 
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A careful study of the works produced by the leading Persian 
a.Qtbors of the 14th century Ziya-ud-din Barani, .Muhammad bin 
Mubara.k, Isami and Shams Siraj Afif testifies to a complete inter
mi~ture of the Hindu-Muslim cultures, which made possible the 
deve!opmitnt of a common la:nguage. Their compositions contain 
JiULny Hindi and Sanskrit words, e. y. Chowdhri, Patwari, 
Sargadwari, doli, mondha etc. Hindi idioms in Persian words or . 
Hindi phrases and sayings in Muslim usage. In this connection 
mention might be made of the praises which Isami has sung of 
India which he considers an ideal coun~ry and as a veritable 
paradise. This tends to show that the writers had become 
thoroughly Indian, had developed a passion for Indology and ·had 
e'Ven begun to think in terms Indian or in Hindi. This finds con
formation in the Hindu pet names which Muslims bore ; a notable 
instance being Ohajju, a pet name by which Sultan Ghiyas-ud-diri 
Balban's nephew, Malik Kashli Khan, was known. The following 
allegation of Malik Da.ulat 8hah to the emperor Muhammad bin 
Tughluq in regard to Ibu Battuta, "Your Mdjesty; this man (Ibn 
Battuta) tells me every day something in Arabic which I do not 
uhderstand," tut·cher tend'! to show that the gtmerality of the 
Musalma:Js in India had long ceased to understand Arabic. That 
their aptitude of Hindi should have been great follows from the 
reputed associations of the em{J0ror and of some of his Muslim 
nobles with the Hindus. 

The peaceful Hindus earned their living by pursuing different 
trades. They were principally agriculturists, traders and mer
chants, monetary transactions-lending moneJ, raising revenue, 
collecting taxes being their chief occupation. 8Jme of the posts 
in.the revenue department as those of the Ohaudhari, Khut, and 
Mutasarrif were almo.st held by them. 

The Hindu masses had learnt to respect the Muslim saints 
and paid visits to the celebrated shrines and tombs like the Musal
mans.·fn his account of Shaikh Jalal-ud-din in Assam Ibn Battuta 
obServes that he was popular with the Hindus as well as with 
the Musalmans, and says that the inhabitants of that locality, 
Musalmans as well as Hindus, came to visit the Shaikh and brought 
him gifts and presents ..•.. .''_. Furthermore, the traveller informs 
us that the Hindus of Heil 1n the Malabar coast had joined hands 
with their Muslim countrymen in revering a local mosque which 
they jointly attended, and to which they alike carried their offer
ings. The best of the men nam~ly the sain~s and th~ highest of 
the state officers namely the Vez1as and Vahs or provmcial gelVer
nors did not as a rule despise the Hindus or keep them at a dis
tance. In fact the house of every saint was the popular resort 
of the Hindus as well as of the Muslims irrespective of statu~. castb 
and creed. 

· Those of the Hindus who were traditionally disloyal and 
habitually lawless were incessantly at war with the emperor. It 
13eems th~t some of these had never been con<Juered by Muslim 
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rulers, while others, though conquered, had been political mal· 
contents. They had taken to piracy, robbery and theft as their 
regular trade and had infested the coasts as well as the country
side and the unfrequented roads. They had betaken themselves 
to remote ·and inaccessible mountains, h.illy regions and bamboo 
groves described by Ibn Battuta. He tells us that each bamboo 
grove served as a stronghold for the Hindus wherin they lived 
comfortably, reared the cattle, ploughed and tilled the soil and 
had everything needful including w:ater which having accumulated 
in the rainy season lay there the whole year through. The 
bamboos whioh were seen all round the Hindu habitations served
as palisades which protected the inmates from attack. 

On his way from Abohar en route to Delhi via Ajodhan Jbn 
Battuta passed through a forest surrounded on all sides by high 
and impenetrable mountains wherein lived the Hindus who were 
dacoits for the most part. He was then in small company; and 
the rest of the caravan having left earlier Ibn Battuta was 
suddenly attacked by a b)dy of 280 Hindu dacoits-220 horsemen 
and 80 footruen. Figh.ting broke out; and in a pitched battle 
which followed thirteen of the Hindus-12 footmen and one horse
man-were killed. 

\1USLIM KC'iG3 OF TEIE 15rH CENTURY AND BHAKTI 
REVIVAL 

BY 

.PROF. A. H.ALlM 

(Aligarh UniverBity). 

Muslim historians like Ni~amuddin, Ferishta, Nia'matullah 
and Badaoni do not speak a .word about the Bhakti movement or 
even make any reference to the existence of any great Bhagat of 
the 15th and 16th centuria;;. Yet this p3riod coincided with the 
greatest religious and social movement known in the history of 
India. Only Abut Fa~l in his Ain-i-Akbari gives a passing 
reference to Kabir, in connexion with. his general description of 
Orissa and Olldh. ''S:)me affirm", says he in support of a local 
tradition as he describes Pllri, "that Kabir Muahhid (unitariad) 
reposes here, and many a4-thentio traditions are related regarding 
his sayings and doings to this day. He was revered by both Hindus 
and Mohammadans for his catholicity of doctrine and illumina
tion of his mind, and when he died, the Brahmans wished to burn 
his body, and the Mohammadans to bury it''1 • "Some say," he 

1. A.in·i·Akba.ri1 p, Tr. J a.rrett, p. ~29. 
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~Nrit6s again in regard to Oudh, '·that at Rattanpur is the tomb of 
.&abir,s the assertor of tho unity of God. The portals of spiritual 
discernment were partly opened tv him and he discarded the 
effete doctrines of his own time. Numerous verses in the Hindi 
language are still extant of him c,)qtainin~ important theological 
truths.'' The comparative sil~nce of the Muslim historians can be 
explained away as due to their habit of confining their attention 
to the chronicle of kings a8 opposed to the life and conditions of 
the people. But it sounds really strange that very few incidents 
can be cited in the whole range of Mohammadan history, estab
lishing the contact of kings with any great religious reformer of 

- the Bha·kti school. And yet at that t] me, northern India was 
ruled by a dynasty of Pathan kings, whose !'flcond representative, 
Sultan Sikandar, Lod1 (1489-1517) was a champion of orthodoxy 
bordering on iconoclasm. Kalnr was his contemporay 3 ; Kasi and 
Benares came in the possession of Sikandar Lodi in 900/lti94, 
who thereafter was the Lord of Northern India from the borders 
of Bengal to the banks of the Chenab. Benares and Muttra, 
the two great centres of Vaishnava Revival, formed part of 
his dominion. The story of Kabir being psrsecuted by Sultan 
Sikandar Lodi, after tbe conquest of Bonares, mentioned in 
Kab1r's biographies (4), that bdng charged with heresy, 
ostensibly by narrow-minded divines ,the Qazis especially, whom 
he never spares the most trenchant condemnation, ho with 
his hands and feet tied was thrown before an elephant to be 
trampled to death, and that the furious elephant instead of 
performing its allotted duty, lifts its trunk thrice in salutation 
to him, and that he was next thrown in the Ganges with hands 
and feet tied in chains and that insteaJ of his being drowned 
he was found seated with ease, on a deer-skin on .the surface 
of the water, is not to be accepted a~ tl'Ue, for exactly the same 
story dressed in different wordings, is recorded about Namdev, 
in the Granth Sahab, the holy books of the Sikhs. (5) ln the 
verses of the Granth Sa:hab which are universally regarded as 
being more autbeutic than other recorded collection of the same, 
Namdev, the great Mahratta divine, is being condemned to death 

2. Ain-i-Akbari, II, Tr. Jarrett, p. 171. 
3. Vide next page. 
:J. Abul Fazl was apparently misinformed ; Kabir died at 

Maghar, in Basti District in 1518 A. D., after quitting Benares during 
tbe latter part of his life. Off Ran1 Kumar Verma's S:J.nt Kabir, p. 40 

"Tore bbarose Maghar basi-au, mere tanka tapti bujhai; 
Pahile dtusanu Maghar pai-au, Puni Kasi base aii.'' 
4. C/f Sant Kabir, Ram Kumar Verma, 35., verses beginning 

with" Bhuja b&dhi mila kari dariau, Hasti kropi mund mahi mariau" 
in Pad 4, Rag Gaund and 

.. Gang gusaini gahir gambbri, 
"Janjir badhi kari kbarei Kabir;" in Rag Bhairon, 18th Pad. 

5. Page I 859, N ewalkisore, Urdu Edition, beginning with "Sultan 
p\lohhe sun re Nama, Dekho Ram.~tumha.ra. Kama.'' 
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by being trampled by an elephant, by a certain Sultan (nanl.e 
not given) sitting in the open court, with the Qazis and other 
state dignitaries, And as the elephant comes to attack him, 
Nam:l. is saved by Hari whom he adords, the Qaz!s salute him, 
and the king rewards him with gold. Na:nu sings the glorification 
of the Lord Hari. The verses even• pJint out to his presenting 
milk to the king, who -thereafter becomes friendly towards him. 
The manner in which the incidents mentioned above are woven 
round the life of the two refurmers, yields the conclusion that 
such legends . are attachel indiscri,ninately round the life of, 
great religious teachers and that secoadly, it cannot possibly 
be true jn case of both. And supposing that it is not an invention 
in the case of Namdev, who preceded K~bir, it does. not appear 
to have been true in case of the latter. 

Babar has not mentioned anything about Guru Nanak in 
his memoirs, though the Janam-sakhis of the Go1ru record of his 
being in restraint after Babar's capture of the town of Saidpur' 
and of his being released after he had performed a miracle. 

The following incidents may be connected with the Bhakti 
movement, though we cannot say with certainty that they 
were. 

We read of. one Nasir Khan, son of Qa:dir Khan, a semi· 
indepenJ.ent cbief of Kalpi," who had transferre 1 hiS allegiance 
from Delhi then helJ by tt1e weak and incompetent Muhammad 
Shah Syad, to Sultan Ma~mud Shah Khilji of Ma:lwa: having 
turned an apostate to Islam and of his "bidding adieu to Muslim 
fasts and of his giving MuslLn girls to Hmdu Na:y-aks- to be 
trained as dancers." (6) h is not impwt>able tltat Nasir Kha(} 
had turned a,Bhagat, with whom music formed a vet·y inip.:>rtant 
part of religious anu spiritual exercise:3. l'his inctdent havtug 
taken pl,ace in 847/1443, tl1e que3tioa arises .thac the Bhakti 
mcvement had not gattlercJd momentum by that time except 
probably in Benarc:>d which might have acquired fame under 
Ramanand. According to our source5, Ibrahim Shah Snarqi 
sought permission from Mal} mud 8hah of Mal wa: to punish the 
heretic Na~jr Khan and setH an army to that end after ob~aining 
a tacit approved of the Sultan of Mal wa. N a~ it' Khan being 
driven from his terri-tories, appealed for aid to MJ.hmud Shah 
denying the charges of ap;).:;tacy, and Mallmu 1 Sllatl l{htlji sent 
an army to fight the Sharqis and protect lli:; vassal N a~ir @an ; 
and at last after a prolonged encounter, it Wd.S decided by tht~ 
treaty of Irichh, that Ibrahim Sila,rqi wiU evacuate all territories 
belonging to Na~ir Khaa within four months: 

The influence of Bhakti movement is not proved in the above 
affair by Hindu or Muslim sources. 

A second apostatiza tion of a Muslim officer took place during 
the reign of Sultan t:,ikandar Lodi. We are informed by Ni~J. m.: 

6. Nizamuddin, T~~.baqat·i Akb~ri1 Vol. Ill, 326. 
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uddm7 that Ahmad Khan Lodi, son of Mubarak Khan Lodj , 
governor of Lucknow Sarka:r, having turned u n apostate, he was 
removed from his charge. Our sources do not go beyond the 
narration of this bare fact, and it is difficult to say if the cause 
of apostacy is to be sought in his becoming a convert to the 
Bbakti movement. 

But we, on the other hand, do come across some historical, 
facts expressive of Sikandar Lodi's relation with the Hindus, 
especially in areas which were cent1·es of religious movement 
Ql' were considered sacred fo~ other reasons. Orthodox of an 
almost uncompromising nature as Sikandar Lodi was even as a 
crown prince, he sought the opinion of Maulana' Abdullah Ajodhani 
(of Pak Pattan, Montgomery District, the Punjab), regarding 
Hindu bathing in Kurukhsetra ta.nks 8 • Ni~am Khan, as the prince 

, was called at that time, held the governorship of Delhi, and part 
of the .Punjab. The Maulana fearlessly opened that it was illegal 
to stop an old practice, where upon the prince drew his sword on 
the divine in anger, but cooled down on the re-iteration of the 
legist, that he said whatever was contained in the law books. In 
this incident too, Thanesw~r cannot be identified as a centre of 
the great Hindu revival movement, holy though it was regarded 
from the hoary past, 

In connexion with Mutt!· a, one of the greatest centres of 
the religious movement, we learn from Nizamuddin's Tabaqat, 
Nia'matullah's Mahl!zan·i Afgbani-Tarikh-i · Khan J ahani, and 
Ferishta9

, that Sikanliar Lodi constructed Sara1s, bazars, madra· 
sahs, and market plac·es in Muttra and posted guards to prevent 
bathing in tll!=l Jumna, and prohitJited barbers from shaving 
"beard::; and chins". This ban may reasonably oe connected with 
the Hindu revival movement, Muttra being a widely renowned 
centre which could attraet OhaiLanya from distant Bengal10 

.tiere was established the Ballabl1i order with the great Ballabha· 
charya, being surrounded oy a host of disciples of whom Surdas. 
attamed to eternal fame, There were Hit Haribansh Swami 
~founder of the Tatti Order) and Swami Haridas, all being 
exponents of the Krishna cult, belonging to an age later than 
Ballabhacharya's. Whether the ban was an out come of the 
religwus zeal oi the oul tan, or simply an instrument to prevent 
people !rom being total loss to the society, it was maintained, so 
1 t appears from later au Llwnt1es,n with Donsiderable laxity, and 
that people could pay a bribe to the guardsmen, and have a dip in 
the nver, btJing dnven to it as pretended lunatics, 

7. Tab Akb I, 331. 
8. :ffilliot lV, 439. 
~. .N ewalkhohore, I, 186. 

10. t:>arka.r Sir, J • .N., Uhaitanya, 232. 
11. MuJmal-i~l:iindl, .tiabibgunj, Aligarh .Ms, whioh appears t, be 

an annotated vers1on of Jferishta., and Be&le's .Miftah.ut-~aw•uikh. 
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The trial of a Brahman named Yudhan12, an inhabi·tant cf 
Rohilkhand, for his open declaration that Hinduism was as good 
a religion as Islaqt, by orders of Sultan Sikandar Lodi, is connected 
by some indologists like Sir William Jones, with the Bhakti 
movement. This incident is reported in almost all histories of the 
period. The Sultan wrote to 'A~am Humayuo Khan Lodi, governor 
of Rohilkband, to .send the Brahman to Sambbal whither be bad 
transferred the seat of his government from 905 to 909 1498/1503, 
along with the leading canonists of hif'l kingdom. ::lome of the 
canonists were called from LucknowP. The judges gave the 
verdict that he should either embrace Islam or face death. He 
chose the latter co·urse14• 

The above are the only instances I could gather from 
Mohammadan sources indica t1 ve of the rela tioa ot the Muslim 
kings with the Vaishnava revival movement, in Northern India. 
It cannot be definitely said if Sikandar's prohibition applied 
to daily bath in the river or ~he Annual Bath Fair, 
which has no connection with the movement in question. 
Supposing it does, so far as it appertains to shavmg of the 
chin to prevent mitiating into the orders, and supposing he 
ordered the execution of a Brahman for saying that there was 
little difference between lslam and Hinduism as religions, these 
are very trivial incidents considering that the movement affected 
the life and· thought of thousands of the people from the borders 
of Bengal upto the furthest end of the .PunJctb. 

' Coming again to the life of Na:nak, his biographies testify 
how helpful the Muslim officials of the .Punjab hke Rat J3ular. the 
Bhatti chief of Talawandi, anli Uaulati Kha:Ll Lodi the governor of 
the Punjab had been to him from his ~nildhool115 • !'here is no 
instance of Guru Nanak being persecuted by J)aulat Khan Lodi 
who bad taken Guru .Nanak to a mosque to pray, nor by the 
Emperor of Delhi (Ibrahim Lodi) for h1s refusal to resurrect a dead 
elephant. Ibrahim Lodi was tuo busy witll hls own atfa1rs to pay 
any attention as to what was happening in monasteries. Tnere 
is no allusion in the Granth tlahab as to Ba:bar's contact with 
Guru Na:nak. And it is really su1·prising thiit Babar 1alled to 
record in his diary, the miracle of an lndian mendicant at tlaidpiir, 
while he could discuss almost everything Indian, its ftuLts, 
animals, flowers, and birds. Moreuver, none of tne sloka~ or 
Sabads of the Bhagats, to my knowledge, recorded lll the Granth 
Sahab except includmg .Namdev, Kabir Dnanna, .Pippa, · Raidas, 

12. This is Ma.ula.na. Za.ka.ulla.h's nomenclature, Persian histori8e 
ha.ve Lodha.n or Budha.n. 

13. Lucknowti aoc. to some souroas whioh is not improba-ble. 
14. Ferishta., Luoknow, I, 33t; · Tab Akb I the Adi Gra.nth, Pref. 

XXIX, XXX. ' ' 
15. E. Trump, Tr. of 
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Sen and others, betray a word of interference by the governing 
1\Uthorities. 

The attitude of \·uslim monarchs and their•officials towards 
the Bhakti revival movement, during the 15th and the early part 
of the 16t.h Century, may be generally taken as one of ro-pectful 
indifference, they caring littb as to who went inside a monastery 
or who came out of them. But yet they held lbe great teachers 
in respect; Aliul li'n.:j:l's man nor of recoding the life qf Kab1r may 
be cited as an example. Perbap!'l the Muslim kings made no 
difference between a Muslim Sufi or a Hindu Bhaga t. 

AN E!_~LIGHTENED DESPOT OF THE UTH CENTURY 

BY 

M. AVADH BlHAlU PANDE, 

Allahabad University 

Jalaluddin Khilji has usually bl'en represented as a weak 
·and senile old man who by his misp1aco.:d demency and unkingly 
humility brought ruin to h1mself and to his family. The entire 
history of his reign is interpreted in this background. If he 
sheds tears when he is reminded of the misforLunes of the family 
of his great master Ghiyasuddin Balban whetlter at the J{ed 
pal~ce or when Malik Ohhajju Kisb.lu Khan is brought before him 
with yokes upoo his shoulders, his hands tied behind his neck, 
covered with uust and dirt and his garments all soiled, he is 
ridiculed as wanting in kingly dignity and awe. If he does not 
inflict the usual barbarous punishments which Balban had 
introduced, and whicl1 Alauddin and Muhamrnad-bin-Tughluq 
were to carry to pcrfec;Lion, he is ohargcJd wicn lack of nerve ana 
obsession about tl1e nex.t world. If he doss :1ot pursue a struggle 
which might bring hi1n an additiuna.l fort at L!le cost of a huge 
carnage, be is comktur1ed as Jetioeul, 111 m1l1tary capacity. If 
he does not dis:)o.ses'l wiwksale, the officers of the previous 
reign to satisfy tbe gr·eed of his adherents he is diAmissed with 
disdain as a monarch mcapcible of "princely liberality". If he 
seeks to estai.Jli6h friendly diplomatiC relations with the Mongols 
cemented by a matrimonial al'iaaaJ wttLl :1 representative of the 
ruling dynasty, his actwn is interpre~;ed as harbouring fifth 
columnists in the very heart of his capita!. 

But is it realiy necessary for us to insist even in, the case 
of a 13th century kmg th:.tt he mu.:>t es(}hew humanity, modera
tion, generosity and faith in human gvouness befoee he can 
deserve our esteem? Is it not possible to rule a country without 
exclusively depending on fear and force ? These traits had their 
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value ; but even so it is possible to broadbase authority on sense 
of loyalty and devotion evoked by a policy of studied moderation, 
generosity and mercy consistent with maintenance of internal 
and external·security. He was, as Dr. Tripatbi says, "merciful 
and humane not b<:'ca use he lacked personal courage and valour 
but because his ideal was to rule with minimum of blood
shed and oppression." 1 But it is difficult to agree with Dr. Ishwari 
Prasad's view that "his mildness and tenderness fostered sedition 
in the State" or that "he Tacked the essential qualitifs of the 
thirteenth century KingF:bip,"l though he is mpported by 
Ferishta. 

lf one examines the events of 6 years of his reign, one 
discovers that there was only one rebellion in the beginning of 
his reign and .even that was caused not so much by the Sultan's 
leniency as by the ambition of a member of the last ruling 
family. As compared to his, the reigns of other founders of new 
dynasties like Ghiyasuddin Tughluq, Sayyad Khizr Khan, Babar 
and Sher Shah record a larger number of rebellions. If Jalaluddin 
so desired he could have satisfied Ahmad Chap's ideal of kingly 
diginity by ordering the execution of Malik Chhajju and his 
confiderates. But would that have strengthened the root~ of his 
newly founded dynasty ? As Zia Barani says, "the excellence 
of his character, his justice, gEoneresity and devotion gradually 
removed th~:; aversion of the people." If this statement of a. 
contemporary historian can be relied upon, Jalal's methods stand 
vindicated. 1t is not that he gave Malik Ohhajju a free pardon 
and threw discretion to the winds. On the contrary, though he 
exempted the rebels from capital punishment because he took the 
humane view of regarding devotion to the last dynasty no heinous 
cr!me, he kept Malik Chhajju a way from the capital at Muttan, 
practically under surveillance. As Zia Barani records, he 
justified his behaviour to Ahmad Chap, the advocate of severity 
in the following words. 

"I have reflected and have come to the conclusion that if I 
look over their rebellion and spare their lives, they are men and 
will be ashamed before God and man for the course they have 
pursued. I am sure they will feel their obligation to me and 
will never3 again form designs against my throne or excite 
rebellion." · 

This confidence of J alaluddin was not misplaced for during 
the remainder of his reign there was not only no reJ:>ellion headed 
by those people but that others also did not organise any armed· 
rising. 

l. Some Aspects of Muslim Administration, p. 46. 
1. Mediaeval India, p, 208. 
2. Briggs, I. p. 295. 
3, Elliot III. p.Ol4. 
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But what about conspiracies against the Sultan? Zia 
Barani records tha. t the Sultan's" clemency and humanity '' 
emboldened 'a party of wicked and ungrateful nobles' to conspire 
against him. There were mainly three conspiracies against the 
Sultan. 

1. - Tajuddin Kuchi and his friends while in their cups talked 
of murdering the Sultan. The party used to gather at the house 
of Taj11ddin and one of the nobles suggested tha. t Ta.juddin should 

. be,.the next ruler. With regard to this it must be noted that 
th,is wild ~alk was indulged in by young Khilji nobles who had 
sudd~nly risen to high offices so that their ambition wag soaring 
UQ and that it was during wine-parties that such things were said. 
It should further be noted that the Sultan's espionage system was 
sufficiently alert and his agents knew all details about it before 
any mischief had been don.e. Lastly, the Sultan's contempt for 
. them in granting them a pardon also speak~ of courage, strength 
and confidence rather than of senility. 

2. Sidi Maula bacame the centre of another conspiracy 
whose object was to make Sidi the Caliph an 1 to di~tribute higher 

· oftlces among the rest of the leading conspirators. The Sultan's 
spies again threaded the maze of conspiracy and the conspirators 
were exposed. The Sultan took a serious view of this becau~e it 
was led by a religious leader who should have known better than 
entering into political intrigues. Hence th~ punishments were 
l'aeavy. If he was really suffering from senile decay and if he 
was a~conscientious objector against shedding Muslim blood, how 
ooul~. he desire exemplary punishment of a Muslim saint ? The 
explanation becomes obvious if we recognize that JGt.lal Uddin 
was willing to forgive persons whose conduct admitted of sol1le 
deft>}\Ce on the score of ignorance, youth or emotional appeal. 
But where there was no such excuse the arm of the law must 
reach the culprit. 

3. The last conspiracy was organised by his favourite 
nephew and son-in-law Alauddin Khilji. In this ca"le too he 
did secure information about the movements of Alauddin and 
the amount of money he had amassed. But Alauddin's secret 
designs remained concealed almost till the last moment because 
the Sultan was essentially a good man and was unwilling to 
act on the maxim 'kingship knows no kinship.' He could never 
believe even after Ahmad Chap's warning tha.t human nature 
was capable of such wickedness as to return murder for love, 
trust, generosity and favour. That was a miscalculation and 
this cost him his life. He was a virtual rn:l.rtyr to f,tith in 
human goodness. 

This review of the conspiracies thus shows that Jalaluddin 
Khilji was alert and well-informed and his policy of general 
moderation was not necessarily ill-conceived. 
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Jalauddin's treatment of robbers has also been distorted 
and misrepresented. It is said that about a thousand robbers 
were apprehended and brought before the Sultan. The latter 
apprised them of the evil consequences in law of their misde~ds. 
But he gave them a chance to improve their conduct and to help 
them in this regard, he sent them to Bengal so that they might 
be able to lead a decent life away from the scene of their past 
misdeeds without a danger of temptation into evil by friends 
and of distrust by others. His policy therefore seems to have 
been quite enlightened, although exile from one's home, on how
soever benevolent grounds, was also a considerable punishment. 

The foreign policy of the Sultan also admits of a different 
interpretation from the conclusion" the Sultan's habitual weak
ne~s was also reflected in his foreign policy " 1 The campaign 
against Ranthambhor did not lead to its annexation, But that 
is hardly a justification for calling it weak specially when we 
know that even Balban had failed to capture it, that Alauddin 
almost lost his throne in the protracted attempt to seize it, and 
that no Rajput Raja tried to encroach on the dominions of the 
Sultan. The Rajputs had always been on the lookout for recap. 
turing lost power. If the Sultan was really weak why did they 
resign themselves to inaction ? Next, in relation to the Mongols, 
it has to be admitted that the Sultan inflicted a defeat on the 
invadArs and pursued a policy which· cemented friendly relations 
between the Mongol ruling families and his own to such an extent 
that not only the Mongols did not invade India during his life
time but that when Alauddin waded to the throne through his 
blood, they made repeated attempts to capture Delhi and to 
punish the arch-culprit. The Mongols who had settled in India 
rose in rebellion in the time of Alauddin and he bad to fix a price 
on ther head to overcome the trouble. For this ~lso responsi
bility ihas been fixed on Jalaluddin Khilji. But that is hardly 
fair when one notices that the Mongols raided India and rebelled 
in India not because of a mistaken policy of Jalaluddin Khilji 
but because of Alauddin's treatment of Ulghn and his father-in
law and the inhuman punishments inflicted on the family of 
those Mongols who had rebelled after the Gujerat campaign when 
the royal generals insisted on claiming 4/5 of the war-booty 
against the Holy Law. 

If we take an ov r .:..Jl view of the Sultan's domestic and 
foreign policy, with due regard to results obtained, we find that 
he was a benevolent and enlightened despot who though advan
ced in age had retained full vigour of mind and body and was 
strorig and energetic enough to beat back invaders, to overcome 
rebellion, to forestall conspirators and to defend his territory. 
He was able to a\}hieve this result not by the usual medieval 
policy of blood and iron but by appealing to essential goodnes~ 

1. Medieval India by Dr. Ishwari P~asad, p. ~13. 
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in human nature and by inspiring people with affection, gratitude 
and respect. There is a touch of nobility even in his failure. 
Even when he was proceeding to meet his certain death, 
the noble Sultan felt profan~d in his own eyes for having 
ca~ually thought low of his nephew ; and he expatiated for this 
sin b.Y reading out of the Quran. lt is such a noble character 
that fell a victim to perjury of the worst description. The cir
cums~ances of hi~ death do not deepen the colours of his weak
nesfJ and senility but heighten the glory of his goodness and 
greatness. 

THE "NAV A TALA-PRASAD" IN BARABATJ FORT 

BY 
. 

SRI LAKSHMINARAYANA HARI CHANDANA JAGADEB 

RAJABAHADUR, 

Puratatwavisharad and Vidyavachaspathi, Raja Saheb, 
Tekkali. 

Till 1077 the Kesari kings were ruling over Orissa. Nripa
KE!Sari of the Kcsari line built a fort in 'Bindanasi or Baranasi.' 

, Madhava Kesari of the same dynasty built the •Sarangagad' fort 
to the sooth of the Kathjuri river in the jungles of the present 
Patia country. To the north of this fort was fort 'Choudwar.' In 
11~4 A.D., when Ohosiagangadev, the founder of the Orissa Ganga 
dynasty overthrew the last king of the Kesari dynasty, SuvarQa 
Kesari Mukundadeb, by name, it was found that the Kesari king 
was ruling over Orissa with Bindanasi fort as his capital. 

Anangabhimadeb of the Ganga dynasty built the •Barabati' 
fort in 1197 to the west of the present town of Cuttack. This was 
bounded in the north by fort Choudwar and the Mahanadi River, 
in the south by the Sarangagad fort and the Kathjuri and on the 
other sirie it was h')unded by the river and Bindanasi ; thus it was 
sufficiently insured against attat~ks from outside. On such a safe 
site, on a plot of twelve 'Batis' in extent, the fort was built. 
Hence the name 'Barahati' was given to the fort. 

During the early part of Anangabhimdeb's reign he had his 
abode and capital in Jajimr. But when he found that the 
Mussalman invasion from Afganistan was impending he felt the 
necesl'lity of hav-ing a st.rong fort in a more secure place and chose 
this Rpot for the Baraba ti fort. A nangabhundeb himself was a 
valiant warrior and had extended his· territory by conquerring 
many countries. Naturally he wanted a strong-hold for him and 
his Government as also a place of strategic importance and in 
this fort he found all the conditions satisfied. 
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This fort, built by Anangabhimdeb in the 12th century 
was the capital of Orissa till the English conquest of Orissa 
in 1803. 

The 'Suryabansis' then ruled over Orissa. The most valiant 
of them was Prataparudradeb. After him his comander-in-chief 
of the Kalioga empire, Bahubali:mdra Mukundadeb, by natne, 
ascended the throne of Oris3a in 1557 A.D. and declared himself 
the emperror of Utkal or the Kalinga Empire. This Mukundadeb 
hailed from the Chaluky as of the Dekkan and the Chaluky as 
ruled over Orissa for one generation only. As this userper 
Mukundadeb came from the south he was popularly, of course, 
contemptuoudy known as Telanga Mukundadeb though he was 
not a Telugu by birth. It was during his time improvements were 
made to the Barabati fort and it was he who built the famous 
nine-storeyed building within the "Barabati" Fort. In the lattier 
part of the 16th century when Abul Fazal made his Orissan tour, 
he had seen the nine-storeyed building built by Mukundadeb and 
was very much impressed with 1t. In his "Ain-i-Akbari" he 
describes the arrangement of the "Navatalaprasad" (nine-storeyed 
building) thus :-•·In this Barabati fort there is a nine-storeyed 
bui\ding built by Raja Mukundadeb. The ground floor is meant 
for keeping the royal elephant8, camels and horses. On the second 
floor arms and ammunitions are stored and there lived on the 
same floor the fort guards and watch and ward officers. On the 
third flat were the gate keepers and servants to carry out the 
orders of the king. On the fourth tloor Jived famou~ Architects,· 
on the fifth were the kitchens; on the sixth was the Darbar Hall 
where the gentry, ambassadors and high officials were given royal 
audience. The seventh storey was occup1ed by the king himself 
for his domestic and secret purposes. On the eighth storey lived 
the royal ;anana and on the ninth was the well furnished bed 
room of the monarch.'' 

There is some differe nee of opinion among scholars about 
this" Navatala-Prasad.'' Some hold that these nine buildings 
were arranged in nine rows one after another ignoring the signi
ficance of" Tala " meaning floor, while others hold that it was 
a nine-storeyed building piled one upon another. If according 
to the former version these buildings formed rows one after 
another, the bed room of the king is pushed back to the farther· 
most extremity, thus depriving him of any protection or 
gaurd and denying security to his janana in 8th row. A 
scrutiny of the second version would point at the fact that 
the location of the Darbar hall over the flat where the kitchen 
is located is highly improbable in as much as the smoke and 
vapour of the kitchen would make the l>arbar Ha1l highly 
unsuitable for giving Royal audience to ambassadors. Also 
the occupation of the higher flats by the queen and the kmg 
appears improbable. There are certainly occas1ons for them to go. 
out and come in and also for the servants to fetch water and 
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other necessary articles. To reach these higher flats through 
stair cases would be entremely inconvenient and of utmost 
difficulty. Further, the king, queen and other inmates of the 
royal house-hold would not come on foot from their higher 

. flats through a series of floors occupied by others. It is natural 
that they used Palkis etc. or elephants and horsPs when they 
crossed the threshold. But to a void those clifficul ties in many 
royal palaces of those days a way known a;;" ghosra'' used to 
conaeot a flat with the ground tv reach a flat direct from the 
ground without entering the intermediate flats. 

Raja Mukundadeh who was in the south is expected to have 
, seen the seven-coiled temple of Snrangam. Withm these seven 

coils all conveniences of the temple are met. With this plan 
in view, Mukundadeb appears to have improved upon It and 
while constructing this N a va tala- Prasad, made arrangements 
for providing 'ghosra' paths; i.e. paths without steps but gradually 
rising juet as the coils in a conch shell. By th1s arrangement 
it is quite possible to have such paths to reach each circle of 
housespranged as in the coils of a conch shell so that each floor 
is reached through a seperate vath from the ground floor. From 
the nintb storey to the first i.e., from the topmost to the ground 
fl.oor, all the buildings had seperate stair cases all round and 
these were used by the servants and they could attend to their 
duties and run errands, with the utmost speed. And it is on the 
•Ghosra' paths arranged hke the coils of the conch shell, ele
phants, horses, camels, carts, palkis and even cannons could 
reach with ease from the grountl, to the ninth floor where the bed 
room of the ktng was located. As these houses were constructed 
in such a circular manner with separate convenient 'ghosra' 
paths leading to each of the nine sets that from a distance the 
building presented an appearance of a nine storeyed building, 
each set being located on a higher level tnan the one immediately 
below. Hence the name ·.N avatala-Prasad.' 

Even to day within the Bar a ba ti fort is to be seen a big 
mound of earth and it is the dilapidated remams of the Navata1a
J:>rasad. An mspection of the mound and the remains of the 
steps would give an idea of what the Navatala.-t rasad was. 
To the west of this building is a big tank for the use of the people 
inhabiting this bUlldinu. Fergusson in his ·• lndia and Eastern 
architecture ''makes mention of the Nava~ala-prasad by Abul 
E'azal in the following terms. ·'As ori~sa, at the perioa when 
this was written, was practically a part of Akbar's kingdom, 
there seems little doubt that this description was furnished by 
some one who knew the place. There are ~even-btureyed palaces 
at Jayapur anci Hijapur still standing ana wbic~il were erected 
about this date ana one ot tive storeys In Akbar's own palace at 
Fattapur Sikri, but none so far as I know of nine stureys, though 
1 see no reason for doubting the correctness of the description of 
tbe one just quoted.'' Fergusson himself says that by his time he 
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had not heard of the existence of N avatala Prasad elsewhere. So 
we have to come to the irresitible conclusion that the Navatala 
Prasad mentioned by Abul Fazal is this very building and that. 
it was so beautiful and attractive that it could not misR the 
attention of Abul Fazal while he was reconnoitering the Mogal ·· 
Empire, which resulted in a detailed description of tl~e building. 

J n 1570 A.D. Abul Fazal had Sef'n the Navatala Prasad and 
in 1767 A.D., M. La Motte standing on the other bank of the 
Mahanadi had witnessed the northern and western portions of the 
Navatala Prasad and expressed his opinion that it looked like the 
Windsor castle of England. 

Fall of Barabati Fort and Navatal a Pra8ad. 

How did the Barabati fort. the stronghold of Orissa for about 
70') years come to ruins ? Hunter in his history of Orissa is silent 
on this point. There is the testimony of one English soldier, who 
was one of the company that besieged the fort, contained in a 
letter addressed to one of his friends. The contents of the letter 
are given below. From the letter it is seen that till 1803 the 
Barabati fort and the N ava tala Prasad were in tact. 

"Six days sufficed to build our batteries and extend our 
approaches to Fort. This strong-hold, firmly fixed between two 
branchef- of Mahanadi formed the one difficult fortification in 
Orissa. Faced with stones, defended by eight small towers, 
surrounded by a high rampart and a deep moat, 20 to 30 paces 
broad and in some places bv a double ditch, its single weak point 
was the number of hollows in the ndghbouring fields, which 
afforded good cover for the besiegers. At 10 A.M. on the 14th 
October, an English Officer blew open one of the smaH gates 
receiving a wound the same moment in the neck, and a stormy 
party dashed into the heart of the fortification. A few moments 
ended the struggle. The Colonel of the attacking party fell with 
a wound in his leg ; two or three soldiers were killed ; Mar aha ttas 
leaped out of the ramparts and streamed out of the other gates; 
about thirty of their dead bodies were carried out in butlock carts 
to the river, where they were. eaten by wild beasts and birds and 
the gl'eat province of Orissa with its 23,907 square miles and three 
million souls passed under British rule." 

But our question is, "How this fort came to ruins? And 
how the beautiful Navatala Prasad of Mukundadeb was obli
terated?" Was it the work of time? Surely not. The British 
have exterminated it. Toynbee in his book "Orissa" has written 
that this impenetrable fort and this beautiful castle were destroyed 
by the English. Toynbee was the Onnal Revenue Superintendent 
of Orissa. He gives the history of Orissa under ~ri tish rule. In 
his book he expresses his sorrow on tbiP event in the following 
words. "The public works department have converted thia fine 
building into an unsightly st~ries of earthen mounds and the 
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ground within the moat into a wilderness of stone pits. The stones 
compo~ing the walls of the moat which surrounds the fort are now 
being used to build a hospital (1873 A.D.). Some of the fort stones 
were, 1 believe, used for the light house at th£~ False Point and for 
other public buildings, the dust of the rest is ,.haken off our feet 
against ~us in the station roads." Sterling iived in Orissa for a 
long time and he bad seen the Barabati Tfort and had made 
research about its past. In his book or- OrisEa he has written as 
follows :-"No traces of the famous palace of Raja Mukunda Deo, 
nine storeys in height, mentioned in the Ain-i-Akbari are to be 
found within the walls of the fort, but the fragments of tbe sculp
tured cornices etc., which have been dug up at different times and 
more eapecially, a massive candelbaru or pillar, furnished with 
branches for holding light~. formed of the fine indurated chlorite 
or pot-stone, are probably the remains of some large and splendid 
pifice .'' 

Note :;......'fhe earthen mound within the Barabati fort as it is 
now found is spread over an area of 1·50 ac. It is 250 ft. long and 
250 H. broad with a height of about 50 ft. 

Taking tbe length and breadhth of each room of each storey 
at 15 ft. each with a verandah of 3 ft .. i.e., 18ft. in all, the entire 
nine storeys on either side had a base of J24 ft. square and the 
approximate height wou'd have been 10 ft. more t:.e. 60ft.; thus it 
must have been sprearl over more than 1-50 ac. of land. In 1873 
A.D. some stones have been dug out of this mound for construction 
of the Cuttack hol'lpital and the light hou~e at False Point. This 
3Ct appears to have resulted in the dimension of the building being 
diminished and now imtPad of the fir1e and beautiful palace stands 
its skeleton, uncared for and decomposed. 

THE SUICIDE SQUADS OF KERALA (11TH-18TH CENTURY) 

HY 

MR. EL AMKULAM P. N. KUNJ AN PILLAl, 

Lectunr, University College, Trivandrum 

Suicide squads became famous during the las• War when 
those of Japan figured widely in the news, notably after the 
sua den destruction of the Prince of Wales and Repulse, the 
supposedly invincible men-of-war of the Bri\ish Navy and during 
the surprising victories won by the Japanese army in the ccurse of 
their Jccupation .of Singapore and the Malaya Penin.mla. An 
attempt is made in this paper to bring to light some details about 
similar suicide squads that existed in Kerala from the 11th to 
18th Century A. D. 
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We have many references in the accounts of foreign travel. 
lers libout the smcide squads of K.erala of the medieval pPriod from 
the 15th to the 18th century. They are called Amoucos or Amochi 
in the Portuguese accounts and this word has been explained 
as a corrut)tion of the Sanskrit word Amokshya,l. The Malayalam 
term for the suicide squad is Ca:vettu Pada ; Pada means 'army, 
squad' and Caver 'one who vowe'd oneself to death,' of course, 
for the honour of one's King and Country. The word Caver 
itself has been used by Ca.stenheda:a • 1 o denote a member of the 
suicide squad. "The Amochi had vowed not to return from the 
battle-field without victory" says Purohas. Again, '' The King 
of Cochin hath a great number of gentlemen which he called 
Amocni and some are called N airi. These two sorts of men esteem 
not I heir lives anything, so that it may be for the honour of the 
King. 3 "If the Prince is Elain, tho Amocbi who are numerous 
would avenge him desperately. These are soldiers who swear 
to defend the King's life with their own."4 De Gubernatis records 
•· Their forces consist in a kind of Nair soldiers whom they call 
Amochi, who are to die at the King's pleasure or when they lose 
~im in war."s 

·The manner in which the Caver army served the rulers and 
the part they played in m~dieval polity are well illustrated in the 
incidents noted below. 

In the war that took place between Cochin and Calicut, 
three Cochin Princes including Marumahan Rajah the heir-apparent 
were killed in 1504 at Edappalli. Thereupon two hundred Cavers 
of the heir-apparent, who survived their master, 'shaved off all 
their hair, even ot their eye brows.' They made their way to 
the enemy's territory and slaughtered all they met. Twenty 
of them managed to reach the neighbourhood of Calicut., killing 
as many as possible. In turn, they were killed off one by one 
to the last man by the army of the Zamorin. But it took five 
years to achieve.G 

In 1510 the Portuguese suffered a crushing defeat at the 
hands of the Caver army of the Zamorin. Albuquerque as advised 
by Marechal Dom Ferdinanda Cutinho made a sudden attack on 
Calicut, while the Zamorin was away from the capital. The 

1. Kerala History by K. P. Pa.dma.na.bha. Menon, Vol I. P. 511. 
But it may be explained more correctly a.~ a. corruption of the Sanskrit 
word 'Amogha' meaning unfailing, efficacious. 

2. A m;inusoript account of Malabar. See Kera.l11. History Vol. 
I, 510. 

3. Purcha.s-His Pilgrims. 
4. See Kerala History, Vol. III, p. 230. 
5, P. 154, also Kerala. History, Vol, I, p. 511, 
6. Rise of Portuguese Pl)wer in India by Whiteway, p. 95, 

A. D.1545. 
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garrison in the city consisted only of a few hundred soldiers. 
The Portuguese without much opiJosition reached thr1 city. They 
began to pilL:tge and desecrate thu l'alace. This naturally 
roused tlu OavtJr.:;. In the fight that followed most of the 
Portuguese including the Captain Marecha 1 perished, Only 
Albuquerque and a small party escaped. As Sardar K. M. Panikkar 
observes, this ended 'in the greatest dis aster that overtook 
Portuguese arms in the East. '1. 

. On another occ1sion the Portuguese attacked Vagakkumkur 
whose Rajah was 'the most powerful of the Nair Chiefs '2 at that 
time. In the battle that took place at Vagutalai (1550) the Rajah 
who led the army in person died, Then appeared on the scene the 
Caver army of Vadakkumkur. The Portuguese force had to flee 
with much loss and the captain himself was killed. Not being 
satisfied with this the Cav.;,rs, 4000 in numbers 'all sworn to 
avenge the death of their king entered the territory of Cochin, 
killing a large number.'4 The Portuguese and their ally, the 
Rajah of Cochin were forced to take refuge in the fort. 
Again another army of Caver consisting of Mappilas was sent 
by the Rajah of Vadakkumkur and they succeeded in killing 
the king of Cochin in "1:>61 A. D. 

Thus we have sufficient records during the Portuguese period. 
A good number of the Cavers might have perished by the 
firearms of the Portuguese But the system was in existence even 
at the time of Marthanda Varma, the maker of Modern Travan
oore. In his war with Kayamku!am, the King who commanded 
the KayamknJam army in person wa~ killed (1734). To avenge 
the death of the Rajah about 300 Cavers entertJd Vena~ and made 
great havoc till they were all killed. 5 

If any Caver was killed, his family would be given lands free 
of taxes to be enjoyed for all times. Tnese tenures wt>re called 
Cavettuvirutti. The Revenue accounts of the States of Travancore 
and Cochin used to show Ca:vettuvirutti lands ai'i a separate 
class. But they are, now, brought undet· Inam lands leaving 
their origin in ob3curity. It would appear that military service 
was compulsory for the holders of these lands, even at thl;l time 
of Dharma Rajah. An official urder of the year 1760 says 'those 
who held Viruthi lands and did not go to the battle-field Rhould 

1. Malabar and the Portuguese. 
2. Malabar and the Portuguese. 
3. 5000 according to K. P. Padma.nabha Menon. Cochin 

History, Vol. I, p. 3i3. 
4. The Portuguese in fndia by Devers Vol. I, pp. 489-90, also 

Whiteway p. 323. 
5. Old records of the Sree Padmanabhf.l. Tenple at Trivandrum. 

Recently published Tra\fancore State Manual Vol. II, Appendix: p. 120, 
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be deprived of those privileged possessions.'! There are such 
families even now and I have personal knowledge of some such 
families whose major male members all died in the battle of 
Aykotta in which Travanoore fought against Tippu (1789), and 
they hold Cavettu Virutti lands even now. 

The materials available at present show that the Caver army 
had three functions-those of the standing army, of the Police 
and of the Scout. We have been dealing with the first of these 
functions. We shall now refer to the other two. 

Whiteway says that the Portuguese used to engage a com
pany of Cavers in ea.:Jh and every fol't they owned. These 
companies were called Gangatams. Most of the important 
temples in Kerala had Ganga:tams attached to them. In 1544 De 
Sousa, the notorious Portuguese Governor led an expedition to 
attack the temple at Tevalakkarai. There were two Ganga:tams 
attached to it. But one of the Captains with almost all the 
guards was absent. The temple authorities offered £12000, on 
condition that De Sousa should return without plundering the 
temple. But it was ol' no use. Everything in the temple was 
looted and plundered, and he was returning when •a Nair, dl'essed 
with scrupulous care, with all his ornaments, followed by 10 or 
12 others flung himself on the Portuguese ranks. It was the 
remaining Ganga:tam who thus tried to wipe out by their death 
the stain upon their honour.' 2 

Another duty assigned to the Gangatakkar was to render 
help to travellers who were to be ·safely conducted from one 
place to another without receiving any remuneration. This 
practice was in vogue until the prese11t police system came into 
force~ a 

It is clear from the above that there existed suicide squads 
in Kerala from the beginning of the 16th century to almost the 
end of the 18th century. We shall now try to find out whether 
there are earlier records to prove the existence of this type of 
army before the 16th century. 

Payyannfir Pattola, a very ancient Malayalarn work makes 
mention of suicide. "squads. 4 The date of the work connot be 
fixed with certainty. But it is believed to be a poem of the 13th 
century. Going further back, there are references about the 
Caver army of Kerala in the inscriptions of the period of 
Kulottunga I, the Cola King tl070-1120). His Colapuram record 
of the 30th year5 says •• While the whole of the Caver army of 

1. Tro.vancore State Manual, Vol. II, Appendix p. 163. 
2. Whiteway P. 284-. 
3. Coohin History by K P. Padmanabba Menon, Vol. I, p. 58. 
4. •ca.valarai pole ni yakalappovum. 

Cangata.m venam perikayippol.' Here the words 1Cavala. r' 
(plural form) and Cangatam a.re used. . 

5. Travanoore A.rohaeologioal Series, Vol. VI, p. 15. 
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Kerala 1 ascended to heaven, he was pleased to fix the boun· 
dariee of Tei:n1agu.'' 2 These boundaries have been suggested as 
Podiyil hills, Sahya mountains and Kanya:kumari, all in his 
JtiQgdom. It is further said that garrisons were posted on these 
boundaries and Kottar has been specified aR the most important 
outpost. Prof. Raghava Iyengar of the Travancore University 
has informed me that the contemporary Tamil literature contains 
references abuut the Cavers of Kerala and that he could see no 
earlier reference in TaUJil3

• 

In this connection we have to bear in mind a picture of the 
last phases of the Hundred Years' War4 between the imperial 
Colas and the Kulasekharas of Mahodai" which began about the 
fifteenth year of Rajaraja (985 1014)-the year in which the Colas 
were able to dafeat the Cera army for the first time-the year 
which Rajaraja thought 'worthy of being worshipped by all other 
years in the whole of eterr.ity .' 6 

1. 'Kadalmalainadu' in the inscription means Kerala north of 
Nanoinadu. It ex:alude!;l Kudaku .vhicll also is included in the general 
term Malainadu. That Malainadu did not comprise the territories south of 
Quilion and many other statements c.:mtained in the recently published 
Travancore State Manual regarding the history of the period are 
erroneous. Turunandikkarai and Turuvattar, more than 70 miles south 
of Quilon, are often referred to in inscripti'lns as places in Malainadu. 

2. The word Caver has been translated inaccurately as 'heroes' 
by Mr. A. S. Rama.na.tha lyer (T. A. S. VI,p. 18) and ag 'veteran soldiers' 
by Professor K. A. Nila.kanta Sastri (Studies in Cola. History and 
Administration, p. 191) o•dng to the unfa niliarity of these Tamil scholars 
with a. word of undoubted import in Malayalam. 

3. The Cavers of Kerala are mentioned in the well.known Turuvadi 
record also. It is stated therein that N a.ralokavira., the best known of 
Kulottunga's lieutenants, fought against the Cavers. 'Cavettin tin 
cerikkei.' But earlier inscriptions of the period of Kulottunga make no 
mention of them. 

4. It is one single war from our point of view which began in 
Citca 1000 A.D. ended in Circa 1100. The Kulasekhara.s did not yield 
even to Rajendra who inflicted many a crushing defeat on their armies, 
devastated their capital Mahodai and demolished Kantalur, the southern. 
most military stronghold. (Kantalur which was famous for its Vedic 
College in the 9th century becomes a strong Cera military centre during 
the Cola War and disappears after tha~ from history along with M.ahodai.) 
It is true that Ra.jendra appointed his son Kundara Cola.paodya as the 
Viceroy of western countries too. But he could rule only southern 
Travancore. It may be noted that no Cola. inscription has been till now 
discovered nor any vestige of Cola rule to the north of Trivandrum, 
which formed the Kula.sekhara Empire proper. A. careful study of all 
the materials of the period shows that the war continued, though the 
Empire was shattered about the time of Rajendra. 

5. See the papers contributed to the IX Session of the Indian 
History Congress by Prof. V. Narayan Piilai and myself. 

6, 'Uliyil ellayantum tolutaka.vilamk.um yante.' 
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About the time of Kulotlunga's accession, the Colas lost their 
hold not only in S·:mth Travancore, but Tirunelveli and Madura 
Districts.~ Kulottunga had to lead an expedition against the 
Ceras and the Pandy as. He set fire to the fortress at Kottar,2 

smashed the innumerable forces of the Keralas3 and erected a 
pillar of victory on the sea coast. Proceeding north Kulottunga 
attacked Vilinnam and Kantalur4

• But his first attempt ended in 
failure. So 'he had to reinforce his army a second time and 
capture Ka:ntalur.5 This time the defeat was final and the whole 
of South Travi:mcore passed into the hands of the Colas again. 
Encouraged by this victory Kulottunga proceeded further north 
and attacked Quilon 6

• All these conquests were effected a few 
years before the L~o!apuram record with which we are dealing. 

Now let us study the inscription in the light of the above 
mentioned facts. It is stated therein that the Cola army killed 
all the Cavers of Kerala i.e. that the Ceras suffered defeat. If so, 
why did Kutottunga give a considerable portion of his kingdom
the whole of South Travancore north of Kottar whioh the Colas 
were practically enjoying ever since the disappearance of the Ay 
Kings about 925 A. D.-to his inveterate enemy the Cera King. 
Certainly not a voluntary gift. And moreover military outposts 
were established on the boundaries including the one at Kottar. 
Naturally one is led to conclude from these data that the Colas 
suffered heavy loss at the hands of the Caver army, sometime 
after their attack on Quilon. Not only 'the Cavers who formed a 
considerable section of the forces' 7 of the Ceras succeeded in driving 
out the Colas from the Cera coun·try, but conquered South Tra
vancore from the Colas. Kulottunga became alarmed at this 
and established military outposts in Kottar and other places with 

1. The Colas Vol. II, Part, I, p. 15. 

2. "~ eo'T~ ~~~" 
3. "~ ~ ~{~TTOft 1ift'I'~Rr~ '' 

Chida.mba.ra.m record. 
4. Kalingattupparani-'was it not this army that destroyed 

Villinna.m and Salai.' 
5. Vikramaoolan U!a. 
6. The Colas Vol. II, Part I, p. 21. 
7. Studies in Cola HistorY and Administration p. 191, The 

Pandyas are a.lsosaid to he.vtJ had the Cavers in their Army. But this 
statement seems errone.lus. It appears that the Pandyas who lost their 
kingdom, were staying in the Cera country because of their intimate 
relationship with the Kulasekharas of Mahodai. The Pandyas, about 
this period began to use the title Kulasekhara; the Kulasekharas who were 
of Solar dynasty beoa'Tie of Lunar dynasty like the Pandyas and the Ay 
Kings. The reason for all these is not clear. Some branches of the Pandya 
Royal Family permanen1ly settled down in certain parts of Kerala and 
in oourse of time beoame loo•l rulers. 
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a view to preventing tho advancing Cavers,1 and not 'to strike 
terror into his enemies.' The subsequent history too helps us to 
this conclusion. The Colas had to ll'ave Kottar very soon. On the 
11th of Avani2 295 M. E. (Augu,:t 1L19) the invincible Cavers 
conquered Kottar and annexed the remaining portions of Nanoi
nadu to the Cera Empire. The CoJapuram record 3 of 1126 proves 
beyond all doubt that Nan~inad hod passed into the hands of the 
Ceras by that time. · 

Before the time of Kulottunga, we have no record about the 
Ca:vers of Kerala.. The circumstances ere a ted by the long Cola 
War might have provided an incentive t:J the establishment of the 
system of Cavers by the Kuhsekharas. lt i~ possible that com
pulsory military training, which was in vogue till Kerala became 
subject to the British, was first in trocluced during this war. But 
it is evident that thut did not produce til';) desired effect because 
of the overwhelming strength of the Cola army. So in the last 
stage of the War, possibly after the first wars of Kulottunga, 
Rama Varma Kulasekhara4 the hundt>r of the Venad Royal 
family, and the then sover0ign of Kerub j")rganised a huge army 
of Ca:vers who succeeded in clrivin~ out, first from Quilon,G then 
from South Travancore and lastly ;·ro,n Kottar and Kanyakumari 
the Colas who were harassing the people of Kerala for about a 
century. Thus did the Ca:vers save Kerala from further Cola 
aggression 6 • 

1. The Nila.ippa.da.i stationed at Kotta.r is referred to in his 39t 
year inscription also. T. A S. I, p.246. 

2. This record was published by the writer in 'Dha.rma.desam' 
Birth Day Speoi.a.l 1946 (Ma.laya.la.m). 

3. T. A. S. IV, p. 17. 
4. T. A. S. V, 44.. The record shows that he was staying in 

Quilon with four Talis. From the Peruima reoord of this King (T. A. S. 
V, 38} we understand he was in Nediyata.ii at Kodungaliur for some
time. That his palace was burned to ashes and the capital Mahodai 
ruined, is olear from Cola. itlsoriptions. We do not come across the 
Kulasekhara'i at Mcihoda.i after 1102, but we do see them ruling at Quilon. 
The rulers of V enad, a small principality between Quilon and Trivand
rum up to the beginning of the 12th century sidtld with the Colas during 
the war and nothing is kno .vn of them afterwards. These oirournstances 
lead to the conclusion that R'l.rna Varma Kulasekbara moved his capital 
from the ruined city of Mahodai t<J Quilou the headquarters of the old 
Venad Governors. It is probaole tilat the R11macarita was written by 
this King to provide inspJration to his Ca.ver army. The language of the 
work is similar to that of the inscriptions of the period north of Quilon. 

5. In the Quilon record of the King it is said that the King gave 
expiatory donation to the Temple iW he oheLded the temple authorities, 
(Aryar means Sabhayaryar t. 11. tue as.-embly managing the temple 
affairs). Most prob.tbly hi~ army entered the Sanketam during his 
fight with the Colas. 

6. On the data available at present it would not be wrong to 
make the hypothetical statement that the women a.rmy of Kerala., recorded 



ARE TABAQA.T-I-MAHMUD3HA.I, MA.' A.TEI IR-1-
MAHMUDSHAHl A.ND THE TARIKH-I-SADR·I· 

JAHAN IDENTICAL? 

BY 

MR. B. M. TIRMIDHI 
Lecturer in Persian, Ismail Yusuf College, Andheri (Bombay). 

Gnjarat is richer than any other province of India in 
historical data in so far as the Muslim period is concerned, and 
ea11 boast of besides many secondary a dozen sources historical 
compositions picturing the glorious past of the province. Of 
these only a few namely the Zafar-al-Walih, the Tarikh·.i· 
Muzaffar-shahi, the Mir'at-i-Sihandari, Wali's Tarikh-z-Gujarat 
and the Mir'at i· Ahmadi, have been published, Of the rest some 
adorn the proud archives of Europe, while the remaining have 
either not survived the vicissitudes of time or at least have not 
so far been traced anywhere. The learned orientalist Dr. Rieu 
in his Catalogue of Persian Mss. in the Library of British Museum 
(Vol. III p,p. 966-67) notices at some length an unnamed 
work on the history of Gujarat. The erudite compiler finding 
neither the name of the author nor that of the book, tries to 
determine these from such internal evi.dence and guess work as 
was possible. The Mss. on fol. 82a reads : " I was born on the 
18th. of .Rajab, the year in which my father followed Sultan 
'Ald. ad-din Bahmani in an expedition against the fortress of 
Mudkal " The reference places the birth of the writer in the 
year 847 A. H. (1443). 

in tne accounts of thtt Portuguese in the early J6th century, (The King 
always has in his guard four or rive hundred women trained froru girls to 
be archers ; they are very active.' Description of the E:ist African 
and Ma.la.bar Coasts by Harbosa, Halduyt Society's Publication, p. 173.) 
nad their origin in the critical days of the Hundred Years' W a.r. This 
was a turnwg point in Kera.la History. All the records of the period 
clearly prove that the Patriarchal system was followed in K~rala as in 
other parts of the 1'amil country. intermarriages bet.ven the Caras, the 
Colt~.s and the Pa.ndyas were common. The language of the west coast 
had onl,Y dialetioal difference from that of the East Coast. A gradual 
change to 1he matriarchal system is nf)ticed from the 12th century 
onwards. It is, 1 believe, an attar-effect of tile compulsory military 
service t~ond of the constitution of lhe Caver syetem. I am glad to point out 
tl.la.t Mr. K.P. Padmanabha Menon, even in the absence uf many materials 
~.:ou.tlable to us, had a.rnved a~ the conclusion that the matriarchal system 
wal!! £ntroduced late in Kera.la owing to some peculiar oiroumsta.noes. 

325 
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This solitary reference in the book itself provided br. 
Rieu a clue for infering the authorship of the book. He suggested 
that the author could be identical with Mulla 'Abd al-Karim 
Hamadani, who had long been attached to Khawja: Mahmud 
Gawan, the ctlebrated minister of the Bahmanis. As regards 
the title of the hook the compiler suggests a probable identity 
with a history of Gujarat entitled Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi 
also called Tarikh-i- Mahmudshahi. 

Dr. Rieu, on the basis of the material at his disposal, made 
certain hypothetical statements regarding the titles of the b::>ok. 
Dr. Chagtai (see Journal of the Gujarat Research Society ool. VI 
p. 17) made confusion worst confounded by suggesting as many 
as four alternative names of the bo•)k ; these are: 

Tartkh-i· Mahmudsha hi or 

Tabaqat-i-Mahmudshahi or 

Ma 'a:thir-i-Mahmudshahi or 

Tarikh.i-Sadr-i-Jahan. Even Dr. A. B. M. Habibullah has 
not escaped the pitfall. (See Undiscovereri Source-Books of 
Pre-Mughul History in Pru.::<:Jedings of the Indian History Cong
ress, third session, 1939 Calcutta pp. 856-'12}. 

Among Arabic studies of Gujarat, there is a hitherto little 
noticed work-Gulzar-i- Abrar, written between the years 998 to 
lOU A. H. i. e. (l590-1613 A.C.) by Muhammad Ghawthi be 
Husayn b. Musaash-Shattari. It is a rare hagiological compilation. 
dealing with the livt:Js of sufis of India, especially of Gujarat 
"The work is valuable," says Ivanow," becau'le of its exactitudet 
an dates, richness in details and its abundant information abou 
great many persons otherwise unknown:· The author of the 
Gulzar has devoted a short note on Mulla 'Abd-al-Karim, supplying 
ws with some additional informatiOn about him. His full name 
as Maulana 'Ab-d-al-Karim b. 'Ata Allah Nim Dahi. He came 
to Ahmadabad in the reign of Mahmudshah f. The author 
of the Gulzar not only categorically states that Maulana 'Abd-al
Karim wrote a book entitled TabJqat-i.Mahmudshahi, but also 
writes a short note on thE~ book itself. The copy of the British 
Museum ends abruptly with the statement that the rebel forces 
were routed anrl_ driven in headlong flight. "There can be no 
doubt," says Dr. Rieu, "however that the history of Mal}mud's 
reign was originally brought down to a later period, for the 
author refers incidently (fol. 132a) to his account of a drought 
which occurred in 889 A. H." (1484: A. C.) This is corroborated by 
the author of the Gulzar when he says that the Tabaqat-i
IJ1ahmudshahi was IJrought to the last year of the life of Sultan 
Mahmud, which was 9lJ .A. H." This by the way shows that the 
British Museum copy lacks the history of the last 26 years of 
Sultan Mal}mud's reign, 
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Coming to the Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi it may be observed 
that it is not identical with the work of Mulla 'Abd al-Karim 
us suggested by Dr. Rieu. Here again the author of the Gulzar 
throws fresh light on the point by stating that the author of 
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi is Sl1amnd din Zirak who eounted 
among litreates of Sh1raz. He left his native pl.ace and came to 
Ahmadabad during the reign of Mahmud Shah I (Begda) 
It appears he rose into eminence during the reign of Mal;tmud 
Shah II ('Aqibat Mal;tmud). He was a perfect master of similies 
metaphors etc. and had a very dignified style, which proves him. 
to be more of a literary artist than a historian. 

Thus wb see that the Tabaqu.t-i-Mahmudshahi and the 
Ma'athir-i-Mahmudshahi are quite different books by different 
authors written during the reigns of different kings. 

Now coming to th3 Tarikh-i-Sadr-i-Jahan it may be said 
that Dr. Rieu (vol. I p. 86-87) notices an unnamed work on the 
general history from the earliest times to the ninth century of 
the Hijra. Dr. Rieu gives the namo of the author, which is incidently 
referred to in the Ms., as FaycJ Allah b. Zayn aVA.bidm b. 
J:In::am ad-din, Qadi al-Qu<Jat ::;adr-i.Jahan. The learned compiler 
afterwards supplied (vol. III p. 1079) the title to this history as 
Tarzkh-i·Sadr-i.Jahan from a Paris Ms. where the author is 
referred to as Malik al-QuQ.a:t Sadr-i.Jahan FaycJ Allah b. Zayn 
al-.Abidm b. Husayn Bambam. 

It is difficult to understand what led Dr. Chaghtai to offer 
this work as an alternative to Mulla 'Abd al-Karim's history. 
Dr. A. Sprenger, writing on the Manuscripts of the Late Sir H. 
Elliot first suggested (J ASB vol. xxiii p. 236, Old Series 1854) that 
it may be the Tabaqat-i-Mahmudsh.ahi by Na~irkhan. Dr. Sprenger's 
wrong conclusion may be responsible for all subsequent statements 
on the subject of the title of this book. 

It will not be out of place to give here a short biographical 
sketch, as is available of Sadr-i-Jahan, which is otherwise not 
kncwn. Sadr-i-Jaha:n belonged to a very distinguished family 
of Gujarat, which gave her some of the best traditionists and 
ablest ministers. It was a talented and gifted family whose 
members continued to hold for generations the responsible posts 
of ministers and chief judges. Most of them were the spiritual 
disciples of the Bukhari Sayyids of Ahmadabad. The forefathers 
of Sadr-i-Jahan have been men of learning and erudition. His 
great grand-father Qadi Sadr-ad-din Bambani was an author of 
several books. Minhaj ad-din Binbam, another member of the 
family was known for his scholarship and deep erudition. 
There arose a controversy on some grammatical problem between 
Minhaj ad-dm and the celebrated grammarian ad-Damamini, 
who had to write al-J?ath ar-Rabbani in refutation of the views 
of his opponent. 
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Fay9- Allah Bimbam, tne author of the history under consi
deration lived at Chanpaner (Gujarat) during the benevolent reign 
of the great patron of learning Sultan Mal).mud Begda. He was 
holding high and responsible posts and was the Chancellor of 
Exchequer to Sultan Mal).mud Shah in tho year 902 A.H. (1496 
A. C.) the year in which he completed his commentary on the 
Holy Qur'an entitled Dastur al-Hujfaz and dedicated it to the 
Sultan. A Ms. copy of the commentary is preserved at Escurial. 
(Vol. III Bk. 1380) Five years later i, e. in 907 A. H. (A. C.) he was 
at Muhammadabad Bedar, whither he had been sent as au ambassa
dor by ·his soverign Sultan Mal).muci. (Rieu IIl p. 1079). Besides 
these two outstanding works he is the author of the Khulasat al 
Hikayat an<l the Majma' an-Nawadir a Ms. copy of which is 
preserved in the library of the Oriental College, Lahore. Dr 
Muhammad Iqbal has written a useful notice on the Majma' in the 
Magazine of the said College. (August 1939). 

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that aunique Ms. of the 
Tarikh· i-sadr-i-JahC~n has been recently traced in a library of a 
madrasa in Peshawar. It is hoped that this history will throw a 
flood of light on contemporary events, if arrangements are made 
to place it at the <'isposal of scholars working on the history of 
India in general and of Gujara tin particular. 
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We are living in a highly critical epoch when human 
civilisation is passing through bewildering and sweeping 
changes. People in different quarters of the world have 
been put to a tremendous strain as a result of the acute 
legacies of the global conflict. Pe~ce and happiness are 
still to be attained. India has been most vitally affected 
in all respects by the influence of these gigcmtic revolutions 
and weighty changes including those which have come in 
the wake of recent political development in this country. 

The period with which I ~m concerned was marked 
by achievement of political unity and effective administra. 
tive consolidation and above all by a brilliant manifestation 
of the genuis of the Indian people in various branches of 
thought and knowledge and by their extensive economic 
transactions conducive to the prosperity of the country. A 
comprehensive study of such as facts of life is particularly 
needed at the present moment for the re-orientation of our 
out-look and re-adjustment of our socio-economic and 
socio-religious conditions. The materials for thia much
needed study are not available re<ctdy-made; but will have 
to be zealously unearthed and collectJd, bit by bit from 
varied sources. rrhe rosy picture~ drawn by the court 
chroniclers and the shadowy descriptions of European 
travellers would not, unless criticc.1.lly assessed, be properly 
helpful for the accomplishment of the stupendous but neces
sary task. We will have to make a close scrutiny of the 
contemporary records in all European languages, English, 
French, Portuguese, Spanish and Dutch because the Euro
pean Companies were so intimately interested in Indian 
life and activities out of various consideration. We are 
much indebted to Sir W tlliam Foster for his monumental 
compilation of European fa~tory records and to Mr. Fawcet 
for his supplementary volumes in this rt:spect. They are 
bound to yield copious information relating to some solid 
economic aspects of Indian hfe of Mughal times. 

Then again in every nook and corner of our vast 
continental country there are records lying A till unnoticeq 
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and unca red for which also will yield a good deal of impor
tant historical inform'?tion. They are in different langua
ges mostly Persian, Hindi and Marathi. They await 
patient study of researchera to disclose unknown chapters 
of our country's history. Literary works in some Indian 
languages such as Urdu, Hindi, Bengali etc. deserve care
ful consideration in this connection. The hi~toric..1.l 
contents of the poems of the celebrated poet Bhushan have 
not yet been critic'llly examined. Such works in Hindi, 
as Rana Ras of Dayal Das, Akbunama of Sewak, J ahangir 
Chandrika of Keshava, Ragvilas of Mankavi Jaya, Fazil 
Ali Prakash of ~ ukhden Mishra, Qumruddin Khan Hulas 
of Ganjan, Binod Chandrika of Kabindra Udainath deserve 
more than a passing notice. Irvine was probably the first 
to draw our attention towards the Jangnama of Farrukh
seyar by the contemporary poet, Shridhar alias Murlidhar 
I managed to procure a copy of the work which is now 
out of print to study the matE-rials embodied in it the 
results of which came in some instalments in an 
Urdu magazine. It would be necessary to cull valuable 
incidental references from the pages of literature also to 
understand the social habits, customs and manners of the 
people, their problems of weals and woes and thoughts and 
aspirations. 

Literature of an age is the mirror of its life. That 
we can get useful inform::).tion in pages of comtempora.ry 
literature may be illustrated from Safar Nama.i-Delhi, 
from a beautiful Masnavi, in Persian, of Abdul J alit Bil
grami describing the marriage of Farrukhseyar with the 
daughter of Raja Ajit Singh Rathor, and from an Urdu 
Masnavi named 'Gauhar-Jauhri,' still in Ms. by a poet-saint 
of Phulwari Sharif who wrote it in 1748. Mukund R:1.m's 
Kabi Kankan is regarded as a mirror of Bengal life in the 
16th century. But a more extensive utilisation of this source 
will surely reward honest workers with fruitful results. 
The 'Diwans' and the 'Kulliats' which are in such abundance 
will be found to contain Chronograms and incidental 
references of historical importance ; and sometimes they 
enable us to gauge the public opinion of the time on certain 
matters. Shah Ayatullah of Phulwari, a contemporary of 
Muhammad Shah and his immediate successors, in one of 
his poems in Hindustani tolls us of what he thought about 
the then Hindu-government of Bihar. Certain well known 
poets of Urdu of tho 18th century such as 'Sauda' and 
'Qaim' have made significant stricture on the political 
situation of the time and on the character of the ruler. 



lt is also necessary to take into account the material8 
that the coinage and epigraphy of the period contain. The 
materials of history of our country ar·e very often exposed 
to grave riE<ks from our ignorance, . indifference and other 
factors. As regards epigraphy, the inscriptions on relig
ious buildings and other types of public edifices deserve to 
be exhaustively discovered and accurately deciphered to 
help in gathering plenty of interesting and important in
formation. F. r~gular epigraphic survey-work is sure 
to produce satisfactory results. Sometimes most casually 
valuable epi~-raphic evidences come to our notice. 
The late Mr. Syed-Muhamrnad made a detailed search 
for Muslim monuments in Patna City and published there
sults of his efforts in J. B. 0. R. S. A mosque at Patna, built. 
by an officer of prince Parvez contains a line ''M1s Mar 
Sakht Qllai Majhaowli wa butkada" but history is quite 
silent on the point. The inscriptional evidence on a dilapi
dated Mausoleum a.t Cnampanagar (Bhagalpur) also takes 
us to the ti.me when Prince Parwez was Governor of Bihar 
The epigraphica-Indo Mu5lemica is rendering a laudable 
and valuable service in this connection by bringing to light 
epigraphic materials of this and earlier periods. Zealous 
co-operation from other quartera will add much to our 
knowledge regarding our period. 

A critical appreciation of the treasures of the old Art 
is indeed a valuable source of instruction and inspiration. 
The marvels of the Indian Art of the great Mughals have 
elicited due admiration from different quarters and there 
are some arrangements for their preservation too. But 
many are still lying uncared for exposer! to the ravages of 
time and weather. In portraits and paintings which we 
find in such splendid manuscripts belonging to Oriental 
Public Library, Patna, as Tarikhe-Taimuria a.nd Badshah
nama which contain 11 and 12 large miniatures executed 
by the well known court artists of Akbar and of Shah 
J ahan we get nice and accurate re-production of dress, 
costumes, manners and customs, form of etiquette of the 
court, receptions and processions, postures, and military 
engagements as well as hunting excursions. Indeed one 
gets a glimpse into the social life in the high circles of 
the age tlolrough such portraits and paintings. 

A large range of m:tterial is available in the numerous 
Tazkivas or biograph:cal dictionaries of poets, saints, and 
'scholars and in varied correspondence of our period much 
of which are still in Mss. and not yet deservedly utilised, 
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The encyclopaedic works of Amin Razi and Muhammad 
Sadiq and the Tazkivas of Sher Khan Lodi, Ali Kuli Khan 
Daghistani, Azad Bilgrami etc. contain much that is of 
historical value. As for books of correspondence they are 
official, Semi-official, or privatE', directly narrating or 
incidentally referring to rna ny significant f~cts of contem
porary history. There are important letters such as those 
incorporated in Adab.Alarngiri, Ruqqati-Alarngiri, ably 
edited with an introduction by ProL N a jib Ashraf, 
Faiyyaz-ulQawanan and the letters in the Jaipore Darbar 
archives. They are already known and have been utilised 
by Sir. J. N. Sirkar a.nd others. But there are mc1ny more 
in hidden corners whose discovery and study have yet to 
receive the attention that is due. 

One of the earliest of such little known colle'ctions is 
Nania-i-Nami by Ghayasuddin Muhammad Bin Humamud
din ali'is Khund Mir. For sometime I have been trying 
with all my limitations to do in this respect what has so 
far been possible. The papers already published about 
Dasturnl Insha (other than that by Yar Muhammad Qa.ladar 
which was utilised by famous Patna historian, Ghulam 
Hussain) Mufidul Insha, Insha-i· Gbarib, Bal Mukundnama 
and the correspondence between Raja Madho Singh of 
Jaipore and Ahmed Shah Durrcmi and the Rohillas show 
bow a painstaking search for such Mss. prove to he fruitful.. 
My search has been mostly confined to Bihar and it is my 
sincere wish and earnest appeal to my friends and co
workers to pay greater attention to the utilisation of .this 
kind of important original source in their raspective areas. 

Some significant notes opposed to the haretical beliefs 
current among the Muslims due largely to the influence of 
Akbar's ecclectic religion, the divine faith, are found in 
the pages of the Makubat or correspondence of a few highly 
talented and influential contemporaries. Bada.uni and the less 
known Sheikh Abdul Ghani belonged to this school of reac
tion. But the works of two scholar saints may be especially 
selected as the m0st typical representative. The Maktubat 
and the discourses of Sheikh Ahmad Sarhindi who was 
acclaimed as the Mujaddid (the regenerator of the second 
millenimum) and of Sheikh Abdul Huq a saint of great piety 
and renown and called Muhaddise Dehalavi (interpreter of 
the sayings and traditions of the Prophet of Islam) throw 
a flood of light on one of the important tendencies of the 
time and give us an idea of· the attitude of the writers in 
relation to political matter and also of the influence they 



exercised on some political personalities with whom they 
were in correspondence. That the Emperor Jahangir had 
to revise his .()pinion about thr Mujaddid and his Maktubat 
which be had first regarded as album of absurdities which 
drag people into impitty at1d iiJfidelity is amply shown by 
his subsequent action in granting the saint his freedom, 
and making several changes in matters of stat2 so as to 
suit the tenets of the orthodox faith. That the religious 
views of Akbar's successors were strongly tinged with 
orthodoxy and Aurangzeb, the puratanical ruler, was the 
admirer and probably a disciple of the Mujaddid's son, 
Sheikn Masum, show the extent of the influence exercised 
by the saint of this bchool. Among the recent scholars 
it was probably Maulana Abul Kalam Azad who in his 
Tazkira was the fir:st to c1ll atteution towards the wider 
significance of the Maktubat of the Mujaddid. 

Dr. Nurul Hasan of Lucknow University and late Mr. 
Hasan Murtaza of Patna in papers read at LWO diff~rent 
sessions of I. H. C. 0n the same subject tried to show on the 
basis of his Maktubat why the Mujalldid should be regarded 
as a symbol of a powerful tendeucy of muslim reaction 
against Akbar's trends of thought. It heis been pointed by Mr. 
Muhammad Ikaram I.C.S., however, that this reaction had 
started somewhat earlier and the Mujadd1d was himself 
conscious of the existence of a ''band of the supporters of 
Islam" of whom he considered himself as one. His Maktu
bat came at a time when a change had already occurred. 
The Divine Faith of Akbar had dted with his death. The 
Mujaddid spat out invectives at the religious ideas and 
practices of the Emperor·reformer and was equally vocifer· 
ous in his tirade against infidels and heretws in the letter" 
that he addressed to the politicaJ personalities of his age. 
Taking a larger view of the questiOn, however, it may be 
safely assertt:Jd that his extremism produced a reaction 
against what he advocated. 

This was not the case with the celebrated Muhaddis 
Dehlavi. Quite unlike the strong and vehement denun
ciations of the Mujaddid, are the sober and restrained 
expressions of the Muhaddis and his wise and convincing 
arguments which he appears to have addressed somewhat 
earlier in time to men like Sheikh Farid, Khan-i-Khana 
Sheikh Ismail and others. The Muhaddis himself refer~ 
to his "habit of having kept his words within the enclosure 
of caution,'' 
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Born in 958 A. H. the Muhaddis had finished his 
studies at the age of twenty and for some years he was 
associated with Faizi, Nizamuddin, and Badauni, the his
torians, at Fatehpur Sikri. Let us read what he writes in a 
letter in Arabic about the reasons of his leaving their 
company and going on a pilgrimage to Mecca in 996 
A. H. "When I presented myself before my Guide Sheikh 
Abdul Wahhab Muttaqi, I gd.Ve him an account of my 
past life and said ''I am a person who have been brought 
up since the childhood in an atmosphere of education 
and devotion. I paid no heed to the company of the people 
and refrained from p.1ying visits to them when I had 
acquired through the help of providence something of· the 
good things and fulfilled my needs out of what I found 
there. Some privileged people incited me to go out of my way 
and mix with worldly men. I met the Sultan of the age 
and his nobles. They bestowed considerlble attention 
upon me and exaJted my position and they wished to 
exploit me, to add to their following and to fulfil their 
objects and strengthen their influence through me, an 
humbl~ devotee of god. But God saved me .and did not 
abandon me to them. He produced such a spirit in me as 
enabted me to come to this holy land.''- Badauni tells 
us that the Muhaddis was held in great esteem by Faizi. 
But due to a misunderstanding the two parted company. 
Elliot gives us an extract embodying the opinion of the 
scholar-saint about the poet-laureat of Akbar. " Faizi of 
Agra, reached the highest standard of literary merit. 
But alas that he should have drawn censure, obliqury and 
misfortune on himself through sinking into abyss of error 
and infidelity, for all men of piety and religion, and all 
friends and supporters of the apostolic faith refrain from 
uttering his name or speaking of his accursed clique. 
This is the strongest language that the saint has ever used 
and the reason is obvious. 

He has dilated on the same points in the history 
of Medina. '' Daspite the peace and tranquility that I 
enjoyed I was led involuntarily to abandon the company 
of the enemies (of religion) and voluntarily left my country 
and friends. When I reached the sacred city I gave the 
re-assurance 'do' nt be afraid, now you are freed from 
tyrannically irreligious people." He quotes many sig. 
nificant verses aDd edracts from the Quran and adds 
that though he h 1od no wish to leave the holy land, his 
spiritual guide commanded him to retqrn to his origin~l 
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nome so as to continue the work that he had left unfini
shed. He hopes that if with God's grace he could keep 
himself ·safe from evHs of self and satan, he would see 
that in the proper path of religion what he should see 
and say about the ways of God what it behoved him to 
say, That he would never sell the eternal Kingdom 
for the perishable world.'' This was the man with 
a mission.1 who on his return in 999 A. H. addressed 
his letters and through his discourses and tours acquired 
unmistakable hold on some important political personages 
including Sheikh Farid or Nawab Murtaza Khan. In 
a letter to Sheikh Ismail who probably wished to give up 
his job the Muhaddis exhorted him not to do it, Lut to 
do hi~ duty, "0 my brother you cannot give up the 
distingushing qualities of Islam nor can you set your 
feet outside the circle of the tenets of religion. Yon 
cannot reconcile yourself with the ways of the vicious 
companions.What for is this hesibtion ? What are you 
worried about ? What baR becamE:l of your spirit and zeal 
for Islam ? Where has the ardour for religion gone ? 
What calamity has befallen you ?'' 

By far the· most irn portant of his letters, however, 
are those addressed to Sheikh Farid Bukhari, a devout 
Muslim and an unflinching supporter of Jahangir. Time 
and occasion do not permit a consideration of the sug
gestive sentences in various letters. But I consider it 
worth-while to quote a few from the letter which the 
Muhaddis wrote to Sheikh Farid especially from one written 
just on the death of Akb,tr. After speaking in eulogistic 
terms about the new Emperol' and praying that all, specially 
the mw:;linu~, might rc~main immune from ('calamity an(l 
dotostahlt~ t.llings'', he writes, among other things, 
''w:wtonneHH :lncl worldly vanity an1l pride of sovereignty 
drag people in such a statP as to make them lay claim to 
the prophetic office and even to divinity .. .lt is pride and 
lust for world dominion, and sovereignty which led 
Pharoah to daim divinity. Pride and folly are inherent 
in the nature of some and deprive them of true u,lder
standing and capacity for discrimination. Despite their 
wisdom they do commit acts of madness. They are how
ever, not mad but appear to be so. Prophetic office is not 
based on predominance and sway of majesty." After 
this observation whosE' implication is obvious the Muhaddis 

' remarks, ''every one has to do his duty, and insteact if forsak
ing tho world, people Rbould trfla1l the path of truth 
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restrain feelings and passion and follow the path and 
examples set by religion and divine law so as to remain 
apparently in the world but really aloof from it. Every 
one 'like the addresse' who does th,ngs prescribed by re
ligious law for the sake of t1od attains this world and 
also the ne:x:t.n In another letter to the same saintly noble, 
the Muhaddis offers his thanks to God for his recovery 
from illness and concludes ''all virt,ues and all perfections 
depend upon two expressions 'honouring the ·words of God 
and being compassionate towards his creatures. In another 
letter to the same persopge and on the same subject he 
writes "there is nothing superior to this that one makes 
ones best efforts in strengthing the faith and community 
and in propogeting and aiding reJigious ceremonials one 
should strive one's utmost in that direction even though 
one may find oneself absolutely alone in a whole world.'' 

After this digression where I have endeavoured to 
illustrate how interesting and significant facts relating 
to certain trends of thoughts of the past and some ideas 
of obvious political implications ca.n be gle3.ned from 
Maktubat and religious discourses, I would now turn to 
the main theme of this acfd.rcss. It is to be regretted that 
Risala Nuria Sultania of the Mudaddis which treats of the 
regulations of the government, its statutes and institutions, 
the wayti and means of its just administrations and the 
conduct and managaments of its important affairs which 
was dedicated to E:np3ror J cth tngir is not available. One 
could have found in it many things of historical importance. 
It was a kind of DJ.sturul-Amal which generally contains 
minute statistical, topographical and administrative in. 
formation. There must be lying here and there copies of 
Dasturul-A.mal b3sides those which have been already 
known to us. 

Sometimes interesting information is available in 
the pages of old Bayaz or scrap books. Day to day diaries 
and notes and scribbling of important shte officials or others 
which may have had chances of coming into contact with 
state activities basides chronograms and notices of poets 
and scholars of the time are found in them. Some such 
copies have come to my notice and a few have been already 
brought to light. I am confident that a search for such 
works in other places would prove fruitful. Very often one 
is agreeably surprised at getting matters of historical 
value in works which are not profclssedly historical in nature. 
The Miratul-Istalahat or the mirror of forms of speech by 

43 
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· · Anandram Mukhlis, a historical personage, who wrote it 
in 1156 (1743) tells us among other things about the rules 
and regulations of ~dministration of Hindustan, contains 
notices and anecdotes of several notable persons, and pro
vides us with detailed description of the famous peacock 
lihrone of Shah J ehan. Lastly ballads and folk-lore some
times contain very valuablt" incidental references regarding 
socio economic aspects of human life. It is our duty there
fore to collect from different quuters such ballads, storiet< 
and folk-lores, some of which may havo been preserved in 
written manuscripts and some may be sung or recited from 
memory. 

The time has come when the previously written works 
on all aspects of human history have got to be carefully 
revised in the light of material that have been since then 
unearthed. Some old conclusions and views not adequate
ly warranted by correct data deserve to be carefully scru
tinised and accurately interpreted. While we duly admire the 
value of the admirable volumes of Elliot, Smith and More 
land there is no doubt that they require revision and many 
of their opinions are cap Lble of more sober and different 
inte1pretation. Dr. Hodivala's recent work has shown that 
there is a need of correcting the given translations of the 
Persian historical texts in Elliot's monumental volumes 
by a proper verification with the version in the avatlable 
copies of original Mss. His la.udable venture deserves to 
be supplemented by more exhwstive ~earch and study of 
other Persian Mss. as well as their translations. This sort 
of comprehensive utilisation of Persian historical texts 
would demand a conscientious team work for which a spirit 
of cultural fellowship has got to be sufficiently cultivated 
and developed. 

There are some gaps ar:d Lacunae in our knowledge of 
the history of some important tracts of India in the age of 
great Mughals and also during the last days of Mughal 
rule. Uelhi and Agra and their environs and other places 
near about beiu!S closely associ• ted with Imperial metro
polis and connected with Impc·rial <~ffairs have mostly 
engrossed the historbu's, chronicler's or traveller's atten
tion. I would like to emphasi::;e o:1 the needs of comprehen
sive and detailed historical work relating to the eastern 
and the then the riche~t Subas of the Mughal Empire. The 
political condition and vicissitudes and their reaction on 
Imperial politics, their aristocracy and the part they played 
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in contemporary history, tbeir varied economic activities 
and product,s famous for their quality throughout the 
world and the main currents in social and cultural life. 

Our knowledge of the high-spirited Afghans in Bihar 
and Bengal either before Sher Shah and after him is still 
very inadequate, though the part played by them in the 

·history of India in those days was by no means inconsider
able. About the Rajputs also whose role in Indian history 
during the period under review was rAmarkable and who 
made remarkable contribution through their military pro
wess and politic:1l genuis to Mughal Imperial government, 
we know as yet very little. Few works dealing with them 
may be counted on fingers, the most notable of them being 
Rajputana Ka Itihas by M. M. Gauri Shanker Ojha. As 
regards Tod's Rajasthan, the author himself says that it was 
never his intention to treat the subject in the serious style 
of history. Therefore, the information recorded in it must 
be scrutinised and accepted after testing it with sound 
canons of historical criticism. The land of the Chivalrious 
Ra.jputs contains in its distant and secluded corners not only 
valuable and inspiring relics of fine culture and archi
tecture of the past but source material of history which 
when properly studied will enh'l.nce our knowledge regard
ing it. 

The land south of the Narmada is full of abundant source 
material. The history of Deccan Subas of the Mughal 
Empire deserves to be more exhaustively and critically 
studied from different points of view. The Maratha scho
lars have rendered conspicuous service in regard to the 
Maratha sources for the history of the region. But the 
materials in other languages of this region as well as in 
Persian and in some European languages are yet to be 
properly unearthed and utilised. 

All this entails tremendous responsibility o·n us. It is 
well known that the Imperial histories or chronicles make 
rather scrappy references to .provincia.! affairs and mainly 
narrate what particularly concerned the Empire. We have, 
therefore, to look for other sources which are not yet easily 
available. They h 1ve to be hunted up with great diligence, 
patience and zeal. As such ventures can be expected to 
be successful, if only they are to be co operative, the 
Government, the Universities and ti1e enlightend citizen 
have to come forward, offer their fullest support and assis. 
tanee in this respect. Their importance can hardly be 
over estimated, They will, to a large e~tont~ serve ~Q 
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remove many of our ungrounded prejudi~es and to revolu
tionise our outlook. Their discovery and utilisation have 
therefore, a claim for recognition at the hands of those who 
have jur,tly felt the need of giving a reorientation to our 
outlook and culture in view of sweeping changes of Modern 
time. 

THE POLICY OF THE GRA'iD MUGHALS VIS-A-VIS 
THE RKJPUT STATES 

BY 

MR, H. GOETZ, BARODA. 

What distinguished the Mughal Empire from all other 
Muslim states in India, was the fargoing conscious use made of 
Hindu soldiers, officers and high officials. It would, however. be 
foolish. to believe that the Grand Mughals could rely on the 
Rajputs as followers of unquestioned reliability and servile loyalty. 
As a matter of fact the Ra:jputs were very difficult vassals who 
could be controlled only by the utmost tact and a clever policy . 
exploiting their national weaknesses. They were the best soldiers 
of the empire, although they could not compete with the efficiency 
of ttie Muslims in military technique, nobility and strategy. 
They provided the garrisons fur innumerable Mughal forts, froms 
the Deccan to the Khyber Pass and the swamps of the Bl'ahma· 
putra. But this same dare-devil bravery made them likewi~e 
extrt~mely sensitive in all rna tters of honour and etiquette and of 
personal ambitions; and more than once Ra:jput nobles were 
massacred even at the imperial court because they started 
dwelling in the midst of a darbar. 

For the same reason they were divided amongst themselves, 
the more as they knew no loyalty outside their clan or their 
marriage relations. In order to control these unruly warriors, the 
Mughal emperors had to exploit their virtues and weaknesses, 

· thtir loyalty to bond.i! of blood, their clannish particularism and 
their mutual jealousies. This policy has so far never been studied 
in its entirety, although both Akbar's and Aurangzeb's relations 
with the Ra:jputs have been dealt with in detail by various his· 
tori ans, sometimes arriving at contradictory conclusions. These 
contradictions were unavoidable because of the want of a clear 
and over all picture of the Mughal policy vis-a-vis the Ra:jput states 
which, again, was due to the fragmentary treatment of the affairs, 
of these states in the Muslim chronicles. But a considerable 
complementary material lies embedded in the Ra:jput bardic songs 
and cbro.nicles which have so far been hardly explored. It is true 
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that this material is not less onesided than the informations 
provided by the Mughal chronicles. 

The Ra:jput states regained their independence during the 
disintegration of the Tughluq Empire. They originally found 
loose feudal conglomerations, str mger in resistance than in 
attack, and long disregarded by their Muslim neighbours. But a 
serious clash was inevitable the moment they became sufficiently 
consolidated to represent a threat to the communication lines of 
the centralized Muslim Empire. This general consolidation was 
attempted by Rana Kumbha and Rana Sanga of Ohitorgark. and 
Ra:o Maldeo of Jodhpur. When Babur invaded Northern India 
he could not think of advancing beyond Agra bf'fore he had 
defeated Rana Sanga at Khanua and Medini Rai at Chanderi 
(4527). The victory was so crushing that soon afterwards (1534) 
Baha:dur Shah of Gujarat could storm and sack Chitorgarh, and 
that in 1536 Huma:yun found no opposition on his march through 
Malva into Gujarat. 

In a feudal society the position of the suzerain was always 
precarious. The disaster.; of Khanua, Ohanderi and Ohitorgarh 
had broken not the Rajput nation, but merely the leadership of 
Mewar. Tbis was now usurped by Ra:o Maldeo of Marwar whose 
father had fought under Rana Sanga at Khanua and whose great 
grandfather Ranmall had lived as a refugee at the court of Rant 
Mokal. During the struggle between Humayun and Sher Shah h5 
attacked the surrounding states and took Dhundhar (the later 
Jaipur), Ajmer, BikanPr, ::)iwana, Jalor, Sirohi and parts of.Mewar 
and secured these conquests by mighty forts. He could not keep 
out of the struggle for supremacy between the Suris and Moghuls 
despite an ambiguous policy of double-crossing and treachery, and 
he suffered a crushing defeat from Sher Shah in 1544. But Sher 
Shah's death before Malinja:r soon afterwards and the quick 
disintegration of the Suri Empire saved Maldeo. 

The aggression of Mewa;r, then of Ma:rwar created apprehen
sion in other Rajput states with regard to their future. Therefore, 
Bihan Mall of Dhundbar became a mansabdar of Humayun, 
and Bhimra;j, brother of Kalya:n Mall of Bikaner first entered 
the service of Humayun, then of Sher Shah. 

Akbar's early policy followed the traditional lines. But 
when Maldeo had sufficiently recoverd from the effects of the 
defeat, his position appeared to threaten the safety of communi
cation lines to Malwa which Adham Khan bad conquered in 
1560. In 1561 Akbar attacked Marwar, took in 1562 the strong 
fortress of Merta and forced Maldeo into vassalagn. It was 
on this occasion that Bihan Mall and his son Bhagwandas 
were presented to Akbar. It seems that it was Bhagwandas 
who suggested to Akbar the new policy of an alliance with 
the Ra:jputs ; for in all the following years he appears not only 
as Akbar's loyal follower, but also as his principal negotiator 
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with the Rajput princes. His adopted son and heir Man Singh 
became one of Akbar's most influential genErals and gover
nors, and soon afterwards Akbar married a Dhunclhal'i princess 
at Sambbar. In 1568 Man Singh assistt'd Akbar in tho famous 
siege of Chitm· ; during the siege of Ra:nthambhor in 1569 he nego
tiated t.Le submission of the Rao of Bundi, in 1570 at Ajmer that 
of Rao Kalya:n Mall of Bikaner and of his son Rai Singh, and of 
Raval Har H.ai of Jaisalmer. In 1573 he even brought Umrao 
Singh, son of Rana Pratap in to Akbar's service. The conditions 
of sqbmission were very honourable, though the reception of a 
prindess of each of these states into Akbar's zenana met with 
some resistance, in spite of Akbar's fargoing religious tolerance. 
Nevertheless that latter measure was important and proved 
valuable in the long run. For as in a feudal society the bonds 
of blood relationship iorm the strongest source of political loyality. 
And probably the Rajput alliances would have broken down 
much earlier under the "train of growing religious estrangement 
if Jahangir, .:)ha:hjahan and Aurangzeb had not been nephews, 
cousins and uncles of the Rajput princes. 

These alliances completely reversed the balance of power 
between the Rajpu t states. For Dhundhar Bundi, Bikaner and 
Jaisalmer had so far been weak statet:~, with difficulty maintain
ing their independence against the overwhelming superiority of 
Mewar and Marwar. Now, as Mughal generals and governors 
they could not only reckon on the support of the imperial author
rity but also had at their disposal enormous revenues from war 
booty, taxes and othN exactions. For instance Rai Singh of 
Bikaner had on the zenHh of his influence ten times the income 
of his father Kalya:n Mall. Man Singh, as governor of Bihar 
and Bengal was not less better off than his adoptive father 
Bhagvan Das. But as price they had to serve as Akbar's hench
men to keep the still recalcitrant Rajput statE's in check, which 
proved the easier as the marriage alliances had added social 
animosity to the already existing political conflicts. For the 
diehards treated Akbar's allies not merely as traitors, but as 
social outcasts. 

Thus Man Singh of Amber (Dhundbar) could be set against 
Rana Pratap and defeated him in the bloody battle of Haldighat 
in 1576 whereafter the Sisodias were reduced to a precarious 
existence as guerilla leaders. Likewise was Rai Singh of Bikaner 
used to wear down Mal Deo's mccessor Cha ndrasen and then 
Rao Surthan of Sirohi, from 1572-1581 he was the actual lord of 
Marw ar. Rao 8urjan of Bundi, finally. was employed in con
quering the Gond Raj in 1576. In the Panjab Himalaya Bakht. 
Mall of Dhameri was played out against Jai Chand of Ka:ngra. 

Of course, Akbar knew very well that such a policy was 
not without dangers. He, therefort', always gave the Rajput 
generals a Muslim colleague or deputy whu would control him. 
~Jut in the long run this policy could not work. In case the 
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Rajput oppo~ition collapsed, the loyal rajas might become too 
powerful and even think of rebellion. as it actually happened 
later in Jahangir's and Sba:hjaha:n's reigns. Of recalcitrant states, 
the policy of setting one party against another was restarted. 
Thus prince Udai Singh in Ma:rwii:l" wa:; supported against Chan
dra Sen, as later on Sagra was set up by Jaha:ngir against 
Paratap Singhs son Amar Singh I. Moreover, the continued gue
rilla war, even when successful, undermined the position of the 
rajas; the aristocracy, even when continuing to oppose the 
Mughals. 

When Chandrasen died in 1581, Udai Singh made his peace 
with Akbar. Thereupon Rai Singh had to r~turn Ma:rwar, with 
the exception of Na:gaur and Phalodi which had formed only 
recent acquisitions of the Jodhpur kingdom. Rai Singh was re
compensated with high posts in Afghanistan, Gujan:tt and 
Khandesh and fiefs comprising almost half of Gujara:t and Kathia
wa:r. Similarly was Man Smgh made governor of Biba:r, Bengal 
and Orissa when th9 Mewar Cd.mpaign had ended in a temporary 
stalemate, partly in consequen0e of the inaccessibility of the inner 
Aravallis, par ;ly because of a temporary estrangement between 
the emperor and Man Singh. But these posts and fiefs, however 
glamourous they might appear, were outside Ra:jputana. 

Udai Singh of Jodhpur and his son Gaj Bingh bad to prove 
their loyalty by fighting the indomitable Surtha:n Singh of S!rohi, 
Muzaffar III of Gujarat and finally Rana Amar Singh of Mewa:r. 
But the Grand Mughal could not grant more and more lands to 
his vassal rajas. As the rajas were played out against each other 
so they were held in balance by the great Muslim nobles. A 
solution of this difficulty had already been prepared by the switch
over from an aggrandizement of the loyal states to a rise in the 
personal rank and estates of the loyal rulers. With their death 
these honours relapsed to the crown. 

The succession quarrels which later on ruined the Mughal 
Eillpire, weakened also the Ra:jput states. They were tbe common 
curse of polygamy otherwise a useful institution where bonds of 
blood were tantamount to political bonds. Besides, the long 
absence of the rajas from home in the imperial service facilitated 
intrigues by ambitious sons, ranis and other relatives. These 
disputes offered to t.he emperors opportunities for resuming former 
grants, either as a punishment, or as price for acknowledging 
succession, but also tor partitioning a kingdom or at least for 
splitting off some bits as independent principalities. This game 
was further complicated by transferring parts of one kingdom to 
a branch of another dynasty. By this device not only good old 
neighbours could be turned into deadly enemies, but also parallel 
branches of the same dynasty, each dreaming of reuniting the 
kingdom of their ancestors, could be played against each other. 



'This new policy began to take shape during the last decades 
of Akbar's reign, and became pronounced under Jahangir and 
Sbihjahan. It was first put in action against Rai Singh of 
Bi1taner. Father-in-law and friend of Salim, he was denounced 
to be a rebel by his own eon Dalpat Singh and minister Kram 
Chand. Rai Singh crushed the intrigues of his minister, but there
by he disobeyed Akbar's orders asking him to go to the 
Deccan with prince Danya:l. Thereupon the ~orthern half 
(Bbatner) of Bikaner State proper was given to his son Dalpat 
~ingh. When Jodhpur was asked to keep an eye on Mewar, Gaj 
Singh and Jaswant Singh rose high in the Mughal military service. 
Consequently aftu Rai Singh rose death Phalodi was also retrans
ferred to Ma:rwar; and when 1Jalpat Singh was deposed and killed 
in an internal revolution his successor, Sur Singh, though regained 
Bhatner, lost Na:gaur. 

The transfer of Na:gaur formed part of a policy of splitting 
up the. Jodhpur dynasty. Bikaner had already been the product 
of a secession in the 15th century. Now between 1596 and 1611 
Kishangarh was founded on Amber territory after the disgrace 
of Man Singh. i\atlam was founded on the Ma:lwa border as a 
frontier outpost against Amar Singh I of Mewa:r. Finally in 
1634, twenty years after also Mewar had submitted and proved 
loyal, N agaur was bestowed on Amar Sirigh, Gaj Singh's exiled 
eldest son. It was the most dangerous of all these ''favours'', for 
the Na:gaur principality set at defiance not only Jodhpur and 

· Bika:ner, but as the Nagaur dynasty represented the disinherited 
senior brunch of the Jodhpur Rathors, it was also a permanent 
threat and thorn in the side of the now ruling younger line. As 
Akbar had once set the Ra:thor Ra:i Singh of Bikaner over Rathor 
Jodhpur, Aurangzeb was alter the death of Jaswant Singh to play 
out the Rathor Indra Singh of Na:gaur against Ajlt Singh. And 
even later, in the 18th century Nagaur under Bakhat Singh 
was to contest the supremacy of Jodhpur under Abhai and 
Rii:m Singh. 

Amber did not necessitate interference. Man Singh had died 
in 1615. His next successors Bhao Singh (1615 21) and Maha Singh 
(l6H-25) were weak debauchees. And the great Mirza: Raja Jai 
l:§ingh I (1625.67) still was a young boy at the time of his accession 
to the gaddi. Only later he rose in the imperial favour as one 
of Aurangzeb's chief supporters in the civil war, especially against 
Shah Shuja and Dara Shikoh. But his governorship in the Deccan 
proved a failure. Though in 1665 he forced ::livaji at Purandbar to 
surrender, his arrangements with the Maratha leader were dis
avowed by the emperor, hi!'! expensive campaign against Bijapur 
was unsuccessful, and he died in 1667 at Burha:npur, heartbroken 
according to the Mughal, poisoned according to the Rajput records. 
Bundi wus weakened in A.D. 1625 when Kotah under Ratan 
Singh's younger son Madho Singh was separated from tbe mother 
state under Ratan Singh's grandson Chhattarsal. 
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This policy would in the long run have resulted in the 
dissolution of the Ra:jput kingdoms into a galaxy of petty prin
cipalities which then might easily have been turned into ordinary 
fiefs, and their rulers into average Mughal officers. But with the 
absorption of the former Muslim kingdoms the Mugbal Empire 
under Shahjahan and Aurangzeb became more and more the 
expression of Muslim power and Muslim ideology. The Rajputs 
could only hope to be tolerated, at the best, in the middle and 
lower ranks of the army and administration. Such apprehension, 
growing with the years, altered the attitude of the Rajput princes 
vis-a-vis the favours granted by the imperial court. What was the 
use of all those sacrifices in toil ana blood if all the honours and 
grants ended only in being resumed, and the state left weakened 
and divided ? As the imperial favour could not be trusted, why 
not secretly turn the powers and estates granted by the Grand 
Mughal into real possessions and to defend them even against the 
emperor ? At every succession the empire broke temporarily up 
into factions. Might it not disintegrate, as in the 14th and 15th 
centuries, into minor kingdoms amongst which a daring Rajput 
adventurer may also find a place? 

Such ideas might have caught the imagination of the Rajput 
princes during the later part of Akbar's reign; they led to minor 
revolts during Jabangir's reign, immediately after his accession 
and later during the rebellion of prince Khurram and the coup 
d'etat of Mababat Khan. The risings were more serious under 
Shahja:han. The rajas of Orcbba had profited from the fall of 
Medini Rai whom Babur had in 1527 attacked and killed at 
Chanderi. Rudra Prata:p, Bbarati Chand and Maclhukar Shah 
became the virtual lords of Bundelkhand; Madhukar Shah (1554-92) 
submitted to Akbar only after several rebellions. His successor 
Ram Shah was a weakling. The more ambitious was his brother 
Bir Singh Deo who ingratiated himself into the favours of Salim. 
He assassinated Abul-Fazl 1602 and was by Jahangir placed on 
the throne of his brother. Bir Singh Deo used the imperial favour to 
build up a mighty and splendid kingdom in Bundelkhand. Sbah
jahan, however, had no similar reasons for indulgence towards Bir 
Singh Deo's son Jujhar Singh (1627.34) and started to investigate into 
the charges preferred by the new raja:'~ brother~. After a short visit 
to the court Jujhar Singh rebelled ; but confronted with a conspira
tion of his brother Hardava Singh with the ram:, be had to submit 
to Sbahjahao. In 1633 he deserted again from the Deccan front, 
fell upon the Gondwana, and was finally bunted down by Sha:h
jaba:n's troops. Bundelkhand was annexed, but continued to be in 
a state of latent revolt until Aurangzeb's intolerence blew the 
smouldering embers of sedition into flames. 

Dhameri, later renamed Nurpur, had been played out against 
the obstinate rajas of Kang:ra. Raja Ba:su (1580-1613) took part in 

44 
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ewltia Khusrau's rebellion ; his successor Suraj Mall (1613-18) 
defended the imperial cause against the rajas of Kangra ; but later 
broke out into rebellion. Jagat Singh (1619-46) and his son Rajrfip 
W'ere more cautious. They used Sultan :Khurram's rebellion only for 
an ap&nsion of their state, then rose high in the imperial favour, 
feaght in Waziristan and the Deccan and were at last made 
IM8Tnora of Bangash and the Kangra: Valley. In 1640 they made 
themselves independent. And in order to reduce them to subjec
tion again, Shahjaha:n needed two years of bard fighting, with the 
eo-operation of the surrounding hill states, especially Mandi, 
Ohamba and Basohli. 

Both rebellions were crushed after lengthy campaigns and 
•ast have aggravated the intramdgent tendencies on both sides. 
The lesson was too obvious : Though Shahjahan could afford to 
be lenient, it was evidently necessary to weaken the states further. 
The tl',jis could not be dispensed with as the loyalty of the Ra:jput 
soldiers depended on them ; but hundreds of petty rulers woulc! 
serve this purpose much better than a few strong states. Though 
the great Rajput princes remained loyal, it had, on the other hand, 
been proved that the imperial power was not invincible. 

'Such was the situation on the eve of the civil war among Shah
jahan's sons, (1657-59). Sentimentally most Rajput rulers tended 
to.side with Shahjaha:n and Darashikoh who had bPen tolerant, 
e"t'en friendly to their Hindu subjects, in contrast to Aurar..gzeb 
whose intolerant Muslim extremism was already well-known. 
The rajas of Jodhpur, Bundi and Kotah fought in Dara's armies 
at Dharmatpur and Samugarh ; the rana of Udaipur, though in 
sympathy, hesitated until the decision had fallen. Jai Singh of 
Amber, Karan Singh of Bikaner and Champat Rai of Bundel
khand, however, supported Aurangzeb. But, soon after his corona
tion Aurangzeb had to suppress a rebellion of several princes who 
just before had supported him. Their motives are not mentioned. 
Some probably had hoped for the opportunities offered by a pro
longed civil war, and were disappointed at finding a harder 
fist than before. Others probably had expected a reward which 
was not granted. With Jodhpur as the champion of Da:ra: Shikoh, 
could not Bikaner expect the return of Na:gaur and Phalodi? 

Except Jai Singh of Amber, no prominent Ra:jput ruler had 
proved loyal to him ; and even the exception was doubtful. Certain 
remarks attributed to Jai Singh create the impression that he was 
not moved merely by loyalty, but by long-term Macchiavellian 
calculations very similar to those of the Orchba and Nurpur prin
ces. Thus Aurangzeb transformed what so far had beon not more 
than a cautions exploitation of opportunities offered by the princes 
themselves into a systematic policy of weakening and destroying 
the Rajput states. And this policy waR even openly proclaimed. 
The suppression of the Hindu fairs, the destruction of the Hindu 
~emples, the introduction of the poll-tax, th~ campaigns against 



Satna;mis, Jats, Sikhs, etc. formed the general background. 'l'he 
oppression of Bundelkhand, the degradation of the successors of 
the great M1rza Raja, the offer of several Ra:jput gaddis to apostates, 
the deposition of Karan Singh of Bikaner and of Bahadur Singh of 
Shekhavati, the alleged att'empted or achieved a"sassination of 
several princes, the instigated attacks of A.tmaram Gaur of Sheopur 
and of Pa.har Singh of Indrakhi on Anirudh Singh of Bundi, of 
Amar Singh of Jaisalmer and Banmahdas, an illegitimate son 
of Karan Singh, on Bikaner, of Indra Singh of Nagaur on 
Jodhpur, the disgrace of J as want Singh and the arrest of his 
family, the occupation of Khandela and of Ma:rwar, the invasions 
into BiKaner and Udaipur formed the more specified features in 
the same picture. And in this picture the traditional role of the 
Ra:jputs in the Mughal political system likewise appeared in an 
ominous light : To fight the emperor's battles was not an honour, 
but part of a devilish Eleheme of extermination ; for had not 
the Muslims made it always quite clear that every dead Rajput 
was one more Hindu gone to hell. 

But just because this policy was so glaringly blunt, it did 
not work. Like so many other masters of the petty political 
intrigue, Aurangzeb did not realize the great forces he had thrown 
out of balance. When he needed the Ra:jput soldiers more than 
ever, he forfeited their loyalty and had to rely on a predominantly 
mercenary army. When his war expenses rose to the limits of 
what the empire could bear, he ruined the economic life of whole 
country by the guerilla war into which he drove an exasperated 
population. Nothing is so ruinous to a country than a war 
between plundering guerillas and marauding armies without pay, 
separated by a broadening gulf of distrust and hatred. The 
eituation must in fact have been much more serious than is 
generally assumed. From the Ra:jput records it appears that the 
paralysis of the imperial forces, and their defeats in the Deccan 
and Afghanistan were in a considerable measure due to sabotage 
of the Rajput contingents still serving in the Mughal army. 

Thus in the interval between the occupation of Marwa:r and 
the conquest of Bijapur and Golconda Aurangzeb had again to 
revise his policy vis-a·Vis the Rajput states. With Bundelkhande 
Mewar-allied with prince A.kbar-and Ma:rwar in rebellion, th, 
popular masses of the North seething with revolt, the Marathas 
raiding in the South, the emperor had to return to the initial ·. 
policy of Akbar, i, e. to keep in check the rebel Rajputs by other 
loyal Ra:jput states. These states were Amber under Bishan 
Singh and later Sawai Jai Singh, Bikaner under Aniip Singh 
and Bundi under Anirurih Singh. For this purpose he had to 
make tacit concessions, especially to stop the interfeJ'ence with 
the religious affairs of these states. To these must be added 
alrm Mewar after Rana Jai Singh had concluded peace with 
the emperor in 1681. As a result all these states became havens 



of tefuge to Hindu religion, literature and science which experien
ood a renashnce under Sawai Ja.i Singh, Anup Singh, Aniruddh 's 
suooessor Budh Singh, and the Rana)l Jai Singh and Amar 
Singh II. 

Of course, Aurangzeb had never regarded these concessions 
as more than a makeshift. Yet tied down in the Deccan in an 
ever-expanding, seemingly victorious and yet never conclusive, 
but exhausting war he could no more revert this decision. Neither 
could his successors do anything else. No genuine new policy 
could be evolved, because, the whole, carefully built-up balance 
of power within the too vast empire had been so thoroughly shaken 
that it was difficult to find even the foundations on which to 
reconstruct it. The administration was slipping from the hands 
of the emperore ; it was disintegrating. In Farrukhsiyar's time it 
definitely became the instrument of a dictatorial party. But 
because the now predominantly Muslim army was the last instru
me-nt left in the hands of the emperors, their Rajput policy proved an 
utter failure. It vaccilated between desperate and temporarily 
successful attempts to crush the Rajput opposition by force, and 
concessions because the army was urgently needed elesewhere. 
Thus the victories won broadened the gulf, without laying any 
foundations for a permanent authority. The Rajput rulers gave in, 
but, were merely playing for time in order to consolidate their 
poSition at home. Rajput troops were for some time still available 
for other theatres of war, but the Rajput states could no more be 
played against the other in the name of the emperor. When 
at last Muhammad Shah tried to employ the most prominent 
rajas apparently still loyal to his court, they did so only in their 
own interest. Instead of using the R.ajput princes as its tools, the 
imperial court had now been reduced to an occasional object of 
their policy. 

Bahadur Shah who as his father's commander-in-chief in the 
North had always been more preoccupied with the Rajput affairs, 
first crushed Ajit Singh in 1707 and occupied Jodhpur and Amber, 
but then had to leave the field to bim in order to deal, in the 
Deccan, with Kam Bakhsh, returned 1710 to Ajmer, but vis-a-vis 
the new Rajput League had to acknowledge the de facto situation, 
especially the restoratbn of the Ma:rwar kingdom, because the 
threat from the Sikh leader Banda proved much more serious. 
Again in 17!4 Husain Ali Khan overran .Ma:rwar and forced Ajit 
Singh to submission, but was called back by the intrigues against 
his and his brother's dictatorship. Instead, Ajit became governor 
of Gujarat and Sawai Jai Singh settled the Jat rising near Delhi; 
and both had their hands in the assassination of Farrukhsiyar. 
Under Muhammad Shah the game wa·.; repeated, Ajit Singhrebel
led in 1721, was attacked in1722 and murdered in 1724. His successor 
'Abhai Singh came m 1726 to Delhi, and was appointed governor of 
Gujarat. Likewise Sawai Jai Singh was in 1719 appointed gover
nor of Ajmer and then of Agra, at last of Malwa in 1732. However, 
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neither Abhai Singh nor Sawai Jai Singh cared much to defend 
their provinces against the advancing Marathas but regarded 
them mainly as temporary additions l.o their own power and 
revenues. But these· struggles were a threat for the other states. 
Bundi was coveted by .Amber-Jaipur, Bikaner by Jodhpur. Thus 
the other rajas had to return home in order to look after their own 
affairs. By the time that the first Nizam assumed the governor
ship of the DeccBin. all of them harl left their garrisons. 

A revival of imperial policy was tried under Ahmad Shah. In 
1750 the Bakhshi Salabat Khan undertook an expedition into 
Rajputana in order to interfere in the triangular struggle between 
Bakht Singh of Nagaur, Ram Singh of Jodhpur and Sawai !Sri 
Singh of Jaipur. The expedition was a complete failme. Two 
years later the help of Maharaja Gaj Singh of Bikaner bad 
to be summoned for restoring the imperial authority in the Hissar 
district, which proved abortive bEcause of Ahmad clhah Durram's 
invasion of the Panjab. On the other hand the e':Ilperor lost at 
that time one of his best prerogatives, that of coinage, though the 
name of Shah Alam II was preserved on the states coins even 
longer than in Brith:,h India. 

The relations between the Grand Mughals and the Rajput 
states, thus, developed according to a very definite pattern, very 
similar to that of the rrbtions between t.he great Mediaeval and 
the centralized national monarchies, in J6th and 17th century 
Europe, or those between the Uritish crown and the Indian 
"Native" States. It does not matter that a system Of vassalage 
officially did not exist, that the Rajput princes as rulers in their 
own right were treated merely as great zammdars. that as mem
bers of the Mughal state they formed part of the mansabdan system. 
For the Mughat administration repres8nted an aLortive attempt at 
transforming a feudal aristocracy into a military bureaucracy, and 
the story of the relations between the imperial authority and 
the Rajput states is part of the very story of this failure. But thls 
failure can only be understood by penetrating beyond those legali~
tie constructions into the sphere of power relation::. Successful 
government must take in account both the lofty ideals and awira
tions, and the sordid and brutal urges of mankind. It can work 
the first only by paralyzing the latter by a balance of power, and 
it can overcome the frustration caused by the latter only by a 
successful appeal to the first. And again such an appeal can only 
be successful if these ideals can fulfil the hopes and needs of the· 
time. 
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SOME IMPERIAL F ARMANS ADDRESSED TO THE 
RULI£RS OF JODHPUR 

BY 

MAHAMAHOP ADHY AY A P ANDIT BISHESHW AR N A'l'H REU, 

.Jodhpur. 

The Rathor rulers of Marwar are well known for their 
her<>isrn, bravery and independent nature. Rao Maldeva 
(1532-1562 A. D.), who was the mightiest ruler among all the 
Rajput rulers of his time, extended the boundaries of Marwar 
up to the borden of Delhi and Agra, capturing Hindaun, Bayana, 
Fatehpur, Sikari and Mewat. His son and successor Rao 
Ohandrasen (1562-1581 A. D.), a forgotten hero of Rajputana, 
was the first among the princes of Rajasthan to refuse even the 
nominal allegiance of Emperor Akbar, who repeatedly offered 
a number of favours for it. His trodden path was followed by 
Maharana Pratapsingh, the well·known hero of Rajasthan, after 
a pedod of about 10 years. But unfortunately after the death 
of the said Rao, the circumstances all round deteriorated and they 
compelled Raja U dayasingh to fall in line with the other rulers 
of Rajasthan, such as Amber, Bikaner etc. and to acknowledge 
tbe supermacy of the Mughal Emperor Akbar. This supermacy 
in actual or nominal form continued up to Maharaja Bijayasingh, 
who ruled Marwar from 1752-17~3 A. D. 

We give here extracts of some of the Imperial Farmans 
preserved in the Office of the Mir Munshi of Jodhpur State and 
hope that they will throw some light on hitherto unknown 
hi!::torical events. 

The Farmans mentioned below were issued by Emperor Akbar 
(1556-1605 A. D.), Emperor Aurangzeb (1658-1707 A. D.), Shah 
Alam Bahadurshah (1707-1712 A. D.), Farrukhsiyar (1713-1719 
A.D.) and Muhammad Shah, who was seated on the throne of 
Delhi by Maharaja Ajit Singh and the Sayyad brothers on 
15th Zilkad 1131 A. H. (18th September, 17l9 A.D. or N1j Ashvin 
Vadi 1, 1778 V. S.), alter the death of R 1fi-ud-daula and he died 
on 27th Rabi-ul-Akhir ll61 A. H (15th April, 1748 A. D.-or Vai
shakh Vadi 14:, 1805 V. S.). He started his regnal year from 9th 
Rabi-ul-Akhir, ll31 A. H. (18th February 1719 A. D.-or Phalgun 
Sudi 10, 1775 V. 8:) when Emperor Farrukhsiyar was imprisoned, 
and did not >i.cknowledge Rafi-ud-darja t and Rafi-ud-daula as 
Emperors. Further, they were address3d to Raja Udayasingh 
(1583-1595 A. D.), Maharaja Jaswantsingh I (1638-1678 A. D.), 
and Maharaja Ajit Singh (t707-1724 A. D.J as from 1679 to 1706 
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A. D. Marwar remained under the control of Emperor Aurangzeb 
himself. • 

Farman No.1 1. 

This was issued by Emperor Akbar and it states the grant 
of village Savai, District Narana, unc1er the Sambhar administra
~ion, to Khwaja Husain, in charity. 

This Far man being torn no date is available. It is impressed 
with Emperor Akbar's seal ns wtll as it bears his name in Tughra 
script. Further no name of the addressee is found in it. 

Farman''No. 2. 

This w<is issued by Emperor Aurangzeb, in his first regnal 
year, in the name of Maharaja Jaswantsingh I of Marwar and 
acknowledges the complaint E'Ubmitted against Megharaj, the land
lord of Halod. It further states that eE't:=J.te, which was held by 
Megharaj had been bestowed on Jhala Ray a"ingb. The Maharaja 
should help the latter in taking possession of it by driving the 
formPr away. It also show'3 that Rajkumar Prithvisingh, son of 
the Maharaja, was present at tho court. 

Aurangzeb, after impr~soning hi~ father Emperor Shah 
Jahan in the fort of Agra ascended tho Mughal throne on 1st 
Zilkad 1068 A. H. (23rd July 1658 A. D.=St·avan Sudi 3, 1715 
V. S.) and celebrated his coronation ceremony on 2·!th Ramzan 
106' A. H. (5th June 1659 A. D.=Ashadh Vadi 11, 1716 V. S.). 
This may be taken as the beginning of his second regnal year. 
This Farman is dated 25th Jamat1i-ul-avval, which falls on the 
8th February 165~) A. D. or Phalgun Vadi 12, 1715 V. S.) But 
according to Alamgir-Nama Rajkurnar Prithvisingh was called 
by EmpPror Aurangzeb at his court in 1659 A. D. (or 1716 V. S.). 

Farman No. 3. 

This was written by prince Moizuddin, son of prince Moham
mad Muazzam, second Fon of Emperor Aurangzeb, in the name of 
Maharaja .Ajitsingb, in the 46th regnal year of his granrlfather 
(Aurangzeb) or in llt:l A. H. (1702 A. D =1759 V. 8.), which also 
bears an impression of prince's own palm. It acknowledges the 
letter of the Maharaja, sent through Padma Singh, and announces 
the bestowal of special robe of honour. a flag, personal rank of 
7 thom-and and 7 thousand horse, along with the estate of Jodh. 
pur, etc. It further requests the Maharaja to come with 20 or 30 
thousand horse and similar number of foot soldiers to Delhi, where 
the prince himself was arriving. It adds that after the Maharaja 

1. This might have been addressed to Raja Uda.yasiogh of Joqhpur . 

• 



t18S accepted his services further rewards would be granted and 
all his requeRts would be acceded to. 

It is dated 29th Zilhij, which corresponds to 16th May 1702 
A. D. or Jyeshtha Sudi 1, 1759 V. S. 

Farman No. 4. 

This was sent by Mohammad Aum, the third son of ~mperor 
Aurangzeb, to Maharaja Ajitsingh, in his first regnal year or 
1118 A. H. (1706 A. D. CJr 1763 V. S.). It proclaims Mohammed 
Azam afl Emperor and the grant of the title of •Maharaja' and 
a. personal rank of 7 thousand and 7 thonsand horse t-J the Mahara
ja. It is dated 6th Safar, which falls on 9th May 1706 A. ), or 
Adhika Jyeshtha Sudi 8, l763 V. S. 

But as Emperot· Aurangzeb ruled up to 28th Zilk:ad 1118 A.H. 
(20th February 1707 A.D. or Phalgun Vadi 14.1763 V.S.), the afore
mentioned 2 farmans prove that the second and third sonR of 
Emperor Aurangzeb were conspiring to follow in the footsteps of 
their father. 

This Farman contJ.ins the seal of Amir-ul-Umra. 

Farman No. o. 

This was issued hy Emperor Shah Alam Bahadur Shah, the 
second son and successor of Aurangzeb, in his third regnal year, 
in the name of Maharaja Ajitsingh. It states that this Farman 
has been sent on the recommendation of Asafuddaula Nizamul 
Mulk and assures the Maharaja of Royal favours. It is dated 
17th Rabi-ul avval (16th May 1709 A.D.=Jyeshtha Vadi 4,1766 
V. S.). 

Farman No. 6. 

This was written by Emperor Shah Alam Bahadur Shah, in 
his fourth regnal year, in the name of Mah.:u·aja Ajitsingh. It 
acknowledge~ the petition received through the prime minister 
Moazzam Khan, Khan-i-Khanan and announces the Royal pardon 
and the grant of a Farman bearing the impression of the Royal 
palm. It further states that Jodhpur had been given to him on 
the promise of further obedience. ~erta was amalgamated in the 
Khalsa (Imperial land), and the Mansab (rank) would be bestowed 
on some furtther suitable occasion. It also point8 out that Bakhshi 
Mahabat Khan had been ordered to arrange the delivery of this 
Farman to the Maharaja and to present him at the Imperial 
court. 

It is dated 1st Rabi-ul-avval, which fall!'! on the 19tn Apr·il 
1710 A. D. or Vaishakh Sudi 2, 1767 V. S. 

It also contains the seal of Asafuddaula . 

• 
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~arman No. 7. 

This was sent by Emperor Shah Alam Bahadur Shah, in 
his fourth regnal year, and was addressed to Maharaja Ajit Singh. 
It states that a farman, bearing the impression of Royal palm, 
containing the order of the bestowal of Jodhpur, etc. and a Special 
symbol with the same impression nad been sent through Bakhshi 
Mahaba t Khan. 

It is dated 9th Rabi-ul-akhir, which corresponds with 27th 
May 1710 A. D. == Jyeshtba· SucH 11, 1767 V. S. 

Farman No. ~. 

This was sent by Emperor Shah Alam Bahadur Shah, in his 
fifth regnal year, to Maharaja Ajit Singh. It invites the Maha
raja to the Imperial court and informs him to s~nd his petitions 
in future through Bakhshi Mahabat Khan instead of late Khan-i
Khanan, whose sad episode was the will of Goil. 

It is dated 5th Safar (14th March 1711 A. D. == Ohaitra Sudi 
6, 1768 V. S.) 

It too contains the seal of Asafuddaula. 

Farman No.9. 

This was also is3ued by Shah Alam Bahadur Shah, in hi01 
fifth regnal year, in the name of Maharaja Ajit Singh. It men• 
tions the bestowal of Faujdari of Surat, which was in the district 
of Ahmedabad and was previously held by Iradat Khan, and asks 
the Maharaja to make sui table administrative arrangements, 
collect revenue by pe tceful and ageeaule methods, punish the 
miscreants and mischief-mongers and guard the high ways, roads 
and by-paths. 

It is dated 12th fhavval, which was on 12th November 1911 
A. D. = Kartik Sudi 13, 1768 V. S. 

It also contains the meal of Asafuddaula. 

Farman No. 10. 

This was writted by Emperor Farrukh"iyar, in his first regnal 
year, in the name of Maharaja Ajit Singh. It proclaims the 
pardon of his faults and bestowal of his former. rank and estate 
as was shown in the order of Sayyad Hasainali Khan. 

It is dated 11th Safar, which falls on the 15th February 1714 
A. D. or Phalgun Sudi 12, 1770 V. ~. 

On its reverse is inscribed the name of prince Alishan Jahan
gir Shah with a number of adjectives as was the usual way of 
Persian writers of the Imperial Court~ · 

4~ 
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Farman No. 11. 

This was issued by Emperor Farrukhsiyar, in his third regnal 
year; in the name of Maharaja A.jit Singh. It announces the 
gT&nt of the Governorship of Ahmedabad to the Maharaja, which 
-.as previously held by Daud Khan and asks for the good manage
ment of the Provincial affairs, good treatment of the people, 
restriction of the things not accepted by the moral codes and the 
iil't&xioants, removal of dangerous and harmful things, justice in 
disputes, punishment of the wicked persons and culprits and 
recovery of revenue by agreeable and peaceful methods. 

It is dated 23rd Zilhij, which falls on 9th December 1715 
A. D - or Paush Sudi 10, 1772 V. S. 

It contains the seal of Sayyad Abdulla Khan. 

Farman No. 12. 

This was Rent by Emperor Farrukhsiyar, in his fourth regnal 
·year, to Maharaja Ajit Singh. It states that the Maharaja bad 
been granted a robe of honour, studded Sarpech and Balaband 
(ornaments which are tied over the turban), dagger with studded 
hilt, and an elephant with golden caparison. 

It also announces the defeat of the followers of Nanak 
(Sikhs). It is dated lOth Safar, which falls on the 13th January, 
1717 A. D. = or Magh Sudi 12, 1773 V. S . 

• 
Farman No 13. 

This was issued by Emperor Farrukh~iyar, in his fifth regnal 
year, in the name of MRharaja Ajitsingh. It announces the 
grant of N agaur district to Maharaja, which was then 
under the province of Ajmer, and requests him for its better 
managementy prQtection of its boundries and highways, punish
ment and resettlement of rebels, appeasement of tax-payers and 
increasing its population. 

It was written on* Rabi-ul-avval. In this Farman the 
Maharaja has been acknowledged as the best among the ruling 
princes. 

Horizontally written lines of this Farman show that this 
district was granted to tbe Maharaja with a spocial robe of 
honour and 2 Iraqi horses, which were received as present by the 
Emperor from the king of Iran. 

* The portion of the paper when the date was written is 
missing. But it might be 1st of Rabi ul-avval (2nd February 1717 A, D. 
-Phalgun Sudi 2, 1773 V. S.) when Farrukhsiya.r's fifth regnal yeaf 
qQinmenood. 
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Farman No. 14 

This wlls written by Emperor Farrukhsiyar to Maharaja 
Ajit~ingh. It contains the signature of the Emperor himself 
on its reverse and acknowledges the letter of the Maharaja 
stating that he had soon returned from Dwarka and leaving 
Ahmeda had, without any halt, reached Jodhpur and , that though 
owing to scanty rainEJ the fodder and grain were scarce, yet he 
after collt>cting the things required for his journey, had left for 
Delhi to }{ay his respects to the Emperor. Further the Emperor 
states that it would be a great pleasure to him to meet the 
Maharaja soon, who was a true friend of his. He further writes 
that his forefathers were the advisors of the late Emperors, while 
the Emperors were free to indulge in the worldy pleasures. But 
though he had the same cordial relation with the Maharaja, 
yet he was always worried about the affair of the count • y, and 
the management of the cities of this side. The reason would be 
explained to him personally. The Maharaja. who was his 
est~·emed friend might be knowing what he could achieve in 
this affair. He, who was the best among the rulerR of Hindus
tan, after completing all arrangements, should redch here 
immediately. He Ehould not account for the years, which he had 
lost up till now in expectation of the Royal favours. All his 
anxieties would be removed on the very day he arrived here. 
Other p articulars would be known to him from the letter of 
Aitamaduddaula Mansur Jang. 

(Though this Farman is not dated, ytt it. might have been 
written by the Emperor just after his quarrel with the Sayyad 
brothers in 1718 A. D. or 1774 V. S.) 

Farman No. 15. 

This was written by Emperor Farrnkhsiyar in the name 
of Maharaja Ajitsingh. It acknowledges the receipt of the petition 
of Bhandari 1 and states that he noted the Maharaja, who was 
best among the Rajas of Hindustan, was leaving for Delhi on the 
12th of this month tl) present himself in the Royal court. 
Aitamaduddaula Mohammadkhan Begh was deputed to punish 
the Dakkhanis and Mevatis, who had encamped this year in 
Mal wa and had roamed hither and thither up till now, and to 
capture and defeat Dilavar and Dost Mohammad Khan, -Afghans, 
who with some of their followers, had plundered the districts 
of the Khalsa and at the instigation of the Khans on the other 
bank of the river had assembled at :;ikandara and Khurja. 
Except the former troops which Nere under the command of 

1. He might be Bhandari Raghunath, the minister of the 
Maharaja. 
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Rajadhiraj, many others have also been deputed to this task. 
Abdulhamid Khan, along with his son, h:~.d b)en permitted to go 
to his province. 

The Emperor was then going for a hunt but as the number 
of followers was less and the rank of a leader was vacant the 
Maharaja should reach post-haste without delay. 

This Farman is also not dated, l)ut from its contents it 
appears that for some reasons the Maharaja could not start 
after writing the letter mentioned in the previous Farman and 
therefore after receiving a letter from Bhandari the· Emperor 
again issued this Farman after some days of the issue of the 
previou~ one. 

Farman No. 16. 

This was issued by Emperor Nasiruddin Mohammad Shah, in 
his first regnal year, in the name of Maharaja Ajitsingh. It 
aJ}nounces the handing over of the management of the provi
nce of Ajmer to the Maharaja, which was previously held by 
Sayyad Nusratyar Khan and an increase of 300 horse in his 
rank making in all 2500 horses drawing double or treble allowan
ces for each, It further askR the Maharaja for the appeasement 
of the rent payers, punishment of the mischief mongers, restriction 
of the import of intoxicants and prohibited articles, removal 
of dangers and crimes and judgment of cases according to the 
accepted law. 

It is dated 19th Zilhif 1131 A. H., which falls on 23rd October 
1719 A. D. or Kartik Vadi 5, 1776 V. S. 

Below are. given two letters addressed to Maharaja Ajit
singh. 

Lett1-r No. 1. 

It states that the Divani (post of revenue Officer) was 
granted to the writer of this letter (whose name is not trac~able) 
and he got Barkhurdarali Khan appointed as his ass1stant 
and sent him to the Maharaja to take charge of the job. B':lt 
as reports had been rt'ceived about his misconduct, MH 
Amanulla Khan had been sent in his place and he (the 
writer) hoped that the Maharaja would instruct the staff to 
carry out his instructions so that he might take charge 
of the houses, gardens, tbe mint an1i...etc. and be ab:e to 
perform his duties well. This would be k ken as a special favour 
to him (writer) and a source of pleasure to N awab Kudasia 
Sahibuzzamani (principal queen ot Emperor Mohammadshah) 
and the Nawab Bahadur (Javtd Khan. 

(It is not dated but it might have been written after the 
handing over the management of Ajmer to the Maharaja. 
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Letter No. 2. 

This was written by Emp<'ror Mohammadshah b Maharaja 
Ajitsingh. It states that Mohammad Mukim Khan, who was a 
personal friend to the Maharaja, had been sent to him that 
he would convey his {Emperor's) verbal orders to him (the Mah&.
J'aja). On his (Maharaja's) arrival at the court he would be 
bestowed Hoyal favours, which would be example to others. 

(It is also not dated, but it might have been written after 
Sayyad Husainai was killed in 1720 A. D. or 1777 V. S. to appeaEe 
the Maharaja.) 

A CONTEMPORARY CORRESPONDENCE DESCRIBlNG 
THE EVENTS AT DELHI AT THE TIME 

OF NADIR SHAH'S INVASION 

BY 
MR. SYED HASAN ASKARI 

Patna College 

Facts of comtemporary history are sometimes found lying 
unnoticed in hidden corners. Much has been written about 
Nadir Shah's invasion but nobody has taken notice of what a 
Persian immigrant 1 says in his voluminous •razkira' about the 
part play~d by l:)aadat Kh'.t.n, the foundt~r Viceroy of Oudh in 
the battle of Kamal and in the events thereafter. Who knows 
about a manuscript copy of Yuzuf Zulaikha 2 of Jami which 
contains a valuable despatch of Raja Jugal Kishore, 3 servant to 
N. Shujauddoula of B. B. & 0. whose agent he was at Delhi regard
ing the post-Karnal affairs? In a paper read at the Peshawar 
session of the I. H. R. C. the present writer analysed t·he histori
cal contents of a valuable Bayaz4 of the historian, Yusuf Ali 
K., a son-in-1-tw of N, Alauddoula, Governor of B.H. & 0. and 
referred to a journal of Nadir Shah's t.ransacLion in lndia. An 
attempt has been made in the following lines to give a literal 
translation of the journal which is unfortunately incomplete, 

We do nGt know who wrote it and to whom. But he was 
an eye witness and appears to have been an observer and a 
well informed news-writer. He refers to his earlier despatches 

1. ·Ali Q ·Jli Khan Wale Da.ghista.ni, auth Jr of Ray azul Afka.r and a. 
historical pors;.ma.ge of some repute. 

2. The M:>. belongs to the library of Anglo Arabic School, Pa.tna. 
City. 

3. A well·known figure about whom a separate paper can ba written. 
4. It belong!! to the library of Nawa.b Jab1r Ali Khan of Husainabad 

who died recently. 
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to some Nawab which probably did not reach their destination. 
In the first part of his journal the writer gives a resume of 
what he wrote in details before containing a bare outline of 
the occurrencE's between the 15th of Ziqa:l 1151 or 13th Feb. 1739 
and the 6th of Muharram 1152 or 7th April 1.739. The second part 
contains a more detailr~ct account of what happened between 
the 6th and the L9th Muharram and j t ends abruptly with a 
sentence whit;h is incomplete, some pages of the journal being 
missing. There is much in tlw document which tallies with 
facts already known to us from other ~ources but it also discloses 
some new and l'ignificant fads and gives us an idea of the con· 
temporary public opinion about the character of some leading 
nobles of the court. This document and also the other two 
referred to above provide a strong and conclusive evidence re
garding the cause of the death of Saadat Khan 5 and shows the 
danger of reb ing, as some recent writers have don~. on the gossipy 
versions given by s0me later or interested writers. The prevalent 
apprehension regarding Jugal Kishore's 6 fate as a consequence of 
his unholy eo-operation with the invader is revealed here in an 
interesting manner. The figures of easualties and also of the 
booty 7 , exaction of ransom and the accounts of the sufferings of 
the people are well worth our attention. The information about 
the defiance of a Magistrate of Delhi and of the attitude of 
resistance shown by some Ja t chiefs is new and requires corrobo
ration. The journal which speaks fllr itself runs as follows:-

"Previously I wrote a detailed account of the transaction 
and occurrences whieh happened in this n~gion upto the 6th of 
Muharram and which ~ sent on that very day through hired 
messengers to the N awab Saheb of auspicious fortunes. But as 
my earlier despatch containing the newi3 of the Darbar and sent 
through a paid messenger had been seized and plundered on the 
way by wicked inhabitants and highway men, on account of 
the general confusion and choas that prevails in the Empire and 
the messenger returned almost barebodited and weeping. I have 
little hope that that me8senger read1ed there in safety. I, therefore, 
put down here a bare outline of the transactions of the Durbar and 
again send it to you in the hope t.ha t through the grace of God 
it may reach its destination so that my I abours may not go 
in vain. 

I have already written before about the following facts: That 
Burnahul Mnlk Bahadur and Amir-ul- Umra faced Nadir Shah 

5. The first two Nawabs of Oudh by Dr. A. L. Srivastava 
u. It would be interesting to read what Jugal Kishore himself 

says about the part he played on the occasion. His despatch would be 
publisheo elsewhere. · 

7. M. Najmul Ghani in his Tarikh-i-Oudh quotes the figures given 
in Tarikh-i-Ta.imuria. and these tally with those given here. 
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on the 15th 8 of Ziqad near the town of Karr.al, that Amir-ul-Umra 
was killed 9 along with Muzaffar Khan, Yadagar K., Shahdad K, 
Ali Asad K, Ali Hamid K., Aqil K. and other omras whose names 
would unnecessarily lengthen this account; that a large number 
comprising about 29,00010 veterans on this side, and about 7,000 in·· 
eluding Haji Beg K., the Commander of the vanguard and of other 
gallant chiefs on the other side were engaged; that Burbanul Mulk, 
Rustam Jung and Nisar Khan Bahadur Sherjung W('re badly 
wounded and were taken prisoner by the rr en of Nadir ; that A~af 
Jab and Etamaduddoula and other misguided chiefs in spite of 
what had happened to Burhanul Mulk and Amir-ul· Umra abs. 
tained themselves from fighting ; that K adir Shah opened 
negotiations with Asaf Jab and excited his cupidity 11 and 
held out inducements of settling tbe affairs according to his 
wishes; that Asaf Jah did not respond to the call for fight from 
the Emperor, being powerless to resist the invader ; that the 
greedy Asaf Jab put on the robe of the office of Mir Bukshi on the 
19th after the death of Amir-ul-Umra ; that on the 20th he 
induced the Emperor to set out towardR the camp of .Nadir Shah 
to establish friendly relations by representing that the Persian 
King had no wish to take possession of the territories and wealth 
of the Emperor, and a visit to him would add to t.he dignity and 
enhance the reputation of the Emperor among the rulers of the 
world; that the Emperor was attended by a son of Asaf Jah, 
a son of Etamaduddoula, and 3 eunuchs ; that the emperor returned 
with safety from the camp of Nadir Shah; that grain and fodder 
had become so scarce that wheat and rice could not be had 
at the rate of 5 or 6 rupees per seer and grass was not available 
at the rate of 2 seers a rupee; that the greedy Asaf Jab of evil 
disposition, being svmmoned by Nadir bhah I eft for his camp 
again on the 24th and the old wretch was virtually taken into 
custody at 2 or 3 stages from his camp; that he wrote12 an Arzi 
to the Emperor that if he paid another visit to Nadir Shah 
the latt~r would be induced to return to his cowntry; that the 
Emperor proceeded on the 26th towards the camp of Nadir Shah 

8. The dates giveii in this document are all correct. I would 
request the reader to consult the Journal of Mirza Zaman, Secretary 
to Nawab Sarbuland Khan translated by Frazer in his History of Nadir 
Shah. 

9. He was mortally wounded and died later. 
10. Different figures have been given by others. 
11 The writer had formed a bad opinion about Nizamul-Mulk, the 

founder of the Hyderabad state, and probably belonged to the anti
Mughal party. 

12. Surbuland's Secretary is silent on this point but other authorities 
say that Nadir forced Asaf Ja.h to write such an Arzi. It is significant 
that the anonymous writer of the presE-nt despatch has said nothing about 
the change in the attitude of Sa.ada.t Khan as a. result of his disappoint• 
ment a.t the news of the Nizam's a.vpointment as Mir Bukhshl. 
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and was detained and guards were placed around his tent; that 
on the same day troops were detached to the Imperial camp to 
take pORRE'ssion of the trensury, jeweJlry, artillery, and other 
things belonging t > the Emperor's household and to the camps 
of Asaf Jah and EtamacluJcloula; that tbn devilish Nasaqchi 
musketeers were ordered t.) RUt-round the Imperial camp so closely 
as not to allow N. Malka Zamani, her female attt~ndants, and the 
Prince Imperial to escape anywhere; that on the 27th of Ziqad 
N azir Roz Afzun K. with 21 Nasaksilis13 was sent to escort 
N. Maika Zamani and the Prince and othPr female attendents; 
that the brutal N asakchis carried Etamaduddoula alone to Nadir 
Shah ; that a general confusion and disord~c·r arost~ in the Imperial 
camp and in the camps of Asaf Jab and Etamaduddoula and 
many of the numerous nobles, soldiere, musketeers, and men of 
skill and craft wh) at tern}; ted to escape from Karnal towards 
the capital city wcTe either killt>d or confounded by the Zamin
dars and professional highwaymen; that Nadir Shah conferred 
the office of thP Vakil-1-Mutlaq of Hindustan on the valorous 
Burhanul Mulk Bahadur and sent him, on the 27th, along with 
Tahmasp K. and 5 other chiefs with 10,000 Mug-hal warriors to 
take charge of the Imperial capital and protect the Imperial 
properties stored in thu citadel ; that Burhanul Mulk arrived at 
Delhi on the 29th and immediately proclaimed a general amnesty 
in the streets and baz'J,ars of the capital and he also called upon 
the religious people to l'C)~itP the Khutba in the name of Nadir 
Shah in Friday prayt·r; that the gatP of the fort was thrown 
open to the hat-wearin~ Mughals who were to keep guard over 
the Im;>erial goods and dfects and furniture and the Imperial 
Qiladar was ejected fr·o:n the fort; tlw t arrangement were made 
for the reception of tlw Shah in the garden of Shalimar where 
he arrived on the 7th of Zihijj'l; that on the 9th of the same month 
Nadir Rhah entered the dty with a L.trge <ll'my and wt:nt to 
Diwani Khas and then :o the Palaeo of Mirror within the garden 
of Hayat Buksh of the fort; that new coins of the old weighf in
cluding rupees :md gold mohars were struck bearing the inscription 
"Nadir, the lord of tht auspicious conjunctions and king of kings is 
the most powerful of the rulers of the earth"; that Burhanul Mulk 
Bahadur who bad been suff:ring from a chronic illness from a long 
time died of it iu the night of Id-ud.zoha; that in the calamiidbs 
night of the 11th Zihijja on the spread of false report that Nadir, 
Shah had died of choleral4 the idle vagabonds and mischief ma~ers 
of the city rose aud killed about 1000 Mughals of Nariir Shah; that 
the Shah in grt"al grit>f and wrath ent("red the mosque of Raushan
uddoula, the deceased, situated near the Kotwali chabutra and 

13. A.~; dlicer generally :;-ent to regulate different orders and make 
siezures. 

14. There were all ~<orts of rumour. Some said that Nadir had been 
taken prisoner while others !!aid that he was poiRODt.>d. 
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issued orders for a general massacre of the citizens of the capital 
as a punishment for their misdeens ; that the blood-thirsty and 
men-oppressing Mughals killed about 80,000 men and women. old 
and young, big or small, of Delhi; that the slaughter and plunder 
of goods and properties worth lakhs and crores and the burning 
of shops and residential houses of bankers and merchants lasted 
till midday; that Jugal Kishore, the Vakil of the Subedar of Bengal, 
paid a visit to Nadir Shah while the slaughter15 was going on 
nnd made an offer of 3000 gold mohars and 7 elephants on condition 
of hiR life and property being saved ; that the same was granted 
and the said Vakil escaped from his predicament of murder and 
pillage; that on the entreaties of Etamaduddoula16 Nadir Shah 
issued orders for the stoppage of slaughter and rapine after so 
much blood had already been shed not only of vagabonds ·but 
also of the gentries of the city; that the Shah ordered the execu. 
tion of Syed Nisar K., a son-in-law of Etamaduddoula, of the 
Nazir of Diwani Khas, and of Shahsawar Khan Mughal on the 
ground of their complicity in the carnage of his Mughals in the 
previous night; that Nadir Shah sent Nisar Muhammad Khan 
Bahadur with a robe of honour to Abul Mansoor Khan, on the 
14th. to bring the treasure of Burhanul Mulk, the deceased, and 
he was ~iven 40 days time for the purpose ; that the Shah seized 
3 crores and 50 lakhs in cash trom the estate treasury in the 
citadel; jewels worth 15 crores from the first and second 
Jawahir Khanas, plates and utensils of, or set in, silver 
or gold worth one and a half crores, peacock throne and moving 
throne set in gold and silver worth 3 crores, goods and implements 
worth 15 crores from Qur Khana, Farrash Khana, Abdar Khana, 
Khushbu Khana, Bavarchi Khana, Sukhsij Khana, Karkari Khana, 
and Zin Khana, that 500 elephants and 2300 horses were taken out 
from the Fil Khana and royal stable respectively ; that the effects 
of the nobles such as Burhanul Mulk, Amir-ul-Umra, Mozzaffar 
K., and other Umaras together in cash and kind yielded about 15 
crores of rupees; that altogether 70 crores worth of goods and 
ef!ects were seized; that Nodir Shah sent Murid K. with letters 
and farman to Shujauddoula and Alauddoula Bahadurs, the Nazim 
and Diwan respectively of Bengal Subah on the 12th of Muharram; 
that the Persian King imposed a treaty which bore the seal of the 
Emperor and was dated 14th of Muharram, 1152, whereby the 
territories east of the river Sindh, i.e. the Attock river, was left 
within the dominion of the Emperor of Hindustan while the ter
ritories to the west of that river were annexed to the kingdom of 
Iran which means the Subahs of Kabul, Thatta, and Multan were 
lost to the Emperor of Hindustan, by this treaty; and that the 
young son of the Shah, Mirza Nasrullah, was married with the 

15. Jugal Kisore himself admits it but says someting more. 
16 Another contemporary writer, La.l Brindaban Das, Khusgo, giveE 

the cr~dit to a Persian poet. Mirza Zaki, Nadim, for approaching thC? 
terrible Persian King and appeasing his wrath. 

4tJ 
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daughter of Yaz.dan son of Izad Buksh son of Murad17 Buksh 
whom the Emperor and Nawab Maika Zamani had taken under 
their own protection. 

(As regardFl what followed) it was on the 7th of Muhar
ram 1152 that Tahmasp K., the C. in C. of the Kingdom 
taking Shah summoned Jugal Kishore, a Vakil of the Nazim 
of Bengal t)ubah and beat him with his sticks and put him to in
dignity on account of the dues assessed on the citizens of Delhi. 
On the 8th the Shah of good fCJrtune told Etamaduddoula "Pay 
from your own house the amount nf 2 crores 12 lakhs fixed upon 
the citizens of Delhi into our treamry so th<:1 t I may take my 
departure from here." He rt'plied "Where is the money with me, 
your devoted servant, so that I may discharge my duty in this 
connection?" Thereafter tbe incomparable King sent for Raja 
Majlis Rai, the Diwan of h:tamac:uddc1ula and ordert--d him to 
prepare a list of gocds and tffects 111 cash and kind belonging to 
Etamaduddoula and his father, Muhammad Amin K., thP deceased, 
who had taken possl'ssion of the deEpatches of Syed Abdullah 
Khan and Hasan Ali Khan worth crores of n'pees and also to 
prepare a list of the goods ol his own and of the houses of the 
clerks and agents Oi Etamaduddoula. Tho Rai submitted "the 
proceeds C'f the jagir of E: arna.duddoula fell below his expenses. 
The papers containing ba ance sheet of income and expenditure 
are ready with me-, yonr slave. As regardB 1he private belongings 
of this slave of your Maju,;t.y they WPre not separate from thoso 
of Etamaduddoula." This dt'Cl'ptive reply provoked the world. 
shattering ;)bah so much that on a hint bei11g given one of his 
commis:-aries immediately cut off one of thn ears of the unfor
tunate Rajah18 • ThA King tht·n ~aid to him" Prepare and write 
f.own a list of the goocis and effects of 1he above mentioned 
persons and bring it soon lome, otherwise I \Nill order your belly 
to be ripped opt•n •· The R(•gistrar of the collection submitted 
that unless Moharram Kh,tn and Farrat"h K., the eunuch.J and 
confidants of EtarnadudcLmla, were put uuJer torture, the real 
facts about the pl"ivate propertir"s of Etamaduddoula might not 
be ascertained in details. 

It was on the same da to tl1at 3 daughters of Muzzaffar K. 
and 7 other females of his Mahalsara who were noted for their 
charms and beauty wt:r0 taku1 :y the Shah in his own Harem. 
Out of a contributkn of 2 crores and 12lakbs levied on the 9th 
of Moharram on the wealthy people of the capital city including 
nobles, Khans, accountants, t:aderF, and t:'xdu.ling Asaf Jah, 
Etamaduddoula and Lutfullah1 \) Klnn dadiq, Rd K.hushal Chand, 

17. Frazer's Journal refers to Kam Buksh. 
115. Surbulaud's soretary says that the unfurtunate loyal ''taking 

the abov1• m•age w herat killed himself afterwards on the 12th, 
l \t. A v. ell known pe~onage whose grandson, Muhammad Ali 

Khan, the author of Tarikh-i, Maza.ffari and Bahrul Mawwaj, gives some 
more faots. 
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the Peshkar of Mir Bukshi, was assessed at 2 lakhs 75 thousands. 
Sita Ram the royal treasurer and the farmer of Khalsa Revenue 
had to pay 3 Iakhs, Rai Nanda, the Peshkar and the clerk of the 
Khalsa and his two sons had to offer 2 lakhs 75 thousands, Jugal 
Kishore, the Vakil of Bengal Subah, who had been responsible 
for igniting this fire, had his quota fixed at 2 lakhs tO thousands, 
and Sujan Rai, the Vakil of Ali Dost Khan, and the Afghans of 
the Deccan, were taxed at 1 lakh 50 thousand rupees. Similarly 
otlwr Mutasaddies and merchants and re~pectable people of tbe 
ciLy incl11ding even the chief Qazi and the men whose duty it is 
to issue fatwas and other religious persons had to pay for the 
banqueting business of the Shah. Asaf Jab, Etamaduddoula, 
Sarbuland K., Azimullah K., and Murtaza K. were appoin-ted to 
collect the amount and they were to be assisted by revenue col
lecting devilish Nasakchis. Nadir Snah ordered them to collect 
this amount within a week or at least 10 days and deposit the 
same in his treasury so tha'; he may take his departure for Iran 
after placing his "cear brother, Muhammad Shah" again on the 
throne of Hindustan. He added that if they failed to do so they 
would bring a calamity on themselves. · 

On the 12th of the current month the King of Iran bestowed 
a robe of honour of 3 pieJes on the eldest son of Muzzaffar K., the 
docea~ed, and showed him other favours. On the same day Asaf 
Jah and Azimullah K., the wicked one, assisted by the blood thirsty 
tax-gathering Nasakchis pri:i.ctised severities upon the Umras, 
Khans, and the wealthy people and merchants for paying off the 
banqueting amount. Tnose who were not in a positiJn to pay 
their quotas killed tb.ernselves with their Jaggers or by taking 
poison. As for instance, Allah Vardi K., the Qara:wabegi, 
dr .;nk poisoned water and died; Sher Afghan K., ali 1s Bande 
Ali K. killed himself with his dagger and Ghairat K., his son-in· 
law, wounded himself with his dagger and is at present gasping 
in the agonies of dea tb. As Jugal Kishore, the Vakil of the 
Bengal Subedar, was responsible tor fixing the amount of the 
ransom upon tbe wealthy and respectable people and consequently, 
raised the sighs of grief, so his crime is about to recoil upon him. 
He is being cursed by all, big or small. 

Out of a contribution of 7 lakhs, and according to another 
version 9 lakhs, levied upon Muhammad K. Bangash for banquet
ing business of the King 3 lakhs were deposited in the Kmg's 
treasury and one week's time has been granted for the payment 
of the remainder. On the 14th of the current month Nadir Shah 
sent 9 Iraqi and Arabian horses and 75 trays of fine choicest 
cloths of brocade and foreign made woollen cloths to the Deorhi 
of Asad Burj for the Emperor, and Saaduddin K., the Chief 
Artillery Officer, was enjoined upon not to continue the stationing 
of police guards and musketeers around the femlae palace and. 
households of the King's "dear brother, Muhammad Shah". 
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Of the offlcials20 of the Per;;ian King, the highest in rank 
is Tahmasp Khan, the Commander-in-Chief, who gets a monthly 
salary in cash of 2000 rupees. He keeps a personal regiment 
of 3000 valiant Mughals. Other nobles and Wazirs are below 
him in rank and get lesa salaries. Abdul Baqi K., the Prime 
Minister, gets a monthly salary of 1700 and Muatabarul Mulk, 
the second Vazir, draws a salary of 1500 a month. The salaries 
of other Vazirs and Khanf'l vary according to the rank from 
1000 to 100 rupees. At the time of deliberation and consultation 
on matters, political and financial, none of them dare differ from 
the King and are virtually non-entities. Though the ~King 
holds consultation with them, they have simply to carry out 
whatever falls from the lips of the King and they dare not 
deviate from it to the lea!,lt extent. The allowances of the 
Yuzbashis or the Commandera of 100 horsemen is from 70 to 50 
rupees while that of the chiefs of ten called Dahbashis is from 
30 to 35 rupees. The average salary of tt.e soldiers is fixed at 
30 rupees. But all these nobles and Vazirs are granted, in 
keeping with the rank and position, from the Sarkar, rations 
of pullow rice, fowls and clarified butter & nd even fodder and 
grass for the horses. Almost the whole army consists of cavalry 
and each soldier gets half seer of grain, 1/4 of a seer of oil (ghee) 
and ten seers of grass for his horse. When the horse of a 
trooper gets disabled, he is immediately provided with another. 
As regards the booty captured in war, a trooper is allowed to 
retain that which is worth not more than 20 rupees but if it is 
more he has to deposit it in the treasury of the Sarkar. If any 
one does to the contrary and his misappropriation is found out 
he is immediately chastized by being hanged or strangulated. 
It was after the conquest of the Indian territorY that the King 
sent news of victory to outside regions of Iran and Turan and 
in thanks givings for such an unexpected success be exempted 
the tribute paying subject of his dominion from paying anything 
for 3 years and one year's pay of all the Umra and Vazirs and 
thes oldiery which amounted to 60,000 was given beforehand. 

On the 15th Lutf Ali K. the Topchibashi21 of Nadir Shah, 
having received orders went out of the city and encalllped in 
the garden of Shalimar carrying inestimable wealth with him 
and attended by 12,000 horses. On the 16th having received 
orders to this .effect they br?u~ht out lofty tents and carpets 
from the Impenal wardrobe_ w1thm the citadel and pitched them 
on the sands beyond Lahon Darwazah. Orders were also issued 
to a detatchment of the Mughal cavalry which had been stationed. 
around the residential houses of Khan-i-Dauran and Saadullah 
K. and on the sands around the fort to make a move towards 
the garden of Shalimar. Nasakch1s were appointed to the gates 

20. The'!le faots are not generally met with elsewhere 
21. The Master of the Ordnanoe. • 
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of the walled city and were instructed not to allow any Mughal 
to take out a single woman. 

All those big or small who had been assessed to the extent 
of 2 crores 12 lakhs for banqu~ting business at the instance of 
Jugal Kishore, the Vakil of Nizam o_f Bengal, and were unable 
to pay the same have had to experience great oppressions and 
general massacres occurred before and now the virtual slaughter 
of individuals iE going on. Cries of lamentation are arising from 
every house. Anu Basant Rai, the Peshkar of Naqdi practised 
jauhar upon his people and then killed himself with the dagger. 
Khaliq Yar K. put a period to his existence through the point 
of his poniard. Muhammed Mah, nephew of Shaikh Saadullah, 
Diwan·i-Tan, drank poisoned water and died and Kamyab K., 
the father-in-law of Etamaduddoula, poisoned himself to death. 
The Qazi-ul-Quzzat suffered indignities .at the hands of Sazawals. 
Similarly several Mausabdars and Mutasaddies, merchants, and 
wealthy bankers, are on the point of death. Ease and happiness 
have departed from the capital city. 

, It was reported to the King that Nisar Muhammad K., 
brother's son of Burhanul Mulk, ~ho had been sent to bring the 
treasure of the deceaEed to Abul Mansoor K. had set out for the 
camp on the 11th. On the 17th news was brought that Shujaud
doula Bahadur, Nazim of Bengal, who was a ju"'t and subject~ 
cherishing ruler had died and Alauddoula, his son, who was 
known to be better than his father in justice and generosity had 
taken charge of the administration. His Majesty, the shadow 
of God, felt sorry at the death of the father and was pleased to 
hear of the accession of the son. · 

The amount of 2 crores and 12 lakhs, which Jugal Kishore 
because of his wicked disposition had fixed upon the citizens of 
Delhi and had consequently thrown a world into calamity, was. 
enhanced twice or thrice. Now the Mutsaddies like Khushal 
Chand, the Peshkar of Mir Bakshi, Shaikh Saadullah, Sujan Rai 
Rai Nand Rai, the Vakil of Etamduddoula, Rai Nand, th~ 
Peshkar-i-Tan and other clerks of Bayutati, Khansamani as also 
wealthy merchants and bankers, Khans, and eunuchs in the 
Empire are being kicked and whipped by the evil natured Mughals 
and are losing their honour and prestige. Now all, big or small 
of the city and the court, even the eunuchs and the favourites of 
the ~mperor, are thirsty for the blood of that shameless Vakil 
and it is probable that after the departure of the Persian King 
Jugal Kishore would have to face t.he agony of calamity and 
would become the target of just vengeance. 

Fauzdar K.,22 the Magistrate of the capital city, paid 1 
lakh out of 7levied upon him and taking recourse to subterfuges 

22. "Foujda.r Khan Foujda.r-i-Gird.i-Darul Khilafa..'' I am not 
sure that my reading is quite oorrect here. 
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escaped from the presence to his native place which is lt'arrukh
nagar, situated at a distance of 25 miles from the capital. 
Having reached there he fixed fire-emitting cannons on the walls 
of the town and gathered a large force and is showing refrac
toriness and defiance. Although many letters were sent through 
Etamaduddoula and conveyed by N aEakchis and all sorts of 
temptationR were given no effect waR produced upon him. He 
sent an Arzadasbt pleading his weakness and age and his inabi
lity to make a move. Similarly Than a 23 Rai and Badal Singh 
Jat, the Zamindar of Chitwarh, have stationed themselves, 
assisted by the gal1ant Jats upto sarai of Bakhtiar Khan while 
the cbawki of Nadir Shah does not extend beyond the tank of 
Kishundass. The Mughals have no access towards that quarter. 
On the l\;th of Muhanam a heavy fire broke out in the Imperial 
lumber room within the citadel of the capital and effects and 
grains worth 1 crore or· more were burnt to ashfs. Now almost 
nothing of the sky touching pavilion, tabc~rnacles, tents anti tent 
ropes could be saved. 

The King is waiting in expectation of the receipt of the 
banqueting money and for the arrival of the treasures of 
Burhanul Mulk. As soon as he gets them he would make no 
delay in moving on the standard after re"toring the Emperor 
to the throne. There is nobody among the renllwned Umrah 
and high stationed Vazirs of the Empire except Asaf Jab 
Bahadur and Etamududdoula, who is capable of shouldering 
the heavy responsibilities of government and administration and 
conquests. As for these two perFons they are themselves 
confounded and hel,dless. Avarice anrl stinginess are so ingrained 
in the nature of A,:;af Jatl Bahadur that he does not want that 
any one besides his bad self should derive benefit from the 
court. This is a grave defect in one wlw has to rna nage 
political affairs and matters of adminbtra.tion and conquest. 
In these days of importance and wretchedness among those 
who have access to, or are in favour of, the Emperor none exerted 
himself so as to redeem the state and bring lustre and splendour 
on it. Two ilobles and three eunuchs namely Ishak Khan and. 
Amir Khan and Rezazun Kban and Jaw ad Khan are unequalled! 
in their assiduousness and devotion and are regarded as faithful 
frienJs of the shadow of God. It is probable that after thE!' 
restoration of his Majesty their prestige would incerease greatly 
and their ranks would become higher and higher. 

23. The facts mentioned in this paragraph are quite new. 
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PRINCIPLES OF LAW IN THE MUGHAL EMPIRE 

BY 

PROF. M. L. ~OY CHOUDHURY 
Calcutta University. 

The law of the Empire : 
Ordinarily a Muslim jurist would divide the Jaw as follows 1 : 

(a) Religious Law i.e. Jaws against breaches of God's injunc
tions called Ahkam-i-Shanyah. 

(b) Common law i.e. laws against breaches of public nature 
such as laws against adultry, wine selling, Qanun i- A mn~ah. 

(c) Laws against breaches of royal regulations called Qanun 
-i-Shahi. 

(d) Laws against breaches of customs called Qanun-i-wrj. 
Theoretically Aurangzeb accepted the following sources of 

law in a Muslim state as has been mentioned in his Hedayah 
pp. xxv-xxvi :- (Grady's 2nd edn. Hamilton) 

(a) The Qur'an 
(b) the Usu.l ul Usul (base of bases and i.e. Sunan, practic~ 

of lbe prophet.) 
(c) the opinion of the Prophet. Fatawa. 
(d) the concensus of opinion, Ijrnan ul Ummal also known as 

Hedayh 
(e) the individual judgment of the Qa<;lis, sanctioned by Abu 

Hamfa h -the Qagis could act on the prbciples of Istihsan 
(public good), lstislah (public policy) or Istisbah (concord).2 

Law of the Mughal Empire was not what it was in other 
Muslim countries. The majority of the subjects being uncompro
mising non-Muslims, the Mughal sover0igns had to allow the laws 
of the non-Muslims to continue more or less the same as they 
found there. Law is after all social consciousness codified'; the 
mediaval Hindus were too conservative to part with social customs, 
If the Mughals had been the first Muslim conquerors of India 
they migt1t have introduced either the laws of the Shari'at, or a 
kind of laws nlixed up with native Turki customs as it was in 
Samarqand. But- being successors to the Turko-Afghans, they 
bad to acct~pt the legal system of their Muslim predecessors as 
they found it in India. Further, India was not conquered at 
one time, and therefore a wholesale change of the laws of the 
country was impossible. 

1. The division has been mentioned by Baseeruddin in his Adminis
tration of Justice in Mugba.l India, pp. 70-75. 

2. Fatawa-i-Alagiri III. p. 883 Sharah Vaqa~ah IV. pp. 396-98, 
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Laws as practised in the Mughal India may be divided into 

{a) Hf>ligious laws-. 
{b) Adminstrative laws. 

(c) Criminal laws. 

(d) Laws applicable to the non-Muslims who were not sub
jects but had come to India for trade and other p11rposes. 

In Islam. ordinarily there is no GovernmenL b11t that of God 
and therefore Islam according to the orthodox: interpretation hardly 
provided any sanction for separation of Shariat from dtate laws. 
Abu Hanifah was the first Muslim scholar who advocated sepa· 
ration of purely religious laws from those that guided the daily 
life of an individual, thaugh he ascribed divine origin to both and 
he pleaded for equal obedience to both. So far as the religious 

• laws were concerned the King had no choice. In the absence of 
any provision for a king in the Q11ran, nor of particular rules for 
his guidance, King was hound by the same laws as any other 
member of the community. He could claim no immunity fro.n 
the ordinances of the Holy law nor could he alter it. He had 
to give decisions within the limitations of the sacred texts nor 
was he the creator of any new law. Strictly sp3aking he could 
not promulgate any religious dugma, nor could he enforce any 
civil law contrary to the spirit of the Holy law. If any 
interpretation was to be given, he had to seek the assistance of 
the ·Ulama' and Muftis1 • But in this department, the personality 
of t~e king was a great factor and the precedents created by the 
early Arabian Khalifas were often cited. The four jurists Imam 
Abu Hamfah, Imam Shafi'i, Imam Malik and Ahmad bin ffanbal 
were followed though abu Hanifah was preferred. In India, the 
Maliki law~ were also applicable to the Sunnis though other schools 
were not un·recognsied. Q11estioned as to the permis~ibility of 
Mutah marriage in the lbadat Khanah Badauni said, ''Imam 
Malik and the Sbias are unanimous in looking upon the Mutah 
marriages as legal; Imam Sbafi'i and the great Imam look upon 
the Mutah marriages as illeg.il. But should at any time "Cadi of 
the Malik sect decide that a Mutah is legal, it is according to the 
common belief, even for the Shafis and Hanafis. Every other 
opinion on the subject is idle talk." Badauni finally gave his 
opinion that decisions given according to any of the four laws 
mhtht be aceeptable,2 Akbar was the first monarch to appoint 
a Shiah Qadi Nurullah at Lahore who was authorised to give 
decisions according to Maliki law. 

In administrative laws, the Mughals had recognised that 
the status of a subject depended not so much on the acceptance 

l, Khosla, Mughal Kingship and Nobility, pp. 150-52. 
~. l3adauni, OJ>. oit. pp. 21~2J3 



of the religion of the state as on the offer of loyalty to the tbrone.1 

Of all the countries conquered and ruled by the Chagtais, 
Hindustan was really the longest administered country on a 
regular administrative basis. In India, for _purpose of administra
tion, new codes were created under the name of Dastur- u l-• A mals, 
as Frederik the Great had done in Prussia. From time to time, 
Sbabi Farma:ns were issued under the seal of the Empt'ror in the 
form of instructions dealing with general principles of admi
nistration or with individual cases and events. Thus a peculiar 
kind of laws and regulations was evolved in the Mughal gmpire 
known as "Ains'' or "Ahkams" which has been described by 
W. Husain as Jus Gentium'' of the Mugbal Empire These were 
an eclectic and elastic body of laws sometimes systematised, 
sometimes not, sometimes adding to and sometimes subtt·act.ing 
from the existing laws. These "Ains" dealt with different 
branches, of administration and included law, justice, finance, 
revenue army and all that. A clear view of the nature of these 
laws may be obtained from Malfuzati-Timuri, 'A.in-i-Akban, Dalsut
ul-' Amal-i-Akbari, Waqiat-i-' Almgiri, Fa ta wa-i-'A.l rngit'i and in 
Ahkam-i-f.:Iamiduddin 2 • 

Applica-bility of the laws:-
The convenant of 'Umar with the Dhimmis which has quoted 

in the Kita:b-ul-Umm states, "you be under Muslim laws 
and no other ............... If you any other non believe asks for 
judgment we shall give it according to Muslim Law"3 • The 
Judicial structure in Mughal India was based mostly on Islamic 
traditions. The Muslim laws of marriage, divorce and inheritance 
were applied to the Muslims. Laws of evicence and contract 
were Islamic but these were applied tv the Hindus too. So far as 
the Hindus were concerned, Hindu Law wa~ applied in matters 
of inheritance, marriage4 and affairs of a semi-religious nature 

1. Akbar introduced a. new Oath of Fealty where sacrifice of 
property, life, religion and honour were passport to recruit:nent into 
state service. The significance of this oath has been discussed by 
Hadauni (II, 314) and foll..,wing him by Dr. V.A. Smith (Akba.r, p. 215). 
They have connected the oath to the Din-i Ilahi. I don't agree with 
them. The oath was introduced after the rebellion of Bengal in 15 79 
in which his De\" an Shah Mansur was implicated while his half. brother 
Mirza Hakim wa.s on revolt in Kabul, being encouragtJd by Shah 
Tabmasp of Persia. Akbar was forced to demand an oath from all 
officers on duty, on furlough and even from dismissed officers. Badauni 
oonneoted this oath with the Din- i Ilahi which came a. year afte1·. 
(For a fuller discussion see. Din i-Ilahi pp, 240-43). 

2. Sarkar in his Mughal Administration has tunslated the 
Ahkams. See Da.bistan, Shea and Troyer, III. p, 121-138. In Bijapur 
a Dastur-ul~Amal was prepared under instruction of Muhammad Adil 
Shah. 

3. Kitab-ul-Umm, p, 4, 118. Monserrate. op. oit. p, 219. 
4:. Badauni, Lowe op. oit. ll. PP• 406-07, 

'7 
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like burning of a 8ati and dedication of a Devi-Dasi. So far as 
the converts were concerned, th~ Mughals did not inflict on the~ 
the religio-~ocial laws of Islam, they were allowed to have th~ir 
customary and tribal laws if they so liked as was the case wi~h 
Bohras and Khojas of Gujarat, and Mumins in central al)d 
eastern India 1 • The liberalism of the Mughals in matters soci~l 
is often in striking contrast with the tradition of the Arabs who 
conquered eastern countries in the early days of Islam. 

In civil disputes between Hindus and Muslims, the law applied 
was Muslim, and Hindus suffered immense difficulty. As to 
matters concerning religion whert~ Hindus were involved such a~s 
taking out materials collected hy Muslims for building Mosques11 

and vice-versa, or a Hindu keeping Muslim woman, a Hindu selling 
wine publicly-they were decided by Qadis3 according to the 
Muslim Law. 

In disputes between one Hindu and another generally the 
Hindu •Panchayet' decided; 4 the caste organisation was so rigid 
that not only civil but even some ordinary criminal matters 
came within the perview of the caste 'Panchayet .' 

In criminal matters, Muslim law as modified by the Mughals 
was applied both to the Hindus and Muslims. Sometimes Qadis 
were helped by Hindu pandits in interpreting the Hindn law in 
rnatters which concerned the Hindus only. Sher Shah first intro
duced this procedure and it was followed by Akbar. 

The law of procedure and of evidence was purely Islamic. 
Of course except in the time of Akbar, when the whole imperial 
structure was centralised, the judiciary was slack and was often 
guided by personal equation. 

l. Titus, Indian Islam p, 74. "No Sati could be burnt without the 
permission of the State,'' Palsaert says that on receipt of petition for 
'dati,' the faujdar was to dissuade the widow but if she insisted, the per
mission could not be withheld. Remonstra.nti, pp. 78-79. (Moreland, 
ed. & trans.) 

2. Badauni, Haig. op. cit. Vol, III. Trans. p. ta9 M. Husain, 
Administration of Justice, pp. 14, 23, 55. 

3. For details regarding spirit of Mughal Laws, see Fatawa-i
Almgiri VI pp. 141-206 ; for general view see, Amir Ali's Spirit of 
Islam, p. 249 and his Muhammadan Laws·. p. 351. 

4. When the Christian of N ajran and Aqabah and the Jews of Khai• 
bar and Maqna submitted, Muhammad "oonoeded to them the judicial 
autonomy where the parties are of the same community. Of oourse 
when one of the parties was Muslim, +he casB was tried by the State 
courts.'' Monserrate p. 219 "Brahmanae govern liberally through a 
Senate and a oounoil of people .. .''. Here he gives instances of both oivil 
e.nd criminal laws. Ibn Hasan op. cit. pp. 33~-344. 
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KINGSHIP AND NOBILITY IN MEDIEVAL MARWAR 

BY 

DR. ANIL CHANDRA BANERJEE, M.A., PH. D. 
Calcutta University, 

In every Rajput state the ruling class belonged to one 
particular Rajput clan which was numerically a minority in the 
population1 • The humblest members of that clan considered 
themselves along with the ruler as the sons of the same father, 
enjoying their patrimony by the same right as the ruler himself. 
Thus tbe State did not belong to the ruler-it belonged to the clan· 
aA a whole, which was politically reprfsented by the sardars or 
chiefs. In his relations with the chiefs the ruler was little more 
than primus inter pares2 • 

This statement applies with particular force to Marwar. 
Tod says, ·'The aristrocracy in Marwar has always possessed more 
power than in any of the sister principalities aruund. The cause 
may be traced to their first settlement in the desert ; and it has 
been kept in action by the peculiarities of their condition ; especi
ally in that protracted struggle for the rights of thetminor Ajit, 
against the despotism of the empire. There was another cause, .•• 
which arose out of the laws of adoption3 ". 

Our information about the early history of the Rathore, 
from the time of Siha to the accession of Chunda in or about 1381 
A. D., is extremely meagre ; but a critical study of the annals 
brings out some important features. The Rathors were multiply
ing in number and wandering in pursuit of land, Conflicts 
naturally followed, not only with the Muslims who had occupied 
important posts lilte Nagar, but also with the Rajput clans like 
the Parihars of Mandor, the Bhattis of Jaisalmer and the Cbau
hans of Jalor, as well as with the aborigins like the Bhils. The 
struggles arising out of the pursuit of land were not always 
conducted by the head of the clan, i.e., the ruler of the new-born 
Rathor State; it seems that the Rathor chiefs, specially enter
prising members of the collateral branches of the ruling family, 

1. Tod says about Marwa.r, ''The Jits constitute five-eights, the 
Rajpoots two-eighths, while the remaining classes, sacerdotal, and servile, 
make up the integral number". (Annals of Marwar, chap, XVI). 

2. In their complaint to the British Government against Raja. Man 
Singh of Marwar the sardars of Mar r.qa.r declared, "Sri Maharaja. and 
ourselves are of one stock, all Rahtores. He is our head, we his 
servants, When our services are acceptable, then is he our lord ; when 
not, we are again his brothers and kindred, clai•na.nts and !a.ying claim 
to the land". 

3. Annals of Marwar, chap, XIII. 
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fought in may cas Q) s for th8msdves, and looked upon as thflir 
own any estate which they might conquer by their own prowess. 
In such cases the allegiance to the ruler was purely nominal. 
Tqus the central authority in the Rathor State wag weak from its 
v erybirth. 

To that weakness another factor contributed. Up to the 
14th century the principle of primogeniture did not regulate 
succession to the headship of the Rathor State. The most succes::>
ful member of the ruling family secured the headship of the Stlite, 
and in those days of strife and turmoil nobody cared for mere 
right of birth. Even in the 17th century Jaswant Singh, the 
second son of Gaj Singh, succeeded his father in !>Uppression of 
the claim of his elder brother Amar Singh. This violation of 
primogeniture was due to the <lesire expressed by Gaj Singh on 
his death bed, which was confirmed by Emperor Shah Jahan ; 
but the significant fact is that it was not opposed by the sardars, 
who were probably satisfied with the succession of any member 
of the ruling family. 

In the 16th century Maldev made an attempt to strengthen 
the central authority at the expense of the .sardars. At his 
accession the authority of the ruler of Jodhpur was practically 
limited to tlte districts of Jodhpur and Sojhat. Collateral braw~hes 
of the ruling family controlled the districts of Bikaner, Ph;:tlodhi, 
Mairta and Mallani, over which the paramountcy of the head 
of the State was hardly recognised. Maldev temporarily suc
ceeded in imp<>Sing his authority over his over-mighty subject:;:, but 
the suspicion evoked by his policy in the minds of his sm·dar~:~ was 
largely responsible for his failure in the struggle against Siler Shah. 
It was really difficult to determine the exact reia tionship between 
the head of the Rothor State and his sardars. The ruler might 
claim their full adlegiance and effective authority over their estate~. 
for he was the head of the State and of the caln as well. The sarrtars 
might resent the interference of the ruler in the affairs of their 
estates, which they or their ancestors had conq11ered with little 
or no assistance from the central authority . ..:.uch a constitutional 
problem arose in every Rajput State, and now here was a 
working solution discovered. Tht> moderation of the rulers and 
the principle of swamz-dharma or loyalty to the lord, which was 
an active force in Rajput life, averted dangerous cri!le~. 

The establisment of Mughal Ruzerainty disturbed the political 
equilibrium within the Rajput States. "The autocracy at the 
imperial capital supplied the incentive to the Rajput prince to 
play the autocrat in his more limited sphere of action". It was 
the influence of the Mughal court which tran~formed the leader 
of the clan into 'thP irresponsible bureaucrat of the 18th century: 
Tod clearly shows that in his days the Rajput prince was much 
more than the nominal leader of his clan. He observes, "Through
out Rajasthan the character and welfare of the States depend on 
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that of the sovereign ; he is the main spring of the system-the 
active power to set and keep in motion all these discordant 
materials; if he relax, each part separates, and moves in a narrow 
sphere of its own''.4 

In the case of Marwar we can trace this development as 
early as the reign of U(ay Singh, who submitted to Akbar· and 
gave Jodh Bai in marriage to the Emperor. Tad say!'l, " ...... the 
(:mperor not ody restored all possessions he bad wrested from 
Marwar, wi1.h the exception of Ajmeer, but several rich districts 
in Malwa, whose revenues doubled the resources ·of his! own 
fiscal domain. With the aid of his imperial brother-in-law, he 
g1·eatly dimini~hed the power of the feudal aristocra~y. and 
clipped the wings of almost all the greater vassals, while he 
made numerous sequestrations of the lands of the ancient allodia
lity and lesser vassals; so that it is stated, that, either by new 
settlement or confiscation, he added fourteen hundred villages 
to the fisc ."s · 

Apart from the confiscation of the estateR of the sardars 
on various excuses, another effective measure to strengthen their 
own authority adopted by the Rajput princes of the Mughal 
period was to introduce within their respective States some sardars 
who were foreign6 in country and blood'. The epithet kalaputta, 
or 'black grant', was applied to all grants of land to 'foreign' 
sa•rdars, whose encroachment was naturally resented by the sons 
of the soil ; but the latter found the power of the princes too 
strong to be assailed by protest against the importation of 
'foreigner~·. Among the eight sardars of the first class in Marwar 
one (the Bhatti sardars of Khejurla) was a 'foreigner'. 7 Naturally 
the position of these •foreign chiefs' was les~ secure than that 
of the sardars uf the indigenous cl~n. and the prince could place 
rnore reliance on outsiders having no root in the soil and 
ab<~olutely dependent on himself. But the importance of this 
factor must not be over-emphasized. The prince was never free 
to dispose of any substantial portion of the patrimony of the clan 
in favour of the 'foreigners'. rrod says, "Though in all these 
estates there is a mixture of foreign Rajputs, yet the blood of 
the chief predominates". The clan system was too strong to 
be broken. · 

It is clear that the attempts of the Rajput prince£~ to curtail 
the power:.:. and privileges of the sardm·s were more or less suc
cessful primarily because they could cou:1t upon Mughal support in 

4. Sketch of a Feudal System in Rajasthan. 
5. Annals of Marwar, chap. IV. 
6. The clan system encouraged the parochial outlook to such an 

~xtent that a Guhi\ot was regarded as a 'foreigner' by a Rathor! anq 
vice versa. 

7. '¥o~. Annal.s of Marwar, Cha~. Xyi. 
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caie of internal rebellion. After the death of Jaswant Singh a new 
situation arose in Marwar. The Rathors had to fight for their 
existence in the name of their minor prince, Ajit Singh. Just as the 
Maratha war of independnce encouraged feudal tendencies and 
increased the power of military chieftains, so also the long 
war of the Rathors against Aurangzeb removed all limita. 
tions upor. the powers of the sardars and eclipsed the central 
authority which was practically non-existent for a quarter 
of a century. After Aurangzeb's death Ajit Singh was res
tored to power and for some years occupied a prominent 
place at the Mughal court; but his repeated rebellion"!, and the 
progressive declme of imperial authority, made it impossible for 
him to crush the Rathor nobles with Mughal support. In the 
second half of the 18th century Marwar was torn by civil war 
and devastated by the Marathas, and the rulers could not con
solidate their power. So the sardars of Marwar remained more 
powerful than their brethren in the neighbouring States, and the 
Rathor princes could not make themselves 'irresponsible burea
ucrats.' 

"The Rajpoot Premier;' says Tod, "is the military minister, 
with the political government of the fiefs ; the civil minister is 
nev r of thi-3 caste ...... He becomes a most important personage, 
as di;~penser of the favours of the sovereign. Through him chiefly 
all requests ar-e preferred, this being the surest channel to success. 
His influence necessarily, gives him unbounded authority over 
the military classes, with unlimited power over the inferior 
officers of the state. With a powerful body of retainers always 
at his command, it is surprising we have not more frequently 
our 'mayors of Burgandy and Dd.goberts', our •Martels and 
Pepins', in Rajasthan".8 In Marwar the premier was called 
Pradhan and this post was occupied by the Uha.mpawat sardar 
of Ahwa. Tod adds that the Pradhans 'have always bden mill
stones round the necks of their princes''. 

In the 18th century some Rajput princes began to maintain 
mE>rcenary soldiers for various reasons. The principal motive 
was probably to deal with internal troubles caused by 'over
mighty subjects'. The mercenary force maintained by the rulers of 
Marwar consisted mainly of R.ohilla and Afghan infantry, armed 
with muskets and matchlocks. Having cannon and sufficient dis· 
cipline to act in a body, they were formidable to the Rajput caval
ries. In addition to the Muslim mercenMies there was in Mar war a 
brigade of 'monastic militants' or fighting sannyasis. These 
mercenaries were not satisfied with monthly pay alone ; lands 
to a considel'able amount were granted to the commanders. The 
result was ruinous to the State. Tod say~, "The existence of such 
a [o!pecies of force, 9 opposed in moral and religious sentiment to 

8. Sketch of a Feudal System in Rajasthara. 
9. At one time the ruler of Marwa.r maintained a foroe oonsisting 

of 11,000 men. 
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the retainers of the state, has only tended to widen the breach 
between them and their head, anrl to de~troy every feeling of 
confidence." 

FRESH LIGHT ON THE BATTLE OF AMJHERA: 
NOVEMBER 29, 1729. 

BY 

MAHARAJ KUMAR DR. RAGHUBIR SINilH, M.A., D. LlTT .• 
LL. B., 8i tamau. 

The public:.tion of the Marathi records in the Peshwa Daftar_ 
made it possible to decide upon the correct chronology of events 
in Malwa during those years of invasion and constant trou. 
ble, 1728-1730. A clos~ scrutiny of the same resulted in decid
ing it once for all that 1 he fateful battle in which Girdhar Baha
dur, the governor of Malwa, was killed, was fought between 
Amjhera and Tirla on Nov. 2::, 1729, and that Girdhar Bahadur's 
cousin, Daya Bahadur, the Commander of the Imperial forces in 
Malwa, was also killed in this bloody battle. • 

Since the publication of my work "Malwa in Transition" in 
1937, another careful search by Sir Jadunath Sarkar in the Jaipur 
State archives has resulted in bringing to light many more valuab'e 
papers of primary historical importance particularly dealing- with 
the period of these later Mughals. In this mas~ of new historical 
material six letters, in Persian. have been disc:>vered, which give 
contemporary account of this eventful battle. They not only 
comfirm the various conclusions arrived at by me before, but supply 
many additional details of vital importance, which go t.o complete 
the story of the battle. 

These lettera t~ll us that Raja Girdhar Banadur had been 
encamping at Mandsaur durin>;" the rainy season of 1728, and on 
hearing about the raid of Kanthaji Kadam on South- Western 
Malwa he movf'd do\-vn to Amjhera, and encamped there lying 
in wait for Kanthaji, who was then near Banswada. Here he 
waR sudden! v surprised by the M aratha forct>s led by Ghimna 
Ballal and Udaji Pawar, and he, along with his army, were com· 
pletely annihilated With a view to stop any help reaching 
<tirdhar BJ.hadur from Muhammad Umar, the faujdar of Mandu, 
then encamped at Dhar, a small force was left by the Marathas 
near Dhar. 
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ThPse letters give us some important details about the battle 

iiF~elf. Rao Gulab Ram and Jamadar Salabat Khan led the van 
in it!' attack on the Marathas, while. Raja Anand Ram (better 
known to the Marathas by his original name, Daya Bahadur) 
and hiR younger brother, Shambhuram, commanded the main 
army. When Raja Girdhar Bahadur saw the Marathas over
whelming the Imperial army, he threw himself into the fight with 
all the vigour and personally carried on the fight, whHe riding 
an elephant, till be was killed by a mm~ket shot. The Mara~ha 
victory was complete. Rao Gnlab Ram and Jamadar Salabat 
Khan were killed in the battle. Raja Anand Ram, alias Raja 
Daya Bahadnr, was severely wounded, and he along with his 
brother, Shambhuram, were taken captive ; but luckily Anand 
Ram did not survive long after his being taken captive and died 
soon after in Amjhera itself (c. 29 Nov. to 2 Dec. 1728). Shambhu. 
ram and o1her leading imperial commanders. of whom the 
most notable were Dolabhji and Chaube Kavindra, were kept 
prisoners by the Maratha, who demanded heavy ransoms for their 
release. 

The news of this defeat soon reached the Imperial court from 
the reports sent by Bhawani Ram. the second son of Chhabile 
Ram, and the younger brother of Raja A nCJ.nd Ram. 

Bha wani Ram, the younger son of H.aja Chhabile Ram, was 
the eldest member of the family now f-Urviving, and he at once took 
up the control of the administration of the provin"e. He not only 
retained the soldiers previ,msly in the service of Raja Girdhar 
Bahadur, hut c41rolled more men awi orgamsed the defenct's of 
Ujjain, which now became the main target f<,r attack. Letters 
for help and military aid were sent not only to Delhi, but 
also to Sa wai Jai Singh of Jaipur, who wa!'l the nearest 
powerful noble who could possibly give any aid. Letters of 
condolence Wt're duly received by Bhawani Ram from Delhi 
as well as from Jaipur. But this was not what Bhawani Ram 
wantecl, Th{' Emperor s':lnt a farman granting Bhawam 
Ram tlw tillo of Raja Chimna Bahadur and vesting in him 
the management of the province. The farman was received 
in Ujjain on Dec. 21, 1728. But Bhawani Ram wanted financial 
and military aid, which was not forthcoming. He was told that 
Saiyyad Najumuddin Ali Khan and <1thers, then stationed at 
Sironj, had heen ordered to go to his help, but none cared to move 
from Sironj. Thus Bhawani Ram continued to engage more fresh 
soldiers and ccntinued to report the clamour of his soldiers for 
money, which Bhawani Ram did not possess. The story of the 
siege of Ujjain is already well known and need not be repeated. 
During tl c I 1st weeks of the siege the Mara thas had asked for 
the payment of necessary ransom for release of the various com· 
manders of the Imperial force taken captive by them in the battle 
of Amjhera. Raja Anand Ram had ·alreaay died and negotia
tions for the release of others, who were not equally important. 
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were still going on while the s~ege continued and hotly contested 
battle were fought day after day. 

These letters, however, enable us to correct some of the current 
mistake!'~ and important omissions relating to the relationship 
and other details about the various members of this Nagar family 
of warriors. The genealogical tree has been reconstruct Jd on the 
basis of details supplied by these letters, and resulting from another 
thorough study of' Ajaib-ul-Afaq' in the light of these details. It 
Is given at the end of this essay. The various important points 
raised by these letters in respect of the different members of this 
family can thus be summarised. 

Raja Anand Ram alias Raja Da.ya Bahadur-The idP.ntifica
tion of Raja Anand Ram as being the !"arne person who was the 
commander of the Imperial forces in Malwa, and who was better 
known to the Marathas as Raja· Daya Bahadur, has not been 
an e:~.sy task. All Persian histories, saVIe one, mention of Raja 
Daya Bahadur, son of Raja Chhabileram, and ~o not speak of 
Raja Anand Ram. Mirza Muhammad is the only Persian historian 
who mentions about Raja Anand Ra'm being killed in the battle 
along with Raja Girdhar Bahadur, He, however, merely speaks 
of him as a relative of Girdhar Bahadur, and does not clarify 
their exact relationship, (Tarikh-i-Muhammadi, by Mirza Muham
mad Harisi, B. M., Or. 1924, in Irvine, II, p. 243), nor does he ever 
separately mention the name of Daya Bahadur among those 
killed with Girdhar Bahadur. In the same way these letters too 
do not mention anything about Daya Bahadur, and only speak 
of Raja Anand Ram, Rao Gulab Ram and S'1lab1:tt Khan as the 
prominent personalities among those killed. Raja Anand Ram 
apparently being the most important and the coveted prize, the 
Marathas took him captive, even though badly wounded in the 
fight. The Marathi records definitely state that Raja Daya 
Bahadur was present with the imporial army, and not only fought 
bravely but was actually killed in the battle. Ajaib-ul.Afaq, 
which is the collection of official lettt:rs received by the heads of 
this Nagar family from t-ime to time, also does not even mention 
the name of Daya Bahadur in any place. The official title, Anand 
Ram, occurs in some place. He is titled as Rai in one pla0e, 
while Raja in another place, which app9ars to be due to his gradual 
rise in the official hiarchy of the Imperial titles. (Ajaib ff. 30-i, 47b.) 

Bhawani Ram, Haja Ghimna-These l~tters correct the current 
mistake that Bhawani Ram was the eldest son of Raja GirJhar 
Bahadur. He appears to be the second son of Raja Cnbabile lla.1n. 
Ajaib-ul-Ajaq too supports this correction (Ajaib, 4b.) 

Shambhu Ram, brother of Raja Anand Ram.-There appear 
to be two persons of this name in this family at the time of the 
battle of Amjhera. There is a definite mention in letters of one 
as the brother of Raja Anand Ram~ who was present on the 

48 
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battle-field and wa<;f taken captive by the Maratha~. The other 
one, a younger ROn of Raja Girdhar Bahailur, was at Ujjain, an~ 
consoled the soldier!'! when the newR of the defeat and death of 
Raja Girdhar Bahadur was received at Ujjain. 

Rao Gulab Ram.-There are good many references abouti 
this person in Ajaib-ul-Afaq. He was appointed with the [mperial 
army in Allahabari Subha (f. 32b). He seized the fort of Shakir.~ 
garh from the rebels (35b). He was appointed the qiledar oe 
Allahabad (f. 36a) and later was sent as faujdar of Benares and 
Chunar (f. 42a.) There is also a letter from Rao Gulab Ram 
addressed to Raja Girdhar Bahadur congratulating the latter oJi 
his appointment as the Governor of Malwa (letter No. 181. f. 68a); 
But nowhere in that letter-book there is any reference showing 
exact relationship ot' Gulab Ram to this Nagar family. In his 
Gujarati biography of Raja Chhabile Ram Bahadur and his other 
relatives, Man Shankar Pitambar Das Mehta has discussed the 
various genealogical trees of families connected with Raja Chhabile 
Ram and his other relatives and finally concludes that Rao Gulab 
Ram was married to one of the daughters of Chhabile Ram. In 
his Hindi poem •Jang-Namah' poet Shreedhar has mentioned 
Gulab Ram as having taken a prominent part in the battle of 
Agra (December, 31, 1712). Mirza Muhammad mentioned Rao 
Gulab Ram having been killed in the battle along with Raja 
Girdhar Bahadur, and described him as a relative of Girdhar 
Bahadur. (Tarikhi-i-Muhammadi in Irvine, II, p. 243 .. 

Dolabhaji.-This name does not occur in any other Persian or 
Marathi historical work or document. Jn the genealogical tree 
printed by Manshankar Pitambhardas Mehta, on pp. 33-34 of. 
his life of Raja Chhabile Ram Bahadur, he has mentioned of 
one Durlabhji, a son of Kunwarji, married to Beni Kunwari, a 
daughter of Dayaram Nagar. Similarity of these names leads 
one to identify Dolabhji, with Durlabhji of that gene<llogioal tree. 
Daya Ram Nagar, the maternal grand-father of Dolabhji was 
evidently the father of Girdhar Bahadur, and not Daya Bahadur, 
son of Chhabile Ram. 

Sons of Girdhar Bahadur.-All accounts confirm that Gir
dhar Bahadur left behind him at least three sons, whose names 
are specifically given in varioug contemporary authorities. They 
were Binai Ram, Bijai Ram and Shambhu Ram • .In le~ter No.2 Bijai 
Ram's name is missing, instead there is a mention of Mohan Ram. 
Mohan Ram's name is not mentioned anywhere else. · It appears 
that after the death of Girdhar Bah~dur, his eldest son, Bina.i Ram· , 
was giv'jn the title of Raja; he is mentioned as such in Ajaib 
(f. 4b). He was also given a khilat, sarpech (jewelled ornament 
for hl'lad-wear) and a jewelled ornament (padak) (f. 70b and 72b). 
His younger brother~, Bijaram and Shambhuram too, received 
khilats and other similar rewards (f. 70b). Shambhuram ha~ also 
\:>eeQ mentioned as 'Raja dhambhuram' in Ajaib, (f. 6a.). 
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Letter No. 1. 

Letter to Sawai Jai Singh of Jaipur from Muhammad Sai 
Khan, Diwan of Malwa. 

(c. Dec. 3, 1728)1 • 

Mahammad Umar Khan, faujdar of Mandu, wrote that on 
7th Jamdi-ul·awal, Saneh 102 [Nov. 28, L728], Chimnajt Pandit, 
brother of Baji Rao, Udaji I- a war and othe1's with a big forc.e 
came near Naupura,3 7 kos from Dbar. 

On the 8th of this month [Nov. 29, 1728] they rushed to the 
lashkar of Raja Girdhar Bahadur, who was encamped at Arnjbera 
town, 5 kos distant from Dhar town, in the Sarkar Mandu, and 
there destroyed whole of his army. Since then it is being con· 
tinuously reported that Raja. Bahadur 4 with Raja Anand Ram, 5 

Salabat Knan and others have sacrific-ed their lives. 

Tnese villains entertain evil intentions for Ujjain. By the 
time this news reaches the Emperor and an army is sent from 
there, the tide will submerge everything h~re.. Therefore, I request 
you to arrange immediately for the protection of this subah and 
specially for the city of Ujjain ; either march down yourself or 
despatch an army forthwith. The time is very limited. I am 
doing my best and am prepared to·sacrifice my own life. 

1. This letter see~ to have been written soon after the first 
information about the result of the battle of Amjhera reached Ujjain. 
The distance bt~tween Amjhera. and Ujjain, as a orow flies, is about 64 
miles. 

2. Should be Saneh 11, whioh oommenoed from 9 Ra.bi.us-Sani= 
Nov. 1, 1728. 

3. In the map there is no village of this or similar name at the 
distance indicated here. There is one village of this name about 5 m. 
SES of Dba.r. Nalohha itself is about H m. SES of Dhar, where the 
Marathas had encamped on 6 Jama.di-ul-awwal (Nov. 27, 1728). It most 
probably refers to advanced force which must have mo"ed 12 miles further 
up towards . Dha.r a. day earlier. to check-mate the foroes iu the Dhar 
fort. 

4. Raja. Girdhar Ba.hadur was generally referred to as Raja Baha
dur, (a.lo see Ajaib. f. lb). 

5. The offioia.l title of Raja Day a Ba.ha.dur, the eldest son of Raja. 
Chhabile Ram Nagar. 
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Letter No. fJ. 

Keshoram's1 A.rzdasht to Sawai Jai Singh. 
(c. Dec. 5. 1'128)2 

The events of Malwa are reported herewith, which tnllst 
have already been known to you. First of all Kanta [or Kanha ?] 
Maratba 3 with 10,000 horse wandered in Malwa, a.nd then moved 
on to Gujrat. On hearing this news about his wanderings. Raja 
Girdhar Bahadur, then encamped at Mandsaur, sent his family, 
F:ervants, and heavy baggage to Ujjain, and taking his own force, 
Raja Anand Ram and Rao Gulah Ram 4 with him, turned his 
atte11tion to chastise the villain. The villain had gone from 
Malwa to Gujrat ; he now stayed in the boundaries of Gujrat near 
Bans wad a. 

Raja Bahadur encamped near Amjhera. Chimna Pandit, 
brother of Baji Rao, and Uda Pawar and others with a force of 
22,000 horse crossed the Narmada all of a sudden, covered 30 kos, 
and on the 8th Jamadi-ul-awf\'al, ~aneh 11 [Nov. 29.1728], left 
some soldiers near Dhar fort lest Muhammad Umar Khan, then 
stationed at Dhar, might not come from the Dhar fort to join Raja 
Bahadur. The rest gathered round the (Imperial) army. In the 
beginning Rao Gulab Ram and Salabat Khan jamadar killed 
most of the villains, but there is no remedy for fate ; they were 
killed. Raja Anand Ram received two musket wounds, and he 
along with his brother, Shambu Ram,5 were taken captives by 
the ghamm (plunderers). 

The Raja Bahadur discharged arrows with his own hands and 
when he baa emptied four quivers on his elephant, he suddenly 

1. News-writer and an important official agent of Jai Singh of 
Jaipur, stationed in Ujjain, 

2. This letter seems to have been written a few days after the pre
vious letter, when full details regarding the battle had been reoeived. 
•rhere is no mention in thifl letter about the Marathas moving towards 
Ujjain. The Maratha force remained encamped at Amjbera for three 
days following their victory on Nov. 29, 172~. 

3. Most po~sibly refer~> to Kanthaji Kadam Bande. The pul!1}isbed 
Maratbi records do not throw any light on the details of this raid, whioh 
, eems to have taken place in October-November, and was quite differe•• 
from the vne llleutioned in ti.P.D., 13, No, 11. It was probably before 
Kan tbaji started on tili,.; raid that the Peshwa deemed it neoessary 
to tell h1m definitely on September 24, 172~. not to disturb nor to create, 
any tbrouble with Malhar Holkar, who was then staying at Talode village 
in the Sultaupur pargana, S.P .D., 22, No, 24, 

4. A brother-in-law of Daya Bahadur, tnarried to the daughter of 
Cbhabile Haw Nagar. 

5. The third son of Raja Chhabile Ram, and not the same person 
of this very name, who was son of Raja Girdhar Bahadur. 
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received a bullet in his chest and thus his life was sacrificed in the 
Imperial cause. 'From the day he had girded his loins for the 
work til~ now, he remained with honour, and now he has passed 
away with honour. 

Now you (the Maharaja) are in the p)aoe of Raja Bahadur, 
and should take care of Kunwar Bhawani Ram, son of Raja 
Chhabile Barn. Binai Ram, Mohan Ram and Sharnbhu Ram. all 
sons of Raja Bahadur, and their othf'r relatives. 

At that time; all the four princes consoled their men and 
retained them in their services as before, and began to enrol more 
men. They gave 500 horse and 1,000 foot. to Raja Durjan Sal 
[Bundela] of Chanderi, anti 3()0 horse and 500 foot to Said Muham
mad, Diwan of Subah, and in similar manner made other appoint
ments as well. New men are being appointed to guard the city. 

Letter No. 3. 

Kesh oram's Atzdasht to Sawai Jai Singh. 
(c. Dec. <i, 1728)1 

I hava already submitted the details of the events here and 
the anxiety that aro:::~e from the same. You must have read 
therein about Raja Bahadllr being killed along with Rao Gulab 
Ram, Salabat Khan jamadar and others of the Imperial army 
in the battle against the plunuerers, who were more numerous 
than ants and locusts : and also about Raja Anand Ram, who had 
received two mu~ket wounds, being taken captive along with his 
younger P-rother Shambhuram, and the treasure elephants and 
other goods having been plundered. 

All these events have made Kunwar Bhawani Ram, son 
of Raja Chhabileram, who died long ago, and Binai Ram, 
Mohan Ram and Shambhu Ram all sons of Raj>l. Bahadur most 
anxious. They have not only collected much force, but have 
given 500 horse and 1,000 foot to Raja Durjan Singh, the zamindar 
of Chanderi, 300 horse and 500 foot to Muhammad Saiyyad Khan 
[the Diwan of Malwa}, and have similarly helped others also, 
They have kept in their service all the former employees, who 
had been helping them, and more men are being enrolled. 

I have further to request you this day that as all these 
princes have no other shelter and refuge than yourself, you 
should request the Emperor wi:th the blessedness of your help 
and favours. and give them your kind attention and care. All 
these men have for long been associated with the Raja Bahadur. 

1. This letter was written within a couple of days after the last 
letter. No mention is made of the approach of the Marathas near 
Ujjain, which definitely shows that it was written some time before the 
siege of Ujja.in began on Deo. 10, 1728. 
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a.nd e~en now they 8hould all remain together as before. It is 
hoped that by your grace and favour, orders for their appoint· 
ment and increments in their ranks be issued so tbat their honour 
and absolute power may continue. The plunderers are making 
great row, and hence it is absolutt>ly necesttary that they should 
be awarded all the previous honour and full powers. You are 
closely conue ted with all this honour and help. 

Letter No. 4. 

Keshoram','i Arzdasbt to Sawai Jai Singh. 
(c. Jan. 2, 1729).1 

Your parwana with the letter of condolence to Raja Ohimna,~ 
about Girdhar Bahadur sacrificing his life in tho cause of the 
Empire, has been duly received. It was ~nentioned therein that 
proper requests have been submitted through the vakil or 
Durbar-i. Mualla for the proper care of the sons and nephews of 
Raj3. Bahadur. It is known from the letters from Delhi that his 
vaktis requested the Emperor and the nobles in a befitting manner, 
anci efforts are being made to meet the demands. For all this 
favour he submits his respects to you. Your care and favours for 
Raja Bahadur are now being .repeated towards his sons and 
nephews. 

Your Letter of condolence has been handed over to Raja 
Ohimna ; he will send its reply later; just now he is very busy 
because of the row the Marathas have caused here. The news of 
this place is that for more than one month th13 trenches round the 
city are being kept up ; all his soldiers have also been retained 
in service. From 19th Jamadi ul-awwal [Dec. 10, 1728] the 
armies of the plunderers are near Ujjain. H:very time the 
villains attacked the trenches, they were mostly killed 
or wounded with bows and muskets. The battle is still going 
on. During this time 7,000 horsemen :md 10,000 foot have 
been taken in service, and more men are still being enrolled. 
It is hoped that due to favours of Maharaja Dhiraj and the 
Imperial felicity the villains would feel ashamed. 

A Jarman bearing the signature of the Emperor has been 
issued in the name of Raja Ohimna. After due condolence, it 
invests him with absolute power in respect of this subah, and 
orders him to chastise the villains. It also mentions about orders 

1. This letter has been written about a month after the reotipt 
of the fir<~t information regarding the defeat and death of Girdhar Baha~ 
dur at Ujjain. Siege of Ujjain was in full foroe at this time. 

2. Bhawa.ni Ram, son of Raja Chhabile Ram was orea.ted Raja 
Chimna by the Emperor, on the death of Raja Girdba~ Baha.dur and Raja 
Anand Ram. 
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issued to Saiyyad N ajmuddin Ali Khan to render necessary help to 
Raja Chimna, and deals with similar other matters. It was received 
here on the 3rd of this month 1 [Dec. 41, t728] for its orders being 
duly enforced. But as yet no army has come down. here for our 
help [from the Saiyyads and other Imperial servants stationed 
at Sironjj. In spite of all that, every possible effort will be made 
to protect the city and thus to prove the fidelity to salt. The 
letters from other people will amply describe in detail what 
anxious consideration has been shown and what great efforts have 
been made here. It is not desirable to write in self-praise. 

It is hoped that due to Maharaja's favours necessary care 
and attention will be shown for Raja Cbimna, the son of Chhabile 
Ram. Kunwar., ............. [blank], Kunwar Bajai Ram and Kunwar 
Shambhuram, all [three] sons of Raja Girdhar Bahadur. 

Letter No. o 

Letter from Raja Chimna Nagar to ·sawai Jai Singh of 
Jaipur. 

(c. Jan. 10, 1729 Jz 

Your kind letter i~ duly received, and it gave comfort to the 
grieved heart. There is none left as our superiiJr .who can show 
similar kindness like you. You are showing me greater favours 
than what you did to Raja Girdhar Bahadur. Recently afa.rman 
with the Imperial favours and grant of the title of Raja Chimna 
has been received; this shows your kind pa tronCi ge for me, and 
I hope the same will continue for ever. 

The villains are besieging the city in large numbers and 
have evil intentions towards this city. For last 5 to 8 days hotly 
contested battles are being fought. The evil-hearted foolishly stand 
in a line and come near the trenches every day with a view to 
attack. On our side the brave fighters of the Irnperial army 
come out of our trenches, with courage and bravery, to face and 
repel the attackers, and after slaying many of them they drive 
the rest to their camp and immediately after that return back to 
their own trenches. In the melee about three to five hundred 
enemies have been killed or wounded, while some of our men also 
gave up their lives and became martyrs. By 1he blessings of God 

1. Bv 'this mo11th' he means Jamadi-us-Sani, My statement in 
Malwa (p. 16G) that the news was received in the middle of Jan. 1729 is 
thus pNved t'> be iuourreot. Raiab riid n,lt begin till a. week after the 
siege of Ujjain has been raised, i.e. Jan 20, 1729. 

2. On January 13, 172~. Raja. Cbimna. led his men in a. direot attack 
on the besiegers. A.fter this ba.ttte the besiegers raised the siege and 
withdrew first to Ka.liadah and then moved northward;;. ·ruis letter seems 
to have been written some time before this final battle of the siege, and 
the letter refers to tbe fight Pllt up by ~be <lefend~rs on earlier dafs, 

. . ' . 
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and the felicity of the &: npJr >r, the villain~ are . duly chastised, 
and ara m ii.king their fdces black. 

8Jth old and new s'Jldiera are clamouring for their pay. 
They are all watchir1g the city. Details cannot be put down in 
writing. Release from this crowd cannot be effected without 
your help. We want and await your help in every respect. 

Letter No.6. 

Keshoram's Arzdasht to Sawai Jai Singh. 
(c. January 11, 1729)1. 

Your kind parwana about the wanderings of the ghanim 
(plunderers) near Ujjain, their incessant fight and attacks on our 
trenches with bJws and muske~s, our anxiety about these trenches 
round the city, our efforts to retain the soldiers, and our hopes 
about the care and · support to the sons and nephews of the 
dect ased Raj':l. Babadur, has been duly replied before. You must 
have already seen that r!:'ply. 

rhe latest news that I have to report is that the brother of 
Baji Rao, U Ja and other sardars attacked the city of Ujjain on 
all sides many times with a view to enter it ; fight ensued, and 
the bows and muskets were ustd in such a way that all the villains 
were either killed or wounded, while on our side too some were 
kille I and wounded. At last they were ashamed and returned 
to their homes2 • In this way more than one month has passed 
since the villains first besieged the city and the fight is still going 
on daily. 

The number of soldiers is much greater than what has been 
authorised ; moreover in such a struggle the necessary increase 
in the pay of the soldiers and the expenses of war have to be 
mentioned. It is hoped that you must have known all about it 
from other letters. I have no hesitation in submitting that in 
view of the claims of the salt and the honours bestowed on me, 
I am ready tu sacrifice my life and property in the hope of receiv
ing due help from you. 

~o far none of the Imperial servants, like Muhammad Umar .· 
Khan, the raujdar of Mandu, and Sayyad Najmuddin Ali Khan 
havo reached the city. In view of the favours fromthe Maharaja 
Dhiraj (S'l.wai Jai Singh) and the Imperial felicity, I shall uoti 
fail in my duty in showing anxious consideration to the affairsi 

1.. T~is letter was written sometime after a month bas passed sino$ 
the begmmng of the siege on the 19 Jama.Ci-ul.a.wwal (Oeoember 10. 17!8}. 
The si • ~ e was continuing at this time. 1 

A.pparently he only means that they returned to their oa.mp, ' 
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here. You will certainly arrange to send me your favours as 
usual. 

Raja Anand Ram, who had been taken captive, died of his 
wounds on that very place1. The villains are sending messages 
for the release of Shambhu Ram, 2 • Dolabhji,3 • Chaube Kavindra, 
and others, who are in captivity with them. I will be submitting 
the news when they are released. 

HISTORICAL MATERIAL IN THE RAMAPPAYYAN 
AMMAN AI 

BY 

DR. T. V. MAHALI.NGAM, M.A., D. Litt. 
Reader in Indian History and Archaeology, University 

of Madras. 

The Ammanai is a kind of poetical compoRition in Tamil each 
verse of whi~h has the word ammanai for its refrain. Curiously 
enough the Ramappayyan Ammanai, unlike other ammanais con
sists of t:ongs which do not end in all cases with that refrain, but 
it is found only at the end of a few verses. The title of the work 
is to som~ extent misleading for 1t deals mainly with the martial· 
achievements of its hero, It may with greater correctness be 
called Ramappayyan Padaippor. It is a much worn out paper rna. 
nuscript running to 63 pages. The author of the work is not known, 
but it was probably written some where in the second half of the 
eighteenth century since Bade Khan the brother of Chanda Sahib (d. 
1752) Yusuf Khan, popularly kno..vn as Khan Sahib and Governor 
of Madura between 1759 and 1764 are mentioned as having taken 
part in the campaigns of Ramappayya, The author was evidently 
an admirer of the Maravas and their chieftain the Setupati. The 
poem largely tieals with the war that was waged by Ramappayya, 
the famous Dalavay of Tirumatai Nayaka (1623-1659) who is 
referred to in the work as Tennavan Kacci Tirumalaiyendiran 
on behalf of his master against the Setupati chief of Ramnad. 

1. Arnjhera, where he wa8 taken captive in the battle. The 
Marathas remained enoarnptl d at Amjhera for three days, following the 
battle on November t9, 1728. 

2. The younger sun of Uhhabile Ram, taken captive in the battle 
of Amjhera on November 29, 1728. 

3. Durlabbji, a nephew of Girdhar Bahadur, being the son of his 
sister, Bani Kunwar. 
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It also gives an account of Ramappayya's successful fight on 
hehalf of the Vijayana{l;ar Emperor Venkata III against the 
Muslims who invaded thP- Bangalore region. 

The work opens with the request made by Ramaprayya to 
Tiruma.lai Na:yaka for permission to undertake an expedition 
against Sadaikka Teva who is known to history as Sadaikka 
Teva II or Dalava:y Seturati Permission was given for the 
expedition by the Na:yaka only after great hesitation for he 
realised the great strength of the Maravas and thdr capacity for 
determined fight. The circumstances that led to the war were 
probably as follows. Kuttan Setupati who was the chief of 
Ramnad from 1623 died in 1635 leaving behind him a legitimate 
son, Sadaikka Teva JI also called DaJavay Setupati and an ille
gitimate son call€d 'Tambi'. The former of the two who had a 
greater right to succeed to his father's PQ~sessions succeeded to 
the ohiefship in 1635, but two years later the illegitimate son of 
the deceased father convinced the authorities at Madura of his 
right to succeed to the chiefship and threatened to dethrone the 
ruling chieftain. Sadaik1m Teva was prepared to resist and fight 
out his case. This very probably led to a war between the Madura 
Na:yak who supported the 'Thambi' ann the reigning Setupati. We 
are not able to get more than these slender details regarding the 
genesis of the war. 

According to the work among those that helped Ramappayya 
in his campaign against the Setnpati are Faid to have bef'n Sivile 
Maran, the Pa:ndy an ruler of Tenkasi, the king of Colombo besides 
Shah Abbas Khan (Yusuf Khan) and Bade Kllan. Of these it is 
possible that the Pandyan ruler alone could haye been of any 
help to Ramappayya. Sivile Ma:ravan who is referred to in the 
work was very probably the same as Varagur.tarama Pandya 
Kulasekhara Somasyar one of whose inscriptions dated A. D. 1616 
has been discovered 1 • Colombo was then in the hands of the Por
tugueee. and therefore it is quite improbable that a ruler of that 
place could have helped Ramappayya. Shah Abbas Khan (Yusuf 
Khan) was the ruler and Governor of Madura between 1759 and 
1764 and Bade Khan the brother of Chanda Sahib also could not 
have taken any part in the war, since their periods are separated 
from that of Ramappayya by a century or even more. 

The work describes in graphic language the march of 
Ramappayya along with his large army through such places like. 
Cinna Ravuttar PaJaiy'am, VaQ9iyurk-kottai, Tiruppuvanam, his 
bringing into full view the R.ajagambhirankottai a stronghold 
of an early Bar.ta chieftain Mavali VaQa Ra:ya which had been 
submerged under the thick growth of a dense forest and his reach
ing Vanaraviran Madurai, the modern Mana Madura, Sadaikka 
Teva who heard of the invasion of his ~ountry by Ramappayya 

l. Tra.vancore Arch. Series, Vol. I, p. 148. 
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held a war council and appointerl his own son-in-law Vanniya 
Tevan as the leader of his forces. We have an account of the 
disposition of the forces and the rlifferent stagos in the war, at 
everyone of which Ramappayya was defeated. At the end of 
four days of hard and terrible fightmg however Sadaiyakka is 
said to have become very much fatigued and therefore he was 
safely moved to the island of Ramesvaram with all his army and 
trea~ury by his nephew and son-in-law Vanniyan. Ramappayya 
who was also in need of rest is said to have continued at the place 
of battle for about twenty days. 

It was at this time that, according to the work, Ramappayya 
was ordered to proceed to Bangalore to help Venkata III against. 
the Mnslims who had invaded \,he Karnataka country as far as 
that place. We are considering this portwn of the manuscript at 
the end of this paper. After his return from the north he marched 
to the south, and camped at Va:naraviran Madurai. He then 
proceeded towards Ra:mesvaram where the ~et•tpatti had entrenched 
himself. Ramappayya is said in the work to have emulated the 
eoic hero Rama by the construction of a causeway across the 
straits in a short period of a week. While the Na:yak general 
started taking his army along the dam and encircling the island 
of Ramesvaram the Marava leader Vanniyan mounted his 
cannons, Rama and Lak~maQa and opened fire on the enemies. 
Ramappayya was defeated and forced to withdraw. 

It was then that the Nayak general was awakened to a full 
realisation of the serious danger that threatened him and he 
became convinced of the fact that unless he secured the help of 
a naval force he would not be able to reduce Sadaikkan and his 
suborcinates to submission. Hence, in consultation with hi~ 
lieutenants KoQ~appayyan and some others he opened negotia
tions with the Portuguese in Ceylon, Colombo, Mannar, Kandi and 
Cochin, and promised them the freedom of the channel as well as 
the entire island of Ramesvaram in return for their help to win 
the war against the Setupati. The Portuguese were only too 
willing to take advantage of the opportunity that presented itself 
before them. According to the work they had long been suffering 
from the oppression of the Maravas who levied heavy taxes on 
them and other islanders whenever their ships passed through 
the Pamban Channel . 

.Now to the account of the war itself. In the course of the 
terrible naval battle that was fought, the Setupati general 
Vanniya Teva came out successful. But worn out by the war he 
died soon after advising his father-in-law to surrender to the 
Nayak king. However when the Setupati submitted to his overlord 
he was ill.treated and imprisoned. According to the work on 
account of the efficacy ot his prayers his fetters broke, and 
Tirumalai .Nayaka released him from prison and sent him home 
to rule in peace. But the real reason for the release of the 
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Retupati was in fact different. The 'Tambi' who was supported 
by Tirumulai Na:yaka to succeed to the chiefship of Ramnad was 
very much di8liked by the peoplf>. The country was thrown into 
confusion and disorder. and hence Tirumala\ Nayaka, apparently 
realiRing that the Dal>~.vay Setupati was the person who could 
r..-~tore order in the region released him from prison and accepted 
him as the rightful chief. The over lordship of Tirumula over the 
region under the Setupati is indicated by an inscription of 1641 
at Vembangugi which records a grant for the merit of Tirumulai 
Nayakkarayyan1 • 

Nelson says that Ramappayyan died before the conclusion of 
tbe campaign against the Marava chieftain. But this statement 
is not supported by the evidence of 1he History of the Carnataca 2 

Governors, an important manuscript in the Mackenzie collection 
or the Ramappayyan Amma.naz:. An inscription of 1638 merttions 
him along wi1h Tirumalai Nayaka 3 • As said earlier he went to 
Goa in August, 1639 as his master's ambassador. Hence he must 
have died some ye3.rs after the successful conclusion of his war 
against the Setupati. From the fact that an inscription of 1648 
1efers to an agreement "in the time of Ramappayyan"4 we may 
draw the conclusion that he must have died by that year. 

A part of the manuscript, as said earlier describes Ramap
payya's successful war in 1he Bangalore region against the Mus
lim invaders on behalf of Venkata Ill the Emperor of Vijayanagar 
(1620-!630). It is said to have been undertaken by him during 
the short period that intervened between his first campaign 
against the Setupati and the second one. 

According to the work under reference while he was staying 
in the south after his first stage of his campaigns against the 
Setupati he received a message from Tirumalai Nayaka calling 
him back to Madura for he had heard from Venkata fii that the 
Mugil Paccha (Mughal Padshah) h·ad come dow'n with 30,000 
horse and taken Vanavay, tbat the Golkon~aiyam (the ruler oi 
GolkoJ:.l~a) was plundering Vijayapura, Vellore and other terri
tories ot the Raya, that the N ayaka's territory itself was threa. 
tened to be invaded and that l:tamappayya must start on an 
expedition against them. The Na:yak general, after giving 
in~tructions to his lieutenants to be watchful returned to Madura, 
and under orders from his master, started northward to help the 
Emperor against the Muslims. He is said to have maroheCl 
through Sotavaodan, VaQ.amadurai, Dindigul, Mana.pparai, Irat
taimalai, Trichinopoly, Snrangam, Samayavaran KaJ:.lJ:.ld.UuL·, Vali · 

1. M. E. R. 120 of 1910. 
2. 'fa•y lor, Oriental H tStorical Manuscripts, II p, 175. 
3. 59 of 1916. 
4. 52J of 19t6. 
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koQ9apuram and Velur and reached Bangalore where he had an 
interview with the Ra:ya. Taking orders from him be joined forces 
with Ikkeri Venkita Krsnayya and defeated the enemy, and return
ing back to the Raya,. reported to him about his success. Then 
having been duly honoured by the Ra:ya for his services he is said 
to have returned hack to Madura through Velur, Vijaya:puram, 
Anogondi, Ut.tattur, Valikol}gapuram, Kannanur, Snrangam, 
Trichinopoly, Manapparai, Tekkumalai, Dindigul, Solavanda:n, 
Tovariman and Pillaiya:rp~}aiyam. · 

Though the above account contained in the work is too gra
phic and detailed to be dismissed easily many statements made in 
it have to be doubted from the historical point of view. 

The incidents that are said to have hiippened in the Banga
lore region m::>"y be assigned to the period between t6J8 and 1639, a 
confused one in history of the Karnatakas. The main political 
events relating to it may be reviewed as follows. In 1636 a treaty 
was concluded between the Mughal Emperor and the Adil Shah of 
Bijapur, according to one of the terms of which the latter accepted 
the overlordship of the Padshah. Subsequent to that the Sultan 
of Bijapur extended his power over the Karnataka country. Ran
daula Khan, the Bijapur General invaded the Ikkeri country and 
forced its Nayak V1rabhadra to sue for peace according to the 
conditiom of which he was to surrender his claims to the conquered 
forts and retain the remaining territory as a subordinate of the 
Sultan of Bijapur. Randaula Khan then marched towards Banga. 
lore at the head of 9000 man with a view to take the city, which 
was then ruled by one Kempe Gauda, a subordinate of Venkata 
Ill. Finding his own position weak and his force inadequate to 
resist Randaula Khan the Emperor appealed to his feudatory 
.Nayaks for help. 1 But before any help reached Venkata from 
them Randaula Khan took the fort of Bangalore, appointed Shahaji 
as its governor and be8ieged Seringapatarn for a month at the end 
of which he raised it probably on receipt of an indemnity of five 
lakhs of hons from its Governor Kanthireva Narasa, and returned 
to Bijapur. Taking advantage of the general's return to Bijapur 
Kenge Hanuma, the ruler of Basavapattar:tarn revolted against the 
Bijapur overlordship, but Randaula Khan once agam brought the 
territory under subjection:~. Tbus the invasion and conquest of the 
Karnataka country appears to have been undertaken only by the 
Bijapur General. Therefore the; statement made in the work that 
the Mughal Padshah invadud the south as far as Bangalore with 
30000 horse is open to doubt. 

It was probably somewhere about the time of the Bijapur 
General's invasion of the Bangalore region tba t Venkata made 

1. Macleod Le Oest Indischie Campagnie, J[. p. H3. 
2.· K. A. Nilakanta Sastri and N. Venkataramanayy8 , Furthe, 

Sources of Vijayanagara History, Vol. I, pp. 344-4 5. 
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a piteous app~al to his subordinate Nayaks in the south. The 
appeal could have ·had the desired effect, and even the distant 
Madura Nayak seems to have sent a contingent of troops to help 
the Emperor. Though, in the latter portion of his regin Tirumalai 
Nayaka of Madura showed signs of insubordination to the Vijaya
nagar house he appears to have been loyal to it till at least about 
this period. The Kuniyur plates of Vflnkata HI (163t) for instance 
refer to Tirumalai in respectful terms. That inscription mentions 

.a grant made by Venkata acoording to the wish0s of the glorious 
prince Tirumala"1 • Venkata was able to have at his command 
early in 1639 an army of 1,30,000 soldiers. With it he marched 
to Bangalore, with a view to recapture the fort, but being foiled 
in his attempt, he returned back to Vellore in the middle of 1639. 
A few months later, taking advantage of the fact that the Bijapur 
General had gone back to his capital he started once again with 
an army of 2000 to take Bangalore, but hearing that the latter 
bad come down once again to the Karnataka country having 
subdued the rebellion of Kenge Hanuma, returned back to Vellore. 

Ramappayya probahly took part in the first invasion of 
Bangalore by Venkata Ill, for it was only then that the emperor 
had with him a large force supplied by his feudatories. Mention 
has been made earlier that he was at Goa on the 13th August, 1639 
as the amb<.~.ssador of Tirumalai Na:yaka, and it is doubtful if he 
would have been able to lead his forces to Bangalore during the 
second expedition of Venka.ta III to the place. But with regard to 
the success of his expedition against Bangalore the A.mmanai 
makes too tall a claim for the hero. The contemporary sources 
do not bear out the statement. According to some of them Venkata 
III was foiled in his attempt to take Bangalore then. Further it 
is bard to believe that a person who found him~t-lf unable to 
conquer the Setupati could have come out with such brilliant 
success against the army of the Sultan of B.ijapur. Again the 
predating of the march of Ramappayya as far a~'~ Ba.ngalore and 
assigning it to the period that intervened between the two stages 
in the campaigns of the Madura general against the Retupati 
both of which took place in 1637 is anain historically inaccurate, 
for, as said above, the Portuguese Govl:lrnor was thanked in 
August, 1639 for his help to the Madura Nayak two years earlier 
in his campaigns against the Setupa ti. Besides the statement 
made in the work that the Mughal Padshah invaded the Kar
z,ataka country in 163J is difficult to be accepted. Furthermore 
th~ Sultan of Golkonda did not participate in the expansion of the 
Muslim power over the West Karnataka during this period. He 
entered the political arena of the Karnataka, and that the eastt:lrn 
portion of it comparatively late. La~tly the autho~· of the 
Ammanai betrays lack of knowledge of the geograpllical position 
of the places to the north of Trichinopoly and Srirangam mentioned 

1. Epi. Ind. Vol. III, p. 255. 
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in the work. For instance it is stakd in the work that 
Ramappyya returntod from Bangaloro to his place through Velur, 
Vijaya:puram, .Anegondi, Uttattur etc. Certainly he could not have 
gone to Bija:pur and A nt>gondi on his way to Madura from 

'• Bangalore. 
f.:. 

Thus after a careful study of the whole work, one is led t0 
the concluflion tba t the Ramappyyan Ammanai is not hi ;torical!y 
so valuable as it is claimed to be, particularly the portion dealing 
with the expedition of the general tu Bangalore. • 

ThREE SANSKRIT INSClHPTIONS li'ROM MAHESHVAR 

BY 

MR. D. V. DiSKALK.AR, Indore. 

At the Hyueraba<.l session of the Indian History Congress, 
Frof. B. D. Varma of the Fergusson College Poona read a 
paper on the Persian inscriptions at Mabeshvar of the time of 
Akb'lr and threw light. on the history of the Mughal emperor 
and of the province of Malwa. The followoinll three Sanskrit 
inscriptions throw additional light on the same points. 

One of the inscriptions is dated in V. S. 1622 (1566 A. D.) 
and refers to the glorious rule of the emperor Akbar whose two 
officers named Aziz Beg and Khoj:.t Suleman were governing 
the place. It further states that Mandloi lJevadas of the 
Porwad community and inhabitant of Mahishmati on the bank of 
the Narmada near Mantapa:chala in the province of Malwa 
repaired the temple of Maheshvar at the sacred place called Agni
tirth and the Kalagni-rudra-Ksbetra. This temple is, no doubt, to 
be identified with the modern temple of Jaleshvar at Mabeshvar. 

The other inscription is dated in V. S. 1626 (1570 A. D.) and 
refers to the glorious reign ol the emperor Akbar and to the regime 
of K bavasa Aziz Beg and states that Sujanra1 and Lakshmandas 
(the brother and son respectively of Devadas) caused repairs to 
the te.nple of K aleshvara situ a ted on the northern bank of the 
Narmada in Mahishma ti in Ma:lavadesha. 

The third inscription is dated in V. ~. 16~7 1571 A. D.) and 
also refers to the rule of Akbar and the governorship of Aziz Beg, 
and states that Mandloi Sujanrai ah;o called Sivadasa repaired 
the Jain temple of Adinatha. 

Mention may be made in this connection of fourth Sans
krit inscription at the Markati-Samgama on the confluence ol the 
Veda and Narmada at a distance ot about· !'.iX miles to the 
south-east of Maheshvar on the other side ot the river. lt i;,~ 
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dated in V. S. 1635 (1579 A. D.) and states that in the glorious 
reign of the emperor Akbar, Mandloi Jagannath, son of Vasudeva 
repaired the temple of Siva. 

These inscriptions are historically very important for the 
following reasons :-

In the first place, they show how on the disappearance of 
disorder and the establishment of the peaceful reign of the emperor 
Akbar the Hindus and the Jains rea.sserted themselves and began 
restoring their temples, which had been destroyed in the time of 
the Sultans of Mandu. 

Secondly the Mandloi family of Maheshvar, which was Jain, 
as his descendents still are, repaired not only the Jain temple but 
also the Siva temples which ~hows the tolerant mentality of the 
Hindus. It. may be supposed that the Mandloi family at the time 
of Shivadasa was a follower of Saivi!'m but became Jain afterwards. 

Thirdly the designation Khota of the family, which is 
generally found in Maharashtra, specially in Konkana, shows 
that the province of Nimad, in which Mahishmati is situated, 
had baen influenced by Ma.harashtra. As I have shown in my 
history of Maheshvar, Nimad, before the time of the Paramars 
of Malwa, was more influenced by southern India than by nor
thern India. It requires to be noted the Maheshvar is said to be 
situated in the Malavadesa in the inscription. It seems that the 
province of Nimad in which Maheshvar is situated is a local 
name of the small province on both sites of Narmada but it was 
politically included in the larger province of Malwa probably from 
the time of the Sultans. ' 

Fourthly, th~ nameq of the officers of Akbar, governing 
Maheshvar, as found in these inscriptions were not known before. 
One of the Persian inscriptions of the time of Akbar above referred 
to, mentions some officers at Maheshv ar, but the datA of the in
scription not being known, it is not k:nown when they were 
reigning. 

But the greatest importance of the inscriptions, spe.cially 
of the tirst, liAs in the fact that they enable us to prove conclusive
ly the identification of ancient Mabishmati with Maheshvar, 
which is yet a subject of dispute, as some scholars still believe 
that Mandhata represents the ancient Mahishmati. Three opinions 
are there regarding the identification. Some identify the ancient 
city with Man9la in the Central Provinces, some with the well
Known Omkar-Mandhata and the others with Maheshvar, the 
well-kn<;>wn capital of Ahilyabai in the Holkar State. Its 
identification with Mandla has been given up, as the place does 
not properly satisfy the description of Mahismati as found in the 
ancient as well as modern literary sources. Mandhata and 
Maheshvar both satisfy it in many respects both being situated 
on the bank of the river Narmada, both being famous fords on 
the riyer, bQth be\ng archaeologically and nistoricapy famous fro(ll 

5Q 
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the early times to this day. But still there are some poiats more 
in favrur of Maheshvar than of Mandhata. Archaeological finds 
in Maheshvar are very much older than those in Mandhata. 
Archaeological finds of a Buddhist establishment, assignable 
definitely to the 3rd or 2nd century B. C. have been found in a 
large number at Kasrawad which is in the neighbourhood of 
\:taheshvar, though on the other side of the river Narmada. 
Some of the archaeological finds in Maheshvar are very similar 
to the finds in Kasrawad. From this period to the modern period, 
almost a connected history of Maheshvar can be related. Ma
heshvar had actually been ruled in the 4th and 5th century A. D. 
by a local royal family, at least one of whose members named 
Subandhu was inclined towards Buddhism. A number of references 
are found, of travellers, pilgrims and soldiers, crossing the river 
Narmada at Maheshvar. One of the Persian inscriptions of 
Akbar states that in 1008 at the conquest of the Deccan and 
Dandesh, Akbar repaired to the Deccan and in 1009 passing 
through the place was returning to Hindustan. This shows that 
in his time Maheshvar was the mo8t famous ford on the Narmada. 
In the Maratha days also, Maheshvar was used for the same 
purpose. In the medieval period also Maheshvar seems to have 
been an important ford. Mr. S. K. Dikshit in his paper read at 
the third or Calcutta session of the Indian History Congress has 
shown that the continuity of the local tradition that Maheshvar 
represents the ancient Mahishmati, which does not exist in the 
case of Mandhata must decide the case in favour of Maheshvar. 
He has quoted literary references from some of the Puranas, the 
Mahabharata and the Ba;larama:yana of Rajshekhar, showing that 
a temple of S'iva named Jaleshvar had existed in Mahishmati, 
that the Fire-god is the protecting deity of Mahishmati and that 
the name Jaleshvar owes its source to the event of the destruction 
of the demon Tripur by means of fire by S'iva, at Mahishmati. 

To these literary evidences may Le added the epigraphical 
evidence contained in the above mentioned inscriptions, which are 
of a definite date. Two of the inscriptions make a clear mention 
of the place as Mahishmati, though the third mentions it only as 
Maheshvarnagar. This shows that the Puranic tradition was 
uninterruptedly continued down to so late a period as the sixteenth 
century A.O. But the most conclusive evidence is contained in 
the first inscription, which mentions the l:lacred spot where the 
inscription was found as Agni-tirth ar.d Kalagni-rud ra-kshetra. 
Two temples of S'iva commemorating the legends seem to have 
been built, probably in the Paramara period (10-14th cent. A. D.) 
under the name of Ja:leshvar and Kaleshwar. lhey we1e destroyed 
in the time of the dultans of Malwa but were repaired in the 
time of Akbar. 

As this tradition, contained in the literary and epigraphical 
sources does not exist in the case of Mandhata, we have to suppose 
tllat the ancient Mallishmati was loijated at modern Maheshvar. 
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THE RISE AND FALL OF THE BRITISH RULE 
IN INDIA 

BY 

8. V. PUNTAMBEKAR, M. A. (OXON), BAR·AT.LAW 
Nagpur University 

The Period (1748-1948) 
Two centuries from 1748 to 1948 cover the period of the 

beginning and the end of British rule and politics in India. 
It is, I think, appropriate on this occasion to understand and 
evaluate its process and the legacy it has left behind. 

The period from 1748 to 1948 may be divided into a 
period of conflict, conquest and consolidation from 1748 to 
1848, and a period of settlement, subjection and security 
from 1848 to 1948. The British historians describe these 
periods as those of liberation and fulfilment in the shape of 
conquest, consolidation and settlement. Indian historians 
are not at all agreed in this interpretation of the process 
of British conquest and rule in India. It is time now to 
analyse and estimate these opinions and arrive at some 
historical judgment on this long-continuing event and 
process. It must be stated and admitted here that the end 
of British rule in India does not follow any period of 
collapse or corruption of British power. It had all the 
political, military and finaniJial strength to continue that 
rule. But it is due to the mental and moral revolution both 
in England and in India that this bloodless and happy 
political event has come about. It is an unwilling abdica
tion and not a forced desertion like that of the Roman rule 
in Britain, nor it is the creeping and crippling paralysis like 
that of the Mughal rule in India. 

It is also necessary in this connection to estimate the 
achievements of the Maratha empird in India in order to 
appraise those of the British rule, when one revolution is 
ending and the other is pending. 

I start with this thesis that there is an underlying 
unity and continuity in Indian history given by its 
geography and culture, by the spirit and achievements of its 
oivilisation. The events which occur in time and place and 
which may be of temporary or long-range importance, reced
ing in force or continuing in consequence have still to be 
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valued in that light. Do they strengthen her unity and con
tinuity, and do they elevate her spirit and culture, or do they 
disunite and disintegrate her long-enduring existence and 
vital growth ? India has had a vigorous cultural and ad van· 
ced religious life, and material prosperity throughout ages. 

Char..cter of the 18th Century 

The eighteenth century was not only a time of politi
cal stress and excitement, but was a great and decisive 
century in our national development. It was a revolt 
against foreign rule and authority. For the first time after 
300 years Maharashtra was living under a native dynasty. 
If that dynasty had not been star-crossed by the cruel 
fate of an empty nursery, if one of his wivf)s had given 
Shahu a son as vital and powerful a~ his father, or as 
statesmanlike, politic and popular as his grand father 
Shivaji, what would have been the future course of Indian 
history? Would Maratha affairs have been guided by a 
powerful warrior and a great statesman in their wars 
with the new foreigners from 1744 to 1818, would not the 
British have been debarred from their subsequent ascen
dancy? This would be a futile and pure speculation. 
What made Indian history in the 18th century? Was it 
only the newly developed Sardars or nob1e class. Who 
made it ? It was, no doubt, the landed gentry, increased 
and enriched by the confiscations and usurpations of the 
encroaching Maratha power on the decaying foreign 
Mughal empire, that was enthroned in the government 
of Swarajya districts by grants of lands and feudal rights, 
and that had resolved to exercise a voice and share in the 
Central government of the Marathas. It was this daring 
and fighting class which saw in independence the safety 
of their culture and religion. They wanted to shape the 
Maratha commonwealth according to their ideas. It was 
the cultivating classes of Maharashtra who were also its 
fighting classes that were resolved to lead a freer life than 
a mere serf's life under foreign feudal lords. It was the 
assembling of these factors-the ruler, the noble and the 
cultivater-and their ambition during the century, and it 
was the action and interaction of these factors during its 
course that made the century momentous in our history. 

By the beginning of the 18th century the elements 
of a fresh political grouping, richer and more various than 
the old medieval grouping had appeared. By the end of the 
century a system of balance between these elements in 
Mabarasbtra-a system which adjusted them all to one 
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another and to the monarchy had been achieved. That 
system was to endure till 1818. The cauldron boiled 
and bubbled during a turbulent and creative century. 
Now this shape and now that seemed to emerge from its 
vapours as the forces and figures of the new Maharashtra 
that was to be. Now it was the face of ShivaH's Swarajya, 
now it was that of a Maratha Samrajya governed by the 
Peshwa from Poona. Now it was a dictatorship of Sindhia 
from Delhi. Now there seemed to be the menaoe of a 
new despotism of foreigners like th'lt of the Persian Nadir 
Shah, or the Turk Nizam-ul mulk or the Pathan Ahmad 
Shah or the usurper Hyder Ali. The shape which would 
ultimately have appeared was however destroyed by the 
English, and a new foreign despotism came to be established 
first by the side of them and then by absorbing them. 
Before the British finally succeeded, a dyarchy had been 
established by the side of an effete Maratha monarchy, 
that is, a dyarohy of the Peshwas at the centre and Sardars 
at the periphery of the empire. During their rule religious 
intolerance and political discrimination of Auran~zeb had 
disappeared. His attempt to restore or found a pure Islamic 
state was smashed. Anyhow there was a lull in the 
religious fervour which at one time had seemed likely to 
enthrone Maulvis and Kazis on local thrones as political 
officers or royal coadjutors, or to institute a myth of ruler. 
saints. There was one golden thread in the Maratha 
strug11:le and that was an ideal of civil and religious liberty 
propounded and acted on by Shivaji and his successors. 
It was an ideal very soon realised. J aziya, Tern ple destru
ction, service monopoly, and religbus citizenship passed 
away. 'Jlhus the Martha fervour of the early lSth century 
established a Swarajya in MaharaHhtra and the empire of 
the Hindus in India. In guaranteed a good deal of religious 
and social freedom to all. 

The 18th century is the century of political revolution 
in India. It is perhaps the most dramatic century of all. 
It has new ideals and new characters, a fresh and forward 
out-look. It is no doubt a history of the decline and fall 
of the Mughals from their Adbarian ideals. 

Makers of tbe 18th Century 

Who brought about these changes ? They were certain
ly the Marathas. They replaced the Aurangzeebian theocracy 
and despotism by an oligarchy of princes and nobles. 
Many will urge that the overthrow of the Mughal despotism 
was the work of feudal reaction, that a national paternal 
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policy was discarded for a corrupt and greedy class 'domina. 
tion, aJld that there was less government and worse govern
ment in all that concerned the social and economic welfare 
of the people. These a!-'e pertinent criticisms but they judge 
the results of the age in isolation, and omit the vital con• 
sideration, that whatever might have been, Indian religious 
and civil liberties were in fact based on the foundations 
laid by the politicians of the Maratha camp. There governQ 
ment was flexible and beneficent, and ~hey nad no exacting 
standards of behaviour based on a foreign faith and code. 

The foundations of Maratha greatness were laid in 
the 17th century .in their political struggle anJ religious 
reformation. You must see them in the direct historical 
perspective of that period. The foreign rulers had f~iled 
in creating a secular state in India. The key-note of the 
17th century was a revolt against for6ign authority in 
India. The age of a new political experiment was treadi'ng 
upon the heels of the age of medievalism and dogma. Tur
kish and Mughaf sov.:~reigns considered themselves as Goo's 
appointed missionaries or annointed instrumen.ts in con
quering the heathens and kaffir lands of Hindu::;tan. They 
had very little sympathy with Hindu culture and religion, 
temples and traditions. They destroyed them recklessly 
and remorselessly. There was no identity of interests and 
culture between the rulers and the subjects. The question 
of religious undf'rstanding, freedom and comprehension did 
not arise after the death of Akl;ar. Dara's attempt was futile 
and sterile. If there was tolerance it was unwillingly·prac
ticed out of political necessity. 

The Maratba Revolution 

Though by the end of the i8th century Marathas had 
largely succeeded m establishing their paramountcy in tne 
country and in liberating many of its parts from the Mughal 
control, they were overpowered by the military power and 
mach1avellian diplomacy of the British power at the end. 

In aimost everyway the demands of the Marathas 
were conceded by the Mughals at Delhi and their help 
sought in times of danger. The world had the unprece
dented surprise of seeng a defeated and apparently shattered 
people rise irom its ruins, face the greatest Mughal power 
on terms of absolute equality and win from the humiliated 
victors of the great war every one of their national demands. 
The Marathas gained recognition and· respect, power and 
prestige, independence and security, and deprived the 



Mughals of the domination which they had long been esta~ 
blishing and had still to complete and to confirm. The 
Marathas got respite from foreign invasion which they 
used for the expuhion of foreignera, for the stopping of 
internal rebellion and for the forming of a new govern· 
mental structure. 

Politic:a of tbe 18tb Century 

India in the 18th century was full of struggling states. 
Rivalry of these states, mutually repellani; yet unable to 
establish complete independence, was to cause the ruin of the 
country. Too equally balanced to allow the supremacy of 
one, too jealous of each other and too divergent in the chara
cter of their peoples and the form of their governments to 
unite in a federal bond, they lost all sense of common 
national interest. The existence of numerous petty states 
between their frontiers, which could only hope to survive 
by dexterous intrigues excited their cupidity and thickened 
the thread of treacherous diplomacy, which was now to call 
the foreigner into India. If their quarrels prevented any 
permanent coalition, the condition of the people destroyed 
all hope of successful resistance. 

In reading the social history of India during the 18th 
century two lessons are forced on us : first, the fatal effect 
of the loss of liberty and that of political faction on the 
moral fibre of the people, and secondly, the danger of luxury 
and of sole devotion to art and literature, not chastened by 
the religious spirit. Where a.l_l political liberty had been 
destroyed, the only weapons of the oppressed ware those the 
tyrant had taught them, namely, intrigues and assassina· 
tions or warfare. States were torn by deadly feuds. Peo~ 
ple were actuated by mutual 1:1uspicion and deep political 
hatreds. There was no feeling of nationality, no patriotism 
for city or country, but only imperative instinct of self
preservation. The worship of success replaced devotion to 
principle and obedience to authority, while cleverness arid 
selfishness existed at the expense of morality. Moreover 
to protect themselves or to pursue their schemes of con
quest, the tyrants introduced mercenary soldiers. They 
were no trained soldiers, but half disciplined militia. Of 
war these made a game, with no interest in the quarrels 
beyond their wages or their individual ambitions. They 
loved the battlefield in which they lived, yet did not wish 
the battle to be decisive. Ever ready to change sides at the 
dictation of self-interest or for higher pay, they set up and . 
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overturned states and spread confusion around. In such 
political atmosphere Maratha heroes had to play their pal't. 

Marathaa and Mughals 

We are dealing with a revolution before the French 
Revolution. Marathas did more than conquer India. They 
converted her to· Swarajya. Victorious after their defeat 
by Aurangzeb they won over to their ideas of indepen
dence the Sikbs, the Jats, the. Bundellas and the Rajputs. 
The Mughal Indian Empire in the 18th century was neither 
MughaJ, nor· Indian nor Empire.· To the extent it was In
dianised, it was not Mughal, to the extent it was Islamised 
by Aurangzeb it was not Indian. To the extent it was 
split up in the provinces and disintegrated at the centre, it 
was not an empire. It became merely a ghost of its former 
self. Its symbol remained, but its spirit was lost. Yet 
its gigantic frame still sprawled across India, and its 
wheels, rus,ty though they were, they continued to revolve. 
Its nominal emperor issued orders and firmans, but its 
princes and· subahdars, its Niza.ms, and Nawabs, set up 
their various courts and capitals· and made a show·of alle
giance and obedience. Its smaller nawabs and amirs 
spread. in hundreds over the map. The Mughal empire in 
fact became a concentration of, anarchy and factionalism 
of Irani and Turani parties, Pat han and R tjput particubrist 
ambitions in the 18th century. There was not on., loyalty 
to the emperor, but a number of loyalties of rebels against 
the throne. The creeping paralysis of an institution which 
had once .filled India with fame, prowess and awe was rapid. 
The empire had virtually ceased to exist, but it seemed 
unable to die. Its survival in spite·of its picturesqueness 
was politically weak and morally rotten. Its spirit of pro
crastination, venality and corruption made it too weak to 
strike at powerful offenders or overmighty subjects in the 
north, the east and the south. People lost sympathy with the 
system as it did not afford protection and security. The 
Mughal empire was sick and was in need of a physician. 
'rhe blood-baths of dynastic civil war and ministerial usur
patiqns proved the beginniQ.g .of anarchy within the empire 
and of resistance from neighbouring foes. The cobwebs 
of Mughal politics proved too weak against external aggres
sion and internal encroachment. 

It was the Marathas who gave the first blow to this 
tottering system. The victories of Shivaji, the spiriteq: 
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resistance of his successors and the martial character of the 
Mai'thas awoke India from her slumbers, supplied the 
national bards with an inspiration and with daring exploits 
which they had hitherto lacked, and aroused respect for 
·Maratha power and ideals throughout India. They created 
a new epoch in Indian history. 

The Mughal empire could not be saved. It could not be 
r.eformed. It presented a pathetic spectacle of political 
decrepitude. It was wrecked by an incurable religious parti
cularism, economic selfishness and political weakness. It 
was past mending. It had to be pulled down. Bajirao I 
and his sardars did it. The supreme need of the time was 
to revive the courage and to mobilise the resources of the 
people for a new government. The tyranny of foreign 
rulers gave the Marathas and others in India the idea of 
a nation. But it could only be created and maintained 
by first e8tablishing a strong central state. Shivaji attemp
ted to do that. But his successors could not do it till 1'107 
and would not after 1707. Without a strong state no nation 
could be created in India and without national solidarity 
d~moc~atic centralism could not come and be even con
templated. 

Maratba aims 

But under Shivaji's inspiration and success a people 
who seemed to be dead had arisen to a new and vigorous 
life, breaking the spell which bound it, showing itself worthy 
of a ~ew and splendid destiny. But after Shivaji, trying 
and troublous times came. The greatest danger arose to 
the very e:xi~tence of Maratha swarajya in the grand design 
of bnperialist Aurangzeb. Only the spirit of national 
resis~nce and aggression could save it. The Marathas 
must not only resist but also advance, if they were not to 
perish. Inaction was immoral and submission would prove 
fatal. Sambhaji and Rajaram laid the foundation of that 
poli.cy of resistance and aggression and Bajirao I carried 
it out. H~ advocated in Shahu's Darbar in 1721 : ''The 
,Mughal empite is lying prostrate, it is nearing its end, it 
is torn by factions and internecine feuds, the emperor 
desires to bolster up his throne with our support. You 
speak of the Nizam breaking the agreement and commenc-
ing hostilities. But he is of no account ........... You now 
occupy the throne and are assisted by noble counaillors. 
Our aid is sought by the Mughals and by its !lleans emperors 



are made and unmade. Is not this moment when you 
should attempt to seize the supreme political power, I 
undertake to hold the N izam in check as well as effect a 
north-ward drive ............... The great Shivaji's dream of the 
conquest of Hindustan had remained unfulfilled to this dat(>, 
Balajipant has prepared the ground work, establishing 
friendly relations with the Hindu Rajas. Now is our time 
to drive the strangers from the country of the Hindus and 
acquire immortal renown. Let us strike at the trunk of the 
withering tree, and the branches will fall off themselves. 
By directing our effort to Hindustan, the Maratha flag shall 
fly from the Krishna to Attock." Shahu replied ~'You shall 
plant it beyond the Himalayas. You are indeed a noble 
son of a noble father.'' 

Bajirao's campaigns in the North and his dash on Dalhi 
in 1713 confirm his aims. Similarly Raghunathrao's letter 
dated 4th May 1758 from Lahore and received on the 18th 
June 1758 by the Peshwa expresses the same aim of estab
lishing Maratha rule beyond Attock including the subahs 
of Kabul and Kandahar. The same aim persisted till the 
end of the 18th century. Govindrao Kale, a Maratha. envoy 
at Nizam's court writes in 1795 after the deafeat of the 
Nizam at the battle of Kharda thus: "All this territory 
from the river Atak to the Indian ocean is the land of the 
Hindus and not of the Turks. These have been our frontiers 
from the times of Pandavas down to those of Vikramaditya. 
The achievements are not limited to the acquisition of 
territory and regaining our kingdom but include the pre-

. servation of Ve(las and Shastras, rehabilitation of religion, 
protectiont of cows and Brahmanas, establishing of suzera
inty and he diffusion of our fame and victory.'' With this 
aim, the Nizam in the south and the Mughal in the north 
were defeated, Bengal and Punjab were overrun, Nadirshah 
and Abmadshah were opposed, the French a.nd English were 
resisted, the Portugese and Sidis were conquered, and in 
that aim the new Maratha empire was created and the 
Mughal empire was destroyed. The Marathas found not a. 
Government in the Mughal provinces, but a military camp 
of its governors and commanderd ruining the life of the 
people in their military activities and political ambitions. 
To the Marathas there was· only one course open and that 
was to smash the military power of these Mughal subahdars 
and Na.wabs who were ruining both the empire aud the 
people. Their historical role was to liberate the people 
from th1s decadent and deletarious grasp of military advenm 
turero and keep them in awe or subjection to its power. 



·When this was the only course open and desirable there 
was no good in counting up its da.ngers. When its 
possibility was seen the way of making it successful and 
inevitable was found out. The credit of this new bold 
stroke in the historical politics of India goes to Bajira.o I, 
because he was the first to chalk out the course and 
follow it to success by his bold policy, plans and 
achievements. He knew by instinct the necessity of the 
moment. There lay his sta.tesmauship. Wherever his own 
and his Sardar's power was not established, there the 
French and the British adopted the same course and were 
more than successful. If Balaji I established the Swarajya 
as a base B:1jirao I succeeded in giving a dominant position 
to the Maratha power. After his blows the Mughal power 
could not recover. 'fhus under his able leadership a. new 
nation had arisen in the 18th century which in spite of all 
its~ trouble was fully alive with ambition, indu~try and 
movement. 

Maratha achievements 

The eighteenth century wa"' an age of new powers of 
India. Those were days which required restless spirits and 
strong characters. The old order was breaking. A new one 
was developing. If India were again united politically she 
would escape from foreign rule and achieve political unity 
under an indigenous power. The Maratha attempt was to 
call back to life and action a nation which for centuries has 
been shut in a tomb of political and cultural slavery. 
'fhere was only one solution to all this and that was the 
might of the sword. Bajirao I wielded it successfully. 
Marathas wanted an ideal to fight for, a. leader to fight 
under, and a foe to fight against. Bajirao I gave all these 

·to them. The seventeenth century was the period of 
contest of Mughals against others. The eighteenth century 
became the contest of Marath.'l.s against others. This was 
the change they brought about in the p0litics and political 
map of the country. If Turks ;I nd Mughals based their 
claims on the theory uf conquet~t and descent,. Marathas 
overturned thew by their tboe>ry of reconquest and of 
national sovereignty. No doutt their prestige stood high 
at the time. They were feared by all. What was lacking 
in them were internal unity, strong diplomacy, and modern 
scientific knowledge in its various aspects. What was 
threatenh1g tb em were new foreigners united and militarily 
advanced. Marathas could not withstand or finally defeat 
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them. 'rherefore the ·MarathJ. revolution was left uncom
pleted and a new foreign power succeeded in establishing 
its rule and supremacy in India, and thus the Marathas 
lost the empire of India. 

But Maratha voice was the voice from within. lt3 
national consciousness stirred by Shivaji and. inspired by 
Ramdas inaugurated a larger movement for renationalisation 
amongst other peoples of India. •'Over our country brooded 
the might (Mongol) of Asia, enveloping all spontaneity with
in its mysterious folds. Intellectual activity and social 
progress became stifled in the atmosphere of apathy." 
From the highest to the lowest all were entangled in a 
subtle web of mutual espionage, and every element of 
individuality was crushed under the weight of unbending 
formalism. Deprived of all stimulus from without, and 
imprisoned from within our island realm, we groped amid a 
maze of tradition. Darkest over us lay the night of Asia" 
(Okakura: Awakening of Japan.). 

Cbaracter of the British Conquest 

Brooke Adams in his book in ''the Law of Civilisation 
· and Decay" (p. 292) says ''Thus piracy laid the foundation of 
the British empire in Asia. From 1688 the commercial 
adventures captured the kingdom of England in a bloodless 
revolution. The change was r-adical. English civilisation 
became largely materialistic and secular. In the 18th 
century it pursued the twin object of power and profit. AlJ 
her continental and colonial wars were for this twin pur
pose. Religious motive seceded to the background. She 
used all her racial and intellectual energy to pursue these 
objects. It maintained its political, economic and scientific 
supremacy since that time in her world expansion." 

British empire was not crumbling in 1947, not because 
it was corrupt or effete or degenerate within, nor because 
there was any fear of invasion or pressure from without, 
but because there had como a psyc4ological change over her 
leaders under the influence of liberal and socialist schools 
of thought, and also btcause there was democratic and 
socialistic awakening in eastern as well as in other neigh
bouring cour,tries which were prepared to struggle and fight 
for their independence. '£here waa consequently internal 
pressure of discontent and disturbance rising among the 
people which weakened her. 

The British couquest and foreign rule as a continuing 
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historical event have just ended. Its consequences anQ. 
legacies will still be there as a continuing effect. The en~ 
of British rule in India is a momentous event in our history. 
It is our gloriou::~ and h<tPPY revolution from that point of 
view. Its being a bloodless tl'ansfer of power from the 
ruler to the ruled gives it a unique importance as a problem 
of political and psychological study. But the partition o£ 
India and secession of states which accompanied it have 
cleated problems of such a magnitude and of such danger to 
the security and welfare of India as a whole that her inde. 
pendence loses its political importance and becomes a fore
runner of a tragedy worse than that of a civil war. I am not 
going to discuss here why and how the British quitted India 
or why and how we became independent, or what the 
circumstances were on the eve of their fall or departure 
which they or we had created. 

The British succes3 is not at all a surprise to the 
students of history, considering their military strength, 
organising power and diplomacy, methods of administra
tion, political energy and scientific equipment. In all these 
matters the Marathas and Sikhs proved weaker. Their 
internal dissensions, their loose government, their immature 
diplomacy, their military weakness, their dissentient aims, 
their want of advanced organisational power, their scienti
fic backwardness, their medieval knowledge and outlook 
were all contributing factors to their loss of independence. 
Compared to the British their morale and their mobility, 
their fire-power, and their protective and financial resources 
were not high. 

The British conquest of India was an easy conquest. 
There were nowhere serious physical, political, and military 
obstacles to stay the British arms. They conquered India 
from three centres, Madras, Calcutta and Bombay. rrheir 
work has been to bring India into contact with European 
civilisation and to keep India free from internal commotion 
and external invasion after 1857. They tried to Anglicise 
India not only in administration but aloo in speech, dress, 
fashions and education. The nature of the state organisa
tion which the British established in India can be described 
as a feudal imperial polity, some parts directly administered 
in the name of the crown and other part8 indirectly 
controlled under the doctrine of paramountcy. At first the 
state undertook political functious of peace and ordar, 
control over defence, foreign relations anu communications 
and of intervention in the affair:"~ of Indian states in the 
interests of their safety and pea.ce. 
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Kaye, the historian of the Sepoy war, in his chapter 
on the progress of Englishism {Volume I) gives his estimate 
of one hundred years' British achievement in India by the 
time of Indian revolt of 1857 and also the spirit underlying 
it thus : ''great principalities were absorbed, ancient 
sovereignties extinguished, a war of e:x:terminat ion no less 
fatal in its effects, but more noiseless in its operations was 
being waged against the nobility and gentry ofthe country. 
It was the policy of the times (1830-1856) to recognise 
nothing between the prince and the peasant. To brirJg the 
direct authority of the Britjsh government to bear upon 
the great masses of the people, without the intervention of 
any powerful section of their own countrymen. To ignore 
the existence of all governing clas~es but the European 
officers who carried out the behests of the government 
seemed to be a wise and humane system of protection". 

''The utter worthlessness of the upper classes was 
assumed to be a fact. It was honestly believed that the 
obliteration of aristocracy of the land was the greatest 
benefit that could be conferred on the people. The intent 
underlying was promoting the greatest happiness of the 
greatest number.'' 

The result was "the extension of British rule followed 
always a reconstruction of administration, and a substitu
tion of civil and military establishments fashioned upon our 
own mode]s and composed of the English people deprived 
many of the chief people of the official ranks and official 
emoluments. This created unemployment by the extinction 
of the old race of high Indian functionaries. Many able 
English statesmen had no toleration for any one who might 
bd properly described as a native gentleman. They had to
be righteously obliterated for the benefit of the great mass 
of the people. · 

In their land revenue settlements and land resumption 
processes this was markedly evident. Kaye says : "It wa.s 
a grand levelling process, officers reducing everything to 
first principles and delving Adam.'' It was a great scheme 
of restitution. 'rhey adopted the theory of deadlevel. It 
was a great war of extermination of landed rights and 
social, political ani economic privileges carried on not only 
by Revenue Dapartments in their settlement principles and 
operations, but also by judicial departments in their resump· 
tion processes and commissions. Most of the landed pro
prietors wer~ stripped to the skin by the .decrees of civH 
courts''. 
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Kaye also states that 'Brahmanism was called tqe most 
monstrous system of interference and oppression that the 
world has ever yet seen and that it could be maintained 
only by ignorance and superstition of the grossest kind.'' 
"'One common feeling moved alike the English Government 
and the English community. In other matters of state 
policy there might be essential changes, but in this there 
was no change. One governor might replace another but 
only to evince an increased hoBtility to the great Baal of 
Hinduism. And in no man was there less regard for time
honoured abominations and venerable absurdietiess-in no 
man did the Zdal of iconoclasm work more mightily than in 
Lord Dalhousie.'' Kaye was also f'.Ure not merely of the politi
cal but also of the moral superiority of the European civilisa
tion. "And as he desired for the good of the people to extend 
the te:r;ritorial rule of grrat Britain, so he was eager ~lso to 
extend her moral rule, and to make those people subject to 
the power of light rather than of darkness, and so he strove 
mightily to extend among them the blessings of European 
civilisation". 

Kaye'o estimate of the spirit and objectives underlying 
the British conquest and settlement in the first century 
shows that it was a typically Bolshevik spirit and revolu .. 
tion that the British ushered into India. Its extermination 
of, upper classes, its hostility to old leaders and learned clas
ses, its theory of grand levelling a lid dead level, its practice 
of lapse, resumption and confiscation not only brought about 
a Kulturkampf but a war of liquidation of old values of life 
and old depositories of learning and tradition. 

_ It completely controlled Indian education through 
government and missionary schools and colleges, through 
Indi~n administration, civil and military and through 
British officials and mercenary natives. It carried on and 
patronised religious propaganda of Christian missionaries 
throughout the country. It was a typical imperialist process 
of Anglicisation, christianisation and officialisation of all 
Indian life 111 politics, economic,., and oducation. {ts theory 
of centraliS<ltion of all st-tte powers and functions, of State 
ownership of land and of govurnmeut i'~tablished by law, and 
its rule by regulations and ordinancL~, itH supromacy of the 
executive in aU matters of legisbtiun and judiciary estab
lished in Iudia-wer(:j all unknown bt~fore. [t was a British 
state, a monoparty dictatorial goverrnnent. This party was 
the British party. It was not directly responsible to or re-
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presentative of any section of the Indian people. The British 
party was identified with the apparatus of State power. 

The result was that not only a political revolution 
accomplished to the manifest advantage of the British but 
a. social, economic and educational rdvolution to the dis· 
advantage of the Indian society, economy and culture. The 
old families of the upper two classes were being displaced 
fast and their economic life, social status, and political 
importance was being systematically destroyed. The door 
of honourable status and lucrative employmenc were closed 
against these sufferers. All the great offices of the state, 
civil and military were closed to them. Kaye says ''there 
was no room for him under us, and we left no place for him 
under us, and we left no place for him away from us'', by 
creating this revolution which was Bolshevik in nature. 
The result wa~ "A. new generation was springing up with. 
out faith, without veneration, an inquiring, doubting, 
reasoning race, not to be satisfied with absurd doctrines 
or captivated by grotesque fables .••..•... The literature of 
Bacon and Milton was exciting a new appetite for truth 
and duty, and the exact sciences of the west, with their 
clear demonstrable facts and enevitable deductions was 
putting to shame the physical errors of Hinduism. A spirit 
of inquiry was excited". But the British could not destroy 
the memory of the past or dissolve the ancient connection 
between the old learning and wisdom and the people as a 
whole. The moral and spiritual values .of Indian civilisa
tion were too great and too lasting to be destroyed by 
mechanical advances or the organisational power of the 
British. Le'lders like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Swami Rama 
Krishna Paramhansa, Swami Dayanand Sarswati, Swami 
Vivekanand and a host of others relived and reasserted the 
eternal values of Indian civilisation and religion ; and 
oriental scholars of her art, literature and religion elucidat
ed the mighty truths and visions of life embodied in them. 

Technique and Process of British Imperialism 

The British conquest of India gives us the technique 
and process of modern imperialism and colonialism. The 
British people have claimed that the political genius of the 
French is abstract and speculative, that of the British is 
practical and empirical, and that the success of the B:dtish 
in empire-building has been achieved not by adhering to 
fixed plans or principles but by ingenuity i.n contriving 
devices to meet particular situations ~nd proble~s as they . 52 . . 
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ar<Jse. They assert that they had no long-term plans in 
India nor had they even political objective and ambition at 
first. They were primarily actuated by economic interests 
and drives and by the need of their protection when they 
were endangered. 

This is too general and too facile an explanation of 
their imperialistic adventure. They had definitely a long 
term plan, political and economic in Europe, America, 
Asia and Africa, and that was the establishment of the 
British supremacy on the sea, in North America., in Asia 
and Africa. In India when they realised the weakness of 
indigenous powers from the latter half of the 17th century, 
they had a political and military policy that was to keep 
the contending Indian powers weak and balanced against 
one other. This can be studied tirst in their attitudes and 
tnterference in Maratha politics on the western coast. 
They did not merely improvise measures as new situations 
emerged. They had the principles, policies and plans in 
the new situations in which they were placed or which they 
created. By 1748 they were definitely committed to the 
establishment of their political supremacy in the politics 
of Inuia as against the French and over Indian powers. 
They were interested in their own independence and 
supremacy. They treated Indian powers with respect and 
equality as long as they did not feel strong enough to domi· 
nate over them. But the easy collapse of Indian powers 
only strengthened and supported their political ambition. 
In that period politics could not be divorced from 
economics. Both were two aspects of the same motive 
that of the expansion of England overseas. There was 
always a law and a long tt:lrin plan of political necessity 
involved in the adventures vf companies sanctioned and 
chartered and fostered and protected by an expanding and 
powerful European state. It was inherent in its general 
home and foreign policy. It did not require any verbal 
declaration. Its deeds all over the area of her activity and 
the sphere of influence were evident of that fact. Such 
political power coming in contact with weak powers re
quired only excuses and opportunities, interference and 
intervention. It finds them easily when its economic 
security and political privileges are endJ.ngered. 

The Course of British Conquest 

Alfred Laya.ll in his British Dominion in India writes, 
·'The great companies of the seventeenth century were the 



champions and delegated agents of their respective nations 
in the competition for commerce and territory throughout 
the non-christian world''· Thus there were both economic 
and political objectives. The political perhaps was at first 
in the background in India waiting for an opportunity or 
incident to arise and for strength to develop. This can be 
easily seen in the British relations with the Maratha.s on 
the west coast before 1748. Conditions favourable for their 
political interference soon arose. Their sea-power had 
insured them against any high-handed interference or 
oppression by Mughal powers or any attack on its trade 
and territorial security by the Marathas. So long as the 
Mughal empire remained fairly strong or the Marathas 
were united they remained quiet and used their diplomacy 
or gave indirect aid to achieve their security and trade 
inland. But when Indian rulers became weak or got disuni
ted and engaged in civil wars or rebellions the British 
fortified their position and posts militarily and began to 
play for power politics, otherwise they felt that their trade 
and territory would not be safe. It was in MadraJ that 
the British felt this need first. The Rajas and Nawabs 
there cvuld not give them the necessary protection or pre
vent ent..lhroachment on them. They also feared greatly 
the French at Pondichery. They were suspicious of each 
other and watched and fought against each other. Madras 
was therefore fortified. 1"he English began to oppose the 
threats of the nawab of Karnatak from 1701. By 1708 they 
had acquired five villages near Madras from the Central 
Mugha.l government. In the civil wars which followed the 
death of Aurangzeb in 1707 th~y fortified Fort William 
also. But the greatest temptation or need for interference in 
Indian politics arose when there was dissolution of the 
Mughal political order, and when the great anarchy of the 
18th century prevai.lei. That the English had become one 
of the country p0wers by 1713 can be. seen from the fact 
that the English and Kanhoji Angre made a peace treaty. 
'fhey did not remain a mere mercantile company The 
rivalry with tne French and later on with the Dutch 
in the East was also a contributing factor. 'fhus the 
necessity of politics arose for the sake of their 
security against Europeans and Indian powers. Before 
the time of Clive it had become clear that in order 
to protect their trade they coutd not remain aloof from 
Indian politics, because Indian powers were not strong 
and were quarrelling among themselves. After an easy 
and short period of success with the new technique of 
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European disciplined Indian mercenaries, their next stage 
was to conquer and control provinces and kingdoms of India 
frrom three centres of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras. The 
a.eea however was deliberately confined for the purposes of 
stt&lement and consolidation politically and then the last 
sage of the conquest and supremacy over the whole 
continent of India was undertaken. The century between 
1748 and 1848 was a century of conflict and conquest. It 
was an age of alien conquerors and native usurpers. There 
was the Anglo French conflict of 1748-1760, of Anglo-Muslim 
conflict of 1757-1801 ot Anglo~Maratha conflict of 1774-1818 
and the Anglo-Sikh conflict of 1845-1849. 

The century of 1848-1948 was a century of political 
consolidation and settlement, of administrative evolution 
and educational experimentation. It became a period of 
fulfilment for the British of their ideas of Indian Govern
ment during 1848-1898, but from 1898 to 1948 it became a 
period of frustration and failure for the Indians. 1948 
promisee to be the beginning of a period of collapse. The 
British ·ruled India, actuated by a tb.eory of mission of the 
white race and of white man's burden, of Christian religion 
and Christian civilisation. rt never accepted the theory of 
equality of white and non-white races and of their equal 
partnership in the Government of the country. Then they 
laid special claims to their superior political genius and 
constitutional history, their country being the mother of 
parliaments and the preserver of rule of law, and a lover 
and protector of civil liberties and independence of small 
nations. 

The English used after 1748 the power of Niza.ms and 
Nawabs in the provinces and emperors at Delhi to cover 
their own exercise of sovereign authority. The British 
had no good opinion of Indians' martial qualities. Clive 
wrote in 1758 ''The moors, as well as gentoos, are indolent, 
luxurious, ignorant and cowardly, beyond all conception.'' 

In 1746 the French easily defeated the nawab of 
Karnatak and thus destroyed the belief that Indian powers 
were militarily strong. Their odd methods of warfare and 
antiquated weapons could not succeed against trained 
European battalion::;. The Briti"h openly interfered in 
Indian politic_, in 1749 in a Tanjore succession dispute. The 
British gave European military discipline to the Indian 
sepoys after Dupl8ix's mo.Jel and created confidence and 
loyalty in these mercenaries. 
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We need not examine the process of British conquest. 
It had all the moral faults which accompany any act of 
aggression and conquest-threats, forgeries, inducements, 
deceptions, assassination, treachery, plunder. There were 
no principles of moral or international law to guide or bind 
them in Indian wars except what they considered right or 
necessary. 

From 1748 a number of wars characterised the whole 
period of two hundred years. There were indigenous succes
sion wars (1748-1757) when new foreigners, the French and 
the English entered our politics. There were two Anglo~ 
French wars (war of Asistrian succession 1744-48 and seven 
years' war 1756-63) fought in the Indian theatre for supre
macy in Indian politics. Then there were Anglo-Muslim 
wars from 1748 to 1801, Anglo Maratha wars from 1774 to 
1818, Anglo-Sikh wars from 1843 to 1849, the Irdian revolt 
of 1857 and Anglo-Afghan wars from 1839 to 1880. Next 
came the Anglo Congress struggle and resistance 1906-1946. 
Besides these there were cultural, social, religiou::; and econo
mic conflicts throughout the 19th and 20th c0nturies. There 
were also boundary-making wars or expeditions against 
Afghanistan, Tibet, . Persia, Burma, Baluchistan and 
Patbanistan. 

The policy of standstill after the first stage (17 48-98) 
was only temporary. The next stage (1798-1848) was soon 
reached. India as a whole came to be considered as the 
area of. paramountcy and annexation. The year 1848 ended 
the period of conquest of India and establishment of 
sovereignty and paramountcy over India. The utmost 
limits of expansion as far as the Indus were reached. India 
became British. 

Aims of the British Conquest 

The aim in the first stage was stated by Clive to be as 
follows : ''My resolution, however, was and my hopes will 
be to confine our conquest and our posseE~sions to Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa. To go further is, in my opinion, a scheme 
s~ extravagant, ambitious and absurd that no government 
and council in their senses can adopt it, unless the whole 
system of the company's interest be entirely newly modelled.'' 
London authorities also agreed and st::tted "if we pass these 
bounds we shall be led from one acquisition to another, until 
we shall find no security but in the subjection of the whole, 
which by dividing your force would lose us the whole 
and end in our extirpation from Hindustan.'' 
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But in this state the second stage was not lost sight 
oi. Only sufficient force was necessary. But the second 
stage was inevitable. It was impossible to avoid as the 
first was. Wellesley advanced forward from 1798 and it 
followed its inevitable course till 1848 when the conquest 
was completed. Just as the principle of political isolation 
was given up and that of intervention was adopted, simi
larly the principle of neutrality in social and educational 
matters was given up and thc,t of state interference was 
adopted in the regime of Lord Beminck. After 1848 it was 
further extended. A new spirit of state responsibility and 
active reform in welfare matters had arisen in England 
amongst liberals. Under the inspiration of evangelism 
Christian missionaries were founding educational and 
medical institutions in India for the conversion of Indians. 
Liberal politicians and Christian missionaries were sprea
ding western ways of life and learning in India. A cold 
wave of imitation giving rise to reformers, social and 
political, arose in Indi1, when contact of civilisations 
took place. The liberal school both in England and India 
looked for adoption of western ways and institutions in 
India gradually leading India to a western type of society. 
rrhe purpose of the victors of 1857 was to establish a lasting 
pt\ace and a new order among a defeated and disarmed 
people. But today India is divided and is at war between 
itE own parts. Old feudal stn.tes are repudiating by deeds 
and declarations, IndL111 unity und their dependence on 
India, and are announcing their independence and 
Balkanising India. The conquerors and peace makers of 
1748•1848 who were all powerful at the time aimed at goals 
that were accessible but they were mistaken in their choice 
of roads to Indian unity and self-government. They commit
ted avoidable but unforgivable mistakes in their selfish 
political and economic politics. They followed the impe
rialist policy of divide and rule and a principle of favour
atism towards minorities at the cost of Lhe majority and 
of an integrated nationhood. ~Phis policy led to a perpetual 
conflict of aims and interests in the body politic of India. 
The creation of weightages and host .ge.s and parities 
and disproportion:1l ratios marred the whole system of 
common citizenship and democratic government in the 
country. The mainteLance of feudal privileges and 
sovereignties of princes kept the country politically divided 
and disturbed from within. 

In politics it is not so muc~ th~ public works or utility 
and welfare that count pnmanly. The fundamental 
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and essential. needs of a strong, united and integrated 
state, are the most important. Thus are laid the foun
dations of a great state which can endure long. The rule 
uf foreigners in England is justified by historians on these 
grounds~ They gave up differential and differentiating 
citizenship, destroyed the strength and basis of political 
feudalism and thus established a strong and united state, 
before democracy got a chance centrally and locally. No 
overmighty subjects, corporations and communities were 
allowed special benefits and privileges. 

Schools in British Politics 

There were two schools of thought in England in tho 
18th and 19th centuries. One was imperial and militarist, 
which was only interested in political expansion and 
economic exploitation. The other was also interested in 
social and educational reforms. The first was conservative 
and autocratic in nature. The other had leanings towards 
democracy a·nd liberalism. The latter began to undertake 

. p0sitive functions of welfare, besides those of protection 
and expansion. Hence arose the Bentinck or Munro School 
of the thought and reform in India. 

In the period between 1848 to 1948 two other schools 
developed amongst the British in regard to India. One 
was the consetvative but definitely pro-Muslim, interested 
in their separatist claims and special privileges and wel
fare. It was interested in opposing the Indian movement 
towards political unity and democratic advance. The 
bureaucracy in India was definitely pro-Muslim and worked 
for a disintegrated India. The other was the liberal school 
which favoured and forstered not only social and educatio
nal reforms, but also self-governing institutions and democra
tic practices in a united India. But both the schools extended 
a privileged position to militant minorities and de~potic 
states ard thus maintained under the cover of British para
mountcy and sovereignty a. disintegrated India in the 
shape of communal electorates and . feudal weightages. 
This undue emphasis on the privileges of princes and the 
separate interests of minorities led to the promulgation of 
vicious principles in the political settlement of the problem 
of swaraj in the 20th century. These were that the new 
form of government must be based on an agreement between 
majority and minority parties based on religion. This 
made any lasting agreement impossible between them on 
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the principle of unity and common citizenship in India. 
Muslim minority played the part of obstruction. Religions 
never unite to create a unitary state unless they subordinate 
religion to politics and divorce it from politics. The policy 
of appeasement of the Muslims, and the passive and active 
sympathy for their demand for partition and special favours 
and privileges destoryed the whole work of 200 years of poli
tical reconstruction of India. The same was the result of 
the most absurd doctrine of the lapse of paramountcy and 
the resulting independence of Indian states. The British 
rule will have to oe judged on the basis of the consequences 
born out of this evil policy and ruinous legacy which were 
inevitable when we consider the nature of reforms adopted 
during the crown period. It will stand condemned on these 
grounds. The old regime of foreign rulers so far as our 
government is concerned has more or less ended today. But 
this alien rule was very much resented by the Indians be
cause of their democratic and nationalist aims which 
precipitated a conflict with ru!erR' policies and reforms for 
the last sixty years (1885-1945). The year l948 however 
constitutes a line of demal'cation between the old regime of 
foreign conquerors on the one hand and the period of repub
lican constitutionalism on the other. 

British Political system in India 

The old system embodied the features of an autocracy. 
It ruled by the right of conquest and theory of divine dispen
bation, of white man's burden and racial privileges. No 
doubt there hav-e been from 1909 some advisors and popular 
ministers to assist but they were not given power to control 
the central or provincial government. The Governor
General was ultimately un autocrat possessing all executive 
and legislature powers. fhere was no theory of separation 
of powers adopted. The legislature and judiciary were not 
independent. They were overridden or by-passed by his 
executive power which was the ultimate authority. The 
system was also unitary in principle in directly governed 
areas, and feudatory in indirectly controlled principalities. 
At the apex was the Emperor of the British empire, tlut the 
King-in-Parliament Wa'l the sovereign authority. All the 
officers of the central government, the governors of the 
provinces and tt1e magistrates of the districts were the 
agents of the Emperor. They were appointed and removed 
in his name. It was through this hierarchy of governmen
tal agents that the administration of the country was carried 
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on and the Jaws of government were enforced throughout 
the directly administered parts of this feudal-imperial 
states. Indian fe~1dal states maintained certain internal 
autonomy but in matters of-defence, foreign policy and com
murjications their powers were abolished or curt,liled. 
The system was not in any way federal or even confederal, 
taking the provinces and states together into collsideration. 
In the directly administered provinces some association in 
administration and some representation in legislative bodie:-, 
were introduced from 1909 and it was increased by 1919 
and 1935 Acts to a limited provincial autonomy. But the 
central government remained irresponsible and autocratic 
in the matter of defence, finance, foreign relations and all 
India matters. The governor general remained ail-in-all. 
This has heen the position till 1947. He both reigned as 
Viceroy and ruled as governor general with an iron hand 
with or without the assistance of councillors and legislators 
whenever he considered it necessary in his discretion and 
judgment. 

This governmental system proved to be inadeqnate, as 
the rulers and the ruled were at variance in their ideas of 
governmental control and functions. There was started by 
the people a regular constitutional agitation and resistance, 
and a movement of non-violent non-co-operation and civil 
disobedience against the government. from 1885 to 1945. 
The period falls into two stages of roughly 30 years each, 
liberal and national. There was equality of citizenship in 
practice. Racial and religious considerations prevailed and 
made it discriminatory and hierarchial. Civilliberties
j reedom of speech, press, association, movement and meeting 
were limited. There was no equality of opportunity, 
no goal of Swaraj and no recognition of peoples 
sovereignty. The character 0f British objectives in India 
was primarily determined by economic a no political 
needs. Secondarily some ideas of her civilisation or ways 
and institutions of her life were introduced and Indians 
imitated or accepted them to suit the age and condi
tions in which the country was placed. Contact of 
different cultures and dE:Jvelopment of new conditions made 
this necessary for finding out a modus vivendi. There deve
loped exclusively pro-British and exclusively pro-Indian 
separatist schools thinking ?f the greatness _an~ indepen
dence of their own ways of hfe, as well as fus10mst schools 
which wanted to harmonise the two ways in politics and 
culture. The pro-British separatist ~chool however was in 
power. The fusionist and pro-Indlall schools were not 
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powerful. Hence Indian politics took a disintegrating turn. 
British authorities sanctioned and fostered this tendency 
according to their principle of "divide· at impera." and of 
weighting of communal interests. 

The effect of the British Rule 

The fundamental effect of the Kulturkamp which 
began in Inrlia during the British rule was first that of 
disintegration and transvaluation of accept.fd values of life 
which were primarily religious valuM. Then the process 
of secularisation began to be applied to them. What 
Benthamite utilitarianism did in England was being done 
by the new westernised codes of law established by the 
British in India. It was a. process not merely of secularisa. 
tion and territorialiRation, but n.Iso of rationalisation 
and liberalisa.tion. This process resulted in revivalism, 
rPformism and also reactionism in India. The calm waters 
of Indian intellectual and cultural life were disturbed. 
People got awakened and became conscious of their condi· 
tion, culture and history and regained confidence in their 
capa\}ity. They felt the need of preserving some of the 
fund'tmental values of their civilisation. They could not 
surrender them to the new scientific a.nd technological 
necessities and nttitudes of life. To them civilisation was 
something more, semething of the 8pirit, so that its mea
surement could not be judged solely in terms of physical 
science and of collection and utilisation of knowledge about 
the concrete world but also in terms of the mind of the 
people, spiritual and moral. 

Thus the second half of British rule in India after 1857 
produced the conflict between slavish imitators of the 
British and the advocates of the values of indigenous ways 
of life and learning. The nationalists have won ultimately 
in this contest. Today Mahatma Gandhi represents the 
complete t"l'iurnph of the highest value of Hinduism and 
humanity as against tlll) mater ialbt secula.risation of our 
social and political life by the British. 

The nature of its Achievements 

In order to understand the nature of British achieve. 
ments we must ask these questions: Dtd the British 
establish the rule of persons or principlei, rule of men or 
rule of law, rule of whims or rule of constitution ? Was 
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the government organised on sound fiinancial and adminis
trative principles? Was their foreign policy based on full 
consideration of country's securit)' ? Were the politicai 
processes set in motion by them tending towards weld
ing India into a common unity and loyalty ? Was there 
merely a desire for expanding the empire and exploiting its 
resources economically ? Did it set in motion creative 
currents in our life ? It is too early to judge of the final 
result of British rule in India. We are very near the event. 
Its attempL at political and economic unity has utterly 
failed. If the British claim that they fought and won to 
make India safe for unity and democracy they have dismal. 
ly failed. India is less united today being . partitioned into 
independent dominions and states, less democratic because 
communalism and despotism reign in her separated parts. 
It is less safe, being partitioned into so many quarrelson, e 
units. Indians today enjoy less security within and 
without. 

We may ask the question : Is it a fulfilment or 
failure of its so called mission as it understood it or as we 
expected it to be ? 

The word 'fulfilment' of British rule in India ts a mis
nomer. It was not only a failure but a fall of the British 
empire in India. Foreign rule did not do her good politi
cally. It did not build up a strong, united and centralised 
state. No doubt it kept order with the help of its bureaucracy 
and military in the disconnected politics, parts and parties of 
India, but that cannot raise its wot'k high in our estimation. 
To disfigure the unity map of India, to divide it not only 
into one Hindustan and two Pakistans, but a large number 
of more or less independent Rajasthans with divided 
loyalties is the tragic legacy of British rule in India. The 
political map of India is as bad as it was in 1748 when the 

· British began their active interference in the politics of 
India. 

The Legacy of British Rule 

The maintenance of separate and secluded states, and 
the fostering of separatism amongst communities in poli
tical, military, educational and administrative matters have 
been the greatest evils, consciously created by the British in 
India. Her political peace was not that of federation m de
mocratisation, but of feudalisation and subjection. It did not 
leave lnrlia more united and more peaceful. It still remains 
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fanatic and inhuman than ever before in history. Such 
fanaticism was only visible among foreign invaders like 
Na Hr Shah and Ahmad Shah Abdali and their followers. 
In the ln"lia of the 18th century there was no theory of 
Pr1kistan, but only of one Hindustan from Kandahar and 
Kabul to Cape Camorin to be under one rule, Mugbal or 
Martha. Now the possibilities of forei~n invasions from 
the north-western frontier of India have increased. Under 
the new political set-up India's own resources will be used 
against her. The Indian frontier being in the plains of the 
Punjab is very weak for defence purposes. It has no natural 
protection. It has populations within its borders who are 
not loyal to the Indian Union and are surcharged with a 
spirit of religious and irredentist hatred. Though the 
renunciation of power by the British has been voluntary 
and peaceful its transfer has created an explosive and 
hostile situation between the two parts and partitioned 
Ir:dia and bt>twt>en them and the in1ependent states like 
Hyderabad and Kashmir and also amongst communities 
within each partition or separated unit. 

Failure of Bcitish Rule 

The forms of law and procedure was there, but its con
tents were far from what ought to be in the real interests 
of the people. Though there was a. lot of pious wishes 
expressed the Charter acts and proclamations (1833-185K) of 
liberal policies and principles, agriculture and industry, 
commerce and technical education were not at all advanced 
to suit the needs of a modern state whose peace and pros
perity were to be the sine que non of their material and 
moral existence. Thus the British rule in India has proved to 
be largely a failure when we consider the following facts:-

1. It failed to integrate the country into a united 
wholt~. Partition of the country, separatism of communities, 
~ecession of states have been the results of its policy. Irre
dentism, hatred, boundary ... making, compulsory uprooting 
and imigration of populations from their homes have been 
its immediate effects. 

2. It failed to convert the people to the acceptance of 
its political supremacy, and of its economic interests and to 
assimilate or comprehend them culturally. Th~ people as a 
whole revolted against the British rule auJ regarded them as 
political foreigners and economic exploiters. 



3. It failed to promote the welfare of the masses and 
exercised imperialist tyranny and capitalistic exploitation 
over them with the support of their governmental machi
nery and advanced technological knowledge and means of 
communication and transport under their control. 

4. It did not evolve a political and educational policy 
to minimise the religious differences amongst communities. 
On the contrary it sharpened their differenees and promoted 
hatred amongst them by their policy of divide and rule, of 
preferences and exclusions and of fttvouritism and distrust. 
Various army commissions, public t<ervices commissions 
and administrative commissions bear ample testimony to 
this fact. 

5. It did not care to evolve a common comprehensive 
culture but believed in the superiority of British genius and 
culture and of its religious and political outlook. Its attitude 
was of aloofness socially, of hatred politically and of enmity 
culturally. 

6. It failed to give up its narrow racial Albionism. It 
never thought in terms of an equality of races and religbns 
and of a variety of human cultures and codes. It only 
thought in terms of unilinear progress" and unilateral achive
ment and master-slave society. 

7. It failed to achieve or set up a form and framework 
of a democratic state. And the nature and spirit of the state 
set up was not democratic. No doubt its system of adminis
tration and justice was more modern, efficient and integrated 
but its justice was dilatory, costly and litigious. 

8. Its socio-economic policy was largely basei on its 
own vital needs and vested interests. Its welfare policy was 
dilatory and was limited by its own E:lconomic interests. Its 
educational policy was too slow and restricted in its soope 
and limited in its objectives for the modern needs of a back
ward country. There was no national dynamic driving force 
behind it. 

9. Under it the ideas of local independence, legitimist 
conception of princely rulers, feudal rights and communal 
separatism remained. It created only a feudal-imperial 
state. It di.d not even attempt an integrated federal and 
democratic state for the whole of India. 

10. The only thing which resulted during British period 
was that the old mental stagnation or uniform conservatism 
was broken up. New arts and sciences, literatures and 
philosophies developed. Time and opportunity for then· 
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varied progress were gaind by the preservation of a long 
peace in the country and by the contact made with Euro· 
pean literatures and sciences. This peace was based on a. 
strong rul~ of law and on the bureaucratic administration 
of a powerful centralised and autocratic state. Their 
greatest gift was a long period of political tranquillity. But 
they were not able to obliterate· from men~s minds the 
i9reign character of their rule. There was no controlling 
authority in India to hold the British to account. The 
executive was an irresponsible and irremovable. The 
'British Parliament and the British Cabinet which controlled 
it trusted in the man on·the spot theory. The Secretary of 
State for India and the Governor-General of India wer6 
working in union. Feriodical parliament:uy inqui.rieR and 
royal commissions and proclam:\ tions in the 19th century 
did not approach Indian problem from the peoples' point of 
view. The Mughal Governmeut had no extra-territorial 
out-look in politics but it did have an extra-te,.ritorial 
attachment in religion and rdc~C, which dominated Indian 
politics. To the British India was a part of the great 
British empire itself. To the Mughals India wae the 
Mugbal empire. Compared however to the British rule in 

. India thP Mughal rule falls in our dstimation from the point 
of view of int~llectual and religious freedom tolerated, when 
we study the history of Shah Jahan's and Aurangzeb's 
active reigns from 1627-1707. The strength of 1\!Iughal 

. Government was sustained by conskmt importation of co· 
racialist and co-religionist recruits from Central and Wes· 
tern Asia. So also the whole British system was based on 
the rule of tbeir own people recruited systematically from 
England by competitive examination8. It was a racial rule. 
Highest offices were monopolised by the British. 

The sea-frontier was neglected by the Mughals. They 
were a land-minded people. Their rule was weak at the 
boundary regions or outskirts of their dominion. Th"l 
British were not only supreme on the sea and in naval 
wadare but were equally powerful on land and inland 
warfare. The Mughal political centralisation did not have 
a strong economic basis and there were no developed means 
of communication and transport system. 

The British however contributed in other walks of life. 
The British opened the way to the methods of new biological, 
anthropological, and physical sciences. They helped in 
oriental research and to a limited extent and indirectly in 
literary revival, in the preservation of old monuments of art 
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and architecture, sculpture and crafts. But now industries 
were promoted by private efforts. There was hardly any 
state aid and protection. The British were anti-swade~hi 
in policy and action. The governmental system of educa
tion was not helpful in promoting higher technical and 
applied sciences. Thus the 'lag between Europe and India 
remained, What Japan did for herself within a generation 
the British proved incapable and unwilling to do for India 
having undertaken the task of doing it. Therefore there 
has been no fulfilment of British rule in India but a failure 
is writ large on its face when its fall came. 

The economist of India indicts the British of havlng 
reduced India to a poor country and having neglected her 
agriculture and industrial and commercial development. 
The educatiorlist accuses them of having kept her illiterate 
and also backward in higher technical and scientific educa
tion. The politician charges them for not associating her 
with the high politics, diplomacy and administration of the 
country and denying her initiative and real democracy. 
The moralist imputes the moral decadence in the country 
and its dwarfishness to the foreign rule-British and pre
British. The slavish-mentality, traitorous and toady be
haviour, irresponsible and communal· citizenship, litigious. 
ness and corruption and jobbery and job-hunting are all due 
to it. The culturist censures them for the growth of 
atheism, antitheism, agnosticism, skepticism, materialism 
in their rankest kinds and destroying the foundations of her 
civilisation and higher life without being able to give and 
establish any higher values of life. 

The Indian army was delibe·tately built up on the basis 
of communal distinctions. This policy was stated by the 
Chief of the staff in India, Sir W. K. Mansfield to the Peel 
Commission which laid the organisation of the Indian 
army in 1858-59. "1 am strongly of the opinion that 
Moslems should not be in the same company or toop 
with Hindus or Sikhs ..• I would maintain even in the same 
regiment all differences of faith with the greatest care. 
There might be rivalry or even hatred between two com. 
panies of troops. 1'he discipline of a native regiment 
instead of being impaired would gain by it, as regards 
the greater question of the obedience of the whole to the 
Commanding Officer. The m,otto of the regimental 
commander in chief must be for the future "divide and 
rule''· 

The Briti8h writers however praise the British rulers 



on all the.se points and say that they have definitely contri
buted, to the all-round progress of India. They compare 
the work of the British with that of other colonial powers 
or self governing Asiatic countries, or of the native states 
of India. They say whatever they have achieved was the 
only one possible and desirable uncer the circumstances and 
no more. We cannot agree with this view. While agree
ing wit.h a number of new ideas and institutions which 
the British introduced and the codes of law and :1.dmi nis
tration they laid down we still differ in our estim:~.te of the 
effect and legacy of theu rule. From 1859-18g8 they h.:1d 
full opportunity to make Indi:1 self-governing and strong, 
prosperous and happy, literate and creative, bold and inven
tive. They failed to do this. Japan had shown the way. 
The British rem::~.ined foreign to the last and never indenti
fied themselves with the real interes+.s and development of 
the country. 

AN ASPECT OF REFORM OF PUBLIC SERVICES 
IN. POST-MUTINY ERA 

BY 

DR. N'ANDALAL OHA.TTERJI, M.A., PH. D., D. LITT. 
University of Lucknow 

As the subject of corruption among public servants is one 
of vital interest at the present dav. it would be of some interest 
to the student of modern lnnian administrative history to know 
a few forgotton Pctrticulars regarding a form of indirect and 
disguised corruption in the public services against which strict 
official measures were introduced and enforced some time after 
the Mutiny. 

Among the old district records pres8rved in the record roorn 
of the Court of the Deputy Commissioner of Lucknow, there are 
certain files containing some very valuable information regarding 
the objectionable practice of certain high officials engaging their 
private or subordma.te public servant.;; i.a m1.king their private 
purchases or in any such other private m:ttters or undertakings 
in which the receip& or ex:penditur'~ of money was involved. While 
thiR practice might apparently look harmless, it could easily serve 
as a convenient cover for procuring illegal gratification in kind, 
if not in cash. In other words, it was likely to be resorted to or 
misused as a method of bribery. 
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As a matter of fact, a number of highly suspicious cases·of the 
aforesaid kind appear to have been brought to tho notice of the 
Government of India during the regime of' Lord Northbrook. 
A particular case is cited in the official papers (Oircular No. 7-438 
of 1873 ). It relates to the enforced removal of one Mr. C. D. 
Linton from his post of Judge of a Small Cause Court. From 
the papers submitted against him, it was proved beyond all doubt 
that a subordinate servant of Mr. Linton, named Abbas Ali, adopted 
such a demeanour and acted in such a way as to create a general 
impression that he pos~essed and exercised unusual influence with 
Mr. Linton in his dealings with the subordinate st ttl:. of the 
court and the litigants. This appears to have led to suppli~s 
being sent through him to his b~ss by court staff including 
clerks, peons and even menials t>y way of bribes. Mr. Linton 
also used to employ the aforesaid servant to purchase all his 
bazzar requirements, and, as a natural result of undue pressure or 
influence, these were of course obtained at absurdlv low prices. 
In fact,. Mr. Linton was reported to have used his. official 
authority to force his staff to bring in all supplies for him at any 
unfair price which he would choose to fix. · 

It is interesting to note that Mr. Linton's case actu.ally 
formed the occasion for a special resolution of the Government 
of India, Home Department (Judicial), No. 121, dated 16th ,'January 
1873, prohibiting the employment by all public officers of their 
assistants or subordinates in making private purchases: · 

The official records contain detailed consideration of the 
specious plea put forward in certam cases that in India it was 
not an unusua1 thing for a public officer to employ his peons in 
procuring bazaar supplies. lt was to meet this plec~. and to expose 
the impropriety of tne time-honoured though undesirable pract1ce 
that the official ctrcular mentioned above p~mted out : 

1. "It is unfortunately no uncommon thing for a clever and 
favoured servant" to aoquire the reputation of enjoying 
great influence with his master. - · 

2. This reputation could certainly be abused "without the 
slightest susptcion on the part of the master as to what 
is going on." 

3. It is difficult to establisll very conclusively whether the 
servant's misconduct is dae to "culpaole neglect or 
tacit c~.cquiescence ot his master." 

4. The ~mployment of subordin~te public servants in making._, 
pr1vate purc~ases or 1n any other pnvate. matter . ~ 
mvol~ing _tinancial . transactio~ "is ~herefot·e obviously 
and notonously mcompattble m tills country witll tht) 
pure admimstratlOn ot a public office." 

. . 
The official instructions prohibited the prc~.ctioe and notified 

that any breach of this order which might be orought to the 
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notice of the Government of India would be very severely dealt 
lritb. (Vide Circular Letter to all Civil Officers in Oudh, 
dated Luoknow, the 27th January, 1873, from the Offg. Secretary 
to the Chief Commissioner, Oudh, General Department, Mr. H. 
B~·Plaririgton, M. A.) 

/ ~ ' 

, Mr. Linton's appeal to the Government of India against 
his removal from his post was summarily rejected on the follow
ing grounds : 

1. Sums of money were paid to Mr. Linton's private 
servants as bribes by " court peons, and even by the Omlah and 
such officials as the Head Clerk ... 

2. "From the manner in which Abbas Ali and the other 
servants habitually domineered over Mr. Linton's official subordi
n&te~t, and·the barefaced way in which they appear to have 
exercised their influence in certain cases, it is difficult to come to 
aJi1 other conclusion than that they acted in full assurance that 
their position with their master was strong enough to wiih· 
stand any attacks in the shape of complaints against them." 

3. " lfurther, Mr. Linton employed his court peons in pro
curing bazaar supplies at unfairly low prices." 

Thus, the case of Mr. 0. D. Linton led to the enunciation 
of an important regulation for the guidance of the conduct of 
publiC' servants in India (Vide Proceedings of the Government 
of India in the Home Department, No. 121, under date Fort 
William, the l&th January 1873). 

A COPY OF LORD HASTINGS' "SUMMARY OF 
ADMINISTRATION" 

BY 

DR. P. C. GUPTA, M.A., PH.D. (Land.) 

During his voyage home in 1823, Lord Hastings prepared a 
survey of his administration in India. A copy of it was sent 
from Gibraltar to the Chairman of the Court of Directors of the 
East India Company and in 1821 printed by order of the Company 
under the title, Operations in India with their results from the 
80th .April 1814 to the 1st January 1823. In the same year, it was 
reissued by the friends of Marquess of Hastings "with a view to 
the information of the Propritltors of India stock," The text 
remained almost the same, but a new title was given to it and 1t 
was called Summary of the .Administration of the lndian Govern
ment from October 1818 to January 1823. The book is now difficult 
to find but in the Imperial Library, Calcutta there are two copies. 
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One·copy which is defective and wrongly described in the printed 
catalogue as a work of Warren Hastings, will be of interest to 
historians. 

About twelve years ago, I first came across this copy and 
noti<,:ed certain remarks in the margin. A reader, it appeared, 
evidently did not find it always easy to agree with many ofthe 
Governor-General's statements. The annotations were by some 
one who apparently had first hand knowledge of the politics of 
India and able sometimes to correct the text. He was a con
temporary of Marquess of Hastings and played some part in 
shaping the history of the country. Except on page 58, the 
remarks are anonymous but on the top of that page he referred 
to a conversation he had with Mountstuart Elphinstone in 1824 
and signed his name as J. Low1 • On the same page while 
criticising- British attitude .towards the Maratha statf1s he again 
put down his initials. It became obvious that.the author of these 
notes should be identified with John Low the well-known 
general and administrator. 

John Low came to India in 1805. In 1812, be became 
Persian interpreter and head of the intelligence staff in the 
South Maratha country. T n 1818, he acted as political assistant 
to Malcolm and played such important part in the surrender of 
the Peshwa after the battle of Ashti. He was then appointed 
Commissioner with the ,ex-peshwa at Bithur where he continued 
for six years. He next became political agent at Jaipur. In 
1830, he was sent to Gwalior and next year he was appointed 
Resident at Lucknow, Low went home in L8!2 and returned five 
years Ia ter. He was appointed the Governor-General's agent 
in Rajputana and Commissioner at Ajmere-Merwara. In 1852 
he became the Resident at Hyderabad. He rendered valuate 
services to the Company during the difficult days of 1858, and 
finally left India in 1874. 

It is difficult to find a man with wider experience of Indian 
affairs and it will be interesting to not6 some of the cases where 
Low dtffered from the opinions expressed by the Governor-Gene
ral. Lord Hastings discussed the possibilities of incurring the 
hostilities of the Marathas when he declared war against the 
Pindarries. " I saw the intimacy of connex:ion between the 
Pindarries and Mahrattas, so distinctly, as to be certain that an 
attempt to destroy the former must infalliably engage us in our 
war with the whole body of the latter" (page 8). Low, however, 
did not quite agree with this, and commented " not quite so dis
tinctly or he would not have withdrawn the troops from Poona."~ 

1. Plate VII. 
2. Plate I, 
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Low also made light of the Governor-General's difficulties 
·of ,~lting ~it:~ measures against .the Pindarries approved by the 
Counoil. Lord Hastings wrote, when he proposed a "remonstrance" 
to Sindhia's Court "on the score of the Pindarries being permitted 
to arrange within the Maharajah's dominions the preparations 
for assailing the Honourable Company's provinces," he was told 

, tha,t ,".a remonstrance of the above nature might be offensive to 
Scindiah, and that nothing ought to be ventured which could ·give 
him umbrage'· (page 9). Low thought that the Governor-General 
bad given an exaggerated idea of his difficulties. He pointed out 
that the objection to l.ord Hastings' proposal "was made by 
Mr. Dodswell, a man always weak in intellect and then in his 
·dotage." Thus though Lord Hastings has not stated an untruth, yet 
he has giv~n the public to understa':ld that this was serious 
representation from his Council which was far from the fact as 
not .one of the other councillors joined in the hasty opinion expres
sed by the Dodswell.8 Dodswell, to whom Low refers, appears 
to be George Dodswell who finds a place in. the List of Bengal 
Civil ServantFJ by Dod well and Miles. Dodswell entered the service 
of the East India Company in 1783, was appointed Chief Secretary 
to the Government in 1812 and in 1814 became a member of the 
Su.:preme Council. He should not be very old at the time of the 
Anglo-Maratha war and not certainly at his dotage. 

Lord Hastings' account of the murder of two British officers 
in Peshwa Baji Rao's dominion was also questioned by Low. "The 
Peshwa Baji Rao", Lord Hastings wrote, could never be trusted, 
'.'after .his original perfidy in unprovokedly forming a wide con
spiracy for the extirpation of the British, and after his subsequent 
attempt to overwhelm and massacre the British Resident stationed 
at his Court ............... This criminality of Baji Rao's was aggra· 
vated by the murder in cold blood of British officers who were 
travelling in his dominions, without suspicion of impending rup
ture". (page 57). In the last sentence, the Governor-General was 
probably referring to the fate of Captain Vaughan and his brother. 
Low did not agree with this. He described Lord Hastings' state
ment as "not true" and recorded that "Mr. Elphinstone proved in 
1819 most s~>.tisfactorily that the murders of the two gentlemen 
alluded to were committed by men not in the Paish wah's service 
and without his knowledge .••..• first crimes have been committed 
in our own provinces. If the Paishwah had wished to commit 
such crimes he could have murdered the Resident with the greatest 
ease as Mr. Elphinstone himself informed me in 18l4".4 

The Governor-General's statement that at Bitbur the e:x::
Peshwa administered justice over his guards "in all cases not 
capital", (page 59) was also the subject of critinism. Low noted 

3. Plate II. 
'· Plates VI. Vli. 
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that it was. "not true at the time this was written"s and be appears 
to be correct. It was not till 1832 that a regulation was passed 
whic~ empowered Baji Rao to administer civil and criminal justice 
to the inhabitants of his Jagir, subject to such control as might be 
prescribed by the Governor Geperal in Council. Before that~ tho 
ex-Peshwa exercised only a limited power over his followers which 
rested on convention and very much depended on the pleasure of 
the Commissioner and .the authorities at Cawnpore. During 
this period Baji Rao was allowed "to punish petty offences amongst 
his followers 'in his own. way," provided the punishments 
were commensurate with the offences committed and did not 
"extend to life or limb."6 

From 1831 for about eleven years Low was the Resident at 
Lucknow and he found it difficult to agree to many of the 
stataments of Lord Hastings regarding Oudh. In 1814, Nawab 
Sadat Ali died leaving a huge fortune to his successor Ghazi-ud-din 
Haidar. In . the same year, one erore of rupees was b0rrowed 

.from him by the Governor-General for the Nepal war. · As most 
of this was spent on other account another crore was advanced 
by the N awab .. Lord Hastings referred it in his Private Journal. 
The Nawab Vizier "begged leave to offer a present of a crore of 
rupees to the Honourable Company. This was expected by me. 
I know that his father had intended to make this off6r ..•..•... The 
Resident had given me a hint that the present Nawab, aware 
of his father's intention, had mentioned his purpose of carrying 
it into effect."" In· his Summary of Administration Lord 
Hastings made a similar statement, "Soon after my arrival in 
India, some British officers came to me from Nawab Vizier Saadat 
Ali, Sovereign of Oude, bringing to me a representation of the 
painful and degrading tharldom · in which, through gradual and 
probably unintended encroachment on his freedom, he was held, 
inconsistently with the spirit ·of the treaty between the two 
States .••.••.•• On my professing a disposition to. correct so objection
able a course, those officers ....••...... assured me that any per· 
suasion of my having such an inclination would cause Saadat Ali 
to throw himself upon me with unbounded confidence ; and would 
offer from his imme.nse hoard, the advance of any sum I could 
want for the enterprise against Nepaul" (pa~e 12). During the 
Governor-General's tour in the Upper Provinces in 1814 Saadat 
Ali "unexpectedly died." But he found that what had been 
provisionally agitated by him was perfectly understood 
by his successor ; so that the latter came forward with a spontane· 
ous offer of a crore of rupees," which he "accepted as a loan for 
the Honourable Company" (page 13). To this statement Low 
commented .••.••.••.•• " spontaneous indeed I The Resident waF 

5. Plate VIII. 
6. Bengal Regulation 1 of 1832. 
'l. Hastings, Priva~e Journal (li07) p, 99, 



ord-ered to adVise the King to make the offer. Saadat. ~li W,es 
not on speaking terms with his successor." 8 About the ~oon.d 
instrument of loan, Lord Hastings stated that he was "upon 
such frank terms with the N a wah vizier, that he could explail\ 
to him" his circumstances, and the Nawab " agreed to furnislJ, 
another crore.'' (page 14). Low completely disagreed with this 
and remarked that the money was paid only "after the Vizier 
had been bullied into consent, the discussions having lasted many 
weeks, the Vizier having again expressed the utmost reluctance 
to part with h~s money.9 The offer does not seem to be as 
spontaneous as is stated. On 29 Aprill815, John Baillie Reeident 
at Lucknow wrote to the Chief Secretary " I was instructed by 
his Lordship's Secretary Mr. Ricketts, to open a negotiation 
with the Wazier, for the loan of a crore of rupees to the Honoura
ble Company to appear as a voluntary offer. to 

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century, the British 
policy towards the Indian states underwent considerable change. 
It has been said of Low that he was one of those who " carded the 
~pirit ·of earlier and generous days into the annexationist regime 
of Lord Dalhousie." Even in his younger days he did not find 
it easy to agree with some of the views of Lord Hastings towards 
Indian states. Lord Hastings' statement that the feudatory statee 
"unfeignedly resort" to the British Government "for aid in 
fix;ing the fundamental rules of their government'. (page 48) he 
described as "fudge".11 According to Lord Hastings, it was 
quite . common for the states to invite British advice and its result 
·w,s "to establish principles between the sovereign and subject 
advantageous to both, giving to those principles a denned 
line . of practical applica cion, a departure from which 
would afford to either party a right of claiming taa intervention 
of our paramount power". (page 48). Low found this opposed to 
fact and remarked that "on the contrary, it is expressly in all the 
treatieR with the Rajpoot states that we shall not interfere at all 
in the interior(?) management of those countries, that the Rajahs 
have exclusive power over their subjects."12 

In this paper, I have selected only a few specimens but there 
are others which would appear equally interesting. Since Lord 
Hastings wrote his Summary of Administrahon intensive book 
work has been done on many aspects of his governmtlnt and the 
historian today will find many of Low's observations more 
acceptable than those of the Governor-General. The chief interest 
of these remarks is, however that they give an insight into the 

8. Plate Ill. 
9. Plate IV. 
10. Oudh papers, pp 72~-3 Baillie to Adam, quoted in Lord Hta~eings 

and ehe Indian Staces (Mehta) 
11. Plate V. 
l~· Plate V. 
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working of Low's mind. It. iR not always. that a government 
official keeps on record what he feels ab,out the politics of the day, 
and Low evidently had no idea that his commentary on the events 
of his time might be brought to light one day. It is a pity we do 
not have a selection of Low's political writings. The story of his 
life written by his grand-daughter is excellent in many ways but 
concerns itself more with family affairs than anything else. In 
many of his letters Low preferred to remain in background. 
Referring to the Begum's'insurrection at Lucknow in 1837 and the 
part he played, Low wrote to his mother "it is better that nothing 
more should be said about my proceedings at' L, unless in chat 
amcmg ourselves by the fireside."18 

During the war the copy of Hastings' Summ_ary of Adminis
tration along with other old publications was sent o~t of Calcutta 
for safe custody. This volume has now been rebound and the 
Press mark altered. It is lucky that ends have not been trimmed 
and the' notes in the" margin have .beenpre,s~rved. It is not for 
me to suggest if the book should be t~ken out of circulation, but 
one can only hope that' proper measures should be taken for its 
preservation. The habit of writing notes on the pages of a book 
was more frequent in' the last century ~ and persons who are 
interested in old publications sometimes come across scribl>les in 
the margin of a book. 'But a prize like this. is not easy to find, for 
one hardly expects ·to come across a work written. by one of .the 
most well known ·administrators of I~dia. comqten~ed. on, by. one 
of the ablest officers of the -time. 

PRIVATE COR.RESPONDMNCE OF MO.NTREAU, A FRENCH 
. OFFICER IN MARATHA SERVICE 

BY 

S. P. SEN, B. A. (LONDON) 
~cturer in History, Oatcutta Ur~iver$ity and National 

Oouncil of Education,' Bengal • . ·· 

In the latter half of th~ 18th century .there were quite a num· 
ber of French officers in the service of ~he different In~:han Princes, 
some for purely private career and some for thtl patriotic object 
of advancing the interests of their own nation. lVlany of these 
officers earned great reputation by· their courage and organising 
capacity and have found mention lll h1story. But there were 
many others who are uow completely buried in oblivion, and 
although not of much historical importance 1t would be interesting 

13. Low, Fifty years with John Company, p. 197. 
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for us to know something about the private lives of these French 
military officers, who spent the best part of their lives in the midst 
of Indians, organised their armies and fought· for their Princes. 
We wi$h we could know how they felt and behaved in their strange 
environments and how they utilised their time and opportunities. 

Some personal letters of one of these unknown men are 
preserved in the Pondicherry Archives (Reg. 26-(7)-Inventaire 
des Anciennes ArchiveR), though not included in the Catalogue 
des Manuscrits des Anciennes Archives de l'Inde Francaise. He 
was Bossu de Montreau, ••Commander of a Rassala of the 
Peshwa." The letters themselves contain no signature except the 
last one where the writer signs as B. D. M., but there is a letter of 
authority in the series which gives tne full name and designation 
of the person. Nothing is known about his career in the .Maratha 
army or even the length of his service. The letters, mostly writteq 
from Poona, cover the period from 1788 to 1797. From the last 
two letters, written in 1797, it appears that he had given up the 
.Maratha service tbat year and was on his way to .Masulipatam. 
It is not known when he first came to Poona or joined the 
M.araiha service. His name is hardly mentioneJ in the catalogued 
doc11ments of the Pondioherry Arcnives, except only in one letter 
dated 6tn March 1784 (Dlc. no. 5:353) written by Mercier (another 
French adventurer wno had been with de Lallee and was also in 
the service of Mysore), recommending his cousin, Montreau, to 
Montigny, the French Diplomatic representative at Poona. The 
only interest of this casua.t mention is r.nat Montreau was already 
at .Poona in 1184. !!'rom one of nis letters, written m 1 H2 to the 
Dean of the Oh~pter-house of Montreau, we can trace his home 
in .France and we also learn tnat ne had been in India. since some 
years before 1774, although we cannot ascertain whether he was 
then in Maratha service or not. Anyway, all that we can gather 
about him is that he came out to India some years before 1774, 
was completely cut off from his family in France, was associated 
with many of the better known French adventurers of the time, 
paBSed thro11gh many interesting eltperiences including beL1g 
robbed and held in detention by his compatriots, enterej tbe 
Maratha ser11ice where he must have spent at least 15 years, 
amassed a great fortune, part of which he lent to otner ~.,rdacll
men and possibly did not get back and part of which he deposited. 
at Pondicherry, and ultimately lef~ Poona in 1797 in order to 
spend the last days of his life among his comp~triots for which 
he pined so longingly in his letters. 

The first letter dated, Poona, 20th M~y 1788, is addressed to 
de Moracin, Intendant at Pondicnerry. Montreau writes, •• rhe 
ex.treme embarrassment in wbicb M. de MonGigny finds nimself 
and his eagerness to obey the orders of the Mimster whwh reo all 
him to Pondicherry have deuided me to entrust nim wi.tll my 
bttle fortune to suppl~ment the ~unds announcdd to hllll a long" 
time back. He has g1ven me, s1r, a draft on you for &s. 7,0JJ 
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following the authority you gave him to .f;hat amount by your 
letter of the 27th January. He himself is the bearer of this draft 
and he has promised to join with me in begging you to keep 
this money along with the amount I have entrusted to him. I 
feel it is time to quit a country so uncertain and to seek in the 
colonies a peactful retirement.'' The second letter written on 
the same date is addressed to Coulon, a. merchant at Pondicherry. 
Montreau simply asked him to keep his mom·y in deposit in case 
de Moracin did not agree to keep it. 

There are several letters written to Dayot at Bombay, 
captain of a French vessel named "Adelaide" which had been 
captured by eome Maratha pirates in 1786.~ Montreau often 
wrote to him to make purchases for htm at Bombay, which 
included large quantities of wine and also books, mirrors, soap, 
writing inl{ etc. Ir. a letter written from Poona on the 4th June 
178~ to M. Le Febvre, formerly an usher of the ''Conseil Superieur'' 
at Pondicherry, Montreau requests him to hand over to .Montigny 
at Pondicherry all the papers which he had entrusted to him with 
regard toM. de Lallee. It appears that Montreau had once been 
robbed and held in detention by de Lallee. 

In a letter dated 11th June 1788 and addressed to Montigny 
Montreau writes about the difficulties of getting redress from 
the Maratha Government for the capture of the French vessel, 
' Adelaide". He also passes on the information sent by Dayot 
from Bombay about the arrival there of ten English vef3sels 
with 4,000 men. In four letters to Dayot dated 12th, 16th .and 
23rd June and 13th July 1788 Montreau informs him about the 
return of Nana Phadnavis to Poona and states that he is waiting 
for an opportunity to meet him to make representation about 
the capture of the " Adelaide"'. 

There is a letter dated 8th August 1788 addressed to Piron, 
a French officer at Hyderabad, with whom Montreau wanted to 
be acquainted and to open a regular correspondence. Montreau 
wanted news about Hyderabad and assured Piron that he would 
send all news about' Poona. 

In a letter to Montigny dated 19th July 1788 Montreau 
writes, " The English are recruiting new sepoys at Bombay ; and 
M. Dayot informs me that there have arrived only three vessels 
from Europe out of the ten which had been announced. He thinks 
that bad weather delayed the others .••.••.••.••.....•..•.•• Nothing 
new has been announced in the Darbar about the next campaign. 
You must have undoubtedly got the news of the death of the 
chief of N<!-gpur •••........• " In the next letter to Montigny, dated 

1. ·There is a. letter written by de Cossigny, Governor of 
Pondiohe.rry to Montigny a.t Pooua. demanding compensation from the 
Maratha Go~ernment for the capture of the French ship-Doc. No. 907, 
, a.ta.logue des Ma.nusorits des A.noiennes Archives, Pondicherry. 
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8th August 1788, Montreau witers," I have not yet been called 
·to the Darbar since your departure. I have sent through Bapu-. 
jee Punt the letter for Nana Phadnavis and that for Hari Pati. 
When you write to them, it will be better if you senfl me a 
copy of what you write, so that I may know what I have to re
ply in case I am called. As I have no secret news to give you 
for the present, I will make use of the harkaras of the Sarkar 
in order to avoid unnecessary expenses .................. -Nothing 
new has transpired till now. It is necessary to wait till the 
Dassera and it will then be seen what they desire to do. Many 
rumours are being started here about Tipu, regarding which one 
cannot assure the truth; but what is there certain is that 
people are talking much about him at Bombay, as M. Dayot in
forms me by his last letter. He even requests me to give 
him some news about Tipu. There is much to presume that the 
English are F~trongly inclined to march against him and there 
bas even been started a rumour that they have defeated one of 
his strong detachments under the command of his son ............ " 

There is a letter, dated 8th August 1788, addressed to M. 
Puren. orie of the officers on board the captured ship "Adelaide," 
who had been robbed of his belongings by Maratha pirates. 
Montreau wrote ~\bout his efforts at Poona to recover Puren's 
belongings. In a letter of the same date, addressed to M. 
Rivierre, Commander of Infantry at Hyderabad, Montreau 
writes, " Everything is dead in our camps ............ It is necessary 
to wait till the Dassera and one will then see what they want 
to do. I think it is just the same at your place also." 

In a letter to Dayot dated 3rd August 17881 Montreau 
writes, "You ask me news about Tipu Sultan. Letters have 
reached the Sarkar that he has completely lost half of his camp 
which was in a gorge or defile, and that by means of a large mine 
which was let off half the camp was blown up, and at the time o{ 
the explosion the enemy camps made a sortie and all those who were 
there were killed or taken prisoner, and my good friend Lallee 
was one of the latter. It is to be hoped that this knave will 
meet an end which he deserves ............ " There follow several 
letters to Dayot who was going to leave Bombay for the Isle of 
France. In the letter dated 3rd September 1788 Montreau writes 
that he has nothing new to add to what he had already written 
$bout Tipu. "You will see that the facts are entirely different 
from those circulated at Bombay.'' In the letter dated 8th Septem· 
ber Montreau writes, "lt is reported that Sindhia has been com
pletely defeated. There is nothing else for the present.'' In ano~ 
ther letter he writes, " There has not tran~pired any news here. 
The departure of Mr. Malet for Bombay has given colour to 

l, From the contents of the letter it appears that tbe date is 
wrong. 
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many speculations, which must not be believed, there being only 
Nana and he who know the secret." He adds that Montigny 

, having placed his money in the bands of Moracin at 8% rate of 
interest he is now sure of L400 rupees a year even if he loses 
his all at Poona. In a letter to Montigny dated 12th November 
1788 Montreau writes about his efforts to get compensation from 
the Poona Government for the capture of the French ship, 
"Adelaide'' and the procrastinating policy of the latter. He adds, 
"l shall send you a packet which I have received from Delhi 
addressed to you". 

There are three letters to Moracin, Intendant at Pondicherry. 
The first is a letter of authority dated 12th January 1790 "l the 
undersigned, Bossu de Montreau, Commander of a Rassala of the 
Peshwa, residing at Poona, give by the present document, written 
by my hand and signed by me, in default of a notary and EuropAan 
formalities, full authority to M. de Moracin, Intendant at Pondi
cherry, to receive from M. de Montigny the sum of ten thousand 
nine hundred and ninety-six rupees received from me to be sent to 
Pondicherry and handed over to to M. de Moracin, as his letter of 
the 26th May 1788 states, with an interest of 8% from that date, 
a.nd to make all necessary expenses to recover this amount, in 
testimony whereof I have written and signed the present document 
this 12th day of January 1790". In the next letter dated 2~nd 
April 1790 Montreau writes "1 am trying to withdraw from this· 
rountry where nothing is stable and everything too much subject 
to revolutions. It is time to think of a refuge, and I have the same 
desire as you to pass the last days of my life peacefully in the 
mid~;;t of my compatriots". In a letter dated 26th January 1791 
be writes, "1 am always pressing on the Sarkar to grant me leave 
to return to Pondicherry, but as I cannot do my affairs by myself 
the thing has always been dragging on ............ The Maratha 
army is on campaign since the first January 1791. I am also 
compelled to march to g'et back the money I have advanced to 
my troops ............ ! find myself compelled to stay with the Mara-
thas for one or two years more. I am telling you, it is not 
without much chagrin and repugnance that [ am making this 
campaign". 

Then there is a letter dated 2nd April 179L addressed to 
~>eVeJal persons, the agents of de Moracin who had left Pondicherry 
for France. Montreau writes, "Your packet of the 7th Mat·ch 
reached me yesterday at the army camp of Nizam Ali where we 
have just arrived". The letter, written from the camp or Paungul, 
contains only details of Montreau's accounts with Moracin. With 
this letter were enclosed two others of the same date, one 
addressed to Moracin and the other to Montigny, both of whom 
were then in France. The letters relate merely to the money 
lent to Montigny, Rs. 10,996 at 8% rate of interest out of which 
Montigny had repaid only Rs. 540. Montreau reqnests Moracin 
to realise the balance from Montigny and to send it to Pondicherry. 
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1 another letter to the agents of Moracin at Pondioherry, 
ritten.from the "P~shwa's camp" near Seringapatarn on the 22nd 
'ebruary 1792 Montreau requests them to make enquiries at 
ondioherry about the person with whom M. de Vigie, heir of 
[. de Lallee. had left the latter\; fortune, and to recover what he 
ad been robbed of by de La lle0. 

There is a letter written from the M Jratha camp on the 8th 
.pril1792 in which Montreau requests the Dean of the Chapter
ouse of Montreau to give him new:-~ about his family. He had 
nee written on the same subject in 1774 but had not received 
ny reply. 

There is a long gap after 1792. The last two letters, dated 
Oth June and 16th August 1797, were written from Hyderabad 
:> M. Honore, "Officer of the Peshwa at the Court of Poona''. 
fontreau bad left Poona and was proceeding to Masulipatarn. 
le had sold off his things, and his guns had been purchased by 
~amajee Punt. 

THE EXP~DlTlON TO MANiLLA, 1797. 

BY 

DR. S. N. DAS GUPTA, M.A. (LONDON), D. LlTT., (LUCKNOW) 

Officiating Professor of History. Lucknow University, Gucknow 

By the end of January 1795, the whole of Holland was in 
be possession of the French and, in March, a treaty of alliance 
vas signed between the French and th~ newly constituted Bata
'ian republics. The Dutch Asia tic set Llemen ts, in consequence, 
1ecame, to all intents and purposes, dependencies of the French 
tf'public and accessories of great importance to French cruisers 
1wing to their close proximity not only to the eastern sphere of ac
ion but to the trade route between China and Europe. On the other 
1and, the union of Holland with the French Itepublic had impor
ant bearing on British war policy. England was at once released 
rom her treaty obligations to Holland, virtually withdrew from 
:ontinental campaign..,; and centred her efforts in securing vital 
10sitions that woulrt contribute to her naval superiority and com
nercial development. For a maritime power like Holland, to 
:nter into an alliance with France at this juncture was merely 
o expose itself and its colonies to the attack of the British 
tavy. The Dutch colonies became lawful prizes. fhe English 
East India Company, moreover, found its opportunity for avenging 
,he many humiliations in the eastern archipt)lago and putting an 
1nd for ever to the Dutch power in Asia. 
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The motive found expression in the policy outlined by Henry 
Dundas who had been appointed Secretary of Statt> for War in 
July 1794. England was determined to strike without loss of 
time. The instructions from Dundas specifically directed that the 
Indian government should, in the first instance, centre its attention 
to the conquestof Trincomalee, and then, progressively, turn to 
the Moluccas in view of their intrinsic value to the Dutch 1. Sen
sible also of the importance of Malacca to the China trade, and 
to the trade of the archipelago in general, as well as of the 
advance of the future influence of the English in the east, and 
apprehending clearly the detrimental effects on both in case France 
got the whip hand and reached there before England, the orders 
from home urged the immediate despatch of forces there and, after 
obtaining possession of Malacca, to make a clean sweep of Dutch 
settlements in the archipelago so that Franch cruizers and pri
vateers may not find a convenient shelter and a seat .wherefrom 
to harass the trade of the English merchants on the high seas or 
the territories of the English East India Company on the Indian 
peninsula2 • 

The "Panther" arrived from Suez in June 1795 with accounts of 
the li'rench invasion of, and the English retreat from, Holland 3 • 

The secret despatches from Dundas, defining tht~ policy to be adopted 
towards the Dutch possessionf'l in India and the Dutch settlements 
in the archipelago, reached 13engal in July per "John" schooner4o. 
The ship also carried orders from the Princeof Orange (who had 
taken refuge in London and sought to withdraw the Dutch over
seas territories from French influence) to all governors and com
manders of the East Indian territories and fortresses under Dutch 
sovereignty to admit British troop>; and administrators and to 
surrender to them all authority 5 • The orders from Dundas were 
secretly communicated by Sir John Shore to Lord Hobart (gover
nor-deaignate of Madras), to the Commander-in-Chief Sir Robert 
Abercromby and to Re'ar-Admiral Peter Rainier. It was clear 
from the orders, and also in view of the limited resources of defence 
of the Company in India, that the Indian government would have 
been justified in the eyes of the Secretary of State for War in 
selecting those points of strategic value "which are important 
in the first degree", and having secured these "to proceed to the 
attainment of more remote and less important objects"6 • The 

1. Dundas to the Officer Commanding His Majesty's ·N ~~oval Forces 
in India. P.R. 0. Admiralty I, 168. 

2. Rainier to Ph1lip Stephens. July 20, 1795, P.R. 0. Admiralty I, 
168 ; Hobart to Rainier, Septt:mber 29, 1795, Ibid. 

3. .tiengal Military and Political Consu ltatious, June 1795. 
4. Ibid July 1795. 
5. Bengal ::;ecret Consultation 8, November 2, 17\l5. 
6. Ibid, November 27, 179j (Board's Minute); Ibid, Ootober 16, 179J 1 

Abercrombie to Hobart). 
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despatch of the several expeditions in conformity with the instruc
tions were instrumental in developing t.he well-known Shore
Hobart controversy which resulted in such violent, acrimonious 
exchanges of passionate defiance on the part of Hobart and the 
resentment of Shore for the action of the subordinate presidency 
in flouting the authority of the supreme government. Evidently 
the governor-general felt that the initiative· should come 
from the supreme government and that preparations for the equip
ment and the despatch of the expeditions should be jointly under
taken in consultation with the respective heads of the military 
and naval departments. But to Lord Hobart the importance of 
Trincomalee, Malacca, and the Moluccas appeared so obviously 
affecting the interests of Madras in particular, that., in literal 
observance of the terms of the orders from home, his restless acti
vity was not willing to tolerate any delay in the despatch of the 
forces. He precipitated the arrangements and even sent the expedi
tions on his own authority and responsibility without reference to 
the opinions and desires of the supreme government. This neglect 
was resented by Shore. It is indeed difficult to absolve Hobart 
from the unnecessary risk he had taken in denuding the Malabar 
and Coromandel coasts of the services of the naval forces under 
Rainier at a very critical moment in the history of the Company. 

Nearly all territories o~ce belonging to the Dutch Company, 
except Jav!l., were lost to the British. Md.lacca was acquired by 
the British in August 1795. The Dutch connection with Salengore 
came to an end with the fall of Malacca. The Sultan of Johore 
was restored "in possession of the countrys as formerly gloriously 
enjoyed by His Highness' ancestors1

." Traces of Dutch influence 1 

were wiped out from Perak and Rhio 2
• Colombo was captured 

from the Dutch in 1796. Amboina and Banda surreudered at the 
first summons. The fortress of Kupang, on Timor, was occupied 
towards l.he close of 1797. Of all the fortresse~ of the Dutch in 
the archipelago, only Ternate, the s~at of the sovereignty 
of the Moluccas, offered obsti::late resistance and held out till 
June 1801. 

Neverthelesl', with the Spanish Philippines and the Dutch 
Java to the east, the French Mauritius to the south, and a French 
army in Egypt to the west, the position of the English in lndi11., 
where they were involved in difficult wars with Tipu Sultan of 
Mysore, was rather precarious. On August 19, 1796, the Treaty 
of San Ildefonso, an offensive and defensive alliance, was signed 
between the French Republic and Spain. Two months later, in 

1. Bengal Secret Consultations, October 9, 1795 ("Letter addressed 
to the Sultan Maohmoit Racha Chia, Sultan of .Johore and Pahang, 
from ~braham Coupera~. Captain Henry Newcome, ancl Major Brown, 
August 23, 1795). 

2. Bengal Seoret Consultations, October 9, 1795 (Brown to 
Abercrombie, August 30, 1795). 
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October 1796, in accordance with the terms of the agreement, Spain 
declared war against England. On November 9, 1796, the Board 
of Control communicated to the Secret :Committee of the Directors 
to proceed against the Spanish colonies in the Ea~t Indies1 • The 
Secret Committee, without delay, sent orders to the supreme 
government in India "for an expedition against the Philippine 
Islands which, however, was not to be undertaken if it should 
either materially interfere with the preservation and defence of 
the conquests made from the Dutch or be found inconsif!tent with 
the safety and tranquillty of the British possessions in India 2 ." 

The orders of the Court reached Bengal on March, 23, 1797, and 
immediate measures were taken, in concert with Admiral 'Rainier 
and the government of Fort 8t. George, for carrying them into 
f'ffect . In the mean time, the Spanish fleet was destroyed by 
Sir John Jervis off Cape St. Vincent on February 14, 1797. Pitt 
was encouraged to stnke at Spa1n through her colonies. He felt 
no hesitation ir. supporting the project of the Board of Control to 
attack the Philippine Islands. 

It was decided to employ the full strength of Admiral 
Rainier's squadron for thf' Manilla service, to be assisted by 
5 armed Indiamen, a fire ship, and 12 flat-bottomed boats from 
Bengal. The military force was to consist of .;019 Europeans 
troops and 4022 sepoys4 • The 33rd Regiment, under the command 
of the young ColonP,l Wesley, was detailed for service in this fot·ce. 
The regiment and part of the marine corps were t•> be sent from 
Bengal and the rest from Madras. Bengal also undertook to 
furnish Madras with almost the whole of the tonnage for the 
transport of troops and stores from thence. 

The armed Indiamen and transports from Bengal sailed on • 
the morning of August 9, 1797, from "Kedjeree", under convoy 
of H.M.S. Heroine for Prince of Wales Island which waJ decided 
upon as the place of rendezvous for the expeditionary force. 6 

Colonel Wesley wo)lld have preferred Tanjo ran, on the .eastern 
side of the Malay Peninsul3., to Penang ae a more advantageous 
place of rendezvous. 6 He proposed that the fleet should remain 
and be refreshed at Tanjoran till the 1st of o~tober, when, with 
the change of the monsoon, the shipping protected by tthe land 
will be able to ride before the wind to Manilla Bay in safety by 

1. Hume Misc. 77. 
2. Ibid; Beng. Sec. Letters, April 5, li97. 
3. Home Misc. 77. 
4. In J798, Lord Mornington and his family altered the form of 

their name from ''Wesley" to what was considered the original form 
''Wellesley.'' 

5. Home Miso. 77. 
6. Memorandum on the Expedition against the Spanish Islands. 

Supplementary Despatches, Vol. I, p. 4, note ; The Life and Correspond~ 
enoe of Lord Teignmouth, Vol. I, A.pp. IV. p. 511. 
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the time the south-weRt monsoon breaks up.1 On the other hand, 
from Penang, "the fleets will have a long and an intricate and 
uncertain navigation between their port of refreshment and their 
destination ; it cannot be expected that the troops will be as 
healthy, and the time of tbe arrival at Manilla cannot be so 
exactly fixed, as it would be if the rendezvous is at Tanjoran." 2 

The command of the land forces was at first entrusted to General 
Braithwaite. But he relinquished the charge of the expedition 
on his appointment as Oeputy.Governor of the Spice Islands and 
Sir James Craig was placed in command in his place. 3 A further 
reinforcement of not less than 5,000 recruits was promised from 
England.4 An order from Major General St. Leger stating that 
''in case of coming to action, the troops will be under the command 
of the captains of the ship'', was resented by Colonel Wesley.5 

Wesley bad rApeatedly expressed to Shore his determination to 
afford every assistance to, and work under the directions of, tlw 
captains of the Indiamen in the event of an engagement with 
the French frigates cruising the Eastern Seas. He also sub
mitted to Shore an extract of his instructions on this subject to 
the Officers commanding the troops on board the ships. Shore 
thought such instructions ·•fully sufficient." Wesley, in fact, 
embarked with his regiment on the belief that "there would be 
no such order from superi•r authority.'' 6 He did not hesitate to 
point out to Shore nut only the difficulties that may develop from 
such indiscreet orders but also tht> legal objections to such mea
sures. The captains of the ships, he remarked, "have no legal 
·method of enforcing obedience from tt1e soldiers ; and therefore if 
it does not suit the pleasure of the men, they will not obey 
them''. 7 fo Lord Mornington, too, he subsequently observed that 
"a good, highspirited army can be kept m order by no other 

' means than by the abilities and firmness of the Commander-in
chiet".8 Sir John Shore regretted the incident, confessed that 
the order had been ''inadvertently issued" and added a hope 
that "the orders despatched ......... in revocation of that part of 
the instructions ......... will reach the ships before their departure".9 

The Memorandum on the Expedition against the Spanish 
Islands by Colonel Wesley is the first documentary evidence 
illustrative of his close observation of detail and grasp of the 

1. lbtd. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Home Misc. 77. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Wesley to Shore, Aug. 6. ! 797, ~~ife and Correspondence of 

Teignmouth, I, 427. 
6. lbsd. 
7. I bid. p. 428. 
8. Suppl. Despatohe~. I, i. 
~. Shore to Wesley, Aug. 8, 1797, Lift:, and Correspondence of Lord 

Teignmouth, I, 430, 
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principles of strategy. The paper, i't has be~n remarked, '"rends 
more like the despatch of an officer long "V"ersetl in'Iridian affairs 
and to~ography, than of one who had b'een scarcely three months 
i.n the l!:ast" 1 • Indeed, \V esley had collected a surprising1y 
thorough mass of information on the state of he Dutch forces on 
Java. Particulars are g-iven of the strength' of the garrison, 
position of guns and redoubts in the neighbourhood, of the climate 
and the most suitable season for operations. Wesley urged stron
gly that &s soon as the force for the expedition to Mahilla 9ortld 
be got ready, it should be sent immediately to attack Batavia and 
the Dutch settlements upon the island of Java; "at all events, 
destroy the first entirely ; and either make an establishment at 
the latter, or otherwise, as the Government tnay think fit2 ." rrhe 
Dutch strength was about 2000 men in the whole island dispersed 
at Batavia., Sheribon and Sama.rang, so that "a force of 600 men 
could not be c,Jlected in any one place under ten· days, which 
would be more than sufficient for the operation against Ba~avias'." 
Batavia itself,was in a. state of weak defence and was "simply 
surrounded by a slight brick wall4 ." Sheribon and Sama.rang, 
where. the Dutch lre,pt their stores and merchandise, were not 
fortified. The Dutch• will, in no case, be able to withstand an 
attack "which would be made upon them bi surprise5 ."' Wesley 
dismissed the apprehension of .danger from "the six French frigates 
which are said to be cruising· in the ·China Se·as6

." The maritime 
strength of the Expedition was "more tban·equat•to tliern." :' .· ' . 

While preparations. were progressiq~. 'rie·w~· ~each~~ For(~t. 
George of the supersessidn of Sir John Shore arid the .appoin~ment 
of LJrd Cornwallis as governor-generaL Under an imprei;lsion 
that the principal object of the appointment was probably to put 
an end "to that' agitating spirit 'in the Bengal ai·mr wqicq had 
excited serious a~prehensio'n at. hom'e, and 'that to suppress this 
spirit it would be desirable to ret'ain I as' many king's ~roops as 
possible in lndia'',7 Lord· Hobart'.' expressed to Sir Johr: shortf, on 
June 14, 1197, "as bis 'decided "opinion; that his· Maje~ty''~ 33rd 
Regiment should not be ailowed to· 'leavll Bengal till af

1
ter the 

arrival of Lord Cornwallis"~. h He, 1ho~ever, did. not c..>nside~it 
proper to relax' the ·pte'parations but 'recci(qmebd~d 'that \n the 
event of ·a· final decisidn to relfnquis!:l' the expecHtion · agai~st· the 
Philippine Islands, the naval armament I shouta be emplyed. 'in 
destroying the Spanish ships of war at Manilla "in the propriety 

1. Maxwell, The Life <?f W ellin,gtof1., I, ~1. 
2. Supp. Despa.tohes, 1, 4, note ; 'rhe Life and C,orrespondenee of 

Lord Teignmouth, I, A.pp. I. App. IV, 509. · 
3. Ibid, p, 510. 
4. Ibid. 
;;, Ibid. 
o. Ibid, p. 511. 
'l. Home Miso. 77., ; 1 
8. lllid. 
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of wh-ich proposal Admiral Rainier fully acquiesced"1 • The 
supreme government after taking a comprehensive view of the 
wlitical state of affairs in respect of the temper of the Bengal 
army and the native powers decided that "nothing appearing to 
warrant tho protractions of the expedition so far as respected 
Bengal", the expedition ought to proceed. At the same time, Lord 
Hobf:'rt was informed that in the event of ·•any recent intelligence 
of preparations by Tipu Sultan, of reinforcements to Manilla, or of 
the dispatch of an armament by the French or Dutch"~, he had not 
only the request but the sanction of the supreme government to 
countermand the expedition. On August 4, 1797, the Bengal 

, government transmitted to Fort St. George a minute of Shore, 
founded on intelligence received from Captain Me. Leod, respecting 
a movement of part of Tipu's army towards the frontier. This 
itdormation "had so much weight with the supreme government 
that it was with much hesitation that they permitted their part 

, of the armament to sail for Penang"3 • Shore's minute observed 
that "if they were assured of the truth of the rumoured pr~para· 
tions of Tipoo, they would have stopped the expedition·•.4 In the 
present circumstances, Shore left it entirely to the discretion of 
Lord Hobart either to despatch the army or to relinquish the 
enterprise "according to the degree of credit they should give to 
the military preparations of Tipoo".5 Lord Hobart thought that 
this was a responsibility which was "unduly assigned" by the 
supreme government to the government of Madras6

• On August 
18, 1797, Lord Hobart removed "the groundless apprehensions" ot 
the governor-general by his determination that the expedition 
should saiF. Of the ships from Bengal for conveying troops and 
stores only two arrived. in Madras on August 25, and in so shat
tered a condition as a result of an encounter with inclement 
weather in the Bay of Bengal that "it required considerable 
exertion to get them ready to proceed with the first division of the 
armament'' which sailed from Madras Roads for Penang no 
August 27, 17978 • On August 28, the day fixed for the rleparture 
of the second division, intelligence was received of the prelimina
ries of the Peace of Leoben signed between France and Austria 
on April18, 1797. The .Expedition to Manilla was, in consequence, 
countermanded by Lord Hobart and the plan of destroying Spanish 
warships was abandoned 9

• Sir John Shore, although officially 

1. Ibid. 
~. Beng. Sec. Letters, August 28. 1797 
;>. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Home Miso. 77. 
6. Ibid. 
7. Ibid. 
8. Ibid. 
~. Beng. Seo. Letters, September 12, 1797. 



informed of Lord Hobart's determination, was "not yet in posses
sion of his Lordship's reasons" 1 • The attitude of Tipu Sultan had 
suddenly become very threatening and evidently Lord Hobart was 
"more immediately capable of forming an opinion of Tippoo's 
designs'' 2 . ~ 

On November 24, 1797, it was reported that "the 33rd Regi· 
ment and part of the marine corps have returned from P. W. I."8 

Lord Cornwallis who for a long time had been "kept in the utmost 
anxiety for fear the expedition to Manilla should take place" was 
"happily relieved" from his apprehension4, He wrote to Colonel 
Wesley 5 : 

"I am sure your brother will heartily concur with me in these 
sentiments, although I am not sure that they. will be well received 
by one of the intended captors (Rear- Admiral Peter Rainier)". 

The expedition had cost the Indian government a sum of 
not less than thirty-five lacs of rupees. 

By the close of the year 179'1, Great Britain had recovered 
her balance and, in spite of the great naval mutiny at the Nore 
(April 1797), her i?Upremacy at sea was retrieved at Camperdown 
(October 11, 1797). The naval policy of the Directory had resulted 
in the destruction of the Spanish and Dutch naval powers. ___ ......_.. 

DADABHAI NAOROJI'S PAPERS ON THE MYSORE 
RENDITION OF 1881. 

RY 

K. N. V. SASTRI, M.A., PH. D. 
(London), F. R. Hist. S., Mysore. 

Dadabhai Naoroji's papers genPrally on Mysore which 
are printed are not many, but the few that ar~ available are 
highly suggestive. We see in them how the Grand Old Man of 
India lent his personal support to Mysore in her critical hour and 
what be thought of Mysore thereafter. 

Be was fond of Mysore for two reasons; One, because the 
dynasty was fit for its task, and the other, because the govern
ment was entirely in 'native' hands. In fact he wanted British 
India to be converted into 'Ststes administered by natives 

I, 437. 
1. Shor.a to Inglis September 13, 1797, Life and Correspondence, 

2, Life etc. I, 430, 
3. Ben g. Pol. Cons. Nov. 24, l797. 
4. Cornwallis Corresp mdenoe, 11, 331. 
5. ibid, 
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...-aly' on ~he model of Myf'ore and was in constant touch 
•••• l(Jiq'e\ifsn) of'lf$rsore. ' 
l·nl n ;dhs~ 11,: · i· ' · 

,-~· ,.: ctf•rU.f1 1"\Pflr onJN, his. work for the Rendittioo of 1881 will 
"q,,~i~ed.· . It may be incidentally stated tbat except ·:a 
stray reference in a not-easily-accessible book there is no mention 
of ~·s. t1erviqe .t,o Mysore-not even his name-in any 

·· :~h~.9;~. lffspre. including the new and pompous edition 
9f sore •. G"azetteer. . 

;>I>Hfr!l '· · 

'tP ,._,"per on Jlysore reproduced in part below is important 
W£dnb •as· a proof! bf the writer's diligence in the presentation 
of the case but also for the high level at which it was done before 
1!1Jm1J.I.WPt\~l 'b9Jiy. of Englisbmt'n. The point to remember is 
~,~1 pap~;~r was not a plea for rendition before tba t question 
was :liltAijy qeoided by .Parliament but a satire on the character 
q{ a ·~ew F;np:l~shmen pretending to be the representatives of the 
-.»htf~{~ngl'isli'nation and talking tall things. about the rendition 
g.fter the despatch of the Secretary -of State was sent to the 
~r~.of India; 
r,,r~ ~\~tr ,a P~_P,er read ~o months earlier before the same a~socia tion 
tf~a~bbai bad referr€d to the rendition but not cared. to know 
llotb111t was'vif?wed by .the B;ritish Cabinet so ~ong as· the decision 
was favoutao1e to· Mysore. But he rioticed subsequently that 
his silence was apt to be mistaken and the sneer was too great 
and dangerous to be ignored. 

Ther~ can be no doubt that the Grand Old Man diJ succeed 
in his'~elf~iniposed task. When one year later his critic returned 
to the attack Dadabhai defended himself so well that it can be 
said that the opposition to the Rendition wus smashed once for 
all. Moreover no historian of India t.as so far mentioned the 
case of Mysore for reversion to the dynaE'ty without appreciating 
the justice of the claim or remarking on the high character 
of British statesmen. infulfilling their solemn pledges. 

My sore 

" Now, revert to the question, whether Lord .Wellesley had 
a bad intention in drawing his pen through certain words, or 
whether he meant to do something consistent with a faithful 
pedormance of his obligations undor" the partition treaty." 
The only explanation I can at present. see of Lord Wtllesley's 
proceedings, is this. There is no cloubt in my mind that· Lord . 
Wellesley did not mean to act in barl faith; that in allowing. 
the' words perpetual, and about the sun and moon, to remain, he 
did mean what he said ; but lhat his object in striking out the 
word "heir," &c., was to keep such full control over the native 
principality as to enabh~ the English Governmen~ to oust any 
particular oppressive sovereign, and put sonul ottur in his place, 
or, in cases of disputed sueceRsion, t;hat tho ffinglish rna.y be aole 
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to decide in favour of one or the other without being· en.cpuntered 
by the difficulties which the word " heir '' rpight ocqasion ; . that 
the word "unneces!'ary" in the margin means that 11s far. as perma
nency of native rull'l was concerned, the words "perpetual" and 
"as long as the sun and moon Rhall endure," are sufficient; and that 
the word "dangerous'' means the strong title which an "heir"' may 
maintain, and therrb~ lessen the complete English control; and 
that according to practice a new treaty may be m.ade with every 
successor, with such modifications as time and circumstancefl may 
require. I venture' to offer this l'lxplanation for your ronsidera
tion, leaving aloite·the question whether any departure from "the 
partition tre,aty " 'Was justifiable. I cannot, however, persuade 
myself that a 'statesman like Lord Wellesley would . be guilty of 
such a mean a'Ct as the present discovery of Lord William Hay is 
made to imply. I do not stand here as the advocate of either 
the ttaja or the Eng1i~h. I wish only for justice and truth, be· it 
on the oJ:te side or the other. 

' ' 
Much has been sa~d about Lord Canning not having sent 

tht-- adoption sunud tQ the Raja. Was Lord Canning justified in 
doing so? Did .he do so as a punishment for the ttaj~'s past. 
offences ? This is not the case, as the Raja was declared de1>erving 
of reward for his thorough loyalty. Two reasons ~r~ urged; 
first, it was because Lord Canning knew that the Raja in tended 
to leave his territories to the English. By admitting this position, 
Lord Canning admitted the power of the Raja to bequeath; ·but it 
was subsequently urged that the treaty itself did not entitle him 
to any such adoption. Now, I ask, do English words mean one 
thing in one treaty and another thing in another treaty ? If not, 
I request explanation for the following anomaly. 

'I he treaty of 1805, with the Raja of Travancore, is, word for 
word, in all its important portions bearing upon the present issue, · 
the same with the treaty of Mysore. I give these portions in the 
Appendix. 

Now I' trust it is a fair question to ask, why the very same 
words which in the Travancore treaty ·entitled the Travancore 
Raja to the adoption sunud, did not mean the same thing with 
the Mysore Raja. The parallel, however, does not end here. The 
Raja of Travancore, like the Raja of Mysore, als:> incurred the 
displeasure of the British Government, and the latter were going 
to assume the internal administration of the country. But·the 
Raja died. ~obody, however, then tl1ought of interpreting the 
treaty of 1805 as a. personal one, and the heir was allowed to 
succeed. The difference, then, in the case~ of the Raja of Mysore 
and that of Travancore, seems to be that the la'tter, by his dea:th, 
made the treaty of 1805 an hereditary one, and the former, by' 
living longer, has rendered, in some mysterio\}s way, a similar · 
treaty a personal one. It is pressed that Sir ·Stafford Northcote 
ought not to have reversed the policy and gone against the opinion 
of three governor-generals and two secretaries of state. Sir 



Staft'ord can well be left to hold his own. He needs no defence 
.at llf¥ poor hands. But I ask, is it because the others were right 
that Sir Stafford should not have reversed their acts, or is it meant 
tJJat. even they were wrong, tlir Stafford should have abided by 
their decision ? .1 know fu II well what English prestige means in 
India .. In fact, it is the settled opinion of the natives for the 
ltnglieh high character, that is your principal charm and spell 
Cft'er them. When once that is broken, half your strength is gone . 
• tit. is not by speci.al pleadings, or persisting in a wrong course, 
'tbfit the prestige will be increased. Howsoever vehemently or 
authoritatively may assertions be made of honest decisions, the 
natves can think for themselves, and can know where there is 
real honesty and where there is sham. If Sir Stafford has sub
•erted the deciFlion of fifty governor-generals and as many secre
taries, if he has but done what is right, he will have increased your 
prestige far more than any amount of persistence in a wrong 
course. I trust the objectors on the ground of authority do not 
mean to contribute a wasp of an idea to Mr. Buxton's collection, 
that "the perpetration of a wrong is a justification for persisting 
in it." If the objectors mean that the former decision was right 
and Sir Stafford is wrong on merits, then let them discuss on 
merits only, instead of holding up the bugbear of high and many 
authorities. 

Again, it must be remembered, that we look for authorities 
when the subject is exclusively a study for few students ; when the 
materials for ordinary judgment are not sufficiently accessible, and 
when therefore decisions for action can only be based on authority, 
the number and positions of authorities are matters of importance; 
but as in the present case, when the meterials are at the cornmand 
of all who choose to see them, when Sir Stafford N orthcote is 
exactly in the same po5ition as any other individual, to judge for 
himself, how could mere priority of time give to the others an 
infallibility? On the contrary, Sir Stafford ought to be, if he 
make a right use of his opportunities, under a proper sense of 
responsibility, in a better position to decide rightly, having the 
views and arguments of hb predecessors before him. 

'Ihere is again the argument of the good of the people of 
My sore. 1 hope I am ~ot dea? to .1. desire for the welfare of any 
people, and more espem~lly of my own countrymen. The picture 
of an Englishman holdmg off thH savage ruler from his victim is 
no doubt a very pretty and gratifying one, but unfortunately there 
is a little want of truth in it, and a little daub in it. b,irst of all, 
the Rajah rept:·atedly offered to allow such arrangements for tho 
welfare of the people as would b(1 sa t.isfactory to the British, and 
so there is no savage king tearing up hiR victim. But then. is not 
in that case the Rajah a mere puppet? How strangely does this 
exclamation come from persons who {Jride in their sovereign being 
not a despot, but subject to law and order, and guided by wise and 
~ble ministers. What constitutional sovereign is not a puppet, if 



it govern under fixed and well-regulated administration to be a 
puppet ? Besides, it is a strange reflection upon the British 
Government that with their control and influence they do not bring 
up the native princes in the way they should gn. Besides there 
being some untruth in the picture, there is this daub. In the 
corner of the picture the natives of Shorapore and the assigned 
districts restored to the Nizam stand surprised at this turn of 
philanthropy. Now is it possible for the native to increase his 
f'steem and believe in your sincerity with such inconsistent conduct 
before them, notwithstanding the most vehement assertions of your 
desire for the good of the Mysoreans ? 

To destroy the native rule in Mysore it is pressed that as 
Englishmen have settled there, it ought to be taken into Engliah 
possession. This I suppose is an invention of the nineteenth century, 
What a fine prospect this opens up of conquering the whole world 
wit. bout much trouble. Some Englisnmen have only to go and 
settle in a country, and then the English Government has simply 
to say, "You see English people cannot be managed by you, there
fore you should give up the country to us;" and there is a conquest! 
But, unfortunately for the inventor. those stupid fellows th"' 
French and other continentals, the Americans. and such others, 
won't Eee it. 

Then again. is this an encouragement t;) the other native 
Rajahs to allow Englishmen to settle in their country, and derive 
the benefits of the contact of English enterprise and knowledge? 
If they take such- a step the result i"l loss of rule, on the plea 
that Englishmen cannot be man<iged by natives. If they do not, 
then they are blamed for being apathetic, and indifferent to the 
best interests of their dominions and people. 

The important question constantly arises. who is to judge 
when the British Government and a native prince are at issue? 
How can the decision of the stronger party in its own favour be 
free from the suspicion of being interested ? Cannot, when such 
important questions of the rights of Government arise, an im
portant judicial commission of some of the best judges of this 
country be appointed to try the matter? I should think that, 
considering the confidence the natives in India have in the in
tegrity, uprightness, and independence of English high judges, the 
natives would feel satisfied to have such issueEI tried by -such 
impartial tribunals: otherwise the native, like any body e18e, 
naturally thinks when the decision is against himf that injustice 
is done to him; and it is only when the justice of the decision is so 
clear as to be entirely above suspicion, that the British Government 
doee not run the risk of being considered as having taken advant· 
age of their might against right." 
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PENAL CODE OF THE PESH W A·;; 

'!' BY 

V. G. DIG HE, M. A., PH. D. 
Bombay 

Law was not codified under Native Rulers but was adminis
tered according to custom. The English when they took over the 

''Maratha State after the fall of the Peshwa therefore faced a 
difficult situatioP. English law could not apply to community 
w,hqse concepts of morality, religion, property we.re different from 

;tpat of the ~nglish Society. To understand the Maratha practice 
J~ the matter, the new Rulers sent round a questionnaire and 

· .ls.;ed the Shastris a.ljld officials who were administering justice 
tl,lJld&r the old Native Government to reply to them. Their find 
·Mw• are put together in the accompanying paper and . tell 
,AOW: justice was administered under the. Peshwas. It will ce 

: ~9¥ that most of th!'l offences could then be compounded for 
,in~.;. td)at imprisonment for long terms was rarely resorted to as 
~q,pre~nt ,tim\:s: and that punishment varied according to a man's 

' rank in society. Offences against property and gang robberies 
were punished with loss of life or loss of limb. Tho moral standards 
·~the age varied from our present one; there is one ·respect how
:ever in which t~e old system excell6d th~ present one; . ie~p. _ 
~ "ooedure was swift and simple and the machmery ~ostthe Goverp 
•;ftknt little. The Regulations passed by Elphinstone ·a.s DJccan 
, ·Oommif~sioner were bas.ed on this questionnaire. : 

Crime and punishmeut enj )ined by the Shastras and Cu:;toms 

Murder or attempt to kill a Royal person. 

Muzaffar Jang attacked Bhausahib with a dagger. ·lie was 
sentenced to be trampled over by any Elephant and the :.;entence 
immediately carried out.. ' 

(2) Narayan Rao Peshwa w,ts killed ,hy, .the Gardis Sumer 
Singh and Kharak Singh and Tulaji Powar and other,s. ':l'h.ey 
were seized and beaten for somo days. After torturin·g them 
their hands were tied in cloth soaked with o\l which W~f? ,then' 
set on fire. They were then taken round the c.ity, some· 6f, them 
were trampled by elephants and some beheaded, their families were 
sent to different forts to remain prisonere. ct·nd their propprtM and 
houses were con fisc a ted. 

Speaking ill of a Royal Person. 
Dinkar Mahadeo Fadnis, an old secretary, onoe.in the• pre· 

sence of the Peshwa Madhd.v Rao Balla!, made a. derogatorf 
remark that his old eyes were beholding new frolics. He was 
instantly silenced with a slap. 



Exciting sedition or revolt, waging war against the King. 
or assisting the enemy. 

Vishnu Narhar and Wasudeo Bhat Ka.rve plotted to seize 
Na.na Fadnis. Their plot was discovered, They were sent to the 
Forts in irons. They died in prison. The Audu Khan raised a 
revolt in the Karnatak, attacked and plundAred the Peshwa•s 
Sar-Subheclar. He was defeated and put to the sword. His 
residence and other property were entil'ely destroyed. Heavy 
fines were imposed on persons who were found to have assisted 
the rebh~. 

Assisttng or in any way supporting the above mentioned 
of!enderes in the execution of their crimes. 

Persons who were found to have assisted HJUrder, forfeited 
their property, and were sent to distant jails or forts; support of 
treasonable intrigues was punished with fine. 

(1) Violating the decisions of the Civil courts or of the Shastris. 
Fine was ·levied on persons who defied the decrees. of Civil 

Courts or the findings of Shastris in religious matters. . 
(2) Fraudulent dealings and defaulcations of ·money belong

ing to Government or to one's master ; accepting bride in the 
execution of puhlic Dutr. 

A person found to have defaulted in the execution of public 
duty for a monetary consideration was fined ; The moneys he 
may have misappropriated were recovered from him and he was 
dismissed from service. An able servant of Government whose 
services would prove indispensable was again entertained in service 
on payment of fine. 

(3) Selling justice for money. 
Fraud in the administration of justice was punished with 

dismissal from service. 
(4) Forgery of Sanads or such other Government documents. 

Cheques or other private documents. 
Bapu Lele was found to have signed a bill of exchange in 

the hand-writing of Nana Phadnis. He was fined and dismissed. 
Orders had been issued for presenting cloth to eertain persons in 
the Secretariat from the Jamadar Khan. Anand Rao Umaji 
Dhodapkar scratched out the original names and put in others. 
A fine of Rs. 25/- was levied on him. One clerk, Ganeshpant 
Gharpure to bring his enemy in trouble prepared ftllse papers in 
his hand-writing. He was sent to a Fort. 

(5) Manufacturing Oounterfett coins. 
'Two Goldsmiths Bulchand and his son Balkisan, residents 

of Aurangabad, manufactured counterfeit Rupees and Mohars, 
Balkisan absconded, the other culprit was however apprehended 
with his younger son Ramkisan. Bulchand died in jaili Ram~ 
kisan suffered imprisonment for a long period, but be was no~ 

57 
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concerned in the crime and was released on payment of a fine of 
R!'l. 110/-

YeFlo Shet Sonar was commissioned (agreed) to prepare a 
ring for one Naro Krishna Gore. While setting the diamond in 
the ring the Goldsmith (IXchanged the real stone for false one and 
sold awav the original diamond. The Goldsmith was arrested, 

• the diamond recovered from him. he was fined Rs. 222 and asked 
'to provide security for good conduct. 

(3) Bapu Naik of Aurangabad had faces of Mohars and Hons 
, prepared from a Goldsmith. He was arrested, fined and rdeased 
'after providing security for good behaviour. 

(6) Circulating false coin. 
· A Goldsmith Vishwanath and his two accomplices were 

0irculating counterfeit coins. Their crime was detected, the offen
ders were fined. 

(7} Escape/rom the Prison. 
Prisoner~ who escaped from prison if arrested again were 

k"lpt under close watch, and the guards dismisAed after being 
punished. 

(8) Being a party to the above offences indirectly. 
. . AssiAtance given in the commission of the abovE:' noted 
offences if detected. was punished with a fine. 

(9) Gambling. 
··Gambling was licenseri-Unlicensed gambling was fined. 

Offences against the Life. 

(lO) Murder by Weapon or poison. 
(i) In the year 1781. Jiwaji Ram Wakde murdered Dondappa 

Wani Bambaneli. He was fined RH. 10,000. 
(ii) Mansingh Khalate in command of a Government Paga 

Reduced the wife of Kunabi, murdered her husband and buried 
his dead body in hiA house. He was dismissed from his command, 
thrown into jail and the woman was disfigured by cutting her 
nose. 

(iii) Balaji Vishntt Prabhune was for a long time kept in jail 
for murdering the Karkun of Vishnu N arhar. His health having 
declinPd considerably in confinement, he was released on payment 
of a fine of Rs. 4000. Accomplic~s are either jailed or fined 
according to the degree of assistance rendered to the offenders. 

(iv) A Woman of the Lnnar Caste Gangi killed her husband 
by poison. She was fined. 

(v) Gangi of Pardeshi caste poisoned her husband. He 
brought her to Poona to stay with him from Nevasa where she 
had an affair. She was kept in a jail of a fort and her property 
con fisc a ted. 
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(vi) Trimbak Bhat Mehendale poisoned Gopal Bh 1 t Gadgil. 
His house was confiscated and he was driven bayond the Krishna. 

M1Jrderinq with the intention of Theft. 
Babu Ingavle was a servant of one Pralhad Brahmin. This 

Pralhad bad a rich aunt. When her brother was visiting her one 
day, this Pralhad attacked her in 'the aunt's house anfi killed 
her brother with the help of the aforementioned servant and 
some others. Pralhad was sent to a fort to suffer his sentence. 
Bapu was also kept in confinement. His health gave way l'l.nd 
with the oonsent of Ram Shastri he was released on the payment 
of a fine of Rs. 50. 

Instigating a murder. 
If on inquiry of a murder the crime w-as faun i. to have 

been instigated, the persons involved were fined. 

Procuring a mis.carriage. 
A woman, Ramabai of the tailor caste hc~.d illicit intercourse 

with Sayad Habib Jamadar. She pr,)cured miscarria"ge and 
confessed it in the inquiry. She nas fined and released. Ram'l
bai was fined Rs. 50 and the Jamadar Rs. 7. 

One Sultaoji of Pa.rdeshi oaste sucured abortion. She was 
fined Rs. 10. The Mang woman rrom whom the medicine· was 
purchased was fined Rs. 5. 

The wid)wed aunt of Bhikaji Vishwanath beoame pregnant 
and delivered a child. Th' child was murdered for which she 
was fined Rs. 7500. 

Another Brahmin widow was found pregnant and her son· 
in-law who was charged with the offence denied the charge. The 
woman delivered a child while in jail. Her house was confiscated 
and the woman sent to a fort. 

Aiding or abetting abortion. 
Aiding or abetting abortion was punished with fine according 

to means and social status. 

Assaulting without C"lUSi ng grievous wounds. 
Assaut't with grieiTous wounds was punished with fine. 

This was regarded as sufficient rerlress for the injured party. 
Assaulting with the intention to kill, death not · re.~ulting. 

from the attack. 

One slave girl of Janki Kasbira disappeared with some 
articles belonging to her mistress. Janoji Doke of the same village 
accidently saw her and stoned her. t;he revived and carried her 
complaint to the authorities. The offender was sente!lced and fined. 
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Assault ending in death without the intentr"on of killing. 
One Yamuna severely beat her servant, when he died, Yamuna 

was fined. 

~Killing a child for its ornaments. 
For enticing a child for its ornaments the offender was kept. 

in confinement, and his hand or leg was cut off. 

dttempt to commit Suicide. 
No punishment awarded. 

Slandering a person. 
The slanderer was fined ; and the injured man was con-

80led. 
(1) GitJing false etJidence on oath. 
Giving false evidence· rendered the offender liable to impri

sonment and fine. 
(2) Theft. 
The thief was fined besides being required to restore the 

stolen goods. 
(3) Theft committed by a member of the family or by a ser

.,.t. 
The offtmder was driven out of the house and n J a.}tion 

~~en by the authorities if a family member. In case the offender 
was a servant he was let off with a light fine provided th~ stolen 
property was restored. 

(4) Gang Rabbery. 
The Principal Dacoity was sentenced to have his leg or 

&rtl).arnputated, on others heavy fine was levied. 
(5) House-breakiny. 
Fine and Stolen goods to be restored. 
(6) Stealing cattle and horses. 
Fine. 

(7) Arson. 
The loss of goods destroyed to be made good. If the resi

dence was burnt the offenders was imprisoned. 
(8) Damaging Property. 
The offender was required to make good the loss and pay 

fine. 
(9) Taking spiritu.ou.<Jliquor and disturbing public peace. 
Sadashiv Narayan Agashe drank wine with his slave gil'l 

and in intoxicated condition disturbed public peace. Ho was 
fined Rs. 376. 
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Khanderao Pawar prepared liquor in his house was fined 
Rs. 138. 

Chintopant Brahmin took wine in tbe house of a· woman of 
ill fame fined Rs. 100. 

(10) Adultery. 
Fine 

MATRIMONIAL PROBLEMS IN 18TH CENTURY 
MAHARASHTRA 

BY 

R.V.OTURKAR 
S. P. College, Por:ma 

The following is the result of a perusal and study of some 
40 original papers of which 15 are published in the Pesh-:la Dafter 
Vol. 43 and the remaining are in the Mss. form kept with me in the 
Bharat Itihas Samshodhak Mandai, Poona. They throw light on 
marriage and morals of 18th century MaharaFlhtra. From them 
we are able to understand the social outlook of the dynamic 
society of those days. Eighteenth century Maharashtra had to 
face the risks of a military life and solve problems arising out 
of it. Amongst the 40 papers bearing in the subject, there is one 
of the year 1769 dealing with an interesting case of divorce, 
Sandkhat as it was called. A. Teli having gone to Panipat could 
not be traced for a number of years. His wife, finding it difficult 
for her to lead a chaste life, got herself married to another man 
with the consent of her father who took Rs. 30 frvm his second 
son-in-law. But after a period of three years the Teli came back 
and learned about the matter. Thereupon he called the gota
panchayat and granted a divorce decree to her saying "such a 
woman is a polluted pot and is not acceptable to me". In another 
paper of the year 1760 there is a similar case. Sidnak Mahar of 
Nagawe in Konkan having gone to Nagpur for service, his wife 
was seduced by Sonnak Mahar and had children of him. Sidnak 
having learned of this, submitted his complaint to the Peshwa who 
ordered the Havaldar of Pratapgad, the officer of the area, to 
call the gota-panchayat and let them settle the dispute between 
Sidnak and Sonnak. The Havaldar accordingly arranged for the 
Panchayat in which Sid submitted to the fait accompli and 
granted a divorce to his wife. The Havaldar communicated the 
same resolution to the Peshwa recommending him to confirm it. 
A Pat (qrz) or a second marriage could not take place without tne 
State being informed of it and sometimes fees were charged for 
same. In a paper of the year 1795 we find such a permission 
granted by the .Mokadam of Loni for which Rs. 5 were charged. 
tiometimes the bridegroom had to give a written undertaking that 



be would maintain the children of his wife's earlier marriage. 
Sexual relations were looked upon as a normal physica I necessity, 
but not certainly a private affair between a man and a woman. 
The got (.mtl and the State were vitq,lly concerned in every marri
age relation, the got for maintaining purity of ca3te relations and 
the State for upholding the decisi0n of the got and for preventing 
legal difficulties arising out of it. For instance, we find, in a 
paper of the year 178i, the Peshwa calling forth by an eKpress 
order, a parsor1 who got his sister married by pat ; for it was 
discovered that she had not performed the kriya (~ funeral 
rites) of her first husband betore her brother had given her in 
marriage for the second time. Scrupulr>u'l performance of such 
rites had the indirect social advantage of giving due publicity to 
the act, thus giving a timely information to the interested parties. 
Such publicity evidently prevented the pat from deteriorating into 
veiled but legalised prostitution and thus proving itself a danger 
to social organisation. In another letter of the year 1745, it is 
reported that Dhondev DeshpandEJ of Saswad bruught about a 
divorce between the two parties twelve yearB after the marriage, 
as it was discovered that the two did n(>t b3long to the same caste. 
The rigidity of the endogamous group or caste, eould at times be 
overcome through ihe influence of a stronger religious sentiment. 
Tn 1940 the Nhavis of Saswad admitled an illegitimate son of 
a Nhavi into their caste as he would then perform the funeral 
ceremony for the dead, without which the dead would not get 
salvation in heaven. The watan of the deceased, however, was 
not given to that illegitimate successor, legalised for religious 
purposes. A "/'arkat or a separation deed was very often 
voluntarily passed and sanctioned by the got if the two oontra.ct
iug parties could not or would not pull on peacefully. In 1772 the 
two wives of a Parit (washerma.n) pointed out that the Parit 
was to them like a father and he had no capacity to maintain 
them. The Parit was also ol\ his part none too enthusiastic for 
keeping them with hi~n. He, therefot'e, reli!lqui~bed his claim by 
passing a bedava patra (~t:.JCff ~Pi) in their favour. A similar 
separation deed was passed by Udegiri Gosavi in favour of his 
two mistresses as he became conscious of his advancing age. One 
of the two women was given by him in marriage to some one 
else. This w<~.s a dharme1 la:{;Ht ('{l{m:r) performed by him. 

These selections are enough to indicate the trend of the times. 
The marriage relations amongst the so-called lower castes took 
the line of least resistance and were best fitted to meet the social 
and human necessities of the day. The veil of hypocrisy did not 
cover a sinful life necessitated by the rigidity of social regulations. 
I shall now turn to the instances of marriage offences and punish· 
ment inflicted for the viol: cion of social mor::tlity. 

Malhar Dinkar Ohakankar of Ohaugdev practisBd adultery 
with a Gujarathi Brahmin woman and plotted the murder or her 
husband (1780). A number of people who assisted in the plot were 
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fined Rs. 1,000 or Rs. 500 each. Punishment inflicted on Malhar 
Dinkar is not mentioned in the paper as it deals with accounts 
and only incidentally mentionR the mcident. In a paper of the 
year 1772 depositions of a Kunbi woman and a Musalman were 
taken in which they described the conditions in which the act was 
committed. There is one interesting paper in which we find that 
one Janu Jagtap cohabited with a Maharin when she had come to 
work on his field and was therefore put into a trap. It was later 
.argued that he was innocent of any such a~t and had been wrongly 
punished. The writer significantly added that the Inami village, 
would unnecessarily fall under a stigma for a groundless charg('. 
The whole letter clearly shows a hush-hush policy followed to save 
the village from such odium. A mistress, proving faithless to 
her master used to be severely beaten and ill-treated and she could 
expect little protection from the authorities. On the other hand. 
the authorities would take up such a case with the object of finding 
out the names of those who might have misbehaved with her. 
Whatever one may think of such inhuman persecution, nobody 
would find fault with the State for having pursued the inquiry to 
find out the culprits. 

To conclude, a study of these documents eP.tabli~hes four facts 
(i) Scrupulous care is taken to understand what the Scriptures 
have to say and Pundits are often consulted in the matter. It is 
they who have a final voice in that matter. Can nearer relatives 
be married to each other ? Can Kunbi (Peasant) and Koshti 
(Weaver) intermarry ? Questions such as theae are often referred 
to the Pandits for getting authoritative guidance. · 

Secondly, great care is taken to ~bserve the rules laid down 
by scriptures and any failure or violation is quickly set right by 
the members of the community objecting tc an unauthorised pro
cedure. Thirdly, complaints bearing on matrimonial problems are 
entertained by the autboritie~. Local panchayats and the Jat 
Panchayats are ~enerally called upon to decide the case, but in 
more important cases the state would step in· to uphold the right 
procedure and to punish the wrong-doer. Fourthly, and this is 
very important, the wheels of social relations were never clogged 
by occasional procedural difficulties. A living society has to face 
very real difficulties even when its members are abiding by scrip
tures, because there can be no scriptural authority for all time to 
come. Under such circumstances the state showed the blodness 
of giving empirical judgments and getting over the difficulty. 
Some Prayaschitta Vidhi (religious atonement for sin) used to be 
performed or even wrong procedure legalised and thus the problem 
used to be solved. 

---, --.... 
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METCALFE AND JAIPUR 

BY 

Y. C. GAUR, M.A. 
National Archives of India, New Delhi. 

"Two sl.ICCessive minorities which followed the death of 
Jagat Singh in 1818 gave rise to opportunities for strife over the 
succession, and for much mis-government.'' 1 Here we are con
cerned with the affairs of the state of Jaipur during the minority 
of Sawai Jai Singh III, posthumous son of Maharaja Jagat Singh. 
It was during his minority that circumstances led to the deputa
tion (in 1820) for the first time of a British Officer to reside at the 
Capital of the State, which was administered by a Council of 
Regency beaded by the Regent Maharani Bhattianiji Sahiba,~ 
popularly known as Maji. 

There are a large number of nobles and Thakurs belonging to 
·the twelve "Kotris" founded by a former ruler in Jaipur State. 
During Jai Singh's minority many of the principal nobles an~ 
feudatories wPre extremely dissatisfied with the chaotic and 
unsettled condition of the State. They demanded removal of the 
Regent and her favourite ministers. British functionaries under a 
mistaken notion of the existence of a law or custom in Jaipur 
81ate, by which the chiefs were at liberty to meet and elect a 
Regency after the minor Raja had obtained a certain age. had 
encouraged and supported the chiefs, many of whom were 
avowedly bent on her removal, in assembling to deliberate, 
contrary to the wish and in opposition to the prohibition of the 
Regent, the Rani. The majority of the chiefs having unexpectedly 
decided in favour of her continuance in power, there was every 
reason to apprehend that the minority, including several of the 
principal chiefs, might suffer from the vengeance of the Regent 
and her favourites, by whom she was influenced, and to whom 
from their known disposition, they were obnoxious, and it became 
il!cumbent on the British Government to shield them from that 
vengeance, as they had sanctioned the proceedings which had 
roused it. It fell to the lot of Metcalfe, the then Resident of Delhi 
and Paramount Power'A representative tD become the arbiter of 
these quarrels. According to Thompsons "he had fallen heir to a 
sea of troubles", and he hurried to Jaipur, had personal conferences 
with the Regent and the Thakurs and by mutual consent reached 
a working agreement between thfl two contending parties by which 
he extended the British Government's guarantee of protection 

1. GazetteeJ of Jaipur by Major C. A.. Baylay, p. 137. 
2, Foreign Dept. Miso. (Jeypore Papers) 1831-32, Vol. I, No, !83, 

P· a43. 
3. The Making of the Indian Princes by Ed. Thompson, p, 178. 
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against oppression to these nobles much against his political creed 
of non-intervention. His position was clear. The necessity of 
guaranteeing the feudatorirs, as he had later confe8sed, "arose out 
of our previous interference in the affairs of Jaipur4 " and is •·pal t 
of the embarrassment to which such interference is sure to lead5 ." 

This arrangement was not to last long. The Jaipur administration 
continued to perpetuate internal feuds and defaulted in the pay
ment of the British tribute already much in arrears. It was here 
that the British Government were most concerned and they 
declared that under a clause of the Treaty with the Jaipur Raja 
they were entitled both by right and duty to bring about an 
improvement in 1he management of the affairs of the principality. 
A variety of administrative reforms were suggested which mili
tated against the pecuni-ary interests of the Regent and as such 
met with great opposition. The Chief Mini!!iter was urged by the 
British Government to introduce some reforms which he did at 
the cost of his Premiership. This again gave rise to serious 
internal and internecine quarrels which continued tp agitate 
the state for a long time. To cap all this, the Regent's 
decision to wrest the fortress of Ranthambhor from the joint 
guardianship of the Chiefs of the State and to garrison it with 
the E.ta te furces alone, added fuel to the fire. The Chiefs rose in 
armed revolt against the Regent and were determined to vindicate 
their hereditary privileges and rights. At this time the Regent 
found herself in a precarious iituation and was alleged to be 
secretly engaging the good-will of the Ruler of Alwar6 against 
the insurgent feudatorie.s. This secret engagement could not 
escape the vigilant eye of the British Gove1:nment and had to be 
abandoned. The Regent then asked for British support in order 
to suppress t.he rebellion of the chiefs. Local British functionaries 
were inclined in her favour. The matter was referred to Metcalfe, 
who had been in the meantime eleva ted to the position of Vice
President of the Council of the Governor General and Deputy 
Governor of Fort William. He was Resident at Delhi when the 
or1ginal treaty was concluded with Jaipur, and also when the gua
rantee referred to was given. As such utmost respect was due to 
bis opinions and views on the subject which are contained in the 
following minute7 ably recommending non-intervention· in t~e 
internal concerns of the State. · 

"l am desirous of offering my sentiments on the imm@diate 
cause of the existing disturbances in the state of Jypoor, the 
character of which appears to me to be misunderstood by some of 
our local functionaries, who seem to consider the attempt of the 

4. For. Dept. Misc. 1830·32, Vol. No, 238, p, 103. 
5. Ib&d. 
6. For. Dept. Misc. 1831-32 (Delhi a.nd Allwur) Vol. No. 279, pp. 1-3, 

7. 126-27, 130-31, 246, 274-79. 
7. For. Dept. Misc. 1830·32, Vol. No, 238, pp. 123-30. 
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.Regent Ranee and her Minister, to wrest the Fortress of Runtum
bhour from the Guardianship of the Chiefs of the state to whom 
it has hitherto been constitutionally entrusted, as an ordinary 
exercise of legitimate authority, which they have no right to 
oppose. 

"The Fortress of Runtumbhour may be regarded as th(' 
.National Fortress of the state of Jypoor.· It is a place of great 
celebrity, respeoting the posses3ion of which, the Jypoor Nation arc 
prqud and peculiarly jealous. The Jypoor state is not a mere 
Despotism. It is a confederacy consisting of a Prince and an Aris
tocracy oompose:l for the most part of Chiefs of the same descent 
with the Prince. The state has been maintained by the Po\ll'er of 
this confederacy, not by the unaided power of the Prince alone, and 
the Chiefs of the confederacy have their rights as well as the 
Prince. One of those rights or customary privileges, with respect 

~tO a certain number of them, is the joint derenoe of the Fortress of 
Runtumbhour in common with their Prince, he and each Chief, 
to whom the charge belongs, furnishing a portion of the Garrison, 

"An attempt to dissolve this long established arrangement, 
and to reduce the Fortress to the condition of a fortification 
garrisoned exclusively by Government troops, would probably have 
been resisted at any time, under the most powerful and most 
popular Prince of Jypoor, but happening at a time, when the 
Prince is a Minor, the Regent a .Foreign Princess, and the Minister, 
not belonging to the Jypoor Aristocracy, this violation of the 
constitutional charter seems peculiarly bold and indecent, and I 
am not surprized that it is opposed by those whose privileges are 
thus invaded. 

"I do not know that we are called on to interfere in this internal 
struggle. If the Reger.cy can effect its purpol'le, I am not aware 
that we can be required to prevent it. But if we were, by any 
circumstances, compelled to interfere our influence ought I conceive 
to be exercised rather to maintain the long established privilege of 
the Chiefs in this particular than tt. support the antinational and 
unconstitutional attempt of the Government, an attempt that 
never most probably would have been conceived, had it not been 
for the unnatural preponderance, which the connection with us 
givos to Native Governments over those, on whom otherwise they 
would necessarily lean for suppJrt. and who would then ext·rcise 
a wholesome check on maladministration. 

"l cannot concur with those local Functionaries, who lament 
in exaggerated terms, the Jissentions in the Jypoor state pro
ceeding from the cause adverted to, as if they were proofs of the 
mischief of abstaining from interference in the internal affairs of 
Foreign states. They are to my mind proofs of the evils of 
interterence, the antecedent cause of that state of things, which 
has led to these consequences: and if, as the result of our non
interference on the present ocuasion, the Chiefs recover th~t 
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influence in the management of the state, which is their· due, arid 
which they have lost owing to our previous interference, I shall 
hail it as decidedly beneficial. Intern!).l disturbances in native 
states may some time happen when we do not interfere, but if 
discontent be a natural cause for disturbances they are more 
likely to happen when we do interfere, and altho' we may quell 
them and keep them down by the strong arm of our power, we at 
the same time crush the internal indep8ndence of every state, and· 
revolutionize every country, with which we meddle, leaving 
nothing but wretched Government and oppressed subjects, and 
heaping on our own heads the responsibility of mierule, until the 
evils· that we create become too bad to be borne, and then we go 
frather and farther in the career of interference without end. 

"Reverting to the affairs of Jypoor, in order to avoid miscons
truction I take this opportunity to state, that in my opinion thoee 
Chiefs, who have taken up arms against the Government in open 
insurrectwn in the Fields and have not limited their resistance to 
the maintenance of their posts in Runtumbhour, have necessarily 
forfeited our guarantee, if they were before entitled to it, for 
although I think them justified as Chiefs of the Jypoor state, in 
taking up arms against the Government which has attempted to 
deprive them of a long established right or privilege, they never
theless appear to me in placing themselves in a state of offensive 
warfare against their Government voluntarilY to throw off the 
guarantee, which was only intended to secure them from peculiar 
individual oppression in a state of submission and cannot reason
ably be extended to save them from the consequences of their 
open hostility. They have appealed to arms, and must abide by 
the issue. 

"In speaking of that guarantee, the Resident at Dehlee I 
perceive remarks, that the practical difficulties attending its 
execution, have greatly exceeded what were anticipated, and have 
also been enhanced by the erroneous view of the scope of the 
guarantee occasionally taken by the local agents. In the latter 
part of these sentiments I am disposed to concur, believing that 
the views of the local agents may have bad that tendency ; but I 
am not aware what great practical difficulties have attended this 
particular Guarantee, beyond what were likely to attend such an 
act of interference in the affairs of a Foreign state, rendered 
unavoidable, by other acts of interference, which had preceded it." 

Metcalfe had immense influence with the Government which 
came from the ruthlessly direct and unsentimental style of his 
writings. The Gavernor-General8 was "disposad to concur very 
generally" in his opinions, respecting the Qiladari of Ranthambhor. 
The British Government declared their resolution to the Rani that 

8. For. Dept. Miso. (Jeypore Papers) 1831-32, Vol. No, 2B3, 
pp. 7\-72. 
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they did not propose to interfere in the in tern al affairs of the 
Jaipur StatE:'. This decisive and far-sightf'd policy knqckerl the 
bottom out of the civil. commotion. Both the partieR had to fall 
back on their own resources. 9 Accordingly the Regent of Jaipur 
gave up "ctll idea of capturing Ranthambhore" and "ordered her 
forces to their respective cantonments" and an accommodation 
was reached between the Regent and the insurgent Chiefs. 
Consequently tranquillity was restored in the state of Jaipur and 
the Thakurs were re-admitted to the Court "on terms10 of recipro
cal confidence without any neces~dy having arif:en for the 
itervention oi the British Government." 

STEPS LEADJNGS TO THC.~ ESTABLISHMENT OF BRITISH 
PARAMOUNTCY 

BY 

SARDAR M. V. KIBE, M.A., M. R. A. S., Indore. 

Possession of the greater part of India. the force behind it 
and the power to preserve the possessions, were the main cauf:les 
of thP establishment, accompliRhment and enforcement of the 
British paramountcy in India. The territories which did not 
become possessions of the British in the beginning of the 19th 
Century, wer€ undet· thP jurisdiction of the independent Indian 
t-.tates. Although the Maratha Empire was still the factor to be 
reckoned with, all the rest of the power;~ were suffering from 
internal weakness. A shining exampl(\ of it was the titular 
Emperor of Delhi, who was held up hy the British as de-jure 
Emperor of the whole of India. 

The papers in the Imperial Record Department, now National 
archives, at New Delhi. throw a flood of light on the situation. 
The steps delineated therein and the history they expose. are 
especially useful, when the British Paramountcy, which had no 
treaty basis is passing away. A. D. 1798 Tram;actions (Secret.) 

On November 17th Nana Fadnis concurred with the Governor 
General in the necessity of the airl from the East l ndia Company 
for the settlement of the Maratha Empire. 

Is this not the beginning of the acknowledgment of the British 
Paramountcy by the then thitherto paramount power? 

~. For. Dept. Miiio. (Jeypore P.t.pers) 1831· :)2, Vol. 1, No. 283, 
pp, 85 and 521. . 

10. For. Dept. Misc. (Jeypore Papers) 183l-3Z, Vol. I, No. 283, 
p. 653. 
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On November 24th, report is made of the mutual confidence 
between Peshwa and Scindhia. It is also reported by the Resident 
at Poona that Anandtao, the Vakil of the Nizam, at Poona, made 
some extraordinary proposals to the Resident. 

Probably they referred to the swallowing up of the Peshwa's 
dominions by these two power~. By this time the British felt them
selves to be the paramount power, obviously. 

In December communications were issued to all the Native 
powers informing them of the victory gained by Nelson over 
Napoleon. · 

This was apparently done to impress the States with the 
might of the British power. 

Balaram Seth, who was the Minister of Maharaja Khande 
Rao Holkar requested the Governor General to grant his party 
exemption from Gaya Duty, levied on pilgrims. This was also 
granted. 

1799 (Political) 
Maharaja Kashirao Holkar of Indore, had in 1799 a desire 

to visit Gaya. So on 4th Janu!\ry of that year, he wrote to the 
Governor General about it. In those days, in States where there 
were no Agents of the East India Company, their Rulers sent 
direct communications to the Governor General and in some cases 
the practice continued long afterwards, even when the Agents 
were appointed. The request of· the Maharaja was granted as a 
rna tter of course. 

A house belonging to Maharaja Holkar at Allahabad was 
being pulled down. Maharaja Kashirao Holkar1 in his letter 
dated the 19th March 1799, requested the Governor-General that 
this may be prevented. Col Kyd was asked to report. The 
Governor-General in his letter dated the 3rd May, replied to the 
above communications. 

Following extracts are from Political Transactions 1801. 
There are three letters by the Private Secretary to the Governor
General, dated January 27, June Uth and July 27th, ordering the 
treasury to grant a lac of rupees, on account of the Darbar 
Charges. 

To what use these three lacs were put can be easily 
immagined. 

1800 (Secret) 
On 16th December a lettt~r was received by the Peshawa from 

His Majesty the King of England. The procedure for receiving 
it with due honour, such as a firing of a salute, was discussed anq 
~he next day it was received with due honour. , ' 
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1801 (Secret) 

On may 4th, there is mention of a report of the evidence of 
two per~ons relating to the conspiracy of the Northern chieftains, 
against'tbe British power. 

On June 5th, there is a Communication that the weakness 
of Mar3tha powers and their jealousy will prevent any combinat,ion 
for the purpose of offensive operations against the British. 

On January lOth the Governor General wrote to the Resident 
at Poona that the Peshwa will repent his having rejected the 
treaty of alliance with the British and the Nizam. How true thie 
fore-sight proved ? 

180?3 (Misc.) 
In September, lEtters were issued to Maharaja Kashirao Hol

kar, Nizam, Nepal, Peshwa, the king (of Delhi) and Scindhia in
forming them of the conclusion of the definitive treaty of peace 
between England and Franco. 

This was obviously done to undermine the influence of France 
and magnify the influence of England. 

1803 (Secret) 

On October 2nd, Scindia wrote to the Governor-General 
asking that Col. Collins may be permitted to wait upon him and 
remain with his camp, on the banks of the Narbada. 

This was obviously done out of fear of Maharaja Yeshwant 
Rao Holkar and besides it anpears to be the tacit acknowledgment 
of the Paramountcy of the British Power. 

On July 27th the Resident at Hyderabad transmitted to the 
Governor.General three papers received from Mr. Colebrook res
pecting the Maharathas as forming a conspiracy against the 
English. 

These agents at various courts, thus safe-guarded the interest 
of the British. 

1808 (Secret) 
Native powers. On the 18th September 1802, thfl Governor

General wrote to Maharaja Yeshwant Rao Holkar desiring him 
that he will cease aggression against the Gaikwad and re-call his 
Pendharis. In the reply received on the 11th Feoruary, 1803, the 
Maharaja promised compliance. 

Both these examples show that the British Paramountcy was 
almoat established by this time and was being so recognised by the 
then only independent Maratha Power. 

On May 9th Peshwa Bajirao wrote to the Resident that his 
entry into Poona on the 16th instant may be proclaimed at all 
l3ritish Stati@nA with the firing of the guns. · 
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1804 (Political) 
On 18th April, the Governor-General wrote to the Comman

der-in-Chief announcing his intention to open war against Maha
raja Yeshwant Rao Holkar. On May 9th, the Governor-.G6neral 
desired the Commander-in-Chief to strike off the name of the Raja 
of Jodhpur from the list of indt pendent Chieftains. 

1806 (Political) 
Proclaimation of the 20th August, 18u4 to cease on 1st Sept. 

1806. It related to the officers of foreign service calling upon them 
to leave and remain on pension or allowances from the British 
Government. 

By this time the Paramountcy became de-facto, as the 
influence of Foreign European States was completly removed from 
India.. 

1807 (Political) 
The following is an example of how the British kept up the 

dignity of their prutegees. Amritrao had been Peshwa for a 
short time and was residing in exile in British terri~ory at Chitra
kut and later at Benues, as a Ponsioner of the British. On 
October 23rd he wrote to the Govern:Jr General that he wished 
to visit Muttra and requested that a Salute of 2l Guns in his 
honour be t'ired there. On the 30th instant the Governor General 

. wrote to the Commander-in-Chief to fire the guns. 
On December, 1806, the Resident at Delhi wrote to the Gover

nor General that with the aid of Scindia and Holkar the Rajas 
of Jodhpur and Jaipur were about to commence hostility. The 
Governor General directed him to advice the Rajas of alwar and 
Bharatpur to remain neutral. 

1808 (Political) 
The Governor General wrote a minute on October lOth 

regarding the expediency of the appointment of a British Agent 
to represent the British at the Darbar of Mtt.haraja Yeshwa.nt 
Hao Holkar and permanently reside there-a wish that was fulfil
led fJnly after 8 years. 

Native Powers. Resident at Poona enclosed letters from 
Holkar and Scindia asking him to use his influence with the 
Peshwas to continue the land held by Gopalrao Bhau. 

This shows that the Maratha Empire was dissolved. and 
its place was taken up by the British Paramountcy, in the 
natural course. 

Conclusion. 
While so much is made of the disapp3arance of the British 

Paramountcy and its consequences to India, the way in which 



'it was established, as shown in the examples given above, and 
its progressive establishment, if taken into consideration, will 
solve manv of the difficulties of Statesmen anJ Politicians these 
days. It- appears that the States Departmen.t of the Indian 
Dominion is following on the same tines and principles has a 
greater grip and so will accomplish union and that t()o much 
earlier than it took the British Government to establish its 
para moun toy. 

THE COMPANY'S ~ERVANTS 

BY 

DR. K. K. DATTA, M. A., PH. D., P.R. S., 
Panta College 

The Company•s servants in India were paid small salaries,! 
But they made large fortunes through private trade, and the 
:flouriHhing condition of the Company's settlement in Calcutta 
enabled them to indulge in luxuries and extravagances, to which the 
Court of Directors were severely opposed. In 1725, they condemned 
the extravagance of the President Mr. l.)eane for having charged 
the company eleven hundred rupees for a pair of horses for his 
carriage, ordered that the sum should be recovered 'out of his 
effects,' and expressed strong disapproval of 'such superfluities', 
among their servants,2 But in a letter, dated the 3rd December, 
n;ns, they commented on 'the extravagant way of livmg' of the 
servants and recommended the newly appoir.teu President, 
Mr. John Stackharse, "that he shews a good example of frugality 
............ " for himself and further "recommended thtl same to all 
those that shall be in lower statioc.il, in order to check this 
luxury". 

This seems to have produced some effect. The Court of Directors 
observed in another letter to the Council in Calcutta, dated the 
31st January, 1734: "We are highly pleased that the extravagant 
way of living which had obtained such deep rooting among you 
is laid aside. Whenever such a practice prevailes in any of our 
servants, we shall always suspect that we are the paymasters in 

1. In 1712 their salaries were as follow:.. :
President and Governor, Rs. l,uOO per annum. 
Senior Merohants, R:s, 3W per annum. 
Junior .M:ercha.nts. Rs, 240 ,, 
Doctors, Rs. 120 per annum. 

2. Auber, Rise of the British in India. Vol. I, pp, 28-29. 
3. Ibid. p. 33. 
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so'Ue sh::.t. p3 or other, and it seld:Jtn fails of brin;ing them to 
penury and want; we must, therefore, both for your sakes and 
our own, earnestly recommend frugality as a cardinal virtue, and 
by a due regard to the said advice, we do not doubt but the diet 
and other allowances from us will be amply sufficient to defray 
all necessary expenses, as Bengal is not only the cheapest part of 
India to live in, but perhap~ the most plentiful country in the whole 
world,''4 With a view to enforcing a "system of economy in all 
branches of their establishment", the Court of Directors prescribed 
in February, 1737, a new form of oath for their servants, according 
to which they were to abstain from all pecuniary transactions 
with the Indians during the term of their offic~s. 

Widows of the covenanted servants of the Company were 
granted pensions for their maintenance.5 

The Court of Directors had come to know through some 
source, that "spirit of gaming(? gambling)" prevailed among their 
servants in Bengal and complained against it. At this the 
Council in Calcutta expressed tl1o view in February, 1750, that 
had they "ever deserved the least appJarance of this vice' • they 
would have "suppressed it in its infancy" and assured the Court 
that they would henceforth punctually obey their orders in this 
respect. 6 

The Court of Directors suspected the prevalence also of other 
kinds of abuses among their servants in Bengal. Thus in their 
letter to the Council in Calcutta, dated the 2Hh January, 1753, 
they accused them of being "underhand concerned 'in the contracts 
for the Investments", The Council in Calcutta, however, tried to 
persuade them to believe tlla li the ch,u·ge was based on a false 
report of "malicious nature" 7 and assured them that they would 
do their utmost to check. "extravagant and expensive" ways of 
living among the servants, whose htgh expenses,· they noted, were 
due to dearness of all kinks of provisions and not to "uncommon 
extravagances" on their part. They also observeJ that they would 
regard it a.s an act of the "greatesL favour" on the part of the 
Court if the latter took into consideration the small amount of 

' allowance received by them and did wnatever appeared to them to 
be just in that matter 8

• 

To put a stop to what the Court of lJirectors considered as 
"the pernicious custom of employing Black. people" in their 
writing business, they sent a number of writers for the Bengal 
establishment early in 1754 and wrote to the Council in U.aloutta. 
that if any more of writers were required they would send them 

4. Ibid, p. 34. 
5. Letter to Court, 20~h 2Bth August, pard 142. 
6. Letter to Court, 25th February, 1750, para 8. 
7. Letter to Court. Jrd September, I '15~, pa.ra. 61. 
8. Ibid, para 70. 
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duly 9 • At the same time they communicated to the Council a 
vety~ strong note of warning against "prevailing licentiousness'' 
among their servants in Bengal, and also forwarded to them some 
positive commands for the regulation of their morals and 
conduet10• 

According to the orders of the Court, the servants of the Company 
il) Calcutta and at the subordinate factories, who wanted to resign 
t!eir respective posts, were to inform the Council in Calcutta in 
their intention in this respect twelve months before11 • 

·· . Suspecting that it was a common practice at all the sub
ordinate factories to present wrong accounts, and to conceal 
the real amount of allowances granted to the chiefs and other 
imPOrtant officers, the Council in Calcutta directed each factory 
in 1754 to specify "in the plainest manner and under their real 
heads in their accounts all disbursements, allowances, and charges 
whatever" for their inspection and approval12• They agreed to 

·pay the Sub-Accountant and the Accountant-Generals Rs. 250 
siooa Rupees each per mensem and thought of paying the Registrar 
of the Mayor's court at the same rate on his representing that the 
new regulations for making deposits in the Company's treasury 
had increased his work18• According to the orders of Court, they 
also took steps for "scrutinizing and regulating the Buxey's 
otllce"14• 

With a view to keeping all the junior servants in the Presi
dency of Bengal strictly employed, the Council instructed th0 
Heads of their several offices to insist on the attendance of their 
assistants to their respective duties from 9 to 12 in the forenoon 
and also, when necessary, in the afternoon as well as evening15 • 

When the Council asked the writers of the Company in Bengal 
to conform to the orders of the Court of Directors (as contained 
in the latter's letter, dated the 23rd January, 1754) regarding the 
reduction of their expenses, particularly by stopping the use of 
Chaise(?), Horses or palanquins during their writership, the writers 
represented to them for permission to use palanquins during 
the months of the summer and rainy seasons, when walking on 
foot was thought by them to be very much prejudicial to health. 
Their request was .complied with16• 

At the end>of January, 1755, the Court of Directors emphasis
. ed on the need of the ·•utmost attention'' to the conduct of their 

servants at the subordinate factories whom they suspected to be 

9, Letter to Court, 23rd January, 1754, paras 75-76. 
10, Ibid, para 80. 
11. Ibid, para 73. 
11. Letter to Court, 7th December. 1754, para 142. 
13. Ibid, Para 154. 
14. Ibid, para 158. 
15. Ibid, para 143. 
16. ibid, para 144, 
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"unfaithfully'" interested in Investments at the cost of the Com
pany17. For due control over these servants, the Court ordered 
the immediate formation of a Supervising Committee, consisting 
of the President, Mr. Charles Manningham, Mr. Richard Becher 
and Mr. John Zephaniah Holwell. This Committee was to exercise 
general supervising authority over the subordinate settlements 
in the matter of collecting investments therefrom and particularly 
with regard to the conduct of their servants employed in tho~:~e 
pla~es18• Taking into consideration the necessity of entrusting 
men of experience with the management of the Company•s affairs 
at the subordinate factories, the Court then made it a standing 
rule that there should be in their set of servants at Cassimbazar two 
members of the Council and· at least one senior merchant besides 
junior servants, at Dacca one member of the Council, a senior 
merchant and a junior servant, and at Judgea or where the Judgea 
settlement was shifted one of the 'best qualified• servants next 
below the rank of a member of the Council19• 

The Court of Directors expressed at the same time their 
sentiments to show encouragement by due rewards to such of their 
servants as proved themselves worthy of it by virtue of their 
"Abilities, Integrity and zealous Endeavours to serve the Com. 
pany"90• Thus Mr. Charles Manningham, who discharged his 
duty as Export Warehouse-keeper greatly to the satisfaction of the 
Court of Directors, was granted by them a personal allowance of 
four thousand current rupees a year "in lieu of all foos, rewards 
or perquisites whatsoever as Export Warehouse-Keeper", besides 
his salary as a member of the Counuil. Mr. Holwell too was, in 
recognition of his efficient services to the Company, given a pro
motion in his rank as a member of the Counciln. 

In paragraph 64 of their letter to the Council in Calcutta, 
dated the 24th January, 1753, the Court of Directors suggested 
the occasional rotation of the junior servants, from one factory 
to another. The Council, however, observed in their letter to the 
Court of th~ Directors, dated 3rd SeptemBer, 1753, that this practice 
would cause some serious inconveniences and decided to wait for 
further orders of Court in this matter. The arguments of the 
Council were considered to be unsatisfactory by the Court who order
ed them in 1755 to put into execution their previous directions 
relating to this affair211• 'fo enable all the servants to "acquire 
a knowledge of Investment"28 the Court ordered that every junior 

17. Court's Letter, 31st January. 1755, para 56. 
18. Ibid, paras 57 .. 71. 
19. Ibid, para 62. 
20. Ibid, para 95. 
21. lbid, paras 93-94. 
22. Ibid, para 97. 
23. Ibid, para 96~ -, 
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servant of the Company should be employed in the Oottah for 
some time. 

Every ye'ar in the month of June, when the Court of Directors 
reviewed the general st&te of the Company's affairs, they 
wanted before: them the papers relating to accounts and other 
important transactions of tho Company in India. In 1755 they 
complained against the faulty, irregular and unmethodical ways 
of kt'eping accounts and writing of the papers, in spite of some 
of the directors sent them the years before. They attributed these 
to the "general negligence" of both their senior and junior servants 
and ordered the formation of a Committee of Accounts and some 
other Committees "to examine and state facts and give their 
opinion on all Affairs that require consideration and attention". 
The Court, however, felt that for due enforcement of all their rules 
and directions, and for effective managt>ment of their affairs, it was 
necessary to invest the President with sufficient powers as the 
General Insp('Ctor and Supravisor (supervisor) of the whole 
machine" and so asked the Council to properly attend to whatever 
the President proposed to do for controlling the servants of all 
ranks and for management of the Company's affairs. The direc
tors, communicated by the Court, were to apply to all the subor
dinate settlements according to varying circumstances2 4 • 

On suspicion that luxurious style of living still prevailed 
among their servants of all ranks in Bengal, the Oourt of 
Directors asked tho Council in Calcutta to take proper steps to 
check and prevent it25 • Large sumi3 of money remitted to England 
by the Commanders of the Ships through Bill of Excha ng9 on the 
Company led the Court to suspect that these were the 'produce of 
illicit trade' and so the Council in Calcutta were asked by them 
to take an oath from each Commander to tbe effect that his 
money was earned through legitimate means.26 • 

In compliance with one of the abovementioned orders 
of the Court, the Council in Calcutta directed all their 
servants above the rank of writers to "attend the Oottah every 
Oottah Day in order to acquire a k wwledge of the Investment"27, 

constitutfd several committees2s and transmitted to the respective 
factories relevant portions of orders29. They also granted the 
Head Assistant at thu Cu tchery the same salary as the Deputies 
of other offices, that is, 500 Sicca rupees per annum3°. 

24. Ibid, paras 10\·110. 
25. Ibid, para 100. 
26. !bid, para 111. 
27. Letter to Court, 11th September, 1755, para :13. 
28. Ibid, para 36. 
29. Ibid, para 37. 
30. Ibid, para 29. 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

By 

BRAZ A. FERN ANDES 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
Bombay Historical Society is to be highly congratu

lated for having invited the Indian History Oongress in 
Bombay and shoulder the responsibility of successfully 
Qrganising the work of all the Sections, with co-operation 
of the Bombay University. It is indeed a pleasure to us 
to see eminent historians and scholars interested in the 
different periods of history should have assembled from an 
partsJ of India in our city which gave birth to History 
Congress in India, for, it was in Bombay that the first 
History Congress was held in 1931. 

I am grateful to the organisers of the Tenth Session 
of the Congress not only for the distinction they have con
ferred on me by asking me to preside over the Local Section, 
but also for the opportunity they have afforded me of coming 
into personal contact with eminent • historians like your
selves. 

While the other Sections of the Session are restricted 
to certain period of Indian history, this section being purely 
regional, confined to Bombay and the surrounding district, 
is not restricted to any definite period, but we are left free 
to cover any period and any phase from pre-historic times 
to the present day. 

Bombay city itself cannot boast of a long and ancient 
history. It finds no place in the brilliant tales of rich, 
populous and powerful cities of ancient and mediaeval 
times. Bombay's importance dates only from yesterday. 
Long before the Christian era, when the first settlers set 
their foot on the island,-the Heptanesia, as old Ptolemy 
called the islands in A. D. 150-was an archipelago of mere 
rocky islets, subject to a series of upheavals and depressions. 
Round about this Heptanesia, great cities flourished,
Sopara, Thana, Kalya:Q. and Chaul. Within the boundaries 
of the Province are to be found some of the most ancient 
ruins and monuments going back to the time of A.soka and 
beyond. In Salsette alone, a little island ot 240 square 
miles, there are no less than five groups of Cave temples, 
a,nd numerous monuments in stone. A study of these 



tangible monuments, the herit11ge of North Konka:Q., has 
thrown much new light on a past which, in spite of its 
many political vicissitudes, had many phases of brilliant 
activity. 

From time to time individual lovers of research have 
given their serious attention to the study of the history, 
literature, arts and science of this Province. Erskin, Henry 
Salt, Charles Forbes, James Forbes: these are names which 
have become so well.knqw n among scholars of Western 
India. Later on, our own countrymen rose to the occasion: 
Bhagvanlal Indraji, Bhau Daji, Gerson da Cunha, and scores 
of others devoted their time and talents in the cause of 
historical research, and have left behind them the bases 
on which we can ·now follow. Coming to recent time, I 
must mention Dr. Altekar of the Benares Hindu Univer
sity. His contributions on the Rashtrakotas and o~ the 
Silhaharas are of great merit. 

In this Section we must include Maratha history 
which is of very special interest to the Bombay Province 
and specially for our local history, in the collection of 
which much valuable work has already been done ; but 
we may say at the same time, much archival and critical 
work yet remain to be done. ·Various scholars have been 
engaged ever since the, days of Ranade and Telang in 
making each his own particular collection and classifica
tion. Sir George Forrest collected certain documents and 
the government published them. Since then, the publica .. 
tion work was neglected till Sir J adunath Sarkar and H.ao 
Bahadur Sardesai brought out the valuable material in 
Marathi and English from the Alienation Office and Resi
dency Records. The Bombay Record Office remains practi
cally untouohed. Large amount of Portuguese recurds 
exist in the Bombay Record Offica. The time has now 
approached for doing organised and systematic work on 
them. The Portuguese records are of very great value for 
certain period of Bombay history. 

The Portuguese archives of Goa contain a very valu
able mass of material connected with our Province, which 
require to be dealt with similarly. Unfortunately, the 
present attitude of the Portuguese Government, does not 
give us much hope. The archivists of the Portuguese 
archives seem to think that the archives are meant for their 
own use or misuse. 

Though our knowledge of the country is mostly con
fined to kings and courts and battles, we hardly know 
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a'nything about ordinary men and women; their standard 
.. and mode of living, their festivities and their institutions. 
We must avoid the tendency to make our history a mere 
chronicle of heroes; and although many of us are concerned 
with character and achievements of great men, we must 
interest ourselves through all the ages in the lives and 
development of our people-their arts and philosophy, their 
science and culture. This we deem not less important than 
the more spectacular lives of our heroes, our leaders or our 
appressors. Much work lies ahead. An important part 
of it could hardly be done without the active sympathy of 
government. The Bombay Historical Society and the 
Indian History Congress, let us hope, will supply that want 
and be the means of pr0viding a common platform for 
doing efficient work, of inestimable value to the coming 
generation. 

Coming now to our im.midiate subject, it is believed 
that. A.soka held complete sway over the North Konkao 

. which at that time, was known as Aparanta. According 
~o the Buddhist writings, although partly legendary, Sopara 
was the capital and the great centre of commerce about 
540 B. C. A fragment of a boulder containing few lines 
of t\le ·eighth edict of A.soka was discovered close to one of 
the old landing places at Sopara in 1882. We cannot how .. 
ever come to the conclusion that the edict was erected at 
Sopara. A historian is like a judge sitting in a law C')Urt; 
he musL have evidence for every Hatement made; the 
parent stone of the fragmenL has uot been found. Can 
it"not b~ possible th11t the fragment ma.y have been brought 
to Sopira from elsewhere by one of the trading boats as 
balast .and thrown on the l_anding place? Ho,wey-er, from 
the ex1stence of the Buddhist Stupa and other Important 
ancient remains, we have no doubt that Sopara was a great 
Buddhist centre and a port of colnmer~t_·. 

We learn from the Bible that Hebrews and Phoenicians 
in King Solomon'8 time, a thousand years before Christ, , 
tra.ded to a place called Ophir, whence Indian products 
were imported into Palestine by the Wd.Y of the Red Sea. 
Now where was this Ophir ? V d.fious places in india, 
.Africa and Malacca have been identified with Ophir by 
'farious scholar&. More recent scholars have shown that 
Solomon's Ophir was no other than Sopara. rrhe name 
Sopiri was probably changed into Ophir by the Phoenicians, 
and in the Septuagint version of the Bible the Aryo.U.reek 
language restores the s and we find Ophir is written Sophira. 
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The legendary lore of the country is full of extravagance, 
but the allusion to it in the Hindu and Greek literature, 
puts it beyond doubt that it was a great place in ancient 
times. The Puraoa" relate how Parasurama after reclaim
ing and co1onising the Konka"Q. with Brahmins, established 
certain tirthas in Bassein, one of which was Nirmala. The 
Vaitaraoa in the neighbourhood is one of the holy rivers 
in India. We may conclude from this fact that Sopara 
was a Brahmanic centre before the rise of Buddhism; for 
wherever we come across a sacred spot we are justified in 
assuming that it was one of the oldest !ryan settlement. 
Aryan invaders coming from a Gujarat port seem to have 
founded a colony near the Vaitaraoa before the .Aryan 
occupation of the Deccan. 

Under A.soka the coast was enriched by the op13ning 
of a direct sea trade with Egypt. It was a golden age of 
Buddhism, and Aparanta was Olle of its flourishing centres, 
though side by side with Buddhism, and at peace with it, 
Brahmanism remained a strong power. The wealth of 
architectural productions and tD.e attraction this district 
lud for the Buddhist monk and the Brahmanic ascetic, can 
only be explained by assuming a high degree of commercial 
prosperity in the country. · 

The relics of the past speak of the convulsion of two 
thousand years during which dynasty followed dyn.!lsty, 
civilisation supplanted civilisation, towns and prosperous 
villages arose and crumbled into dust. Yet with all these 
changes and revolutions there is one feature that gives 
unity to the history of Aparanta. At all times it owed 
its prominent position in Western India to its trade; the 
same cause that has raised Bombay to the rank of one 
of the finest and wealthiest cities in Asia. From time 
immemorial there have flourished on this coast some great 
centres of commerce which attracted the conqueror and 
the p13aceful merchant. Trade has supplied the means to 
construct the temples and palaces, and to cut the Buddhist 
and Brahmanic monasteries out of the solid rook. 

With all the activities of the great trading centres 
rvund about, Bombay remained a cluster of rocks; the sea 
gradualJy doing, its alloted task; throwing the sand and 
mud over the bare rocks until by natural process, the seven 
rocky islets became seven islands of fertile lanci on which 
the first settlers could build their crude huts and grow 
vegetation. 
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It was in these wretched islands, always exposed to 
inclemencies of the waves, that the earliest inhabitants 
of Bombay-the Koli-now playing such an insignificant 
part in its great life, came to settle. The Kolis cast their 
nets into the water; they tilled the virgin soil; they 
worshipped the ancient gods and trees and stones; they 
appeased the spirit of the sea, before the superior Aryan 
eivilieation had made its appearance to leave a mark on 
the rugged islands. 

Written records of Apara.nta begin to fall after Ptob
my; but it can be inferred from the prosperity of the 
country which it reflected in the Buddhist establishments 
of Salsette. The cave city of Ku.nheri, the cradle of 
Aparanta civilisation, is growing after 20() A. D. The 
monks acquire wealth and live in great pomp. The Yavana 
craftsmen settle at the foot of the Kanheri Hill and found 
their settlement of Magathan. A new monastery is cut 
out of the rock at Condivti. The silence of foreign writeTI~ 
after Ptolomy is only broken by the single voice of the 
Byzantine monk, Cosmas Indikopleustes, who wrote in 
535 or shortly after. The trade between India and the 
two western empires, the Byzantfne and Persian, was still 
in a flourishing condition. 

We now pass from the Koli settlement in the island 
of Bombay through the inarticulate gloom of several 
centuries of the rule of the Andhrabrityas, Kshatraps, 
Traikutakas and the .Rashtrakiitas, to the advt:mt of the 
Silaharas. Every period of Konkao history is important 
and interesting from the point of view of an historian; 
but the 8ilahara period has a special interest as they intro
duced into our sparsely populated island a social and 
religious element hitherto altogether unknown. They 
fostered colonisation and welcomed immigrants. They 
brought the country into a living contact with the brisk 
and brigllt life of the various Konkao cities. They set 
up a regular form of administration and a taxatiou and 
erected variou8 monuments and shrines. 

The Silahara princes were a r.:tce of builders, and 
patrons of literature. There are monuments of their archi
tecture in well-dressed stones and richly carved sculpture 
scattered over the North Konkao. A great number of 
ir.scriptions in stone and coppel' recording grants and privi
leges and dating from the lOth century and onward, have 
been discovered in the n~ighbourhood. We can derive from 
them the history of the ~ilabara dynasty for about 500 years 



(800-1260). It was a period of comparative prosperity. 
Foreign commerce was considerable though not assuming 
the pruportion of a thousand years previous. Even before 
the rise of the Silaharas Brahmanism had gained the upper 
hand. Though Buddhism clung to Kanheri till the last 
monk was driven out by the Portuguese, the great archi-

. tectural works after the 8:;h century, works of considerable 
merit, are of Brahmanic origin; the Jogesvari caves, the 
Elephanta caves and the A.mbarnath temple being the 
noblest monuments of this period. It is plausible supposi
tion that the Kalis of Bombay met the many strangers 
during the rule of the Silaharas, and that the large trade 
connections which those chiefs maintained between their 
ports of the North Konkan and the outside world introduced 
into the islandf from time to time a considerable. floating 
population of traders and merchants, both Hindus and 
Mohammedans, Arab and Persian, and even Jews and 

'Chinese. 

The Silahara capital of the North KonkaQ is said to 
have been a town called Pori. Historians and archaelogists 
have given vast amount of attention to the identification 
of this Pori, and some of them have come to the conclusion 
that this remarkable city was on the north-eastern portion 
of the island of Gharapnri, or, what is now known as the 
Elephanta Island. Some scholars have tried to identify 
Puri with Rajapuri in Jangira State; also Rajapuri in the 
Ratnagiri State; Mangalpuri, once the capital of Cha}ukya 
Mangalaraja., has also been mentioned as likely identifica
tion. No conclusive identification has yet been established. 

According to the Aihole inscription, Puri was also the 
capital of the Mauryas in the North KonkaQ. Did the 
Mauryas reign in the North Konkal}. about the year 64:3 
A. D.? If they did, were they the descendants of the 
Mauryas of Pataliputra? Has the Aihole inscription been 
read correctly? These are questions awaiting solution. 
Personally we think the word Maurya in the inscription has 
been misread. Should it not be Moreys, a branch of the 
Paramara dynasty which ruled Chitore during the eighth 
century? The Moreys seem to have ruled the North KonkaQ 
for some time before they came in c31lision with the 
Chalukyas. A stone · inscription of this period found at 
Vaqa in Bassein district, and now preserved in the Prince 
of Wales Museum, Bombay, shows that a Morey king of 
the name of Suketuvarma was ruling in the Konka:Q.. I 
coin mend this fact to the attention of scholars. Re-readin~ 
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·of the Aihole inscription may, perhaps, put some light on 
the question and help us to identify Pori. 

We now come to the m xt stage of the history of 
Bombay. On the decline of the Silaharas, a new dynasty 
arose to rule over Bombay. The name of the first prince 
of this dynasty is given as Bhimadeva or Bhima Raja . 
. But before Bhtmadeva, Yadavas of Devagiri and the 
Anahilvada kings of Gujarat had held the North Konka~ 
for brief periods. Bhtmadeva is said to have settled at 

· Kahim. With the advent of Bhtmadeva and his followers 
begin the history of the growth and coloni8ation of Bombay. 

The political success of the Mohammedans in the nor~h 
·produced their natural reaction in the south, and the Mugbal 
· extencleq his sway over these unimportant and out-lying 
islands. The Mohammedan rule was of no importance to 

·Bombay. The establishment of a separate dynasty of 
Gujarat Sultans, at the close of the fourteenth century, 
revived the interest of tbe Mohammedans in the North 

· Konkao. But this act of the Island-drama bag inning early 
:in the fourteenth century and ending in the middle of the 
sixteenth, is devoid of any teal excitement, and has left 
'no durable mmmment. 

By the treaty entered between Sultan Ba.hadur Shah 
of Gujarat and the Portuguese Viceroy, Nuno da Cunha, 
on 23rd December, 1534, Bahadur Shah "gave and bequetbed 
to the King of Portugal from that day for QVer the 

·city of Bassein, its territories, islands, and seas, with its 
revenue in the same way as he, the Sultan Bahadur Shah 
of Gujarat held them before". Thus the seven islands of 

· Bombay came into the hands of the Portuguese. The 
history of Bombay under the Portuguese is to a great extent 

·the history of religious and educational expansion under 
the protection of the King. .A I though trade and commerce 

·were neglected, cultivation was improved. Social and moral 
·changes in the life and habits of tho converts were intro
duced. 'fhe lands were constantly distributed and redis~ri
buted and churches built on a liberal scale 

We have hastily travelJed through the dim ages to 
the middle of the seventeenth century, and have witnessed 
the various acts of our island drama. Out of the infinite 
background of the ages we :taVR seen a motely crowd of 
actors, big and small, advancing from ve~.rious directions 
to play their destined part in the hiEtory of Bombay. Most 
of them have left their traces behind. The ancient 
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Dravidian introduced the hut settlement and the fishing 
trade ; the A.ndhrabrit\yas, the Shakas and the Rashtrakntas 
introduced currency, the Silaba:ras taught us the art of 
temple building and complete polity. We have followed 
briefly the fortunes of the Portuguese. We now come to 
the final act of our drama. 

The opening scene is laid in the palace of Whitehall. 
It is the 23rd of June, 1661. A group of distinguished 
diplomats signed a document by which the island of 
Bombay became the property of Charles II of England. 
On 27th of September, 1668, Charles II transferred the 
island to the East India-Company at a farm rent of £10 
in gold per year. Thus within less than a century and a 
half the Island of Bombay saw three successive transfers. 
First, on thA 23rd of December 1534, fro10 the Sul'a;l oJ 
Gujarat to the Portuguese, then by th~ cession of the 23rd of 
·June, 1661, from the Portuguese to the British Crown; and 
lastly from the British Crown to the East India Company on 
the 23rd of September, 1668. It will be observed that the 
date 23rd is singularly recurrent in the events connected 
with Bombay. rrwo more changes has Bombay witnessed 
since then. First, the retransfer from the Company to the 
Crown in 1858, and then its transfer from a Royal into 
an Imperial city in 1877, when Queen Victoria was declared 
Empress of India. 

The progress of Bombay and its geographical, physical, 
social and industrial transformation was a slow, and at 
times, a very painful process. Among the modern cities 
none perhaps has taken so much time for expansion and 
growth as the city of Bombay. It was only when the two 
rival East India Companies had made peace between them. 
selves and had joined hands that Bombay witnessed pro-

. gress. In 1858 the function of the East India Company 
ceased and Bombay reverted to the Crown. The seven 
islands, had by this time, formed one single island. From 
Humphrey Cooke to Jonathan Duncan, Bombay took about 
one hundred and fifty years to develop from a mere hamlet 
into a fair town. 

Bombay has now grown into a great cosmopolitan 
city of five millian inhabitants, representing all nations 
of the world, and perhaps, all languages and creeds. All 
castes and tribes of India flock to Bombay, and from tradi
tional beliefs, social instincts and tribal affinities are drawn 
to certain areas in the city, where their tendency is tQ 
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·agglomerate rather than to disperse. Bombay, indeed, 
dz:aws, as the metropolis, the best talent from provinces 
and districts around. 

Thus rose the edifice of a snug little island on the 
'Konkan Coast, destined to be the Gateway of India, and 
rule over a great part of a vast Continent. It has pass~d 
.through various critical phases of growth and development, 
through years of joy and sorrow, per:ods of unnatural in
flation alternating with those of apparently helpless depres
sion, but in spite of all this, Bombay has grown, slowly 
.a,t first, but rapidly during the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century. And to-day we find Bombay, varily the Urbs Prima 
tn India. 

. Ladies and gentlemen, I cannot conclude my address 
without offering you my sincere and cordial thanks for 
.the indulgence which you have throughout so kindly ex;
)tended to me. 

UNDERGROUND IN BOMBAY 

BY 

SAMUEL T. SHEPPARD. 

Although there have been many important additions to the 
published history of Bombay in recent years they have been almost 
wholly derived from old records and forgotten manuscripts, and 
it is possibly natural that it is to such sources that one must 
increasingly look for any further disclosures. Various lines of 
research must be in the minds of students of Bombay history, but 
there is one that may have been overlooked or discarded, because 
it offers no great prospect of valuable results ..... and that is 
resParch by digging. .:.tis true that the opportunity of field work 
is so limited that some may say it is non-existent; yet he would 
be a rash man who would affirm that the history, for instance, 
of Bombay Castle has been fully explored. That is the most 
obvious example, but there are others. 

Almost at the end of a 25 year sojourn in Bombay I paid 
a farewell visit to the old fort on Sion Hill, in order to carry 
a way the memory of a view which, though surprisingly little 
known to many of my friends, is always full of interest and, 
though in a way constant, always seeming t) change. As I stood 
gazing at the view an Indian whom I did not know joined me 
and we discussed what changes and innovations we could discern~ 
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Just as I was leaving he c:lsually rem..1rked that there was said'.· 
to be an underground .passage joining Sion fort to the ruins of an· 
out. post on the creek which could still be traced. At the time, 
I confess, I was E>Ceptical; but, on thinking it over, his statement 
appeared likely to be true and I regret I had no time to put it 
to a test. 

The history of Siou fort can be partly disentangled from the 
Gazetteer (Materials. Vol. 2. Chapter 4.) At the time of the 17th 
century there was an out-post on the hill and in 1702 Government 
ordered a small fort to he built there. In 1737 it was agreed to 
accept an offer from one Ramji Parbhu to build a wall along the 
seaside from a new fortification at Rewa (or Riwah) to the battery 
at Sion. It was noted that ''the raising of such a wall will re 
great security to the island as opposite thereto is a shal!ow pass". 
A few years later Sion fort was found to be badly in need of 
repair, and, "considering the great consequence of that post", an 
additional officer was posted to it. Life in that isolated spot 
must have been hard and dreary, especially when the barracks 
there became "so damp and unwholesome that the people thera 
fall siclc very fast"; and it was agreed in 1740 that "a reasonably 
commodious lodgment or caz~rn .••.•• and a place to serve for a 
ho~pital" should be built there. Tl,lose details are cited only to 
show the considerable importance that was attached to ~ion. 
Indeed, its position at the northern point of the seven· islands 
was clearly of much tactical value so long as the garrison was 
adequate and communications with the main force in Bombay 
fort and with the neighbouring little fort to the west, at Rewa, 
could be maintained. The wall built between Sion and Rewa 
must have afforded some cover to the movement of the troops 
between the two forts, and it is reasonable to suppose that this 
curtain along the short line of lateral communication was duly 
strengthened by being covered over. As the smaller fort graduaHy 
fell into disuse that "covert way" would be neglected, on the 
landward side it might be hidden by jungle growth, and. if the 
roof were strong enough, it would in time become the underground 
passage about which I was told. 

That conclusion is theory not fact, but it is a theory that 
can be supported by the known facts that such "covert ways'', 
forming part of what in the language of military engineering 
were called hornworks, were constructed elsewhere in Bombay. 
There is plentiful reference to such works in the Gazetteer. There 
was proof of one of them when the foundation of the G. I. P. 
Hallway iong distance station were being dug in 192\:1 or tliere
abouts, and the excavators came across a covered stone passage, 
with solid walls and a teak door at the exit, which lead from 
so mew here near the Bazaar Gate of the fort to the fort on Vongri 
hill, that hill which was levelled in the middle of the 18th century 
in order to remove the chief menace to the fort from the landward 
side. The soil from that hill was used for filling up adjacent 
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the fort walls the old hornwork must have been buried, which 
would have been cheaper and easier than its demolition. It was 
my misfortune not to hear of that underground passage until 
long after access to it was irnpossible, owing to the railway 
building having begun.· 

I was more fortunate however, in hearin~ of another exca. 
vation when ti:Ie foundations for the enlarged Legislative Chamber 
were dug in 1928. It wa;; on record that when the Sailors' Home 
was built traces of the Mendham's Point ce:netery were found, 
so it was naturally to be expected that fuL·ther traces would be 
found when digging nearby; but I doubt if anyone had antici
pated the extent of the human remains then laid bare. I have 
ieft a record of that. discovery ("Bombay in the days of Queen 
A.nnee", p. 25) which need not be repeated. It is i:npossible to 
surmise how many English soldiers and sailors are buried there, 
and to this day I recall with awe the feeling3 I experienced as 
1 stood among the bones of these countless men who died two 
or three centuries ago. Burnell dtd not exaggerate when he wrote 
that the name of the cemetery was "more terrible to a sick 
Bombaian than the Inquisition to a heretick; a cormorant paunch 
never satisfied with the daily supplies it receives". 

One other experience of that kind came my way some years 
ago when the pavement outside The rimes of India office was up 
and a trench was being dug for an electric cable or some such pur
pose. The workmen uncovered a skeleton of a man not far below 
the surface. He was possibly some criminal who had been hanged 
en the gallows that used to stand on Bori Bandar--at any rate a 
memento mori for journalists and others who gazed on him. But 
odd things are found near newspaper offices. The jawbone of au 
ass was dug up when some alteration was being made to the offices 
of The Times in London, and that usually austere journal claimed 
that it knew all the jokes that could be made about that discovery 
and that they were copyright. 

It may be deduced from what has already been written 
that if any fu"ther contribution to the history of Bombay is to 
be recovered from below the ground, it will be as the result of 
chance rather than of desigo. There is no one site to which one 
can point with certainty and say that there some clue to the 
distant past should be found by digging, though Bombay Castle 
with its dungeon is the most likely place to reward inquirers. 
Jamfs Douglas explored that dungeon ("Bombay and Western 
India" Vol. II. p. 226) but doeR not seem to have found anything 
of interest in it. There should at least be some names of captives 
out on those walls. 

The only purposeful exploration that I can recall was when 
the foundation stones of the Byculla Schools were lifted and that 
was disappointing. 
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Lady West left a rec01·d of how the stones (there were two 
of tr1em) were laid ("Bombay in the days of George IV, p. 176) :-

"May 5, 1825. This morning at 7 we w~nt to lay the foun
dation stones of the two new Central Schools for the boys and 
girls. Lady Chambers and myself for the girls, the Governor 
and the Arohdeacon for the boys, The children sang the Hymn 
of Prahw, we then laid the stones, depositing an engraved brass 
plate and some coins". 

There, it seea1ed, was a certainty, and, when tile W<)rk of 
demolition got below ground level and the stones were found, h0pes 
of finding the customary coins and documents were high. All 
that was found, however, was a small cut glass bowl-a delightful 
little bowl, it is true, an ornament to any lady's dressing table, 
but empty. Who took the gold mohurs or other coins? It is 
one of Bombay's unsolved mysteries. A cynical friend told me 
at the time, and there was a small gatbering of interested people 
at the ceremony of raising those stones, that he believed founda
tion stones in India were always lifted before the mortar had 
t;et and replaced as soon as the trifling loot beneath them had 
been abstracted. If not, he said, embroidering that fantastic 
theme, it would be worth while to float a company to explore 
beneath all those foundation stones laid by Viceroys and Governors 
i ~ some such quarter as Ka tbia war on which no building had 
been raised. Such flippancy is irrelevant to my theme. It is 
not the chance of buried gold that one hopes for, unless some 
Yogi with the gift of divination should give a clue, in Bombay, 
but fragments of history, traces of old perils and endeavours that 
have long been forgotten as Bombay developed on its romantic 
course. lt is for such. traces that wat~h should be kept when 
building is u:-~dertaken on the area devashted by the great 
explosion during the war. There should be no more reports of 
stone passages being found and covered up again at once; if any 
are found they should be explored and their original use and place 
in history determined. 

AN ACCOUNT OJ:i' SOME UNFORTUNATE OFFIOIALS 
OF THE BOMBAY GOVERNMENT 

BY 

J. R. B. JEEJEEBHOY. 

Bombay is the first city in India not only so far' as itH 
municipal administration is concerned but also as regards its 
layout, its magnificent harbour, its grand and beautiful buildings, 
its philanthrophy, its public spirit and its commercial activity, 
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In black-marketting too, it would give points to any other city 
in India. The moral tone also of the servants of the Government 
was not of the highest order in the earlier years of the British 
Government in this island and though we perceive a gradual 
impr,>vement as years rolled on, yet many of its high officials, from 
the Governor downwards, had been dismissed. suspended or removed 
from office for one reason or another. The object of this Paper is 
to relate in brief an account of these high dignitaries right from 
the day when Bombay became a British possession, that is from 
166L upto the end of the 19th century. 

We begin our narrative with Humphrey Cooke, the first 
Governor of Bombay, whu ruled the island for two years in 1665 
and 1666. During hts governorsbip he had neglected to take the 
precaution of ascertaining the rights of the king as well as those 
of the landlord of the island. Tbero was evidence to show that 
his neglect bad been intentional and that he had a large band 
in granting fictitious title-deeds for which he had at;cepted bribes. 
He was charged with fraud and embezzlement and it was as
certained that he had misapproriated 12,000 Xeraphins, i.e., 
about Rs. 9,00() for his own UF-e, He had, in short, purloined the 
revenue, manufactured title-deeds and had accepted ille<?;al grati
fication upon the passing of sentences and in one case the bribe 
was stated to have been Rs. 300. He was dismh,sed from service 
and he fled to Goa and was proclaimed a rebel and a traitor. 
Such was the sad fate of tbe first Governor of Bombay. 

Four years later Captain Henry Young, Deputy Governor 
of Bombay, was tried by Governor Aungier and Council, the 
charge brought against him being, inter alia, those of murder, 
tyranny in the d\scharge of his official ctuties, il\Pgally imprison
ing subordinates, throwing contempt upon religion and lastly of 
having threatened to hang the Governor. 'l'he order of the 
tribunal before whom he was arraigned was that he should be 
deported to England "out at the same time be treated with as 
much respect as posstble" on account of his high position. 

In 1670 Governor Aungier appointed Simon Serron as Legal 
Adviser to the Hon'ble East India Company, a post analogous 
to that of the present day Advocate-General. Two years later, 
he was removed from his office llav ng been found guilty of various 
"chea tes". 

In the same year, that is in 1672, Captain John Burges, 
Member of Council, came into trouble on account of his rudeness 
and disrespect to the Deputy GovernC'r, and other misconduct 
tending to the great dishonour and contempt of the Hon'ble 
Company. He was immediately suspended and committed to 
prison. He was later reprieved and takl'n in Government service 
but he lost his seat in the Governor's CounciL 

In 1674 Captain John ShalCton was Deputy Governor of 
Bombay and was also in command of th(:) troops, the Commauder· 
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in-Chief of Bombay of those days. He was held responsible for 
the mutiny in Bombay in May, 1674 by some 60 to 80 .English 
soldiers mostly belonging to his company, due to disaffection on 
account of default of pay. He was tried in Bombay for com
plicity in this mutiny. Of 15 various charges brought against 
him, he was convicted of 5 and as for the sentence he was referred 
to the Hon'ble Company in London and sent to England but he 
died at the termination of his voyage . 

. In those days Bombay was governed from Surat, the 
Chaplain of which city was Rev. Gilb1~rt Calton, appointed in 
1671. This Reverend gentleman, although belonging to a religious 
order, had occasional lapses into insobriety and was spirituously 
rather than spiritually inclined. Governor Aungier therefore 
decided that in view of his "scandalous and debauched behaviour", 
it was unsafe to continue hi·n in his appointment and he was 
tactfully invited to visit his friends in Bombay and given a pass
age to England after his three years' Chaplaincy. 

In June 167t an ex-Governor was sentenced to imprisonment. 
He was Captain Henry Gary who had been Governor of Bombay 
from May, 1667 to December, 1668, when Bombay was transferred 
from the Crown to the Company. In 1670 when Khwaja Alauddin, 
the Moghal Emperor's Ambassador, came to Bombay, Gary 
hflcked his spurious claims to property and was accused of "caball
ing'' with him and was described as "his onely intimate Coun
cellour". Governor Aungier therefore had to summon, him before 
the Council and reprimahd him for his disloyalty and misbehaviour. 
In the year following he got into trouble for selling intoxicated 
liquor and perversely insisting on the "justness and reasonableness 
of his conduct". Three yeara later, he was tried in the Court of 
the Governor and Council for seditious conduct and was sentenced 
to three months' imprisonment but on his submission, the punish
ment was remitted and in 1677 he was appointed to do the work 
as Justice of the Peace jointly with his other colleagues. In the 
year following he was appointed Chief Justice. Malabari says 
in his Bombay in the Making that .. it was the good fortune of 
Bombay that Gary was not allowed to lord it over his inhabitants 
for long for he turned out as great a scamp as Cooke", his pre
decessor in office. He was reputed to be a Rcholar having been 
acquainted with Latin, Greek and Portuguese and was engaged 
in writing a treatise in Arabic. 

In 1675 Captain Thomas .Niccolls was appointed Judge of 
Bombay. Five years before his appointment he had been con
victed by a Court Martial for insubordination and the use of 
"sea ndalous and seditious words tending to mutiny" and was 
Fentenced to confinement pending deportation to Surat; but 
Governor Aungier had the sentence suspended and Niccolls was 
employed in the Government service. He was described by Deputy 
Governor Gary as "a most pestilent and turbulent fellow"! !liE! 



term of office as Judge was remarkable for severe sentences and 
he made himself very unpopular on account of his vagaries. 
For his contempt of the Government, his sc3ndalising the author
ity of the Bombay Council and for his passion and prejudices, 
he was suspended from office pending instructions from,.Surat 
which subsequently confirmed the Judge's suspension flft mal
&.dministra tion of justice. 

In 1683 Charles Ward, Deputy Governor of Bombay and 
Member of Council, brother-in law of Govern Jr Sir John Child, 
was found guilty of playing the traitor, he having been in com
plicity with Shivaji, the founder of the Mahratta Empire, to bring 
to port a fleet in Bombay and was imprisoned. · 

About the same time John Petit and Georgfl Boucher, were 
seColld and fourth member, respectively, of the Bombay Council. 
They were doing private business of their own in diamonds. and 
earned a good amount, half of which, it was said. Governor 
Chilrl clai!lfeJ as a perquistite to his post. This was refused and 
so Child wrote to the Court of Dirl~ctors that the Councillors had 
been encouraging interlopers and holding secrt>t conferences with 
the Moghul Government, and orr! en~ were rr>c(~ived from En!!'land 
for their diPmissal from office. 

In 1685 another Chaplain, the Rev. Wattson of Bombay, 
was dismissed for taking part in Keigwin's Rebellion. "Let 
Mr. Wattson, that scamlalous Chaplain," wrote the Court of 
Direetors, "have no salary from us ...... he is no more our servant 
•••• ,banish him the island and let him take care to pav for his 
own passage home .••.•• ". 

In the following year Dr. St.allworthy, Surgeon-General of 
thP. Garrison and Tsland of Bombay, came into trouble for having 
fallen in love with one Mrs. Gape's Indian female servant and 
neglecting his work. He was suapended pending reply from Surat. 
The Bombay authorities complained to Surat that they used all 
means to reclaim the Surgeon-General but all in vain and that 
they were apprehensive that several soldiers had died on account 
of his negligence. The Doctor was ultimately dismisseJ. 

Dr. John St. John, who had been th6 first Judge of the Court 
of Admiralty and was the Chief Justice of the Court of Judicature 
in 168!·85, had taken cogni:t!iance of accusations against the 
Go-vernor, 8ir John Child, which fact was regarded as a presump
tuous chalJPnge to the head of thn Government bv one who, under 
his corvmis~ion from the Company, was to be subordinate to the 
Governor- and his Deputy. Tlw Doctor had ahw gone out of his 
way tn extend his legitimate jurisdiction. rhe Court of Directors 
wen·, ilJ;)reover, irritated at. his writing to high personages in 
England about his grivvanees. Ace mlingly they authorised 
Governor Child to disr!1isR him from the Judgeship but the lat~er 
had, in anticipation of the order, already removed him from 
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office. After his return to England the ex-Chief Justice of Bombay 
petitioned His Majesty in Council but nothing seems to have comb 
out of it. 

Soon after 1684 Sir John Wyhourne was sent to Bombay as 
Deputy-Governor, Vice-Admiral and Second in Council. He was 
also Judge of the Admiralty Court. He owed his appointment 
to King James II whom he had rescued from a watery grave 
and for which service he had been knighted. Wybourne was 
alleged to have been not sufficiently submissive to the Governor, 
and the Court of Directors ordered him to be dismissed; but he 
did not live to hear of his disgrace and died before the order 
reached Bombay. · 

John Vaux was Chief Justice of Borubay from 11185 to 1690 
and in the latter years was appoiqted Deputy Governor and 
Member ('f Council. Alexander Hamilton in his New Account of 
the East Indies, calls him "out two degrees wiser than an idiot". 
Ia 1692, a French Fleet captured the Elizabeth one of the East 
India Company's ships, within 50 miles from Bombay and when 
that fleet arrived at Surat, Vaux purchased on his own account 
the Company's ship fr·Jm the French. This transaction and some 
of his 'unworthy" letters written to London which were read in 
Parliament, drew upon him the wrath of the Court of Directors 
who forthwith ordered his tmspension. 

In 16~8 S.:1muel Annesley, who had acted as fi-overnor of 
Bombay in 1694 and was thereafter appointed Chief of the Surat 
Factory, was removed from office by order of the Court of Directors 
for his "many and great abuses". He is described as "a cunning 
and designing fellow" and it is said that he compelled those of 
hiA countrymen who had been employed on native vessels, to pay 
him a part of their wages and harassed those who did not comply 
with his unjust demand. Through the influence of Sir Stephen 
Evance, the Court Jeweller, he was re-instated ten years later 
with second place in ihe Bombay Council. Annesley was the 
maternal uncle of John Wesley, the great founder of the Methodist 
Church. 

Thomas Woodford, Member of Council, was charged with 
embezzlement about the year 1700, he having misappropriated 
the Company's cash to a large extent. Instead of meeting the 
charge he made gooJ his escape but was arrested and would have 
been deported ~o England in a ship which was about to sail "but 
that there were too many such order'd" on her. 

Next came the turn of John Hall, Provost Marshal of 
Bombay, about a year later, an infamous drunkard and a bad 
character. When asked to clear himself of the charge, he cursed 
and swore a.t everyone from the highest to the loweat. The local 
officials confined him at the Doongri Fort and ultimately shipped 
him off to England as in the opinion of the Bombay authoritie& 

• 



he waf! "a restless, factiou!;; and turbulent spirited man ever pro· 
rooting or carrying on his rascally designs". 

A few years later Captain John Wyatt, Commandant of 
the Bombay Guards, also came into trouble, as the result of over 
indulgence in intoxicants·. One night he returned home muc~. 
the worse for liquor and having been irritated at the sentry who 
had struck the gong accvrding to the established rule, he took 
the man by the arm and ran his sword through his side. The 
sepoy dropped down dead on the spot. The Captain then kicked 
and otherwiee abused the corpse of his victim. He was subse· 
quently put up before the Governor-in-Council who deprived him 
of his commission and he was put into irons and deported to 
England. As to how he was dealt thr>re, the records are silent. 

In 1702 John Lock, Fifth Member of Council, was "'.Uspendecl 
for striking Sir Nicholas Waite, President of the New Company 
at Surat, and refusing to apologise and for maintaining that he 
had acted rightly. 

A couple of years later, Dr. John Maxwell, Surgeon, wh0 
was in attendance on ~ir William Norris, Ambassador from 
England to the l >elhi Court, was dismissed there for ill behaviour. 
He returned to Surat and continued "his lewd debauched life" 
and was in consequence expelled from the service. He then went 
to Cochin, placed himself in communication with pirates and ga-ve 
them secret information as to the whereabouts of vassels. He 
made no secret of these disloyal transactions but boasted of the 
large sums he had received in return for his treachery. 

ln November l70!, Sir Nichnlas Waite became t,he Govern,>r 
of Bombay He had come from Surat whare hn had bribed the 
Mugbal Governor in order to imprison Sir John Gay'lr, his imme
(liate predE>eessor in offieL', so that he might succeed him to the 
goveruon;hip. He continued his carnival of misrule in Bombay 
and appeals froui England were disr!:'garded. Drunken broils and 
duels were of daily occurrence and moreover the Governor himself 
outraged public opinion by marrying his own niece though his 
wife was still living. In 1708 the Court of Directors sent orders 
for the dispensation of his service3 but before the letters arrived 
in India his Council had been forced to plaee him Utder restraint. 

In about the year !720 Captain Janws Johnson arrived in 
Bombay as Chief Engineer to instruct the workmen in the cons
truction of the fortification necesRarY for the defence of the island. 
He was ordered by Governor Charles Boone to join an expedition 
against the pirate Angria. John;,~on considered the ordPr ultra 
vires and refused to obey and w:tA consequently dismis;;wd. 

It was through the indefa t igahle efforts of the Rev. Richard 
Cobbe, Ch&plain at Bombay, th 1L the St. Thomas' Cathedral came 
into existence on X'mas day in 1718. It happened that d.t that 
time Government had suspended one of their colleagues and the 
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Reverend gentleman preached a sermon criticising even to the 
extent of 8edition the action of the authorities. He also passed 
unfavourable remarks on John Braddyll, Chief Justice, for having 
employed labourers to work on Sundays and declined to give him 
communion and called him "a notorious and evil liver''. 'I his 
was a seri'ous allegation madP <tgainst a high dignitary of the 
rank of Chief Justice. The Bombay Government declared that 
Cobbo bad "greatly misbehaved himself in his ministerial function" 
and he was therefore suspended from office. 

In 1120 another Chief Justice of Bombay carrie into trouble. 
He was Laurence Parker who had been deputy Governor in 1715. 
The charges aguinf'lt him were of improper conduct, vi~ .• that he 
employed soldiers on court duties and thus had flouted the Gov
ernor's orders not to meddle with the· military. Another charge 
against him was that he had challenged the Governor's authority 
by insisting on exercising jurisdiction ovflr the military, and yet 
a third one that he had clandestinely Prased his own signature 
from an important minute of proceedings. The Chief Justice 
was tried before the Governor and Council and ordered to be 
suspended f1 om office. 

Parker was succeeded by John Braddy ll as Chief Justice of 
Bombay and he was disrrlissed within a year of his assummg 
office. The Chief Justice from the beginning was in open conflict 
with Governor Boone and his Council. The Governor bad com
mitted to jail a naval officer for mutiny but the Chief Justice 
had considered the confinement illegal without a warrant from 
the Court and had refueed to sign it on the ground that the 
deposition against tbe pr1soner did not justify his being imprisoned. 
This and other actions taken by the Chief Justice led the Governor 
to believe that there was a plot to d'isparage and supplant him 
in the Government oi Bombay. He therefore denounced the Chief 
Justice in Council and said that he had openly dJsturbed the 'public 
peace and welfare of the Bombay Island. 'Ihe Governor's Council 
unanimously found that the uharges were made good and the 
Chief Justice was dismissed from the Government service. It may 
be montioned here, however, that the Court of Directors re-instated 
him as Member of Council in the year following and Braddyll 
again acted as Chief Justice seven yeartl later. 

In 1730 Thomas Rammal, Member of Council, having dis
sented from the rest of his colleagues on a certain question, the 
Council suspended him for his "scandalous and malicious" minut.e. 
The Court of Directors, however, took the Bombay Council to 
task for their action whereby "the laudable practice of dissenting 
would be banished quite out of doors" and issued general• orders 
to prevent a repetition of such tyranny. 

In 1731 came the turn of Edward Page, the Mayor of Bombay 
and Secretary of the B·Jmbay ( )ouncil, to be dismissed from the 

• 
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la~ter post. In hi!'! capacity as Mayor, Page ordered a minor 
Hindu boy, a Christian convert, to be delivered to his mother. 
Tbe matter having been brought before Government, the Govern()r 
and Council decided that the Mayor's Court had exceeded its 
powers in dealing with causes of a religious nature and warned 
it not to interfere in such ca~es. The Mayor and his colleagues 
strongly protested against this Government interference. The 
·Council theref01e in their resentment tur·ned the Mayor out of 
his post of Secretary. The Court of Directors again came to 
the rescue of the dismissed Secretary and in their Dispatch men .. 
tioned that the expression of !ree oph,ion should not be 1 titled 
in such manner. 

. In the following year Samuel Heydon, Uaptain Comman-
dant, was dismissed for illegally confining a Lieutenant in the · 
Ma.him Fort. 

Robert Cowan was the Governor of Bombay from 1729 to 
1734 and during his Governorship had given so much cause to 
excite the displeasure of the Court of Directors that the Bombay 
Quarterly Review of April 1856 called him "a sy sterna tic rogue''. 
He was charged with violating, from mercenary motives, the 
standing order of the Company which prohibited their servants 
from engaging in commercial transactions. He also permitted 
a Portuguene vessol to dispose off its goods in Bombay in con
sideration of bribf:s offered to him, a charge which he stoutly 
denif'd. In March 11 J4 the Court of Directors ordered his dis
missal but that "he should be treated with respect so long as he 
1emained in Bombay". 

Henry Lowther, Justice of the Peace and Member of Council 
in 1735, was involved in debt and on account of his indebtedness 
to the !Jompany and other creditors, he had to abscond in March 
1735.· He was removed from office by the Bombay Cou neil almost 
at the same time that the Company in London had ordered his 
dismissal for "gross mismanagement". 

Georgius Meisters who was Surgeon of the Fleet, had a 
slanderous an<i abusive tongue and on account of his excessive 
drinking, was not employed by any one in the Factory. The 
Bombay Government in 1737 ordered Meiste;rs to come to Bombay 
from Surat and when he came ne was relieved of his appointment. 
He was, however, allowed a pension of Rs. 40 per month until 
he died in 1746. 

In the same year Dr. John Neilson, M.D., head of the Bombay 
Hospital, was dismissed "being a troublesome perMon and a nuis
ance to the place" and ordered to repa1r to England. The Bombay 
Oonsu1tation of 12th August 1746 records that "one of such a 
character ought not to Ntn<uu amongst us''. 

We have now to record the exit of another Member of 
Council who was abo Justicti of the Peaca, Marine Paymaster 
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and Keeper of the Custom House at Mahim, He was George 
Scott. In 1748 three persons were broug)lt before him for theft 
and he ordered their confinement in a guard-house without 
enquiry. After a fortnight they pleaded guilty, paid Rs. 10 and 
were discharged; but this sum was not accounted for by Scott 
for which delinquency hA was tried, fined £. 5 and depriyed of 
his commission. After stating that the Bombay Government 
were just as bad as himself, he resigned the Company's service. 

In March 1753 Captain J. de Funk was the Chief Engineer 
in Bombay but the Bombay Government being dissatisfied with 
his work, appointed James Mace Principal Engineer, and ordered 
de Funk to lay all his plans, designs, description, etc., as to how 
the island could be made defensible, before the new incumbent. 
Then there arose a difference of opinion between the rival engi
neers. The Bombay Government sided with Mace and ordered 
that de Funk should be dismissed from th~ Hon'ble Company's 
service for disobeying the Company's orders.· 

Charles Crommelin who ruled Bombay for SfWen years from 
1760 to 1767 was ordered by the Court of Directors to resign his 
post for insubordination with respect to altering the destination 
of a vessel which proved very detrimental to the Company's 
interests and for the irregularities in the disposition of their 
shipping. The members of his Council who concurred in the above 
transaction were most severely reprimanded. Crommelin was 
directed to resign his post on 31st January, 1767 but was permitted 
to remain in Bombay in private capacity for adjusting his do
mestic affairs and during that period it was ordered 1hat "all due 
respect be shown him consil'lten t with his late situation". 

A decade later, Shaw, Member of Council, was suspended 
the service for having spoken improperly in public of an affair 
concerning Colonel Keating and for having sent him a challenge 
which was not accepted. 

John Carnac who took the latter's place in the Bombay 
Council, had been a member of Parliament for Leominster but 
he too shared the fate of his predecessor for his share in the 
Convention of Wargaum in 1779, signed after the First Mahratta 
War, in which an English Army sent from Bombay towards 
Poona to place Raghunath Rao on the throne, had suffered a 
nevere defeat and had to surrender all acquh,itions obtained 
since 1?73. 

In 1779 James Tod was appointed the first Commissioner
then called Lieutenant-of Police of the newly organised BL'mbay 
Police. After eleven years' service, be was tried for corruption, 
the principal witnesses against him being his native receivers of 
bribe~. Tod expatiated on the danger of convicting Europeans 
on the testimony of black agents but he was found guilty~ 
reprimanded and suffered to resign his J;>Ost. 

~2 
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In 1803-1804 on account of severe famine the Bombay 
Government had prohibited the export of grain from the island 
and appointed .Robert Henshaw as Superintendent of Food 
Supplies. He was th(' most respected European resident in Bom
bay and when the great Duke of Welliw!tnn had visited Bombay 
after h_is victory at Assaye in 1803, it waR he who had read the 
Address of Welcome and Congratulation from the Eombay resi· 
dents. Henshaw was arraigned befor0. the Rec-.rder's Court 
presided over by Sir James Mackintosh, for d11ndestinely exporting 
grain from Bombay, found guilty of rt>ceiving a bribe of Rs. \'7,840 
and ordered to pay a fine of a like amount and was dismised 
from his post. 

Another Police Commiss:oner of Bombav who was then 
known aA Superintendent of Police, Charles James Bri~ococ-, an 
officer of the Bombay VoluntP(ns, who had boen made an Alder
man in 1803, an office which carried with it magisterial powers, 
was found guilty in 1810 also of accepting a bribe to prevent the 
trial of three rich Inrlians char!!ed with murder. was found g'lilty 
and sentenced to twelvb mont.hs' imprisonment 

Robert RickardP, M"mber of Council, from 1808 to 1811, 
was' made to resign his post on account of his radical views. 
He had protf·stecl against the oppressive trade policy of the East 
India Company and the high rate of the land revenue. On leaving 
these shores he was given a Farewell Addres!O by the Indian 
inhabitants. After his return to England, he entered Parliament 
where he did yeoman service to the Indian caust>. 

William Hoekley of the Bombay Civil t;ervice who was 
appointed to a judgeship. was tried for corruption and bribery 
in 1821 in the Recorder's Court ana was acquitted by the Grand 
Jury. He was, however, dismissed from service with a pension 
of £150. He was described as a writer of genius. He has 
written two excellent book~:-! describing the condition of the people 
of this land. 

William Erskine, the son-in.Jaw of Sir James Mackintosh, 
was a great Oriental Scholar ano had left a law)'er's office in 
Edinburgh to como to Bomhay for a job. Hu became a OINk 
of the Small Cause Court and in 1823 was appointed Master-in
Equity and Magistrate. A., Clerk of the Small CauseF Court, 
he was charged with deduc1ing Rs. 10 for taking the sum of 
Rs. 459 to the house of a poor Par~c<· woman fnr whom the amount 
had been paid in Court. 'ftw becond aecusation against him was 
tba.t he charged Re. l instead of 8 anms tho proper sealer's fee. 
He was also alleged to lmvt: charged fees fer subpoenas which 
bad not been issued. He admittt~d the irregularities and his 

rdefence was that owing to illneas the business of his office had 
been left to his native clerk and rhat he did not derive any profit 
from them. The Reeorder\~ Coun, presid~d over by Sir &dward 
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West, di~believing the defence story, unanimously ordered his 
dismissal. 

William Cunninaham Bruce. who was brother of Sir William 
Bruce, joined the Bombay Civil Service in 1815. He had acted 
as Collector of Custom and in 1832 was elected Chairman of the 
Justices of the Peace. He came in conflict with the Earl of Clare, 
Governor, whose Government claimed the power of appropriating 
a portion of certain funds to wnich the Justices woulj not agree. 
Shortly afterwards in another matter Bruce wrote to the Governor 
officially that the arrangement the Governor had made arose 
out of a desire to gratify his private pique. The letter was put 
before the Council which desired Bruce's dismissal for imputing 
bad motive!'! to the head of the government. Every effort was 
made to induce Bruce to withdraw his letter and even the 
Governor's Military Secretary went to him but all in vain. He 
was therefore punished by deprivation of his office. Under the 
succeeding administration of Sir Robert Grant, Bruoe was re
instated and even made Sheriff of Bombay. 

Lt. Col. Vans Kennedy, another Oriental Scholar, who was 
Judge A<;lvocate-General of the British Army and Persian Trans
lator to the Bombay Government, was brought to a Court Martial 
for repeated disobedience to the lawful command of his superior 
officer, was found guilty, severely reprimanded and removed from 
the situation of the Judge Advocate-General and appointed Persiar~ 
Translator, a post suited to his literary talents.· 

In September 1838, Edward Grant, Civil Servant, Judge and 
Session Judge, Ahmedabad, wac; suspended from office by the 
Bombay Government but owing to the hermetically sealed mode 

·in which business was managed at •the time, the public knew 
nothing about the exact degree of his guilt. On receiving the 
order of suspension, Grant wrote upon the dooument-"lnjustice"
and in a fit of insanity pointing a pistol at his head met with an 
instantaneous death. 

Vishnu Shastri who was Professor of the Poona. Sanskrit 
College, latterly known as the Deccan College, was distinguished 
for his liberality of ser:timent and his readiness to co-operate 
with European Orientalists in the investigation of the antiquities 
of India. He was dismissed by Government in 1839 on a charge 
of peculation connected with the pay or the pensioned stuJents 
of that institution. 

Richard Si)ooner, British Representative at Sawantwari, was 
removed from office in 1840. It seems that in that quarter there 
was a rising of the people and his order was "to take no prisoner" 
which, he explained, extended to those rowdies actually in arms 
and resisting lawful authority. It was, he s&id, far from his 
mind to issue any order for the murder of innocent members ef 
the public. He was, however, unceremoniously expelled but was 



granted one of the furlough allowances of £. 500 per annum for 
a period of three years. 

Mr. E. F. Danvers, Junior Magistrate of Bombay, who bad 
acted as Senior (Chief Presidency) Magistrate in 184:0 was 
suspended by Government in 1851 in consequence of surmises 
having arisen that be had mis-informed Government on the state 
of his liabilities to his Indian creditors. He immediately proceeded 
to Europe t•J offPr explanation to the Court of Directors but died 
on his way at Alexandria. 

In 1853 Messrs. P. W. Le Geyt and Gregor Grant, Judges 
of the Sudder Adawlut, were removed from office in consequence 
of charges brought against them by the Bombay Gazette. Both 
of them bad acted as Senior Magistrates of Bombay. It seems 
that the cause of the re:noval of these two Judges was their having 
been 'involved in debt and the Bombay Government had to abide 
by the order of the Court ot Directot·s f.>rbidding them to sell:lct 
anyone for Judicial appointments who had been financially 
inTolved. 

Sir James Outram, the Bayard of India, who distinguished 
himself in the Indian Mutiny, was removed from the office of 
Resident at Baroda by Governor, Lord Falkland, in 1851 because 
he had exposed corruption in high places. "This is his reward 
for being too honest for a British Resident at a Native Court", 
wrote the Bombay Guardian of the time. 

Mr. A. K. Corfield who. had joined the Bombay Civil Service 
in 1828, was formerly the Post-Master General, Civil Auditor, 
Government Director of the Bank of Bombay, Member of the 
Municipal Committee and the Committee of Management of the 
Government Savings Bank. He was Senior Magistrate in 1855 
and was alle(led to hav o illegally convicted Vithoba, a poor tailor 
and sentenced him to three months' rigorous imprisonment. After 
doing his time Vithoba, who was financially and otherwise sup
ported by Dr. Bhau Daji, the great Oriental Scholar, filed a suit 
against the Chief Magistrate who was found guilty of "trespass" 
in giving judgment without evidence and was ordered by the 
Supreme Court to pay the plaintiff Rs. 501 as damages and all 
costs. He was thereafter dismissed from his poPt by Government 
and Mr. Crawford who also came into trouble five years later, 
was appointed to replace him. 

CaptainS. B Haines, the conqueror of Ad8n, was dismissed 
from his post of Political Agent at that Port in 1855. A deficiency 
of about Rs. 2i lacs having been detected at the British Treasury 
there, he was ordered out to Bombay for having the matter 
investigated. HA was put up before a Magistrate, committed 
to the Session and was acquitted. But the Government of Lord 
Elphinstone, thereafter got a verdict in their favour in the Civil 
Court, arrested him and he was thrown into the debtor's jail, was 
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deprived of his pay and pension and di!"missed from the service. 
He languished behind prison bars for full five years but was 
released by Sir George ClPrk, Elphinstone's successor, on 9th June 
1860. He died within a week of his emancipation and was buried 
at the Cola ba Cemetery. 

Mr. H. P. St. G,jorge Tucker, Judge of the Koncan, having 
disregarded the order of the Court of Sudder Adawlut i!l. refusing 
to reinstate the N azir of the Thana Court whom he had Euspended 
and his conduct having been reported to Government, was super
ceded. He was reinstated in later years and was rafeed · to the 
High Court Bench in 1863, Six years later, he became member 
of the Governor's Executive Council. 

Mr. Turquand, of the Bombay Civil Service, Collector of 
Ratnagherry, was suspended in 1859 for insubordination. His 
suspension so preyed on his mind that he committed suicide by 
shooting himself at Poona in July 1861. He was a perfect master 
of the history of the Southern Mahratta country. 

Mr. William Crawford who had been Senior Magistrate for 
five years, was censured by the Bombay Government in 1860 
for using df'rogatory language towards Mr. Forjett, Deputy Com
missioner of Police, with whom he had not been on friendly terms. 
As reported in the Bomhay Times in an address from the Bench 
referring to Mr. Forjett he had said that 'he (the Magistrate) 
was not so competent as he (Mr. Forjett) 7-'as in the working of 
the (Police) department as he had not like him been born among 
the natives ... ". Although Crawford denied that he had uttered 
such words, Government passed severe censure upon him, 

In April1861 Mr. F. Hutchinson, C.ollector of Bombay, was 
dismissed on account of his having remitted the value of surplus 
Government lands encroached upon and occupied for more than 
20 years. His explanation was that he had only followed in 
the footsteps of his predecessors in office, Mr. Hutchinson was 
a Grand Juror, a Justice of the Peace, an active and zealous 
public officer and as a Sanatory Conservator, Bum bay was greatly 
indebted to him. 

The name of Captain Richard Burton, popularlY known as 
Haji Burton, the celebrated traveller and translator of the Arabian 
Nights who had made pilgrimage to Mecca, was removed from 
the Army List as from 27th Oetober 1861 as announced in the 
Bombay Government Gazette of 9th January 1862. He was employed 
in Bomuay since 1842 as an Ensign to the Bombay Native Infantry. 
fhe dismissal was due to the Captain having accepted the post 
of Consul at Fernando Po without the sanction of the Indian 
Government. 

In 1859 Mr. Edward Pratt, Assistant Secretary in the General 
Department, was snubbed by the Chief Secretary to Government, 
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for transacting his duties at home instead of at the Secretariat. 
Six months later he was suspended for insubordination. When he 
was Fir~t Class Assistant Commissioner, Bombay Customs, in 
1869, he was again smpended for six months for· dereliction of 
duty. In 1871 he was once again mspended for· a like term with 
forfeiture of pay for· insubordination. He seem.:. to have owned 
and o~rated an excitable temper for within a short time of his 
suspension he was brought before a Magistrate for assaulting a 
Parsee gentleman and fined Rs. 25. 

Majot General the Hon'ble Alexander Gordon, Comma.ud
i.ng Poona Division, was suspended from his high position in 
March, 1870. He had held the office of tb.e Commander-in-Chief, 
Bombay, provisionally tor a couple of years in 18ti8-18o9. He had 
then insisted on his right to take his seat in the Governor's 
Council but had received a snubbing from the Secretary of State. 
He then appealed to the Commander in -Cb.ief, India, and was 
suspended on account of some contempt committed by him in 
connection with that appeal. 

In 1873 Mr. Narayan Jagannath Bbide, Public Prosecutor, 
Poona, having laid charges of immorality and debauchery against 
Justice Pinhey of the Bombay High Court and tho matter having 
been reported to tbe Chief Justice. a Full Be1 ch heard, in camera, 
Mr. Bhide who made his own defence. He was, however, sus
pended for two years. Mr. Bhide tLereafter went to Europe to 
!ay his case before the Secretary of State but nothing came out of 
his vi~it. 

!: Mr. Theodore Bosanquet, Bombay Civil Servant, t·eported in 
1880 that the high mortality at Satar<i was due to the fact that 
the people had no st.ate relief when needed. AR thio statement 
was not in accordance with the public uttl'ranc(•s of Sir Richard 
Temple, Governor, Bosanquet was asked to withdraw the s<tme 
which he declined. Thereafter a charge of combining for the 
purpose of creating a riot was brought. upon some people of Kolaba 
but Bosanquet, the Collector, found the charge unfounded. 
Government thereafter asked for a new trial and the men were 
convicted. Sir Richard then immudi:itely before relinquishing his 
Governorship, removed Bosanquet from a position in which his 
salary was H.s. 2325 to one where it was H.s. 1,000 but his successot· 
the llon·ble Mr. Lionel Ashburner restor0d him to his previous 
post which he refused to accept and sent in hiR resignation. 

In September 1880 Justice Marriot of the Bombay High 
Court, severely criticised the CQnduct of Nana Moroba, Presidency 
Magistrate, Bombay, for having kept in jail :-~.n under-trial woman 
prisoner for 54 days. It was alleged tl1at the Magi8trate's son, 
Sadasiv, who was a Barrister-at-Law, haLl been eng~ged by the 
prosecution so that he might use his influence with his father on 
behalf of his client. Justice MarriJt without imputing any 
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mut.i-.'e to the Magistrate, marvelled how such a thing could be 
done and how wrong it was that a son Ahould practise before his 
father. In October 1880 Mr. Nana Moroba was requested by 
Governm(lnt to resign his p·.1st in view of t.he conduct of this case. 
Mr. Morob.l. had for some time been Sheriff of Bombay in 1875. 

In 1885 at a Prize Distribution gathering of a Poona School 
at which Mr. (Sir) William Lee Warner, Acting Director of Public 
Instruction was present, one of the items in the programme was 
the singing of the National Anthem which was omitted. Taking 
affront at this apparent disloyalty Lee Warner asked for the 
inclusion of this song but Shankar Pandurang Pandit, the Oriental 
Translator, who was also the Secretary of the Im~titution, declined 
to comply with the nquest. But Lee Warner as head of the 
Educational Department then ordered the Headmaster to have 
the song sung and it was accordingly done. Mr. Pandit's expla
nation was that if the National Anthem had been sung, the Antire 
gathering would have had to stand but as the custom was not pro
perly known to an Indian audience, there would have been un
necessary confusion on account of some metnberd not standing and 
hence the omission. Government, however, in a Notification 
disapproved Mr. Pandit's action. Immediately thereafter he went 
on two years' leave and on his return he was appointed to a post 
inferior to that of the Oriental Translator. 

In 1888 Arthur Travers Crawford, C. M. G., after whom the 
great Bombay market is named, Commissioner, Central Division, 
was charged with corruption and borrowing money from his 
Indian assistants. H'j was tried by a special Commission which 
found him ~ot Guilty of corruption or of borrowing from official 
subordinates, but Crawford himself pleaded guilty to borrowing 
money from natives within the Division of which he had adminis
trative charge. The view taken by the Bombay Government, 
however, in reviewing the Report of the. Commission was more 
unfavourable to Crawford than that arrived at by the Commission 
and the Secretary of State ordered the iemoval of his name from 
the list of 1he Bontbay Civil Servants. 

\Ve have in the above article chronologically reviewed the 
history of the dismissal, suspension or removal of Bombay officials 
!'ight from the advent of the English in India upto the end of the 
last century. And here we must halt. It is not desirable to 
include in this review thu namEls of those who have come under 
the Government ban in our own times and thu9 unnecessarilv 
ruffle their feelings.' We leave that task to the industry of futut:e 
historians. 
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THE PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF HfSTORY 

BY 

REV. THOMAS MOLINA, S. J. 

It is the privelege of history to have occupied the human 
mind from the earliest to the present times. The well-educated 
man and the scholar lives more in the past thRn in the present, 
He is better acquainted with the dead men and women of past 
ages than with those alive in his own life time and feels he can 
pass final judgment on their personalities and actions. Few 
of us, to be sure, have escaped the influence and the fascination 
exercised by the dead past- alive to us in our innermost minds. 
No wonder that nations d('sirous of recapturing their own souls 
have recourse to their own history. These are remarkable facts 
that at once reveal the intrinsic value of history. 

In this paper we propose to touch upon the practical aspect.., 
of this vital subject with the hope of intensifying the enthusiasm 
that we already feel for it. 

History as Information 

History is nothing if not information. In this, chief of all 
aspects, history has at once the widest possible and the narrow
est possible scope. A mere catalogue of n:tmes or dates is history. 
The synchronisation of the doings of the whole human race is 
history. The historian's diligent perseverance, his sagacity and 
good sense, his mastery of his subject ar;sist htm in the production 
of his informative work. The world expects much from the 
historian, as he has a high tradition to keep up. To mention a 
few distinguished names of the clssical age, Fliny the Elder, 
who perished a victim to his inexhaustible love for learning 
claims in his only extant work that he collected 20,000 facts 
derived from 2,000 works by 100 select authors, the extracts from 
sources filling 150 volumes. Livy, the author of a monumental 
history of Rome, lived to complete 142 books in 30 years, out 
of the 150 he had proposed to write, 30 of whioh have come down 
to our times. But the greatest of all Roman scholars, Varro, 
dtill active and writing at the age of 80, wrote 74 different works 
on practically all the arts and sciences known to his age. Among 
his works are 41 books of Antiquities, an encyclopaedia of the 
liberal arts in 9 books, and 700 brief biographies of Greek and 
Roman celebrities, illustrated with portraits, perhaps the first 
illustrated history ever written. Another claRsica l scholar, 
Callimachm, the founder of the celebrated grammatical school 
of Alexandria, is said to have written 800 works on 1he greatest 
variety of subjects, known to us only by the few poeti
cal fragmer1ts that have survived. And lest it should be 
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imagined that we are impressed by quantity more than quality 
we may mention the greatest of Roman soldiers-Caesar-whose 
fame to a great historian rests on a couple of historical pamphlets 
that even high school boys find easy when they learn the Latin 
language. 

History as a Teaching Subject 

History in this case is to be placed before a class of students 
who are supposed to diges I the facts in a defiinite period of time 
and be able to reproduce them in oral or written examinations. 
The pupils learn historv to acquire an academical qualification. 

The class-room historian may or may not be a learned man, 
but he must be a good sch'ool master or ·professor. His task is a 
difficult one in itself as he ma'Y have to bring within a narrow 
frame a large historical panaroma. The danger of distortion 
is great; the temptation to omit may prove irresistible ; the 
difficulty of keeping the right proportion may prove an effort 
beyond his power, so that he may finally produce a maimed or 
confused picture. 1\ctually, however, this department of history 
has received so much1#ttention that the history text-book hardly 
needs comment. 

One point must not be glossed over. On behalf of the 
student we demand the highest honesty and sincerity on the 
part of the historian ; the text book must be above reproach in 
point of factual accuracy and_the ~udgment passed on historical 
persons. A deceived or deceitful historian may produce untold 
harm and incalculable mischief in the juvenile mind· by poisoning 
the wellE~. The disarming innocence of the pupil requireB that tbe 
text-book historian give the child's mind the kind of food thCI.t 
nature provides as food for the child's body-the pure milk 
engendered near tile heart of his own mother. 

History aa Propaganda 

The above consideration leads us straight into this aspect 
of history. Hi~tory as propaganda sounds strange indeed, for 
propaganda, in the modern sense of the word means sophistry, 
while history in its simplest form spells truth. We ought to be well 
aware tbat history is nut seldom falsified, abnsed, to use a stronger 
word, prostituted, for; the sake of material advantage. Never 
was a greater crime committed against this pure form than to 
submit her to the unholy desires of brutish hearts. History is 
truth, history is honesty, history is sincerity. Yice, malice, in
justice are but enemies of history. 

There is, however, a use of history somewhat resembling its 
damnable ~buse. Such we have no difficulty in advocating. We 
mean the use of l::ilstory to inculcate patriotism, courag,·, high 
ideals ot loyalty, disregard of self in the hard service of God, 
truth or humamty. Th1s, even if branded as propaganda, is.pro-

63 
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paganda, of the right type. It is one of the functions of history 
to teach high moral lessons-of the lessons love of virtue for imita
tion, and lessons of the hatred of vice for detestation. lt may be 
argued, and.with justice that this is the business of the parent 
and the teacner more than that of the historian, but the his· 
torian cannot escape the onus of his responsibility by claim
in~ greater responsibility for parents and teachers. Unfair 
propaganda may be carried out not only among the young but 
also among the ignorant and the half educated whether young 
or old. We simply condemn the abuse of history for the sake of 
immoral propaganda and welcome the use of historical knowlege 
in the service of moral virtuE', religion and true patriotism. 

History as Art and Literature 

T.hat we claim for history the power to become Art and 
Literature will cause no surprise. Some of the mo:;;t ancient his
torical records we posse~s are just that. The w xk of Hero
dotus, who has been named the Father of History, and of 
Thucydides, of whose prose style it has been said that nothing 
finer has ·been written, are two only 0f many examples of the 
artistic historian. Moreover, the early history of many peoph's 
il! wrapped up in poetry and song or in highly poetical prose. True 
enough, it is no easy question to decide what is the proportion of 
myth and fact in many of the ancient histories. But they laid 
the foundations of all history, and that is enough praise for them 
as well as enough apology for their errors. 

The point not to be mis~ed in connection with this aspect of 
history is this. History is indeed the best material out of which 
the artiF>tic temperament of a historian can produce undying art 
for the joy of all future ages. History is at times more incredible 
than fict.ion and qultb comparable to the imaginary heights reached 
by legend in the bands of literary genius. But, without having 
to suppose such unusual circumstances, we can easily perceive that 
history, specially if taken on a national or international scale, 
provides inexhaustible fund of material which at the magic touch 
of the capable historian displays the sparkling radio-activity in 
the mind of his readers. 

History as Philosophy and Theology 

Much has been written with varying succf"ss as the philosophy 
of history, and with or without the name, as the theology of 
history. It would have been strange if man, whose inquisitive 
mind is constantly asking itself '·Why", had not put himself this 
question when his attention was appliPd to the events that had 
taken place around him. 'fhe fact is man did ask himself that ques
tion. 

'fbus was born the philosophy of hist0ry, its founder being the 
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Greek historian Thucydides. The theolo~y of history was born 
about one thousand years later and the parent of this child is Kt. 
Augustine, t.he IV century bishop of Hippo in North Africa, 

• and the author of "De Civitate DEI" or "On the City of God." 
He it was who attempted an answer to the theological 
question of the "Why'· of human history, After him, the 
same an!'lwer was given by the eminent French bishop, Bossuet, 
in XVfi century. The theist answer has not been replaced by any 
better; Only late in the XIX century a more radical attempt was 
made to replace it, and the credit of that attempt-an atheistic 
attempt-goes to Carl Max. He replaced God by the economic 
urge, a typical anticlimax, fabricated by the materialist man of 
the modern age. No one, to be sure, will grudge Carl Max the 
credit of finding a. valuable postulate capable of explaining many 
of the historical phenomena in the world. But as Darvin's 
theory of Species or Freud's theories of Sex, propounded by these 
authors, ·so the Marxian theory, too, labours from over-simplifica• 
tion. Such theories, while they win a following for a time, are 
soon left, stragglers by the relentless march of science only to be 
eventually disowned by their votaries. So we need not tarry. • 
Suffice it to say that history has this philosophical and theological 
aspect. The serious historian on his part will not merely content 
himself with narrating events accurately and critically, but will 
try to trace oauses and consequences, the light they throw upon 
character, and, if he bas faith and vision, will discern the hand 
of an unerring Providence guiding the destinies of mankind. 

Journaliam as History 
Journalism may fittingly be described as the youngest child 

in the family. Radio and the Pictures are primarily intended for 
pleasure and entertainment and may be considered as historical 
records only in so far as they acquire some permanence. But 
journalism is true history. The virtues and defects of journalism 
as history are patent to all who have eyes to see and ears to hear. 
Journalism is a constant and rrcurring flow of history without a 
parallel in previous ages. It represents not only the great ocean 
;,;torms, its gigantic waves rolling in imposing masses of unfor
gettable events, but the ripplings of the quiet surface of the sea. 
No historical event of any importance fails to find its way to the 
daily press. The almost unsurmountable difficulty facing the 
learned historian eonsists in sifting the chaff from the corn, and in 
marshalling together in an organic body of truth the unwieldy 
mass of reports a waiting his patient and intelligent handling in 
a bewildering multiplicity of languages. When we learn of the 
pains taken by some ancient author or other who spent perhaps 
the major part of his long life in writing a couple of volumes 
which now may be encompassed in a pocket edition of his works, 
we begin to appreuiate our good luck. With a pair of scissors in 
our hands and a diligent and trained eye to search for reports, we 
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can in a year or two fill up tru-nks of useful paper cuttin'4S' for a 
7I'Uifln•n opus, We owe it to present day journalism that our 
OQD:iemporary history is h:mrly recorded as it were by magic. To 
give a 1recent example, only lately twenty pages of newspaper 
were devoted to the J:udian film industry in one of the local Divali 
Supplt)ments· and twelve pages on the snme topic in another. 

· It 1s not the vast farrago of press reports that creates the 
chief difficulty. Not infrequently the press is delibra.tely unfair 
totfuth 1and this unfairneRs is a danger to an undiscerning mind. 
llistdious rumour is as bad as if not worse than open distortion of 

· hm~y~ The Supressio Veri or the studied silence about truth. is 
a cowarclly resort, one less unpardonable in a prisoner before a 
court:·of justice, than the dispenser of the blessings of journalism. 

' ' The Encyclopaedia as History 

. ; The Encyclopaeclia aims at tho multum in parvo ideal and is 
the. natural issue of the colossal proportions whi~h human know
ledge has attained. We need a handy store of t.ln. t vast know

.l~dge where we may test our conclusions or verify references. 
The Encyclopaedia. has c0me to our rescue. 

Magnificent encyclopaedias have been produced. Every 
n~'tion 1has produced its own in its native language where 8pecial 
~:ttention is given to national history. Britain, for instance, has 
given to the world the well known "Encyclopaedia Britannica". 
Spain has its Espasa Encyclopaedia in 80 volumes, and fascist 
Italy produced an Italian Encyclopaedia in 37 splendid volumes, 
These are costly works, and· As the world changes fast, they soon 
go put of date and need ro9eated revision. But they are most 
useful and, from the national point of view, neceAsary. For no 
nation knows enough about the national history of anot.her anP, 
no foreign encyclopaedia finds space sufficient to do justice to 
other national causes as it does to its own, It is, therefore, 
devoutly to be wished that India, who begins to tread so vigorously 
on the newly found path of freedom, will not lag behind other 
nati<ms, and will embark at no distant date on the mighty enter
prise of producing an Indian Encyclopaedia. 

THE ORIGIN ii.ND DEVELOPMENT OF THE LIBRARY 
MOVEMENT IN THE BOMBAY ?RESIDENCY 

BY 

A. K. PttiOLKAR 
Navalkar Blocks Kennedy Bridge, Bombay 4 

I propose to present in this paper a brief survey of the history 
of the beginnings of the library movement in the Bombay Pnwi. 
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dency. Thi.s might appear to be a somewhat unusual theme for 
a paper at a Historical Conference, but I believe it is one that 
falls well within the leg\.timate !'~COpe of the historian's interests 
and activities provided we agree, as I trust we all do, to visualise 
history as a "compendium of all the facts, ideas, forces that 
impell the progression of man. on the earth.1 There is a further 
reason why I have, decided on the choice of this topic for dis
cussion. I represent at this Conference 'the Mumbayee Marathi 
Granthasangrahalaya, one of the largest libraries in the ·Bombay 
Presidency; and in this capacity it is my natural duty to draw 
attention to the valuable contribution that the library movement 
has made and is likely to make to the cultural life of the people 
of this province. 

2. Although I wish to confine myself on the present occasion 
to the history of -libraries that. c.ame into existence after the 
advent of the printing press in India, and mainly during the British 
regime, it will not he out of place to make a paesing reference to 
valuable part that libraries have played in preserving and enrich~ 
ing our cultural traditions since ancient• times. Great libraries 
have existed in India from ancient times. There was a library 
attached to each of the famous ancient Universitis in Taxila, 
Nalanda, Patuliputra (the present day Patan) and Benares. It is 
said that the book collection at Nalanda was called "Ratnodadhi.'' 
In addition to these large collections of books were owned by various 
centres of cultural life in ancient India, such as temples and 
Maths. The valuable collections of Jain literature at Pcttan 
Jesalmer, Sur'at, Bhatner and Ahmedabad are well known. Th~ 
origin of the Patan collection go back to the 11th or 12th cen. 
turies. The Jains probably stand pre-eminent a·moog the Hindus 
in their keen appreciation of the value of collect10g and pt·eserv
ing books. 

3. It should be worth while, before proceeding with an 
account of the growth of the library movement in India to 
summa:rise briefly the kn~wn facts about the advent of the p;int
ing press in India, since for obvious reasons, the growth of an 
indigenous library movement has been closely bound up with 
the extension of the art of· printing to ancient and modern Indian 
literatures. As is well known the art of printing originated in 
Europe in the fifteenth century ; but it was not until a hundred 
years later that it made its appearance on th·'. Indian scene. 

{i) On the 6th. November 1556, some Jesuit missionaries 
stepped vn the Indian shore with a printing press and a technician. 
This printer was a Spaniard named Juan de Bustamonte. The 
only types in this printing press were of Roman characterS-and 
Latin and, Portuguese, book&: ~printed-•in this press are extant. 
Another printing press was established at Racuol in Goa and the 
Marathi classic Christa Purana composed by Fr. Thomas t:itephen 

1. Living with ·Books by Helen E. H!t.iues, 19 ~5. p. 24-8. 
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was printed in this prE*lR in 1616. While the language of thi~ 
work is Marathi it was printed in the Roman script. Incidentally 
it may be remarked that Fr. Stephens was the first lCnglisbman 
to come to India and in fact it had been suggested that the idea 
of founding the East India Company owes it~ origin to the letters 
he sent from India to his father. Other Marathi books printed 
in this Rachol Press are also available. 2 In a book called 
"Wanawalyancho Mallo'' (Jardim dos Pastores) printed in this 
press in 1658, the printing press is referred to as "Lihita Mandap". 

(ii) The credit for the second attempt to establish a printing 
press in India goes to Bhimji Parakh. An unauthenticated tradi
tion appears to be cmrent in connection with this attempt. Sjt. 
K. M. Munshi in the cour8e of an address delivered on the 
occasion of the opening of an exhibition· organised in connection 
with the Fifth AU India Library ConferencP in 194 ~. referred t.o 
this in the following words : Shivaji Maharaj set up a printing 
pra!"s. but as he could not get it worked he sold it in l674 to 
Bhimaji Parakh, an enterprismg Kapol Bania of Gujarat who 
not only set it up but called out an expert printer from England."s 
There are references to Bhimaji Parakh's press in the contemporary 
Factory Records, but neither in these, nor in any other con
temporary document whether in Portuguese, English, Maratbi 
or French, have I been able to find any reference to Shivaji's 
prior intere"t in Parakh's press. On the other hand the following 
information extraeted from a letter dated the 3rd April 1674, 
addressed from London to Sura t, would appear to throw grave 
doubts on the authenticity of the tradition. ••We have also 
entertained M.r. Henry Hills a printer for our Island of Bombay 
at the salary of £50 per annum and order~d a printing press 

. with letters and other necessarie9 as also a convt nient quantity 
of paper to be 8f'nt along with him as you will perceive per the 
Invoice all which is to be charged upon Bhimjee from whom 
you are to receive it.' 4 It will be seen that this extract would 
appear to indicate that dhimaji himself imported a printing press 
in 1674, and there is no reference to Shivaji's part in the episode. 
As an admirer a.t1d student of the life and work of the great 
:'1hivaj1, I ~<hall indeed be glad if Sjt. Munshi would publish any 
evidence he might po~sess to Pstal,lish Shivaji's connection with 
Parakh's enterprise. 

(•ii) The third attempt at establishing a printing press in 
india was due to the Danish Missionaries. On the 9th July 1706, 
a Danish Missionary named Butholomew Ziengenbalg started 
on his way to India with a. pt·in ter named Jonas Fincke. But 

2. Vide my article' {1~~ f414@1~~ wRlf' ( il~ mlf-i~"l l('f ) 
19~. p.167. 

3. Prooeeding of the fiftb All India Library Conferonoe he~ld in 
Bombay. 1942, p. 56. 

'4· English Reoord!'l on Shivaji, 1931, Part I, DOC 450, p. 327. 
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this printer died on the way at the cape of Good Hope. Tbe 
printing pre:::R waR ]ater work('d with the help of a soldier at 
Tranquebar, but no books printed in it are extant. Another 
Danish Missionary, Frederich Schwartz persuaded and helped 
the Maratha King Sarfoji of Tanjore to establish a printing press 
at Tanjore.5 Marathi and Sanskrit bnoks printed in this prefls 
are available. In an edition of Marathi Ramayana printed in 
this press in 1809, the printing press is referred to as 'Arna
Yantra,'6 

(iv) These early attempts cannot be said to have directly 
helped in establishing tbe printing press in the position of ever 
increasing importance which it came to occupy during tbe early 
British period in India. In this sense, the honour of being the 
pioneer in tbe art of printing in India goes to Sir Charles Wilkins. 
Sir Charles moulded typPs in Bengali script in 1778 and types in 
Deva nag a ri script in 1795. The services of technicians who 
received their training at his hands were later utilised by Dr. 
William Carey in setting up a printing press at Serampore. 
Type moulded by him was also used in printing the first Maratbi 
book which appeared in Bombay in 1<''.23. 7 However, types in 
Gujerati and Marathi Modi scripts had been moulded in Bombay 
at the end of the 18th century arid used for printing advertise
ments appearing in "the Bombay Courier." The oldest available 
English book printed in Bombay (1793) is "Remarks and Occur
rences of Mr. Henry Be~her." 

4. Much of the literature printed and published in India 
as a result of the early attempts al printing in India has dis
appeared in the absence of any systematic efforts to collect, 
house, and preserve it; and such of the works as are still 
extant are scattered in variou~ collections all over the world. 
I need not emphasise the value of this literature to a historian 
trying to reconstruct this important period in Indian history, 
and I merely wish to point out the need for taking immediate 
steps to collect and house as much of this litera ~ure as is still 
available in India and also to make available at a central place 
photostat copies of such other works as may not be available in 
India in the original. 

5. The late advent of the art of printing in India did not of 
course prevent attempts in India at collectmg books printed else
where. A large coll(.>ction of European liter3ture built up by a 
private individual belonging to the medical profes.~ion in Bombay, 

5. The Journal of the Tanjore Saras"' ati Malial Library Vol 
I, No. 2, 193~·40, p. 17. ' ' 

6, ·~${mf6R~tali!f trot\ R·~ 'P{T~ ~T(l ( lflfl tiM) 
192~. p. 346. 

7. Vide My speech delivered while declaring open the exhibition 
of ~h.ra.~hi Rare Books held in Bombay, 19,6, tj:qroft

1 
1946. pp, 5-6, 
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vfas secured from him by Sir James Mackintosh in 1804 and 
formed the nucleus of the library of the Literary Society which 
he had himself founded during the preceding year. This may be 
saJd to be the first library est(1blished in Bombay. The Literary 
Society was meant entirely for the exclusive use of the European 
community and no Indian was allowed to join it. In 1825 the 
Royal Asiatic Society was founded in London and in 1829 the 
Literary Society of Bombay agreed to function as the Bombay 
branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. The present Library at the 
Town Hall in Bombay thus came into existence. A Parsi• gentle
man named Maneckji Cursetji succeeded in securing admission to 
this Society in 1340 and the way was thus made clear for the 
entry ofother eminent Ind~.ans like Dr. Bhau Oaji, Justice Telang, 
V. N. Mandalik:, who made their contribution to Indian scholar
ship through this society. Their work is well known and it is not 
necessary for me to dwell upon it here8

• 

6. The various libraries estabHshed at different places for 
the benefit of the various Civil and Military stations in the presi
dency may be considered as constituting the second landmark in 
the development of library movement in the Presidency. Of 
t.hese it would appefl.r that the Sura.t Library is the oldest. [n. 
formation about the rise of this lib;·ary and reading room is 
available in a letter addressed by its secretary to Mr. Charles 
Mortis, Secretary of the Government of Bombay, on 18th January 
18289 • It contained: Stock: of books, about :WOO volumes; two 

,English newspapers; all Bombay papers; one paper each from 
Madras and Calcutta. This lEJtter also thank>~ the government 
for giving them the privilege of receiving Bo nbe1y newspapers 
post free; and requests to be allowed the use of certain buildings 
in the Dutch Bunder for accommodation of the library and reading 
room. It also refers to the worsening in the financial position 
of the library owing to the reduction in the numbers of ituropea.ns 
stationed in Surat. Similar correspondence for other institutions 
of this kind at the other stations is also available in Bombay 
Government Records. In a letter da1ed the 16th April 1826 the 
Secretary of the Baroda Library asks for a free gift of books 
published under the Government of Bombay since a similar gift 
was made to the Surat Library10• In a letter datld 16th February 
1828, the Secretary of the Poona Library, while thanking the 
government for the privilege of receiving Bombay papers post free, 
requests that the privilege be extended Lo cover paper,-l and books 

8. The Journal of the Bombay Branch of t.h'" Royal Asiatic 
Sooiety Extra. numter, 1905 p. 1.3; Prooeedings of the fifth All India. 
Libraa-p; 194:, p, 188. 

9. Secreta.I~at Record of the G,>vt•rr:meut of Bo nba.y, General 
Deptt. (GD.) 1828, Vol. 13-166 pp ll-14. 

10. G •. D.18261Yo1. 10-US, p. 184. 
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rece1vmg from Englandn. In a letter dated 18th August 1828 
the Secretary of the Ratnagiri Book Society asks the privilege of 
receiving newspapers post free12 • In reply to a letter dated 
27th November 1827 from the Bhooj Residency Library asking for 
the privilege of receiving newspapers post free they were informed 
that while this privilege was granted in connection with the 
Bombay newspapers, it could not be extended to Calcutta papers13• 

In a letter dated lOth June 1830 the Secretary of the Malcolm Pait 
(Mahabaleshwar Hill) library requested that a recently constructed 
government house be sold to them on favourable termsi4. In a 
letter dated 17th July 1829, the Sholapur Library requested the 
Post Master General, Bombay to allow them the privilege of 
receiving Bombay papers post free since a similar privilege was 
granted to Surat and Bhooj Libraries1 ~>. In a letter dated 30th 
December 1839 the Ahmadnagar Library asked for the same 
privilrges in respect of newspapers and books passing post free as 
the Poona Libraryl 6 • In a letter daterl 15th December 1834, the 
Ahmedabad Library aeked that the privilege of receiving news· 
papers from Bombay post free should be extended to newspapers 
received by them from Bengal, Cawnpore and Madras17• The 
follov.ing remarks in a letter from Governor Clare might also be 
of interest in connection with requests for exemptions from 
postage: "As Ahmednagar is the only Library where letters are 
allowed to pass free, this privilege must be cancelled and the Post 
Master General informed of this. The Bombay newspapers may 
go free to the Rajcote Library, but not books; pamphlets or 
reviews etc. to any library can go free of postage and this ma.y 
be explained to the Post Master General"IS, 

In order to appreciate the reason for the great concern shown 
in this correspondence in the matter of postal charges one has to 
remember that at this time, the system known as Bangi Establish· 
ment was current; under this, the charges made were: for news
papers etc. at the rate of 4 annas per 10 tolas; for parcels of less 
than 4 pounds weight one rupee, and 4 annas extra for every 
pound in excess of 4 ; and Rs. 8 for !J. whole Bangi or mail weigh· 
ing less than 30 pounds. 1'he postal charges thus formed a heavy 
burden on the finances of institutions like libraries. It was only 
in 1854 that the basic postal charge for newspapers and other 

11. G. D. 1828, Vol 13.166, p. 19. 
12. G. D. 1828, Vol. 13-166, p. 29. 
13. Ibid pp. l-3. 
U. G. D. 1830, 207, p, 164. 
15. G. D. 1829, Vol. 9-186, p. 3. 
16. G. D. 1831. Vol. 12-231 p. 87. 
17. G. D.1835. Vol.8...323 pp. 92-93. 
18. G. D. 183S, 10/281. p. 145. 
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ptinted ma.tter was reduced to 1 anna per 10 tolas from the previous 
~ure of 4 annae for 10 tolas19• 

7. It will be noted that the efforts at establishing libraries 
deSOTibed so far were due exclusively to European initiative and 
were intended mainly for the benefit of the European community. 
There were many reasons why Indi~n enthusiasm in this field of 
activity was not forthcoming. Knowledge of English of a level 
sufficiently advanced to profit from English literature was con
find to comparatively few individuals. The demand for English 
books could therefore come only from a limited circle of Indians. 
On the other hand, very few books in Indian languages had been 
published. In fact, the class of educated [Jersons and book lovers 
at this time was largely drawn from the Brahmin community and 
they entertained a strong prejudice against the printing press on 
religious grounds. Govind N amy an Madgaonkar refers to this 
in his book "Murnbayeechem Warnana" in the following words: 
"Some of the superstitious and orthodex: Brahmins among us used 
to be afraid of touching a printed paper. And even today (i.e. 
in the year 1863) we come across many per,ons in B:,mbay and 
outside who do not touch printed paper nor read a printed book"20• 

Even promir.ent individuals who had had the benefit of education 
under the new ~y">tem and were outstanding members of the new 
intelligentsia could not succeed in ridding their minds completely 
of prejuaice of this nature. A remarkable instance of this kind 
is found mentioned in the Marathi aut>biography of R. B. Darloba. 
Pandutang, the weH known Marathi grammarian. When he 
showed his translation of Laghu Kaumudi from Sanskrit into 
Marathi to Bal Shastri Jambheka.r, who w::~.s then the Sectetary 
of the Board of Education and a Profes:>ot at the Elphinstone 
Institution, the latter expressed the opinion that since the Sutras 
from Panini's Ashtaddhyayi appearing in that work were 
"Vedokta" an attempt to defile them by printing would incur 
popular displeasure21• Professor Bal Shastri edited a monthly 
periodical "Digdarshan". In an article describing Lithography 
appearing in this periodical in 1~40, it is stated that while animal 
fat is notmally a constituent used in prepa.&"ing printing ink, the 
ink used for printing the "Digdarshan" contained ghee instead of 
fat2 2. Mr. Havaldar, mentions in his Marathi biography of the 
late Vishwanath Narayan Mandlik, a. prominent Maharashtrian 
jurist, that the latter did not touch a printed !took after his daily 
bath23. It is not surprif'ing that with such strong prejudices 

19. Bombay Courier , 2fith March 1825. 
20. ~~ m by G·>vind N. Madgaonkar, 1863, p, 2-18 • ... 
21. uo C(o CU~lill qt~~'l bt A. K. Priulkct.r, 1947, p, 159. 

22. ~~' VoL I, 1840, No.~, p, 213. 

23. qo 6Jo ~WIN ifltf~~ ~~Cfi ~ :q~ by G. R. Ha.v,.lga.r, 
Vol I, 1927, p. 277. 
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against printed books deeply ingrained in the minds of the propor
tionately small educated ·class, it took a comparatively long time 
for the Indians to cultivate the habit of book collection and to 
realise the value of libraries. Despite such somewhat uncongenial 
circumstances an attempt) to establish a library for the 0ommon 
benefit of hoth Europeans and Indians was made by Mr. J. H. 
Stocqueler, the then Editor of Bombly Courier, in 1829. As this 
remarkable attempt is little known today, I present here an 
account of the procedure followed by Mr. Stocqueler, in his own 
words : 24 

"Tht~re were two or three young Hindoos and a Parsee at 
Bomha.y in whom I took considerable interest, because they 
manifested an ardent desiro to cultivate English literature, and 
under tho auspices of theN ative Education Society, this laudable 
passion was increasing. But Bombay labored at the time under 
the great disadvantlge of being deficient of a public library to 
which all classes might have gratuitous access. The library of 
the Asiatic Society was only available to the patrician members, 
and the libraries of Messrs. Lugrin and Baxter were consecrated to 
the lightest literature. I put myself, therefore; in communication 
with a clever young Irish friend, who had come out as a private 
artilleryma~l (and had devoted himself to the study of Hindostanee 
and Marathi), in view to the formation of a general library. 
Robert Xavier Murphy was an Irish Catholic, and had probably 
been intended for the priesthood. 

"Doomed his father's soul to cross, 
By penning staunza when he should"-

be studying his breviary, he was spoiled for the Church, but he 
made an excellent interpreter in the supreme court at Bombay. 
Law gained what Theology lost. 

Murphy opened a correspondence with all persons likely 
to aid our project. I asked Sir John Malcolm to give us a 
helping hand. If he did anything in that way, it has passed 
from my recollection. Sir John and I did not stable our horses 
together very comfortably. I attended one or two of his public 
breakfasts at Parell-the time when interviews were granted ; but 
I could not eat oatmeal 'parritch', nor laugh at very poor jokes; 
and as these were the conditions of preferment and favor, I am 
not surtl that I had a right to expect services even in the public 
interest. 

On the 15th of November 1829 tbe general library was opened 
in magnificent and airy apartments engaged for the p11rpose. 
There was a large assemblage of subscribers and friends, and a 
report was read from which, with pardonable pride at the success 
of or Joint exertion, I extract the following passage :-

24. Memoirs of a Journalist by J. H. Stocqueler !873 pp. 66-70. 
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"In less than a fortnight, upwards of 1,000 prir1ted volumes 
and nearly 50 valuable oriental manuscripts were presented to, or 
deposited in the institution. The ornamental part was not for
gotten ; the globe and charts that lie upon your table, the pictures, 
busts, and statues that adorn your walls, and by far the greatest 
part of the very furniture around you, are the voluntary gifts of 
your own members. In adverting to the quality of tile works 
which now lie upon your shelves, I am happy to see that it forms a 
yet greater subject of gratulation than the numerical amount. 
To enter into details, and attempt to enumerate them would be 
trifle with your time; but I may be allowed shortly to 3tate that 
they contain almost all the celebrated writers of Greece and 
Rome-poets, orators, historian, and philosophers-with a selection 
of the most eminent authors of France, Italy, Spain and Portugal
that in our ovvn language, in addition to every classical prose 
writer from the time of Henry VIII to the commencement of the 
present century, every poet of eminence, from Spencer to Byron,
we can toast of a respectable assortment in several departments 
of science, history, biography, philosophy, travels and the higher 
branches of novel writing-that in the particular department of 
literature, which throw light upon the history, religion and man
ners of the East, and in the whole range of oriental philosophy, 
from the earlier writings of Meninski to those of Sir William 
Jones, Lumsden, Colebrooke, Wilkins, Gilchrist, and the more 
recent labours of Carey, Wilson, Alexander Murray, Kennedy and 
Molesworth, our collection is such as will afford the ample;;t field 
to the lovers of Asiatic literature. The modesty of those gentle
men whose contributions have thus enriched us, forbids me publicly 
paying thtt.t tribute to their liberality which it merits ; but one 
valuable donation, at least, 1 feel it to be my duty to partwularize, 
because it proceeds from a public body composeJ of individuals 
distinguished alike by the highest rank, character, and acquire
ments and evinces the liberal feeling and lively interest with 
which this institution is viewed by those whose approbation must 
stamp a value wherever givt"n. l allude, gentlemen, to the Nativt) 
J:Gducation Society of this presidency. To Mr. Money, the 
highly-gifted secretary of that t)ociety, I was directed by the 
committee to address a leLter, intimating the formation of our 
library, detailing our proceedings and soliciting his support. Ttw 
answer to that letter I shall now read, convinced that it would 
afford to every one present the same unminglod gratification that it 
did to the members of the committee:-

To The Secretary to the Bombay General Library, 

Sir,-I have had the pleasure of recetving your letter of 
yesterday's date. lam directed by the Native ~ducation 8ociety 
to present to the General Library and. Readmg H.oom, a copy 
ot all works published and printed under its superintendence. ·1 
shall be most happy to ass1st, lil any wa.y l can, in forwarding 
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the views of your Society, and in attending to any prcwosition 
likely to promote its success. 

Bombay, the 12th November 1830. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your most obedient servant, 

R. C. Money 
Secretary to the N. E. Society. 

"The present which accompanied ~his letter hes before you ; 
it consists of nearly 40 volumes, forming a selection of best works 
in the Hindostanee, Guzerati, Mahrathi and Persian languages, 
the greatest part lithographed in characters of great beauty. 
Amongst the Persian books is the elogant poem of Yoosoof and 
Zuleika, and the celebrated Anvar-i·Schili, a work consecrated t>y 
the admiration of 8ir William Jones, who pronounoes it a mine 
teeming with all that is rich and harmoniousjn the language of 
Iran, and since raised to a yet higher fame by the public eulogium 
lately bestowed upon it by one whose votce, in everything that 
relates to the history or literature of Persian, must be considered 
decisive. Independent of these publications, others, now in the 
pres&, are to be forwarded when complete ; of these, the principal 
are Ferishta's History of Hindostan, in, .t>ersian. and Major Moles
worth's Mahratta Dictionary. The former is already well known 
from C. Dow's paraphrase ; on the latter any commendation that 
I could bestow could confer no value ; but that the worth of this 
present may be duly appreniated, justice bids me declare that any 
candid man, ,who has seen the .mass of sheets struck off, must 
pronnounce it to be one of the most nicely critica.l productions of 
any age or country, every way worthy of ranking side by side on 

. the same shelf with the works of Johnson, D'Alberti, M0ninski, 
Richardson, and Horace Wilson. 

'' With regard to the manuscripts, tbey include, amongst 
others, the arryas of Moropant, the amatory system of Koke 
Pundit, the Ovid of the East, the inimitable dramas of celebrated 
Callidas, who has justly been termed tne Shakospeare of India, 
and those of t:)hreehursh, a royal bard who blended the cultivation 
of the muses with the cares of a kingdom, and gained by the 
sweetness of his lyre an immortality which might have been 
denied to the lustre of his crown. 

" This outline will give a general idea of the volumes which 
we already possess.'' 

Mr. Stocqueler also introduced the library movement in 
Calcutta. He further writes-

"Finding by my lettet·s from Bombay thaG the •general 
library' had taken firm root and was flourishing, l determmed 
to attempt the introduction of a similar tJsta.Oll1:!tHnent in Cc41cutta, 
for that city was equally destitute of a public library. r he 
endeavour had been made some years previously and had failed., 
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~eiving a good deal of countenances from the upper 
classes, my project was now submitted to a public meeting o•er 
which Sir John Peter Grant, one of the Judges of the supreme 
court, preside~ and was so well received that subscriptions rapid
ly poured in and books were presented. I was appointed 
honorary secretary to the library, and received vary gratifying 
public tributes to my humble endeavours to supply a real want."25 

I have not been able so far, despite some efforts in that 
direction to trace the subsequent history of this Institution or 
to locate the peresent whereabouts of the collection of books 
owned by it. Nevertheless, the importance of this attempt con
sists in that in it Indians and their need.s figure prominently 
for the first time in the history of the library mevement in the 
province and I should like to describe this institution as the 
third landmark in this history. 

8. The establishment of the Native Library, Ahmednagar 
in L838 which was the prec~ursor of the establishment of a whole 
net-work of similar institutions all over the province, may be 
said to constitute the next stage in the development. A reference 
to this library is found in the Report of the Board of Education 
for the period 1·1-1850 to 30-4-18'1 1. The following extract from 
this report deserves transcription: 

•' During the period now under review, an impulse bas been 
given to the formation of Native libraries in some of the principal 
zillah towns of this Presidency. The first effort in this direction 
appears to have been made by Captain French, wh·o succeeded 
in forming a Native library at Ahmednuggar, as far back as 
1838. It was afterwards closed for want of support, but in 1847 
it was revived ; and it now appear8 to be in a promising condition. 
The next effort was made at Baroda by the same officer in !849. 
Subsequently the subject came under our consideration and 
we recommended to your Lordship's Government that Native 
libraries should be encouraged as much as possible. It 
appeared evident to us that unless these institutions were gene~ 
raHy established, our plans for the diffusion of knowledge would 
be incomplete, as the education of the youths brought up in 
the schools would otherwise cease on their quitting them."2 6 

It will be noted that tho significance of the pres•:mt atage 
lies in that we find in it for the first time a clear recognition 
on the part of those assochted with the foreign government of 
the great importance of the library movement as an integral 
part of the efforts to promote education among Indians. 

It will be interesting to present here with following facts 
gleaned from Government recurJs ab'JUt tlte subsequ~nt history 

~5. Ibid,p.l07. 
26. Report of the Board of Eduoation for 1850-51, p. 70. 
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of thiR Native Library of Ahmednagar. The following letter 
from Mr. Benjamin Hutt, Acting Judge of Ahmednagar, is 
available in the Government records: 21 

To 
The Secretary to Government; 
Bombay. 
Sir, 

The native community of this place have lately formed a 
society for the establishment of General Library, an institution 
calculated to do a vast deal of good, but which from th3 povt--rty 
of the people will require some assistance in the outset. I beg 
you will consequently do me the favor to bring it to the notice 
of the Right Honorable, the Governor in Council, of whom I 
would venture to solicit a donation in money and few copies 
of such works in the native languages as Government may 
possess. 

I have the honour to be, . 
Sir, 

Your most obedient humble servant, 
Berijamin Hutt 

Ag. Judge. 
We also find in the Government records mention of a gift 

of Rs. 100 from the Government of India to the Native General 
library of Ahmt'dnagar, on the recommendation of the Bombay 
Government of 23-6-1838.2 8 It appears from tne East India 
Register that C1ptain French, the founder of the Ahl1lednagar 
Library, was in Ahmednagar in 1842. It would appear that 
he left that place in 1843 to take an appointment as Assistant to 
Governor General Ag. Rajpootana and in his absence the library 
@eems ~o have ceased to function. The following information is 
contained in a letter addressed on 15-5-1850 by the President 
of the N a live Library of Ahmednagar to the Secretary to the 
Bombay Government : " The library continued in exi!;<tence till 
1840, when after Captain French's departure from Ahmednagar, 
owing to want of encouragement and fund, it was closed. [t 
was reopened in 1847 and now numbers 41 subscribers (European 
and Native) the amount of whose monthly subscription aggre
gates 27 rupees, 7 annas. The subscription has been fixed at a 
very low rate in order to make the benefits of the institution 
more generally available to poorer classes.''~~ 

9. Captain Part. Theo. French, who is referred to above as 

27. G. D. 1838, Comp. 448, p. 11. 
2 8. Ibid, p. 13. 
2,'ol. G. D.l8SO, Vol, 47, p, 21L. 
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the idunder of the Ahmednagar Library deserves a place of honour 
in the annals of the library movement in India. An account 
of his career and serviceR to the library movement will not 
therefore ·be out of place here. In 1838 be was the agent for Bbils 
at Ahmednagar. Later he worked there a9 the Commander of 
the Ahmednagar Police force. As pointed out above, he left 

. Ahmednagar for Rajputana in 18•3. In 1845 he was appointed 
as the Political Assistant Nimar. Oo 8-:10-18!6, he was appointt>d 
as the Private Secretary to,Governor and on 20-3-1848 as the 
Town Major for the Bombay Presidency. He left Bombay on 
1-1-1849 for Baroda as Ag. Resident. Even here, he not only 
founded a library at the Residency but continued his efforts for 
the establishment of similar libraries at other places in the 
province. In a letter addressed on 18-8-1849 to Mr. Arthur Malet, 
Chief Secretary to Government of Bombay, while giving an account 
of the .Baroda Library, he wrote : so " I hope that similar libraries 
to this now began in our office, in all the collectors and judges 
kucheris would give much support to the cause, creating to some 
extent a market and increasing the diffusion of books." It would 
appear that even while he was acting as the Private Secretary 
to the Government of Bombay he had already initiated a cam
paign for establishment of a network of libr·aries all over the 
province. A native library was founded in Poona in 1841). Its 
Secretary R. B. Gopalrao Hari Deshrnukh gratefully acknowledged 
the services of Cap, French in writing about the Poona library 
to the Mara thi Periodical "Prabhakar" on 26-3-1840. He wrote : 
"The Governor Saheb has initiaterl measures to dispel ignorance 
among Hindus not only in Poona, but also in Ahmednagar ; 
he has also issued orders to Residents and other officials at variou8 
centres to take similar steps. We must be grateful to .Captain 
French, Private Secretary to the Governor Saheb, for having 
initiated this policy.'' Captain French went on furlough from 
the 11th November 1851 and retired from the service on the 3rd 
June, 1854. 

10. The Board of Eduoation was not itl a po3ition t•> provide 
financial assistance to these libraries out of the limited finances 
available to it. In its report for the year 1850-1, it made the 
following suggestions in this cunnection; 

"Under these circumstances, we stated our opinion that we 
considered the most practical method for Government to adopt, 
would be to request the different Judges and attached Assistant 
Judges to exert their influence in raising subscriptions among the 
Natives for the purpose of establishing such libraries .. We at the 
same time stated our readiness to present a copy of each of our 
vernacular publications to every Native Library within the Presi
dency, on application being ma.du to thiR effect". 3 l 

30. Ibid, p, 74. 
Jl. Report of the Board of Education 1850-51, p. 71. 
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The Board also recommended that the Government should 
supply Marathi periodicals like "Dhyana Prasarak" and "Bodh
sagar" to the libraries in Maharasbtra and Gujerati periodicals to 
the libraries in Gujerat. 

11. I append here a li~?t of various libraries that came into 
bXistence during this period at various centres, together with the 
years in which they were founded : 

Ahmedabad, Belgaum, 1848 ; Kolhapur, 1849 ; Thana, Surat 
Andrew's Library. 1850; Sawantwadi, Satara, 1852; Malegaon 
Campt Library, 1853; Dharwar, 1854; J • .N. Petit Library, 1856; 
Sholapur, 1857; Dhulia, Bassein, Kaira, Barsi, 1863; Kalyan, 
Karwar, Mandvi (Cutch) 1863; Uran, Binwadi, Hubli, Malegaon 
Town Library, 1865 ; Pan vel, Y eola, 1866 ; Sura t (N ahanpura), 
Bhuj, 1868. 

It is possible that some of these libraries have ceased to func· 
tion. Others carne to be established at later dates. 

12. Two libraries of this period deserve special mention here. 
The Native General Library of Nasik was established in 1840. 
No information about its founder.nor about the conditions in which 
came to be established is available. It is not impossible that it 
might represent a transformation into a Native general library 
of an earlier Civil or Military Station library. The centenary of 
this institution was celebrated in 1940 and a Mruatb1 volume 
named "Pradakshana" was published to commemorate this occa
sion. It is a matter of regret, however, that no information about 
the early history of this institution appears in this volume. 

Another library that deserves individual mention in the 
history of Library movement in the province is the Native Gene
ral Library of Bombay. This was established in 1845. It would 
be interesting to know how intimately Capt. French's inspiring 
personality was associated with this attempt. There is no direct 
evidence available on the point; but Capt. French was present at 
a meeting organised to consider a memorial for Framjee Cowas
jee in 1852, and seconded a resolution proposed by Nana Shankar 
Shet to the effect that the Native General Library be housed in the 
building of the Framjee Cawasjee Institute.82 The prospectus 
issued by the proruoter8 of this library at its inception is si_gned by 
Raghoba Janardhan, Native Head Clerk to the Military Board 
Office. The preliminary meeting at which it was decided to estab
lish this library was held in a small bouse near the Trinity Chapel 
at Dhobi Talao. The Managing Committee elected at the meeting 
included the following individuals : John Mullaby, President. 
European Members: (1) M. F. Truman, (2) G. McKeon, (3) J. 
Mathieson, (4) A. R. Dickson. (5) J. King, (6} A. L. Murdock, 
(7) M. Groundwater. Native Members: (1) Raghoba Janardhan, 

32. Fourth Report of the Students' Literary and Soientifio Society, 
1853,p. 20. 
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(2) Pandurang Bhaoo, (3) Narayan Amrootrao, (4) D. P. Rodriques, 
(5) Pundlik Bunker Warde, (6) Bomanji Fardoonji, and (7) Shri 
Krishna Sadashivji. The number of members during this year was 
270. Thfl library was later transferred to the building of the 
Framji Cowasji Institute on 1st January 1864 at the suggestion 
of Sir Erakine .Perry when the Dhyana Prasarak Library of the 
Students' Literary and Scientific Society was absorbed into it. 
This library has had the bent'!fit of generosity of men like Maha
raja of Gaekwad, Maharaja of Travancore, Nabab of Junagad, 
Sir Dinshaw Petit, Bairamji .Jeejeebboy, Gokuldas Tejpal, John 
Harkness; and of the organising abilities of outstanding person
alities like Sir Erakine Perry, N aorosjee Fardonji, Dr. Bhaoo 
Daji, Dadabhoy Nawroji, Ardeshir Framji, Bala Mange!'h 
Wagle, Vinayak Vassudeo, Narayan Dinanath, Karsondas Mulji, 
Rev. Charles Gilder, K. T. Telang, J. V. Yajnik, V. N. Mandlik. 
The high esteem in which its activities were held by the Bombay 
public can be inferred from the fact that it could raise Rs. 27,000 
in 1863 in response to an appeal for funds addressed to the Bombay 
pnblic.as Its membership rose to 1100 in 1895. As a result of a 
donation from N. M. Wadia. Trust in 1916, it waR renamed as the 
N. M. Wadia General Library. Subsequently tbe library came 
under the control of Damodardas Govardhandas Sukhadwalla 
Trust in 1930 and it was decided to change its name into the 
People's Reading Room .and Library, Dhobi Talao Branch. At 
present it functions as a free library and there are no members. 
As a consequence of this, no additions are being made to its book 
colJection for want of adequate finances. It is very desirable 
that an institution with such splendid traditions should be enabled 
to function fully as a live institution, and I would suggest that 
those in control of its destinies should consider reinstating a 
system of membership, as a source of income from which its book 
collection could be replenished. 

13. Before I bring this account of the development of the 
library mevement to full maturity to a close, it is necessary to 
mention only one further stage. The various libr<i.ries so far 
mentioned were mixed libraries in the sense that they collected 
books in all languages, English, Sanskrit, Persian, Marathi, Guje
rati, according to local needs. But, as was to be expected in con
ditions prevailing at that tirne, English literature claimed a 
predominant position in these libraries, and an Indian language 
appeared in the position of a Cinderella. The literature in Modern 
India languages was growing at a rapid rate Cluring this period 
but it did not find its legitimate place in these libraries. A certain 
rather meagre sum was earmarked for purchase of books in 
Indian languages, and only 1mch books as could be purchased out 
of this amount were in traduced in the library. Under these condi-

33. Vide Fiftieth Annual Report of the Bombay Native General 
Library, 1895, 
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tions, it was natural that thinking men should come to realise 
that the library movement could not make its full contribution 
to the task of promoting advancement of Indian people, unless 
libraries devoted solely to the different Indian languages came into 
existence. 34 It is said that the first parson to gi:ve expression to 
this need of the times was R. B. Gopal Hari Deshmukh, better 
known under pseudonym Lokahitawadi. However, the first 
person to give a concrete shape to the idea was Vinayak Laksh
man Bhave who founded the Thana Marathi Granth Sangrahalaya 
in 1893. A similar attempt appears to have been made at about 
the same time under the auspices of an institution called Bharat 
Sevak Samooha. The promoters of this attempt were Messrs. 
Amba.das Puntambekar, Modak, and Shezvalkar. They actually 
established a free public library named Chatrapati Vachanalaya, 
but it bad to be closed down for lack of public support. Nothing 
daunted by this failure, the enthusiastic organisers of this attempt 
succeeded in securing the cooperation of eight other friends and 
tried again. Thus came into existence the Marathi Grantha 
Sangrahalaya of Bombay, the institution which I have the honour 
of representing at this conference This institution was founded 
in 1898. At present it is housed in its own building, possesses the 
largest book collection among Marathi libraries and has branches 
in Girgaum and Dadar. I am glad to report that it has been 
possible this year, as a result of generous help received from the 
Government of Bombay to extend the scope of the functions of 
this institution to a fresh field of activity by establishing a Post 
Graduate Research Institute under its auspices. 1 may mention 
also that Mr. Ambadas Puntambekar, the founder of the Sangra
halaya whose sad death occurred on 6th November last, continued 
to be actively and prominently associated in its activities till the 
end of his life. The third attempt to found a Maratbi library was 
made at Poona in 1911 and subsequently hundreds of other libraries 
devoted to a single Indian language have come into existence. 
It will be noticed so far as this last stage is concerned, I have 

34. The first Annual Report of the Marathi Granthsangrahalaya, 
Thana, 1894, contains the following remarks : 

"WIIi&'T ~:Ul ~I'ir §'<fl~qyeyif ~T~~a ~15EfitfiTofl ~~~Cfi~ ~~ ~~' en)~ 
~ !I·~ t~~' cnT~T ;r~ !I·~ fil~ .... ~ cNT~~ a ~Rti;: ~, q~~ ~ ~~ !t"?.f ~~ 
fo<tiT~ <SfJ:ff~Tifl Sl~~~ Cfi~l ~"2~1 ~&'I ~fctiqja ~~, WPti.i=!fl ~~a ~~acnMif 
5f~;:r S51't{a. ~{(~ 'RltT ~~~ ~~if ~ ~at~ C?.~~ ~IU'<fi~ CfiT\'fi ;rrt'f ~ 
'fi~l!f;r ~~ :qf~~c{ ~:(~ ~!f{(~\'t ~~ i!f ~!l~l ~T i.Wi\ ~J!;{{al~ ~~ ~i!fQq[:q( 
~~~~a) mai {!i~t ~NO if{tit~ ~·~6~ ~ ;:rt~&r or :sn~a itfll~ ~~en 
q{lT {!i~T ~a~ ~Tcn~;:r ~.;ff· tga) i!f if{lot !l·~u'<ft 6!f( ~(m (16t tta ~(f, 
{1 mq~I ~~ta ~6t6~'41 u:cn ~~ :a~'li!f m~. (t ~~i!f ~a ~~;r t qqtt~~·" 
~J:I"C'J~i.l t~ liT~." 
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confined my attention to developments with reference to Maratbi 
literature. Similar attempts must have taken place in the 
Gujerati and Kannada districts of the provinces ; but unfortu
nately I could not secure information about them. 

14. The library movement today has received active 
encouragement and support at the hands of the popular govern
ment in this province and it is proposed to integrate it and widen 
the scope of its activities enormously so as to cater for the needs 
of the remotest viHage in this province. There seems a full 
realisation for the first time of the fundamental role that the 
movement could play in an active democracy and willingness on 
the part of the government to play their full part in promoting 
the movement. I, therefore, conclude this account of the develop
ment of the movement by expressing the hope that the peoples of 
this province will extend their full and active cooperation in these 
efforts and that the prospects of a brij:!;ht future for the movement 
will be realised in the immediate future. 

IDENTITY OF RAJA BlMB WITH WHOM THE PA.THA.RE 
PRABHUS MIGRATED TO BOMBAY IN THE 13TH 

CENTURY A. D. 

BY 

DR. V. D. RAO, M. A., LL. B., PH. D .. 
Professor of History, Ramnarain Rai College, Bombay. 

There are a number of theories about the place from which 
the Pathare Prabhus migrated to Bombay. There is also a wide 
diversion of opinion regarding the identity of Raja Bimba with 
whom they came to the Konkan. "Yet with all this conflict of 
testimony one must in the end acoept the fact that a king named 
Bimba ruled in Salsette in about A.D. 1300, that he made Mahim 
in Bombay his capital and granted various offices and rent.free 
lands to his followers."J. We also know for certain that these 
followers of Bimba were Pathare Prabhus.2 Let us now see who 
this Bimba or Bhim was who seized the north Konkan and made 
Mahikawati or Mahim his capital. 

1. Mr. Nayak in his History of the Pathare Prabhus says 
that the Prabhus were ruling in the east. Being pressed by the 
rising tide of the Muslims they came to the south and settled at 
Paithan, which waR ruled over by one Ram Raja. This Ram Ra.jij, 

1. B.C.I. Gazetteer Vol. II, page 16. 
~- Rajwade, Introduotion to M.B., page 52. 
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bad three sons-Kesbav Deo, Bimba Deo and Pratap Deo. In 1288 
A.D. one Ahmedshah invaded Paithan and killed Ram Raja. The 
Pathare Pra.bhus fled from Paitha~ with Bimba Deo, the second 
son of the Raja, and came to the Konkan and settled there. 3 All 
this is pure myth. In the 13th Century Paitha~,. was under the 
rule of the Yadav Kings of Devagiri4 and there is no proof that 
it was sacked in 1288. Again the Maharastrian saint Dnyaneshwar 
who stayed at Nevase not far from PaithaJ;! says in the concluding 
lines of his great work "Dnyaneswari,' which was written 
in 1290, that King Ramchandra, the scion of the Yadav dynasty 
ruled over the land. 

2. Rao Bahadur Moroba Kanoba states that the Prabhus 
came to the Konkan with one Bbagela: (possibly Wagbela) King 
Bheem of Gujerat.5 There is no historical proof for this. In 
fact we find that there was no one by the name Bhim Oeo or 
Bimba Deo in the whole dynasty of the Wa:gbela:, or Bhagelas. 

3. Relying upon Laxman Prabhu's Bimbakhyan, Dr. Gerson 
DaCunha says that the Pathare Prabbus came to Mahim in 
1026 A.D. 6 with a Bheem or ·Bhimdeo, a Chalukya Prince of the 
house of Solankis, who reig'ned for 42 years from 1022 to 1064 A.D. 
He further says that "the Solanki Bheem, after the expedition 
of Mahmu:J of Gazni to Somnath and his invasion and capture 
of Anhilawada in-1026 A.D. fled from his country and to make 
up for the loss in the north marched with his followers from 
Patan into the south and settled at Mahim. The reason the 
Prabbus call th~mselves Pa:thare or Pa:thane is that they derive their 
origin from Gujerat Pa:tal:} and not from the Deccan Paithan.'' 7 

This ~tory cannot be true, because we know it for a fact that 
immediately after the departure of Mahmud, the Solanki Bheem 
returned to Anhilwada, rebuilt the temple of Somnath and reigned 
at Anhilwada till hia death in 10(>4 A.D 8 • 

Again the two Jain chronicles of Gujerat "Prabandh Chinta:
mani" and "Dvyasrya" have recorded the most minute details 
of thE' reigns of the Chalukya kings of Anbilwada. It is therefore 
impossible to accept that they omitted to chronicle so important 
an event like the conquest and colonization of Mahim by the 
Solanki Bheem and his Patba:re Prabhu followers. 9 

4. Mr. Vyavabarkar says that the Prabhus when ousted 
from the Pathar by the Parmars of Malwa went to the Punjab 

3, Nayak, P.P., page 48. 
4. Vide Paithan Copper Plate Grant of Ram Deo of De-v~:~giri in 

Ind. Aro. Vol. XIV, page 1L9. 
5. Moroba Kanoba, Epitome of the History of Bheem Raja, p. 16. 
6. DaCunha, The Origin of Bombay, p. 36. 
7. Ibid, p. 39. 
8. B.P. Gazetteer, Vol. I, Part 1, p. 169-179. 
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and established their rule there. In the Punjab they had to 
encounter the Trans-indian hordes and consequently moved to 
Gujerat via Sind. They established themselves firs~ at Mungi 
Pattall, but Roon shifted to Somnath Pattan 0r Dev Pattaf...l. 
Soon, however, the Patha:re Prabhu princes accepted the sovereignty 
of their stronger neighbours the Anhilwada rulers. After 
the invasion of Mahmud Gazni the Pathare Prabhus with many 
other Kshatl'iya families, came to the Konkan and settled at Kelve 
Mabim "under the leadership of Bheem, one of the Anhilwada 
princes". He further says that Bhimdeo II of Anhilwada who 
had considerable power at seato might have come to Konk~n. 11 

'fhere is no record whatever that any king of the Solanki dynasty 
ever ruled over the north Konkan. "Again this Bhimdeo II was 
so weak a man that he earned the sobriquet "Bholo" the simpleton. 
Wa8 this the man to colonise Mabim and wrest sovereignty 
from the powerful Silahar rulers like Aparaditya and Kashideo ?"'-' 2 

Both Dr. DaCunha and Mr. Vyavaharkar have adopted 
this theory probably because the Bimbakbyan and the Kaustubh 
Chintamani state that Bimba came to the Konkan through Gujrat. 

5. Mr. N. V. Purandare in his history of the Shukla Yajur
vedi Brahmans tells quite a different tale. According to him 
Bimba belonged to a Suryavamshi dynasty of Udaipur. His 
family name was RaQe, Ootra Bbaradwaj, and family Goddess 
Prabbavati. In or about the 8th Century his ancestors estab· 
liehed themselves at Sinhi in Udaipur. Because of the Muslim 
pressure Bimba's father Ramdeo left Sinhi and came to Paithaf...l ~ 
to Raja Vikram Bhoj. Ram Deo had three sons-Kesbav, Bimba 
and Pratap. Keshav established hismself at Anhilwada. In 1288 
Allauddin KhilJi invaded Devagiri. Keshav went to the rescue 
of his father but was defeated and killed. Prat2.p who started 
from Anhilwada met with the same fate. Bimba came as far 
as Paithan, but finding himself. no match for Allauddin turned 
towards the west and founded his kingdom at Mahim.13 There 
is absolutely no historical truth in this story. It simply betrays 
lack of information about mediaeval Indian history. 

6 The Bombay City Gazetteer tells us that "the inscrip
tions left by the SHaharas include the names of many of their 
ministers and officers-some of them have surnames that are now 
found among the Pa\hare Prabhus. One may 1easonably infer 
that the period of the Silahar rule witnessed the settlement 
of both Pathare and Kayastha Prabhus". 14 Ragarding the identity 

---- -----
9. S.M. Edwardes, Rise of Bombay, p, 24. 

10. Forbes, Ras Mala, p. 188-189. 
11. Vyavaha.rkar, History of the P. P., p, 37. 
12. S.M. Edwardes, Rise of Bombay, p, 24. 
13. N.V. Purandare, Shukla Yajurvedi Brahmin, p. 13-lf) 
H. B.C.I. Gazetteer, Vol. II p, 13-14. 
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of Bimba, the Gazetteer further says ''he is said to have been a 
Suryavamshi Kshatriya like his followers, the Patha:re Prabhus. 
A reasonably probable supposition seems to be that he was 
simply a leading member of the Pathare Prabhu Caste, 
which had already held high offices during the Silahar period, 
and which had ample opportunity of setting up a kingdom of 
its own in the confusion that followed the Mohamedan invas
ion of the Deccan.1 s 

As against th!s theory, however, we have the testimony 
of Rajwade who says that before Shaka 1211) (A .D. J293) there 
was not a single J;>a:ta~a Prabhu in the north Konkan.16 

7. Bharat Itihasa Sanshodhak Mandal, Po'Jna, have got a 
Bad (manuscript) of about 50 pages which, it seems, was 
co}Jied by one Naranji, a Pathare Prabhu, in 1798 A.D. The Bad 
has. five chapters. The first called Shree Ram Mahima deals 
with the exploits of one Ram Raja the father of Raja Bimba 
who came to the Konkan in about A.D. 1144 from five Paithans 
viz. Cha:mpaner Hastinapur, Na:gabaj, Mangi Paitha~ and Pariha:l[. 
It also mentions sixty six families of the Pathare Prabh.us. 
The second gives a general history of the north Konkan from 
the advent of Raja Bimba to its conquest by the Muslims. The 
third speaks of the Vaitarni Teerth of Sopara, the fourth mentionR 
eighteen Pathare Prabhu families while the fifth gives the dynasty 
of Kings from Bimba to the last king who was dethroned 
and killed by the Muslim. The first and the fourth chapters 
together mention ninety-five families of the Pathare Prabhus 
including those of King Ram Raja and his ministers. Of these, 
twenty eight came fwm Paitha~, thirteen from Cha:mpa:ner, nine 
from Na;gabaj, seven fnm Panhala, seven from Cher1.,1e, three from 
Daulatabad and two fl'om Anhilwada. Thus we find that some 
families came from Maharashtra, 'some from Rajputana and 
some from Gujerat. 

The Bad shows that the first chapter was written in L388, 
th'=l second in 1614, the third in 1306 and the fourth in 173~. It 
does not say anything about the time of the cornposition of the 
fifth chapter, but from its language it seem~ to have been written 
after the advent of Muslims in southern India. The Bad, if true, 
disproves the theory that the Pathare Prabhus migrat:>d to the 
Konkan wholly from Gujerat, or wholly from Rajputana or wholly, 
from Paitha~. It states that these people came to the Konkan from 
all the parts to the north and to the east of the Konkan. 

It gives a list of s~venty family goddesses of the Pathare 
Prabhus families. It also gives the names of a number of 
"Cotras" many of which are not found in the present "Gotras" 
of the Pathare Prabhus. 

15. Ibid, 
16. Rajwade, Introduction to M. B., p, 52, 
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8. In 1294 A. D. Allauddin Khilji invaded Devagiri. Finding 
it difficult to face the Muslims, Ram Dev, the Yadav King of 
Devagiri sent his second son Bimba to the north Konkan. There 
came with him nine families of Yajurvedi Brahmins of 
Midhyandin Shakba, tw.;:,nty seven families of Somvanshis, 
nine of Shesha Vanshis, five of Pa:iichals. seven of Agris, one of 
Daealad, one of Veesalad, and thrte of Modh. 17 Of the surnames 
given of 39 Suryavanshi and Somvanshi Kshatriyas, twenty 
four are surnames now current among the Pa:thare Prabhus.18 The 
Mahikavatichi Bakhar gives the names of fifty four Pata1.1e Prahhu 
Sardars who came with Bimba.19 

Let us now examine the evidence which proves that this 
Yadav Bimba was the Bimba who came to Mahim in the last 
dect~de of the thirteenth century. 

1. From a Persian Firman issued by Nawab Chand Khan, 
the Subha of the Province of Daman and dated A. D. 1495, we 
learn that ''Bimbashaha, hearing the defeat of his father Ram
dev of Devagiri by Allauddin, fled with his Raj Guru Purshot
tampant KawaJe and eleven Oomraos (<:.Jl of whom according to 
Rajwade were f'athare Prabhus). He <;arne to Mahim and divi
ded the country into twelve parts giving the province of Malad 
unto Rajguru KawaJe".2 o 

N. B. It may be incidentally noted here that the deAcendants 
of this Rajguru Ka:waJe are still at Malac;I (a suburb of Bombay.). 

2. A Persian patent bearing the Seal of Mahmud Dalil, 
the Dewan of Sultan Allauddin of Bedar and dated A. D. 1436 
shows that "in the Shalivaban Era 1212 (A. D. 1290) Raja 
Bimbashah, having taken the ownerhip and possession of the 
north Konkan from the hands of 'Karson' kept it for himself.n 

Now we know that in A. D. 1290 a Brahmin named Krishna 
was the Viceroy of Ramdeo of Devagiri in the north Konkan.u 
We can easily identify this Krishna with 'Karson' or the patent 
from whom Raja Bimba took possession. From this we note that 
Bimba took possessiun of north Konkan from his father's Viceroy 
and established himself as King thereof. 

3. Again we have a Dan-patra or Grant of the rights of 
Sardesai and Sardeshpande, made by King Bimba Dev to his 
Rajguru in the year 1299 A. D.sa 

4. The two inscriptions of A. D, 1273 and 1291, recently 
found near Thana, purporting to be the grants of Anjur and 

17. B. C. I. Gazetteer Vol. I. p. 114 
18. Puranda.re, Shukla Y ~~ojurvedi Bfahmin p. 20. 
19. Rajwade, Introduction toM. B., p. 46, 
20. S. M. Edwa.rdes, Rise of Bombay, p. 25, 
21. Ibid. p. 26, 
22. R. G. Bha.ndarka.r, Early History of Deooan, 239. 
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Owa.la (Thana District) leaves little doubt that, that province 
was ruled over by the Yadavaa.u 

The above evidence leads us to the conclusion that Bima Dev 
who came to north Konkaa in the last decade of the 13th centurv 
was Bimba, the second son of king Ramdeo of Devgiri. With 
him came his followers or Sardars, the Pathare Prabhus who 
helped him to found the capital of Mahikavati, modern Mahim 
" bringing with them a new polity, much bureaucratic skill and 
!:l~me culture, thereto unknown amongst the primitive settlt:-r:i of 
the Island."2s 

We have also to admit, however, that the Pathare-Prabhus 
must have gone to Devagiri from some parts of north India like 
Rajputana, Kathiawar26 etc. because "their language still con
tains a considerable admixture of Gujerati, Kathiawari and E:Wen 
in lesser degrees Marwagi words. Their manners and customs show 
tr:1ces of a northern origin, and the so called Prabhu turban, now 
falling rapidly in disuetude is found in some parts of Kathiawar 27 • 

Again from the evidence of the Silahar inscriptions and the 
Bad referred to above, we must accept the possibility of a few 
Pathare Prabhu families being in the north Kc..nkan during tlw 
Sllhar period. 

HOW, WHENCE AND WHEN MAHARASTRA CAME 
INTO BEING? 

BY 

SHAN. RA. SHENDE, 
Brihan-Maharastriya Karyalaya, ~angli, (Bombay), 

(1) How Maharcaatra came into being 1 
Maharastra is the name of one of the regions of Bharata 

Khanda. This name has been given to it on account of the colo
nizers being Maharastriya.ns. The country is referred to iu tho 
6th century 1 A. D. as Maharastrakah, in the, 2nd century 2 A. D. 
as Maharatta, in 3rd century B. C. as Maharatthas. 

23. S • .M. Edwardes, Rise of Bombay, p. 26. 
24. K, A. Pa.dhye, Hemadri p, 148. 
25. DaCunha., Origin of Bombsy. p. 48. 
26. Enthoven, Tribes and Castes of Bombay, p. 241. 
t7. B. C. I. Gazetteer, Vol. I, p. 24.1. 
1. Verse !5 of the Ihole insoription. Ipi. Ind. Vol. VI P I ff. 
2. Book XIX Translation of Ma.uime Kha.la.i, 1918 Ed. by Ra ., 

Bahadur S. Krishnaswami Aiya.nga.r. p. 100 and p. 159. 
· 3, Ma.ha.va.nso by Prof. K. N. Bhagwat, 1936 Ed. p. 6 )~ 

66 
\' '• 
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The word Maharatta {a Prakrit form) must have been the 
outcome of the amalgamation of the territories of the Rattas4 or 
Rastrikas. The name of Ratta or Rastrika must have been given 
to, those people some time nfter they had settled there and reached 
.a certain stage of differentiation from the original stock. 

Another thing to be noted in this connection is that these 
Rattas or Rastrikas are the descendants of the Vaidika Aryas who 
entered Bharata Khanda and colonized some of its parts which 
subsequently formed themselves into one confederation of the name 
of Maharastra. 

To find out how this Maharastra came into being, we shall 
have to peep into the history of the colonization of Bharata Khanda 
by lhe Vaidika Aryas with the help of Rigveda, their earliest 
document which furnishes not only historical and cultural events 
but also geographical locations. Thus we get Sapta5 Sindhu coun
try mentioned in it which is the preeent .N.W.F. Province6 and 
the Punjab. The name Sapta Sindhu is given to it on account 
of the seven ri vers7 it contains. This is the first colony the 
Vaidika Aryas have made. The Vedas do not mention the names 
o'f the other colonies but mention the rivers on the banks of which 
these were made. Thus in and round about the duabs of Ganga8 

a11d Yamuna they formed the second colony and on the banks of 
Ganga as it flows further on, and on the banks of Gomati9 and 
Sarayu10 they made their third colony and on the banks of 
Ksipra11 they brought out their fourth colony. The whole of tbi~ 
process of the colonization of the Bharata Khanda by the Vaidika 
Aryas can well be understoud if the theory of the river-side-colo
nization is taken into consideration. The Vaidika Aryas reached 
Ksipra through Carmanvat112 which meets Yamuna some miles 
east of Agra. And it is neither unnatural nor impracticable if 
some of these colonizers on the banks of Yamuna might have 
chosen to go by the banks of the new river i.e. Carmanvati which 
they met on their way. They had to proceed further rather than 
to settle on the banks of this new river on account of the barren 
and rocky nature of the region being unsuitable to make homes. 
1he y were, therefore, obliged to continue their journey till they 
reached the banks of Ksipra which is rich in fertility and being a 
'high ltvel plane, healthy from climatic point of view. This story 

4. Early History of the Deocan by Sir R. G. Bbandark&r 1884 Ed. 
p. 9 and 10. 

' :l, (a) Rig Veda VUI: 2<l: 27, (b) Vedic Index Vol, II, P. 424. 
6. (a.) Ind. A.nt. X£III p. lH. (b) p. 2!: V lll. XX:£ Acuul., of 

B. 0. R.I. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Rig. I 32: 12 and 34 : 8 and 35 : 8 ; TV. 28, I ; VIII 96 :I. 
Rig. X 75:5. 
Rig. X 75:6. 
Rig. IV 30 : 18. 
Rig. IV 8:8-
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of the colonizati'Jn will be found still m:lre convincing, when we 
see the four spoken dialects of these four colonies. 

The literary and religious language of the Vaidika Aryas 
were Chanda13 and Sanskrit languages throughout Bharata 
Khanda, the former being used for Vedas and the latter for Smrtis 
and later religious, historical, philosophic and ritual literatures, 
These two cultured languages did not live long as spoken ones but 
made roo:n for new comers which were being termed as Mlechah14 , 

Apabhashah15, Apasabdah16
, Alpiymasah17, Sabdah, Apabhrama

sah 18 from 3000 B. C. and down-wards till these types of dialects 
recPived the term Prakrita19 by the time of Siksa. These Prakrits 
reached later on the literary stage in different colonies and status 
as high as that of Sanskrit and hence felt the need of grammar, 
which was composed by Vararuchi about the 5th century20 B. C. 
This treatise contains grammars of the four languages viz. 
Paisachi, Sauraseni, Magadhi and Maharashtri. These being the 
four languages of the four prominent colonies referred to above 
made by the Vaidika Aryas in geographical sequence. Maharastri 
Prakrit was the spoken dialect of the Maharastra colony. Thus 
the history of the Prakrits substantiates the story of the coloniza
tion of Vaidika Aryas and the story of how Maharastra came into 
being, as the last and fourth colony of the V aidika Aryas. 

(2) From whence Maharaatra came into being ? 
lt bas been already told that Maharastra came into being 

on the bank of the Ksipra river which region is called Avanti on. 
Mala va De:-;ha or Malva or C. D. and hence nothing more is 
required to say on this point. 

The objection that might be raised to the above proposition 
is that at present Malva or Central India is not a part of Maha-

12. Natya. Shastra, XVII. 62. There is no reference to Ca.rman
vati in Vedic hterature but there is mention of a.n Aoha.rya Carmasirah in 
Nighantu, 3 : 15. 

13. Sec. XIII. Ch. V. of CuUa Va.gga Edited by Olenberg 1880 Ed. 
p. 139. 

14. Satapath Brahmana III, 2: L 23 and 24. 
15 and 16. Patanj \la M ahabhasya Vol. I, p. 26. 
17 and 18. Sa.yana. Carya. Krit Rig Veda Bhasyopakra.ma.inka. : 

Calcutta. 192 5 Ed. 
19. Paniniya Siksa, Sloka. 3rd. 
20. (a) Prefa.ca p;~.ges VI and IX Sanskrit Dictionary by Dr. 

Wilson. 
(b) Pracina Maharastra (Marathi) by Dr. Ketkar, Vol. I, pp. 250 

to 265 and pp. 311 to 15. 
(o) P. VI of the preface to Prakrit Prakash&, by Co.vell ; 

Edited by Dr. P. L. V a.idya.. 
(d) Dr. Sir Hb.anda.rkar assigns V ara.ruch to Sa.liva.hana period. 
(e) Max Muller, Pisha.l, Konow say that Va.rauoi and Katyayana 

were one, p. 222. Dr. G11ne's Lectures, 1916-17. 
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tastra, how is it that it was so in ancient days ? My answer to 
this is that I did not say that Malva is now-a-days a part of 
Maharastra but it was so upto atleast the 12th century A. D.21 

I give below my authorities in support of my statement. 
(l) By the 6th century22 A. D. Malava i.e. Central India and 

Gurjara tra i.e. Southern Raja pu ta na were geographically divisio:1s 
of Maharastra and by 12th century the northern boundary of 
Maharastra came down to Narmada 2 a. 

(2) A stone tablet24 In Maharastri is found at Dhar m 
Central India dated 1132 of the Shaka Era. 

(3) Words of Maharastri ApabhrmE~ha2 s are given in Sloka 
lOth of the commentary of Sloka 17th of Alankara Shastra of 
Bhoja Deo of Dhar (1010-1055 of the Shaka Era). 

(4) In the commentary Sloka 11th, it is said:

~ ~1'6: ~~I ~{R115~)a :I 
It is olearly indicated from the above statements that this 

region was a part of Maharastra and the language there current 
Maharastri ar.d Maharastri Apabhramsa. 

(5) Dr. Grierson remarks 27 "Even Western Hindi forms can 
be adduced which agree with Marathi and Maharastri as against 
Sauraseni". 

(6) Prof. Patankar of Benares in !906 in a lecture28 at Ujjain 
stated that the Rangdi dialect of that part agrees with Marathi 

• in many respects. 
(7) There is great affinity in the formation of many words 

and forms of Hindi and Marathi Poetry of the 13th century29 • 

(8) Physical unity among the Marathi and Hindi proverbs80 

current to-day in both the provinces shows identical cultural and 
l!locial heritage of both the societies. 

(9) Dr. Gune,81 Dr. Turner, 32 Dr. Grierson83 tell us that Maha
rastri was once a prevalent language in the north of Narmada. 

(10) Avanti84 or Avantija i.e. the language of Avanti Desha 
was a mixture of Maharastri and Sauraseni. 

21 and 22. Vatsyavana.'s Kama'lastra H, 5-29. 
23. Vol. XXIII of the Annals B. 0. R. I. pp. 503 and 4. 
24. Vol. VIII Epi. Ind. p. 96. 
25. P. 126 of Saraswati Kantbabharana. (Kavya Mala 94) Barod:1 

Oriental Library Department, San<lkrit Division 6529. 
26. Ibid. p. 127. 
27 and 33. Linguistic Survey of India. VoL VIII, p, 7. 
28. P. 55 of the preface to Dnyaneshwa.ri by Rajavade (Marathi). 
29. Purusartha (Marathi mo11 thly) Sept. :941. p, 82. 
30, lbtd. pp. 76 to 81, 
31. Dr. Gune's Wilson Philological Lectures, (1916-17), p. 194. 
32. Maratbi Bhasa: Udgama and Vika.sa by Prof. Kulkarni 

(Maratbi). p. !}6. 
34. Prakrit Ssrvasva. of Markandaya: Pada. 11 Sloka 1st. 
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Out of these 10 references the last one proves the geographical 
extent of Maharastra beyond Narmada, 2 to 7 and 9 and 
10 go to establish the existence of Maharastri and Maharastri 
Apabhramsa in that region and the 8th shows the social and 
cultural affinity of the regions on both the banks of Narmada 
river. Taking into consideration all these 10 references together, 
it goes beyond doubt to satify that (L) Avanti Desha was geogra
phically, culturally, linguistically a no socially a part of Maha
r astra till upto 12th century A. D. and (2) that Avanti was a 
border land where the region of Sauraseni touches that of Maha
ra~tri, and therefore we may safe-ly presume that Avanti Desha 
was the region from whence Mabarastra came into being. 

(3) When Maharastra came into being? 
Now Wf' have to decide the antiquity of Maharastra. No 

body will doubt that Vid arbha35 was a part of Maharastra and (a) 
that it has been proved with astronomical references found in 
Satapatha Brahmana36 that it was colonized by the Vaidika Aryas 
by 3100 years B. C. (b) that the Daksinapada 37 i.e. Daksinapatha 
and Narmada have been referred to in Rig Veda (c) that the 
formation of the word Godavari38 can be proved by Vedic gram
mar and (d) that Vidarbha reached the same cultural level as 
that of Kuru Desha can well be assumed by the blood relations 
of the residents of those provinces reported in Maha-Bharata 
and Ramayana as Rukumini, Keshini3 9' and Damayanti4° were 
married to the kings ot the northern Bharata Khanda. Of the 
three girls mentioned above Rukmini was living by the time 
of the Mahabharata war which took place some time about 
500QH years from to-day. This date can again be ascertained 
by the date of Yudhisthira Shaka which is about ·5000 yearH 
old to-day. All this story goes to prove that Vidarbha was by 
5000 years ago not only colonized by Vaidika Aryas but it was 
well cultured al~o and that the Vaidika literature was being 
composed when they settled in Vidarbha and extended upto 
Godavari. 

35. Bala Ramaya.na of Rajshek:har edit<3d by Govind Deo :3ba stri 
Benares, 1869 Ed. p, 302 Slokas 73 and 74. 

3&. (a) Ind. Ant. Vol. XXIV, p. 242. (b) Appendix (A) pp, 409. 
(c) of Dnyaoa.kosha., VoL l!, By Dr. Ketkar ( Marathi). 

37. Rig. X: 61 : 8. 
38. Foot note l7 (2) of page 278 Vol. XXX Ind. Ant. 
39. Ramayana Balakanda : 38 : 3. 
40. Mahabbarat V ana P.uva : 51 : 21. 
41. Ihole InscFiption: Slokas 33 and 3t give 3735tb yeat of the 

Ma.babharatba War by 556 year of Sbaka era (1866-556=1310) Add 1310 
to 3735. · 

42. (a) Dr. D. R. Bh~ndarkar's Ancient History of India: (b) 
C.um ichael Leoturers (1918), p, 53, 



Now let us go back to determine the date of the coloniza· 
t\on ()f Avanti Desha by the Vaidika Aryas. It can very easily 
bf taken that they reached Vidarbha after having crossed 
Vindbya and Narmada, but the queestion as to from where is to 
answered. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar has shown dose relations of Avanti 
and Ashmaka411 and I have shown that out of the 9 routes43 by which 
they had gone from Aryavarta to Daksinapathr1 only two routes 
b~v~ very often and from Ramayana and Mahabharata days,44 

upto Peshava conquests been used frequently, which are (1) from 
A.vanti to Mahismati and (21 Bhopal to Handa, which clearly prove 
tbe close connection of Avanti and Vidarbha, and therefore we 
should take that the Vaidika Aryas went to Vidarbha after 
they have colonized Avanti Desha. It can also be presumed 
ereating a colony in Avanti and feeling the necessity of going 
further down for a fresh land by crossing Vindhya and Narmada 
a'bd creating a new colony in Vidarbha and a new culture of its 
own will certainly require some centuries, say a period of about 
one millennium, and I presume that the colonization of Avanti 
i.e. the date of coming into being of Maharastra dates back 
to tbe 6th millennium. The only point now left is whether from 
~he inception of A vanti Desha, it was being called Maharastra. 
My answer to this is in the affirmative, though we do not find 
Maharastra referred to by so early a date as the 6th millennium. 

My argument is this:-
That there was a corrupt form from Sanskrit as a epoken dialect 

for all the classes of the Vaidika Aryas from the very date 
they reached Sindhu river and began settling on the banks of it 
and created a colony of the same name. Region is called a 
colony after the colonizers furm into a separate unit of society, 
independent of the former stock, having created a new cul
ture, a new form of dialect and new modes of living. And 
unless the new settlement has all these aspects to suit the 
climate, circumstances and the company of the former 
residents of the region, amongst whom they are required 
to mix. it will not come into being. According to this theory 

43. Routes between Arya. Varta and Da.ksinapa.tha an article by 
this printed in B. C. La.N Vol. I. 

44. ~((f ~~ t ~If .._c; {~)~ ~o-:n-~~. 
B. 0. R. 1. Ed. Pages 185-86. 

d ~ ar(er: ti~roit if~tr~ 1 

trcififi.'Plq~ci ;q «'J~¥:1f tr~Cfil II ~" 
lt1i ~ flU~~: qq)GlQ') ;q a ~liT II ~ t 
q11 ti11r f«~i~ w<f ~i~P-f ~)aifflll 1 
'Jt(f: tR;q" ~v)~ ({~ ~~qrrqlf: 11 ~~ 
45. Ind. Ant. Vol. XI Ill, p. U. 
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the Sapta Sindhu Desha got a new dialect of the name 
0f Paisachi for it was Pisacha Desha. Similar changes occurred 
when the Vaidika Aryas reached the Duabs of Yamuna and 
Ganga and further on, on the banks of Goma ti and Sarayu, to 
create new colonies of the names of Surasen Desha and Maga
dba Desha with new dialects for them of the name of Sauraseni 
and Magadhi. History is repeated in the case of the colony of 
A vanti having given birth tc, ·Maharastra and a dialect of the 
name of Maharastri for the people residing there to exchange 
their views and express their desires. . 

I may take that the dialect Maharastri might have come 
into existence one thousand years after the coming into being of the 
eolony of Avanti and therdore I fix that 5000 years from this day 
must have been the birth date of Maharastra Desha and of its 
dialect Maharastri though the records tell us that these can be 
traced only as late as the earlier century of the Shaka era. 



APPENDIX A 

ANNU A.L REPORr-194:7 

The year under report has not been marked by any appreciable 
t'h&nge in the position of the Indian History Congress in the academic 
life of India. Owing to the excessively disturbed conditions in the country 
it has not been possible to increase its membership. The diffi.culties of 

' oqmJQunication have also added to our difficulties in en rolling ne .v 
members. Last year I had hoped that the membership will rise to 500 but 
I regret it has not been possible to attain that level. As in the previous 
:fears. a large number of our existing members have paid their member
·~hip fee quite cloee fo the meeting of the Congress. May I appeal to them 
t& temit their fee soon after the commencement of the financial year, 
that is April. and not wait for the meeting of the Congress. The total 
membership this year stands at 159 of which 20 are new. 

It bas been possible this year to bring out the list of the subjects of 
rttsea.rch which are being pursued by various soholars in different institu
tions of the country. The list is by no means exhaustive. I hope that the 
scholars will help us in compiling an exhaustive list by sending full 
information to me as soon as possible. Without a coordinated scheme of 
research there is bound to be a waste of intellectual energy. Such a list 
wilt help younger scholars particularly in selecting their subjects of 
study. It is hoped that such lists will be prepared from time to time. 

As in the previous years. at the last session in 1946 also, most of 
the Indian Universities were represented by their nominees. A large 
number of learned Associations had also sent up their representatives. 

It was not. however, possible for all the Provincial Governments 
and major Indian States to be represented at our session. An effort was 
mad~ this year to seek representation of such governments but the pre
vailing conditions in the country could not prompt the governments to 
divert their attention to mere academic activities. I hope, ho .vever, thst 
with the return of normal conditions in a free country the Indian History 
Congress will have among its members representatives of all the political 
units of the country. 

A number of foreign universities and governments were approached 
to depute their representatives to attend the Indian History C,mgress 
thi~ year so that contacts could be establi'!hed between the scholars work
ing in the same fields in the different parts of the world, and a real inter .. 
national fellowship of historians could develop. I am glad to report that 
the response is encouraging. Dr. Philips, Director, School of Oriental and 
African Studies, has sent us his plans and is eager to establish contacts 
with various ed·.1cational institutions in the country. We have written to 
him that we shall very willingly cooperate with his effort. Though it 
has not been possible for the universities abroad to send their scholars to 
participate in our deliberations yet universities like Oxford and London 
have also extended their futlest cooperation to us and have appointed 
their delegates to represent them at this session. A. number uf otherR have 
conveyed their greeting;; and good wishes for the success of the Indian 
"'story Congress. I hope such <nntacts will be practicable in future an~ 
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it will be possibllj to exchange notes on methods of research in history. 
We have also received requests for the exchange of our publications from 
Holland and ~ngla.ud, 

I have to report. with regret once again that it has not been possible 
to publish any volume of the comprehensive History of India even this 
year. But ha.npily Volume IX has been completed and the manuscripts 
of its cbaphns have been revised and edited by the editor· concerned. 
Now it will be possible to send it to the press at the beginning of 194-<. 
Volume V is also almost ready as all the chapters except S have 
been received and the editor is busy editing 1 hem, I expect the re
maining chapters also shortly. It may be hoped that this volume will also 
be sent to ttle press by April 1948. The manuscripts of some other 
volumes are being received but unfortunately many coHtributors do not 
realize the importance of an early production of the volumes and have, 
in spite of the agreements which have been signa: by them, been unable 
to send their contributions. In the new national set up it is all the 
more necessary that a comprehensive history of our country should be 
brought out at an early da.k. I hope the contributors will realise their 
responsibility and complete their work soon. 

No new dona.tions have been received this yea.r for the scheme 
of the comprehensive history of India., 

Unfortunately the Rt. Hon'ble Sir Tej Bahadur Sa.pru, the 
Presidnt of the Executive Board, bas been in a ·;ety poor state of heaith 
this year which has compelled him to express his inability to continue to 
guide our work as the President of the Executive Board. The interest 
which he has taken in the scheme and the support which he has always 
extended to it have largely helped its ma.teriali8ation. It will be difficult to 
replace him. I reoeat here once again our sense of gratefulness to him and 
hope that he will soon recover from his illness and will be able to render 
effective assistance in the com pi <Jtion of our project. 

I have to report with grelit sorrow the sad death of our first Presi. 
dent and founder of the Indjan History Congress, Dr. Sir Shafaat Ahmad 
Khan~ whose premature and untimely death has robbed the Indian History 
Congress of one of its best and effective friends and supporters. 

We are grateful tu the University of Born bay and the Bombay 
Historical Society for so kindly inviting us to hold our session in Bombay. 

In the end I have to express my most sincere gratitude to Prof. 
K. A. Nilaka.nta Sastri, President and Dr Tara. Chand and Dr. S. N, Sen, 
Vice-Presidents, for their unfailing support, guidance, sympathy and 
inspiration. I have also to thank Dr. P. M. Joshi, the Local Secretary, 
for his zealous efforts to make the session a. success in spite of the 
numerous difficulties and u~stacles. 

December 26, 1947. 
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• 

BISHESHW AR PRASAD, 
General Secretary. 



Minutes of the Annual Business Meeting 28th 
Dec~mber 1947, Bombay 

The Annual Business Meeting of the Indian History Congress was 
held on 28th December 1947 at H A.M. in the Convocation Hall of the 
Bombay University. The following members were present :-

1. Prof. H. K. Sherwani 
2. · Pr()f, G. V. Rao 
3, Mr. S. R. Shende 
'· Mr. K. H. Kamdar 
5, Mr. S. R. Sharma 
6. M:r. C. N. Wadia . 
7. Mr. G. M. Moraes 
8. Dr. C. C. Das Gupta 
9. Mr. P. Seshadri Sastri 

10. Mz-. K. Sitaramaiya 
11. Dr. N. Venkataramanayya 
12. .Mr. 0. Ramachandraiy a. 
13. .Mr. I. B. Patel 
14 Mr. Syed Hasan Askari 
15. Dr. B. Goetz 
16. Dr. J. N. Hanerjea 
.. 7. Dr. H. D. Sankalia 
18. Mr. B. N. Puri 
1!1. Dr. G. C. Mendis 
JO. Dr. B. P. Majumdar 
11. Dr. Nandlal Chatterji 
11.. Mr. Kalyan Kumar Ganguli 
23. Dr. V. G. Dighe 
~. Mr. K. B. Vyas 
25. Mr. M. R. Majumdar 
26. Dr. A. D. Pusalka.r 
27. Mr. P. C. Ba.nerji 
28. Mr. R. K. Da.s Gupta. 
2\J. Mr. D. G. Mahajan 
30. Dr. Pra.tul C. Gupta 

31. Mr. S. K. Saraswati 
S2. Mr. S. P. St-n 
33. Dr. D. C. Siroar 
34. Mr. R V. Poduval 
35. Prof. D. V. Potdar 
36. Dr. K. K. Datta. 
37. D. B. C. S. Sriniva.sachari 
38. Dr. R. N. Dandekar 
3~. Dr. A. S. Altekar 
40. Mr. S. C. U pa.dhyaya. 
41. Mr, Kup Chandra 
42. Mr. K. R. Venkatara.ma Ayyar 
43, Mr. A. V. Pandya. 
44. Mr. A. S. Gadre 
45. Mr. M. N. Deshpa11de 
46. Mr. H. S. Gupta 
47. Dr. M. Rama Roo 
48. Mr. Bhagwat Sahai 
49. Mr. R. G. Gya.ni 
50. Mr. C. R. Singhal 
51. Dr. S. N. Sen 
52. Mr. S. R. Tikekar 
53. Mr. V. T. Gune 
54. Dr. K. A. Nila.kanta Sastri 
55. Dr. M. B. Velkar 
56. Mr. N.C. Zarnindar 
57. Dr. Tara Chand 
58. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
59. Dr. Banarsi Prasad Sa.ksena 
60. Prof. Mohammad Habib (in the 

vhair) 

1. The Minutes of the last meeting were read by the General 
Secretary and confirmed. 

2. The following resolutions of condolence were moved from the 
chair and were passed all standing, 

(i) "That the Indian History C:.mgress A.ssooia.tion places on record 
its deep sense of sorrow and loss a.t the sad and premature 
demise of Dr. Sir Sha.faat Ahmad Khan, the First President of 
the Indian HisLory Congress and one of its founders and the 
General Secretary for a number of years, to whose untiring 
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efforts and devotion the Indian History Congress owes largely 
its success.'' 
That the oopy of the resolution be sent to Lady Shafaat Ahmad 
Khan. 

(ii) "That the Indian History Congress Association places on record 
its deep sense of sorrow at the death of Dr. M. H. Krishna, 
formerly sectional President of a Section and member of the 
Executive Committee and a his.torian and archaeologist of 
eminence.'' 

3, The General Secretary presented the Annual Report for the 
year 1947 as recommended by the Executive Committee and it was adopted 
by the House. (Appendix A). 

4. The House considered the accounts for the year 1946-47 as 
recommended by the Executive Committee. It .was resolved that the 
Accounts be adopted. (Appendix B). 

5. The 'l'reasurer presented the budget estimates for the year 
1948-49 as .recommended by the Executive Committee. lt was resolved 
that the budget be passed. 

6. The President reported election by the Executive Committee of 
the following office-bearers and President and Sectional Presid~nts for 
the 1948 Session :-

President : Prof. Mohammad Habib 
Vice-Presidents ~ 1. Dr. Tara Chand 

2. Dr. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri 
General Secretary : Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
Joint Secretary : Mr. 0. P. Bhatnaga.r 
'Treasure : Dr. Banarsi Prasad Saksena. 
President and Sectional Presidents for 1948 SessiorJ .-
Presadent: Maharr.ahopadhyaya Prof. D. V. Potdar. 
SecCionl Prestdents : 
:::iection I Dr. Nalinaksh Datta, Calcutta. University 
Section II Dr. D. C. Sircar, Calcutta University 
Section III Rev, Fr. H. Heras, Bombay 
Section IV Dr. P. M. Joshi, Bombay 
Section V Dr. K. N. V. Sastri, Mysore University 

7. The House elected the following members to the Executive 
Committee for tne ya.ar 1948:-

1. Dr. S. N. Sen 8. Dr D. C. Siroar 
2. Prof. D. V. Potda-r 9. Dr. A. S. Altekar 
3. Dr. K. K. Datta. ltt. Dr. N. L. Cha.tterji 
4. D. B. Prof. C. 8. Srinivasaoha.ri 11. Dr. M. Rama. Rao 
5. Prof. G. M. M ,raes 12< Prof. H. K Sherwani 
6. Dr. R.N. Dandekar 13. Dr. P.M. Joshi 
7. Dr. N. Venkataramana.yya. 14. Dr. J. N. Hanerji 

8. The Hou:;e considered the venue for the next session of tbe 
Indian History Congress and in this conneotion considered the invitations 
extended by Baroda Government, Government of Orissa and U ni'9ersities 
of Lucknow and Delhi. It was resolved to confirm the deoision of the 
Executive Com.nittee of the year 1946 viz. to accept the invitation 
extended by the University of Delhi, It was further resolved that the 
J3aroda Guv~;mrnent, Hon'ble Premier of Ori8Ma and Luc\'now Universi\r 
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be thanked for their kind invita.tions and be requested to extend their 
invi,ation for 19!9 'fond subsequent yearR, 

9. The President reported that the Executive Committee considered 
a letter from the Right Hon'ble Sir Tej Bahadur S'Jopru ex:pressing his 
in~btlity to continue as Chairman of the Exec 1tive Board, and reluctantly 
agteed to accept his resignation. The House adopted the following 
resolution recommended by the Executive Committee :-

"That the Indian History Congress places on record its profound 
sense of gratitude to the Right Hon 'ble Sit Tej Bahadur Sapru 
for the inestimable services which he has rendered for the 
accomplishment of the scheme of the Comprehensive History of 
India as President of the Executive Board and deeply regrets 
that it has become impossible for him to bear the burden of his 
work a.ny longer owing to ill-health and wishes for his speedy 
recovery.'' 

It was further reported to the House that the Executive Committee 
bad requested Dr. Tara Chand b take up the Chairmanship of the Execu. 
tive Board in place of the Rt. Hon'ble Sir Tej Bahadur Sa.pru and appointed 
Dr. Bieheshwa.r Prasad Secretary to the Executive Boara in place of Dr. 
Tara Chand. 
_ 10. The House considered the reo 'Ill mendation of the Executive 
Committee and resolved that the Indian Hi..;tor.v Congress become a 
member of the International Committee of Historical Sciences and the 
President of the Indian History Congress be authorised to nominate its 
representatives to attend the meeting of the International Committee of 
the Historical Soienoes whenever necessary, 

11. The House adopted the following resolution moved from the Chair~
"That the Indian History Congress Association offer~ it most sincere 

felicitations to Dr.· Tara Chand on his well deserved appointment 
as Ambassador of the Indian Union in Afghanist"n.'' 

12. The vote of thanks was proposed by Rao Bahadur Prof. C. S. 
Srinivasaohari to the Reception Committee and Dr. P. M. Joshi Looal 
Secretary, and the Volunteers, and other office.bearers for the excellent 
arrangements made in connection with the meetings vf the Indian History 
Congress and a.ooommoda.tion of the <'eleg~tes in the City. of Bombay. 
He also expressed his admiration for the untiring efforts of the volunteers 
specially the Apte Brothers, who largely contributed to the success of the 
session by their zeal and devotion to duty, and thanked them on behalf 
of the As~>ociation. Prof. S, V. Puntambekar and others associated them
selves with the proposal which was adopted with acclamation. 

After a reply by Dr. P. M. Jbu><i and Mr. R. G. Gyani u11 behalf of 
the Reception Committee !!.Ud concludil<g JOeilH.Hk!i of the President the 
session concluded. 

BISHESHWAR PHASAD, 
General .)ecretar}'. 



MINUTES 

A meeting of the Executive Committee of the Indian History 
Congress was 'held on the ~6th of December, I947 at 5-30 p.m. in the 
University buildings, Bon;bay. The following were present: 

1. Dewan Bahadur Prof. C. S. 8. Dr. S. N. Sen 
Srinivasacbari 9. Prof. D. V. Potdar 

2. Prof. N. Venkataramanayya 10. Dr. A. S, Altekar 
3. Dr. Dines Chandra Sircar 11. Dr. B. P. Seksena 
4, Dr. K. K. Datta 12. Dr. Tara Chand 
5. Prof. K, A. Nilakanta Sa.stri 13. Dr. P.M. Joshi 
6. Dr. A. L. Srivastava 14. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
7. Dr. J. N. Banerjea 15. Prof. Mohammad Habib {in the 

Chair) 
1. The Minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. 
2. The Report for the year 1~47 was presented by the General 

Secretary. It was resolved to recommend its ailoption to the Business 
meeting-(Appendix A) 

3. The accounts for t be year l946-t7 were presented by the 
Treasurer. It was resolved to recommend their adoption to the Business 
meating---(Appendix B.) 

4. The Budget estimates for the year 1948-49 were presented by 
the Trea~<urer. It was resolved to recommend it for consideration and 
adoption to the Business meeting-(Appendix C.) 

5. The following Office-bearers were elected for 1948:-
President : Prof. Mohammad Habib 
Vice-Presider,ts : 1. Prof,,,... A. Nilakanta Sastri 

· ~. Dr, Tara Chand 
Ger~eral Secretary : Dr. Bisbeshwar Prasad 
Joint Sec,etar:JI: Mr. 0. P. Bhatnagar 
Treasurer . Dr. R. P. Saksena 

6. The following were elected as President and Sectional Presidents 
for. the 11th. Session of the Indian History Congress :-

Pnsident: Mahama.hopadbya:va Prof. D. V. Pot dar, 
Poona 

Sectional Presi,'ents .. ~ Sec. I Dr. Nalinaksba Datta., Calcutta 
Sec. 11 Dr. D. C, Sir oar, Calcutta 
Sec, III Rev. Fr. H. Heras, Bombay 
Sec. lV Dr. P.M. Joshi, Bombay 
Sec. V Dr. K. N. V. Sastri, Mysore. 

7. The Commit'ee Considered the invitations extended by Baroda. 
Government, Orissa Gt)vernment, aud Universities of Lucknow and 
Delhi. ' 

It was resolved to confirm the decision of the Executive Committee 
of the year 1946, viz, to accept the invitation extended by the U niver
sity of Delhi. It was further resolved that the Baroda Government, 
Hon'ble Premier of Orissa and Luoknow University be thanked for 
their kind invitation and be requested to extend their invitation for 
1949 and subsequent years. 

K Mr. G. P. Jaiswal and Co., were appointed as auditors to "udi~ 
tlte accounts for the year 1947-48. 
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9. Items 8 and 9 of the Agenda relating to the publication of 
Journal and the use of Hindi as medium of the Indian History 
Ooagress werf' pcstponed. 

10. The following Committee was appointed to consider the amend
ments to the Con8titution anJ it was resolved that the following 
amendments for which notice had been given should be referred to 
the Committee consisting of the following :..,.. 

Dr. S. N. Sen 
Dr. A. S. Altekar 
Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad 
Dr. B. P. Saksena 
Prof. M. Habib 

(a) In clause 7 (b) (1) sub~titute "before 1st December of the year 
in which the session is being held,. for "upto date." 

(b) In olause 19 substitute ''making suitable arrangements for'· for 
"the holding of" and delete ''and for making Ruitable arrangements 
for'' after ''the Congre::s." 

(t) In clause 16 add the following : 

"He may appoint a Seoti•>nal SecretarY who shall maintain a 
reoord of proceedings of the sectional meeting and a3sist the President 
in tbe discharge of his duties''. 

(dJ tn olause 22 substitute "papers along .vith their summaries 
shall reach the General Secretary" for "The summaries of pa<Jers 
should reaoh the Looal Secretary•• and delete the words ·•and 
the papers at least one month'' after the words ''Two months". 

(e) In olause 4 substitute "Rs. 250/-" for "Rs. tOO", 

(f) In clause 10 add "considering resolutions proposed f·Jr the Buii· 
ness meeting" before (a) and renumber th"' sub-clause. 

11. The Committee considered a letter sent by tile Hon'ble Sir Tej 
Bahadur Sapru expressing his inability t<J oontinue as Chairman of the 
Executive Board, and reluctantly &greed to accept nis resignation. It re
commended to the Indian History CongreBs Association tbe adoption of 
the following resolution :-

''That the Indian History Congress places on record its profound 
sense of gratitude to the Right Hon'ble Sir Tej Baha.dur Sapru for the 
inestimable services which he ha.s rendered for the accomplishment 
of the scheme of the Comprehensive History uf India. as President of 
the Executive Board and deeply regrets that it has become impossible 
for him to bear the burden of his work any lonoger owing to ill-health 
and wishes for his speedy recovery, 

The Executive Committee requested Dr • Tara. Chand to take up 
the Chairmanship of the Ex:ecutive Board in plaoa of the Rt, Hon'ble 
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and appointed Dr. Bisheshwa.r Prasad Seoretary 
to the Executive Board in place of Dr. Tara Ch~&nd. 

12. The \Jommittee considered a. letter from the Chairman of 
the International Committee of Historical Sciences, Paris, and re'l'llved 
~bat the lnd~an History Congress beoume a member 0f the Internationa\ 
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Oommittee of Historio~~ol Soienoes and th~~ot the President of the Indian 
History Congress be authorised to nominate its representative~ to attend 
the meetings of the International Committee of the Historical Soienoes 
whenever necessary. 

13. The Committee recommended that the following resolution be 
moved from the Chair at the Business Committee meeting : 

''That the Indian History Congress Association offers its most 
sincere felicitations to Dr. Tara Chand on his well deserved appointment 
as Ambat;'sador of the Indian Union in Afghanistan, 

BISHESHW A.R. PRASAD, 
General SecreCarv. 



APPENDIX B 

INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESi 

Statement of account.<J for thq year April 1, 1946 to 31st March 1947, 
of the Indian History Conr1ress (Congre."fs account No. /.) 

Particulars. 

Opening Bala nee 
Membership Fee account 
Sale of Proceedings account 
Life Membership Fee account 
Outsanding bills paid 
Imperial Bank account 
Audit Expenses account 
Establishment account 
Stationery account 
Printing account 
Postage ~~.nd Telegrams ... 
Printing of Proceedings account 
Bank Commission account ... 
History of India (Boheme) account 
Miscellaneous account ... 
lmprest Money to Joint Secretary 
Cash Balance with office . ... 

Dr. 

Rs. a, 

752 u 
3,676 3 

50 0 
452 8 
12 0 

283 9 
190 2 

1,608 12 
12 2 

22 8 
15 0 
32 12 

Cr. 

p, Rs. p. p. 
4,192 14 0 
2,150 0 0 

241 14 0 
500 0 0 

5 
3 
0 
0 
6 
9 
0 
0 
0 

18 10 6 
0 
0 
6 

Total ... j=_7.I08 6- 6 = 1,1os s_ 6 

Opening Balance for the next year 

Imperial Bank Baltmce 3,676 3 3 
Cash balance with office 32 12 6 
lmprest with Joint Secretary 15 0 0 

Total 

Less History of India Scheme account 
to be paid 

3,723 15 9 

18 10 6 
----

Opening Balance for the next year 3,705 5 3 

0. P. BHA.TN AGAR, 
rJ oint SecretarY. 

BISHESHW A.R PRASA. D. 
General SecrGtary. 

B. P. SA. KSEN A, 
Treasurer. 

Examined with the books certified oorreot, 

(Sd.) G. P. Jaiswa.l, 
Registered Auditors, 
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APPENDIX C 

INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESS 
Budget Estimate for the year 1948-49. 

INCOME 

Opening Balance • ... ... ... 
Membership fee ... ... ... 
Sale of Proceedings ... ... 
Life Membership Fee .. ... 

EXPENDITURE 

Establishment ... ... 
r' ri n ting of Proceedings ... 
Printing and Stationery .... 
Postage and Telegrams ... 
Audit Expenses - ... 
Furniture ... . .. 
Bank Commission ... ... 
Miscellaneous account ... 

BlSHESHW AR PRASA~D, 
Joint Secretary. 

... ... 
. ... 

... 
... 
... ... 
. .. 

; 

Actua.ls 
of 

1946-47. 

Rs. a. p, 

... ... 4,192 14 0 .. . ... 2,150 0 0 .. . ... 246 14 0 ... ... 500 0 0 
--------

Total ... 7,089 12 0 
---------

... . . .. 452 ~ 0 

.. . ... 1,608 12 0 

... ~· 295 10 3 
, .. .. . 190 2 0 ... ... 50 0 t: 
... ... . .. ... .. . 12 2 0 ... . .. 22 8 0 

-------
Total ... 2,63L 10 3 

0. P. BHATN AGAR, . 
Genera! Secre tary. 

Estimate I Estimates 
of of 

1947-48. 1948-49. 

Rs, a. p, Rs. a,. p. 

3,705 5 3 .. 
2,500 0 0 2,500 0 0 

250 0 0 250 0 0 . .. 500 0 0 ------ -
6,455 5 3 3,250 0 0 

-
500 0 0 400 0 0 

1,500 0 0 1,600 0 0 
250 0 0 300 0 0 
200 0 0 300 0 0 

50 0 0 25 0 0 
150 0 0 50 0 0 

20 0 0 25 0 0 
100 0 0 100 0 0 

---------
2,770 0 0 2,800 0 0 

B. P. bAKSEN A, 
1re .. wrer. 
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List of Members for 1947 (Bombay) Session 

Lrfe Members. 

1. The Rt. Hon'ble Dr. M. R. Jayakar. M.A., LL. D., D. C. L .. 
P. C. Winter Road, Malabar Hills, Bombay. 

2. Mr. Jehangir K. Seervai, Warden Road, Bombay. 

· 3. Prof. S. V. Puntambekar, Depa1 tment of Politics, Nag
pur University. 

4. Dr. A. S. Altekar, Department of Anciant History, Bana
ras Hindu University. 

5. Syt. Manibhai Dwivedi, M. A., Research Scholar, Nava. 
sari (B. B. & C. I. Ry.). 

6. Thakur Batuk Sir-gh, M. B. E., Dy. ll'inancial Adviser, 
Military Finance, Government of lndia, South Block, New Delhi. 

7. Mr. K. M. Ahmad, Director of Archaeology, Hyderabad 
Division. 

8. Mr. A. B. Pande, History Department, Allahabad Unit.er
sity, 

9. Dr. Hira Lal Gupta. History Department, Saugor Univer
sity. 

10. Sardar Ganda Singh, M. A., Khalsa College, Amritsar. 

11. Mr. I. B. Patel, Frenny House, Sitla Devi Road, Mahim, 
Bombay. 

12. Maharaj Kumar Dr. Raghubir Singh, M. A., D. Litt., 
Raghubir Niwas, Sitamau, C. I. 

Ordinary Members • 
• 

1. Dr. A. L. Srivastava, Professor of History, Agra Univer-
sity. 

2. Mr. Ajit Prasad, M. A., LL. B., Advocate, Ajitashram, 
Luck now. 

3. Dr. Abdul Haq, Anjuman-i-Taraqqi-i-Urdu, Daryaganj, 
Delhi. 

4. A. Chidambaram Esq., C. I. of Police, 10/98 Venkata
ewami Road, R. S. Puram, Coimba tore, 
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5. Mr. A. V. Pandya, Rajpipla State. 

6. Mr. A. N. Krishna Aiyangar, The Adyar Library, Theo
sophical Society, Adyar, Madras. 

7. Dr. A. C. Banerji, M.A., Ph. D., 2, College Square, Cal
cutta 12. 

8. Prof. A. H. Nizami, Durbar College, Rewa. 

9. Dr. A. D. Pusalkar, "Osha." 118, Shivaji Park, Bombay. 

10. Dr. A. Halim, M.A., Ph. D., Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 

11. Pt. Bisheshwar Nath Reu, Superintendent, Archaeological 
Department, Jodhpur. 

12. Mr. B. V. Krishna Rao, \1. A., B. L., Commissioner, 
Hindu l:!:ndowment Board, Cathedral P. 0., Madras. 

13. Syt. Benudhar Sharma, Historian, Charing P. 0., Sibsa~ 
gar, A~sam. 

14. Prof. B. P. Mazumdar, Gola Danapur, Bankipur P.O .. 
Patna. 

15. Dr. Bisheshwar Prasad, D. Litt., History Department, 
Allahabad University. 

16. Mr. B. R. Kulkarni, Hon. Secretary, Rajwade Sanshodbak 
Ma ndal, Dhulia (0. P.). 

17. Mr. B. G. Tamal:!kar, 273, Golbazar, Jubbulpore. 

18. Rai Bahadur Chintamani A.charya, M. A., B. L., Advc-
cate, Cuttack (Orrisa). 

19. The Curator, Muttra Museum, Muttra. 

20. Prof. C. V. Joshi, Raj Daftardar, Baroda. 

21. Mr. C. V. Bhide, B. A., B. T., Headmaster, Native High 
School, Uran, Kolaba. District. 

22. Dewan Bahadur Prof. C. S. Srinivasachari, M. A., Prin· 
cipal, .Haja Doraisingam Memorial College, Sivaganga, S. I. 

• 
23. Syt. Baij Nath Puri, M.A., Lecturer, Lucknow University. 

24. The Director of Archaeology, Gwalior State, Gwalior. 

~5. Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, M. A., Ph. D., 2/l, Lovelock 
Street, Calcutta. 

26. Mr. D. G. Mahajan, M. A., C.P. and Berar Jain Research 
Institute, Yeotmal {Berar). 

27. Mr. D: y, ~ale, M. ~·· "Kesari" and " Mara.tl~a" <?~c~, 
foop~ 2. 
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28. Dr. D. C. Sircar, P. 93/94, Manoharpukur Road, Cal
cutta. 

29. Mr. DimbPshwar Neogi, The Beauty Cot, Jorhat, 
Assam. 

30. Dr· G. Yazdani, M. A., Ph. D., 0. B. E., Office of the 
History of Deccan, Hyderabad Dn. 

31. Dr. G. C. Mendis, 26th, 27th Lane, Colombo, Ceylon. 

32 Prof. Gurty Venkata Rao, M. A., LL. B., History and 
P,alitics Department, Andhra University, Waltair. 

33. Dr. G. N. Saletore, 12 Officers' Huts, Sikandara Road, 
· b{.ew Delhi. 

J4. Mr. Govind Chintaman Tambe, Tikekar Road, Dhantoli, 
Nagpur. 

35. Mr. G, R. Singhal, Numismatic Society of India, Prince 
of Wales Museum, Bombay. 

36. Mr. G. S. Dikshit, Professor of History, Fergusson 
College, Poona 4. 

37. Dr. H. Goetz, Ph. D., 'Sitaram,' Race Course Road, 
Baroda. 

38. Dr. H. N. Sinha, N agpur University, Nagpur. 

39. Mr. Hari Ranjan Ghoshal, G. B. B. College, Muzaffar-
pur. 

40. Prof. H. D. Velankar, M. A., 10/2, Shastri Hall, 
Bombay 7. 

41. Prof. H. K. Sherwani, M.A, Mustapha Manzi!, Himayat 
Nagar, Hyderabad Dn. 

42. Ch. Hanumantha Ram, Esq., Principal, P. R. College, 
Cocanada, S. I. 

43. Dr. Indubhusha n Banerji, 12, Deshpriya Park Road, 
Calcutta. 

44. Dr. J. N. Banerji, M. A., Ph. D., Lecturer, Calcutta 
University. • 

45. Mr. J. N. Sarkar, M. A., Asstt. Profe!:lsor, Pa.tna College, 
Patna. 

46. Mr. Jagmohan Mahajan, 29 Babar Lane, New Uelhi. 

47. Mr. K. G. Gopala Rau, Andhra Historical Soci;Jty, 
Rajahrnundry. 

4~. Mr. K. R. Venkatarama Avyar, Director of Public Ins
truction, Puduk.kottai, 8. I. 
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49. Prof. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, M. A., "Nileswf:~.r," Edwar 
Elliot's Road, Madras. 

50. Prof. K. N. V. Sastry, Mysore University, Mysore. 

5.1. Kunjan Pillai, Esq., M, A., Lecturer, University 
College, Trivandrum, Travancore. 

52. K. Rangarajam Esq., M.A., LL. B., Rukmani Buildings, 
Mambalam West, Madras, 17. 

53. Kalyan Kumar Ganguli, Esq., A.sutosh Museum, Calcutta 
University. -

54. The Librarian, Imperial Library, CcJ.lcutta. 

55. L .. D. Pendaley Esq., Head Assistant Sale Tax, Malipura, 
YeotmaJ (Berar). 

56. Miss M. Mulla, 145, Lady Staff Colony, B~naras Hindu 
University. 

57. Rao Bahadur Sardar M. V. Kibe, Saraswati Niketan, 
Indore. 

58. M. M. Nagar~ Curator, Provincial Museum, Lucknow. 

59. Dr. Maharaj N arain Agarwal, Advocate, Stanley Road, 
Allahabad. 

60. Mr. M. V. Gujar, M. A., Shri Shivaja P. Military School, 
Shivaji Nagar, Poona. 

61. Maharaj Kumar Dr. Raghubir Singh, M.A., D. Litt., 
'Raghubir Niwas', Sitamau, C. I. 

62. Dr. Nand Lal Cha tterji, History Department, Luck now 
University. 

63. Dr. N. Venkataramanayya, M.A., Ph. D., 10, Raman 
Street, T . .Nagar, Madras. 

64. Mr. 0. Ramchandraiya, Andhra University College of 
Arts, W altair. 

65. Mr. P. N. Mukerji, M.A., Lecturer in History, D.A.V. 
College, Debra Dun. 

• 
66. Dr. P.M. Joshi, Director of Archives, Record Office, 

Secretariat Fort, Bombay. 

67. Mr. P. Acharya, State Archaeologist, Mayurbhanj, 
State. 

68. Mr. P.O. Rath, Superintendent of Archaeology, Patna 
State, Halangir. 

69. L>r. P.O. Gupta, M.A., Ph. D., 125, Rashbehari Avenue, 
Calcutta. 

• 
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70. Mr. P.K. Gode, Curator, B.O.R. Institute, Poona 4. 

71. P. Venkatarama. Sarma Esq., Koppapalam Agraharam, 
Santanaglur P.O., Guntur. 

72. R.C. Parikh Esq., Gujrat Vidya Sabha, Bhadra, Ahmeda. 
bad. 

73. Dr. R.N. Dandekar, M.A., Ph. D., B. 0. R. Institute, 
Poona 4. 

, .74. Rao Uttam Singh Esq., Assistant Director, Civil Supplies, 
Jind State, Sangrane (Jind). 

75. R.G. Gyani Esq., Prince of Wales Musenm, Bombay. 

76. Dr. Radhakumurl :Mukerji, .M.A., Ph. D., 39, Ekdalia 
Road, Ballygunge, Calcutta.-

•. 77. Rabindra Kumar Das Gupta, Esq., M.A., P.R.S., Lecturer, 
Saugor U ni versi ty, Saugor. 

78. R.B. Padoey Esq., Deptt. of Ancient Indian History 
Banaras Hindu University. 

79. Dr. R.C. Majumdar, M.A .. Ph. D., 4. Bipin Pal Road, 
Calcutta. 

80. Radha Kishen Choudhury Esq., Professor or History, 
Ganesb Datta College, Begu· a rai. 

81. R.V. Poduval Ef.:;., ;·irector of Archaeology, Trivandrum, 
Travancore. 

82. R. Narayana Esq., M.A, 3, Ved Niwas, Bhaudaji Road, 
Matunga, Bombay 19. 

83. Sardindu N arain Roy Esq., 11, Braun Field Road, P.O. 
Alipur, Calcutta. 

84. Syt. Sankaranand, Ram Krishna Vedanta Math, 19·B 
Raja Raj Kishen Street, Calcutta, 6. 

85. Fr. S.J. Heras. St. Xavier's College Bombay. 

86. Prof. Sri Ram Sharma, M.A., Fergusson College, Poona 4. 

87. Satya Prakash Srivastava E~q .. .Superintedent of Arch
aeology and Art Mui!eum, Jaipur. 

88. Syt. Sarbananda Rajkumar, B.A., S.D.C. Birpeta P. 0. 
Assam, 

89. S. Patnaik Esq., Dy. Mag'ir:;trate and Dy. Collector, 
Ganga Mandir, Cuttack. 

90. S. N. Das Gupta Esq., Lucknow University, Lucknow. 
~1. Dr. S. N. Sen, Director of Archives, Government of India 

New Delhi, ' 
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92, 3. A. Aga.di E~q., K'JPPll, N tH'll'~ State, HyJera b~d 
Dn. 

93, Satish Chandra Esq., M.A., Research Scholar, History 
Department, Allahabad University. 

94. Maulana S. Sulaiman N ad vi, Secretary, Shibli Academy, 
Azamgarh. 

95. Shanti Prasad Varma, Esq., M.A., Head of History 
Department, Maharana Bhupal College, Udaipur. 

96, Prof. Sri Ram Sharma, M. A., Principal, D. A. V. College, 
Sholapur. 

97. Sudhir Ranjan D.Js Esq., History Department, Delhi Col· 
lege, Ajmeri Gate, Delhi. 

98. S. K. Saraswati, Esq., 6/1 Mahendra Road, Calcutta. 

99. Prof. T. K. Venltataram, Pachaiyappa's College, Madras. 

100. Th. Shashi Shushan Singh Deo, Zamind<ir, Ahiri Statt>, 
District Chanda, C. P. 

101. Dr. Tara Chand, M. A., D. Phil. (O.ton), Vice-Chancellor, 
Allahabad University. 

102. Prof. Tripurari Chakravarty, H, Fern Place, P. 0 .. Bally
gunge, Calcutta, 9. 

103. Prof. V. Narayana Pillai, University of Travancore, 
Trivandrum. 

104. Prof. V. V. Mirashi, Principal, Vidarbh Mahavidyalaya, 
Amraoti (Berar). 

105. Dr. V. G. Dighe, Record Office, Secretariat, Bombay. 

106. V. Lakshminarayana Esq., Lecturer, C. R. Reddy College, 
Ell ore, 

107. V. Venkataraya Sastri, Esq., M.A., No. 4, Mallikeshwar 
Koil South Lanes Linchi Chetty Street, G. T. Madras. 

108. V. Narayan Rao Esq., M.A., Lecturer, P. R. College, 
Cocanada. 

• 
109. Y. C. Gaur Esq., Department of National Archives, New 

Delhi. 
110. Yuvaraj Krishan Esq., Hutment No. 58, I. A. S. Train

ing School, Metcalfe House, Delhi. 
111. Dr. Parma.tma Saran, M.A., Ph. D., Editor, Publica

tions Branch, Broadcasting and Information Deptt., Government 
of India, Rajpur Road, Delhi, 

112. Prof. Syt>d Ha~an Askari, History Department, Patna 
College, Patna. 
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113. Dr. V.D. Rao, M.A., Ph. D., Ramnarain Ruia. Collegf', 
Bombay. 

114. Bhatwat Sahai Esq., C/o Syt. Munnalal Advocate, 
Hardoi. 

115. Risbabh Das Jain Esq., Secretary, Mahavir Jain Inst.t., 
409/410 Mint Street, Madras. 

116. The Reader, History Department, Madras University, 
Madras. 

117. Prof. Kali Das Kapur, Kali Charan High School, Luck-
now. 

ll8. Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. D. V. Potdar, 77, Shan war, 
Poona City. 

119. Mr. V. Raghv~?ndra Rao, History Department, Mysore 
University. 

120. Mr. C. Sbivaram Murti, Superintendent, Arch\. Section• 
India Museum, Calcutta. 

121. Prof. K. H. Kamdar, Pratapganj, Baroda Camp. 

122. Prof. K. Datta, Cotton Colleg~>, Gauhati, Assam. 

123. Dr. D. C. Ganguli, Curator, Victoria, Memorid.l Hall, 
Calcutt!\, 

l24. Prof. Mohd. Mujeeb, Jamia MiUia, Delhi. 

125. Mr. K. A. Parlhye, LL.B •. PaJhye's Building, Bhatwadi, 
Girgaon, Bombay. 

126. Mr. S.C. Kala, Curator, Municipal Museum, Allahabad. 

127. Mr. M. N. D~shpande, Supdt. of Archl. 8urvey, W. C. 
Poona. 

128. Prof. Pratapgiri Ram Murti, Wihon College, Bombay. 

129. Prof. (Mrs.) H. N. Acharya, Hansraj Pragji Thakersey 
College, Nasik. 

130. Prof. V. V. De~ai, Khalsa College, King Circle, Matun-
ga, Bombay 19. • 

131. N. K. Desai Esq., The GraduatHs Association, Kabutar
khana, Broach. 

132. A. K. Priyolkar E->q., N'av1J.lk-lr Building, Near Canady 
Bridge, Bombay 4. • 

133. Prof. Dinshah D. Kapadia, M.A., B.Sc., I.E.S. (Retd.) 
C/o K. R. Kama Oriental Instt., Bombay. 

134. Dr. B.A. Saletore, 7, Maharashtra ~ociety, Ahmedabad. 
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135. Principal Teja Singh, Khalsa College, King's Circle, 
Matunga, Bombay 19. 

136. Prof. D. S. Sodhi, Khalsa College, King's Circle, 
Matunga, Bombay 19. 

137, Jamshed C. Tarapore El::!q., C/o K. R. Kama Oriental 
Institute, Bombay. 

138. Rev. Fr. V. X. Tena, St. Xavier's High School, Carnac 
Road, Bombay 2. 

p9 .. Prof. Motibhai T. Vyas, M.A., B.T,. Dip. Ed., F.R. G.S., 
Bbartiya Vidya Bhavan's M. M. Arts Collego, Andheri, Bombay. 

140. Dr. C. N. W adia, B. A., Ph. D., Rajaram College, 
Kolhapur. 

141. Hon'ble Sri Harekrishna Mehtab, Prime Minister, 
Govt. of Orissa, Cuttaok. 

142. Mr. Vishwanath Prasad Varma, M. A., C/o Mr. 
Ramchandra Pd., Retd. Dy. Ingpector of Schools, Dharampore, 
P. 0, Khartenbagh, Dt. Saran. 

143. Mr. S. K. Dixit, C/o Dr. V. G. Dighe, Record Office, 
Becretaria t, Bomb~y. 

144. Mr. T.V. Gune, C/o Dr. V. G. Dighe, Record Office, 
Secretariat, Bombay. 

145. Dhirendra N a th Mul(erji Esq., Hindu Academy, 
Daulatpur, Khulna (E. Bengal). 

146. Syt. Bisheshwar Chakravarty, DJgacho, Dt. !Jacca, 
(E. Bengal). 

147. Syt. A. C. Banerji, Curator, Archl. Museum, Nalanda, 
Patna. 

148. Mr. p, G. Satyagirinathan, 2897 Saraswathi Puram, 
Mysore. 

149. Prof. B. R. Chatterji, Meerut College, Meerut. 

150. Dr. Ishwari Prasad, D. Litt., Head of Politics Depart
ment, Allahabad University. 

151. Dr. B. M. Sharma, M.A., Ph. D., D. Lit., Politics Depart.· 
ment, Lucknow University. 

152. Shantimoy Banerji Esq., B 5j170 Oudh Garhi, Benares 
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